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Tovard a Psycholinguistic Model
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1.0

General requirements on grammars and acquisition
models:
A commonly-accepted goal of linguistic theory is

the formulation of a grammar that will "generate" all the
correct sentences and no incorrect sentences of a given
language.

When this task has been successfully performed,

the grammarian is said to have described the "competence"
of an idealized native-speaker of that language.
Psycholinguists and other students of language
behavior are often interested in more than a set of
structural descriptions of the sentences of a language;
psycholinguists would like to be able to account for both
the acquisition and the utilization of linguistic structure.
The general theory of language acquisition concerns itself
not only with first-language acquisition by children,
but with second-language acquisition, bilingualism, and
aphasic language-loss. Here, the discussion of acquis
ition is strictly limited to monolingual first-language
acquisition.

The theory of language utilization is

concerned with the comprehension, production, and recall
of utterances as a part of active mental functioning.
There are a number of additional major areas of language
behavior which fall somewhat outside the confines of
psycholinguistics; among these are investigations of
language change, the racial ontogenesis of language, and
the place of language in culture.

Eventually, these
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latter areas must be integrated ■with psycholinguistic
concerns into a larger theory of language behavior.
To the degree that the linguist’s description of
language competence describes regularity of language
structure which is also of significance in the description
of behavior, the theory of language utilization and
acquisition must seek out ways of relating such structure
to performed language.

But, where aspects of linguistic

description are due not to inescapable facts regarding
the structure of language, but rather to the standards
accepted for linguistic description (compare Chomsky, 1966),
it may be that the psycholinguistic model will look dif
ferent from the linguistic model.

However, a psycho-

linguistic model which were unable to account for the
generation of the grammatical utterances of a language
and to explain deviations from ungrammaticality would be
inadequate.
In these terms, we define the most highly-valued
psycholinguistic model as that model which s erves to:
1)

provide an account of linguistic form most in harmony
with our -understanding of ways in which human memory
may encode information;*

2)

account, in the fullest way, for the processes in
volved in the utilization of this structural inform
ation in each of the various linguistic tasks, i.e.
comprehension, production, imitation, recall,
shadowing, etc.; and

*

We will refer to such encoded information as language

"structure," attempting to base this on the distinction
between structure and process. Of course, this stored
information on language form may also describe grammatical
"structure."
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3)

outline learning strategems sufficient to permit
human "beings to acquire linguistic structure and/or
facility with linguistic process from the raw speech
data to which they are exposed.

Further criteria upon the systematic form of a potential
psycholinguistic theory are that it should he:
a)

maximally integrated in terms of symbolisms and pro
cesses,

b)

maximally natural in relating symbolisms to phenomena,

c)

maximally useful as a tool and heuristic for research,
and

d)

maximally simple.

The structural, utilizations!., and acquisitional aspects
of a proposed psycholinguistic model will be discussed
in the next three chapters.
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2.0

A Psycholinguistic Model

2.1

Structural aspects of the model
In the previous section we sought to contrast

facts of language behavior based upon structural encodings
in long-term memory -with facts of language behavior based
upon characteristics of the process of utilizing this
structural information.

It is not necessary to assume

that all linguistic form or structure can be related to
structural aspects of memory; indeed, there are a number
of areas which the structure of utterances seems to
reflect facts of utilization or processing.
2.1.1

Levels of Structure
We propose a model of the structure of linguistic

knowledge with the following sequence of representational
levels and rule levels:
Representational Levels:

Rule Levels:

Semetic Structure
Semetic rules
Concrete Semological Structure
Semological rules
Abstract Semological Structure
Lexicalization
Abstract Phonological Structure
(without linear order for items)
Syntactic rules
Abstract Phonological Structure
(linearally ordered items)

phonological rules

Concrete Phonological Structure
Articulatory/Acoustic rules
Articulatory/Acoustic structure
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2.12

Salient Characteristics of the Model
Although the majority of the representational

and rule levels proposed in the preceding section are
familiar to most readers, the etymology of the two new
terms "semetic"' and "semological" requires some
esplanation.

These terms are offerred as divisions of

what is generally called "semantic" structure.

Retaining

the root sema- "sign," the suffix -etic is used to refer
to a structure which is closely related to raw data.
Just as phonetic structure is close to the raw data of
actual sound, while phonological structure is more
abstracted from that data, so semetic structure is close
to the raw data of meanings, while semological structure
shows greater systematization and .abstraction.
The order of the components presented in the
previous section reflects the basic sequence of decision
processes found in the speaker.

In production, the speaker

transfers semetic structure to phonetic structure.

In

comprehension, the speaker relates acoustic structure
to semetic structure.

This bi-directionalaity of util

ization will be further considered in sections 2.22 and
3.21..
In generative grammar, one of the main issues
separating the schools of generative semantics and
generative syntax has involved determination of the "source
of well-formedness."

Chomsky (1968) has pointed out that,

within the context of linguistic theory, it is the source
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of this ■well-formedness which determines the centrality
of a given component.

Chomsky seems to suggest that

considerations of priority in actual processing are
not relevant to judgments regarding such "centrality."
However, within the context of a psycholinguistic model,
it makes very real sense to ask which informational
level is the first to he subjected to transformations
in the course of the actual production of an utterance.
¥orking within the context of such a model, it seems
intuitively correct to say that formation of meaning in
semetic structure is the first act of production, while
formation of acoustic structure through audition is the
first act of comprehension.

Similarly, the formation of

phonetic structure is the final act of production; while
the formation of semetic structure is the final act
of comprehension.
The proposed rule systems include no level of
phrase-structure rules.

Bather, some of the most fundamental,

relational aspects of phrase-structure are incorporated
into semetic and semological structure, while other
features are added through synta c t i c transformation.
The degree to which rules must he either intrins
ically or extrinsically ordered in application has heen
the subject of some recent controversy in generative
linguistics.

In section 3.11 we review some of the

relevant issues in this controversy.

At this point it

is enough to state that we find it possible to construct
an adequate psycholinguistic model without recourse to
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the additional constructs of either extrinsic or
intrinsic ordering of rules on a given level.

Furthermore,

it would seem that a system of extrinsically ordered
rules, such as that of Chomsky and Halle (1968) requires
a more complex acquisition device than does a system
of intrinsically ordered rules, such as that proposed
by Zoutsoudas (1972).

In this sense, we consider the

hypothesis of extrinsic rule-ordering to be a stronger
claim than the hypothesis of intrinsic rule - o r d e r i n g .
The present model proposes neither of these two hypotheses,
but rather suggests that those surface effects which
appear to be the results of rule-ordering are actually
the products of a sequential application of rules during
processing.

The pattern of this sequentiality is here

called "scanning” and is discussed in sec. 2.213.

The

expansion of semological structure through topicalization
and focusing is also of relevance to questions of
rule-ordering and will be discussed in section

2.212.
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2.13

Characteristics of the various levels

2.131

Semetic structure
Despite the recent surge of interest in semantic

description, we are not yet in possession of any estab
lished semantic theory.

The semetic structure of the

present model refers to a level of information which is,
strictly speaking, non-linguistic. We are thinking of
this as an information level which not yet coded into
formalized categories, but is composed largely of
perceptions which have been subjected to all processing
prior to that of categorization.

Let us take, as an

example, the case of a person looking at a book which
is on a table.

Having processed the visual patterns

arising from this scene, information from differences
in color and relief are sufficient to lead the individual
to conclude that he is looking at two separate objects.
Each object is associated with its position in the visual
field and thereby to the general schema of spatial
perception.

Such information is essentially semetic,

involving uncategorized perceptual data.

When the

positions of the two objects are related across the
spatial schema, semetic rules are brought into operation.
The result of the operation of the semtic rule in this
case would be generation of the feature /+supra/ which
would indicate that the book is on the table.
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Although, we conceive of semetic structure as
composed of relatively unprocessed perception, it is
clear that some structure exists even on this level.
The structure which is present here is essentially a
clustering of perceptions through space-time associations.
In a sense, it is this clustering which replaces
phrase-structure in the present model.

Looking at

the cover of a red hook, we must he ahle to associate
our perceptions of redness as coterminous with our
perceptions of a field bordered hy certain .square
contours.

Such association on the basis of time and

space continguity serves as the central mechanism in
an empiricist theory of cognition, such as that of
Hume (1748).

We also note in section 2.312 that the

language acquisition process requires such a mechanism
as one of its components.
Piaget (1952) has observed that one of the
results of early cognitive development is the formation
of the object-concept.

Prom our point of view, the

object concept may be thought of as a form of clustered
space-time relations linked to a central object-construct.
The type of semantic relation contemplated here is
that of modification, through which aspects of the
central object are related as coocurrent in space-time.
The object-concept is developed by the child through
distillation of permanence from intransigence.

This is

to say that objects form a relatively stable aspect of
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our experience and environment, whereas the actions in
which the objects participate are changes which ffade
rapidly through time and are more resistant to repeat
ed contemplation.

In this sense, we may think of

changes as the residue left over after the distillation
of the object-concept.

Formation of an action-concept

would be an eventual result of formation of an ob jectconcept.

Wb take both the object concept and the

action-concept to be elements of semetic structure, avail
able to the child before the time of language learning.
When distillate and residue are recombined, a propos
ition (or nucleus) results.

It may be the case that

thought is based upon the relations of objects and actions
through the semantic relation of predication.

Actually,

both predication and modification are varieties of the
basic space-time association; in the case of predication,
an object is involved in space-time with some action.
A more valuable distinction is between degrees of space
time continuity, i.e. some semantic relations stipulate
space-time identity; whereas others may only stipulate
that one element be proximal to the other in space or
time.
The reader may recognize in this model much that
agrees with the deep-structure of language proposed by
workers in generative semantics.

The structure of

object-clusters being related to action-clusters through
predication resembles the concatenation of Noun-Phrases
about a Verb-Phrase proposed by Fillmore (1968) and
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Chafe (1970).

However, the structure considered by

Fillmore and Chafe may resemble semological structure
more than semetic structure.

In semetic -structure each

action-cluster need be related to only one objeci-cluster.
This is to say that no transitivity is present at this
level.

It is through the conflation of propositions

by either semological rules or lexical assignments
that transitivity is produced.

For example, in semetic

structure, John throws the ball is present as at least*
two propositions: John moves in a specified manner and
The ball moves away from John in the air.

On the semetic

level, propositions are also related in terms of space
time.

In the example iust given, the first proposition

is identified as occurring prior to the second proposition.
This relation leads:the.speaker to infer causality, and
hence transitivity.

A similar solution has recently

been proposed by Postal and others.

*The examples given are simplified for the sake of
illustration. Actually, a number of the decisions
involved in these propositions should be effected by
semetic rules. For example, the identification of the
motion of the ball as "away from John" should be effected
by a semetic rule establishing a feature such as /-approx/.
Furthermore, it is clear that far more than two propos
itions are present in semetic structure. One proposition
must code the continguity of both John' and the ball at
Time 1, while another proposition must code the non
contiguity of John and the ball at Time 2. Two additional
propositions must code the entry into the air, etc.
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So far, we have outlined a semetic structure in
which elements related in space-time may form objectclusters, which may, in turn, associate with actionclusters to form propositions.

When propositions are

joined through somewhat looser space-time relations,
and when causality is inferred from these relations,
we may characterize the result as an embedded structure.
Much of semetic structure must consist of a- complex
network of such embedded propositions.

Additionally,

it is convenient to assume that propositions may be
modified in various ways by certain elements.

For

example, Seuren (1969) establishes a class of operators
which includes tenses,, modalities, logical conditions,
and adverbials.

Seuren thinks of the proposition as

composed of such operators working upon a nucleus,
the nucleus being that part of the proposition which
expresses grammatical relations.

Additionally, Seuren

calls some of these operators "sentence qualifiers,"
since they characterize "the sentence as a performative
act? (p. 150) in various ways.

Seuren attempts to

delimit the possible combination of .operators through
a set of phrase-structure rules in the base component
of a transformation grammar.

Although it seems of

analytic value to specify that some of the operators
have a broader "scope" (Carnap, 1964:21) of application
than others subordinate to them, it is not clear that
the grammar should enumerate the possible varieties of
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operator cooccurrences.

This is to say that the occurrence

of modalities, adverbials, and logical functions is
specified largely by non-linguistic patterns.

2.132

Semetic rules
Semetic rules serve to translate and systematize

the clustered perceptions of semetic structure through
the imposition of semantic categories or features.

It

is not our purpose here to consider the details of a
system of semantic features.. Bather, we would refer the
reader to the expositions found in Chafe (1970) and
Slobin (1973).

For example, each of the various locative

features should be assigned through the operation of
semetic rules.

In this sense, semetic rules are in some

measure still cognitive rules, rather than purely lin
guistic rules. . In fact, we note in section 2.3 that
learning of semetic rules should occur previous to the
onset of language learning.

Other features assigned

by semetic rules would be /icause/, /iduration/, /tplural/,
etc.

One cannot exclude the possibility that some of

these categories will be language specific, developing
later through the influence of the particular language.

2.133

Concrete semological structure
Semological structure is here conceived to be the

structure of propositions (as combinations of nuclei and
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operators) in terms of semantic features.

When

semological structure is directly related, through,
semetic rules of category assignment, to semetic structure,
the product is concrete semological structure.

We consider

this variety of semological structure to be concrete,
because it most closely approximates perceptions.

2.134

Semological transformations
It often occurs that the semantic structure we

observe in the surface structure of utterances is at
odds with what we would imagine to be the actual deeper
semantic structure.

For example, the use of the possessive

in such complement structures (Rosenbaum, 1967) as
John’s giving no smoking seems to be a surface reflex
of an underlying structure closer to the fact that John
has given up smoking.

It is convenient to think of

such alterations of underlying feature structure as the
results of the operation of semological rules which
serve to convert concrete semological structure into
abstract lexical structure.

In terms of comprehension,

semological rules would relate abstract semological
structure to concrete semological structure.

Much of

what appears to us to involve semological transformation
has generally been subsumed under the category of
syntactic transformation.

Semological rules, like

phonological rules, may serve to insert or delete features.
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One common variety of feature insertion is agreement
or concordance.

It is possible that zero-derivation,

involves feature deletion, although there are other
ways to explain this process.

2.135

Abstract semological structure
In production, the result of the action of both

semetic and semological rules is abstract semological
structure.

This structure is precisely that feature

structure required to achieve activation of the correct
lexical items for an utterance.

2.136

Lexical insertion
We have seen that semetic rules serve to relate

one level of information to another in that they express
perceptions in categorical terms.

In this sense they

resemble the phonetic and acoustic rules which we will
discuss shortly.

Semological rules are more clearly

transformational, in that they effect changes, upon more
complex structures.

In this sense, semological rules

resemble the phonological rules which we will discuss
below.

Lexical insertion occurs neither by categoriza

tion nor by transformation, but through simple relation.
In a sense, each lexical item is a separate relational
rule; it relates a set of semological features to a
set of phonological features.

In section 2.214 we

discuss the possibility that the application of rules
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is governed or organized by entry-conditions, so that
rules affecting similar features are accessible through
similar retrieval paths.

This is equivalent to suggesting

that there exists hierarchical organization within the
lexicon.
lakoff (1971:270) contrasts generative semantics
with the position of autonymous syntax which Chomsky (1971)
terms the "standard theory."

The present model is similar

to the "standard theory" in that it postulates that "all
lexical insertion rules occur in a block,"
270).

(lakofi, 1971:

However,unlike the standard theory (see also

Maclay 1971:170), deep

structure in the present model

is not the output of lexical insertion, but rather the
input to lexical insertion, i;e. abstract semological
structure.
The bulk of the lexicon consists of both free and
bound morphemesof conventional semological and
logical structure.

phono

However, there are two additional

varieties of sound-meaning associations which receive
lexical encoding, although they may not be of the same
systematic form as the majority of lexical items.

The

first such sub-group consists of interjections and
similar forms which may fail to participate in grammatical
relations and which may fail to be composed only of the
standard phonological features in s tandard patterns of
conbination.

Observing the development of his son

Higel, Halliday (1972) speaks of a set of such items as
a two-level grammar in which sound is associated with
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meaning, ‘but there is no further association to what
Halliday calls lexico-grammar.

In our terms, even early

interjections constitute lexical items, although they

-

are lexical items of a qualitatively different sort.
The second sub-group of lexical items is the set
of meaningful suprasegmentals.

Some suprasegmentals,

such as the stress which is assigned to syllables within
the word, are not to be considered as lexical items;
since they may either be assigned by phonological rule
or encoded as component aspects cf lexical items.

Some

suprasegmentals, however, are assigned not for lexical
or phonological reasons, but for functional or stylistic
reasons.

A common variety of functional intonation is

the assignment of stress to words with the feature
/+contrast/.

In the present model, the feature of

contrast is considered to be the semological representation
paired with the phonological feature cf stress in a
suprasegmental lexical item.

Similarly, attitudes

towards information such as pleasure, dismay, anxiety,
etc. can be represented as lexical suprasegmentals.

Crystal

(1969:289) notes that "all cases where intonation is
primarily of grammatical importance are also of attitudinal
relevance, but not all cases of attitudinal function (i.e.
all utterances) display a grammatical function..."
We believe that, by introducing intonational contrasts
at the lexical level, before the application of syntactic
rules, the integration of intonation with syntax is
facilitated.

It would be a mistake, however, to attempt

to treat major style shifts as somehow lexically-based
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or controllable through, diacritic marks.

In shifting

between codes, styles, and languages we shift not only
international patterns, hut also syntax, phonology, and
even aspects of semology.

2.137

Abstract phonological structure (without linearrorder)
The ouput of lexical insertion or lexical look-up

during production is a number of sets of phonological
features.

These sets of phonological features have not

yet be®, ordered in any fashion and we must presume that
the system of semantic relations present before lexical
insertion is still available at the time of activation^,
of phonological structure, since the syntactic rules
we discuss in the next section require the information
derivable from such structure.
In general, we believe that a psycholinguistic
model of phonology can work with the framework of the
distinctive feature approach of Jakobson, Pant and Halle
(1963), as revised by Chomsky and Halle (1968).

The

revision of the earlier theory of markedness separates
out certain patterns of feature cooccurrence as language
universal.

From the viewpoint of universal grammar,

this revision appears to be useful in various ways; but
from the viewpoint of a psycholinguistic model of util
ization and acquisition, the earlier theory of markedness
permits a more straight-forward description of the
relevant processes.

The earlier, or Praguian, theory
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postulates that the features of lexical encodings shall
he composed of the values /+/ and /-/ for every feature
not predicted by..phonological..rule.

Where features are

predictable by rule, they need not be coded (i.e. the
coefficient is /0/) and a saving is achieved in lexical
storage space.

Here, we further assume that the negative

cooefficient need only be coded for certain ambiguous
segments (see the discussion of section 2.318).

After

the action of the phonological rules, all such ambiguities
are removed and segments of concrete phonological
structure are marked with either a positive coefficient
or no coefficient at all.

The zero cooeficient is

considered to be the unmarked value and is realized in
an articulation specified by the articulatory rules.

2.138

Syntactic transformations
Activated lexical items are not connected in any

linear manner, rather they preserve the network-like
connection semological structure.

In the present treatment,

the sole function of syntactic transformations is the
ordering of lexical elements.

The ordering is achieved

on the basis of the semantic relations binding the
lexical items in surface semantic structure.

The form

of such rules is:
Semological Structure:

c< ---- &
j
j

Linear Order:

X

+

T

(---- ) =semantic
relation
(+) =linear
ordering,
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where X and T are lexical items related in a given
semantic fashion expressed on the first line.

Although

the input to the syntactic rules includes semological
information along with sets of lexical items, these
rules do no affect semological structure, only the
linear order of the lexical item.
Syntactic rules of the type symbolized above are
those of the greategt generality. •Moreover, most o'f the
central syntactic rules in a given language appear to
be of this variety.

However, as Ervin-Tripp (1972)

has noted, the semantic basis of certain syntactic
patterns and groupings may not be obvious to the child.
Ervin-Tripp notes the English auxiliaries can, will and do
as examples of members of a form-class without apparent
semantic ccmmunality.

In terms of the present model,

the ordering of these auxiliaries can be effected in
terms of the fact that they all carry tense.

This

pushes the issue back.to the lexical level, where it
becomes clear that the coding of tense upon these modals
is related to the fact that their morphological forms
are irregular.

Despite such problems with this

particular example, we believe that Ervin-Tripp is
correct in pointing to the possibility that some syntactic
relations may be acquired without the presence of
governing semantic relations.

Such syntactic rules

could be represented exactly as in the diagram immediately
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above, with the addition of a limitation of either
X or T to the lexical items: I^, I2 ,

Buies

of this form may constitute an intermediate step
in the process of superimposition which we will discuss
in section 2.31,

Since rules of this type fail to

isolate syntactic relations upon the hasis of a simple
semantic relation, they are unparsimonious and the
grammar generally avoids them,

2.139

Abstract phonological structure (with linear order)
After the operation of the syntactic rules, there

is no further need to refer to relations obtaining in
semological structure.

Ordered abstract phonological

structure differs from unordered abstract phonological
structure only in that the items are ordered.

2.1310

Phonological transformations
The system of phonological rules, like the

system of semological rules, serves to insert or delete
features in phonological structure.

Deletion of features

will occur in the case of ambiguously-coded features
which must be resolved by the action of phonological
rules.

Phonotactic rules may insert features whose

presence is redundant.

However, we must remember that

such rules need not effect changes to zero-coefficients,
since all features assume a zero value, unless otherwise
stated.

Epenthesis of very simply segments, such as

the neutral vowel, could he. the result of the action
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of a phonological rule, although the scope of epenthesis
is limited "fay facts of acquisition.

Phonological trans

formations would include "both phonotactic and morphotaetic
rules on one systematic level.

Note that integrating

rules on the same descriptive level is not the same as
saying that these two sets of rules are identical in
all cases.

The latter position is advanced by Postal

(1968:208-216), Hale (1965:295-305), and Chomsky and
Halle (1969).

Kiparksy (1968) indicates that there

may be areas where the two types of descriptions will
not overlap.

2.1311

Concrete phonological structure
Concrete phonological structure is the level of

representation in distinctive features which may,
through the operation of either articulatory or acoustic
rules, be related*to articulatory or acoustic structure.

2.1312

Articulatory rules
Rules similar to the Detail Rules suggested by

Postal (1968:66) and Chomsky and Halle (1968) integrate
the targets of phonological features into actual motor
commands for articulation.

The general form of these

rules is:
Phonological Feature X

^ Motor Command X/

in the environment Y

Z.
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The combined systems of phonological and articulatory
rules do not constitute a system which is either taxonomic
or autonomous.

However, they do seem to approach a

Sapirian type of phonological description, in the terms
used by Braine (1972).

We will not proceed further to

consider the nature of motor commands or their
interrelations in actual articulation, this being an
essentially phonetic question.

Similarly, we will not

consider the details of acoustic perception, although
we must note the place of acoustic rules.

2.1515

Acoustic rules
Up to this point we have presented a model which

is capable of being utilized bi-directionally in both
comprehension and production.

However, it is not likely

that the levels external to concrete phonological structure
can be bi-directional.

It is true that the motor theory

of speech perception (liberman, Cooper, Harris, and
MacHeilage, 1962) proposes that acoustic perception is
achieved through internal systhesis of an articulatory
form as a match.

Stevens (1968:102) has suggested that

"experience with the generation of speech movements and
with the simultaneous observations of the acoustic conse
quences of these movements plays an important part in
shaping the process whereby speech is perceived."

The

present model would hold that the interaction between
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audition and articulation occurs early in the life of
the infant and that the distinctive features of phonology
which arise from this interaction fix the nature of the
relation between the two modalities.

The role of the

distinctive features is the formation of a way of
coordinating audition and phonation; their extraction
requires the establishment of articulatory and acoustic
rules.to relate the features to motor commands on the
one hand and to acoustic perceptions on the other hand.
Although the present model is not'■primarily
interested in questions of articulatory and acoustic
learning, it would appear'that the model could be
extended to account for some of the data which motivated
the formulation of the motor theory.

In the case of

those consonants which defy identification apart from
context, acoustic rules predicting segmental features
on the basis of information found elsewhere in the
syllable may develope on the basis of experience gained
through somaesthesia (MacNeilage and Rootes, 1967) in
its interplay with audition.

Such acoustic rules might

be based upon articulatory facts, but their shape would
be determined by acoustic requirements.

This would

require us to assume that the unit of acoustic processing
can be the syllable.

There is evidence (Eroshevnikov

and Christovitch) that the syllable may be the
fundamental unit of articulation.

This possibility does
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not preclude the importance of distinctive features as
the fundamental units of encoding.

2.1514

Modifications of the basic structure
The structural model presented here is only

intended to describe the form of linguistic knowledge
of the monolingual child.

The acquisition of literacy,

the learning of second languages, and the development
of style differentiations all increase the complexity
of the basic model.

When children learn to read,

lexical items assume graphological shape in addition
to phonological and semological shape.

When children

acquire new languages, dialects, and styles,.they
must learn to separate rules associated with these new
codes on each of the various linguistic levels.

This

is to say that German-English bilingual children must
somehow divide his lexicon into German and English
components and learn to distinguish the rules of
German syntax and phonology from the rules of English
syntax and phonology.

Early on, children begin to

acquire specialized styles, such as baby-talk style;
these styles require si malar compartmentalization on
each of the various levels.
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2.2

Utilizational aspects of the model
The distinction between structure and utilization

is not to he equated with the distinction between
competence and performance.

In the terms of the present

model, the structural aspects of language consist of
sets of rules (tactic and relational, as in the terms
of section 2.512) and features.

Inasmuch as we can

legitimately speak of a neuro-chemical substrate for
long term memory ({.iMaggio 1971), there must be certain
aspects of language which are stored in some relatively
permanently encoded fashion.

Others aspects of language

are due not to changes in long-term memory effected
during learning, but to innate characteristics of the
mental apparatus.

Possible examples of-such characteristics

are suggested by the, utilizational phenomena of
level-separation, scanning, focusing, topiealization,
entry-conditions, monitoring, and bi-directionality-ra.n to be described in this chapter.

Additionally,

language competence also rests upon the acquisitional
mechanisms we discuss in the next chapter.

Taken together,

these processes and the structural aspects to which they
relate constitute what we would term linguistic competence.
Performance factors, in this view, would include all those
processes and structures whose presence is merely
supportive of the utilizational processes.

Patigue,

disease, lack of motivation, poor memory, fear, anxiety,
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and hyper-tension can work independently or in consort
to modify the products of language competence,

2.21

Factors affecting the sequencing of decisions
Generative grammars frequently assume that

decision-making occurs in a quite constant fashion.
Complete base-strings are generated in the deep structure
and subjected in their entirety to a set of intrinsically
or extrinsically ordered rules one after another through
several components.

In effect, no consideration is

given to the facts of language utilization in real time.
In this section we suggest a number of processes which
work together to move information from one decision
level tc another.

2.211

Separation of levels
In the previous chapter we suggested that a

description of language structure might reveal that
information is separated by type into decisional levels.
In language utilization, it makes sense to say that we
first decide what we want to say before we choose the
words through which we will express ourselves.

Similarly,

we place our words into a temporal order before we
articulate them.

For this reason, we have built separation

and sequentiality of levels into our structural descrip
tion.

If a given area of semological structure is

realized

into lexical items all at one time, those
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lexical items should he ready for simultaneous syntactic
processing.

However, Information is not produced in

this massive way, hut is selectively processed in ways
to he dicussed forthwith.

One consequence of this

selective processing is that separation of levels may
not he immediately ohvious in the output.

For example,

we often produce sentences of the form, "That fellow’s
name is

."

All of the utterance has moved on to

the level of articulation, while we are still searching
for the person’s name.

In order to move this incomplete

utterance on towards articulation, we need to know that
all relational requirements in the sentence have heen
satisfied.

That is, we can order "that? before""fellow,"

because we know that it modifies a lexical item whichr in turn, is ordered before'the verb " i s . ”

However, if

we are missing existential relational elements such as
the verb, ail production of the utterance must he halted.
On the other hand, it appears that smooth
expression is not facilitated by too rapid processing of
information as it is formulated.

By pausing a few

milliseconds on any decisional level, we can wait for

information to appear in a more complete and integrated
form before we rush to premature conclusions.

For example,

a slight delay before the application of syntactic rules
would allow us to collect all of the the lexical items
we wish to express without leaving out essential'
information , such as the additional adjective on the norm..
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2,212

Tonicalization and focusing
Focusing of Information refers to a number of

processes w M c h either emphasize information as being
of emotional import, or contrast information with that
previously communicated hy either speaker or listener,
or simply guide attention to elements of central
significance in the logical structure of the proposition.
Focusing is of particular importance in the process
of transferring the multi-dimensional network of
semantic associations into the linear order of speech.
Focusing allows the speaker to lexicalize his thoughts
hy starting from elements of primary importance and
extending outwards to elements of lesser significance.
The presence of focus upon a given set of
semantic features is reflected in the treatment given
to the lexical item which expresses these features.
A focused lexical item may be marked in one of three
ways: syntactically, intonationally, or morphologically.
Syntactic marking of the focused element occurs in
so-called "free word-order" languages, such as Hungarian.
There has been very little study of the position of the
focused element in the world's languages, although the
work of Sz£pe and Dezso (1967) and Dezso (1972) stands
out as an exception to this.

In their view,cthe

focused element is always a part of the comment in
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the topic-comment structure and is positioned, first,
hy the the general positioning of the comment and,
second, hy positioning within the comment.

In other

languages, such as Turkish and Tagalog, the focused
element is marked morphologically hy a particular
particle or suffix.

Finally, in other languages,:,

the focused element is marked intonationally, often
hy a stressed intonation.

Combinations of these three

means of marking focus are also common.

We should also

note that focusing may also he achieved hy a radical
restructuring of the proposition, as often occurs in
English.

Given the utterance I saw her uncle yesterday,

focusing upon the item uncle may he achieved.through
recourse to the structure It was her uncle that I saw
yesterday.
In languages like Hungarian, focusing plays an
important role in language utilization and the formation
of the utterance.

First, we should note that, without

the presence of some focus, no utterance will he produced.
This is tantamount to saying that, without something
to talk ahout, the speaker will remain silent.

In

section 5.33 of Part III, we note that the system of
semantic features ^represents rather poorly the- process
of focus-assignment.

A more appropriate system of

notation would assign 100 percentage points of focus
to each utterance and allow these points to he distrib
uted throughout the utterance.

If a topicalized element
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receives less than a certain minimum number of points,
the rules of Hungarian will have it post-topicalized,
rather than pre-topicalized.

If a focused element is

of great importance, all the points will be assigned
to it and no element will proceed it.

Expressed in this

way, there is a perfectly natural relation between
focusing decisions in semetic structure and the order
of morphemes in Hungarian utterances.

Elements which

receive the greatest focus are lexicalized first and are
also the first elements to move on towards phonological
processing.

When no remaining element has a sufficient

degree of focusing within the proposition being developed,
the development of the utterance is terminated and a
new utterance "begun.
The selection of material from semetic structure
is also facilitated "by topicalization processes which
serve to treat certain information as given.

In some

cases,:this given material is also old material which
was mentioned in some immediately preceding utterance.
As old material, a topic should "be readily available and
should require no new lexicalization.

Possibly, topic-

alized material is stored in short-term memory and
identifiable in this way.

In both English and Hungarian,

pronoun usage depends' heavily upon usee of■
„the; referent
of a pronoun in a previous utterance; such anaphora
resembles topicalization in certain ways.

Hungarian also

marks topics through word-order and sentence intonation.
If a topic also receives a modicum of focus, it occurs
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first in the utterance and is followed by a slight pause.
Somewhat akin to topicalization in short-term memory
is the marking of the feature /+definite/ over longer
terms.

In both English and Hungarian, the definite

article marks the fact that a noun is familiar to
both speaker and hearer as a single or unique individual.
Knowledge of which individual is "the” individual referred
to is based upon some long-term knowledge similar to .
knowledge of old information (Chafe, 1970).
Focusing and topicalization work together to
direct the listener's attention to salient information
and remind him that certain information is already
familiar to him.

The speaker may use focusing and

topicalization with varying degrees of decentration.
He may mark surface topics and foci only in terms of
his own interests and knowledge, or he may identify
with the listener's knowledge with varying degrees of
sensitivity.

Inability to account for the listener's

knowledge appears to be greatest in very young children
(see section 5.43 of Part III).
We should note that focusing and topicalization
alone do not guarantee propositional structure to
utterances.

The fact that utterances express either

complete propositions or elliptical propositions is
attributable to the fact that semetic structure
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(see section 2.131) is based upon propositional relations.
However, it is also true that focusing and topicalization
alone cannot fully account for the expansion of semetic
structure even in Hungarian.

One additional principle

needs to he recognized: all elements within the HP
must he lexicalized before lexicalization moves on to
the next HP.

There is no attempt here to suggest that

the detailed syntactic structure of an utterance can
he fully specified through rules of focusing and
topicalization.

Peculiarities of lexical choice and

the presence of morpheme-specific rules (see section
2.319) would make this solution unmanageable. Rather,
focusing and topicalization permit the speaker to
begin speaking before decisions affecting later parts
of the utterance have been made.

2.213

Scanning
In section 2.1 we outlined the nature of

scanning as an alternative to rule-ordering.

Here we

note that scanning provides an explanation of the
flowing nature of speech which is not provided by the
model which requires that ordered rules apply to entire
strings.

Additionally, the model based upon a scanning

application of rules would allow far more rapid utiliz
ation.
let us examine the possible effects of scanning
at each of the various levels of the model.

Above the
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level of syntactic transformations, information is not
ordered linearly and rules cannot apply from right to
left.

Therefore, semetic, semologieal, lexical, and

syntactic rules apply in a sequence determined hy the
expansion of semantic structure through topicalization
and focusing.

Rules on levels below syntax apply to

strings from left to right.

This model of scanning

requires that some display area exist for each linguistic
level,

left-to-right structure or expansion structure

must also he notated in this display.'

Information will

be exposed to the rule set of a given transformational
or relational level for a brief time during which all
transformational rules or relational rules will apply
simultaneously.

Once decisions are made at the left-

they cannot be further modified by subsequent changes
on the right.

However, the span of the scanner appears

to be fairly large and both material to the left and
right of a given feature or cluster of features can be
viewed within the width of this scanning.

This means

that changes on the left can be incorporated into a
revised context description for changes occurring slightly
later on the right.

In some cases, this effect may

simulate the effects of rule-ordering.

2.214

Rule-organization and entrv-conditions
In the previous section we discussed how rules

apply through scanning.:; However y it may be

r.l
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uneconomical to assume that all rules apply with equal
force at any given point in the scanning.

Rather, rules

on any given level can he organized in a hierarchic or
branching fashion, so that rules which all require
appearance of a given first feature in scanning should
he retrievable through a similar search pathway.

In

the case of lexical-insertion rules, this would mean
that the search process may begin to retrieve all
lexical items with, say, initial sibilants by a certain
pathway.

However, location of an actual item would

require a larger number of pathway choices.

Lexical

items may also be ordered and retrieved with semantic
information through such a procedure.

Phonological rules

are fewer in number than lexical items, but even rule
sets could be retrieved or activated through fulfillment
of the requisite branching entry-conditions.

2.215

Monitoring and hesitation phenomena
A final process affecting the sequencing of

decisions in utilization is the monitoring process.
Monitoring checks information at Time A ’ against
information processed slightly earlier at Time A and
already moving towards articulation.

The information

level from Time A may be tapped somewhat along;:the
course of its final processing and then taken as a
perceived signal, as in comprehension.

Reversing

the processing of this signal* information is checked
with the information states on the various higher levels.
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If no discrepancies are noted, articulation proceeds
unhindered.

If discrepancies appear, hesitation

phenomena result.

Some such phenomena are glottal

stops, drawls, filled pauses, unfilled pauses etc.
If the error is not stopped soon enough, a retraced
false start may result; if production is stopped
earlier we may find pauses, word repetitions, or
incompletions.

Hesitation phenomena may also result

from failure to generate information at all.

This is

to say that hesitation phenomena may indicate processes
of information correction or processes of information
incubation.

2.22

Bi-directional utilization of the structure
The present model is designed for parallel use

in both comprehension and production.

Thus, words

are: recognized through the action of phonetic, phonological,
and lexical rules, in that order.

Words are produced

through the operation of the same rule sets in the opposite
order.

At any given level, a rule serves to relate one

level of information to another level of information;
any rule is thus potentially bi-directional.

Only the

final rules of articulation (section 2.17) and au.dition
(section 2.18) are uni-directional.

Some of.the reasons

for arranging rule-utilization in this way are discussed
in section 3.21 below.
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2.3
2.31

Acquisitional aspects of the model
Requisite cognitive processes
In this section w e w i l l present a set of acquis

itional processes which would allow the child to learn
a grammar of the form described in section 2.1.

Inasmuch

as we are unable to attribute these strategems to prior
learning, we must count them as elements of that innate
mental equipment known as the language Acquisition
Device (Chomsky, 1965).

Moreover, the proposals of this

section and of section 2.1 constitute a Language
Acquisition Model, since the Language Acquisition Device
to be presented is capable of acquiring a grammar of the
form discussed in section 2.1 above.
The processes which we are about to discuss are
not specific to language, but find broad application in
non-linguistic areas as well.

In addition to this

innate mental equipment, language acquisition and
utilization must also rest upon the biological foundations
of the human auditory and articulatory mechanisms
(lenneberg, 1967).

The specifically human, ability to

speak appears to rest as much upon this articulatoryauditory foundation as it does upon the characteristics
of the general cognitive processes to be discussed
(compare Premack, 1971).
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2.3H

A mechanism for relaying perceptions
Between the stimulus and the higher mental areas

lies the peripheral nervous system.

This system serves

not only to relay sensory information and execute motor
commands, hut also to modify this information and these
commands in ways which are still only slightly understood
(see Bosma, 1967).

For example, it may he that aspects

of peripheral auditory processing aid in perception
of the distinctive features of speech sounds.

Although

we know very little ahout this subject, it is important
to remain aware of the possible influences of the relay
mechanism upon perception and learning.

2.312

A mechanism for associating perceptions:
In order to form a coherent world-view, the

child must he able to associate its perceptions in
space-time.

To a large extent, the messages relayed

by peripheral perception reach higher levels in a
structurally-determined pattern.

For this reason, it

appears that the child is not faced with the task of
associating perceptions arising from the same sense
modality or organ.

But Piaget has demonstrated that,

when perceptions are not homo-organic, the child must
construct schemata (schemes) through which perceptions
can be woven into an integrated space-time fabric.
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Thus, Piaget notes that there is a time when the child
is unable to see what he grasps and to grasp what he
sees.

These inabilities are attributed to the child’s

lack of schemata coordinating prehension and vision.
In our more rule-oriented approach, Piaget's
schemes are seen as systems of ruies relating modes
of perception.

Por example, the tactile impression of

an object grasped by the right hand would be related to
the visual image of the object as seen in contact with
the right hand.

This requires a certain coordination

of elements in visual and haptic perception.

If we

reserve the term scheme for the general framework
determining coordinations, we may use the term schema
for a given instance instance of coordinated perceptions.
The plurals would be schemes and schemata, respectively.
Thus, a bundle of distinctive features in audition would
be associated as a low-level schema.

On a higher

level, the association of a string of such phoneme
sized bundles with a schemata of meaning would produce
a lexical item, a schema of still a higher level of
bundling.

When the child learns to read, the action of

the scheme which coordinates lexical items and ortho
graphic forms gives rise to new schemas.
In terms of our present understanding, the relations
between the various levels of the grammar presented in
2.1 above can be viewed as complex relational and tactic
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schemes.

Relational schemes serve to relate one type

of Information to another.

The lexicon is a relational

scheme composed of relational schemata, since it
relates sound to meaning.

Relational schemes are

sets of classifieatory rules, hut include no transform
ational rules.

On the other hand tactic schemes are

composed of transformational rules which alter elements
of one informational level in terms of tactic (context)
relations on that level.

The relational and tactic

schemes of language have their parallels in nonlinguistic cognition, although the exact character of
the linguistic schemes is highly influenced by the
determining influence of social convention upon language.
The scheme which determines the ordering of lexical items
upon the basis of semantic relations between these
items seems to be rather unique to language.

A scheme

like the syntax proposed in section 2.1 combines elements
of relational and tactic designs.

The scheme of

syntactic rules is relational in that it relates semantic
facts to facts of linear ordering.

However, it is also

tactic in that, on both the semantic and syntactic levels,
information is related to other information on that
level.

This fact is reflected in the quadrangular1 design

of the rule-types in section 2.138.
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2.313

Short-term memory
There is evidence (Eintsch, 1970) for the

existence of a rapidly-fading sensory memory and an
intermediate-range or short-term memory.

The effect

of the sensory memory is to preserve large segments of
experience for a very short period along the traces of
sensory neurons.

Short-term memory selects out limited

parts of this sensory trace and holds these most interest
ing aspects of experience until long-term memory acts
to consolidate the information into the general
mental structure in some associatively meaningful
fashion.

Alternatively, what we call short-term

memory may he a result of the effects of rehearsal upon
rapidly-fading sensory memory.

That is, it may he that

sensory memory and short-term memory are not two
separate memory stores, hut the effects of the interaction
of a rehearsal process with a single store.
Ervin-Tripp (1972) and Slobin (1971) have
suggested that the limit aim on of short-term memory
may force the child to retain only the most recent
material in hoth imitation and storage.

Pa&esova (1968)

found that Czech children often omit initial syllables
in imitation, even though these syllables are stressed.
However, the Hungarian data we review in section 3.5
of Part II run directly contrary to this Czech evidence.
Mikes and Ylahovic (1966) found that Hungarian locative
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suffixes were learned by young Hungarian and SerboCroatian bilinguals before they learned comparable
Serbo-Croatian prepositions.

This may be attributable

to the recency effect in short-term memory, although
other explanations cannot yet be definitely excluded.

2.314

Long-term memory and a retention metricBraine (1971)

has proposed a Language Acquisition

device which relies upon the filtering action of various
memory levels to achieve the isolation of linguistic
patterns.

Braine's system requires that, for each of

the various stores, a retention metric would have to
determine how and when an item or a bundle of perceptions
could be transferred to a higher-level store.

A retention

metric may be based simply upon the number of reoccurrences
of an item, or it may also evaluate the saliEnce, spacing,
or pragmatic value of perceptions.

Comparing the order

of acquisition of fourteen grammatical morphemes in
his subjects with the frequency of these morphemes in
the speech of their parents, Brown (l973)found no clear
or significant relation between frequency and order of
acquisition.

It seems likely, therefore, that any

retention metric operating in either short- or long-term
memory must be. based on more than just frequency of
occurrence.
In section 2.316 we suggest that linguistic
patterns are isolated by the act of a comparator.

On

the other hand, it may well be that learning is also
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facilitated by the kind of decay in memory Braine is
proposing.

In fact the two processes hardly seem to

be mutually exclusive, although it is our belief that
memory filtering is not of central importance.

If we

think of the growth of memory as the development of an
increasingly complex web of associations, decay can be
prevented by preservation and strengthening of associations.
“Where such associations are not formed, decay will weed
out the non-integrated elements.
Long-term memory is structured along the lines
of perceptual association determined by the initial
bundling of the perceptual mechanism as well as lines
determined by later systematization.

The present model

proposes that long-term memory is capable of preserving
the original structure of perceptions in the shape of
the schemata or amalgams set up by perception, as well
as in the more-analysed form yielded by systematization.
Bor example, idioms such as kick the bucket may be
preserved as syntactic units coupled with a specific
semantics, while also being analysed as verb-object
constructions.

As long as there is some utility to

each of the storage patterns, they will persist.

However,

if systematization eliminates the need for storage of
amalgams, they will in time decay from memory.

The

further consequences of this will be discussed again
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below.
It is further assumed that long-term memory is
capable of assimilating a structure similar to that
described in section 2.1 above.

Specifically, this

means that the child must be able to store information
on separate levels and be able to relate these levels
through transformational rules, categorizational rules,
or classificatory rules, as the information types
require.

It seems not entirely unlikely that such basic

characteristics of the structure of memory should be
innate properties of the organism.

2.315

The subsidiary role of eidetic imagery
The occasional appearance in child language of

extra-systematic forms indicates that not all memory is
based upon preservation through a system of systematic
associations.

A well-known example of such an extra-

systematic item was reported by Leopold (1947) in the
speech of his daughter Hilda.

The item was orltl

"pretty” which defied various patterns in the phonology
at that time.

If such items are truly acquired through

eidetic processes, phonetic precision should be accompanied
by semetic precision, at least at first.

If phrases

are acquired this way, they should illustrate precise,
and perhaps non-systematic, phonetics and semetics.
The degree to which the child*s lexicon actually reflects
the operation of eidetic processes remains to be seen.
However, the existence of non-systematic forms requires
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that we consider the possibility of the existence of
some subsidiary memorial device.
The-two major memory stores discussed' above,together with a retention, or deeay-resistance metric
and eidetic imagery constitute some of the central features
of a memory system required for the acquisition of &
grammar of the form described in section 2.1.

Although

the perceptual and memorial capabilities discussed: so
far are clearly necessary for the acquisition of such
a grammar, they tell us very little about the actual
process of this acquisition.

The acquisition of

linguistic form occurs through a process which we term
systematization, which serves as a bridge between
perceptions and the final encodings of memory.

Addition

ally, systematization serves to transform old patterns
in memory to new ones.

Because systematization is of

such importance for learning, and because it is so
poorly understood; we will treat its major aspects in
some detail in the next four sections.
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2.316

Motives for systematization
There are three reasons why the-child seeksuto

analyse and systematize the early linguistic amalgams.
he derived from the perceptual and associative mechanisms.
First, the child hopes to dispose of redundant information
in order to lessen the strain placed upon long-term mem
ory.

In order to reduce redundancy, it is necessary to

establish rules which predict the occurrence of certain
features or patterns in terms of other features.
will be tactic rules.

These

It seems that the desire to

regularize is as much a basic motive in cognition as is
the desire to associate perceptions.
A

second major motive for systematization is the

child’s desire to analyse amalgams into their component
parts.

Again, the desire to analyse seems to be a

basic cognitive disposition.

In the context of language

learning it is indispensable, since language is based
upon use of morphemes and not phrases or amalgams.

The

desire to predict redundancy leads directly to the pro
cess of superimposition discussed in section 2.318 below,
while the desire to analyse first requires operation
of the process of analysis and then may require further
operation of superimposition and rule-formation.
A third major motive for systematization is the
fact that an increase of the systematic relations between
items, both in terms of hierarchical relations and rule-
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operations, serves to increase the strength of long-term
memory and facilitate recall.

2.317

The -process of analysis
Analysis works to "break up large associations of

perceptions into smaller units.

These larger associations,

or amalgams, are formed through the action of the mechan
ism referred to in section 2.312 above.

Linguistic

amalgams include phrases, inflected words, and even
sentences which have been learned as unanalysed wholes.
In section 5.2 of Part II we investigate a number of
errors which may occur in the process of analysis of
amalgams.

The basic strategy whichqppears to govern

this analysis is that the child must first attempt to
extract the known from the unknown.

Thus, for example,

if the child knows what dog means, he can analyse the
amalgam dogs through extraction of the known element.
This extraction produces a phonological and semological
residue; this residue is then subjected to lexicalization which may or may not proceed successfully.

If

items did not alter their shape according to the rules
of semology, phonology, phonetics etc., the task of
systematization would be finished upon the completion
of analysis of amalgams. Many amal gams may become
analysed in this simple fashion; but, for others,
full analysis cannot be achieved without superimposition
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and rule-formation.

In section 2.3182 ‘below we discuss

how final analysis may "be avoided for certain amalgams,
even though superimposition and unification of represent
ations for individual morphemes does occur.

2.318

Superimposition and Unification
Superimposition is a process through which bundles

of perceptions or bundles of categories are compared in
order to extract either their similarities or their
differences.,

Presumably, this process is of general

importance in cognition.

The action of this comparator

may be visualized through use of the following analogy,
let us imagine that each bundle of perceptions is
transcribed onto a transparent sheet, so that its features
are arranged in some systematic way, as are the features
of phonological segments in a bracket representation.
If a set of such sheets were to be laid one upon the
other, it would be possible to move these sheets about
until the area of identity between sheets were maximized.
After having obtained the closest fit between two
sets of features, superimposition must be followed by
some process of unification which records the results
of the comparison.

Continuing our analogy, unification

may be understood as a process which photographs the
combined pattern resulting from superimposition of the
transparent sheets.

However, unification is realized in
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two distinct ways, depending upon the nature of the
material which was superimposed and the motives leading
to systematization.

We will assign separate names to

these two varieties of unification: unification of
substance and unification of context.
Unification of substance occurs when the child
decides that one set of features or perceptions are
equivalent to another set.

Equivalence does not

require identity; however, the child must be able to
predict all differences between the forms to be unified
in terms of rules.

Unification of substance requires

the child to focus his attention upon the differences
between two forms which are otherwise essentially
identical.

The end-result of unification of substance

should be the elimination of redundancy in storage.
Unification of contest, on the other hand, requires that
the child focus his attention upon similarities between
generally dissimilar environments.

Unification of the

environments has no direct effect upon the storage
load, serving instead processes of rule-formation.
In order to understand how these processes
interact in language learning, we must consider some
examples using real language material.

Because of the

rather limited scope of productive English morphology,
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it is more convenient to adduce Hungarian examples at
this point,

let us consider how the Hungarian child

might utilize superimposition and.unification to
acquire the basic vowel-harmony rule for frontingharmon.

As a morphophonemic rules, this rule alters

suffixes in terms of the shape of the root.

Therefore,

the child would begin systematization with a paradigm
including one suffix in combination with many roots,
rather than one root in combination with many suffixes,
i.e. with the suffixes -ban, -ben "inessive."
hdzban
folydban
kosdrban
vdrosban

k£zben
£vben
szdkben
kbnyvben

etc.

Using superimposition to compare these forms, the
child would find that /-ban/ and /-ben/ show semantic
identity, being two forms of the inessive.

Perception

of this semantic identity posits that the child also
has in his lexicon uninflected forms such as h£z "house”
which may serve as the basis for preliminary analysis.
In addition to detecting the semantic identity'of the
two forms, the child also observes their phonological
similarity.

Given this high degree of similarity, the

child moves on to effect unification of substance
between /-ben/ and /-ban/.

This unification creates

the ambiguous feature /i back/ which will be discussed
directly below.
Up to this point, systematization has consisted
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of analysis of amalgams, superimposition, and preliminary
unification of substance.

In order to confirm the

preliminary unification of substance, the child must
establish a rule governing the front-back alternation
of the vowel.

This rule should take the shape of a

morpheme-specific (see section.2.319 below)•morphotactic
rule, such as:
1)

fronting-harmony:
± back

- >

+back / \+vocalic j \Ovocalic] # b
j_+back

J

*

n

X=any number
Formation of this rule constitutes the fourth step in
systematization.

The fifth step is confirmation of the

tentative unification of substance between /-ban/ and
/-ben/.

This confirmed unification should eventually

lead to a simplification of the lexicon.
Formation of the rule above involved unification
of context.

In fact it is a general characteristic of

this model of acquisition that formation of categories
and lexical items involves unification of substance,
whereas formation of rules requires unification of context.
Analysis of the context also occurs through superimposition of the various contexts in the input amalgams
noted in the paradigms above.

However, in this case

it is not the differences but the similarities., in the
superimposed images which are "photographed” by unifi
cation.

Where differences appear, no attempt is made
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to predict the occurrence of ambiguities through rule,
since such an attempt would produce infinite regress.
The sixth step in the transformation of the
fully-bound morphotactic rule to a partially-bound
morphotactic rule is the superimposition of several
morpheme-bound rules such as Buie #1 above.

Such a

superimposed set might include:
2)

a)

c)

± back — ^+back / j+vocal] [Ovocai

#

Given enough separate input morpheme-specific rules
of the type of a to c, superimposition and unification
of context should yield:

Such a rule would be partially-bound in that it still
would depend upon the presence of the ambiguous feature
for backness.
How let us consider the course of acquisition of
a morphotactic free-rule, the rule of final vowel length
ening.

Here, the input paradigm is two-dimensional,

including both various roots and various suffixes, i.e.
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kutya
kuty£t
kutydm
kuty^nk
kuty£ban
etc.

alma
almdt
almdnk
alm^ban
etc.

labda
labddt
labd£m
labddLnk
labddban
etc.

etc.

In tbe case of a morphotactic rule, these amalgams
must have been subjected to some preliminary analysis,
at least on the semantic side.

It is quite possible

that the child has begun to form morpheme-specific
rules along the lines of Buie (1) above.

However,

before the child formulates the. pattern comple tely in
terms of a bound-rule, systematization works across the
two-dimensional paradigm.

This alternative application

of superimposition is followed by unification of context,
rather than unification of substance.

As we observed

above, unification of context leads to the formation
of a rule.
4)

In this case the rule is:

Olong — ^

+long

/

Actually, the alternation of length is accompanied by
an alteration of tenseness, and the pattern also extends
to the vowel /e/, but such considerations are not import
ant for our illustration.
Whereas Buie 3 serves to resolve ambiguities re
sulting from unification of substance, Rule 4 transforms
an unmarked category to a marked category in a specified
environment.

In this sense, free morphophonemic rules

like Rule 4 are very much like phonotactic rules.

The

difference between the two is that the former requires
some preliminary analysis, perhaps through the formation
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of morpheme-bound rules.
The final variety of rule which we must consider
is the syntactic rule.

The present model suggests that

syntactic patterns are abstracted from stored memories
of word sequences which we shall call syntactic amalgams.
Syntactic amalgams differ from lexical amalgams in that
they do not contain specific phonological and semological
information.

Bather, they code an ordered arrangement

between two lexical items, whose specifications may be
found in the lexicon.

In addition to this simple order

association between two lexical items, the syntactic
amalgam encodes the fact that the two items are related
in terms of a specific semantic relation.

Similar

relations may obtain between roots and formative suffixes,
when the relation is somehow idiosyncratic; this possi
bility will be discussed further in section 2.3182 below.
The importance of syntagmatic associations in children
has been indicated by studies such as Brown and Berko
(I960) and Ervin (1961).
The substance of the syntagmatic amalgam is the
directionality of the association,- the identity of
elements which are associated, and the presence of a
semantic association binding the two elements.

Analysis

of these amalgams proceeds first through superimposition
across a one-dimensional paradigm involving a given
common word occurring with many other words (compare
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Saussure, 1959: 122-130 for an explanation of the
dimensionalities of associations).

For example,

analysis of the input paradigm:
little house
little man
little mouse
etc.
would yield the morpheme-specific rule:
5)

c*

------

I

+object

I

X

+

T

( X = little)

Superimposition and unification of contexts along the
lines of Rule 2 above would yield a general syntactic
rule based on inherent features of lexical items:
6)

4-modifier----- +object

i
Z

I
+

T

The model would predict that acquisition of rules
based upon non-inherent features would follow a similar
course, but would be plagued by instability deriving
from the fact that the distribution of non-inherent
features varies from utterance to utterance.

Moreover,

functional features should be even more unstable than
grammatical features, since they are more affected by
speaker subjectivity.
2.5181

Further remarks on ambiguous features
In the course of our discussion of unification •

of substance, we noted that such unification often

-
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requires the establishment of ambiguous features.

For

example, if the child hopes to unify the English plural
forms /s/ and /z/, the difference between them in regards
to voicing is most important.

Pending rule-formation,

these two plural suffixes may be provisionally unified,
but the unified coding must record the feature of voicing
as /± voice/ in this case.

The feature f± voice/ simply

represents the superimposed product of /+ voice/ and
/Ovoice/.

For orthographic reasons, it is easiest to

indicate this combination as /±/.

Additionally, the use

of the negative ~coefficient serves to represent the case
when the zero coefficient is opposed by the positive
coefficient.
The present model postulates that the ambiguous
set of features /± feature/ codes the ambiguity bias
which was inherent in the input items.

If 70^ of the

items which served as input to unification were /+voiee/,
then the feature /± voice/ would be biased towards /+voice/
in a proportionate amount.

This ambiguity bias in favor

of one feature or the other of the ambiguous pair may be
thought of as a particular form of response bias.

More

over, within the context of rules, a limited amount of
probability matching could conceivably result from such
ambiguity bias.
Ambiguity bias reflects certain basic facts of
language which might be illustrated through some examples
from Hungarian.

In section 3«13, we observe rules for
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vowel-insertion and vowel-deletion, together with rules
for vowel-lengthening and vowel-shortening.

The direction-

altiy of the changes effected hy these rules is designed
to reflect not a movement from marked to unmarked
(Chomsky and Halle, 1968), hut a movement from positive
to negative hias.

This is to say that features with

positive hias will he realized even without the rule,
whereas realization of features of negative hias
requires rule operation in order to he certain.

The four

Hungarian rules and samples of the changes they effect
are given here:
•Rule

Hominative

Altered hase

Plural

vowel-insertion

hal

hala

halak

vowel-deletion

majom

majm

majmok

vowel-lengthening pipa

pip£

pipdk

vowel-shortening

tehen

tehenek

tehdn

The claim here is that the psychologically fundamental
forms are not the altered hases, hut the nominatives.
Using a physiological analogy, we may speak of
two neural pathways:connecting the lexical item ma.iom
with a neural -unit governing the feature /^-segment/.
One of these pathways is strongly excitatory, while the
other is inhibitory, hut not strongly so.
2.319

In section

helow we propose that the added inhibitory effect

of the rule of vowel-deletion would result in a summation
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of impulses leading to inhibition of the segment.

However,

if the inhibition from the rule is not present, the
summation of the feature /+segment/ and the feature
/Osegment/ will produce excitation.
When there is no ambiguity bias in the forms to
be unified, unification follows directly upon superim
position.

When an ambiguity does occur, the child should

then return his attention to the product of superimpos
ition of contexts.

It may be necessary to extend the

search for contexts through the associations in memory.
Having derived some context to predict the occurrence
of the ambiguity, the child must form a rule (section
2.319) and the may proceed to unification.
superimposition—

preliminary unification —

ition of contexts —

rule formation —

contains room for much error.

The sequence of
superimpos

unification

Moreover, premature

unification based upon superimposition of insufficient
data may require that superimposition apply at least
three times.

If the first applications of superimposition

produce free variants, it will be necessary to superimpose
these free-variants in an additional round of superimpos
ition —

preliminary unification —

contexts —
2.3182

rule formation —

superimposition of

unification.

Phonological effects of sunerimpositioh
The example of the Hungarian inessive case stiffix
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-'ban, -ben illustrates how two children might vary in
their application of learning strategies to the same
material.

Child A and Child B may both possess roughly

equivalent sets of amalgamated nouns inflected for the
inessive.

Some of these amalgams may bear the inessive

in the shape -ben, while others may bear it in the shape
-ban.

Child A, seeking a quick analysis of the amalgam

ated forms, may first superimpose all those forms bearing,
say, -ben and establish the lexical item -ben "inessive."
Shortly thereafter, Child A also establishes the lexical
item -ban "inessive."

Since these two items are synonmous,

they then appear in Child A ’s speech as free-variants.
In order to eliminate free variation and decrease errors,
Child A then superimposes -ban and -ben in a second
round of comparison and achieves a unified representation
with the feature /± back/ ambiguous on the second segment.
In a third round of superimposition, Child A searches
the contexts of -ban and -ben for the features governing
the alternation.

But note that, after the original

analysis of -ban and -ben as free variants, it may be
that the original amalgams stored in memory began to
fade in strength.

Thus, premature analysis may force

Child A to rely more upon newly perceived forms than
stored amalgams in order to locate the determinants of
the free variation.
Child B, proceeding somewhat more cautiously,
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notes the semantic identity of -han and -hen and attempts
to include all such semantically identical forms into
the same lexical unit.

After initial superimposition

of items, Child B must then superimpose contexts in order
to discover the patterns which resolve the ambiguity
of features.
This model predicts that some children would
use the inessive relatively early, hut would illustrate
phonological forms dominated hy free variation.

Other

children would begin productive use of the inessive
somewhat later, hut would illustrate less phonological
free variation.

Both groups would use the inessive in

amalgams before the time of productive use.

in the

second group the period of use in amalgams would he
somewhat extended.

The meager data on this question

found in Part II and the data from my own material suggest
that, with the inessive, a solution like that of Child
B is most common, since reports of free variation involving
suffixes such as the inessive are rare.

However, the

rule of fronting-harmony is so general that free variation,
as in Child A, could only last a short time.
Ervin (1964:174) observed a state of free variation
in use of the English plural which "is transitory, last
ing at most two months, and then is resolved into a
system of conditioned variation like that of adults."
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Among the plurals Ervin reports are footses. handses.
and feetses.

It seems reasonable to interpret these

forms as indicative of the existence of /-s/ and /-iz/
as separate plural suffixes.

If we go back to an earlier

developmental stage, we find a time when all plurals
were members of amalgams.

Data from Ervin (1964) f

Berko (1958), Bellamy and Bellamy (196 ), and Leopold
(1949) show that the plural forms /-s/ and /-z/ emerge
before the form /-iz/.

The statistical preponderance

of /-s/ and /-z/ in amalgams promotes their initial
analysis as the basic plural.

Moreover, -use of /s/

or /z/ can be determined either by the general free
phonotactic rule of voicing assimilation or by a
similar free morphotactic rule of voicing assimilation.
There seems to be little evidence that children use
/-s/ and /-z/ in free variation to any great extent.
On the other hand, free variation between /-iz/ and
/-s, -z/ is promoted by the childTs desire to use the
former as a productive form and the difficulty involved
in establishing the bound-rule with inserts the /*/.
When the child unifies all plural suffixes without
having first established a rule governing i-insertion.
he may find himself in the position of Child A above.

2.3183

The gradual nature of the effects of superimposition
The view of superimposition presented thus far

is somewhat simplified in that it fails to account for
the interaction of superimposition with memory processes.
We have spoken of the unification of items as if it were
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an all-or-none process.

The facts of linguistic structure

show that superimposition cannot function in this way.
Let us consider the fate of two lexical items A and B
which are present in amalgams in the shapes Ai, A2 ...An
and Bi, B 2 ...B^.

Through superimposition of the amalgams

which contain A and B together with many other items,
Buie 1 is extracted which completely predicts the various
shapes in which A appears in these amalgams.

Buie 1 also

predicts some of the "basic alteration in which B is
involved, hut complete prediction of B's alterations
requires the extraction of rules 7, 13» and 34 which
the child has not yet completed.

Before, we suggested

that items such as A may be extracted from their various
amalgams and unified, but it is clear that B cannot be
unified in this way.

On the other hand, we have reason

to believe that Buie 1 applies to B just as much as it
applies to A.

The clearest way out of this dilemma

seems to be the following:

where an item is involved

in a series of alternations, unification proceeds in
a gradual fashion.

Bor example, when the Hungarian

child learns the front-back vowel-harmony rule, he
extends the pattern to all suffixes undergoing such
harmony.

In their various amalgams, each suffix is

given a new, changed coding which corresponds to its
pairing with a new rule extracted by superimposition.
Before this occurs, the child has coded the /o/ in
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hdzhoz "house+allative" as /+back, Oround/.

After rule

extraction, the /o/ is coded as /± hack, Oround/ and
the ambiguity is resolved by rule.

At this point, however,

amalgams containing -hoz. -hez. -h8z still contain
essential information regarding rounding and their
representations could only be unified after the rule for
rounding-harmony emerges.
This gradualistic model of the application of
superimposition can also account for features of the
acquisition of derivational morphology.

As we will see

in chapter 5 of Part II , regarding the learning of
Hungarian, a large number of derivational or formative
suffixes are limited in cooccurrence to a specific set
of roots.

In English, unhappy is a conventional

lexical item, whereas unred is not.

Whereever the

semantics of items such as unhappy can be predicted
simply as a composite of the component items, such as
un- and happy, it is reasonable to assume that the
child attempts to analyse these amalgams into their
component forms.

Eor such amalgams, there are

neither

phonological nor semological grounds prohibiting analyis,
but such analysis would violate lexical facts regarding
permitted occurrences of formative morphemes and roots.
In such cases, the child may proceed with the analysis
by accounting for all semological or phonological alterations
in terms of rules already at his command and by
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unifying each of the morphemes involved to its individ
ual lexical representation, if already available, or by
establishing a new lexical representation for the item.
However, the amalgams involved must be retained simply
as associations between separately encoded lexical items.
In this sense, systematization of such items allows
superimpositon and unification to proceed to a finish,
but does not permit the final act of analysis.

Thus,

the result of systematization is that, from an initial
fully-specified amalgam, all that remains is a specifica
tion of an association between two independent morphemes.
In section 3.13 we discuss this matter from the perspect
ive of the productivity of the various rules involved.
The preservation of some unique association
between otherwise independent lexical items is a case
of minimal insulation.

Insulation may be viewed as the

opposite of analysis through superimposition.

It

frequently occurs that some of the most common forms of
a language violate some of the most general rules
of that language.

The ability of the language-user to

operate with both productive rules and exceptions to
these rules can be traced to the insulation of certain
common'items against the effects of these rules.

Some

English examples of complete insulation are children.
bought, and were.

Failure to insulate these items against

the regular patterns results in childs. buved. and amed.
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2.3184

Superimposition compared with. Brained
learning meftha‘nigm,~!
In a recent paper on child phonology, Braine

(1S72) presents a simple learning mechanism which is
designed to account for a data range very similar to
that accounted for by the process of superimposition
and the other processes of systematization suggested
here.

Braine proposes that:

The phoneme /x/ replaces /y/ (or zero) in the
lexical entry if the representation with /x/ yields
the same phonetic output as the representation with
/y/ (or zero) when produced in what as hitherto been
the standard phonological context of the morpheme.
(If the morpheme is a word, then the "standard”
phonological context will be the word in isolation;
otherwise, it will be the most frequently occurring
form of the morpheme in the learner’s speech, (page 36)
Braine presents a number of examples Df the operation
of this principle.

His first example is taken from

some British dialect area where both soar and saw
are consistently heard by the child as realized by
the same sound, either /so:/ or /so»/, whereas soaring:
can be distinguished from sawing by the presence of
inter-vocalic /r/.

In order to make his learning

principle work in this case, Braine must assume that
the child has a rule of final-r deletion which allows
him to add /r/ to the earlier r-less lexical represent
ation of soar.

Braine*s principle is only intended to

operate in cases where the lexical representation poss
essed by the child is insufficient to account for ■
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some form perceived in the input.

This is to say that

the experience of hearing soaring is the efficient
cause of the alteration of the lexical representation
of soar.

Braine is not suggesting that the child adds

phonemes throughout his lexicon wherever they can he
safely deleted through some rule.
Braine’s analysis is similar to our own in that
experience with new forms is taken as the motive for the
operation of processes of lexical systematization.

It

differs from our own suggestion in two important ways.
First, it requires the presence of fully-acquired rules
before any systematization can transpire.

It may he

true that the-speech of Braine’s subject Steven was
subject to some primitive articulatory limitation on
the production of final-r.

However, how might we explain

learning of the adult representation of soar from a
child who happened not to suffer from such a limitation
at the time of learning this word?

Braine might reply

that all children are subject to this restriction,'save
only those who have traded their primitive restriction
for some adult-like phonotactic rule of r-deletion.
An argument such as this retains its plausability as
long as attention is confined to those rules which are
really primitive articulatory tendencies.

But, when we

expand our attention to include morphotactic rules such
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as the rule of internal vowel deletion in Hungarian
(see section 5 .1 3 ) which, deletes the last inter-consonantal vowel in certain specified roots under certain
specified conditions contingent with other rules, it
"becomes very difficult to assume that such deletions
are a universal property of human language.

Certainly

the tendency towards deletions is universal, but the
limitation of these deletions to a specific lexical
sub-set in a specific environment must certainly be learned.
Moreover, if such bound-rules are to be learned, it
must be through experience with the various alternation
forms which the root assumes.

However, Braine appears

to be assuming that rules are already present before
lexical modifications are attempted.
This difficulty may also be observed in Braine's
second example, taken from Russian.

Braine assumes that

the child controls not only the articulatory tendency
(or phonotactic rule) of final-consonant devoicing,
but also a rule replacing /of by schwa in unaccented
syllables. We believe that these two assumptions are
of a qualitatively different sort: the first involves
some reputed universal articulatory tendency, the second
involves a language-specific phenomena.

On the one

hand, we have doubts about the relevance of articulatory
limitations to the process of lexical acquisition.
On the other hand, we are worried about the effects upon
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the lexicon of the child’s overcoming these limitations
with advancing development.

If the production of lexical

items were hound to the presence of articulatory limita
tions , the lifting of these limitations might: result
in a series of rather bizarre forms from children who
were fairly advanced in development.

On this basis,

one would predict that, as soon as a German or Russian
child shows ability to voice one final stop, all final
stops of roots which ever appear •'voiced would suddenly,
in all positions, appear voiced.
this has never been observed.

To my knowledge,
-

'A second" problemr-with .Braine ’s. suggested-leayning
mechanism and principle is that they require that’the
basic lexical form always be the richest form.

In the

discussion of section 2.3181 above we noted that the
basic form of some Hungarian words is not the one with
the most possible segments.

If one is to pay any attention

to the reality of such intuitions, then the ambiguity
bias established through superimposition more satisfactorily
accounts for the shape of the basic forms of lexical items.
In general, BraineTs approach resembles our own
in certain ways, but differs in requiring that rules be
present before lexical modification occurs.

We agree

that, wherever rules are already acquired, they may apply
directly to new items falling under their jurisdiction.
However, we emphasize in our model that the initial
formation of rules depends upon the process of comparison
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of amalgams through superimpostion.

Moreover, we

would tend to downgrade the role of primitive articulatory
tendencies as a stable basis for the learning of lexi
cal alterations.

2.319

Bule-formation
In section 2.1 we outlined ways in which linguistic

rules can relate and transform information.

In section

2.312 we distinguished between tactic rule schemes and
relational rule schemes.

In section 2.317 we saw how

the creation of ambiguous features during superimposition
and preliminary unification provides a direct motive for
the formation of a rule based upon the context as a
predictor of the ambiguity.

Moreover, in section 2.315

we noted that the desire to eliminate redundancy may
lead directly to formation of a rule, even when no
unification occurs.
Comparing all these observations, we can construct
a typology of rules.

The first major division in this

typology corresponds to the two major motives of section
2.315, analysis and the elimination of redundancy.

Taking

the phonological component of the grammar as an example,
we find that these two processes distinguish phonotactic
rules from morphophonemic rules.

Recently, it has been

suggested that phonotactic facts may be economically
explained through morphotactic rules.

On the other hand,
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Chafe (1968) has questioned the possibility of totally
integrating phonotactic and phonological description,
although it does seem that there are significant areas
of overlap between the two systems in many languages.
In terms of the present model, the differences between
the two varieties of rules reflect differences in their
developmental course, while similarities in their form
reflect the fact that they operate on similar varieties
of information.
In addition to the distinctions already drawn
between relational and tactic rules and between rules
which predict redundancies and rules which predifct
ambiguities, we may
rules.

distinguish between free and bound

Free-rules are general rules which apply whenever

their structural description is fulfilled.

Phonotactic

rules are, by their very nature, free-rules applying
to all items:.

Bound-rules apply to specific lexical items

in ways to be discussed below.

Bound-rules may occur, in

"

any of the' components dealing with lexical items:
phonological, syntactic, and semological.

Bound-rules

within the phonological component are exclusively morphotactic.

The possibility of syntactic rules bound to

specific items was discussed in section 2.138 above.
It is necessary to distinguish two sub-classes
of bound rules: partially-bound rules and fully-bound
rules.

Partially-bound rules are bound to the occurrence
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of ambiguous features, as these as defined in sec, 2,3181.
The specific function of these partially-bound rules is
the resolution of the ambiguity encoded through super
imposition.

In terms of utilization, it may be that rules

of this type act like free rules, in that they are
activated by the presence of a phonological environment
which is specifiable solely in terms of distinctive
features, without recourse to any mention of lexical items.
However, the acquisition of these partially-bound rules
follows a course quite different from that for free-rules,
in that the formation of a bound rule requires coordin
ation of the rule with the establishment of the ambig
uous feature through superimposition.

This coordination

is made difficult by the fact that placement of the
ambiguous feature must be determined separately for
each lexical item.

In the case of a free-rule, once

the rule is isolated, it extends more or less immediately
throughout the lexicon.
The second type of bound rule is the fully-bound
rule, whose activation is bound to the occurrence of
specific lexical items.

Since the fully'r-bound rule is

tied to specific morphemes, it may also be thought of
as a morpheme-specific rule.

A particular sub-variety

of the morpheme-specific rule is the morpheme selection
rule which is bound to one or more morphemes, and which
selects between these morphemes on the basis of phono
logical facts.

In such cases, two synonymous morphemes

are not unified through superimposition. " Examples of
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each, of these various rule types will he given in section
3.13 "below.

Although morpheme selection rules appear

quite different from other morpheme specific rules in
descriptive terms, it should be noted that their
psycholinguistic statuses are quite similar.

2.32

Requisite physiological structures
-Attempts to teach language to chimpanzees, such

as that of Premaek (1971), indicate that the apes’
inability to acquire verbal language may be attributable
not so much to deficiences in the central cognitive
processes discussed in the previous section, as to the
fact that he has no satisfactory means of encoding
meanings into audible signals.

On the other hand, every

normal human child inherits a vocal apparatus welldesigned for achieving fairly accurate articulations.
Although we may marvel at the adaptation of the oral
tract separating man and ape (Lenneberg, 1967), we must
not forget that the process of articulation reamins a
major stumbling block in the path of child language
acquisition.

The articulatory process is the one language

area where large amounts of energy are required to move
blocks of matter.

In.-audition, the cochlea responds

in a highly sensitive fashion to small vibrations.

The

transmission of electro-chemical messages across the
synapses and the relay of signals in neurons involve
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relatively small amounts of energy and move very small
amounts of matter.

However, articulation requires

movements of the jaw mass, the tongue, the vocal cords,
the lungs, and a number of other heavy organs.

Moreover,

such movements must "become coordinated and precise.
In terms of our immediate concerns, one of the
most Important aspects of the system of articulation is
that some articulations are inherently more difficult
than others.

Articulations that require a maintenance

of stable position, such as stridency or trilling, place
a greater stress upon the system of coordinations.
Additionally, certain articulations may "be more difficult
in the context of other articulations.

Braine (1972)

and Stampe (1969) have noted that "both inherent difficulty
of articulation of a sound and difficulty with the
articulation of certain sequences of sounds are widespread
characteristics of early child language.

Braine speaks?

of these limitations as ’’primitive phonotactic tendencies.”
Stampe pushes the analogy of these limitations even
further and contends that, in large measure, learning
cf adult phonotactics is simply a process cf selection
from among the numerous phonotactic rules limiting
early child productions.

We recognize the universal

existence of these primitive tendencies, but we believe
that it is methodologically unsound to think of them as
rules.

Moreover, we are skeptical regarding Stampe*s

hypothesis, holding that the limitations facing the
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child cannot he attributed to the adult.

There is: no

evidence, for example, that the adult German is unable
to voice final consonants.
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3.0

Evaluating and testing the model
We should stress that the model advanced in

the previous section is nothing more than a working
hypothesis.

By forcing ourselves to he specific about

the consequences of our observations in terms of a
model of language behavior, we can increase the precis
ion of our thought and communication.
Models are best tested against other models
which are designed to explain similar facts.

In the

case of the present model, this means that its structure
can be evaluated against current generative grammars..
In terms of .the utilizational model, the-comparison:that
suggests itself is with Morton’s logogen Model.

If I

interpret Morton’s model correctly, it agrees in many
significant aspects with the model proposed here.

The

one exception to this is that the present model permits
bi-directional utilization of structure above the most
peripheral levels of audition and phonation.

The acquis-

itional aspects of the model can be most profitably com
pared to the learning.principles suggested by Braine
(1971b, 1972); such a comparison was partially conducted
in section 2.3184 above.

The comparison should be guided

by principles outlined in section 1.0.

We should also

note that there are numerous aspects of the present model
which cannot be directly evaluated against other available
explanations.

In particular, ;no~other model attempts;

to integrate structural, utilizations!?"and ^acquisitions!
concerns.
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3.1

An evaluation of the model in terms of data on
language structure
The descriptive adequacy of the structural aspects

of this model can he most completely tested hy describing
an entire language in its terms.

Of course, no present

structural model is equal to this task and the present
model is no exception.

The major obstacle in the path

of effective linguistic description is the poor state
of our knowledge of semantic structure.

Granted this

major difficulty, we illustrate in section 3.13 how
the structural model proposed in section 2.1 is capable
of providing an accurate account of some of the essentials
of Hungarian grammar.

Before we turn to our description

of Hungarian, we consider two major aspects of the
proposed structural model which are, perhaps, the most
controversial.

In section 3.11 we discuss the status

of the proposed simultaneity of rule-operation on a given
level, and in section 3.12 we discuss the hypothesis
of strict separation of information types between inform
ational levels.

3.11

Rule-ordering
Discussions of the need for ordering between rules

of a grammar have generally concerned themselves with
only syntactic and phonological rules.

To our knowledge,

no arguments have been advanced supporting ordering of
semantic, phonetic, or acoustic rules.

"Therefore, we will

also confine our discussion of rule-ordering to these two
areas.

It is possible to define at least three major
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positions regarding the ordering of grammatical rules
on a given grammatical level.

In one model, rules are

said to be extrinsically ordered, i.e. to be applied in
a predetermined sequence irregardless of the exact shape
of the underlying strings.

In the model of intrinsic

ordering, the order of application of the rules is not
predetermined, but is contingent upon the nature of the
underlying strings.

Thus, the operation of Rule C may

transform Structure 1 to Structure 2.

Rule B is then

intrinsically ordered after Rule A, since it applies
to Structure 2

and not to Structure 1.

In the model

we suggest, all rules apply simultaneously and in a
scanning fashion.

If the structural description of a

rule is fulfilled, a structural change is made.

Several

such changes may be coordinated in a given area of
information according to the specifications of the
grammar.

3.111

Ordering of syntactic rules
Of the various published accounts of ordered

sets of syntactic rules, it is Burt’s (1971) introduc
tion to the subject which postulates the greatest depth
of extrinsic rule-ordering.

In addition to seventeen

ordered rules of phrase-structure, Burt finds evidence
for strict linear ordering of twenty-six syntactic
transformations.

Burt summarizes the content of the

manual as "exemplary of the basic insights achieved by
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advocates of the transformational approach to English
syntax,"

(Preface).

It is possible to formulate a set of non-ordered
or simultaneous rules which serve to generate all the
sentences of the type considered by Burt.

Such a

non-ordered solution requires five semological rules,
eighteen lexical rules, and thirteen syntactic transform
ations.

By shifting the descriptive burden from the

syntactic component to the lexicon and the semological
component, the simultaneous solution achieves additional
economies in the areas of semantic and lexical description.
Although a full account of the simultaneous solution
would clearly be out-of-place in the present context,
we do hope to make it available at a later datee
It is not clear how one should evaluate the two
solutions.

While the ordered solution requires fewer

total rules, it requires the'added ability to store and
use order, as well as some learning mechanism to acquire
ordered rule sets.

Moreover, the simultaneous solution

seems to parcel out information types into more natural
divisions.

In particular, the choice of grammatical

morphemes such as b£, to, who, it. etc. is not a result
of a syntactic transformation, but of a lexical insertion.
The problem of successive lexical look-ups is also
avoided.

In general, there is little mitigating in

favor of the ordered solution.
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3.112

Ordering of phonological roles
Eiparsky (1968) presents five examples arguing

for strict ordering among phonological rules.

In his

first example, Kiparsky (177) notes that, in standard
Finnish, underlying vee is realized as vie through diphthongization, and underlying teXe "do, make" is realized
as tee through a rule deleting certain medial consonants.
These forms, by themselves, constitute no evidence for
strict ordering of rules.

However, in certain dialects,

standard tee "you do, make" is replaced by tie.

Eiparsky

proposes that, in these dialects, consonant deletion
precedes diphthongization.

The present model would

suggest that the difference between the dialects and the
standard is not a difference in the ordering of two rules,
but a difference in the context-specification of the
diphthongization rule.

In the dialects, the dipthong-

ization rule specifies that the vowels may be separated
by a consonant marked as /+ segment/.
Eiparsky then compares the Swiss dialects of
Schaffhausen and Eesswil (178).

He notes that in both

dialects /o/ occurs only before consonants which are
either /+grave/ or /+lateral/, whereas /of may occur
before consonants which are neither grave nor lateral.
Eiparsky assumes that /of is the "underlying" form for
all lexical items with either /of or /o/.

He therefor^

proposes a phonotactic lowering rule (178) to change
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Jo/

to JO/
+low /

Hote that this lowering is a purely phonotactic process,
not a result of morphotactic alterations.

However,

both dialects use the morphophonemic umlauting rule to
form plurals etc.

In the dialect of Kesswil there is

a low-front vowel /5/, as well as a mid-front vowel /s/.
However, in Schaffhausen there is no low-front vowel and
all umlaut ing is achieved through the mid-front vowel.
Kiparsky's solution to the problem here is to
combine his phonotactic lowering rule with the morpho
tactic umlaut ing rule in two different sequences.

In

Kesswil the lowering occurs first and the products of
lowering may be umlauted.
occurs first.

In Schaffhausen the umlauting

Since the "underlying" vowels are all the

mid-vowel J o / , the products of umlauting can only be
front mid vowels.

Hote that Kiparsky’s rule cited above

only applies to back vowels and that no lowering of
front umlauted vowels could occur.
Although Kiparsky's solution serves to adquately
"generate" the forms of both dialects, it requires us
to make several psycholinguistically doubtful assumptions.
First, it requires us to believe that highly languagespecific phonotactic i*ules are operative even in young
children.

Second, it requires us to imagine that words

such as bode in the Kesswil dialect are learned as bode,
even though they never appear in this form anywhere in
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the linguistic environment.

Finally, it requires us to

make the basic assumption that rules are ordered and
that there is some direct path from complexities of
phonological structure to control through re-ordering
of rules.
In the formulation suggested by the present model,
the underlying forms of words in the two dialects
would more closely resemble the forms these words assume
in speech.

In the first part of our formulation we

present the solution to the alternations which may be
devised by young children, as they first acquire the
relevant patterns.

In Kesswil, children hear words with

mid vowels as always containing mid vowels; similarly,
words with low vowels always have low vowels.

In Schaff-

hausen, words with mid vowels (i.e. boga) always have
mid vowels, but words with low vowels (i.e. bada) may
also have mid front vowels.

For these latter words,

the feature /±low/ will be encoded as a direct result
of superimposition (section 2.318).

Summarizing:

Schaffhausen

Kesswil

words like boge

Olow

Olow

words like bode

±low

Olow

In both dialects, the umlauting rule is identical.
In Schaffhausen, the children must also learn a rule
to resolve the ambiguous feature /± low/ to /+low/ when
umlauting does not occur:
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+ low

+low /

(+back)*
±back

The feature enclosed in parentheses is intended to
represent the suprasegmental morpheme of -umlauting.
Presumably, the child has also marked vowels susceptible
to umlauting with the feature /±front/ and it is to
such ambiguous features that the umlauting suprasegmental applies.

As we noted in section 2.137, the feature

/± low/ will assume the value /Olow/ when the above
rule does not function.

Thus, when umlauted by /Oback/,

the feature will be /Olow/.
This is the solution devised by children who
have not yet concerned themselves with the phonotactic
facts common to the two dialects.

In Kesswil, older

children will learn to produce the feature /+low/ through
the rule:
Olow

whereas older children in Schaffhausen must learn that
Olow

+low / i(+back) ~"j
i +vocalicI
iQhifih
I

With the synthesis of this new rule, the rule resolving
/±low/, as well as all the encodings for /± low/ lose,
their function and disappear.

Quite parallel to the
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Schaffhausen-Kesswil example is a dialect contrast
Eiparsky (199-200) cites between low German and Swiss
German: all that we have said about the former applies
mutatis mutandis to the latter.

On the first level of

our explanation of the dialect differences, the level
accounting for the performance of young childre, we
interpret the contrast as due to the loss of a rule
in Kesswil and differences in the coding of the underlying
forms in the two dialects.

So Chafe (1968:131) interprets

the example from low German and Swiss as "loss of a rule
accompanied by a change in underlying forms.”

In the

second solution, that offered for older children, the
differences are even smaller, only involving the presence
of the umlauting environment.
In order to discuss Kiparsky’s remarks on the
ordering of rules involved in the two Slavic palatal
izations (197-198), we would need more extensive inform
ation supporting the quite abstract forms Kiparsky
proposes to explain the synchronic facts.

However,

Eiparsky's discussion (199) of the relative ordering of
rules governing devoicing and spirantization in two
groups of German dialects can be discussed on the basis
of the material Kiparsky presents.

The forms in

question are:
Alsatian
tak
tstfe
tag

(conservative)
‘

Low German (innovative)
tax
taYe
tag

"day"
"days"
underlying
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Eiparsky is able to generate these forms by assuming
that spirantization only applies to voiced consonants
(g to % ) and by ordering spirantization after devoicing
in Alsatian.

If the consonant has already been devoiced,

spirantization cannot apply.

Eoutsoudas, Sanders, and

Eoll (1971:30-31, abbreviated as ESE). provide an
alternative explanation which simply notes that, whereas
spirantization may only occur in the environment Y
in Alsatian, it occurs in the environment Y
Y

#) in Low German.

Y

(perhaps

Thus ESE explain the sound

change as the result of the simplification of the
context-specification of the rule.

Both devoicing and

spirantization may apply simultaneously to a given
distinctive feature representation.
To ESE's explanation we would only add the
observation that both devoicing and spirantization,
from our perspective, serve to resolve the features
/± voice/ and /± spirant/ which are present on most,
but not all, roots ending with velars.

Exceptions such

as awek may be coded with ambiguity, or they may be
coded as /± voice/, if there is reason to maintain an
underlying representation of aweg.

In either case,

they differ from other Low German roots of this type.
A number of other authors have offerred evidence
of the need for postulating strict ordering among
phonological rules.

Eor example, Postal (1968:140-152)
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discusses in detail the need for ordering between six
rules of the phonological component of Mohawk:
1)

Truncation

2) Prothesis

Y

5) Stress
4)

9 0

0 --- ?• i
Y

Stress Jump
Tone

Y

6)

length

Y

Y

»Y ' in

V

5)

in

in Terb_( # __ D? Y I? #)Terb

D ? * ' --->V'D?

Y':

P? Y D?

#

£

in

Where the symbols are:
Y

any vowel

C

any consonant, resonant or not,including systematic w, jr

D

any nonvowel, i.e. consonant, or h, _?

R

any resonant, i.e. w, Z* S* £

0

the null or identity element
from 0 to n successive occurrence of X

( ii

\ p r either A or B
#

word boundary

'

stress

A

falling tone

:

length

A non-ordered solution need not be as uneconomical
as Postal suggests.

(In the following, the reader is
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kindly requested to consult Postal*s examples and
discussion.)

First, Postal notes that the prothetic

/i/ of Mohawk verbs cannot he assigned hy the phonolog
ical component of a system which postulates separation
of informational levels, since assignment "involves ap
peal to categorial structure."

Precisely for this

reason, we hold that the /i/ is a lexical item marking
the category Verb: its coding includes the features
/isegment/ which are resolved hy the rule:
± segment --

+segment/ # ___

D? V? L?

By substituting the representation

#

for the V of Postal's

prothesis rule, the need to order prothesis after
truncation is eliminated.

Although the symbol V^ is more

complex than V, the rule is simplified hy the omission
of categorial symbols and parentheses.

There is no need

to account for the fact that the epenthetic vowels do
not figure in the stress rule, since the stress rule
begins its operation before they are present.
a simultaneous solution eliminates rule #4.

Therefore,
The stress

rule itself must be slightly modified:

+voc
[ OconsJ
Ocons.
and the tone rule takes the form:
Otone

+tone /
Ocons
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Postal’s role for vowel length seems to combine phono
logical and phonetic facts.

It is a phonetic fact that

falling tone is always long; this should be noted by a
rule of the phonetic component.

The phonological facts

can be described by the simultaneous rule:
V

-- >

V: / ___ 0 V? D? #

Summarizing the simultaneous solution:
Truncation:

Y

Realization:

± seg

Stress:

^

in

0

£

Y

+seg / #

Y --- > Y V

D? Y? D? #
#

Tone:

Y

^ Y / ________________#

Length:

Y

» Y: /

C Y^D? #

Given a set of conventions which could bracket shared
environments of simultaneous rules, this could be further
simplified.

Although this solution requires an addition

al lexical item and an additional phonetic rule; it
eliminates a phonological rule, the need for ordering
of the phonological rules, and the use of categorial
structure in the phonological component.

Although symbol

counting is a risky business, this solution hardly
increases the total symbols required.
Chomsky (1964:89) proposes the following ordered
rules for the phonological component of English:
1)

Spirantization

^

Js 1 in the context / __+(i,y)
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2)

Palatalization:

3)

Devoicing:

(s, z) + (i, y) — ^

z----^

s

(2, 5) / __ Vowel

in the context/

+ iv

Spirantization accounts for pairs like opaque-opacity:
palatalization accounts for ignite-ignition; and devoicing
accounts for ahuse-abusive.

Chomsky claims that, without

rule-ordering, the pair logic-logician must be accounted
for by a separate rule and that pairs such as persuadepersuasivs require another two additional rules.

Perhaps,

if Chomsky had written his rules in terms of distinctive
features, he would have noted that a simultaneous solution
requires not new rules but less features.

Specifically,

pairs such as logic-logician and corrode-corrosion can
be generated by eliminating /+strident, +continuant,
+antericr/ from the left-most member of the second, rule;
and pairs such as corrode-corrosive can be generated by
dropping the features /+continuant, +strident/ from the
left-most member of the third rule.
Koutsoudas, Sanders, and Noll (7-10) also discuss
the ordering Saporta (1965:220-223) posits for various
forms of latin-American Spanish.

Thus, in Uruguayan

Spanish, /e/ is lowered to /s/ before a final consonant
and /s/ is deleted finally.

The plural of klase "class"

is klase + s . realized as klasEs.

If vowel-lowering

is followed by s-deletion, the vowel of klase (with
deleted /s/) would not be followed by a consonant and
could not be lowered.

But, if we apply the rules simul
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taneously, the problem evaporates: both /s/ and /e/
undergo their changes independently and simultaneously.
These remarks apply mutatis mutandis to the ordering in
Saporta of k-Insertion and Stridency assignment.

The

following rule pair presents a different problem:
1)

Final Depalatalization:

1 —— } 1 /

2)

Delateralization

1 ---> y / Y

____#
Y

Castillian Spanish uses only the first rule and no
rule-ordering problem is involved.

In latin-American

Spanish, however, Saporta finds this derivational
sequence:
"that"

"those"

akel

akelos

akel

-

by Rule 1

-

akeyos

by Rule 2

underlying forms

In fact there is no reason, other than a diachronic.one,
to postulate similar underlying forms for the two :
dialects.

.

Instead, the underlying forms for.Iatin-

American can be taken as ending in /l/ and altering to
111 "by. a rule of. Delateralizatiou acting in the environ
ment

.Y

Y.

This allows us to spare a rule in the

description of each dialect.
In cases of feature "flip-flop" such as the alter
ation mentioned by Vang (1967:102):
4-high

»

-high

-high

)

+high,

one may substitute rules such as

high

-ot high,

or one may postulate simultaneous rule application.

In

effect, the former is an abbreviation of the latter.
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-In a lengthy discussion of stress, voice, and
length, in Southern Paiute, hased upon Sapir (1930) and
Harms (1966), Chomsky and-Halle (1968:344-350) find
evidence for "rule ordering of both the sequential and
the simultaneous kind, along with several other intricac
ies."

Here, we again kindly request the reader to con

sult these studies during the course of our discussion.
In the alternative proposal below, we shall use S as
a symbol for a syllable.

The simultaneous -solution

requires these four: rules:
Assignment of Primary Stress:

Assignment of Secondary Stress and Contraction:
Ostress

+stress / \ s
|fs
I^OstressJL

"IPs'!
J

If both of the above rules operate, /4stress/ may be
assigned twice.

This will yield phonetic primary stress.

If only the second rule applies, secondary stress will
be produced.
Degemmtnation:
+segment

Osegment /
Osonl

Hote that, when the second /+son/ is word-final, it is
followed by the word-boundary, while is /Osegment/.
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Devoicing:
+voice --

Ovoiee /

If the action of any rule serves to alter the
feature /Ostress/ which appears in rules 2, 3, and 4,
the operation of these rules would he blocked.

In

section 2.213 we discussed the limited ways in which
alteration of the environment during scanning can simu
late rule-ordering; this is an example of such simulated
ordering.

The present solution eliminates the need to

complicate the grammar with "an infinite set of rules"
(Chomsky and Talle 1968:343)» to postulate ruleordering, and to devoice (hy Rule 54) spirants which
have heen voiced hy a previous rule (rule 46).

3.12

Strict reparation between levels
The issue of separation between informational

levels has received less attention in recent discussions
than the issue of rule-ordering.

The present model

stipulates that information on a given structural level
is homogeneous, containing no admixture of information
from other levels.

Thus, the information on the semolog-

ical level is exclusively expressed in semantic features
and no phonetic features are present.

Similarly, inform
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ation on the acoustic level consists entirely of
acoustic impressions and has no admixture of semantic
features.

When the extreme ends of the informational

spectrum are compared in this way, the case for separ
ation of information levels begins to appear almost
prima. facie.

However, a number of authors have postul

ated admixture of information types not between the
extremes of semantics and phonetics, but between syntax
and semantics in regards to the information resulting
in lexicalization, and between phonology and lexical
sub-divisions in regards to phonological rules.

In

the next two sections we focus specifically upon these
two questions.

Other varieties of admixture could be

conceived, but these two seem to be the ones that most
frequently appear in the literature.

3.121

Separation in regards to lexicalization
Here the opponent of the hypothesis of strict

separation would maintain that lexicalization acts
upon some form information other than that provided by
semantic features.

The arguments reviewed by Lakoff

(1971:267 passim) are designed to show, that lexical
insertion is, in at least some instances, dependent
upon information which can only be generated through
the operation of syntactic ruie s.

It is our position

that these various examples are generally accurate in
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in their assessment of the semantic composition of the
lexical items in question, hut inaccurate in their
attempt to "rearrange” constituent structure before
permitting lexicalization.

The view of the present model

is that lexical items are capable of expressing inform
ation contained in various positions in a proposition
or information contained in two related propositions.
All that is necessary to properly effectuate lexical
ization is an accurate description of the features of
semological structure and the semantic relations in
which they stand.

For example, Postal (1971) interprets

the surface verb "remind" as a conflation of "perceive"
and "similar" in deeper structure.

Since these two

verbs are in separate clauses, they cannot be lexicalized through one item in most current theories.

In the

present lexicalist model, however, lexical verbs are
often direct conflations of underlying verbs in two
propositions.

Postal's argument is that a proper

description of the rules governing cooccurrences of
reflexive pronouns with "remind" in such sentences
as *Mary says that s h a v i n g herself reminds TH11 of
torturing herself .requires that, roughly, the subject
of the "perceive"-clause and the ”similar"-clause be
coreferential.

Since the present lexicalist model allows

this structure to be made quite explicit inside the
lexicon, this cannot be taken as an argument for inter-
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penetration of syntactic and semantic facts in
regards to lexicalization.

3.122

Separation in regards to phonological rules
flie stipulation of strict separation of levels

in regards to the operation of phonological rules implies
that the only inputs to these rules are the "bundles of
distinctive features specifying segments, lexicallybound information on suprasegmentals, and symbols
for morpheme and affix boundaries.

This is to say that

neither semantic nor syntactic categories are relevant
to the operation of phonological rules.
Postal (1968:114-139) discusses at length
evidence for the existence of non-phonetic properties
in the operation of phonological rules.

Basic to his

discussion are three example from Mohawk and two from
English; let us first consider the English evidence.
In his first example from English, Postal (127) observes
that "in English some verbs take the nominalizer tion
(detention), some ment (development), some al (recital),
some null (win) etc. in a generally unpredictable way
so that vocabulary divisions are required."

Postal

proposes that each of the roots involved be assigned
some "morphological feature" which will later determine to
which phonological rule it shall be subjected.

Suffixes

are not classed as lexical items, rather they are each
assigned through a separate phonological rule.

Evidently,

Postal must introduce some general symbol for nominal-
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ization in order to precipitate the action of the
various phonological rules producing nominalizing
suffixes.
It is in regards to the question of the "vocab
ulary divisions" that Postal fails to supply us with
sufficient information to consider his proposal fairly.
If the vocabulary divisions required here are only rel
evant to the process of niminalization, then they should
be considered essentially ad hoc divisions.

Although

it is possible that ad hoc divisions exist in memory
structure through clustering of similar units, such
clustering could be equally well characterized in a sol
ution preserving separation of levels.

It is the exis

tence of non-ad hoc lexical divisions which Postal
fails to illustrate.

The only such divisions which

seem to evidence some general lexical importance are
those which characterize the source of borrowed roots.
But note that features such as /+French/, /+latin/,
/+Anglo-Saxon/ etc. will not serve to correctly generate
forms requiring -ment. -al. and -tion. since these
affixes are present in each of the Romance languages.
Rather, it seems that, both in the source languages
and in English, there arejmeaning differences between the
nominalizing suffixes.

Thus, -al (latin -alis) generally

refers to the event or ceremony during which a certain
action is carried out; -ment often refers to a process;
and -tion more generally indicates the result of a pro
cess'.

In the:.model we propose, superimposition would
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act whenever possible to distinguish between these
suffixes as independent lexical units.

Where suffix

use cannot be governed by consistent semantic facts
(compare section 5.4 of Part II), the amalgam would
fail to undergo complete morphological analysis and
would retain a specific association between the root
and the suffix as discussed in section 2.3183.
The solution proposed here is preferable to
that proposed by Postal in two important respects.
First, this solution specifies that semantic facts,
lexical facts, and phonological facts be treated
separately in the context of acquisition.

Separation

of these facts automatically provides a coherent frame
work for the child’s emerging grammar.

A theory which

postulates the existence of morphological features and
exception f-eacures must explain how such features
figure in acquisition and what functional value they
might have for the child.

How would the ten-year-old

discover that certain words have a Greek origin,
when he has no idea of where Greece is or who the
Greeks are?

Second, the present solution concentrates

language-specific facts into the lexicon, which is
the most language-specific of the linguistic levels
(Saussure, 1959:67).

Postal^ solution serves to

diminish the language-universality of the phonological
component through the introduction of non-universal
rules resolving non-universal morphological features.
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In his second example from English, Postal (137)
observes that "morpheme initial clusters such as those
found in *sphere;**sphinx,11 sphincter* etc. are
exceptional since obstruent clusters in general
consist;.of s plus voiceless stop.

That is, these

forms exist only because they contain at least one
exception feature in their systematic descriptions."
Our present model would simply suggest that the
systematic descriptions of the irregular items are
more complete than those of items with regular initial
clusters.

Thus, the second segment of "sphere" must

be represented as /+continuant/ etc.;whereas the
second segment of "spill" is represented as /Ocontinuant/
etc.

.
Postal’s first example from Mohawk (116-117)

deals with rules for epenthetic insertion of /i/ and
/e/.

Postal suggests that the rule for /i/ insertion

must include in its description the feature /+verb/,
since the /i/ only precedes verbs.

As we noted in

section 3.112, in regards to just this example, the
/i/ may be more appropriately treated as a lexical item
marking the category /+verb/.

This item is assigned

during lexicalization and functions grammatically; its
phonological specification includes the feature /± seg
ment/ which is resolved by a phonological rule such as
the following:
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♦segment — ^ s e g m e n t / # ____ -V?

V?

-V?

(V?

-V?) #

Postal*s second example from Mohawk (118) deals
with the morphemes "zoic, feminine, and objective with
respective base shapes which include wa, vaka. and wa."
The cited forms only appear in verbs; in nouns the forms
are a, aka, and a, respectively.

If the homonymous

suffixes involved are in fact separate lexical items,
the difference between noun and verb paradigms may be
accounted for by the addition of three lexical items.
Postal prefers to establish the rule that "word initial
glides drop in nouns."

If the rule serves no purpose

other than to condense six items into three (or four
into two?), it hardly appears worth the: additional
expense of its formulation.
Postal’s final example (119-124) from Mohawk
is based upon a "class of a few dozen words, almost all
of them Prench borrowings, which have final stress."
Since most Mohawk words take penultimate stress, these
items are essentially irregular forms.

Moreover, they

include in their number items which were not borrowed
from Prench.

Postal tells us that "we cannot simply give

up and mark the Prench morphemes with stress on the final
vowel in the dictionary.

These forms receive non-stress

on this vowel unless this is the final vowel of a word.
Thus, compare /dago's/ 'cat1 with /dagosgo':wah/ ’moun-
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tain lion."1 The natural solution which suggests
itself here is to code final emphasis as /+ segment/
on these few French "borrowings and to resolve the
feature as /+segment/ in the environment

____#.

Thus, nothing in this example militates against
separation of levels.
In general, we have seen that the fundamental
difference "between the solution which mixes information
levels and that which separates them is that the latter
concentrates irregularity and exceptions in "the lexicon,
whereas the former introduces irregularity and exceptions
into the phonological component.

Particularly from

the viewpoint of acquisition and utilization, the latter
solution is preferable.
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3.13

An outline of aspects of Hungarian grammar
This section is designed not only to illustrate

the adequacy of the structural model in descriptive
terms, but also to provide a basis for the data on the
acquisition of Hungarian grammar which concerns us in
section 3.3 below and in Parts II and III.

Unfortunately,

practical considerations force us to omit a treatment
of syntactic rules and semological patterns.

We are

able to outline some fundamental properties of lexicon,
particularly in relation to the phonology and the
phonological and phonetic descriptions given include
the most important patterns in the language.

Our basic

source throughout has been the comprehensive grammar
recently published by the Linguistics Institute of the
Hungarian Academy of Sciences.

This two-volume work is

entitled A Mai Magyar Wyelv Rendszere or The Structure
of M o d e m Hungarian.

However, the basic framework of

that grammar is descriptive and traditional, while the
present account is generative, in" terms of the model of
section 2.1.

3.131

The Lexicon
Although a complete specification of even the

most common lexical items in Hungarian is clearly beyond
our scope, we do hope to outline two basic types of ; •
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information in this section.

First, we will list the

major types of roots in terms of morphological patterning.
Secondly, we will make a list of all Hungarian suffixes
together with their phonological representations and
a general semantic representation or gloss.
First, we consider the major morphological
classes for roots.

In large measure, our analysis

follows that of S£ndor E&roly (in- the Academy grammar,
edited "by Tompa, 313-331).

Although hierarchical

aspects of lexical structure certainly allow the speaker
to differentiate between the parts of speech in terms
of such features as /+ohject/ or /+process/, the
importance of the parts-of-speech per se is actually
minimal.

Although-noun.and verbs roots may .becmembers

of different classes, they may also be present in one
class.

In effect, the phonological rules are "blind”

to the part-of-speech of the root.

Father, it is the

exact shape of the root with its various ambiguities
that is of importance in determining the action of the
phonological rules.

Many forms requiring insulation

are not predictable by this or any other parsimonious
grammar.

For the sake of brevity, we will not list such

insulated forms here.

The root types listed below are

grouped in-terms of their phonological similarities;
Root Type I:
The simplest type of root is that which has no
ambiguous features in its phonological specification and
to which suffixes attach without any ’’linking vowel."
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Eouns of this shape, such as ha.id "boat," necessarily
end in a vowel, since there are several nominal suffixes
which would attach a linking-vowel to a noun ending in
a consonant*
Root Type II;
Roots without ambiguous features may also end
in consonants.

Such roots and verbs and nouns which

take the mid linking-vowels o-e-8 which may be carried
by the suffix and need not be coded upon the root.

:

Examples of such roots are virag "flower," pad "bench,"
and kan "get."
Root Type III:
Roots in this group undergo no alteration when
followed by suffixes, but differ from the two previous
groups in that they end with an /a/ or an /e/ marked as
/Osegment/.

These final segments were acquired through

a process discussed in section 3.3 below.

Although

they do not appear in surface forms in the adult grammar,
they code important information regarding height-harmony
and must be preserved for this reason.

Large numbers of

both nouns and verbs are included in this group.
ples are mond(a) "say" and hdz(a) "house."

Exam

A sub-group

here includes verbs like h£v( o) which would violate the
fronting-harmony rule if the associated vowel were
deleted.
3 .1 3 3

(The rules of phonology are listed in section

below.)
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Root Type IV:
Some noun and verb roots have the feature /^segment/
marked on the vowel preceding the last consonant.
Additionally, these roots may end in a /Osegment/ vowel,
as in Root Type III.

Deletion of the ambiguous internal

vowel is handled by the rule of internal vowel deletion
discussed below.
bok(o)r ”bush.”

Examples are t8r('8)l "wipe” and
However, a number of verbs of this type

(see Tompa 1970, 316-317) are not coded with deletable
internal vowels by all speakers.

Eor such speakers,

items like eb^dlo “dining room" show the apparent
results of vowel-deletion from eb&Lel + o.

However,

elsewhere in the conjugation of the verb, few deletions
are observed.

For these verbs, the deletion of the

internal vowel is not achieved through rules working
for the immediate production of words.

These variations,

particularly in the case of verbs, are further complicated
by the existence of variations in the rule of internal
vowel deletion.

Furthermore, each of these variations

is coupled to variations in the rule of initial vowel
insertion A.
Root Type V:
A nuj^er:df:.oDnns,- adgectiveg, numerals/ and',
perhaps a few. verbc roots'-'all show: lengthening of the
vowel preceding the final consonant in their dictionary
or citation forms.
in this pattern.

All long-short vowel pairs participate
The basic rule is subject to two
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modifications similar to those made upon internal
vowel deletion and initial vowel insertion.

Presumably,

speakers who make these modifications in one rule make
them in all of the relevant rules.

Examples here are

maddr - madarat "bird - bird + acc." and hid - hidat
"bridge - bridge +acc."

One root, l&Lek "soul"

(lelkem "soul+lPS poss. from l£lek + em) belongs to
both Hoot Type V and Root Type IV.
Root Type YI:
Roots of this type end in /a/ or /e/ in their
dictionary form, but undergo vowel-lengthening.

This

process is lexieally-free, occurring in all roots or
suffixes ending in these vowels.

Actually, the encodings

of this group may resemble those of Root Type I, but we
call attention to this common free-rule by noting a
separate Root Type.

Examples are dr£ga - dr£g£k "dear -

dear 4-plural" and kab^t.ia - kab^t.idt "coat+3PS poss. coat4-3PS poss. 4accusative."
Root Type 711:
These roots lose their final vowel before a /4-segment/
vowel.

The rule of final vowel deletion governing this

is apparently a case of a free-rule with non-concurrent
productivity (see below); it acts to delete final vowels
before a n
vowels.

formative suffixes with initial /4-segment/

Roots of this type include some members of Type

YI ending in /a/ or /e/, together with other nouns and
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adjectives ending in /u/, /u/, /6/, and /5/.

There is

a great deal of variation between speakers and even within
speakers regarding the assignment of the ambiguous feature
governing this rule and the entire pattern is falling
into disuse.

Some examples here are csunya "ugly" -

csunyul "become ugly,”

sirga "yellow" - sirgit "make

yellow," and erdo "forest" - erdisz "forester."

However,

there is yet another sub-group here which drops its final
vowel before vowels that are /± segment/.

The irregular

ities involved here and the fact that only a handful
of words are involved indicates that there is no produc
tivity of the pattern in question.

Thus, forms such

as bor.ia "his sheep" and gyap.ia "his wool" must be
coded as lexical units.

Support for this view comes

from the fact that both gyap.ia "wool +3PS poss." and
gyapjd.ia

"wool +3PS poss." exist with a slight difference

separating them.

The former may be the fleece belonging

to the:sheep, while the latter is the wool belonging to
the factory.
Hoot Type VIII:
Another small group of nouns, adjectives, and
numerals not only participates in the alterations of
Type YII, but has additional alterations of its own.
Roots of this type are the only nouns with more than just
a basic dictionary form and one alternant form.
roots have two alternant forms.

These

The alternation

peculiar to this group is between a long high vowel on
the end and a short non-high vowel in that same position.
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The rule governing the alternation is that of lowering—
shortening.

Examples are erdo "forest" -erde.ie "forest+

3PS poss." and mezo "field" - mezei "of the field."

The

final vowels of these roots must he marked as /± high/,
/ilong/, and /^segment/.
Root Tvne IX:
There are four classes of v-hase nouns and one
class of v-base verbs.

Common to a n v-base roots is

the presence of a /v/ marked as /±segment/.

Members of

Root Type IX also possess a final low vowel marked as
/Osegment/, as well as the feature /±long/ on the /of
preceding the /v/.

Thus, 16 "horse” alters to lov-

before the accusative in lovat.

The rules of v-insertion

A and vowel-shortening A are active here.
Root Type X:
This type is identical to the previous type, but
it also has the feature /±high/ coded on the vowel before
the /v/.
lowering.

This feature is resolved by the rule of vowel
Thus, szd becomes szav- before the plural in

szavak.
Root Type XI:
Roots of this type have the deletable /v/ and
the /Osegment/ final vowel, as well as a /u/ with the
feature /^segment/ before the /v/.

This /u/ is removed

through the rule of u-deletion. as in falu "village" falvam "village +1RS poss."
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Root Type XII:
In this group the final vowel is /0segment/ and
the /v/ is f± segment/; otherwise there are no further
ambiguous codings in the item.

The rules thus activated

are v-insertion A and initial vowel insertion A .

The

latter rule is operative in all of the types discussed
up to this point with the exception of Type I.
Root Type XIII;
A handful of verb roots are identical to the
roots of Type IX except in not having a final /Osegment/
vowel.

These roots are subject to v-insertion B and

vowel-shortening B . which operate under the condition
that the following suffix begins with a non-deletable
vowel, or at least one that is /±high/.
Root Type XIV:
In the verbs of Root Types I, III, IV, and XIII
above, the root codes for the Present Indicative, unless
further suffixes for tense or mood are attached.

In the

seven verbs in this root type, multiple encodings for
the various tenses and moods are the most economical
way of producing the various paradigms.

The basic form

is a v-base similar to those of Root Type XIII above,
although /±long/ need not be coded on the vowel before
the /v/.

This root produces forms such iv6 "drinking”

and tev£s "doing" from the roots i(v)- "drink" and
te(v)- "do, make."

The rule active here is v-insertion B .

This form also produces the past tense, as in tett "done,"
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as well as other forms such as the potential. ,Roots
of this type include iv- ’’drink,1' ev- "eat," tev- "put,"
vev- "take," hiv- "believe," viv- "carry," lev- "will
be," and .iffy- "come."

Each of these roots except for

.iSv- has another variant with a semantics differing
only in the fact that it encodes the Present Indicative
and with a phonology differing only in that a nondeletable /sz/ takes the place of the /v/.

A third,

root for each of these except .i8v- is the Imperative
root with a long or short /d / in the place of the /v/.
Another root for each of these except .18v- is the Imper
ative root with a long or short /gy/ in the place of
the /v/.

A ."fifth lexical item for each verb codes

an /n/ in place of the /sz/ of the Present Indicative
and specifies a context of the Infinitive or the Condi
tional.

Exceptions to the patterns generated by these

five roots include much of the paradigm of .iSv-

and

forms such as evett "he ate" or legy "beI"
Root Type XV:
Verbs of this type have a Present Indicative root
ending in /sz/ and with a deletable /u/, as in alusz"sleep."

This /u/ is inserted under Conditions B and C

of the rule of internal vowel deletion, i.e. before a
deletable vowel and not a /t/.

The second root for each

verb of this type ends with /ud/, as in alud- "sleep."
This root occurs in the context of tense, mood, or the
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Infinitive, wheneverj the,'Present;Indicative •is npt
involved.

The third or "basic root appears when tense

and mood are not in the context.

This "basic form is

of the shape alv- with the final /v/ insertable only
through the rule of v-insertion B.

Both the coding of

the deletable internal vowel in the Present root and
the use of the non-Present root within the present
paradigm are matters of great idiolectal variation.
Root Type XVI:
The paradigms of the verbs van "present copula"
and megy "go" are highly irregular, although they do
resemble the above, three types in some regards.
Root Type XVII:
A .number of verbs from types II, III, IV, XIII,
and XIV, together with a number of suffixes of suffix
type 9, receive the suffix -ik in the 3PS Indefinite
These roots and suffixes are also idiosyncratic in their
use of the suffixes -om. -ol. -ok. and -6k, as will be
noted in the suffix list below.

There seems to be some

semantic communality between these roots, in that most
of them involve a bodily function or activity.

However,

the huge number of idiolectal variations here suggests
that the semantic grounds for this distinction are
becoming lost.

The "•entire -matter deserves;further research.

Hungarian grammar distinguishes between kSvzok
or 'formative suffixes which form new words by the
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addition of non-relational semantic material and ragok
or flectional suffixes which, form new words by the
addition of material relating the root to other elements
of the sentence.

The separation between formative

and flectional suffixes also reflects a basic difference
along the dimension of lexical productivity.

In order

to properly describe this difference, we must distinguish
between concurrent and non-concurrent productivity.
Those lexical items which possess concurrent productivity
are attached to the root through the process of active
utilization described in section 2.2.

Such concurrent

productivity is postulated for the majority of the rules
described in the next section and for the flectional
suffixes.

In general, formative suffixes fail to

illustrate concurrent productivity.

Rather such produc

tivity as they do illustrate appears to be non-concurrent.
Non-concurrent productivity is derivational productivity;
it accounts for the fact that a given formative affix
is applied in a quite similar fashion to many different
roots.

Thus, for example, the Hungarian suffix -sag. -s£g

"ness, hood" applies fairly freely to a large number of
roots (Tompa 1970:479), as in katona "soldier" - katonasdg
"the military."

In other words, the derived form is

katonasdg. not katonas^g.

On the other hand, the rule

of final vowel lengthening which applies without
exception in concurrent productivity, fails to apply in
this case of non-concurrent productivity.

If it had
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applied, the word would "be katondscig. Furthermore,
it is clear that the semantics of katon??g£g ’•military"
is more than just a simple combi nation of katona "soldier”
and -s£g "ness, hood."

Rather than referring simply to

the state of "being a soldier, the word refers to an
entire institution.

Moreover, as Tompa (1970:479)

notes, nouns like szerelo "repairman" fail to take
-sag. -s£g for apparently idiosyncratic reasons.

Together,

these facts suggest that the suffix -s£g. -s<£g is only
productive in a limited non-concurrent fashion.
Having distinguished between concurrent and
non-concurrent productivity on both semantic and phono
logical grounds, we may now list the suffixes which are
attached to the root through concurrent processes.
These suffixes involve seven different combinations of
ambiguous features:
1)

± back

2)

± back

3)

± back

± round

± segment

4)

± back

± round

± segment

5)

± back

± segment

6)

± segment

7)

± back

± round

:t segment.

The sixth pattern relates to the /j/ element of the 3PS
possessive; all the others relate to vowels with one or
more features ambiguous.

Backness is resolved by the
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rule of front ing-harmonv.

Roundness is resolved by the

rule of rounding-harmonv.

Highness is resolved by the

rule of height-harmony.

In patterns 3 through 5 the

feature /±segment/ is resolved through initial vowel
insertion A .

In pattern 7 it is resolved through

initial vowel insertion B .

Each of these rules is

discussed in the set of phonological rules below.

Since

each of the following suffixes is concurrently productive,
they each serve to alter the root in all ways determined
by concurrently productive rules, given the fulfillment
of the context-specification.

Each suffix is cited in

its high back'variant: with its'meaning and suffix type.
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Concurrent Affixes

Suffix Type

-ana

Conditional

-n£

Mrs. ____

-hat

potential .

1

Infinitive

5

-ani
-jO*
-ott*

5___1
-

(Imperative
1
L2PS Indefinite Imperative]
Past

(a)

5

* These long consonants may he shortened hy an articu
latory rule.
-j
-ok
-om
-ol*
-asz*

Present Definite /

____ (3P
7
\Plural}

IPS Indefinite

4

f IPS Definite
1
LIPS Indefinite / _____ Pasti
2PS Indefinite/

-

4

Present-Ind. 2
5

*choice effected hy 2PS selection rule
-dl

2PS Indefinite / ____ -^Present-IndTj 5

-alak

IPS Agent

-od

2PS Definite

-unk

1PP

and 2P Patient/Benef.

(Indefinite
"[Definite /

5 _

1

4
5
___ Cond."}

-uk

1PP Definite / __

-otok

2PP Indefinite

4 __ 2

—anak

3PP Indefinite

5 _

-d

2PS Definite Imperative

-

-on

3PS Indefinite / __ Imperative

3

-a*

3PS Definite

5

-£tok*

2PP Definite

5 _

-£k*

3PP Definite

5

-^Conditional]

5

1

3

* all these are subject to .i-e assimilation
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Suffix

Meaning

—ak

Plural / ____ Quality ~

-ok

Plural / ____ Object

-4

Sign of Possession "____ ’s"

-i

Plural / _____ (sign of poss.)

-abb

Comparative

leg-

Superlative
(assumes that comparison is
also generated and marked)

leges-

Hyperbolic (assumes superlative)

verbal
prefixes

perfectivity, direction etc.

Suffix Type
7
4
-

5

-

-om

IPS poss.

4

-od

2PS poss.

4

-ja

3PS poss.

6-1

-unk

1PP poss.

5

-otok

2PP poss.

4 ____ 2

3PP poss.

6-1

-juk
-jai

fplural possession
1 6-5
(plural possession - 3P possessorj

-ot

Accusative

4

-ban

Inessive

1

-bdl

Elative

1

-ba

Illative

1

-on

Superessive

3

-r<5l

Delative

1

-ra

Sublative

1

-ndl

Adessive

1

-tdl

Ablative

1
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Suffix

Meaning

Suffix Type

-hoz

Allative

2

-ig

Terminative "up to ___"

—val

Ins trumental—C omitat ive

-ostul

Sociative

1

"by each.___ "

-nak

Dative-Genitive

—ul

Modal-essive

-on

Modal-essive "

-lag

Modal-essive "

4
1

"as a ___ "

1

ly"

4, 7

ly"

1

-drt

Causal-Final "for thesake of

-onk€nt

Distributive "

by

"

"

4

—v£

Translative-Factitive

1

-szor

Multiplicative

2

-ik

"

times"

3FS Indefinite / ___ Present
-ikes type
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Suffix Type
-om

IPS Indefinite/____ikes

4

-ol

2PS Indefinite/

4

-ok

3PS Indefinite/____Conditional 4

-dk

3PS Indefinite/____Imperative

Present
ikes

-

For those suffixes whose attachment to roots
does not necessarily occur concurrently with the pro
duction of the utterance, the Suffix Types 1-7 listed
above continue to he of significance, hut there are
"three further suffix types which we must list:
8)

± hack

± round

9)

± hack

* segment

10)

± hack

± segment

± segment

The features /± hack/ and /± round/ are resolved, as
before, hy the relevant harmony rules.

However, the

feature /± segment/ in rules 8 through 10 is resolved
hy the non-concurrent rules of third syllable insertion.
r-s vowel insertion, and privative vowel deletion,
respectively.
We noted ahove that concurrent suffixes serve to
precipitate root alterations through every free or hound
rule whose context specification they fulfill.

We also

presented the example of the non-concurrent suffix
-s£g. -s£g "hood, ness" which fails to precipitate
vowel-lengthening in the root.

Because non-concurrent

suffixes do not precipitate all possible root alterations,
we must specify the root alterations which they do cause.
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Of the following six alteration patterns, the first three
are also found in concurrent formations, while the last
three are restricted to non-concurrent formations:
1)
2)

vowel-lengthening (free)
internal vowel deletion
vowel-shortening (A and B)
v-insertion (A and B)
vowel-lowering

3)

u-iinsertion

(all bound rules)

v-aasimilation

(bound)

4)

final vowel deletion

5)

Use of a special shortened form of a Christian
name. One Christian name may have several such
bases. We will not go into the details of these
patterns here.

6)

(non-concurrent free rule)

Deletion of all but the initial syllable of the root.

Additionally, we should note that many verb formations
are based upon a "passive" verb root which never appears
as an independent word.

Thus fordul and fordft. the

Intran sitive and Transitive versions of the verb "turn"
are based upon the root for-

which also appears in

other formations, but nowhere by itself.

The existence

of such roots also appears to be a matter of non
concurrent productivity.

Presence of -ik between paren

theses indicates that some or all of the roots taking
this suffix participate in the "ikes" verb conjugation.
A dash indicates that the root takes its dictionary
form and that the suffix has only one form.
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Ron-concurrent affixes
Suffix
Type

Root
Type

Formatives making Verbs from Verbs:
-ogat

frequentative, durative

8 - 1

-ong

”

”

2

-oz(ik)
-og

"

"
"

2
2

-dsz(ik)
iterative
"
-kod
"
-kol
frequentative, durative

1
2
2

-dkol

"

"

1

-k£L

"

"

1

-g £ L

"

"

1

"

2
5

-ol
-adoz(ik)

”

-dos

iterative

2

-dal

"

1

-d£L
-dokol

"
frequentative, durative

2
2
2
- (8)

2
2

1
2-2

-

-dogdl durative
2-1
(There exist about 15 additional frequentative
and duratives which are probably unproductive in any sense.
-an
momentaneous
1
* Some non-concurrent final consonant lengthening
rule may be operative.

-*

-int

-

—ant
-it
-ad
-od(ik)
-dul
-dit

momentaneous

-

"

1

"
inchoative
”
"
"

1
2
1

reflexive
causative

1
2
-
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-at

causative

1

-tat

"

1

-aszt

11

1

"

-it

2

2

-

2

-atik

passive

1

2

-tatik

passive

1

-

-<5d(ik) reflexive, medio-passive, reciprocal 1

-

-akod(ik)

"

internal

"

2

-kdd(ik)

"

"

”

8-2

—akoz(ik)

"

"

"

-kdz(ik)

"

"

"

8
1

— 1

2
-

-<5z(ik)

"

"

"

1

-

-<5dz(ik)

"

"

"

1

-

-oz(ik)

"

"

"

2

-

-ulReflexive (durative, inchoative)

1

Formatives making verbs from nouns and adjectives:
-oz(ik) generalverbalizer

4

1,2

-ol(ik)

4

1,2

"

-oll(ik)

"regard as ___ ; appear as ___"

4

1,2

—cLsz(ik) "hunt ___ ; hunt with ___"

4

1,2

-it

~

1,2,4

causative

-kod(ik)

"act

ly or like a ___ "

2

-skod(ik)

"

"

2

1

-lkod(ik)

"

”

2

1
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Suffix

Suffix
Type

Meaning

-od(ik) "become ___ "

2

Root
Type
2*, 4

♦with the exception of internal vowel deletion
-ul

"become ____ ”

1

2,4

Formatives making norms from verbs
-as

"abstract act of ___ ing"

-t

gerund

-aj

"sound o f

-alom

"act, process of ___ ing"

-

-odalom
-at

1

ing,act o f

ing"

"
ing"

2 (?)

1
1-2
4 - 1-2

"result of

2

1

-omdny

"

8 - 1 2

-ovany

"

8* - 1

2
2
2

-

♦some further conditions seem necessary
-£k
-ed£k
-el£k
-tyu

"result of ___ ing"
"
"

-6

ing"

"
"place of
one

2
2

1

"instrument of

-<5ka

8

ing, thing at which
s"

1

-

1
1

2
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Type
Suffix
-oda

"place of

ing"

Root

3* - 1

♦exceptions: jdraa, fogda
Formatives making Adjectives from Verbs:
-6s
-6kony

"characteristically___ ingOr TnaVing one ___"
"tending to

1

"

3

2
2*

* uses some Present: roots from Types XXV and XIII.
-atag

"characteristically

-i

"characteristically
ing
(joking, diminutive
connotation)"

ing"

1-1

2

-

-

-a

1

Pormatives making Participles from Verbs:
-6

Present Participle

1

2

-and6

Future Participle

1-1

2

-va

Adverbial Participle

3-1

-

-v£n

"

3-1

Pormatives making Nouns from Nouns:
-nemu

"articles related to
which are A "

R

or

-

-6k

plurale tantum

-

-asag

-ness, -hood

9-1

-zat

"system of

-lat

nominalizer, varyingsemantics 1

s"

-os

"ish"

-£sz

"-works -with

-osdi

"game of ___ "

-one

"a person who is Ad.i
receives
"

1

(Rouns and Adjectives)
"

or

1

-

10, 4

2

1

4

4

1,2

2

4
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Type.
Root
1

-ista

"member of a

group"

-izmus

"ism"

^acska

"diminutive, pejorative etc.

4-1

1, 2, 5

-ka

"diminutive"

1

5

-ci

"

6

1

5

—ika

"

4, 5

-ik<5

"

4, 5

-us

"

6
6

-u

6

-uka

"

-csa

"

5

-k<5

"

6

-is

"

6
6

-d
-dad

"

4

-a

"

6

-6k

6

Pormatives making Adjectives from Noons:
-ju
-i

"supplied w i t h
"belonging to ___ "

"

6-1

1, 2
2 f A*

♦subject to much variation
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Type

-atalan

privative

Suffiz

Root

5,10-7-1

1?2*

♦subject to great variation; further rules m a y he operative
-nyi

"of the shape or §ize of __ "

-

-asdgos

"very

9-1-2

"

-atos

"ish"

-s6

"from the

(joking connotation)
(direction.
space)

1

1- 2

2

1

-

Pormatives making Numerals?
-od

”

th"

4

2

Pormatives making Nouns from Ad.iectives:
-ik

"the one which

is

".

-

-
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3.132

Abstract phonological structure
After the action of the syntactic rules,

information on the utterance to be produced consists
of an ordered series of lexical items.

lexical items

are represented as a string of distinctive features;
each distinctive feature set specifies a segment.

It

is unlikely that suprasegmental features are parts of
lexical encodings in adult Hungarian grammars.

Rather,

such features are generated as separate lexical items,
if they have a meaningful component, or are assigned
through phonological rules, if they have no inherent
meaning.

The specification here and below differs from

that of Chomsky and Halle (1968) in that the feature
of lowness is omitted as being of little use for the
phonology and in that the feature /continuant/ is
reversed in direction to /obstruent/.

For the sake of

brevity, the ambiguous segments resulting from super
imposition and the long consonants are not included in
the following list of segments.

Moreover, each segment

should be marked with /+segment/.
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vocalic
conson.
high
back
round
tense
anterior
coronal
voice
obstruent
nasal
strident
long

u

vi

0

6

vi

u

6

0

a

e

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
+
(+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+
+
+)* +
+

+

+

+

+
+

+

(+

+

+

+

+

+

+
f

V

m

+

+
t

+

n

s

4

i

i

r

1

+

+

+

+

+
+

+
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

sz

P

b

+

+

+
+
+
+ )* +
+

+

+

+

+

3
+

+

+
+

+
d

A
+

+

+
z

+

+

+

+

+
c

dz

Further reproduction

+
+
+

ty

gy

+
s

zs

+
es

dzs ny

k

g

h

+
+

+
+

+
+

+
+

+
+

+
+

+
+
+

+
+

+

+

+
+

+

+

+

+
long pair)

+
+

+

+

+
+

+

+

+

+

+
+

+

+
+

+

+

+

+

* Features enclosed in parentheses are inserted by phonological rules.
Table I
Abstract Phonological Segments
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prohibited without p erm ission.

vocalic
+
conson.
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
high
back
round
tense
+
anterior
+
+
•f
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
coronal
+
+
+
voice
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
obstruent
+
+
+
+
+
nasal
+
+
+
+
+
+
strident
+
+
long
(not noted for consonants, each one has a

+

129

3.153

Phonological rules
Hungarian possesses a fairly large set of morpho-

tactic rules which operate to modify aspects of lexical
items in terms of information present upon neighboring
lexical items.

These rules may.he either lexically-

free or lexically-bound, as discussed in section 2.319.
It is possible to give a complete listing of the free
rules, since the productivity of such rules appears to
be rather general.

However, it is not clear where the

line should be drawn in enumeration of the possible
bound rules of the phonology.

A large number of these

bound rules affect only a small number of lexical items,
and their productivity cannot be taken for granted.
The first set of free rules we will consider are
the rules governing consonant assimilations.

These

rules apply between any two neighboring segments, whether
they be two segments within a lexical item, two segments
in neighboring lexical items within a word, or two
segments in neighboring words not separated by a pause.
The most general of these rules (Tompa, 1970:99) is
that of retrogressive voicing:
Ovoice

+voice /

____
Ovocal,

Ovocal
+conson
+voice
Onasal

Hote that the nasals, liquids, glides and /v/ fail to
produce this assimilation.

The rule of retrogressive

devoicing is similar:
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+voice

--->

Ovoice /

____
~\ Ovocal
Ovocal { ^Ovoice
\ +conson \
jJDnasal J

Nasals resist this devoicing, but /v/ modifies to /f/
and /h/ joins tbe voiceless true consonants in producing
this devoicing.

Some examples of voicing are k4k zs£k

— > k£g zsdk. rakd ---> ragd.

Examples of devoicing

are dobtam ---> dontam and hadfi --->

hatfi.

Assimilation for place of articulation affects
nasals through the rule of nasal place assimilation:
|
anterior
anterior)___v P^anteriorjf
coronal j
*'
)£coronal J|_ -masal] 1@ coronal

j

L+obstruentJ
Some examples of. this assimilation are sz&rporsz&rrpor and kdn n v d l

^

kany nydl.

^

Ldszld Deme

(in Tompa, 1970:100) also lists a number of asociations
between coronal consonants.

One variety includes

assimilation between coronal stops and /j/.

Deme treats

such, assimilations as both complete: progressive :
assimilations and fusional palatalizations, but both
of these phenomena may be described through the one rule
of .i-assimi lation.

This rule is written out in complete

transformational shape, since more than one alteration
is involved:
Ovocal
-t-coronal
1

Oconson
+high
-{-coronal
+voice

Ovocal
*1
+coronal
I
Oanterior
f+obstruent]
L+strident J
+long
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The assimilations produced by this rule include:
ny+j=nny, gy+j=ggy, ty+j=tty, n+j=nny, d+j=ggy, s+j=
ss, sz+ 3=ssz, z+j=zz, and dz+j=ddz.

All these assimil

ations are of importance morphologically for suffixes
like the Imperative, the Present Definite, and the 3PS
Possessive which begin with / 2/,

The latter, however,

does not occur after sibilants and no assimilations are
detected between it and sibilants.

It is not entirely

clear to what extent these assimilations might also
occur between words not separated by a pause.

Another

assimilation involving /j/ is one of 1-assimilation
which is retrogressive as opposed to j-assimilation
which is progressive:
OconsonH
Ocons
f +conson 1
+vocal
! Ovocal \— } Ovocal
,
-4-coronal
+obstruent| -4-coronal j
I-t-long
Note that Chomsky and Halle (1968:318) distinguish
between /l/ and /r/ through the assignment of the
feature /+obstruent/ to /l/.
Another pattern may be described by the rule of
non-nasal coronal assimilation:
-t-coronal 1 i -4-coronal "1
\ Onasal
'
■ I+strident I
\+obstruent! i
....
1
!~

j

___

I

"

i

---

-fcoronal
j+strident j
+obstruent\

4-long - - j
L,

•*** j

Whether or not the second element is an obstruent, a
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long affricate will result from the assimilation.

The

combinations here are: t+cs=ces, d+cs=ccs, gy+cs=ccs,
ty+cs=ccs, t+c=cc, d+c=ec, gy+c=cc, ty+c=cc, t+sz=cc,
d+sz=cc, ty+sz=cc, gy+sz=cc, t+s=ccs, d+s=ccs, ty+s=
ccs, gy+s=ccs, t+z+ddz, d+z=ddz, ty+z=ddz, gy+z=ddz,
t+zs=ddzs, d+zs=ddzs, ty+z=ddzs, and gy+zs=ddzs.

Some

what similar to this is the pattern of sibilant
assimjlation:
( 4-coronal
f+coronal
! Oobstruentj i Oobstruent
+strident I +strident

I ....
in which the first element drops out.

The assimilations

here are s+sz=ssz, zs+sz=ssz, sz+z=zz, zs+z=zz, sz+s=ss,
z+s=ss, sz+zs=zzs, and z+zs=zzs.
A final assimilatory rule is that of double
consonant assimilation. When the combi nation of
morphemes places two identical consonants in contact,
a long consonant is formed:
Ovocal
+conson
•

[+long

(given-that the additional features noted
by .... are identical)
Since the above assimilatory rules occur across
any boundary other than a deliberate pause, we have not
placed boundary conditions between the various segments,
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However, as we move on to a consideration of morphotactic
rules, we must recognize two "basic forms of boundaries:
the root boundary /+EB/ attached to the beginning and
end of roots and the affix boundary /+AB/ attached to
the beginning and end of affixes.

It is also convenient

to abbreviate certain combinations of these boundaries
by the symbols of a dot and a plus-sign:
+

KB + AB
Thus, the first pattern includes the second-as a.
special case.

Below we divide our treatment of Hungarian

morphotactics in terms of the nature of the binding of
the rules to features or morphemes.

The reader might

do well at this point to reconsider aspects of section
2.319.
Free rules:

There appears to be only one morpho-

tactic rules of major importance which is not bound
either to the occurrence of specific roots or the occur
rence of specific ambiguous features.

This rule

lengthens final /a/ or /e/ to /£/ or /£/ before a
consonant which may be optionally preceded by a deletable
vowel.
vowel-lengthening;

+segmeni
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Partially-bound rules:

Most of the rules of

Hungarian morphotactics are bound to tbe occurrence
of specific ambiguous features.

Tbe first set of such

partially-bound rules which we will consider are tbe
barmony rules.

Tbese rules change tbe backness, round

ness, and beigbt of vowels in accord witb features of
tbe root., iTbe rule of fronting-harmony applies to a
large number of suffixes botb concurrently and nonconcurrently.
front ing-harmony: *

kA

teaof]

([+VOC Ifbvocir+voc i (

(J+backJ[p . Jl+h ig h jJ

Tbus, any segment wbicb is /± back/will become back wben
not separated from tbe root by a second root boundary
and wben one of two conditions is fulfilled.

Tbe first

condition, represented in tbe top of tbe parentheses,
is tbe presence of a back vowel as tbe last vowel in tbe
word.

This back vowel may be deletable as in h£.i(a)

or blv(o) wbicb might otherwise appear as front-vowel
words.

Tbe second condition is tbe presence in non

compounds of a back vowel in the next-to-the-last syllable
wben tbe final vowel is /§/, /€/, /£/, or /!/, as in
kocsi or k£v£.' This second pattern determines a
recommended pronunciation wbicb is not followed by all
speakers.

There is also a special case in wbicb

* In section 3.325 we note that fronting-harmonv and
ronrfl-irp-Viflrmnny -might be better expressed, as free rules.
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fronting-harmony Is blocked.

This blocking is fully-

bound to the conditional and occurs in the environment
of

____ +/ok/.

Thus, the IPS of the Conditional of

v£r "wait" is v d m d k rather than vdrndk, and the 3PS
of the "ikes" verb in-

"drink" is inn&k rather than

The rules of height-harmony and rounding -harmony
are somewhat less complex.

Vowels with ambiguous

height can be /+high/ only immediately after a root
and only if the root does not end in a low vowel, as
in Root Type III.

Suffixes attached to the root non-

concurrently figure as internal to the root boundaries.
Examples of successful harmony as pad+ok = padok or
ldt + od = latod.

An example of blocking is kap+t+om=

ka.pt ATT!.

height-harmony:
± high

>

thigh/

[tvocal '
- jOhigh
I
{_OconsonJ

-•

L

J^

Rounding-harmony works at only a slightly greater
distance from the root.

Within the first suffix after

the root, rounding extends as long as it does not
encounter a vowel which is /Oround/.
rounding-harmony:
± round

tround/ jtround] [ovOc]^.
Oround

The rules of initial vowel insertion A . internal
vowel deletion, .i-insertion, and vowel-shortening A - *
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are connected by a series of conditions.

First, we

consider the rule of initial vowel insertion A . a rule
that controls insertion of the linking vowel.

The

basic rule is:
± seg

+seg /f+cons 1 ([oseg] j+
LOvocalJ 1

j____
L+voc

Thus., a deletable vocalic element (not a /j/) will be
inserted after a consonant, even if that consonant is
followed by a /Osegment/ vowel, as in Root Type III.
In this form, the rule produces a great deal of vowelinsertion, as in pad +(o)k = nadok and bok(o)r +(o)m=
bokrom.

However, there is one major way and two minor

ways in which this insertion may be blocked or facilitated.
Condition A:

Ovoice
+coronal
Ovocal
^coronal
u+anterior -

•I+voc~]
\OconJ
+VOC

In this condition, if the insertable vowel falls between
a dental or, perhaps, palatal consonant and a /t/, /sz-/
etc. of the suffix, it may not be inserted.

The exact

nature of the tolerated consonant.clusters is subject
to a large amount of individual variation.

Clusters

ending with /t/ are the most tolerated, followed by /sz/.
Clusters with final labials are generally-avoided.

The

closer specification of this condition requires detailed
research across various idiolects.

In most cases, the

presence of a final /Osegment/ vowel will void this
condition and permit the basic rule to operate.

Condition
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A may be partially inhibited by the occurrence of the
environments described in internal vowel deletion or
vowel-shortening.
Condition B :

The vowel will not be inserted after a

deletable /v/, if it ends the root, as in Root Type XIII.
This /v/ will disappear and the vowel preceding it will
directly attach to the consonants of the suffix.
Condition C:

A condition limited to the past tense is

that, despite the dictates of Condition A, the vowel will,
nonetheless, be inserted under specifiable conditions
which need not concern us here.
Internal vowel deletion operates upon roots of
Root Types IV and XV.

It has the form:

± segment — > Oseg/

j+cons]|T± segj) * j+voe]

The deletion occurs before suffixes beginning with vowels.
When Condition A acts to block or inhibit initial vowel
insertion, it also inhibits internal vowel deletion.
Rote also that, when the environment of internal vowel
deletion is fulfilled, Condition A is less likely to
operate.

Thus, whenever the internal vowel is deleted,

the suffix initial vowel is inserted with the environment
of Condition A being the crucial factor.
we have either szatvort or szatyrot
but not szatyrt or szatyorot.

For example,

from szatyor +ot.

The rules are mutually

contingent and both depend upon Condition A, which is
subject to idiolectal variation.

A similar situation

exists between internal vowel deletion and j-insertion
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vis a vis Condition D discussed just below.

Fulfillment

of Condition D facilitates j-insertion, but inhibits
internal vowel deletion.

For example: burok + ,ia= burka

or burokja.
The rule of j-insertion operates upon a number
of suffixes with deletable /j/’s.

The basic rule is:

\ +seg 1
+voc
+
|_Ocon J

± segment

f
]
IOvoc
LOconJ

In other words, the /j/ is inserted after vowels.

But

it also may be inserted after consonants under this
condition:
Condition D;

The basic consideration regarding the

insertion of /j/ afterr consonants' is "the- nature of the
cluster created.

If the cluster arising is capable of

undergoing one of the assimilations (note that this
occurs simultaneously) and no /Osegment/ vowel intervenes,
the /j/ is inserted.

Condition D may be partially

inhibited by inte-raal vowel deletion or vowel shortening A .
Both Conditions A and D are also relevant to the
operation of the rule of vowel-shortening A which operates
upon roots from Root Types Y, IX, and X.

Our above

discussion of these limitations also applies here.
The basic rule is:
± long ---» Olong / ____ [+con][± segl . L^segl
_Ocon S
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In other words, the root form with a shortened vowel
occurs before suffixes beginning with a deletable vowel,
subject to Conditions A and D.
The remaining partially-bound rules are of less
importance than those discussed above.

There is another

rule of vowel-shortening which applies to the v-base
roots of Root Type XIII.
vowel-shortening B:
± long ---> Olong /

+VOC

Ocon

By this rule, the long vowel preceding the deletable
/v/ of the root is shortened before suffixes beginning
with vowels that are either ambiguously high are nondele table.
=loni.

Thus lo(v) +(o)k = lSvSk. but 15(v) + (a)ni

The rule of v-insertion B operates in a nearly

identical context,' but affects roots of Types XIV and
XV, as well as XIII.
v-insertion B:
± segment

+ segment/ ["

iM

+VOC

Ocon
r+seg
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Three other miles affecting v-base nouns from groups IX-XII.
These are fairly straightforward and can simply he listed.
v-insertion A:
±seg

+seg /

j

; \Oseg

\M

\"

.

:± segl

undeletion!
±seg

---

Oseg / f

] \± seg: IOseg ] • \=fcseg!

;/"/ j \ / ~ v f j “

'

J

vowel-lowering:

* high

Ohigh/ : ____ ;\± seg 1Oseg
■

+voc

•

± seg

IL i

Note that the deletable segment following the root may be either
a deletable vowel or the deletable /j/ of several suffixes.
One final partially-bound rule affects roots of the Root Type VIII.
lowering-shortening:

Uhigh;—
[_± long ■

ohigh f ___
^ dong',

#
JDcons

This specification of the context seems a bit odd, but it does
generate the correct forms.
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*
A final set of ..fullyabound"rules are ‘bound to the sign of
the Imperative -.i.i'and the 2PS Definite Imperative -d.

For each

of these suffixes, three types of assimilations occur.

Final /szt/

on the root alters to /ssz/ before these suffixes,by this rule:
Imperative/ assimilation .A:

The second rule alters /t/ after short vowel to /ss/:
Imperative Assimilation.' B::_:
Olong \
+voc \ /t/
Ocons j

•

But,if the preceding segment is not /sz/ or a short vowel, the
following mile will apply:
_

Imperative Assimilation C:

j

Olong j
+voc j>
Ocons I'

v

t
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O

Fully-bound rules are bound to the occurrence of specific
suffixes..

The first type of such rules we will consider are

those which act concurrently.

Thus, the rule of v-assi mil at ion

appears to be bound to the Instrumental and the Translative-Factitive,
both with initial /v/.

It does not effect the adverbializer

-va. -ve. even though its shape is similar.

Its effect is

the deletion of the /v/ after a consonant and the lengthening of
that consonant. Since two changes occur, the rule is written
out as a full transformation;
^
1
• ' i +cons
' +CO Z1S \
p... ....
i
LOvoc j

+

M

The rule of .i-e assimilation

— ^

\^ns 1

could conceivably be phrased as

a free rule, but it only relates to four suffixes and is probably
fully-bound.

It transforms /j/ + /e/ to /i/ in the Definite Present;
+ / j/ +

f +seg

— >

/i/

iback
|Ohigh^

The rule of initial vowel insertion B is bound to three or four
suffixes whose semantic'specification is for an Adjective.

These

few suffixes.insert -their vowels not only under the conditions
of initial vowel insertion A . but also after high vowels.

± seg

--

+seg /

f +high
1
• +vocal ! .
Ocons
|
----+segmentj

The rule of 2PS-selection is the one case of a morpheme selection rule
(see 2.319) in Hungarian;

r-oi |
C-asz )

, / +strident
' +obstruent
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Non-concurrent rules are, in effect, fully "bound to specific
suffixes as noted in the list of non-concurrent suffixes.

In

specifying that list, we noted both the suffix type and root type
of each suffix.

By suffix type, non-concurrent affixes were

members not only of Suffix Types 1-6 listed at the beginning of
our discussion of concurrent suffixes, but also of the non
concurrent patterns 8-10.

Each of these patterns is bound to

a separate non-concurrent rule which resolves i,±he feature /±segment/.
Third syllable insertion -is bound to the suffixes -ogat. -okoz(ik).
-okodfik). -om£ny and possibly others.

It inserts the initial

vowel of the suffix after single-syllable roots to form trisyllables.
± seg

+seg / jRB~|(+cons| M-voc " ;+consy
lf)voc ) iOcons IOvoc ) ■* ---j+seg ^
*

In such cases, only /o/ and /§/ are inserted, never /b/.
R-s insertion is bound to the suffixes -as£g and -asdgos and inserts
a vowel between the /s/ of these suffixes and the final /r/ of
the root:
± s eg

+seg /

Privative vowel deletion—

f +cons
j +cor
,•
I Oobstruentj

—

is a counterpart of internal vowel insertion

in roots and deletes a vowel in the privative stiffix -atalan only
if the root ends in a vowel;
± segment

Osegment/ P+vocl .
[Ocon \ *

iatJ----
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In addition to specifying certain suffix types for non
concurrent formations, we also noted that root alternations 4-6
occur D n l y i m a non-eoncurrent fashion.

Root Type 5, like the

use of passive verb roots, seems idiosyncratic to each Christian
name invovled, and Root Type 6 simply requires use of the first
syllable.

Root Type 4 is formed by use of the non-concurrent

(and, of course, bound) rule of final vowel'deletion :
+seg

Oseg / f____
+vocal
IOcon

:+voc
Ocons ■

Forms produced here are like lusta + ul = lustul.
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Concrete phonological structure
The concrete phonological structure of Hungarian

segments differs from their abstract, phonological struc
ture only in ways determined by the phonological rules.
These rules eliminate ambiguous features and negative
coefficients, insert a few positive values for rounding
and voicing, and form a few new combinations of features.
In the following table all of the segments in concrete
phonological structure are listed with both Hungarian
orthography and IPA notation above each Hungarian letter
or digraph.

Where no positive coefficient is entered

in the table, the coefficient ”0” is assumed.
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3.135

Articulatory rules
The actual details of articulation are determined

in two ways:

through motor commands and through inter

action of motor commands with the physiology of the vocal
apparatus,

let us first consider some examples of direct

motor commands as realizations of various features or
combinations of features.

The feature /+round/ is

realized through a complex activity of lip-puckering
which requires that motor commands he sent to a series
of muscles surrounding the mouth (lenneherg, 1967:34-38).
Furthermore, the extent of this activity may he modified
in degree hy the presence of the feature /+tense/
which is found on /u/, /£/, /ti/, and /u/.

It is of

only minimal value to write these relations in the
form of a grammatical rule, such as:
/+round/
/+round/

>
--->

mild lip-puckering
strong lip-puckering / _____
+tense

Rather, such realization rules at the level of motor
commands would he more interestingly formulated in terms
of specifications of the actual nature and destiny of
the neural impulses.
Let us consider some further aspects of the
realization of distinctive features in Hungarian.
Another articulatory consequence of the feature /+tense/
in the segment /£/ is the lowering of the jaw to permit
more extreme hacking of the hody of the tongue.

This

lowering is pronounced and must he effected hy a definite
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command which is introduced hy an articulatory rule.
The lip-spreading which occurs in the front high vowels
is also a result of the feature /+high/, hut its degree
varies with the feature /+tense/.

Again, tension raises

the position of all the vowels with which it is associated.
Another set of commands must realize the feature
/+anterior/ through a pattern of hilahial movement in
the case of /p/ and /h/, hut through a set of labio
dental movements in the case of /f/ and /v/.

Although

the phonological rule .of nasal -place assimilation made
nasals /+anterior/ and /-coronal/ before labial conson
ants, it did not decide whether their articulation should
he labiodental or bilabial.

Here, also, articulatory

rules must issue the correct commands based upon the
nature of the following consonant.
pronounced / hanjva^/.

Thus, hamvas is

As in English, the place of

articulation of /k/ and /g/ varies from velar to palatal,
depending upon the position of the following vowel.
However, /l/ undergoes no such major modification.
Within the coronal reguion, there are some small assim
ilations of place which are not covered by the phonolog
ical rules.

Einal voiced consonants show a somewhat

weaker voicing than their intervocalic counterparts.
But here, again, if the pattern were phonological, the
devoicing would be much more noticeable.

When a long

consonant occurs in any position other than intervocalic,
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it ‘becomes shortened by the following rule, although
it may still retain somewhat more than normal length:
+long ---^

less long/ except in the env.

f

+vocalic "j
f4-vocal.
--- |_-consonJ
L-conson

J
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3.2

Evaluation of the model against utilizations! data
The utilizational aspects of the suggested model

could be verified through evidence from psycholinguistic
experimentation and from continued study of the neuro
logical bases of language.

At present our knowledge

of the actual facts of language processing is confined
primarily to peripheral mechanisms, although the study
of central processes is beginning to develop.

Perhaps

we can give some examples of the kind of evidence that
would be helpful here.

A further explication of the

nature of neural transmission could indicate that the
hypothesis of a scanning mechanism is either tenable
or untenable.

Such a hypothesis would require a display

capacity that should have a demonstrable neurological
presence.

Similarly, the psychological status of

distinctive features has been a subject of some investi
gation (Miller and Nicely, 1956 and Vickelgren, 1966).
Similarly, chronometric experiments should be able to
test for the reality of the proposed separation of in
formation levels.

However, rather than devoting our

attention to the possible outcomes of unborn investiga
tions, it seems more advisable to study one or two aspects
of the utilizational model in terms of available evidence
on language function.

The two aspects we have chosen

are bi-directionality and m o n i t o r i n g ,
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3.21

Bi-directional utilization of the structure
In section 2.22 we suggested that rules could

he used bi-directionally on all levels, save those of art
iculation and acoustics.

In this regard, the present

model differs significantly from the Logogen Model
of language utilization proposed by Morton (1964a,
1964b, 1970, and 1971).

Morton and Smith have applied

the Logogen Model to facts of language acquisition
(1971), seeking to explain differences between compre
hension and production as the result of a basic separa
tion of the acoustic and articulatory representations
of any given Logogen (what we call a lexical item).
Recognizing the role of motor control and motor inform
ation in the extraction of acoustic features during
the babbling phase (p. 12-13), they nonetheless hold
that such relations are of minor importance in later
language utilization.
Although we agree with Morton and Smith’s
position regarding the separation between the processes
of the Auditory Analysis System (AAS) and the Articul
atory Production System (APS), we would hold that this
separation .needi not. extend beyond the lowest'linguistic
level.

It would appear that the child language phenomena

upon which Morton and Smith base the proposed separation
between the two systems can also be explained either as
the result of separation on Iwer levels, or as a product
of differences between recall and recognition processes.
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let us take, for example, the oft-mentioned case of the
child who says /fis/ for fish, hut objects to the adult’s
imitation of his mispronunciation hy saying, "No, fis!"
First, it appears that this child has no problems in
either utilization of acoustic rules or recognition of
phonological features.

But the child seems to lack the

ability to realize the /s/ - /§/ distinction through
phonetic rules.

Ve may attribute this to problems in

mapping distinctive features onto motor commands.

If

this is true, we may then ask the question: "Is the
child monitoring his speech and, if so, on what level
is he monitoring it?"

This particular phenomena suggests

that the child monitors his own articulation more heavily
than he monitors his own audition.

Such monitoring

of articulation could occur on the level of motor
commands.

In view of the likelihood that monitoring

efficiency decreases with delay, monitoring of motor
commands would be more efficient than monitoring of
the acoustic perceptions of the articulation reaching
the central processing areas some time later.

It is

common that, when we first hear our voices on a taperecorder, we are quite surprised at the true nature of
our voice quality.

This might be a result of the

relatively minor importance we assign to monitoring of
the acoustic signals we produce.
The /fis/ - /fi§/ problem could be alternatively.
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explained as the result of higher level problems in recall
which do not extend to recognition, but such an explanation
seems less likely in the present case.

In general, the

examples of the difference between comprehension and
production presented by Morton and Smith do provide
evidence for peripheral separation of auditory and
articulatory processing and the minor role of auditory
monitoring, but more evidence would be needed to support
a separation between the articulatory and acoustic
representation of a lexical item.
Another model which seems to require separate
encodings for the articulatory and acoustic images of
words is the syllable-based model of phonological learning
proposed by Moskowitz (1971).

Moskowitz theorizes

that the child begins language-learning by acquiring a
syllabary.

The units of this syllabary, the syllables,

are used alone or in combination to represent lexical
items.

Moskowitz’s discussion centers upon the articu

latory role of the syllable; but we can only assume that
the syllable,in her model, is also the unit of acoustic
analysis.

Moskowitz’s reviews of diary studies from

Burling (1957), Leopold (1947), and Yelten (1943) turn
up good evidence for some kind of important role played
by the syllable in language acquisition, and in section
2 .3 2 2

we propose that this role is derivative of the

importance of the CY syllable in babbling.

On the other

hand, there is little evidence which argues unequivocably
for the syllable as the unit of encoding, rather than
as the units of articulation or of audition.
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Both the Logogen Model and the syllable-based
model of acquisition seem to make the relation between
articulation and audition much too arbitrary.

Given

that the child’s first experience with a lexical item
is acoustic, we may assume that, in the syllable model,
he would first encode a lexical item in terms of complete
ly unanalysable acoustic syllable-units.

The child

might wish to articulate this lexical item, but would
have no way of knowing what articulatory unit to pair
to the acoustic unit.

If, on the other hand, the child

is able to relate acoustic impressions to the impressions
derived from articulations, the transfer of information
at the lexical level becomes possible.
2.322

In section

we suggest that a model based upon superimposition

and the early isolation of distinctive features provides
the required dimension along which articulation and
audition may be related.

In point of fact, Morton and

Smith recognize that their separation between the
articulatory and acoustic encodings of a word may
require some modification; and Moskowitz realizes that
phonological relations play some not entirely wellspecified role*-in the contrasts involved in early words

*

Moskowitz holds that distinctive features are the

end-product of sound learning which begins with intonational aspects of the entire sentence, moves on to the
construction of a syllabary, works out a set of allophones,
un i t e s allophones into segmental un its, and finally
synthesizes distinctive features.

Thus, the sequence
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of the form C]_ V C£ V.

(footnote continued)
proposed hy Moskowitz differs fundmentally from what
we suggest in section 2.32 in that our model postulates
acquisition during babbling of a set of distinctive
features which serve to coordinate the child productions
with the .somaesthetic and acoustic effects they produce.
Moskowitz holds that evidence for the dominant role of
the syllable'in encoding is.provided" by thersupposed :
fact that metathesis only occurs within the syllable.
The examples of metathesis in Hungarian reviewed in
section 3.44 of Part II show clearly that metathesis
occurs frequently across syllable boundaries.
Despite these differences between Moskowitz's
model and the present model, there are significant
areas of agreement. Both models view syllables as
important data sources.

In Moskowitz's model, syllables

eventually provide data for the extraction of distinctive
features. In the present model based upon superimposition,
syllables perform this function during the babbling
period. During later development, syllables act as
the units of articulation and audition and stimulate
the formation of articulatory and acoustic rules.
Moreover, both models attribute major significance to
the sifting action of memory in preserving basic,
salient features and discarding secondary aspects.
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3.22

Monitoring and hesitation phenomena
Another area in which specific aspects of the

proposed model can be compared against data on language
utilization is the area of monitoring and hesitation
phenomena.

By looking at various aspects of the distrib

ution and composition of hesitation pauses, we can
make inferences about the nature of the m o n i t o r ing
processes which produced them.

One of the more contro

versial aspects of the model of speech monitoring
proposed in section 2.215 is the claim that monitoring
may serve more than one cognitive purpose.

In the

vast majority of the research into hesitation phenomena,
the function of the filled and unfilled pause as
devices for gaining time has occupied the center of
attention.

However, there is reason to believe that

some hesitation phenomena may also serve the function
of correcting errors already generated, but not yet
articulated.
lounsbur^.'s (1954) account of hesitation phenomena
was based upon an informat ion-theory model of language
structure which saw sentence-structure as governed by
transitional probabilities.

According to this simple

model, pauses should occur at points of low transitional
probabilities.

Goldman-Eisler (1958) and Tannenbaum

(1965) found that words following pauses were difficult
to guess.

Henderson et al^. (1966) found that 54$ of

all pauses occur at junctures in constituent

structure.

However, Taylor (1969) found that it is not so much
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structure as content ■which determines pause distribution.
This view is in harmony with Goldman-Eisler* s notion
of pauses as signs of delays in lexical encoding.
The present model seems to explain many of the
facts regarding pause distribution.

In the terms of

that model, lexical encoding is clearly the most timeconsuming aspect of utilization, since tactic rule sets
at any given level are severely limited in number and
apply to quite specific structures.
by comparison, is immense.

The lexicon,

Moreover, coordination of

lexical decisions in terms of avoiding over-lap of
lexicalized material requires continual monitoring.
Given these characteristics of the model, the occurrences
of pauses before difficult lexical items is easily
explained.

In section 2.131 and 2.133 we note that

semological structure reflects certain aspects of what
has previously been considered as phrase-structure.
As we further note in section 2.212, the expansion of
semological structure through topicalization and focusing
during lexicalization further requires that each UP be
fully developed before the next is lexicalized.
In this way, the surface structure should show pauses
where one UP has been fully processed and lexicalization
is just beginning on another UP or TP;

In this way, the

occurrence of pauses both before difficult lexical
decisions and at grammatical junctures is seen as a
result of the nature of the lexicalization process specified
in the present model.
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Wilkes and Kennedy (1970) found marked pauses
between the subject and the predicate in passive, as well
as active, sentences.

The presence of such pauses con

firms our view of the subject of the English sentence
as the topicalized elemtn.

As a topicalized element,

the subject should be readily available and not require
lexicalization.

On the other hand, the material following

the topic may well be new and require a delay in process
ing.

This effect is even clearer in Hungarian where the

pause after the initial topic is specified as a
stylistically correct device for emphasizing the "givenness"
of the topic.
Finally, evidence for a basic functional division
between various hesitation phenomena appears in a
forthcoming study by MacWhinney and Osser in which .
thirteen different hesitation phenomena were recorded
in speech.samples from four- and five-year-olds.

The

correlational analysis showed that sex and social class
differences could be accounted for by the differential
use of either a slow, deliberate, polite,speaking style
or a rapid, careless speaking style.

Parts of this

analysis are confirmed by the results: Of a study-by.\Hawkins
(1975).

The functional division here corresponds to

the distinction between hesitation phenomena which allow
time for selectionoor incubation of "information -and
those which allow time for correction of errors in
information.

This is an important aspects of the

model proposed in section 2.215.
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3.3

Evaluation of the model against acquisitional data
The restcof this work is devoted to the evaluation

of the proposed psycholinguistic model against the rel
evant data on language acquisition.

In order to conduct

this evaluation, it will he necessary to extract from
the model a set of predictions regarding the course of
language development.

Enumeration of some of these

predictions will he our chief concern in section 3.31
below.

In section 3.32 we evaluate some of these

predictions against a set of data on acquisition of
Hungarian morphological rules obtained through a test
similar to that used hy Berko (1957) and Bogoyavlenskiy
(1957).

Part II is a digest of previous research on

the ontogenesis of Hungarian, the major results of the
Hungarian research are compared with the predictions of
the proposed model.

Finally, in Part III, we present

the results of our own observations of the free speech
of two Hungarian children and evaluate our findings in
the light of the model.
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5.31

Predictions derivable from the model

Prediction #1:
Elements and rules of either rare occcurrence
or exceptional complexity should be acquired late, while
common, simple elements should be acquired early.
The formation of categories and the establishment of
transformations should be susceptible to detailed
description through the model of systematization based
upon superimposition and rule-formation.

The operation

of superimposition requires the presence of a: sufficient
number of input items.

Por this reason, rare features

or rules would not be picked up at an early point.

In

order to make this prediction more specific, we must
examine individual rules and observe how they might
be acquired through superimposition.

Such an analysis

is conducted in section 3.32.
Prediction #2;
The general course of language learning should
illustrate a movement from -etic (semetic, phonetic)
to -ological structure.
Prediction #5:
Categories relating events in a given modality
should be learned before categories relating events
across modalities.

We might note that Eimas et al. (1971)

have found that one-month-old children illustrate some
perception of acoustic categories.
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Prediction #4:
Prom the earliest stages, the child should store
his impressions of events in the form of amalgams.

The

presence of these amalgams, whether they be intra-modal
or inter-modal, should be detectable through stereotypy
of responses
Prediction #5:
The impact of adult articulations upon the child’s
early babbling should be minimal.

Researchers at the

Haskins laboratories (cited by Bever in Huxley and
Ingram, 1971:163) have found that coordination between
voicing onset and the release of the tongue in a plosive
consonant is not yet differentiated across language
communities in the speech of children younger than
eight or nine months.
lenneberg (1967:139-140) has noted that.there ,4s
little difference in the vocalizations, of deaf and.,
hearing children up to six months.. However, even from
Ihree mpnths, the deaf show less interest in babbling.
These divisions mark times of coordinations with audition.
Prediction #6:
Turning now to the time of the acquisition of the
first words, we would predict that the phonetic structure
of the early words would be rather severely limited by
the "primitive phonotactic tendencies" mentioned in
section 2.32.

We are not alone in making such a prediction,

and evidence for tendencies* towards simplification in
early child language is continuing to accumulate. Stampe
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(1969) lias enumerated some of these tendencies and
Ingram (1971) has also made observations pertinent to
this question.

As we have stated earlier, we believe

that it is a mistake to compare such tendencies towards
simplification motivated by inability to coordinate the
vocal apparatus with the rules of adult phonotactics.
Prediction #7:
Early articulations should be based not simply
upon articulatory limitations.

Olmstead (1966) seeks

to explain ’’learning, measured by correct pronunciation
of phones, as a function of ease of perception.”

The

present model would treat errors in perception as one
of the several input variables accounting for deficient
articulations.

Apart from the child*-s own limi"tati.One>

we must remember that the input to the child may be
degraded by noise and defective articulations.

A second

factor determining the.nature of the impression finally
stored by the child is the possible existence of deficiencies
in the distinctive feature set used to code features of
the input.

Ve must remember that the distinctive feature

set was first analysed from the child’s own articulations
and may not correspond entirely to the set needed to
process adult articulations.

A third factor determining

the nature of the impression finally stored by the child
involves the limiting effects of short-term memory.
the capacity

If

of this memory is limited to around seven
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fVhnnVg of information, (Miller, 1956), the retention of
seven distinctive feature might only he enough to
encode three or so features for two segments.

Older

children may develop perceptual strategies to extend
the effective capacity of short-term memory.
Thus, the model predicts that explanations of
child articulations based solely upon the model of
articulatory limitations will prove insufficient and
that among other factors which will need to be considered
are acoustic capabilities, encoding deficiencies, and
memory limitations.
Prediction #8:
If short-term memory has the important limiting
effect suggested above, the child will need to make
use of closure techniques to fill in missing feature
information in lexical encodings.

In the absence of

information or a closure technique* a feature should
revert to its neutral value, i.e. the value which
realizes /Ofeature/.

One of the most common closure

techniques is assimilation, through which information
is inserted from neighboring sounds.

Assimilation

usually works between the two most similar segments in
a short word to modify one in the direction of the
other (see section 3.43 of Part II).
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Prediction #9:
This model predicts, together with Slohin
(1970:5)t that the course of acquisition of semolqgical
features could he studied as a part of general cognitive
development.

Slohin (1970):3-4) cites examples from

Ingram (1968), Bloom (1968), Gvozdev (1949), Cromer
(1968), and Miller and Ervin-Tripp (1964) supporting
the general principle that semantic structure is
generally richer than the child's morphological or
syntactic means of expressing this structure.
Slohin also makes the: reasonable' correlated
assumption that the "rate and order of development of
semantic notions expressed hy languages are fairly
constant across languages."

Given such constancy in

the development of semological features, we would
predict that inter-linguistic differences in the order
of acquisition of the linguistic devices to express these
features would he a measure of the acquisitional diffi
culty of a given formal pattern.

For example, marking

of the notion /+patient/ through a syntactic pattern
may he learned before marking of the same notion through
a suffix.
Slohin proposes that "the criterion of emergence
of a given semantic notion in development must he functional
rather than formal."

However, we believe that one of

the values of Slohin's approach lies in the possibility
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of making specific predictions about the order of
emergence of formal devices, and then modifying the
model in the light of the actual observations.

On

the other hand, data obtained for a study of the
emergence of function, such as that now being conducted
by Slobin and associates, may also be subjected to
analysis for the effect upon acquisition of formal
devices per se.

In this sense, the two approaches

are not mutually exclusive, but complementary.
Prediction #10i
The model precludes the possibility that early
lexical items might somehow be devoid of meaning.

Por

example, in the case of a language which marked the
accusative in three different ways for three different
formal word-classes (which were not semantically motivated,
not even to the degree of gender-marking in Indo-European)
we would not expect to find productive use of these
markings without some evidence of awareness of the
meaning of the accusative.

In this sense, the sound-

meaning relationship is a basic motive to lexical acquis
ition.
Prediction #11;
Confusions between lexical items, just as
confusions between phonological segments, should involve
a small number of erroneous features and a large
number of correct features held in common.
Prediction #12:
The child should illustrate use of primitive
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tendencies towards phonetic simplification and
closure techniques before he indicates any productive
use of phonological rules.

Similarly, there should

be evidence of the presence of semantic features and
semetic rules before there are any signs of productive
use of semological alterations.
Prediction #15:
Since the motive for the extraction of morphotactic rules is clearer and more pressing than the
motive for the extraction of 'phonotactic rules, the
former should enter before the latter.
Prediction #14:
All rules involving unification of substance
should first be acquired as morpheme-bound rules
operating across a one-dimensional paradigm.

Rules

establiished only through unification of context, such
as phonotactic rules, should not illustrate any
such preliminary stage.

In the case of free morphotactic

rules, this stage should be only a short-lived transition
towards analysis across the two-dimensional paradigm.
In the case of rules establishing categories, such as
acoustic rules, the first versions of such rules may be
those affecting particular values assumed by the category,
i.e. frequency of a formant, in specific environments.
Prediction #15:
Syntactic rules should also first be acquired
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In morpheme-bound versions.' Schlesinger (in Huxley and
Ingram, 1971:86) makes a similar prediction.

.Furthermore,

stability of features should affect the sequence of
acquisition of syntactic rules, since the model proposes
that such rules are based upon semantic categories of
varying stability in the utterance.

Rules based upon

features inherent to lexical items should be acquired
first.

Among the rules based upon non-inherent features,

the most difficult should be those involving functional
features, since these features are dependent upon
subjective decisions made by the speaker.
Prediction #16:
The model also predicts that the child will
attempt to acquire some bound-rules as free-rules.

Such

errors will occur principally in those cases where much
of the output of the bound-rule could be generated
through use of a free-rule, even through a few forms
could not be so generated.

Such an attempt will only

occur when the child has sufficient amalgams relevant
to the proposed rule to merit formation of a free-rule.
In general, formation of a free-rule should require more
input than formation of a bound-rule, since the latter
is limited to a specific set of lexical items.

For

this reason, the stage noted in Prediction #14 above,
during which a free-rule is only present as a morphemebound rule, may persist for some time when the freerule is of exceptional complexity.

However, errors; in

the use of free-rules should be very few.
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Prediction #17:
The environments of rules should he richly
specified at first.

With progressive superimposition,

irrelevant features should he deleted as not participating
in the rule.
Prediction #18:
The discussion of section 2.3182 ahove leads to
the prediction that there should he some correlation
between early emergence of inflections undergoing
morphotactic alterations and errors hased upon the
uncontrolled variation between these forms.

Such a

correlation would reflect the existence of two contrasting
styles of morphotactic learning.
Prediction #19:
Violations of hound-rules will he attributable
not so much to deficiencies in the rules or their operations,
as to the fact that children have not learned to mark
certain items as subject to those rules.
Prediction #20:
Over-generalizations of root forms which appear
without inflection should exceed over-generalizations of
root forms which only appear with inflection, since the
former are accessible without the action of analysis.
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3.32

An investigation of the development of the
plural

Hnnffa.T»j an

Since the original studies of the development of
the productive use of suffixes "by Berko (1957) and
Bogoyavlenskiy (1957), there have Been studies seeking
to extend the original conclusions to other languages
(Eeman and Blount, 1966) and other studies investigating
additional aspects of English morphology (Anisfeld
and Tucker, I960),(Bellamy and Bellamy).

Ervin (1964)

reports on a study of twenty-four children Between
the ages of two and four, conducted with the collaboration
of Wick Miller.

By testing the same children at month

ly intervals, Ervin and Miller were able to increase
the precision of their observations regarding the
sequence of acquisition of various aspects of the
English past tense and plural for both conventional and
nonsense words.
The present study extends testing for the devel
opment of productive morphology to Hungarian, the first
non-Indo-European language studied in this manner,

like

the study reported by Ervin, it examines a subject pop
ulation significantly younger than that studied by Berko,
Anisfeld and Tucker, Bellamy and Bellamy, E e m a n and
Blount, or Bogoyavlenskiy.

In both this study and

Ervin's study, testing of this younger subject population
is facilitated by the use of objects, rather than pictures,
as stimuli.

A further characteristic of the present
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study is the attempt to differentiate the effects of
analogical formation from the effects of formation
through productive rules.
3.321

Stimulus materials
Fifteen common nouns were each paired to a

rhyming nonsense word which differed from the original
only in terms of one or two distinctive features on one
segment.

The thirty stimulus words were each represented

hy figurines or real objects varying from two to four
inches in height.
Conventional
Word
haj<5
vir£g
hal
kdnyv
bor
pingvin
pipa
csesze
keny£r

Meaning
boat
flower
fish
book
leather
penguin
pipe

Nonsense
Word
faj<5

Representation
space-man

firag

furry creature

gal
6nyv

spider-octopus
buckle

vor
gvin

skeleton
plastic arrow

piga
szesze
kep£r

totem pole
rattle

teh£n

teacup
bread
basket
cow

pehen

yellow creature

tflkCr
majom
daru

mirror
monkey
crane(bird)

ftikSr
ka jom
taru

concentric circles

16

horse

g<5

kos£r

mosdr

ear-plug
top/cone

space-man/spaceship
rocket/shuttlecock
bow (archery)
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3 .3 2 2 P ro c ed u re

Two months before the testing began, an initial
test was conducted with three boys and three girls of
the age-group in question to determine whether all the
conventional words were within the vocabulary limits of
this age-group.

The children demonstrated their

knowledge of the names of the objects involved.

In

addition, the children were asked to provide names for
the objects later designated by nonsense words.

In no

case was there any agreement on what the object was,
although the children were quite imaginative in assigning
names to the figurines.

This indicated that these

objects were sufficiently unfamiliar to the children
to serve as unknown objects.
The author was assisted in the investigation by
Mrs. Ferenc Nagy, a worker at the nursery of the BOMI
in Budapest.

Together, we examined all of the fifteen

children of the older nursery group, whose age ranged
from 2;8 to 3;8.

When the children were outside in the

yard, one child who appeared to be in a cooperative
mood was asked if he or she would like to come inside
to play with some toys.

During the warm-up, the child

was invited to play with several figurines that were
not involved in later experimentation.

The figurines,

together with a small house, were placed upon an imita
tion grass mat atop a table conforming to the child's
height.

A smock with a transmitting microphone was

placed on the child, and recording of his vocalizations
began.

When the child seemed sufficiently comfortable,
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Mrs. Hagy began to present the test Items tc him in
random sequence.

First, one figurine would be presented

and named with words such as, "Look here, 3s!va, this is
a fa j6."

The word was repeated as often as necessary

until the child appeared to remember it.

Then another

figurine was presented with the words, "Bow here is
another one.

Here is another faj<5."

The second object

was given to the child and then the question was put,
"What are those?"

The correct answer to a question

such as this would be the plural of the noun.

In many

cases, the plural was provided by the child at the first
questioning.

In other cases, it was necessary to repeat

the question, or even to drop the item for the moment
to return to it later in the session or at another session.
Questioning was continued until the child either produced
some form of the plural or modified the root in some
attempt to form the plural.

In this way, a nearly 100$

response was received from this group of children.
It should be noted that the stimulus question
mik ezek?

"What are these?" contains front vowels in

the second word, whereas mik azok? "What are those?"
contains back vowels.

At first, it appeared that it

might be necessary to control for the possible effects
of the harmony in the stimulus.

However, it soon

became obvious that no such control was necessary for
the simple reason that children made nearly no errors
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in regards to front-back harmony.

The effect of inter-

item associations and item position was controlled by
presenting the items to each child in a different order.
This meant that nonsense words sometimes preceded and
sometimes followed the words from which they had been
analogically formed.

However, the possibility of

analogical formation was increased by the fact that
children often gave no reply to nonsense items, and that
these items were therefore repeated later in the test
session.

We should note, however, that the theory of

analogical formation, as usually stated, does not require
that the base form be presented immediately prior to
the action of analogy.
To supplement the results from the fifteen older
children, three younger children were also tested.
These subjects included a boy aged 2;1,25, a girl
aged 2;5,10, and another girl aged 2;8,0.( the latter
being somewhat slower in language development).

Although

the materials used with these children were identical
with those for the older children, and although recording
techniques were also held constant, it was not possible
to require that these younger children remain seated at
an experimental table and focused upon the task.

Instead,

it was necessary to follow them about the room and present
the items to them whenever they seemed ready and willing
to respond.

With this method, nearly complete results

were obtained from the young boy (this is the child Zoli
whom we study in Part III).

However, the young girls
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were unable to form plurals for many of tbe nonsense
items.

This fact coincides with the finding of Ervin

(1964) that the added unfamiliarity of nonsense words
leads to a delay in their inclusion in morphological rules.
3.323

Rules governing the formation of the Hungarian
•plural
In section 3.13 above we observed that the suffix

forming plurals of Hungarian nouns is concurrently
productive member of Suffix Type 4.

The various forms

assumed by the plural are -k. -ok. -ek. -Sk. and -ak.
The distinctive fea-ture representation of the plural is:
± segment
0 consonantal
+- vocalic
± round
± back
± high
0 long

+
+
0
0
+
+
0
0
[^0

segment
consonantal
vocalic
round
back
high
anterior
coronal
long

In other words the plural has a /k/ preceding by a vowel
with four ambiguous features.

Each of these four

ambiguous features must be resolved by a phonological
rule bound to the appearance of the feature in question.
The rules relevant here are the three harmony rules and
the rule of initial vowel insertion A .

(All the rules

discussed here are spelled out in section 3.133 above.)
The plural also provides an environment for the root
alterations of types 1 and 2.

This means that the rules

of vowel-Iengthen-tng. intpmai vowel deletion, vowel
shortening A. v—insertion. A . vowel-lowering. and u-inge-rtjon,
will all be activated before the plural if the root is
of the required shape.

Of these various rules, only
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vowel-lengthening is free.

However, if all the items

of CYCYC structure in the child’s lexicon are of the
deleting pattern, the child may treat internal voweldeletion as a free rule.
The evidence of Parts II and III suggests that
the plural is among the earliest suffixes acquired
hy the child. However,•several other, suffixes which
are acquired at an early stage are also subject to
either the harmony rules or initial vowel insertion or
all of these rules.

Thus, learning of the alterations

required for formation of the plural is an integral
part of similar learning which is proceeding at the
same time with similar suffixes.

By studying the child's

use of these rules in the context of the plural, we
are simply selecting an area for the observation of the
functioning of some fairly general processing strategies.
3.324

Strategies in plural formation
Given the thirty singulars of section 3.321 as

stimuli, we might ask, "What strategies must the child
utilize in order to respond with well-formed plurals?"
Traditionally, students of child language have explained
morphological formations produced by children as the re
sults of the operation of at least one of three processes:
imitation of aduLt patterns through rot e-memorization,
limited or "rhyming" analogy, and extended analogy or
rule-operation.

Let us examine the status of these
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alternative proposals.
3.3241

Imitation or rote-memorization
The simplest explanation for the production, of

plural responses is that the child has each plural
fully encoded in long-term memory.

According to this

explanation, the form lovak "horses" has been perceived
in adult speech, memorized by the child, and encoded
as a retrievable unit.

It is clear at the outset that

the plurals of the nonsense forms in section 3.321
could not conceivably have been produced through such
a process, since they never occur in the primary
linguistic data, and since the process of imitation,
taken alone, is incapable of going beyond the primary
linguistic data.

The success of this explanation in

predicting the responses for the conventional items of
section 3 . 3 2 1 will be reviewed in section 3.3271.
The psychological theory which relies most
heavily upon the process of imitation in its account of
behavior is S-R theory, as propounded by Skinner (1957)
and Mowrer (i960).
3.3242

Limited Analogy
Limited analogy is taken here to refer to the

production of a new construction from an old known
base by treating that old base as equivalent to some
other base for which an altered form is already known
and which can serve as the model for the structure of
the new construction.

In the Berko test, we might

imagine that the plural of wug is formed on analogy
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with, the pair rug - rugs.
rug

: rugs

=

wug

:

vugs

The Berko test requires a prediction along the phono
logical dimension; it is assumed that the child has
been able to extract from the instructions that he is
to form the plural of wug.

The condition for the

completion of an analogy which predicts new forms is
that a complete analogy must he present along one
linguistic dimension in order to make a prediction based
upon limited analogy of a form on a related dimension.
In the particular case of wugs. we must know that
mA
sA

:
:

mA*
sA*

=

mB
sB

: mB*
: sB' (X)

Here the symbol (X) denotes the predicted form and
may replace any term in the analogy.
one term may be unknown.

However, only

In the case of our example,

A would be rug and B would be wug.

The letter "m"

stands for meaning and the letter "s" for sound.

This

reflects the union of sound and meaning in the linguistic
sign.

The colon represents the action of a comparator

which might be best understood as a very simply form of
the process of superimposition of section 2.318.
Superimposition must act to compare the elements to each
side of the colon; the extracted difference or distillate
must equal that isolated on the other side of the equation.
At this point it might be instructive to note that
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the psychologyical theory placing the greatest emphasis
upon analogy is the Stimulus Discrimination Theory
proposed by Gibson (1940), which may be viwed as an
extension of mediational theory (Hull, 1943) to verbal
learning.

Gibson suggests that paired-associate learning

can be understood as a process of stimulus discrimination;
where discrimination is not successful, stimulus general
ization will occur.

Analogies can be viewed as instances

of stimulus generalization.

Hintsch (1970) observed

that Gibson’s theory lacks a specification of the
dimension or stimulus continuum along which stimulus
generalization should occur.
The problem of specifying the relevant stimulus
dimension is particularly evident in any attempt to
explain morphological formations as analogies.

Given

the singular fox, how does the child know that an analogy
between fox and dock is incorrect, since it would result
in the plural ./fakss/ on the basis of the analogy
/faks/

: /fakss/

=

/dak/

: /daks/?

Or, for

that matter, how does he know that analogy with the
rhyming word ox is incorrect, since it would produce
foxen?

If analogy were to be used as a standard approach

to morphological formations, and not merely as a means
of achieving ad-hoc solutions, it would require so
much further specification that it would begin to
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resemble formation through, extended analogy or rules.
However, there is some evidence that analogy, as
an ad-hoc solution to certain tasks, may function in a
limited manner.

One such ad-hoc use could be the addition

of inflection to nonsense words.

Another such use may

involve the attachment of inflections which are limited
in co-occurrence to a specific set of roots, as discussed
in section 2,3183,

For example, Ohala (1973) asked his

subjects to add the suffix -ity to the root define.
One subject reports forming an analogy upon the pattern
divine-divinity. but a second subject tells us that the
only other word which came to her mind was infinity.
Although the first subject quite probably engaged in a
simple analogy, the absence of the verb infine from the
English lexicon means that the second subject engaged
in some process of deduction other than simple analogy.
Perhaps /dafinity/ was first produced through a phono
logical rule and then compared to existing lexical encod
ings of amalgams of a similar shape to double-check its
accuracy.

In this case the second subject only recalls

the final verification process.

Of course, other explan

ations are also possible with data of this type.

In

section 3.3272 we evaluate the contribution of limited
analogy to the responses in the present experiment.
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3.3243

Extended analogy (rules)
linguists (Bloomfield, 1933:404-424, 275-277)

generally understand analogy as a comparison "between
an item and a pattern, rather than a comparison of an
item to another individual item.

Unfortunately, examples

of the action of such extended analogy are generally
presented in terms of a comparison between two items,
let us cite some remarks from Saussure (1959:161) in
this regard:
Analogy supposes a model and its regular imitation.
An analogic form is a form made on the model of one or
more other form in accordance with a definite rule.
The nominative form of la tin honor, for instance,
is analogical. Speakers first said honPs : honosem,
then through rhotacization of the s^, honos : hongrem.
After that, the radical had a double form. This duality
was eliminated by the new form honor, created on the
pattern of orator : oratorem. etc., through a process
which subsequently will be set up as a proportion:
oratUrem

:

orator

=

honorem

: x

x = honor
We have two objections to use of such analogical .
proportions to account for formation modeled in terms
of a "definite rule."

The most important objection is

that statements of proportion fail to bring to light
the exact nature of rules and conditions for the inclusion
of an item in a pattern.

One further objection to the

use of the word analogy to refer to comparisons between
an item and a pattern is that, outside of linguistics,
analogy generally refers to comparison between two items.
Failures to make the necessary distinctions lead to a
certain imprecision in the separation between limited
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or rhyming analogy between items and extended analogy
between an item and a pattern.

For this reason, m o d e m

writers have preferred to talk about rule-operation rather
than analogical formation.

For this point on, we will

continue this m o d e m separation:

analogy will refer

only to limited analogy, while rule-operation (or
simply rules) will be substituted for extended analogy.
The essential difference between analogy and
rule-operation is that, in the latter, the role of
superimposition is much more extensive.

The initial

comparison of items for differences occurs in both
analogy and rule-formation, but in the latter it applies
to all items in the lexicon which can be subsumed under
a basic set of comparisons.

The difference extracted

through limited analogy is most probably not stored
in memory, but fades after being used to predict an
unknown form.

During formation of a rule, on the other

hand, superimposition continues to work through the
lexicon, storing comparisons and precipitating analysis
and unification of items.

For the details of this process,

the reader should consult section 2.318.
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3.325

A -predicted sequence of strategy development
The major advantage of explanation through rules,

as opposed to explanation through limited analogy, is
its potential specificity.

If rules are formulated to

explain only one or two forms, they may he quite ad hoc:
hut, as the size of the data set grows, the choice of
a given set of rules may become more well-motivated.
The model of morphological analysis through superimposition
which was developed in section 2.318 predicts that the
acquisition of plural inflection hy the Hungarian child
should proceed along this general course,
level I:

Initial isolation of the plural suffix:

Strategy A;
attached

The first product of superimposition of
plurals should he isolation of the suffix

-k "plural," since every plural item contains this final
sound.

For roots such as ha.i<5. which simply add

to form the plural ha.idk. it should he possible to
begin consolidation of representations for at least the
nominative and the plural at this time; other roots
cannot he correctly consolidated at this point.

Whatever

semological learning is involved in the establishment
of a plural morpheme is accomplished hy the isolation
of -k; the further task of refining the shape of
the plural suffix should not he dependent upon further
semological learning in any direct way.

Strategy A may

he applied correctly in the formation of items 1-30 of
Table I in section 3.326 below (i.e. to all plurals).
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level II: Free rules
In section 2.319 we discussed a number of factors
which may contribute to the early emergence of free males.
The theory of superimposition would predict that the
child would learn the free rules affecting the plural
before he would learn the bound rules involved in plural
formation.
In section 3.133 we treated the rules of frontingha-mrvny and rounding harmony as partially-bound rules.
It is, however, possible to formulate these'processes
as free rules.

The environment remains the same as in

the earlier formulation, but fro nting-harmony is limited
to vowels ether than /£/ and /i/ and rounding-harmony is
limited to high, non-tense vowels.

The problem here is

that formulation of these rules as free rules would
require us to establish one form of each suffix as a
basic form and it is not yet clear whether this is
justified.

On the other hand, it does seem that these

rules function as free rules in the context of acquisition.
Strategy B:

The rule of fronting-harmony is acquired

quite early, since it applies to most common suffixes.
This rule, which we shall refer to as Strategy B, may
only apply to the plural in conjunction with Strategy E,
since harmony cannot function upon the link 1ng-vowel
unless a vowel is inserted.

Thus, although Strategy B

is available by at least Level II, its coordination
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■with the vowel of the plural must await developments at
level III.
Strategy C:

Strategy C, the rule of rounding-harmony.

must also await the -emergence of Strategy E at level III.
Although rounding-harmony is a free-rule, it only applies
to vowels of the height of /o/, when these are in
suffixes following the relatively infrequent group of
roots which contains a front, rounded vowel in the final
syllable.

Furthermore, rounding-harmony occurs only

at a close phonological distance from this final vowel
of the root, and specification of this fact complicates
the rule.

For these reasons, Strategy C may emerge

somewhat later than Strategy B.
Strategy C *;

The conditions of rounding of back mid

vowels are somewhat different.

Since the language contains

no unrounded back vowels in middle or high position,
rounding of these vowels may be a corollary of the
decision regarding their backness.

Since this seems

to be a part of the child's learning of the system of
acceptable Hungarian segments, the feature /+round/
should be assigned through the operation of a phonetic
rule.or a redundancy rule (see section 3.133).
Strategy D:

This is the rule of vowel-lengthening which

lengthens final /a/ and /e/ before morpheme-boundary.
This rule should apply to items 7, 8, 22, and 23 in Table
I of section 3.326.

Strategy D adds both length and
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tenseness to /a/ and /e/, "but acts differentially
in regards to height (see Molndr 1969:20).

While

long J&.J (phonetically /a:/) is lower than short /a/,
long /£/ is higher than short /e/.

We believe that

this fact is phonetic, rather than phonological,

like

the addition of rounding to back-vowels through Strategy
C ', this part of Strategy D is affected by a phonetic
rule.

The fact that no child has been reported to

produce tense /o:/ as a lengthened form of /a/
(phonetic /a/) suggests that this behavior is acquired
as an integral part of early learning of the system of
Hungarian sounds.

We may speak of this further strategy

as Strategy D*.
The learning expressed in Strategy C* and
Strategy D* is presumably quite early and may well
proceed Level I.

It is the ordering between Strategies

B, C, and D which interests us here.

The theory of

superimposition predicts that Strategy B should be
the first acquired, because it is simple in form, and
because it applies to the majority of Hungarian suffixes.
Strategy C, on the other hand, applies to a smaller
group of sufffixes and is somewhat more complex.
For that reason, the theory predicts that it will be
acquired later than Strategy B.

Strategy D is about

as complex as Strategy C, but differs in that its major
application is in the modification of roots, rather than
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suffixes.

Unless a great amount of transfer is postulated

between information abstracted from superimposition of
several forms of a root to superimposition of otber
roots, the theory would predict that Strategy D should
be acquired later than Strategy C.

However, the nature

of such possible transfer requires further consideration,
level III:
Strategy E:

Partially-bound rules affecting suffixes
Having isolated the basic plural -k, the

child proceeds to apply it to all available roots.

The

immediate consequence of this is a set of clearly
unacceptable forms lacking linking-vowels.

The child

then begins to reapply superimposition to his amalgams
in an attempt to extract information on the linkingvowel.

Here he may follow one of two basic strategies.

If he compares across the various amalgams containing
a given suffix, i.e. across a set of amalgams with
the plural, the child will be able to form a linkingvowel by superimposition of the various linking-vowels
with which the plural occurs in different amalgams.

This

abstract vowel will have the ambiguities /± low/, /± round/,
/± front/, and /± segment/; it will yield the vowels
/a/, /o/, /e/, and /»/.

We would predict that learning

of this strategy should be facilitated by the prior
learning of Strategies B and C during level II.

These

two strategies apply automatically to the linking-vowel
of the plural, once it has been isolated.

The new learning

involved in acquisition of the rule of Initial vowel insertion
is the observation that the vowel is insertable
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following a final consonant on the preceding morpheme.
Thus, establishment of the rule must be coordinated
with the creation of the feature /± segment/,
level IV:

Partially-bound rules affecting roots

The following rules should be acquired in the
order stated, since they apply to progressively smaller
segments of the lexicon.
Strategy E:

The child soon discovers that application

of Strategy E fails to predict the occurrence of the low
vowel /a/.

(We assume here that few subjects in our

population are acquiring the /e/-/S/ distinction).
The most economical solution to this problem would be
to code /a/ as the final deletable vowel of roots in
which it appears.

If only the plural required linking

/a/ after certain roots, there would be no economy in
establishing a rule and a set of ambiguous representations;
but the same linking-vowel is required in front of
quite a number of other suffixes.

Therefore, superim

position is able to apply to the various inflected forms
of a given root and analyse the root from the suffix,
while coding the linking vowel as /± seg/ and establishing
a coordinated rule of f inal vowe 1-deletion which deletes:,
this vowel
vowel.

hnlessr the suffix begins with a deletable

This rule applies correctly to items 5, 7, 19,

27, and 29.
This rule of final vowel insertion is not a part
of the adult grammar described in section 3.13.

Eather
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it represents a transitional-Stage during which the
encoding of necessary information upon roots of Root Type
III is accomplished.

For a while Strategies E and F

should compete, hut eventually Strategy E should he
modified so that the feature /± high/ on suffix vowels
is regulated hy the rule of height-harmony.

If the

child attempts to predict the linking-vowel only through
the use of Strategy E, there will he free variation
between /a/ and /o/.with the latter favored hy ambiguity
hias.
Strategy G:

The rule of vowel-shortening affects all

roots'of Root'Type "VY

Since it applies to'a'larger

segment of early vocabulary than vowel-deletion, it
should emerge somewhat earlier.

The child may attempt

to generalize this pattern into a free rule, and it is
possible that, for certain types of CVCVC words, a
free rule would he somewhat successful.

On the other

hand, it would he quite impossible to determine vowelshortening in CYC or CV roots through a free mile.
Items affected hy Strategy G- include 17, 19, 21, and 29.
Strategy 5:

Vowel-deletion should appear only somewhat

after vowel-shortening; it applies to items 23 and 25.
Although this rule cannot he accurately formulated as
a free-rule, the child may attempt to treat it as one
for some time.
Strategy I:

Strategies of v-base modifications such as

•sr-insftrfcion Arin' items 27 and 29~and u-deletion in item
27 apply to only a few 'items and must enter quite late.
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3.326 Results
The ^experiment yielded two types of data.

The

first type of data includes the response which represents
for each child his or her "best effort, i.e. that response
which most closely approximates the adult form.

In a

minority of cases, children furnished no response (NR)
for certain items, despite the fact that these items
were presented several times.

The second type of data

we have collected relates to the self-corrections made
"by the child during the course of the examination.

In

general, the correcting forms are closer to the adult
model than are the forms which they seek to correct.
Let us take a look at the best responses from
each child in terms of the system of strategies outlined
in the previous section.

For any given production, we

can talk about the set of strategies which may have
played a part in its formation.

Below each response

variety, we code between parentheses the various strat
egies which are predicted to be relevant to the given
formation.

Each strategy is coded by its corresponding

capital letter.

Sets of strategies that should apply

together are united by hyphens.

Where there is reason

to suppose that one strategy set is more likely to
apply than another, that set is underlined.

Finally,

we should note that analogy is only included as an
explanation where it is more satisfactory than any set
of rule-strategies.

As we have noted, analogy may be

.used to explain nearly all morphological.formations .•
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Item
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Let us now take a look at the self-corrections
and restatements furnished by the children.

The forms,

together with the strategies relevant to their- production,
are listed below.

Asterisks indicate erroneous strategies.
Table IV: Self-Cerrections

Initial Form

Strategies_______Second Form

Strategies

1) kSnyve

B-E or E

kSnyvek

A-B-E or A-E

2) kSnnySk

A-B-E and C*

kSnyvek

A-B-E or A-E

3) bSrk

A

bSrbk

A-B

4) borok

A-B-C’-E and
♦root incorrect

borbk

A-B-C-E or A-E

5) borkbk

♦suffix double
borek
A on first suffix
A-B-C-E on second

A-B-E

6) vorC

B-C-E

vorbk

7) pingvink

A

j)ingvinek

A-B-E

8) pingvink

pingrisek

A-B-E and
♦blend
(see below)

9) pingvink

gvingik

A and ♦root
deformation

10) gingek
11) gvink

A-B-E and
ginek
♦root deformation
A

gvinek

12) pipak
13) pigd

A-B-C-E

A-B-E and less
root deformation
A-B-E
A-D

D and
♦A suppressed

pigdk

A-D

14) pigdsz

A-D and
pigdk
♦suffix deformation

A-D

15) pigdik

A-D and
♦suffix blending
(see below)

A-D

pigdk
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Initial Form
16) cs6sz6

Second Fona

Strategies

D and
*A suppressed

cs6cs6k

A-D

cs6sz6k

A-D

A-B-E or A-E

kenyerek

A-B-E-G or A-E-G

kep6rek

A-B-E

kosdrok

A-B-C'-E

Strategies

17) cs6szek
18) keny6rek

A-B-E and
*G incorrect
or Analogy

19) keperek

20) kos^rk
21) kos^rasz

A-E and
kosarak
♦suffix deformation

A-E-G

22) mos^ro

B-C'-E

mosdrak

Analogy or A-B-E

23) teh6nek

A-B-E or A-E

tebenek

A-B-E-G or A-E-G

24) tQkSrOk

A-B-C-E

tukOrk

25) fflkBrS

B-C-E

fuki5r8sz

26) kaj6k

A and *false
analysis (see
below)

kaj omok

27) darusz

A and
daruk
♦suffix deformation

28) 16k
29) golyk
30) galok

A and ♦root
deformation

lovak

rote or A-E-I

g6k

A

A-B-C *-E and
♦incorrect root

explanations:
item 8: pingvin "penguin"
item 15:

A-B-C-E and
♦suffix deformation

-k "plural"

Z

Z

tigris "tiger" = pingris

-i "plural poss." = ik

item 26: kajom analysed as ka.i6 + m, wbere m is "IPS poss."
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Finally, we should note a piece of evidence which
supports a theory proposing that on some level, at least,
plurals are present as memorized amalgams.

Thus, a hoy

of 5;5,0 was unable to lengthen the final /a/ of nipa.
providing only -pipak as a plural.

But just a moment

later this child said kgrem a vlvdt "I want the pipe.”
In the spontaneous form the final vowel was correctly
lengthened.

Or a boy of 2;11,24 used the plural lovak

in his own speech, but provided 16k later on as a formal
test response.

This kind of information must be inter

preted with care.

We should not imagine that children

only produce over-regularizations such as 16k in the
test situation, since the same erroneous forms are
abundantly evident in their spontaneous speech.

However,

it does seem likely that the proportion of regularizations
increases in the experimental situation for three reasons.
First, the presence of a large number of other plurals
may dispose the child to adopt stereotyped response
strategies, instead of searching his lexicon for an
amalgamated plural of the stimulus singular.

Second,

many amalgams may be members of higher level sequences
or syntactic amalgams.

In such cases their retrieval is

only possible in connected speech.
would seem to be the most important.

The third reason
Retrieval of amal

gams may require presence of a large array of phonological
and/or semological cues.

The experimental situation

with its figurines and comparative tension may fail to
provide certain cues essential for retrieval of amalgams
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or it may introduce factors that block some aspects of
retrieval.

When retrieval is blocked or unsuccessful,

the child must resort to general strategies of plural
formation and the percentage of regularizations increases
relative to spontaneous data.
3.327

Analysis and Discussion
In section 3.325 we discussed the three major

strategies that may play some role in the formation of
the responses of the last section.

In the present

section we will analyse these responses in the light of
the three major strategies in an attempt to evaluate
their relative contributions.
3.3271

The contribution of..rote-memorization
As we have already noted, it is clear that the

strategy of rote-memorization or imitation (section
3.325) is of no value in the formation of the plurals
of any of the nonsense words.

Furthermore, the large

percentage of non-standard plurals for those conventional
words which require Level IV strategies (keny^rek-67^.
tukSrgk-83^. ma.iomok-89^. daruk-89^. ldk-83^) shows
that, even with items which may be presented to the
child in plural form, only a minority of the forms
should be accounted for as products of rote-memorization.
Let us review the standard reasoning on this subject.
Since the contribution of rote-memorization to the pro
duction of responses which are generally regularizations
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or over-generalizations is demonstrably low, we argue
that the contribution they make towards producing forms
which are the results of the correct action of simpler
strategies is also low.

There is no reason to believe

that rote-memorization should be of more importance in
producing the response plurals to ha.id (i.e. 100# ha.i6k)
than in producing the responses to 16. From the viewpoint
of the strategy of rote-memorization, the only factor
affecting difficulty of memorization should be phonetic
complexity.

In fact, we might argue that it is inherently

less likely that a.word which may be accurately produced
by the action of rules (not analogiesI) would continue
to burden storage by remaining as completely unanalysed
units.
In only a relatively few cases do we have fairly
solid evidence of the operation of rote-memorization.
For most of the meaningful items which elicited some
adult plurals, there was

also some response to the

corresponding nonsense stimulus which was analogous to
the conventional plural.

Thus, we find a 22# response

of kenverek on item 17 and an 11# response of keperek
on item 18.

Four items show no such effect: items 23,

25, 27, and 29.

Of these, both 25 and 27 hever elicited

conventional plurals.

Only in items 23 and 29 do we find

conventional plurals no accompanied by analogous non
sense plurals.

If the plurals tffkrSk and lovak were

analysable or produced through the action of a set of
strategies or rules, we would expect that the same set
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of rules or-the same pattern of analysis would apply to
form ftikrSk and govak.

For this reason, there is some

evidence that tflkrgk and lovak are produced through
rote-memorization.

In section 3.3274 we find reason

to believe that rote-memorization may also he of some
importance in a number of other well-learned plurals,
such as halak "fish + pi."

There we suggest that rote-

memorized amalgams may serve to supplement forms pro
duce through rules.
3.3272

The contribution of limited analogy
In Table III analogy figures as the best explanation

of only five response types: galak. keoerek. mosdrak.
mos^ra. and uehenek. As we; noted above, analogy may be
applied as an explanation of any morphological formation.
However, its ad hoc nature and its lack of specificity
both mitigate against its use when other explanations
are also viable.

In our data, it is the production of

the low vowel /a/ as a linking-vowel and the shortening
of vowels in the roots of nonsense plurals which are least
well explained as the results of either rote-memorization
or rule-operation.

The general principle is that an

alteration pattern which is lexically-bound cannot be
extended to nonsense items, since marking of ambiguous
features requires previous experience with the items in
question.

Just as failure to extend the -pattern of the

conventional plural to the homologous nonsense plural is
the clearest evidence of the presence of rote-memorization,
so extension of the pattern of lexically-bound modifici-
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cations.from the' conventional plural to the homologous
nonsense plural is the best evidence of the action of
analogy.

Judged in this way, the fact that there are

only nine responses of this type in the entire protocol
would suggest that the role of analogy in producing our
data is minor.
Returning to the original protocols transcribed
from each child, we find that, in the case of five of the
nine putative analogies, the conventional word has
been altered according to the lexically-bound pattern.
What is interesting is that, in four of the nine cases,
the conventional word was formed incorrectly (i.e.
without vowel-shortening). whereas the nonsense word
was formed according to the lexically-bound pattern.
If we wish to claim that the child produces galak through
analogy with halak. it is most disconcerting to find
that the child’s plural for hal is not halak. but halok.
Yet it is precisely this which occurs in four of nine
such possible analogies.
It is possible that pairs such as halok-galak or
kosdrok-mos^rak can be accounted for through the operation
of rules.

In our discussion of Strategy F, we observed

that a state of free-variation between /a/ and /o/ may
exist for some time after the acquisition of Strategies
B,C, and E.

Although we would normally think of /a/ as

a lexically-bound linking-vowel, it could also result
from such free-variation.

This free-variation would
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account for the appearance of /a/ in galak. mos^rak. and
mosdra.

In fact, the latter two are imperfect analogies

and it is even more likely that they are not analogies
at all.

In order to account for kenerek and oehenek.

we must begin hy assuming that, at a certain point, the
child tinks of Strategy G as a free-rule.

In this case,

even nonsense items would undergo vowel-shortening,
if they are of a certain shape.
3*3273

An analysis of the replacement sequences
In would he superfluous at this point to

review the arguments of the preceding sections to illustrate
the important contribution made by rules.

Except for

the forms tttkrSk and lovak, which seem attributable to
rote-memorization, and the five forms attributable to
analogy, all the plurals formed by our subjects can be
viewed as the products of rule-operation.

The precise

combinations of rules relevant to each formation are listed
in Table III above.

Eor this reason, we will devote this

section to the replacement data.
Attempts to explain the correction data of Table
IV as operations based upon rote-memorized or analogized
forms run into difficulties quite parallel to those
reviewed in the preceding sections.

Bather, it:-is

necessary to take a closer look at ways in which monitoring
(sections 2.215 and 3.22) interacts with morphological
rules to produce the various corrections.

Such an

explanation of the correction or replacement data would
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hold that differences in performance at Time 1 and
Time 2' could he attributed to at least three factors:
A)

The latency of some newly-acquired rules may be too

large and result in their not applying to data that are
quickly processed from one level on toward the next.
Alternatively, rules may occasionally fail to apply because
of limitations in computing space, although such limit
ations remain to be demonstrated;
B)

Roots may become deformed in 'their phonological

shape during retrieval; and
C)

There exists the additional possibility that the

three major strategies may occasionally alternate in
application or even apply conjointly.

In such a case,

a sequence may be the result of accepting the results of
one major strategy over another.
Turning to a more detailed analysis of the thirty
replacement sequences, we find that the majority of them
can be accounted for through factors A and B.

Let us

consider them individually:
1)

In this sequence, Factor A, failure of rule operation,

accounts for the production.

At Time 1 Strategy A fails

to operate; between Time 1 and Time 2 monitoring detects
an error in the shape of the form kSnyve and calls for
a repeat attempt at plural formation; at Time 2 Strategy A
functions correctly and kbnyvek is produced. Across these
two times there is a net increase in coordination.
2)

It appears that correct production at Time 2 is the

result of rote-memorization, while the earlier production
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was a result.of rule-operation.

Thus Factor C seems

to he at' work here.
3)

Factor A:

The addition of strategies indicates

increased coordination.
4)

Factor B:

Correction of the root-deformation leads

to substitution of Strategy C for Strategy C 1; there is
a net increase in accuracy.
5) Factor
A:
Suffix doublingin this particular
example must be a result of improper coordination of r
strategies, since bork could not be an imitation of an
adult model. Although Strategy A applies twice at Time
1, there is a net increase in coordination at Time '2.
6)

Factor

A:

The addition ofStrategy A indicates

increased coordination.
7)

Factor

A:

The addition ofstrategies indicates

increased coordination.
8)

Factor

B:

Here there is adecrease in accuracyo

time as the root pingvin "penguin" becomes blended with
tigris "tiger."
Factor A: At the some time there is an increase in
coordination through the addition of strategies.
9)

Factor

B:

Deformation ofthe initially correctr

decreases accuracy.
10)

Factor B:

There is some improvement in accuracy.

11)

Factor A:

Added strategies increase coordination.

12)

Factor A:

13)

Factor A:

14)

Factor B:

"

"

»

"

"

"

There is some improvement in accuracy.

15) Factor A: Here there is an interesting blending of
the plural suffix ^k with the possessive plural -i. The
error here is not phonological, but semological and must
be corrected by some recoordination on that level.
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16) Factor A: The addition of Strategy A indicates
increased coordination.
17)

Factor A:

The addition of Strategy A indicates

increased coordination.
18) Here either of two factors may he at work:
Factor A: Addition of Strategy & increases coordiration.
Factor C: The production at Time 1 is the result of
rule-operation, while the production at Time 2 is the
result of rote-memorization.
19)

Like the previous sequence, one of two factors may

he operative here:
Factor A: The omission of the incorrect Strategy G would
still result in a net decrease of coordination, or
Factor C: The production at Time 1 may he the result of
analogy, while the production at Time 2 may he the result
of rule-operation.
20)

Factor A:

Added strategies increase coordination.

21)

Factor A:

Addition of Strategy G increases coordination.

Factor B:

There is an increase in-suffix accuracy.

22) Factor A: The addition of Strategy A indicates
increased coordination. In section 3.2152 we note that
the /a/ of the second form may he attributed to analogy;
hut it is more prohahly a result of free-variation between
/a/ and /o/.
23)

as in (18) above

24) Factor A: The addition of Strategy A indicates
increased coordination.
Factor B: Although there is a deformation at Time
2, this is not a decrease inaccuracy, since the segment
was not present at Time 1.
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26)

Factor B:

The root was falsely analysed from

ka.iom through, extraction of
"IPS poss.” At Time 2
this error was corrected and accuracy was increased.
Although additional rules apply at Time 2, they could
not have applied to the first root.
27)

Factor B: There

28)

Factor C: It would appear that the first production

is an increase in suffix accuracy.

in the result of rules and the second the result of
rote-memorization.
29)

Factor B: There

is an increase in root accuracy.

30)
Factor B: There is an increase in accuracy through
selection of the correct root at Time 2. As in (26)
above, the change in rule application is a consequence
of the change of root shape.
We may conclude from this discussion of the
replacement sequences that they can be best explained
through an account that recognizes the important contrib
ution of rules to morphological formations.

Secondly,

we may conclude that, in the overwhelming majority of
instances, replacements increase either accuracy or
coordination or both.

In only three of the sequences do

we observe a net decrease in- information or accuracy.
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5.3274

The sequence of rule acquisitions
In section 3.325 we predicted that the acquisition

of Strategies A through I should occur in four stages.
A full test of these predictions would require more
data from more subjects in a much wider age-range. In
addition, we would need info r m a t i o n on more inflections
and inflectional patterns, and we would like to study the
effect of task and situational variables upon responses.
AT though we lack such extensive information, the data
from the present study can given us some preliminary
assessment of the validity of the predicted sequence.
First, it is clear that 11 children in the group
tested have acquired Strategy A.

Table III clearly

illustrates that k-less plurals are rare indeed, and
that the strategy with the smallest percentage of
incorrect omissions is Strategy A.

The fact that no

child failed to provide the plural hajok, and that
every child was able to supply a number of correct
plurals supports the prediction of an early acquisition
of Strategy A.

Consistent failure to insert required

linking-vowels was confined to the two youngest girls,
aged 2;5 and 2;8.

It appears that these two subjects

had not progressed beyond Level I at the time of testing.
The youngest boy, aged 2;1, but somewhat advanced lin—
guistically, never failed to provide the linking-vowel
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and showed productive use of Strategy D.
The present data cannot distinguish a child on
Level II from a child on Level III.

In order to dis

tinguish these levels, we need to study the acquisition
of suffixes such as -ban, -hen "inessive."

Such suffixes

illustrate the operation of Strategy B independently
of either Strategy E or Strategy P.
Part II section 5.41

The reports of

indicate that the plural and

the inessive emerge at roughly similar times.

If they

emerge contemporaneously, and if young children will
respond to a Berko-question for the inessive, we should
find that the youngest group uses the vowel-less -k and
fails to adapt -ban, -ben for fronting-harmony, as
required by Strategy B.

A somewhat older group, however,

will still have a vowel-less plural -k. but would
adapt -ban, -ben for harmony; these children would
be on Level II.

A still older group would not only

adapt the inessive for fronting, but would also insert
a vowel on the plural.

The extension of'Strategy B to

the vowel inserted by Strategy E should occur in a
matter of days.
In the context of the present study, we observe
that all the children who are on Level III have acquired
Strategy B and the basic pattern of Strategy C.

There

is only one error in fronting-harmony in the data,
and this error (gvinok for gvinek) occurs in an item
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with a vowel that lies outside the vowel-harmony system.
Acquisition of Strategy C ’ appears to he almost an auto
matic consequence of learning of the system of Hungarian
segments.

The largest set of errors in the use of

Strategy C involves the three productions of SnyvSk
and k S n w h k .

These "errors" show that these children

have acquired the rounding-rule, hut that they have not
yet learned that its application can he blocked after
certain consonant clusters.

Such learning of rule-

context was even absent in some of the adult speakers,
we examined.

Apart from items 7 and 8, we find one

case each of the erroneous forms borek, vgrek. ftikSrek.
and tdkorek.

Each of these errors derives from a

different subject; their ages are distributed throughout
the group.

Because these errors are so sporadic, and

because they may be related to attempts to isolate some
of the more difficult aspects of Strategy C; it seems
reasonable to conclude that all the children who can use
Strategy E of Level III to insert linking-vowels have
also completed the essential learning of Level II.
We may now turn to the question of the sequentiality
of Levels III and IV.

We predicted that Strategy E

should be acquired before Strategy E; now we examine
some consequences of a possible reversal of this order.
The items that are most useful in determining the
order of acquisition of these two strategies are 5, 6,
19, and 20.

Responses to the stimuli hal-gal and kosar-
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mosctr may illustrate four possible combinations of
linking-vowels in patterns A through D below:
Pattern

Conventional Plural

Nonsense Plural

A

bnl flV
kosarak-kosdrak

galok
mosdrok-mosarok

B

bal aV
kosarak-kosdrak

galak
mosdrak-mosarak

C

halok
kosarok-kosfirok

galak
mosarak-mosarak

D

halok
kosarok-kos^rok

galok
mo sdrok-mo sarok

Equivalent with the above forms are responses with omit
the <=k, but include either an /a/ or an /o/ as a linkingvowel.

Schematically, we may view these patterns as

comb inat ions:

halak

galak

galok

halok

Excluding the two younger girls who either failec to
respond or provided responses with no linking vowel on
at least one item of each pair, we may summarize the
responses of the other sixteen children in this way:
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Table Y ; Plural Response Patterns
Age________Sex______ Pattern on 7-8

Pattern on 19-20

2 9,26
2 11,24
2 1,25

M

A
A

A
D

M
M

A
A

E

2 10,15
2 8,10
3 3,0
3 5,0

M

D

D
D
C

E

B

A

M
F

D
A
C

3 2,15
3 8,0
3 2,13
3 6,0

E

A
D
A

F
M

C*
A

D
D

3 6,0

E

3 6,15
3 8,7

M

B
A

D
A

A
M
M
A
3 3,13
A
F
3 2,12
*obtained on two separate days

A
D
A

If Strategy P were acquired before Strategy E,
there should be a group of children illustrating exclusive
use of Pattern B for the items presently under consider
ation.

Pattern A is not predicted for children who

use Strategy E before Strategy E, because the nonsense
forms gal and mos£r have no linking-vowel associated
with them and the child who has not yet acquired Strategy
E would have no means of inserting a lihking-vowel by
rule.

Furthermore, Patterns C and D are not predicted
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for children who might acquire Strategy F prior to
Strategy E, since these children would he highly
sensitive to the nature of the lihking-vowel on
conventional words and should make few errors in the
height of this vowel.

If Strategy E were operative with

out Strategy E, the plurals galak and mos£rak would he
formed on analogy with halak and kosarak.

In fact,

Pattern B is quite rare in occurrence, while patterns
A and D are quite common.

There does not seem to any

suh-group of our subjects which illustrates acquisition
of Strategy P without Strategy E.
Moreover, it appears that the hulk of the produc
tions can he explained as applications of Strategy E.
Use of Pattern D is a direct result of application of
Strategy E of initial vowel insertion to all roots.
However, optimal use of Strategy E would require that
the child not analyse items such as halak and kosarak
which cannot he correctly produced through its operation
in its first shape.

Children who have encoded such

words as amalgams should produce Pattern A.

Furthermore,

these children have the option of producing a welldefined analogy on the hasis of the rote-memorized amalgam;
this would produce Pattern B.

Only Pattern C is not

predicted for children using Strategy E, since this
pattern shows that the child has no amalgam to serve
as the hase of the auaLogy for the nonsense plural.

For
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children using Strategy E, the ratio of Pattern A +
Pattern B/ Pattern D is a measure of the strength of
amalgamated codings of the conventional item.
the value of this ratio is

Por hal

(assuming that all subjects

are actually using Strategy E) while the value for
kosdr is

These figures reflect our intuitions

regarding the relative strengths of the two plurals as
amalgams for the children.

The ratio of Pattern B /

Pattern A seems to be a good indicator of the relative
importance of analogy in production of the nonsense
plurals.

In the case of the plural of gal, this ratio

0

.

is 1 : in the case of the plura of mosdr. the ratio is t .
11
*
6
These low ratios may be taken as evidence of the circum
spect functioning of analogy and the general importance
of Strategy E.
In our discussion of Strategy E, we noted that
this strategy may introduce a state of free-variation
between /o/ and /a/ as linking-vowels.

If the ambiguity

bias (section 2.318) of /o/ over /a/ is reflected in a
response bias of 3:1 in favor of /o/, we may extend our
explanation to include the three occurrences of Pattern
C which are not explained through Strategy E.

With the

3:1 ratio, we derive predicted values for the occurrences
of the four patterns:
Pattern

Predicted Value

Actual Value 7-8 rActual Value 19-20

A

3/16

11/16

B

1/16

2/16

6/16

C

3/16

1/16

2/16

9/16

2/16

8/16
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The discrepancies in the values of A and D may be accounted
for as the action of ret e-memorization, as we have observed
above in our discussion of Strategy E.
Strategy E seems to fit the data for these items
more closely than Strategy P, which fails to provide
a specific account of the occurrence of Pattern C.

On

the other hand, Strategy E is unable to predict the
complete lack of linking-vowel /a/ in items 3-4 and
25-26.

If free-variation is an active process, we should

expect forms such as fir^gak and ma.iomak .
In conclusion, it appears unlikely that any major
segment of our subject population produces its responses
through exclusive use of Strategy P.

The data of the

present study do not allow us to pinpoint the actual time
of acquisition of Strategy P.

Two types of data would

help us in making this determination.

Pirst, we would

have to study the formation of plurals across the rootparadigm (i.e. ha].am. halad. halat. halaim. etc.), while
attempting to instruct the child in the shape of the
linking-vowels of newly-learned roots.

Here we might

observe response latencies as a cue to the possible
action of analogy vs. rules.

Second, we might hypothesize

a drop with age, in analogies such as galak.

If: halak.

the base of the analogy, becomes, analysed; it might not
be as fully coded as a rote-memorized amalgam and hence
might be less available to analogy.
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Responses such a kosdrak (28^) and mosdrak (11#),
•when taken in the context of the absence of responses such
as kosarok and mosarok provide interesting evidence on
several issues.

First, they illustrate that Strategy F

is available to at least some of the children.

As we

observed during our discussion of analogy, these forms
are most, likely the results of rules and not analogy.
The forms most similar to kosslr, such as maddr "bird"
shorten the second vowel in the plural, yet kosdrak
shows no such shortening.

Attributing kosarak to an

analogy with a word like halak vitiates the specificity
of the explanation.

For mosdrak it is even more likely

that the base of the analogy would be kosdr, and again
vowel-shortening would be predicted.

The other explan

ation for the linking /a/ which comes to mind is the
free-variation of Strategy E.

It may be that some of the

responses of kosarak could be attributed to free-variationbut we have already noted that Strategy E fails to predict
the absence of linking /a/ in items such as #4.

Alterna

tively, we may explain kosarak as a result of the action
of Strategy F without operation of Strategy G.

Within

the theory of superimposition, we would postulate that
the child producing this response had formed a consoli
dated representation for kos^r-kosara which marks both the
ambiguous length of the fourth segment and the ambiguous
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presence of the sixth segment.

For children at this

stage, Strategy F has been isolated and may apply to
the sixth segment; but the child is still acquiring
Strategy G and is not yet able to apply it to the fourth
segment.

In this case the ambiguity bias of the fourth

segment would operate by itself to produce /£/.
The sequence of items kosdrk-kosdrok-kos^rakkosarak. all responses to item 19, illustrates the
sequence of rule acquisition we have been discussing.
Eosdrk uses only Strategy A from Level II.

Eos^rok

shows use of Strategy E on Level III and presumes
learning of Strategies B and C on Level II.

Eosdrak

results from the application of Strategy F, the first
rule of Level IV.

By the time the child has acquired

Strategy G, Strategy F is so well-learned that only
kosarak and not kosarok is produced.

In section 3*3242

we noted that the nonsense plurals keperek and pehenek
may be taken as evidence of the operation of analogy.
Alternatively, they may indicate that Strategy G operates
as a free-rule early in its emergence.

In fact, the

high occurrence of pehenek in our adult responses suggests
that something like this may be happening in the case
of CVCVC words.
Subtracting for the contribution of rote-memorization, we find that less than a fifth of the children have
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mastered Strategy G.
beyond their reach.

Strategies H and I are still
As we noted in section 3.3241,

the forms tgkrSk and lovak must surely be amalgams.
For the less frequent plurals ma.jmok "monkeys" anddarvak "cranes," even amalgams are absent.

3.328

Conclusions
Eighteen children between the ages of 2;1 and 3»8

were presented with a thirty-item test designed to '
study formation of the Hungarian plural.

The test was

built to maximize the possibility of analogical formations,
but it was found that in most cases an explanation
through limited analogy was not superior to an explanation
which posited rote-memorization or rule-action.

There

was reason to believe that rote-memorization was of
large importance in accounting for some well-known
conventional plurals, but of lesser importance in accounting
for less familar conventional plurals.

In any case,

rote-memorization could not serve to explain the many
non-conventional forms produced by the children.

In

order to systematically account for the bulk of the
responses it was necessary to attribute children’s
behavior to the use of rules.

The model for rule-operation

consisted of four different levels, but some of the
details of the sequence could not be fully tested by an
examination confined to the plural morpheme.

It was
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found that all subjects had attained level II of this
sequence, and that only the two youngest girls had
hot advanced:^ to Level III," A~ few'members-of' the -group
had begun learning of Strategies P ahd .G- on Level IV,
but no child had advanced beyond--this point.
One of the results of this pilot study is the
extension of the test form devised by Berko (1957) and
Bogoyavlenskiy (1957) to a somewhat younger subject
population and to an-agglutinative language.
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Part

II

A Digest of Studies of Hungarian
Child Language Acquisition
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1.0

Introduction
Workers in the area of child language research

often are ahle to read publications in several major
■world languages, but one cannot reasonably expect all
workers to have access to all languages in which research
has been conducted.

However, the growing interest in

universals of language development makes increasingly
relevant detailed knowledge about how children learn
different languages.

Hungarians have written over two-

thousand pages on the subject of language acquisition by
normal children; but only a small, unrepresentative
fraction of this quantity has been published in English,
French, or German (for all references to Hungarian
research, see the second part of the Bibliography).
Therefore, we propose to review this literature
in such a way that a digest of substantive publications
will be available to English-reading scholars.

Material

pertinent to the fields of speech correction, musical
training, literary development, and adolescent learning
has been excluded, except where such material sheds
light upon the acquisition of language by normal children.
For the sake of consistency and brevity, the observations
in the literature have been processed through the use of
a fairly rigid classificatory system.

The digest has

excluded examination of theoretical discussions of child
language, if they duplicate discussions available in the
major languages.

When phonetic facts are of no clear

importance to a given issue, child pronunciations have
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been regularized.

Thoughout, the major goals have been

to report with accuracy the observations of the original
text and to provide the researcher with information of
maTTinrnm quality about learning of a language system
different in many ways from those which have occupied
the focus of research.
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2.0

Mature of the Literature—

Historical Remarks

Throughout the first half of the 19th century,
articles appeared mentioning the philosophical signi
ficance of child language.

Unfortunately, these

articles failed to initiate empirical examination of
the subject.

Mih£Ly Falusi's Okos Gvermek Neveles Pelda.ia

(1805) is an example of such early non-empirical treat
ments.

Marton Nagy (1868) was apparently the first in

Hungary to record observations of child speech.

But

Nagy’s observations are few, incomplete, and unreliable,
as Viktor (1917) noted in his review of the literature.
JNagy.a claimed in 1868, as did Schultze in 1880, that
the development of articulatory functioning begins in
the labial area and moves towards the posterior: oral.cavity
in successive stages, first including the teeth, then
the tongue, then the palate, and so on.. Nagy states
that the child's first noun forms are in the nominative
or unmarked case and that the first verb forms are in
the indefinite conjugation.
3.1

Data now available (sections

and 5.32) indicate that Nagy's claims require substan

tial modification.
Nagy reports the case (1868:13-14) of a child who
was placed into a new environment just when he was about
to speak.

The child failed to adjust immediately to the
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language of the new environment, speaking instead with
the dialect peculiarities of his former environment and
in particular of his former nurse.

Nagy interprets

these findings as evidence that the child had internalized
a competence or inner speech "based upon what he had heard
in his earlier environment.

Although the case has pro

vocative implications, Nagy's observations are deficient
in failing to tell us which dialects were involved in
the transition, how they differed from one another,
and how the dialects were reflected in the child's speech.
Grammont (1902:74-80) reports a similar case of a
French child who had a nursemaid who spoke French with
a heavy Italian accent.

The child was separated from

the nursemaid just before she began to speak, but pre
served aspects of her nurse's Italian accent.up to the
age of 3;0.

Stern (1907:257-258) reports the case of a

young German girl who lived in Silesia until 1;6 without
acquiring much of the language of her environment.

But

three-and-one-half years later at the age of 5;0, this
child used Silesian expressions which could only be
explained as forms which had laid in storage for the
intervening period.
In 1871 Ponori Thewrewk presented the first major
collection of data on Hungarian child language in his
article A gyermeknyelvrol presented before the Society
for Natural Sciences.

Ponori interprets his data as
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supporting a position which, emphasizes the contribution
of the child in the acquisition of language.

He also

adopts a formulation of sound development which later
was to go under the name of Schultze's law.

According

to this law, the chief determinant of the sequence of
acquisition of sounds is the physiological ease of
producing these sounds.

In attempting to determine

whether Ponori or Schultze was the actual originator,
Viktor (1917) concludes that it originated with Mauritius.
Jakobson, however (1968:21) cites Buffon as the first
proponent of the position.

Finally, Andres V&rtes (1953:6)

finds such a formulation in Julius Caesar Scallinger
from 1540.
In addition to his formulations of the child's
contribution to language acquisition and the physiological
determination of sound development, Ponori takes the
position that ontogeny of language in the child recapitu
lates the phylogeny of language in the culture.

He

notes patterns of child language similar to those of
various Hungarian dialects, and he finds that child speech
can tell us much about the origins of language.

In the

context of his advocacy of the child's contribution, he
cites a number of child neologisms and errors, and he
lists 45 Hungarian baby-talk words which evidence the
effect of the child-based style of reduplication.

Ponori's

use of the term analogy anticipates the great importance
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given to this process by Simony! and others (compare
Part I, section 5.3242).

In focusing upon the deviant

aspects of child utterances, Ponori set the tenor for
the discussions of the next fifty years.
Between 1874 and 1898 B&idczi, Perenczi, Szivak,
Kimnach, Nemeth, and Borcsa each related a number of
baby-talk words gathered from various areas of Hungary.
The data from these short reports are compiled in
section 5.34.
The year 1893 marks the appearance of Jdzsef
Balassa's diary study of his son's speech development
from birth to three years.

Balassa’s study is qualita

tively different from those which preceded it and many
which followed it.

The thoroughness of this eminent

linguist and his ability to focus upon the most crucial
aspects of development may astound us even today.

Although

aspects of his reporting fall short of m o d e m standards
(section 3.2), his framework of analysis must have
illuminated the work of the researchers following him.
His examples are well-presented and clear.

The basic

material of his diary study is conveyed in his article
of 1893; the articles published in 1920 present no new
data, but examine theoretical questions in child language.
In 1898 Donner published a study of the language
of a child between the ages of 2;,4 and 2;6.

The child

had begun to speak only shortly before the beginning of
this period.

The report is really little more than an

account of vocabulary growth, but Donner also notes the
emergence of various function words and grammatical forms.
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In addition Donner reports 131 sentences from this early
period, which we review in chapter 6 below.

Dormer's

reporting is asystematic and his data should he judged
against this fact.
The years between 1905 and 1908 experienced the
largest number of separate papers on Hungarian child
language of any period up to the present.

Ponori

returned his attention to many of the questions he had
outlined in 1871.

Utilizing diary observations from

his grandson Attila (lili) gathered in the years 19021905 when the child was between the ages of ljO and
4;0, Ponori sought to demonstrate the extent of the child's
contribution to language acquisition.

Although Ponori

cited many interesting neologisms, errors, and turned
phrases, his exclusion of normative data and his failure
to report the actual age at which each form was produced
limit the value of his study.

Csapodi's 1905 report of

child forms also suffers from a failure to report the
age at which forms were produced.
Simonyi's 1906 report of unconventional forms,
although rather condensed, furnishes us with many wellreported and revealing child forms.

Although Simonyi

only contributed one article specifically focused upon
child language, several of his other articles (1881:17
and 1883:16, for example) contain references to child
forms.

Simonyi's work of 1881 is of additional interest

in that it formulates the then current linguistic interest
in the process of analogical word formation.

For Simonyi,
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the various patterns of child errors are each paralleled
by similar processes in adult language.

Just as children,

for example, produce word-blends (section 3.63), so do
word-blends appear in etymological study.

Simonyi attempted

to explain most child errors as analogies. :As we?noted
in section 3.3242 of Part I, linguists like Simonyi
have often spoken of analogy without making the necessary
distinction between limited and extended analogy.

Al

though we may wish to modify or amplify Simonyi's explan
ations of certain errors, we need not object to the
quality of his reporting of the data.
Jablonkay's 1905 diary study of his son between
the ages of 0;11 and 2;3 focuses chiefly upon vocabulary
development, but includes observations of the first uses
of various grammatical categories.

Unfortunately, these

latter are generally unreliable due to the highly
fragmentary nature of Jablonkay's reporting.

Also in

1905, a somewhat premature attempt was made by Jdzsef
Vertes to summarize the general laws of sound acquisition
by the Hungarian child.

The major defects of this attempt

were:
1) reliance upon data gathered from only the four or so
Hungarian children who had been studied up to that time;
2) failure to clearly separate German and Hungarian
acquisition patterns, treating the two sound systems as
equivalent on some unspecified level;
3) failure to utilize Jakobson's distinction between
phonetic and phonological development; and
4) treatment of the child's system as simply a defective
version of the adult system.
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Y^rtes's work is not alone in being subject to criticisms
#3 and #4.
Kailds1s 1906 report focuses upon semantic learning,
reporting examples of several processes.

Kardos's

reports deals primarily with morphological errors.
Several other articles from this year lie only on the
periphery of the area of language acquisition.
reports on the slang of teen-agers from Pest.

ITadai
Eperjessy

deals with the "experiential realm” of the school child,
including in his work reports of a number of vocabulary
studies.

Eperjessy's failure to report the methodology

of these studies makes this data for the most part unusable.
The methodology of Eperjessy's diary study of a sevenyear-old boy is reported in somewhat greater clarity,
but Eperjessy's categories for the parts-of-speech are
highly idiosyncratic and cannot be used to compare his
data with that from other reports.

S£rb<5's work is the

first major treatment of the subject of child language
by a Hungarian speech therapist.

Although the work

relates no empirical data, it is of some interest by
virtue of the quality of its theoretical discussion.
Articles by Eardos, Trencs^ny, and Yero in 1908 continue
the gathering of material on child errors.
Gerzson Endrei's 1913 report on language acquisition
by his three children adds to the accumulating store of
data on child errors.
and valuable.

The examples are well-reported

l£szl<5 Eagy's "Propositions on Child

Language" from the same year is based upon the observations
of Endrei, Balassa, and the Stems (1908).

Hot adding
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new data of its own, this article attempts to generalize
upon the course of language development by lumping together
Hungarian and German data, rather than comparing these
two data sets.

Bakonyi's lengthy reviews of the inter

national and Hungarian literature on vocabulary development
and grammatical development published in the period
between 1918 and 1921 suffer from a similar defect,
although Bakonyi does consider a larger range of source
data than did Nagy.
Viktor's 1917 work on child language is largely
dedicated to an evaluative review of the international
and Hungarian literature.

Viktor's general approach to

child language was distinctly advanced in its emphasis
upon the need for simultaneous utilization of linguistic
and psychological methodologies.

Viktor's observations

of Matild Kovdcs's development from 1;9 to 1;10,20
reflect his view of the independent .systematicity of
child speech.

Viktor divides his nine weeks of observation

into five periods; for each period he reports vocabulary
development, imitations, and babblings.

Viktor visited

the child two or three times a week and observe two
hours on each occasion.

He tells us that his subject

seemed somewhat retarded in development, perhaps as the
result of frequent sickness in earlier months.

This may

help to explain the extraordinary quantity of babbling
he reports at 1;10.

Both the babbling strings and the

elicited word imitations could be subjected to detailed
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analysis, but the bulk of such work lies outside the
scope of this digest.

However, one must issue a caution

ary remark here: Matild’s speech was apparently fairly
amorphous due perhaps to late learning of phonology.
For this reason, Viktor was unable to establish the
limits of many words and the lexicon he presents leaves
us with many unanswered questions.

Moreover* Viktor often

listed transitory exclamations as words and his classi
fication of utterances into parts-of-speech is often
unclear or controversial.
Varga’s 1921 study of his child from the beginning
of speech at 1;4 until the age 1;7 focuses primarily
upon vocabulary development.

However, even the reporting

of vocabulary development is incomplete and scarcely
usable.

Cf Varga’s observations of grammatical development,

only a few are reported in sufficient detail to be included
in our digest.
In the years between the World Wars small articles
continued to appear in the Magyar Nyelvor and Magyar Nyelv.
Articles by Csury (1929) and Kelemen (1933) dealt with
patterns of formation of baby-talk words (section 5.34).
However, most articles including those of Hamvai (1915),
VozsCry (1918), Barcsai (1921), Zsid<5 (1928, 1931), Sz^kely
(1929), Szereto (1931), Jablonkay (1935), Jozefovics
(1932, 1934, 1935, and 1937) and Eardos (1935, 1936)
simply continued the reporting of child errors begun by
Ponori, BaJLassa, Simonyi, Csapodi, Endrei and others.
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As the reader say .have begun..to sense, the pace-of
improvement in the quality of child language study in
Hungary definitely slowed in the years after 1913.
Researchers turned their attention to vocabulary studies
and reviews of earlier research.

In the long period

between 1913 and the 1960's, only one work stands out as
a major contribution to child language research:

Elemdr

Eenyeres's diary study of his daughter Eva's speech
development from birth to six years of age.

His study

reamins to data the most comprehensive picture of the
development of a single Hungarian child.

His observations

extended into all areas of child language research; each
observation is well-reported and Eenyeres seeks to relate
each of his observations to general questions in acquis
ition.

The results of Eenyeres's diary study appeared

in two different forms in Hungarian (1926, 1928) and
in a highly abbreviated form in French (1927).

The

latter version presents only the vague outlines of the
Hungarian reports,

A complete review of Eenyeres's work

must be based upon consideration of both of his Hungarian
reports, which overlap in only certain regards.
E<5sa's

1936 study concerns itself with delimitation

of the role of adult tutelage in language acquisition.
In a well-documented review of the German literature, E<5sa
concludes that, although the ability to acquire a language
rests upon a biological foundation, proper unfolding of
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this ability requires presentation to the child of speech
of a non-degenerated variety.

The discussion remains

theoretical throughout and no empirical evidence is
presented.
Two other studies of this time, Dobos (1936)
and Kovdts (1937) have not been located at the time of
writing of this review.

Both studies presumably deal

with vocabulary development.

Kovdts comparison of

Hungarian and foreign studies is reported by Cser (1939);
Cser suggests that it deals with material also covered
in Cser (1939).

Cser (1935 and 1939)' reports on a

large study of children between the. ages of 10 and 14
in which the children were requested to write down
zap idly as many words as they could.

Prom the samples

thus gathered, Cser compiled a dictionary of usage
frequency.

Cser’s technique and the applicability of

his results will be discussed in section 5.3.
Eeresztes’s 1940 dissertation on child language
deals somewhat superficially with a great variety of
topics.

Keresztes's own observations of the speech of

Hajnalka are reported rather unsystematically in passages
scattered throughout the theoretical discussion.
Child language research in socialist Hungary has
been of four varieties.

The first variety has continued

the tradition of vocabulary study and improved upon the
techniques of vocabulary elicitation.

Papers here have
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included those of Csizmadia, Kemper, Szakdcs, Somfai,
and Sug£me; their results are discussed in section
5.3.

A second variety of studies has consisted of

reviews of the general course of language acquisition.
Thus, Kerdkgydrt6 (1954) and Eanizsai (1955) expostulate
the Pavlovian account of language learning, while
Baranyai (1947a) reviews once again the findings of
German students of child language.

Eanizsai *s 1954

report on speech correction also includes a theoretical
discussion of the course of normal development.

Each

of these four articles confines itself to the theory of
child language and presents no new material.

A third

variety of research includes articles by Baranyai
(1945, 1947b, 1955, 1957, 1958a, 1958b, and 1959),
Blaskovich (1959), l£n£rt (1957, 1962, 1963), Ldndrt and
Baranyai (1951) and Baranyai and Ldndrt (1959).

This

work examines the learning of grammar and composition
by school-aged children and is discussed in section 7.
The fourth variety of research is that conducted
from a more specifically linguistic vantage-point.

Here

we can cite Dezso's theoretical approach to early syntax,
Ednagy’s comments on age-differences in intonation
forms, Kelemen’s (1970) brief remarks on baby-talk forms,
Meggyes’s diary study of her two-year-old, Mikes’s
extensive work wiih phonetics, phonology, and acquisition
of grammatical categories in a bilingual environment,
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Moln£r’s review of research on sound acquisition,
Lov^sz’s results in a pilot study of cross-age comparisons
in development, Szdszk<5’s collection of compound and
complex sentences, and Ydrtes*s articles on the general
course of acquisition.

Although the information in

Mikes (1964, 1967) was gathered in a bilingual envir
onment, the results merit discussion in the present
report.

However, the findings related in Mikes (1968)

are not clearly separated in regards to language and are
correspondingly impossible to include here.

Mikes (1970)

outlines an analytic methodology for child language;
as a theoretical discussion, it falls outside the
province of the present review.
Meggyes’s diary study of her daughter Mdrta occurred
in the first months of 1965 between the ages of 1;9,20
and 1;11,21 in the first period and between 2;0,13 and
2;2,10 in the second period.

In the pause between

observational periods, the observor was ill.

Meggyes

also notes that, although Marta attended nursery-school
from eight months, her frequent absences due to an asthmatic
condition and the fact that she was an only child seem
to have resulted in her learning relatively little from
nursery school apart from some vocabulary items.

Along

with Eenyeres’s work, Meggyes’s observations represent
the highest level of reporting on Hungarian child language.
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Although, her observations are confined to a short devel
opmental span, they tell us much of general interest.
Some of the material Meggyes presents in her fifth
chapter on discourse has not been reviewed simply
because it agrees so extensively with recent American
research, while presenting little that is not familiar
to the English-speaking audience.

Among Meggyes’s

observations are: the pattern M r t i illustrates of
preserving content words in imitation (p. 85); ways in
which Kdrti expands or deletes the model for imitation;
the varieties of sentence repetitions, corrections,
and expansion of which the child is capable; the ways in
which speech-forms are situationally-bound; the expressiveemotive function of speech; the development of monologue;
and the use of speech as an analytic device.

At this

point it is not clear whether we should expect that
functional aspects of speech should remain constant from
community to community; research such as that of Bernstein
suggests that we might anticipate differences, but it is
not clear where to look for them in any given milieu.
At the time of this writing, Ildik<5 Meixner has
not yet published results from her detailed longitudinal
study of seven normal three-year-olds, but she has kindly
placed at my disposal complete transcripts from three of
the children she observed, including the two children
from which the largest amounts of data were collected.
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From the records for $6zsi (2;9,4-3;6,9), Emoke (2;11,153;2,23), and Pali (2;ll,9-3;5,20) we have extracted all
the errors and deviations in language use and included
them in the general compilation of this digest.

The

errors from J<5zsi, Emoke, and Pali provide us with a
kind of control lacking in earlier studies of child
errors, neologisms, and "analogies”: Meixner's
transcripts are complete records of the child's speech
production over a given time-span and include all errors
made during this pan In their true proportions.

Earlier

studies often reported few examples of common, hut
uninteresting errors, while focusing upon the most
bizarre forms

By looking at the relative frequency

of errors from Meixner's three children, we may make
a more accurate appraisal of the comparative importance
of different error-types.

Similarly, the various

errors gathered from one of our own subjects, Zoli,
are included in the following digest.

Like Meixner's

data, the errors from Zoli are representative samples
of their proportion in the child's speech and should
report various error types in some roughly accurateproportion.

However, my subjects were younger than

Meixner's and were studied with the assistance of a
tape-recorder.
Apart from the material in the intentionally
excluded domains, I would estimate that somewhat more
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than five percent of the material available in the
literature has not been included in this digest; the
grounds for such exclusions are incompleteness of
reporting or interpretation.

Additionally, we have

not treated the handful of anecdotes and examples
which purport to deal with comprehension and child
thought as revealed in language.

Although these

questions merit extensive research, the data available
in the literature serves merely to mislead us in our
attempt to study these areas.
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3.0

Phonetic .development and the acquisition of
phonological features
With the exception of Mikes, whose work (1964)

focuses upon phonetic learning, Hungarian investigators
have failed to recognize the fundamental distinction
between phonetic and phonological learning.

As

Jakobson has claimed (1968:28),
.... the appearance of phonemes in a linguistic
system has nothing in common with the ephemeral sound
productions of the babbling period, which are destined
to disappear.
Although Jakobson is probably right in assuming that the
productions of early babbling have little to do with the
phonemic system, it may be that the child's babblings
just before the onset of speech begin to conform to
certain speech patterns.

But what is at issue here is

the unfortunate failure of Hungarian investigators to
state whether they propose that a given sound acquisition
be judged a phonetic (babbling) acquisition or a phono
logical acquisition.

Throughout this chapter we shall

call attention to problems caused by this failure.
In the first section of this chapter we will
discuss babbling and phonetic learning.

'Sections- two and

■three " will review reports of sound substitutions and
examine their consequences for phonemic patterning.

In

the fourth section we will discuss the inter-segment
relations of cluster simplification, sound insertion,
assimilation, and metathesis.

In the fifth: section we
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"will consider data on the learning of stress and intona
tion and the effect of intonation upon the learning of
the phonology of words.

In the last section, our attention

will turn to sound-meaning relations as evidenced hy sound
symbolism, klang-association, and word-blends.

Thus,

the- first two sections are concerned with normative
(i.e. non-error) data, while the rest of the sections
review the implications of various error-types.
3.1

Pre-linguistic vocalizations
Investigators of early vocalizations have observed

differing aspects of the child's behavior and their reports
are comparable in only a few areas.

It is,therefore,

more interesting to review each of the reports separately.
•Raiassa (1893; 62-63)

provides the first set of detailed

observations.
Month #1: The first sounds are cries /o£, od/, When
happily lying in his crib, we hear long Jdf and /e/ from
the child, Laci.
Month #2: In the tenth week /h/ and "some voiced conson
ants" appear intervocalically.
Month #4: Production increases, but the phonetic form
is very unstable.

Balassa attributes the appearance of

/b,d,g,m,l/ as the chief consonants to the dependence of
"mouth movements" upon the vibration of the vocal cords.
However, /p/ and /h/ appear initially. At the end of the
month, the uvular trill is frequent and the lingual and
labial trills less so.
Months 5—6 1 "Vocalization increases but it does not yet
assume a syllable-like form. The labial trill is repeated
for minutes on end. The consonants /j, k, n/ appear.
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Month #7: Babbling begins in earnest and the -syllableform is clearer. Mew sounds include /v, w, g, d f and a/.
Some babbling structures: bdbdbd, dddddd, vdvdv£, wdwdw£;
later: tdtdt£, ata, ada, atata, and even d£, t£.

At the

end of the month also these occur: ta, at, atd, dd, dddd
and more rarely gdg, dgdg, tatn, hatn, dgdn. The child
is still fond of the bilabial trill.

Babbling "words"

never exceed three syllables.
Month #8: Mew sounds: /gy/, /c/ and /k/, the latter only
in /ki/.

Mew sequences: ada, gdg.

With great joy the

child "rediscovers" the uvular trill. His babbling
expresses his emotions and he uses it to "reply" to speech
from adults.
Months 9-10: Mew sound: the dentilabial K . Mew sequences:
kd, gye, papa, pap&pS., ftdndKd, KdJd. Preferred sequences:
t£, gtg, tgtg, d t td, and tddd with an open d.
Month #11: Mew sequence: agyd.
•'
Month #12:

When he wished to call a cat, Laci would use

the adult form /czszsz/.

This was the first purposeful

use of a sound he had heard.
Viktor (1917) showed what an extraordinary amount of
babbling can be produced by a child who already forms
two-word sentences. Viktor observed all that Matildka
uttered during some 40-50 hours. His report cites some
491 stretches of babbling groups; but Viktor notes that
the material reported is only a sub-set of the total
amount produced. The large amount of non-referential
vocalization made difficult Viktor's analysis of vocabulary
items, because he was forced to recognize a large number
of babbling groups as interjections. Moreover, Matildka's
words seemed to be particularly rich in extension of
semantic domain.
Kenyeres (1928:15-16)

reports his child's first sound

as /eg/ at 0;1,1 said when watching a small flag flutter
before her.

At 0;1,8 she says sounds like /e/ and /gg/

while looking at the ceiling while being unswaddled.
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Up to four months, the open Jef is predominant in crying
and ‘babbling, although it occasionally tends towards an
open /a/. In fourth month, babbling commences and /h/
is common when she is in a good mood, whereas /e/ is used
in impatient expressions and crying.

At 0;4,12 babbling

groups include /aja/, /eje/., /a/ and /e/. Although
absent from earlier babbling, at 0;5,7 /g/ is babbled
at length and the uvular trill is practiced.
Eva practices sounds close to /8/.

At 0;6,6

At the end of the

six month and the beginning of the seventh, babbling
appears in longer, less isolated, more melodic sound
sequences such as: de, te, dddd, dede, te, ta, ata,
abbe, tdtdtd, kdddje, evej. Yowels are more reminiscent
of English diphthongs than Hungarian vocalics. The
uvular trill and the /g/ reappear after several weeks of
absence. In the ninth month babbling becomes very
diverse and its forms are complex, variant, and highly
melodic.
Mikes (1967) reports some detailed information concerning
the acquisition of the phonemes p, m, t, and d by two
girls observed in a bilingual Serbian-Hungarian environment.
We can summarize the milestones in this acquisition:
first labial stops in sucking activities
first dental stops heard sporadically

Eszter Eta
0;2
0;4
0;2
0;4

labial trills appear
0;3
development of labial stops tied to trills 0;5-6

0;4
0;6-7

frequent dentals (also teething)
use of dentals for communication

0;7
0;8

0;5
0;6

labial stops clear but sporadic(some voiced)0;6
frequent labial stops
0;7
use of labials for communication
0;9

0;7
0;8
0;10
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Mikes concludes that ±n each, of the groups there were
developmental stages, and that the earlier developmental
stages were determined chiefly hy physiological factors.
However, it appears that the development'of dental stops
generally precedes that of labial stops.

Mikes seems

to suggest that this is explained by the fact that
occlusion at the tongue tip can be controlled before
occlusion at the lips and that, whereas lip vibration
is obtainable early, tongue vibration occurs only much
later.

Mikes’s detailed study of the question is

valuable not only for its results, but also for the
approach which it adopts towards the question of sound
development.

Sounds are not simply "acquired” at their

first appearance, rather they pass through a typical
course of development in terms of their systematic
relations.
3.2

The acquisition sequence for sound segments
Balassa, Eenyeres, and Eeresztes each report the

sequence of entrances of the various speech sounds, but
each appears to assume that sounds acquired in babbling
are also acquired in terms of the phonology.

Eenyeres

(1928:19) notes that Balassa's report does not state
when the child was able to imitate the sound or use the
sound with confidence in words.
not immune to similar criticisms.

His own observations are
Here we summarize
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the entrance of segments from Balassa (1893:62 and 1905:

132):
Month

Mew Vowels

0;l-2
0;3
0;4
0;5-6
0;7
0;8
0;10
1;2
1;3
1;4
i;5
1;6

d

a
e

§

g

Remarks

Mew Consonants

od
b d h
m 1 g p t trills
3 k n
v w
gy c
71
sz
ny z
■by
s

6

i
i u o 6
0
u t£
0

Intervocalically
many, lab iair trills
babbling begins
speech begins

If we look at the first eighteen words produced by Laci
in the time from 1;1 to 1;4, we find the vowels /d, g, e,
i, a, u/

and the consonants /t, k, h, ny, p, c, gy, d,

n, m, z, and j'/«

It thus appears that the vowels of the

babbling stage appear in the first words, but that
certain consonants /h v w g/ are absent.

Only the /h/

and /v/ are required in the early vocabulary, but are
in fact deleted or replaced.

The reader may wish to

decide for himself how much learning of phonology
occurred in Laci’s -pre—linguistic months.
Eenyeres (1928:19) takes the age of 0;9-l;0 as
a baseline and summarise the sounds available in this
late phase of babbling:
Month_____Vowels__________Consonants_________ TteTnfl-rVg
0;9-l;0
1;1
1;2

del
g
o

b d h j m n p t s z
f
v

speech begins
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Month.______ Towels_____Consonants_____Remarks
1;3
1;4
1;7

6 d
flu
o

i;8

a
c
s

k

gy

1;9
1;10
1;11

z
r
zs

cs
ty

Although Eenyeres does not list the child's earliest
vocabulary in a systematic fashion, examination of the
forms he reports from the first month of speech indicates
that most of the sounds of the late babbling phase
also enter into early words.

Here again, we might cite

/h/ and /j/ as exceptions.
Eeresztes simply lists the order of acquisition
without noting the time of appearance of each sound,
moreover her reports only covers consonants (p. 21):
m p b n n y h t d w l l y j
acquired in that order.

s z s g c c s f v g y t y k r g . were
Eeresztes also notes that /m p b/

were present at 0;2, that /l/ appeared at 0;5 and that
/k/ only appeared after 2;0.

She judges that most sounds

are acquired before speech begins.

Donner (126) notes

that /e/ and /fl/ were the last vowels to be acquired,
and that they entered after 2;4.
J<5zsef Molndr presents a general picture of
sound development in Hungarian which is essentially
in harmony with the views of Jakobson regarding the
predicted sequence of acquisition of phonemes and dis
tinctive features.

Molndr's report suffers from the
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fact that conclusions are presented without reference to
the observations upon which these conclusions are based.
For example, Molndr maintains that /ty/ and /gy/ enter
before the fricatives.

Balassa, Eenyeres, and Eeresztes,

as we have just seen, found that /ty/ was among the last
sounds acquired, preceded by a number of fricatives.
The question of the time of acquisition of /ty/ and /gy/
is an interesting one in any case, since, as MolnfCr notes,
"the affricates ty /: x ’/ and gy /d'j*/ are today
considered palatal obstruents by many researchers."
Moln£r also notes that the vowel system is largely
acquired by the time that the fricatives enter.

Of the

fricatives, /j/ is the earliest, and the affricates
/dz/ and /dzs/ are not only the last sounds acquired by
children, but also the newest sounds in the language and
extremely rare in every-day vocabulary.

Molndr also

points to the relatively early acquisition of /c/ and /cs/,
but fails to specifically state the time of acquisition
of these sounds.

Citing the tendency towards devoicing

of final voiced consonants, Molndr holds that children
devoice these sounds completely.
Andfds V&rtes (1953:14-15) also outlines the
course of sound development, while not giving reference
to specific observations.

He notes /a, p, m, and b/ as

the first phonemes and /8, E, k, g, f, v, s, zs, sz, z
and r/ as the phonemes last acquired.
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3.5

Segmental substitutions
One of the traditional ways of studying the

acquisition of phonology is to observe the ways in which
the child regularly replaces certain segments in adult
forms.

Such information may shed light on the relative

difficulty of the phonemes of the adult language and
upon systematic patterns in acquisition.

In order to gain

a picture of the pattern of phonological acquisition in
any given Hungarian child, the child's speech must he
observed in a systematic fashion with an eye towards gen
eral patterns and laws.

Only Balassa and Meggyes have

conducted such observations; and their data is reported
in the first section below.

Although other authors

have reported sound substitutions with lesser systematicity,
our present picture of Hungarian acquisition is still
dependent upon such inadequate data.

In the second

section below we compile all available reports of
substitutions with an eye toward estimating the generality
of the substitution pattern.

Styles of reporting differ

greatly and this estimate of generality must be taken
as no more than an estimate.

Nonetheless, such estimates

must be made, since many of the reports are clearly
observations of single occurrences of substitutions.
3.51

Systematic observations
Balassa was the first to discover systematic

relations in the sound substitutions of Hungarian children.
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In addition to his isolated reports of replacements,
he notes (1893:66-67 and 134) that the sibilants
/s, sz, zs/ generally underwent replacement in initial
position either through retrogressive assimilation or
through replacement by seme other consonant.

The palatal

ized consonants /ty, gy, ny/ were articulated too far
forward up to the age of 2;0, but they were distinguishable
throughout from the alveolar stops /t, d, n/.

On the

other hand, the palatal sibilants and affricates /s, zs,
cs, dzs/ were not distinguishable from their alveolar
eouterparts /sz, z, c, dz/ during the same period.
Balassa also observes the generality of use of /l, j,
and uvular r/ as replacements for tongue tip /r/ and the
interchangeability of /l, r, j/ in general.
In her summary, Meggyes (19-25) notes a variety
of systematic relations holding true in M&rti's speech.
Meggyes points to M^rti’s general tendency to devoice
voiceless consonants, a tendency continuing even beyond
the age of 3;0.

Donner (125) notes similar substitutions

in his child between 2;4 and 2;6; and, when Meggyes (20)
scanned Kenyeres1s observations for devoicing, she found
this process active only between 1;5 and 1;8.

Meggyes

observes that Donner (126), along with Gvozdev (1961:140,
reporting on Russian), attribute the delay in learning
of voiced consonants to articulatory difficulties in
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their production. ..Refuting El’Zonin's (Hungarian'
translation, 1964, 200-201) attribution of devoicing to
inadequacies of acoustic perception, Meggyes notes that
Marti never voiced voiceless consonants, and that she
self-corrected l£nk "flame” to the adult form l & ig at
1;10,17.

A glance at the next section will reveal that

substitutions of voiceless for voiced consonants are
rare, but perhaps more common than Meggyes (20-21)
believes.

In the following table we translate the

tables appearing on pages 23 and 24 of Meggyes*s work,
which summarize the most important aspects of Mdrti’s
sound system and its development.
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Table VI
Mdrta's consonantal system between 1;9 and 2;0
Manner of Articulation

Place of Articulation
Obstruent
Oral_________ Nasal

Var.

ariantn

Var.

Affricate
Var.

Lateral

Vibrant

of the copyright owner.

Bilabial voiceless

(m)

voiced

(b)

Labiodental voiceless

(f)

voiced

(v)

m b f ty)

sz)sz' o (s)(o«$ :(o)c*

Dentalalveolar voiceless

Further reproduction

voiced

z) z’ b (c)(dz)

(t)

Postalveolar voiceless

s) s'

sz (cs)

voiced
Palatal voiceless
voiced

(ty)
(gy)

(

):

**
###.

c sz (a)

t
d iy (t

(ny)

1 (1'
k
g

k (dXt)

Laryngeal voiceless

£

(cs)

U<0)

sounds placed between parentheses are rare variants
sounds placed between square brackets are those which are missingfrom Mdrta’s
: double asterisks indicate a1sound which only occurs as a variant,
triple asterisks indicate a sound bound to a single root.

system

not as anindependent phoneme
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voioed

OD* i Je 0

(dzs] *

Palatovelar voiced
Velar voiceless

1' J 0

dz**
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Table VII
Mdrta's consonantal system between 2;0 and 2;2
Plaoe of Articulation

Manner of Articulation
01jsiruent

Ora]L

Nasal
Var.
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Bilabial voiceless
voiced

P

-

b

-

Fric&tiVe
Var.

m

voiced
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voiced

t

-

d

-

-

Postalveolar voiceless

voiced

z) z»

(c) c»
sz

zs **
ty
gy

Vibrant

Var.

Var.

-

1

-

r

i i t

dz**
cs

-

j[dzs] *

zs

t (c)
ty d(d^ ny

n
j

-

k

-C.,
voiced
Laryngeal voiceless

g

k
h
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Palatovelar voiced
Velar voioeless

(sz)
(b)

s (s1)

voiced
Palatal voiceless

f
V
sz (sz')
n

Lateral

Var.

(v)

Labiodental voiceless

Dentalalveolar voiceless

Affricate

Var.

250

3.32

Compiled observations
Below we indicate the frequency or generality

of various substitutions, the age at which they were
observed, the child who-was cobserved, and the .-source;of
the report.
Segment

Substitute

Generality

Child

Age

Source

to

Consonants: obstruents
p

b

b

m

occasional

Mrti

l;9 - 2 ; 0 Meggyes 14

P

occasional

Emoke

3;2,18- Meixner
3;2,19

Meixner

i
p

o o

iJdzsi

d

occasional

J<5zsi

2;9,4

t

occasional

Mrti

l;9-2;0 Meggyes 14

ty

t

general

Mrti

l;9 - 2 ; 2 Meggyes 13

gy

t

occasional

Mrti

ds

?

P£Lk<5

-

ty

frequent

Mrti

l;9-2;2 Meggyes 13

d

k

t

Meixner

o

I

ip

t
d

H

occasional

Meggyes 13
J. V&rtes 21

?

lili

-

Ponori 1 9 0 5 : 3 8 8

frequent

Eva

“1 ; 8

Eenyeres 1928:20

frequent

Mrti

l;9-2;0 Meggyes 13

frequent

Emoke

some words

Eva

2 ;1 1 , 2 2 Meixner
-3;2,24
to 1;7 Eenyeres 1928:19

J6 zsi

-

frequent

J. Y&rtes 21

Hajnalka to 3 ;0 r Eeresztes 21
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Segment

Substitute

Generality

Child

Age

Source

~2;1

A. Yertes 1953:1
Balassa
1893:133-34
Meixner

occasional

laci

to 2;0

infrequent

Jdzsi

5;1,26

occasional

Emoke

2;11,22 Meixner
-3 ;2,22

ocassional

M^rti

l;9-2;0 Meggyes 15

occasional

Emoke

2;11,22 Meixner
3;2,26

occasional?'Jdzsi
?

Y.

frequent

Mdrti

J. Vdrtes:21
~2;1

A. Ydrtes
1953:6
l;9-2;2 Meggyes 14

single day

Jdzsi

2;9,4

occasional

M&rti

l;9-2;0 Meggyes 15

Meixner

occasional M&rti

to 1;9

Meggyes 14

occasional Emoke

3;9,53;9,8

Meixner

general

Mrti

l;9-2;2 Meggyes 13

single day

Emoke

3;7,15

general

M&rti

l;9-2;0 Meggyes 11

occasional

M&rti

2;0-2;2 Meggyes

occasional

-

2;4

frequent

niece

-

Meixner

fricatives:
f

sz

Donner 124-,-134
Ponori
1905:399
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Substitute

Generality

sz

frequent

Child

Age

Source

BSske R. 3;-

Simonyi 318

p

frequent

Hajnalka

Eeresztes 21

frequent

Eva

1;3

general

laci

to 2 ; 0

frequent

B.

s

frequent

Earns

h

initially

Lili

single day

Emoke

frequent

Linka Y. 4;-

—

Eenyeres
1928:19
Balassa
1893:134
l;ll-2;(DA. Ydrtes
1953:16
1;3-1;5 Simonyi 318
Ponori
1905:399
2;11,22 Meixner
Simonyi 318

V

occasional

b

frequent

Mrti

general

-

?

Miklds

6;4

Barcsai

general

laci

to 2 ; 0

frequent

linka Y. 4;-

Balassa
1893: 134
Simonyi 318

9

B.

1;4

A. Ydrtes
1953: 16

frequent

Eva

to 1;8

Eenyeres
1928:19

m

occasional

Mrti

l;9-2;0 Meggyes 12

f

occasional

Mrti

l;9-2;0 Meggyes 11

9
MT

infrequent

Mrti

l;9-2;0 Meggyes 12

frequent

Hajnalka

1

frequent

Eati Y. 2;6

A. Ydrtes
1953:17

P

single day

Jdzsi

Meixner

2 ;6

Donner 124, I

l;9 -2 ; 2 Meggyes 12
Molre£r 74

-

3,6,9

Eeresztes 21
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Substitute

Generality

Child

Age

Source

0

frequent

Eva

to 1 ; 8

Eenyeres
1928:19

c

frequent

Mrti

l;9-2;0 Meggyes 12

occasional

Eeri B. 3;6

A. Yirtes
1953:16

occasional

B.

1 ;8

A, Y^rtes
1953:16

single day

EmSke

3;lfl0

Meixner

initially

lili

-

Ponori
1905:399

occasional

Emoke

2 ;1 1 , 2 2 Meixner
-3;1,10

occasional

J.

2 ;-

cs

occasional

Mrti

l;9-2;0 Meggyes 12

s

frequent

-

-

A, Y£rtes
1953:16

occasional

Emoke

3;2,l3 ;2 , 2 2

Meixner

s/lisped/

occasional

Mrti

l;9-2;0 Meggyes 12

t

occasional

laci

to 2 ; 0

occasional

Emoke

3;1,10- Meixner
3;2,24

d

occasional

lili

_

6

intervocal- Eari
ically

h

A. Y&rtes
1953:16

Balassa
1893:134

Ponori
1905:399

2;0-8;0 Simonyi 318
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Segment
z

s

Substitute

Generality

Child

Age

sz

frequent

M&rti

l; 9 - 2 ; 0 Meggyes 12

c

occasional

Mrti

l;9-2;0 Meggyes 12

dz

occasional

Mrti

1 ;9 -2 5 0

sz

frequent

Mrti

l;9-2;2 Meggyes 12

single day-

Pali

3;l,26

Meixner

occasional

J.

2 ;0

A. Ydrtes
1953

cs

occasional

Mrti

h

one of last
three errors
single day

Meggyes 12

l;9-2;0 Meggyes 12

-

2 ;0

Emoke

3;1,10

occasional :■Hajnalka

zs

. _Source

-

Jablonkay
150
Meixner
Eeresztes ;

occasinnal

laci

to 2 ; 0

t

occasional

EmSke

2 ;1 1 , 2 2 Meixner
-3;2,19

z

general

Mrti

l;9-2;0 Meggyes 12

occasional

Pali

3;1,26 Meixner
-3 52,24

single day

Jdzsi

2;11,24 Meixner

occasional

Hajnalka

sz

single day

Jdzsi

2; 11,24 Meixner

a

general

-

-

M o l M r 74

1

occasional

laci

2;3

Balassa
1893:71,:

0

frequent

Mrti

to 1;9

Meggyes 12

Balassa
1893:134

Eeresztes ;
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Segment

Substitute

Generality

Child

Age

Source

dzs

zs

general*

Mrti

2;0,29

Meggyes 13

*but /dzs/ is rare in her vocabulary
affricates:
c

t

general

-

Mol vAr 74

single day

EmSke

3; 2,24

Meixner

frequent

Mrti

l;10-2;0 Meggyes 13

2;0

one of last
three errors

Jablonkay

150

frequent

Mrti

l;9-2;0 Meggyes 13

single day

Jdzsi

2;11,24 Meixner

single day

Pali

3; 1,26

occasional

Palk<5

frequent

Eva

to 1;10 Eenyeres

single day

EmSke

2;11,19 Meixner

Emoke

3;1,10

frequent

Mrti

l;9-2;0 Meggyes 13

frequent

Eva

~1;10

Meixner
J. Vdrtes 21

1928:19,20

general
single day

M o l M r 74
Meixner

Eenyeres

1928:20
liquids:
general
one of last
three errors

Molndr 74

2;0

Jahlohkay
150
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Generality

Child

Age

Source

one of the laci
last errors

to 3;6

Balassa
1893:72

frequent

Mrti

l;9-2;2 Meggyes 14

frequent

Eva

to 1;10 Eenyeres
1928:20

frequent

Jdzsi

frequent

Olga R. -

frequent

laci

-

J. Ydrtes 20

single day-

Pali

3;3,15

Meixner

occasional

Hajnalka

J. Ydrtes 20

-

J. Ydrtes 20

~ 2;1

occasional

Y.

occasional

Pali

frequent

Mrti

occasional

Olga G. 2;2

occasional

Emoke

3;l,26
-3;3,15

Eeresztes 21
A. Ydrtes
1953:16
Meixner

l;9-2;2 Meggyes
J. Ydrtes 21

2;11,22 Meixner
-3;2,25

occasional

Jdzsi

occasional

Hajnalka

frequent

Eva

frequent

Jdzsi

occasional

Y.

frequent

B.

1 ;4

frequent

Emoke

2;11,22 Meixner
-3;9,8

frequent

Jdzsi

-

J. Ydrtes 20

-

Eeresztes 21

~1;10

Eenyeres
1928:20

2;9f15 Meixner
-2;11,24
~2;1
A. Ydrtes
1953:16

.

A. Ydrtes
1953:16

J. Ydrtes 20
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nuent

Substitute

Generality

Child

Ase

0

frequent

Mrti

l;10-2;0 Meggyes 14

occasional

Pali

3;1,26 Meixner
-3;5,20

r

Jeno

-

Ponori
1905:399

1

one of the laci
last errors

to 3;6

Balassa
1893:72

Source

15-

Szinkovich 94

non-initial lili

-

Ponori
1905:399

frequent

Mrti

l;9-2;0 Meggyes 15

d

initially

lili

-

Ponori
1905:399

0

initially

Eva.

to 1;7

Eenyeres
1928:19

occasional

Tib or

5;2

Barcsai

single day

Emoke

3;9,2

Meixner

single day

Pali

3;3,18

Meixner

single day

Pali

3;3,28

Meixner

occasional

Jeno

-

Ponori
1905:399

general

EmSke

2;11,22 Meixner
-4;1,20

occasional

Mrti

l;9-2;0 Meggyes

frequent

r

1*
(palatalized)

-

second
boy

Csapodi 465
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Me

Source

j

J. Ydrtes 20

occasional

Julis

-

J. Ydrtes 20

frequent

Mrti

l;9-2;0 Meggyes 15

occasional

Eva

to 1;7

Eenyeres .
1928:20

occasional

Y.

-2;1

A. Ydrtes
1953:16

single day

Emoke

3;2,24

Meixner

d,g

frequent

Lili

1-2

Ponori
1905:399

0

frequent

Mrti

frequent

Emoke

o

Child
Laci R.

H

Generality
occasional

1
<y\

Substitute

Meggyes

2;11,22 Meixner
-4;0,17

single day

Pali

3;3,15

Meixner

frequent

B.

i;4

A. Ydrtes
1953:16

single day

Jdzsi

2;11,25 Meixner
0

o?
1

H

<T>

Mrti

occasional

Miklds

4;2

f

?

-

l;-

Szinkovich 94

0

initially

Libor

2;1

Barcsai

initially

Laci

-

Balassa 1893:134

occasional

Mrti

occasional

Pali

occasional

Jdzsi

0

OJ

3;3»14
-3;3,19
-

Meggyes 15
Barcsai

1
<n

H

frequent

j

Meggyes 15
Meixner
J. Ydrtes 20
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Segment

Substitute

h

0

Generality

Child

Age

occasional Eat(5 H. 2;-

A. Vdrtes
1953:16

Vowels:
back, high., rounded:
occasional

M&rti

l;9-2;0 Meggyes 10

single day

Emoke

3;2,24

Meixner

single day

Jdzsi

2;9,5

Meixner

single day

Jdzsi

3;1,10

Meixner

occasional

Mrti

l;9-2;0 Meggyes 10

two days

Jdzsi

3;1,26 Meixner
-3;1,27

occasional

M&rti

l;9-2;0 Meggyes 10

single day

3;9,9

Meixner

back, non-high
u

M&rti

l;9-2;0 Meggyes 10

a (illabial) infrequent M r t i

occasional

l;9-2;0 Meggyes 10

frequent

Laci

to 1;5

occasional

Mdrti

l;9-2;0 Meggyes 10

Balassa :
1893:65

front, non-rounded:
in backsecond
harmony words
b oy

-

Csapodi 465
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Substitute

Generality

Child

e

a

frequent

second
girl

6.

occasional

M£rti

l;9-2;0 Meggyes 10

e, i

occasional

M&rti

l;9-2;0 Meggyes 10

frequent

second
girl
Y.

-

Csapodi 465

i;10

A. Y6rtes
1953:16

occasional

Jdzsi

1;10

occasional

Hajnalka

frequent

Laci

occasional

second
boy

6

Age

Source

Segment

Csapodi 465

rounded. front
tt

u

occasional

i

-

1;5
-

J. Y6rtes 20
Keresztes 20
Balassa
1893:66
Csapodi 465

?

B.

1:8

Balassa
1393:133
l;9-2;0 Meggyes 10

A. Y6rtes
1953:16

u

u

general

-

e

occasional

Mrti

8

tt

Single day

Jdzsi

2;9,5

Meixner

single day

Pali

3;0,12

Meixner

occasional

Lacika

to 3;0

Ball6s 409

occasional

second
girl

0

occasional .Y.

-

1;10

Csapodi 465
A. Y6rtes .
1953:16

occasional

Mariska 3;0

A. Y6rtes
1953:16

occasional

Jdzsi

J. Ydzrtes 20

to 6;-
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Segment

Substitute

Generality

S

o

general
single day

Child

Age

Source
Balassa
1893:133

J6zsi

2;9,10 Meixner

substitutions influenced by stylistic factors:
The alternation g-6 is a widely heard feature of many
important dialects and to a lesser degree of the
standard language.

g

occasional

M£rti

single day

Jdzsi

l;9-2;0 Meggyes 10
3;1,7

Meixner

frequent

laci

1;5

Balassa

1893:66
second
boy

-

Csapodi 465

Finally, we should not that Meggyes observed
continual length confusions such as o-6, 6'-o, u-&, and
ti-u in the vowel system up to age 2;0.

Every Hungarian

consonant and vowel may be present in either short or
long form.

It is likely that children may far more

errors regarding length than the present reports might
indicate.

Only between the /a/ and je/ and their long

counterparts /&/ and /£/ is the length difference
accompanied by differences in tension and height.
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3.4
3.41

Further simplifications between segments
Cluster simplification
Meggyes, in a detailed account of Mdrti's conson

ant clusters (p. 16), notes that /r/ and /l/ were
frequently dropped from clusters in all positions.

In

clusters with /n/ and some homoorganic segment, simpli
fication occurs:

-dn- becomes -d-, and -nyv- may

become either -n- or -v-.
In Hungarian,initial clusters are rare and medial
clusters are generally divided up by the neighboring
syllables.

However, in the next section we note how

sound insertion is used to simplify medial clusters.
It was in final position that Meggyes noted the most
complex clusters: -jt, -mb, -szt, -szd, -nf, -hk, -ncs,
-nc, -nt, -ng, -rt, -rsz, and -Isz as double clusters,
along with the triple clusters -nzt, -hksz, and -ncsk.
The general make-up of these clusters is continuant +
obstruent.
Balassa (1893:70, 135) notes cluster simplification
in initial position*. Balassa also makes certain
general observations on the nature of the various patterns:
initial position is one of low diversity.in which obstruents
are favored even if they must be produced by retrogressive
assimilation; medial position allows the most faithful
reproduction of the adult model; and imitations of the
ends of words tend to be quite inaccurate.

At first
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laci ended words only in vowels; Taut as he "began to
use suffixes, he "became accustomed to consonants in
final position (see sections 3.42 and 4.12).
Meixner found cloister simplification in a number
of examples from her subjects, but she cites no general
patterns for simplifications over large segments of
the vocabulary:
Adult Porm

Child Porm

Child

Age

Source

sp^rga

pdrga

J<5zsi Y.

Meixner

spdrga
luftballon
sparhelt

pdrga
lufballon

Emoke

351,6"
3;2,1

J<5zsi Y.
EmSke

3;0,23
3;2,1

Emoke
Emdke
Pali

3;10,9 Meixner
4;0,23 Meixner
2;11,16 Meixner
Meixner
3;3,l

sparhelt
spriccal
traktor

parhet
parhelt

traktor

priccel
taktoj
taktor

spdrga

pdlga

3.42

Pali
Pali

3;3,i

Meixner
Meixner
Meixner

Meixner

Patterns of segment insertion
Hungarian syllables are generally quite free of

diphthongization and ellision.

Perhaps for this reason,

Balassa /1893:69,70,71/ found that laci inserted /l/
between vowels up to 2;6; Ponori /1905:399/ found
intervocalic /l/ insertion in lili and in his niece;
and Meggyes reports insertion of /j/, /n/, /sz/, and /l/
around 2;0.. The spoken language often makes use of /j/
as an intervocalic filler, but other consonants are not
utilized.

Andrds Ydrtes (1953: 21) reports that:

Two little twin sisters, Eva and Mdrta H. at 1;6
could not pronounce words beginning with a vowel: they
said tana for "apa" and tanva for "anya"; they placed
a t- before every word beginning with a vowel.
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Endrei reports that at 1;6 Margit produced forms such
as dablak (=ahlak) and da.itd (=a.jt<S).

Neither V&rtes

nor Endrei mention whether these fillers functioned in
both initial and intervocalic position.
Meggyes also noted that /n/ served as a filler
between a vowel and a following -k, -t, or -cs.

J.

Vdrtes (24) found a similar use of /n/ before /t/ in
his subject

J<5zsi; and laci used /n/ in the same way

in several words (Balassa 1893:66).
Just as stops and liquids are used as fillers in
the intervocalic environment, children make use of vowels
and pauses to break up clusters.
reports tisz # tdba.

Thus, Meggyes (16)

for tiszt^ba and nit # ni for

nvitni from M&rti at l;9-2;0.

Balassa (1893:65) notes

tesz # ta for t^szta and tato # na for katona from laci
at 1;4.

This last example illustrates that, for Laci,

not only clusters of consonants, but also words of three
syllables needed simplification through an audible pause.
M r t i simplified many of her medial clusters through
introduction of a vowel.

Thus, szoknya.idt "skirt+3PS

poss.+accusative" in Marti's speech would be szokonv^.idt.
Here the Inserted /o/ meets the requirements of vowelharmony, but is clearly nothing more than a filler.

However,

the majority of such insertions cited by Meggyes (16-17)
involve what seems to us to be linking-vowels. .Thus we
may question whether the extra vowels in gombo.ia (=gombja),
nolo.ia (=nor.ia). nadrago.ia (=nadrdg.ia) (16, 44) and
fozBni (=fozni) are insertions or realizations of the
customarily deleted linkj ng-vowels.

Meggyes herself (4 4 )
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notes that, although simplification of consonant clusters
may motivate use of these vowels, they must be "analogic
root-variants."

Meggyes1s theoretical interpretation is

not spelled out in greater detail, but we have developed
one possible interpretation along these lines in Part I.
3.43

Assimilation
This topic has received ample discussion in the

international literature.
Adult Porm

Child Porm

Child

Age

Source

Assimilation between non-neighboring segments:
Retrogressive Consonantal Assimilation:
ketto

tetto

laci

i;4

Balassa
1893:66,135

skatula

tatula

"

"

"

katona

..
..
tantonda
(the above three forms may be k-t substitutions)
pompd

"

"

"

krumpli

pumpli

"

1;6

"

konyha

ndna

"

"

"

cukor

kuko

"

i;7

Balassa
1893:67,135

l£mpa

pdmpa

"

"

"

szdp

pdp

"

"

"

gyufa

pufa

"

"

"

szob£ba

bob£ba

"

"

"

kabdtot

babdto

"

"

"

semmi

mSmi

tt

1;8

"

samli

mdmli

"

"

Balassa
1893:68

szabad

babad

"

i;9

Balassa
1893:68,135

kompdt
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Adult Porm

Child Porm

Child

Age

Source

szeme

meme

laci

1;11

Balassa
1893:69,135

kapocs

papocs

M

ti

kapok

papok

"

"

labda

babda

"

-

k£v£

p£b£

"

-

sapka

p'appa

"

-

Moric

Mocic

J<5zsi

-

szappan

pappan

"

-

Palt<5 (=P£Lk6)

Talt<5

"

-

Rezsin

Zsizsin

"

-

&uszti

Ditti

"

-

cipo

pipipo

-

i;-

doboz

bobosz

Mrti

1;10,7

1893:135

1893:134

TiagyrnW*

TTiamflrr>44

"

1;11,0

begombolcm

gegombolom

"

2;0,21

bugdcsiga

gug<5csiga

»

2;1,25

szoknydja

szokoj£ja

"

1;11,4

van

nan

"

i;9,25

kOrte

tSte

Emoke

2;11,22

tefe (=kefe)

tete

"

"

labda

babra, babla

"

2;11,22

labda

blabla

"

3;2,24

goromba

boromba

"

2511,22

karaldb£

tarabdbd

"

"

szappan

pappan

"

"

J. Ydrtes 22

Szinkovich 94
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Adult Form

Child Form

Child

Age

Source

doboz

boboz

Emoke

2 ; H f20 Meixner

doboz

boboz

-

3;2,24

gomba

bomba

"

2;11,25 "
2;11,22 »

"

j£t6kv6d6r

t^tdkvbddr

"

kapaszkodom

papaszkodok

"

2;11,20 "

gomb

bomb

"

3;1,10

gomb <5c

bomb<5c

”

3;lfl7

"

kalapja

palapja

"

3;i,25

"

kalapdcs

pa?apd

Zoli

1 5 8 ,6

MacWhinney

gombdk

bombdk

"

"

"

doboz

baboz

"

••

"

kutya

tyutya

Emoke

3;2,18

Meixner
"

"

tdncolnak

cdncolnak

"

"

gomb

bomb

"

3;2,22

"

cip5

pip5

"

3;i»l7

"

cipS

pipS

"

tdbldt

pl£bl£t
(also metathesis)

3;2 , 2 3

-

3;2,24

n

ormdnyjdt

onydnydt

11

3;2,24

"

dobol

bobol

"

3;2,25

"

ddbol

bobol

"

2 5 1 1 ,2 0

"

k^poszta

pdposzta

"

2 5 1 1 ,2 2

»

sz£mol<5gdp

hdmoldpdp

"

3;0,24

"

dob

bob

tt

3;l,l0

"

kapa

papa

"

"

"

kacsa

csacsa

"

3;2,19

»
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Adult Form

Child Porm

Child

Age

Source

tdpdrtyu

pUpdtytl

EmSke

352,19

Meixner

dob£L

bob£L

"

352,15

"

zdszl6

ldszld

"

3;0,12

»

lelCvdm

leldmSm

Pali

2;11,9

-

hdz

zdz

"

3;0,12

"

zdszld

l^szld

"

351,26

II

kapkodsz

papkodsz

"

3;3,28

"

szelloztetve

szelldzvetve

"

3;3,28

Retrogressive Vowel Assimilation
Rezsin

Zsizsin

Jdzsi

-

J.Vdrtes 22

Guszti

Ditti

"

-

"

fdsu

futu

-

i;-

Szinkovich 94

pogdcsa

p£cs£csa

-

»

"

butor

potor

Pali

2;11,16 Meixner

Progressive Consonant Assimilation
sdtdt

sdsdt

Rdzsi

2;-

Eardos 324

anyuska

antunta

Jdzsi

-

J. Vdrtes 22

tdszdndm
(=k6sz8ndm)

tdtdte

"

-

"

labda

labl'a

Mdrti

1;10,11 Meggyes 18

labda

labia

Zoli

1;10,0

levessz-Qk

lelesszGk

M£rti

1510,13 Meggyes 18

MacWhinney

labda

labia

Jdzsi

351,7

bugocsiga

bubdcsiga,
bubdcsida

Emoke

2511,22 "

Meixner
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Adult Form

Child Form

Child

Age

karaldb6

parapdbd

Emoke

2; 11,22 Meixner

Source

hegedumuvdsz

hegedumumdsz

"

352,1

ft

bOgre

bSble

"

3;2,23

"

ddgozik
(=dolgozik)

d<5dozik

"

3;2,24

"

3511,28 "

egyedtll

egyegyxO.

"

p£va

pdfa

"

4;0,0

"

lelSvi

lelGli

»

450,17

t>

"

ceruza

tezuza

"

3;2,24

lelSvOm

lelSISm

Pali

2;11,10 "

"

3;2,2

ft

Zoli

2;2,0

MacWhinney

J. Ydrtes 2

prob£L

porpdl
(also metathesis)

ldbomat

Idbalom

.Progressive Towel Assimilation:
Mndor

Mna

Jdzsi

-

Jdzslka

Ldtota

"

-

»

tik-tak

tik-tik

Jdzsi

3;4,28

Meixner

Assimilation between neighboring segments:
Retrogressive Consonant Assimilation:
hogy csin£L

hoccsindl

M£rti

159,22

megmosta

memmosta

"

1510,17 -

nagymama

nammama

"

2;0,21

Idgy szives

Idsszives

"

l5ll,l

»

nagy szob^ba

nasszob^ba

n

"

-

Meggyes 17

"

sQn malae*ka

sHmmalac’ka

-

1511,11 »

megndzzBk

mennSzzQk

"

-

»

mindehki

mindekki

»

1511,21

n
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Adult Form

Child Form

Child
Mrti

_Age_

Source

nagymarai

mammaim

megvan

mewan

2;2,23

"

Btven

Stfen

2;-

Eardos
1901:297

hatvan

hatfan

Jdzsi

3;1,10

Meixner

Emoke

2;11,22 "

itt van

itt fan

ott van

ott fan

hicikli

bicigli

kocka

2;0,21

Meggyes 17

hp-mTna

3;2,24

totta (k~t)

2;11,22 "

talicska

talitta (k~t)

csizma

csimma

tekno

tenno

2.24

luftballon

lubbalon

4,20

"

2,1

asztal

attal

2,23

fegyveres

feweres

2.25

ndvnapja

nemnapja

10,21

kock£s

kocskeLs

11,19

pingpongozik

pimpongozik

11,9

pingpongozik

pimpongozik

11,28

aludndk

a hvnn^lr

0,12

luftballon

lubbalom

0,19

nadr£g

narr£g

1,0

luftballon

ludballon

Pali

3,1

Progressive Consonant Assimilation
csEcske

cstlccse

Jdzsi

3;1,7
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3.44 Metathesis
Methathesis has also received ample attention in
the international literature.
Adult Porm

Child Porm

Child

Age

Source

karperec

kajapec

-

-

Ponori
1871:7

vadgalamb

vadladamb

-

-

-

Gyula b£csi

G-yubal^csi

-

-

«

menyecske

nemecske

-

-

"

harapott

haratop

P.O.'s
girl

-

Sz^kely 63

spdrga

p^gla

Mikl<5s

4;5

Barcsai 31

oszlop

opszlop

laci

2;6

Balassa
1893:71

cipo

pico

"

1;4

leves

beles

It

1;5

"

kutya

tyuka

"

i;7

67, 135

l£ba

bdla.

"

»

»

fekete

feteke

R<5zsi

2;-

Eardos
1906:324

val<5di

olvadi

Olga V.

-

A. 7£rtes
1953:24

kicsi

csiki

Zsuzsi

2;6

cipo

picS

"

"

-

»

ft

1893:66,135

1953:19

gomb

bong

k£p

pdk

"

-

"

kutya

tyuka

Tf

"

"

ketto

tekS

n

pak

tt

kap

-

-

»

..
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Age

Source

Zsuzsi

2;6

A. Vdrtes
1953:19

Bdla D.

3;3

tt

Tamds R.

3;3

••

vakacoj

Magdi B.

2;11

ft
11

Idnlt Form

Child Form

aranycs

anyaros

palacsinta

pacslinta

ndspdgol

pdsndgol

vacakolj

Child

elefdhtot

efel&itot

Rdka Sz.

4;6

katona

takona

Andres

4;3

lila

lali

Julis

-

J. Vdrtes 22

cutoj (=cukor)

tucoj

It

-

"

telikabdt

telibakdt

Rudolf A. -

„

eltdpte

eptete

Ranus

2;-

Simonyi 318

aludj£L

atyuldil

Mdrti

2; 10

Meggyes 18

poharat

porahat

"

1;11

"

szemttvege

szemCgeje

It

2;1

"

bSlcsdddbe

bocobdde

"

1;11

"

arkon-b okron

£kron-bokron

Jol^n

3;2

Endrei 465

labda

blabda

Jdzsi

2;0

DezsS
1970:95

dobozval
(=dobozzal)

dobovzal

Jdzsi

2;9,10

Meixner

labda

babla, babra Emoke
2;11,22 Meixner
(r~l and progressive assimilation)

labda

blabla

"

3;2,24

"

villamos

vimmalos

"

3;1,10

"

villamos

limlamos

"

3;4,7

-

plafon

paflon

-

3;2,23

"

pldiblat
"
(also assimilation)

3;2,24

"

tdbldt

.
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Adult Form

Child Form

Child

Age

Source

muanyag

munyadad

Emoke

3;2,26

Meixner

irka—firka

firka-birka

"

3;5,20

"

irka-firka

firka-prirka

”

3;7,22

"

kikaporom

kipakarom

"

3;5,20

■

t£rdre

t£rder

"

3;9,8

"

muanyag

muagag

3;9,8

"

kaktusz

katkuzs

"

3;10,21 "

trombita

tombrita

"

4;0,0

»

trombita

tombrita

"

4;0,17

-

lejelzik

lelej zik

"

4;0,19

"

lejelzik

elejzik
(1-deletion)

"

"

lejelzik

rerejzik (l-r)"

"

"

fogkrem

fromk^m

"

4;1,0

"

fogkrem

fromkdm

"

4;1,7

"

var£zsl<5

vazsdrd

"

4;192

"

copfja

poca

Pali

2;11,16 "

pr6b£l

porpdl

"

3;2,2

"

tefu

fetu

"

3;2,24

"

mang<5

Zoli

1;10,0

MacWhinney

magnd

At this point we might also make note of some
comments by Ldszld Deme (1944:48) in his discussion of
metathesis as a grammatical device in Hungarian.

Deme

notes that two factors serve to make adult and child
metatheses incomparable: 1) child metatheses disappear
from usage whereas adult metatheses become conventionalized,
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and 2) the articulatory ease of various sound groups
is different for children and adults.
Ponori (1905:395) reports that, at 3;9, lili
got a magic lantern or lateraa magica for Christmas.
Aware of his grandfather* s keen interest in neologisms
and deviant forms, the child took particular interest
in the name one of the servants gave to his toy:
ma t e m a Iddika "mother box+diminutive".

Laughing,

lili ran to his grandfather, saying, ’’Grandfather,
write it down!"

3.45

Contraction
Although there has been little observation in

the literature of the phenomenon of word-contraction
through the deletion of syllables or segments, it may be
that the phenomenon is more common than reports would
indicate.
Contraction

Child

Age

Source

csilingeles

csilingds

Jdzsi

<\j

Adult Porm

Meixner

szemiivegemet

szemQgemat

”

3;0,16

’’

hinta-palinta

pinta-pinta

”

3;i,27

”

asztal aid

asztal^

"

3;l,27

"

csuzliz

csuliz,
csuriz

Moszkovics

Mokics

2;11,25
3;0,25
3;4,2
Emoke

3;7,2

"

"
luftballon
Jdzsi
lubalom
3;i,7
( in lufalmozunk and lubbalmomat with vowel-deletion)
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Adult Form

Contraction

Child

Age

Source

sz^moldgdp

hdndgdp

EmSke

2;11,9

Meixner

benzin

benzi

Pali

353,1

»

benzin

benzi

Pali

3;3,28

”

rekamid

rekamd

"

353,1

"

surol<5

surd

"

353,14

"

barlangot

baragdt

"

353,18

"

dobogdn

dobdn

pingvinek

pingvek

Zoli

3;3,27

"

2;2,5

MacWhinney

In Section 3.5 following we cite some additional contract
ions which were reported in terms of limitations in the
child’s ability to imitate words with many syllables.
In our own data we have also found two cases of
syllable insertion.

In the second example, more than

simple stuttering is involved.

The root is forint:

-ot is the accusative; ^int is a repetition of the
last syllable of the root; and -am is the IPS possessive.
fekGdbk
(=fekszem)
"rest+lPS"

fekudttdbk

Zoli

forintomat
forintotintam ' "
"forint+lPS+acc."

2;0,0

2;0,2

MacWhinney

”
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3.5

Questions of stress, syllable number, rhyming,
and imitation strategies
In adult Hungarian primary stress falls on the

initial syllable; syllables number 3, 5» 7 etc. may receive
secondary stress.

Few observations of child stress

placement have been made.

However, A. Vertes (1953:20)

reports that Peter H. and. Agnes 0. at 1;3-1;4 had final
syllable stress and Meggyes (19) found the same in
Marti at 1;8, after which time stress was not systematically
observed.

In view of these unusual findings, it is all

the more unfortunate that this subject has not received
wider attention.
Both Balassa (1893:63) and Meggyes 19 noted
possible production limits on the syllable length of lexical
items.

Balassa found that babbling sequences were limited

to ■tkraec syllables at 0;7, that words were monosyllabic
or reduplicated until 1;2, and that at the end of the
month tri-syliable imitations occurred such as mammama
(nagymama) and nappapa (nagypapa).

By 1;3 Laci used the

three syllables tato # na as a word, but was forced to
insert a pause before the last syllable.

By the beginning

of the first observational period, Meggyes found only one
possible limitation in syllable number: the five-syllable
borotvalkozik "shave" was imitated as borotdzik with four
syllables.
Varga (146) and A.Vertes (1953:21) claim that
imitations preserve the original syllable number, even
when other phonological alterations are made.

However, A.
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Yertes (1953: 15-16) also holds that child imitations
tend to preserve accented syllables above non-accented
syllables.

Ponori (435) claims to have found preservation

of accented syllables in multisyllabic words:

nagypana =

nappa, nagymaroa = namma, katona bacsi = kabba, and
golvamadarat = gomara.

Endrei

(462, 524) observed

preservation of the initial syllable of adult forms in
Jolan's vocabulary from 1;2 to 1;6 and in Ferike’s at 1;6.
Finally, Balassa (1893:66) found that Laci’s imitations
at 1;5 preserved the first two syllables of the word.
Comparing these observations, we find that, except
for laci, children tended to imitate accented syllables.
Hone of the reports tell of imitations which omit the
first syllable upon which Hungarian places primary stress.
If we go through the 188 imitations reported by Yiktor,
and if we exclude examples in which the child is not
really attempting to imitate the entire model (sentences,
long compound words, etc.), we find no more than a dozen
failures to preserve the original syllable number.

This

is not surprising, since the stretches which serve as
models are usually only one or two syllables long.
Nonetheless, these exceptions are instructive.

In several

casec, Xatildka (1;9) repeated the accented first and third
syllables:
Adult Form

Child Form

skatulya

katya

Source
Yiktor 52

zsebkendo

epco

Yiktor 62
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In other cases, syllable preservation is effected by
reduplication of the initial syllable:
Adult Form

Child Form

Source

bacsi

babd

Yiktor 51

biblia

bibi

Yiktor 58

There is a tendency in imitation to preserve vowels
correctly: in 188 imitated words, 128 words correctly
preserved the original vowels.

As further evidence of

the important role of semantics in the production and
mediation of imitations (compare Slobin and Welsh,
unpublished), we might cite Yiktor’s report tha. at
1;9 Matildka imitated the conventional adult form
virag "flower” with the conventional' baby-talk form ?anci.
the conventional form Szervusz "good-bye" with babytalk pa, and conventional viz "water" with baby-talk bu.
Original rhymes by children occur infrequently,
but they serve to reveal much about the child's knowledge
of the rules of intonation and rhyme required by the
specialized form of poetical discourse,

let us take a

look at some of the rhymes observed by Ponori and Meggyes.
Ponori (1905:445) detected a poetic impulse in lili’s
refrain at 1;6 Kdnti Imre. Bdbi
"Dancey Imre, B£bi."

#

K£nti Imre. Bdbi

Here we have the simplest form of

rhyming: rhyming through repetition.

At 2;2 lili's

mother wanted to take him off of Ponori's hands and
invited him to go for a walk, saying, Mama Lili # egyiitt
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mennek."Mother lili # go together."

To this Lili

replied in rhyme nadap&iak # nem engednek
they don’t allow."

"Grandfather #

Ponori felt that lili’s mode of

expression was so unnatural as to be only attributable
to a desire to rhyme.

Note that Lili’s rhyme preserves

the syllable number and positioning of the pause of his
mother’s sentence, but has a somewhat different accent
pattern.

Somewhat later (around 3;0?) Lili spontaneously

composed the complete verse:
Egyik
M^sik
ijippen
Eppen

ldbdt fblteszi,
labdt leteszi.
mint a uracska;
mint a muracska.

One leg he puts up,
The other leg he puts down
Just like the little gent;
Just like the little "mura."

The final root mura is nonsense used to make a rhyme.
The little gentleman in question was a hiker pictured in
a guide to the High Tatras.

Lili's rhyme preserves both

accent pattern and syllable number between the rhymed
pairs; this effect is assisted by keeping the syntactic
pattersn similar in each of the lines.
Meggyes's daughter Marti exercised her poetic
abilities exclusively in the context of tunes taught to
her both at home and in the state nursery.

Her creativity

lay in her ability to supply a new text to the old tune,
preserving all the time meter and rhyme.

Thus, at 1;10,17

Marti sang E.ine. e.ine. e.ineke "Goodness, goodness, goodness"
to the tune of Gdlya. gdlya gilice "Stork, stork,
turtle-dove."

And at 2; 1,5 Mdrti was able to substitute

the text:
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Sbmpi ul, SSmpi iil
Hem fel bele egyedul.

SSmpi sits, SSmpi sits
She doesn't fit alone.

for the first verse of the song Komaromi kisle^nv:
A Dun£n, a Dunan,
Vigyel dltdl a DuricCn.
At 2; 1,28

Across the Danube, (again) .
Take me across the Danube.

M r t i substituted the text:
Naughty, naughty
Two boys are naughtyMy flower, my flower.

Ronda, ronda
K£t fiu ronda
Virdgom, virdgom.
for the first verse of

Tavaszi szel vizet araszt:

Tavaszi szel
Vizet araszt
Viragom, viragom

Spring winds
Bring showers
My flower, my flower.

Marti sang this song about the two naughty boys as she saw
two boys in the courtyard below her window.

Taken

together, these reports of rhyming behavior from two
children indicate that learning of the conventions and
sociolinguistic rules governing poetic activity may
begin at an early age indeed.
3.6

Relations between -phonetics and semetics
While stressing the arbitrary nature of the linguistic

sign, Saussure still recognized the existence of certain
limited non-arbitrary relations between sound and meaning.
In the following sections we discuss ways in which such
relations may lead to deviant forms.

3.61

Sound symbolism
In following sections we survey a vast number of

child neologisms.

The bulk of these neologisms are
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produced through the correct or incorrect operation of
morphological devices acting upon conventional roots.
Only in this section and the one which follows do we
deal with direct creation of new roots.

There seem to

be two ways in which the child forms new roots.

The

first of these is through sound symbolism, a process
of reputed importance in the phylogenesis of language
(Chafe, 1969) and of some importance in today's languages
(Paget, 1930), (Werner and Kaplan, 1963)*

Sound symbolism

serves to represent objects, actions, processes, and qual
ities in terms of sounds which they typically produce or
in terms of sounds which symbolize the dispositions they
generate.

Thus, sound symbolism is a fully intentional

process, perhaps significantly more so than the process of
word-blending we discuss next.

We may divide the reported

examples of sound symbolism into a non-exhaustive
set of categories as follows:
Adult Porm_____ Child Porm
a)

Child

Age_____ Source

The sound made by an object is used to refer to
that object:

meleg
"hot"

tehe, hete

Eva

1;1,2

Kenyeres
1926:38

teh£n
"cow"

e

Eva

0;9,20

Kenyeres
1928:86

1;2,20

Kenyeres
1928:86
1926:8

ors<5
titi, titu
Eva
"bobbin”
(this is the sound made by blowing
through the bobbin)

bor
tumm
Piroska
"wine"
_
(this is the noise of the cork being pulled)

Trencs&iy
264
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Adult Porm_____ Child Form

Child____ Age_____ Source

szddavlz
sutty
"soda water"
(sound made when poured)

Piroska

viz
h-h-h-h
h-h-h-h
"waterl"
"waterl"
(sound of drinking water)

Til or X.

h)

Trencs£ny
264

1;7,16

A. Y&rtes
1953:43

A process may take on the name of a sound associated
with it:

Bsszetapadt
csicer
"stick together"
c)

-

Eva

4;9

Xenyeres
1928:87

In the adult language, it is common to find the
sounds made by animals and men represented by
onomatopoeic words; the child also makes use of
this device.

hissing at '
at cat

kusip
(in kusipol)

Eva

4;9

Xenyeres
1928:87

cooing of the
purg
Eva
2;6
Xenyeres
wild dove
(in purgol)
1928:63
(The conventional form for cooing of doves is prr- prr.)

d)

Early sound-symbolic words may be simply interjections:

when thudding
onto the floor

pufi

Eva

1;1,18

Xenyeres
1926:8

bad, dirty
.. ,ee
Eva
1;1,30 Xenyeres
unpleasant
1926:8
(However, this probably derives from a conventional
baby-talk form for defecation.)
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Adult Porm_____ Child Form
e)

Child_____Age_____ Source

A child may perceive the sound symbolism inherent
in a conventional item and abstract this sound as a
characterization of the object or activity:

filrdsz
"saw"

fQr-fQr

Piroska

-

Trencs£ny
264

sSt
"fry"

sss-sss

Piroska

-

Trencs6ny
264

f)

In some cases, the actual symbolism involved is more
obscure:

labda
"ball"

kr-kr

-

1;2

Jablonkay 149

olvasds
"reading"

£ - a- a

-

1;3

Jablonkay 149
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3.62

Word-blends
Word-blends are neologized roots formed by mixing

together sound segments from two lexical items.

In some

cases the blend also mixes together the semantic features
of the source roots, but often enough the blend lies
closer to the semantics of one root or the other.

For

the most part, word-blends are slips-of-the-tongue and
fail to acquire a permanent role in the child*s lexicon.
For this reason, it is difficult to observe with
exactitude the semantic domain of any given blend. On the
other hand, some blends are formed intentionally in a
ludic fashion and remain in currency for some time.

In

the examples below, where the blend leans heavily towards
the semantics of one root over another, that root is
marked with an asterisk.

As error-like phenomena,

blends appear to give us information about the nature
of storage and association during recall from the lexicon.
Additionally, blends such as those cited by Viktor and
MacWhinney suggest that such associations may also be
syntagmatic.

In our opinion, several of the Hungarian

authors have judged child forms to be blends without
clear reasons for isolating particular words as sources
of the blend.

In such cases, it often turns out that

the words may be better understood as neologisms based
upon morphological or semantic error.

This question is

a part of the larger issue of the role of analogy in
child language.
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Sour ce B

B lend

pont
"point"

Sour ce A

-

petty
"tiny"

pbnt,
pBnty

Eari

3;-

Simonyi 319

bokrdta*
"bouquet"

abroncs
"boop"

bokroncs Kari

3;-

Simonyi 319

cimbalom
"cymbalo"

zongora
"piano"

cimbora

Kari

3;-

Simonyi 319

adorn
"give+lPS"

Andinak
andom
"Andi+dat."

Zoli

i;8,6 MacVhinney

anyuci
"mommy”

cica
"kitty"

anyucica Zoli

1;8,6 MacWhinney

aut<5
"car"

nines
"is-not"

aucs

Zoli

1;8,6 MacWhinney

Doi
"Zoli"

Zolt^n
"Zoltdn"

Doitan

Zoli

1;8,6 MacWhinney

cimbalom
"cymbalo"

zongora
"piano"

cimbora

Piroska

viadukt
"viaduct"

alagut
"tunnel"

viagut

Kari

3;-

Simonyi 319

dllomashdz
"train
station"

masina
"machine"

dllomas- Kari
inahdz

3;-

Simonyi 319

ddlel8tt
"morning"

delutdn
ddleton
"afternoon'

Kari

3;-

Simonyi 319

Kari

3;-

Simonyi 319

futse
hutse
fujja
"blow+imp." "cool+imp.

• ... frtvilfl . Age

-

Source

Trencsdny

kors<5
"mug"

kancsd
"pitcher"

koncsd

Kari

4;-

Simonyi 319

tapos
"tread on"

tipor
"trample"

tipos

Kari

4;-

Simonyi 319

Kari 4;-

Simonyi 319

ribiznye Nanus

2;0

Simonyi 319

hazicska Nanus
hdzacska
h£zik<5
"house+dim." "house+dim. "

2;0

Simonyi 319

petrdleum
citrdleum
citromle
"lemon juice " "petroleum"
ribiszke
"currant"

cseresnye
"cherry"
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Source A

Source B

B len d

piciny
"tiny”

csdpp
"wee"

pipp

C h ild

-

elszakit
"break"

szakaszt
"pluck"

elszakiszt

Nanus 6;- Simonyi 318

elkuldnit
"separate"

elvalaszt
"split"

elkiil6niszt

Szidi
"Szidi"

Judit
"Judith"

fSdele
"cover+3PS
poss."

teteje
"top+3PS
poss."

foteteje .Piroska—

szantimdter

hom£ro

szantimero

Lili

mogorva
"peevish"

komor
"serious"

komorva

daughter Kardos
4;0
1908:265

several Simonyi 318
children
Yero 263

appa (=hoppa)abla(=labda)apla
"whoops"
"ball”
"whoops"

Age Source

- - Csapodi 466

Irenes£ny 264

— ■ Ponori
1905:440

1;9 Yiktor 67

apex
"flower"

1*9 Yiktor 67

fektidni
fekszik
fekiiszni
"rest+inf." "he rests"

Nanus

taligdz
"he wheel
barrows"

tologat
tologdz
"he pushes"

katona
"soldier”

kaszdmya
"barracks"

katonaszimya

fuldoklik
"choke"

dOglik
"die"

ftadbglik Olga Y.

beretval
"shave"

vdg

beretvdg

ki
"who"

milyen
kilyen
"what kind of"

Gyuri

pimasz
"impudent"

grimasz
"grimace"

Olga Y.

4;- Simonyi 321
3;- Simonyi 318

P.D. ’s
son

3;- Sz^kely 63
A. Ydrtes
1953:42
1971:43

Olga Y.

"cut”

primasz

3;- A. Ydrtes
1953:42
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Source A

Source B

Blend

tengeri
"com"

kukorica
"com"

hintald
ringat
"rocking-horse" "rocks"

Child

Age

Source

tengerica Berike

2;4

Endrei 524

ringald

Ferike

4;6

Endrei 524

Olga Y. -

A. Ydrtes
1953:42

Smlik
"pour"

dSnt
"tip"

dSmlik

Smlik

dSnt

dSmlik

-

-

Csapodi

Smlik

dSnt

dSmlik

Eari

2-6

Simonyi 318

Smlik

dSnt

dSmlik

Nanus

2;-

Simonyi 318

Smlik

dSnt

dSmlik

$va
-

5;10' Kenyeres
1928:87
Kemper 2
■4;-

Smlik

dSnt

dSmlik

futbal
"football"

luftballon
"balloon"

futballon -

ledul
"collapse"

eldSnt
elddt
"knock over"

zebra*
"zebra"

zabrosz
abrosz
"table-cloth."

apja
atya
aptya
"his father" "his father"

4;-

Kemper 2

Jdzsi

2;9,10 Meixner

-

4;-

Kemper s

laci

1;10

Balassa

1893:68

karaldbd
"kohlrabi"

karamella
"caramel"

kelemella Jdzsi

2; 9,5

Meixner

Ildi
"Hilda"

Ildik<5
"Hilda"

Ildd

2; 9,5

Meixner

J<5zsi

eldulttink
eldSntStttik eldutStttik
"we fell down" "we knocked over"

Jdzsi 2;9,10

Meixner

domino
"domino"

Topolino

dobolino

Jdzsi

2;11,18 Meixner

lovas
"rider"

lovagold
"riding"

lovaszl<5

Jdzsi

2;11,24 Meixner

csuhtCj
"whoopee"

suhanjon*
csuh^jon
"it should slip”

Jdzsi

3;1,10

Meixner

cinege
"titmouse"

cinke
cincege
"titmouse"

Jdzsi

3;6,9

Meixner
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Source B

Source A

Blend

C h ild

Bsszeront j£k QsszeromSsszeron- Emoke
bolj^k
bolj£k
"they hreak" "they destroy"

Ase

Source

3;2,25 Meixner

lehajlott
"bent down"

lehajolt
"stooped"

lehajlolott

3;2,19 Meixner

bujdosik
"lie in
hiding"

bujkdl
"lie in
hiding"

bujkosik

Emoke

4;0,19 Meixner

lovagol*
"ride"

haragszik
loyagszik Emoke
"get angry"

4;0,23 Meixner

kemenyt*
k£m£nylt
k£m€nyit
"chimney+ac c." "harden"

Pali

3;2,24 Meixner

In addition to the blending of two lexical items
into a single word, we also find instances of blending
of two phrases into a" third phrase.
flastrom
"plaster"

gumi
gumi
Kari
elasztikum flasztikum
"rubber elastic"

torbite ki

gombolta
tolblte
fol
fol
"he wiped out" "he buttoned up"

Pali

4; -

3;3,15 Meixner

1;6

gyonge
gyonge
__
violam
majorana
violana
"my weak violet" "my weak marjoram"
(a popular song) (a popular song)
Makos
Rakos
Rakoslili
metelt
falu
metelt falu
"poppy pastry" "Rakos village"

Simonyi
319

Simonyi
319

Ponori
1905:446

The blended phrases seem somewhat more intention
ally produced than s ome of the blended words, although
blends such as citroleum do seem to indicate how single
word blends may seem intentional.

In general, it seems

that blends of two source words which are highly similar
along the semantic domain are the least intentional.
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This might mean that semantic factors are primary in
the search procedure.
Occasionally, a blended phrase appears, on first
inspection, to be a normal syntactic production.

However,

when the observor has some knowledge of the formulaic
nature of certain phrases for a specific child, the
phrase may be perceived as a blend.

For example, Zoli

made frequent use of the phrases anyuci .ion ma.id "Mommy
comes later" and anyuci mind.idrt .ion "Mommy soon comes."
Blending these two phrases, he produced anyuci mind.1drt
.iSn ma.id "Mommy soon comes later."

It seems that this

puzzling utterance can only be a blend.

For a further

example see section 6.5.

3.63

Klang-associations
If we think of puns as playful word substitutions

which depend upon both semantic and phonetic resemblance,
klang-associations may be considered incomplete puns, since
they rely solely upon a phonetic similarity between the
replacing and replaced word.

Many of the associations

of older children seem intentional word-plays.
Required Word

Re-placing Word

Age

Source_____

szomorkodott,
szomorkodd
"grieving"

szomorodni
lili
(a type of Tokay)
(=szamorodni)

Child

-

Ponori
1905:437

pleh
"tin"

plebdnos
"vicar"

lili

-

"

csengo
"ringing"

cs£ng<5
"a Hungarian
minority in
Rumania"

Lili

-

"
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Required Word

Re-placing Word

Child

Thurz<5

torzonborz
"hairy"

Lili

plajb^sz
"pencil"

kolbdsz
"sausage"

Kari

arrogans
"arrogant"

elegans
"elegant"

Olga Y. 4;-

A. Y^rtes
1953:29

guta
"stroke"

buta
"stupid"

Inna M. 10;-

"

ugetek
"trot+lPS”

ugatok
"bark+lPS"

Pisti

7;-

"

gyuszu
"thimble"

gyuru
"ring"

4;-

Kemper 2

eper
"strawberry"

perec
"pretzel"

Pali

3;3,1 Meixner

szeder
"bramble"

szobor
"statue"

Emoke

3;9,5 Meixner

szall
"fly"

szdllit
"transport"

Emoke

4;0,19 Meixner

"m a n »s

T*amfi "

Age

Source
Pcnori
1905:437

5;-

Simonyi
319

But the productions of younger children seem far less
intentional:
mindjart
"right away"
es
"and"

mar
"already"

Eva

1;10,22 Kenyeres
1926:46

Eva

2;3,3

Kenyeres
1926:64
Kenyeres
1926:63

"and also"

meg
"and also"

meg
"perfective"

£va

2;0,23

csucsfl
"sitty-down"

csgcse
"pretty"

Matild

1;9

Yiktor 67

oppd
"whoops"

apci
"flower"

Matild

1;9

Yiktor 67

Erzsi
"Liz"

eccisz
"this too"

Matild

1;9

Yiktor 67
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Child

Age

■piSrbg (tekercs) b6g
"tums(reel)" "howl, shout"

Required Word

Replacing Word

Zoli

1;8,6 MacWhinney

Source

torony
"tower"

torta
"cake"

Jdzsi

2;9,5 Meixner

akaszt
"hang"

ragaszt
"stick"

laci

1893:64,139

Meggyes reports klang-associations occurring between
verses of nursery rhymes that Mdrti had learned.

Thus,

at 1;10,11 (Meggyes 98) M&rti sang Jdnos bdcsi. Jdnos
bacsi. kemence "Uncle John, Uncle John, oven,"

rather

than the usual J^ iqs b^Lcsi. J4nps beCcsi. kel.ien fdl.
"Uncle John, Uncle John, get up."

The word kemence

was evidently taken from another song by the title of
"Eis Bence."

Around 1;10,21 M£rti frequently replaced

the line Any.lahoz kdsztil Lengyelorszagba "He is preparing
to go to his mother in Poland" from the song "Eis kacsa
f u r d ik "

with the line Anndhoz kdszti leng a szakdlla.

"He is going to Anna; his beard swings."

The first part

of this contaminated text shows that Marti heard anya
"mother" as Anna "Anna" and that she failed to learn that
kdszQl has a final /l/ distinct from the initial /l/
of Lengyelorszagba.

The second part of the text is taken

from a song about Santa Claus which she learned at the
state nursery.
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3.64

Sentence Intonation
Apart from the standardized patterns of syllable

accentuation within the word, most of the intonational
features of the sentence code semantic content.

As such,

these patterns may be considered as lexical items exterior
to the system of segmental phonology.

As Crystal (1969)

has noted, intonation patterns vary along the grammaticalemotional dimension in regards to the information they
encode.

Fdnagy (1966) observe that metaphorical use of

question intonation in imperative sentences was a stylistic
feature often associated with the young, students, and
trolley conductors.

Fdnagy based his observations upon

data collected from his family land friends.:. Fdnagy
also noticed that adults would use the metaphorical
imperative with or without csak.

By itself, the imperative

with question intonation seems to be a politeness form.
Failure of children to use csak appears to be due to their
not having learned some of the additional fine distinctions
in imperative use.
Balassa had noticed in 1893 that laci greatly
raised the pitch at sentence final position, if the sentence
concluded with -e?, the question particle which normally
allows the sentence to be pronounced with declarative
intonation.

Apart from these two isolated reports, our

knowledge of the learning of Hungarian intonation is
characterized by its absence.
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3.7

Phonotactics
Mikes reports that her two bilingual subjects,

Eszter and Eta, produced Serbo-Croation words with sound
substitutions that acted to bring them in line with
Hungarian rules of vowel harmony:
Adult Serbo-Croatian

Child

bole
donesi
bencikino
estikono
izgubila
namazati

bola
donisi
bencikonc
estikono, estikano
zgubala
namaz'iti

These alterations (Mikes 1968, 253) were found in
words from the end of the second year and the beginning
of the third year.

Although it is true that these

child forms show some changes in vowel-harmony, a closer
look at the changes involved indicates that processes
of deletion and assimilation can easily explain these
forms and that no learning of phonotactics need be
posited.

We should note that, in section 3.325 (level II)

of Part I, we observed that the rule governing frontingharmony in suffixes may be formulable as a free-rule.
However, such a rule is morphotactic and not phonotactic.
If a phonotactic: were to be devised to control harmony
within the root, there would be many exceptions to that
rule.
Csapodi (465) reported a case of over-extension of
fronting-harmony to a word that is not a suffix.

Thus,

his second boy said Mama, os "Mama too" and n&ti ds "aunt too"
when the required forms was is "too."
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3.8

Evaluation and discussion
Prom the viewpoint of Hungarian linguistics, the

present data on phonetic development are interesting
hecause they provide the only picture available regarding
the nature of the acquisition of phonetics in Hungarian.
However, from the larger perspective of the comparative
study of language acquisition, the Hungarian data
generally serves to confirm existing hypotheses, hut
not to suggest new formulations.

This is not to say that

the Hungarian data are unimportant, but rather to point
out that future study of acquisition in Hungarian might
do well to concentrate on those areas of the acquisitional
pattern which might not follow the pattern typical of
Indo-European languages.
The data on babbling behavior from Kenyeres,
Balassa, and Mikes agree in stressing the importance
of physiological (i.e. articulatory) factors in early
babbling.

This emphasis is in line with our own view

of babbling acquisition as the acquisition of a sequence
of progressively wider coordinations.

Moreover, Kenyeres,

Balassa, and others have observed that the gap between
babbling and the first words should not be over-estimated
in theoretical terms.

Many of the sounds of the late

babbling period are picked up in the first words.

This

again is predicted by a model which sees development
as a succession of coordinations.
Molndr holds that the available data on the acquis-
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it ion of phonemes, -which includes diary data on the
order of emergence of sounds and the observations of
section 3.3 on segmental substitutions, supports Jakobson's
(1968) theory of phonological acquisition.

Certainly,

much of what MolnzCr says is true: the liquids are as
late as in Indo-European languages and vowel-rounding
is perhaps the last feature acquired in the vowel
system (if we confine our observations to rounding of
front vowels).

Most of the substitutions of section

3.3 involve segments differing only in one feature and
this would support a theory based upon the acquisition
of features.

In the areas where Hungarian is richest in

phones, confusions are the most abundant.

Thus, in

addition to the liquids and rounded vowels, confusions
of sibilants and palatal consonants abound.

In Hungarian,

as in other languages, investigation of the sequence of
acquisition requires experimental manipulation such as
that performed by Schvachkin (1948) and Gamica.
The distribution of consonant clusters in adult
Hungarian seems to have its effect upon the pattern of the
child’s acquisition.

Most children learning Indo-European

languages illustrate greater diverstiy of both segments
and clusters in initial position than their Hungarian
counterparts.

While Meggyes found the greatest diversity

of clusters .in;final position, Balassa found the greatest
accuracy of segmental imitation in medial position.

There

are three important factors at work in Hungarian which
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should effect results such as these.

First, the presence

of primary stress on the initial syllable and the primacy
effect should work towards greater accuracy in regards
to initial position.

On the other hand, the increasing

importance of root-final position as the site of the
attachment of agglutinated suffixes mitigates for the
increasing importance of final position with increasing
age.

Finally, learning depends upon diversity in the

input; thus clusters are few in number precisely because
they are rare in the input.
The phenomenon of sound-insertion seems of particular
importance in Hungarian, due to the absence of diphthongs
in the standard language.

On the other hand, some insert

ions seem to be motivated by morphological considerations
such as those observed in our study of the Hungarian
plural, while insertions of pauses serve to reduce
syllable number.

The tendency to avoid sequences of

non-diphthongized vowels seems to reflect upon the
importance of the CV syllable in the early vocabulary.
The use of pauses to break up clusters seems also to
be the result of early phonotactic patterns affecting
clusters in general.

Finally, it is possible that

limitations on syllable number which give rise to
pauses breaking up word length are due to early hypo
theses that limit words to two syllables.

Such hypotheses

and primitive tendencies were discussed in section 2.32
and 3.31 (Prediction #7) of Part I.
The extensive data on assimilation and metathesis
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are worthy of more detailed analysis in the context of
similar data from Indo-European.

The preponderance of

regressive over progressive assimilation noted hy the
Stems is also present in the Hungarian material.

Both

assimilation and metathesis operate within the syllable and
between syllables.

In the context of the acqulsitlonal

model developed in Part I, both metathesis and assimilation
may be viewed as. attempts to fill in information which
has not yet received a full and unambiguous coding.
Thus, the child may know that labda "ball" begins with a
consonant, but may not know anything about its exact
nature.

Searching for material throughout the word, the

child may make use of some or all of the features of the
following consonant.

If that second or later consonant

is left intact, then a regressive assimilation like dabda
(from labda) occurs.

The fact that regressive assimilation

preponderates over progressive assimilation is due to the
fac‘ that scanning for information occurs from left to
right.

In many cases, metathesis could be due to errors

regarding the temporal ordering of segments; but it is also
possible that metathesis could be the result of lags in
the search process.

In the case of labda. a state of

regressive assimilation is first reached since there is
a lag in the retrieval of the features for /l/; but once
these

features are retrieved the child seeks to include

them, now on the wrong consonant,. and dabla is the result.
Certainly, there may be other accounts of assimilation
and metathesis, but it seems that any account must involve
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some process of data search and retrieval.
As we noted in section 3.5, the unusual findings
regarding early use of final stress hy children stand
in need of further examination.

Similarly, the presence

of limitations on syllable length seems to be an interesting
and researchable phenomenon.

Studies of the preservations

of syllables in imitation suggest, that syllables are
preserved in proportion to the amount of stress they
receive.

If stress is of such importance in perception,

why do children make errors in production of stress?
The data on symbolic words, blends, and klangassociations provide no new insights not available in
the international literature, but they are offerred
as further documentation of the generality of the phenomena.
This data supports Predictions 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 11,
and 12 of section 3.31 of Part I.
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4.0

The acquisition of abstract phonological structure
Through the functioning of superimposition, the

child is able to unify synonymous surface morphemes of
roughly equivalent phonology into phonological units.
The raw data necessary for the operation -of phonological
superimposition must come from the lexical items separated
out of large amalgams through lexical analysis.

The process

of lexical analysis and errors in its application are
subjects of the next chapter.

Here we are concerned with

the incorrect coding of alterations undergone by lexical
items.

These errors may involve either a root or a

suffix, and they may involve over-generalizations of
either the basic or a secondary form.

Use of the wrong

form of a lexical item may be due either to incomplete
or erroneous superimposition which fails to code ambiguities
in the proper position, or to the inadequate functioning
of rules arising during the process of analysis, superimpos
ition, unification, and consolidation.
4.1

hearrnnp-

of root alterations

For reference purposes, we divide alteration
patterns into those which affect roots and those which
affect suffixes. Here we treat the former.
4 .1 1

Uging a secondary form when the basic form is
required
In Hungarian, the basic or dictionary citation

form is the nominative for nouns, the 3FS Present Indicative
Indefinite for verbs, and the non-compared adjective.
The other parts of speech undergo little alteration.
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In tlie discussion of Root Types of section 3.131 we
observed that most of theiroot types illustrated only
one or two alternants.

Some-of the roots which have more

than two alternations, particularly among the verbs,
were treated as parallel roots.

For roots with two

forms, we may distinguish between the basic form which
occurs either without inflection attached or when
the first attached suffix begins with a consonant, and
the secondary form which occurs before suffixes beginning
with a vowel.

The vowel of suffixes following the

secondary form may be a deletable vowel.

Understanding

of the difference between the basic and the secondary
form is essential for reading of this chapter.

4.111

Using a secondary form for the basic form;
Use of the secondary form where the basic or

citation form is required leads us to suppose that the
child has only been exposed to the root in its inflected
forms.

Thus, for example, the noun ko "stone" might

only be known in the amalgams kSvet "stone+accusative"
or kSves "stony."

The reported cases of this phenomenon

involve roots which undergo a major alternation in much
of their paradigm:
Adult Form_____ Child Form

Child

Age

Source

Laci

~2;9

Balassa 1893:71

internal vowel deletion:
retek
"radish"

retke
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Adult Form_____ Child Form

Child

Age

kapocs
"hook"

kapcs

Nanus

2;-

-Source
Simonyi 321

kapocs
"hook"

kancs

Emoke

3;7,22

Meixner

csSrb'g
"it rattles"

csbrg

Emoke

4; 0,12

Meixner

vowel-shortening A:
szemdt
"garbage"

szemet

Nanus

3>-

hdt
"seven"

het

Jdzsi

2;9,16

Simonyi 321
Meixner

v-insertion A (and vowel-shortening A):
14
"juice"

lev, ldv

Kari

4;-

kS
"stone"

kSv

Toto

-

4.112
a)

Simonyi
Csapodi 465-66

Using a secondary form in an jnflected form, when
the basic is required

Suffixes beginning with a consonantal non-vocalic segment

such as the instrumental -val. -vel. are always attached
to the basic form (here k4z),
kdzzel
kezzel
"hand+instrumental"
b)

-

-

Szdkely 63

Nouns of Root Type #8 (section 3.151 of Part I) undergo

lowering-shortening before a high non-consonantal segment.
Here the rule is applied when the suffix begins with a
/± high/ non-consonant.
ajtdd

ajtajod

Kari

5;-

Simonyi 321
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4.113

Formation of non-existing secondary forms by
rule over-generalization
In the examples considered above, there was

reason to believe that the child could have only heard
a root in its secondary form.

In the errors below the

child creates a non-existent alternant or secondary form
by subjecting the basic form to the operation of a
lexically—bound rule which applies to other lexical items
of similar phonological shape.

In the terms of the

discussion of section 2.31 of Part I, this is the formation
of a free-rule where a bound-rule is required.

In these

errors, the child uses the non-existent secondary form in
the type of phonological environment where a secondary
form would be required for lexical items subject to the
bound-rule.
Adult Form_____ Child Form
internal vowel-deletion:

Child

Age_____Source

(basic form motor, alternant motr-)

motort
"motor+acc.

motrot

Eva

motort

motrot

Joldn, :
Feri,
Margit

Endrei 525

alaku
alku
"sbape+modal-essive"

EmSke

3;10,9

Meixner

alakja
alka
"shape+3PS poss."

Emoke

3;10,9

Meixner

lufbalom
(=luftballon)
"balloon"

5;4

Kenyeres
1928:31

lubalm
Jdzsi
Meixner
3;l>7
(in lubaimomat and lubalmomzunk)

lowers n/y-shorten ing:
fCdSje
fbdeje
"cover+3PS poss."

Kari

4;-

Simonyi 321
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4.12

Using the basic form when a secondary form is required
It is instructive to- observe that errors of

overgeneralization of the basic form far exceed errors
of overgeneralization of a secondary form.

We review

the former in terms of the types of alterations required
to make the secondary forms:
Adult Form_____ Child Form
a)

Child

Age

Source

internal'vowel-deletion (basic tukSr. alternant tfflrr-)

tukro’t
Mmirror+acc."

tukort

Eva

2;2

feszket
’’nest+acc.”

feszeket

Eva

5;0,8

majmot
"monkey+acc."

ma jomt

Emoke

3;4,7

Meixner

szobrot
"statue+acc."

szobort

Emoke

3;9,5

Meixner

vodrGm
vodorom
”bucket+lPS poss.”

Emoke

3;9,5

Meixner

telken
teleken
”plot+superessive”

Emoke

3;ll,28 Meixner

retket
"radish+acc."

reteket

Emoke

4;0,12

cukrot
"sugar+acc.'"

cukorot,
cukort

Pali

2;11,16 Meixner

tomyot
”tower+acc.”

toronyt

Pali

3;0,8

Meixner

zorgdtt
"rattle+past"

zorSgdtt

Emoke

3;2,1

Meixner

zorgbtt

zorogott

Pali

3;1,8

Meixner

Emoke

3;2,19

Meixner

3;3,23

Meixner

lehajlott
lehajolott
"down+bend+past

elcsavargott
elcsavarogott Pali
"away+wander+past”

Kenyeres
1928:31
”

Meixner
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Adult Form

Child Form

Child

Age

Source

forgatni
forogatni
"tura+inf initive "

Laci

2;3

Balassa
1893:70

mozgott
"move+past"

mozogt

Kari

3;-

Simonyi 322

mozgott

mozogt

Eva

3;1

Kenyeres
1928:35

tiprok
"trample+lPS"

tiporok

Jdzsi

2;11,24 Meixner

tukro't
"mirror+acc."

tukort

Mdrti

1;11,0

Meggyes 44

cukrot
"sugar+acc."

cukort

Marti

1;8,17

Meggyes 44

piszkok
"dirt+plural"

piszokok

Emoke

2;11,22 Meixner

hdrmat
"three+acc."

Mromt

Eva

2;10,5

Zoli

MacWhinney
2;2,3
(twice)

tukorok
tiikrb'k
,fmirr or+plural"
b)

vowel-shortenins A

kenyeret
"bread+acc.n

Meixner

(i.e. basic kenydr. alternant keny

kenyert

Zoltarl 7;-

A. Vertes
1953:41

laci

2;5

Balassa
1893:71

Jdzsi

2;9,8

Meixner

zsiroskenyeret zsiroskenyert Jdzsi
"bread-with-lard+acc."

2;9,10

Meixner

szenet
"coal+acc."

Jdzsi

2;9,10

Meixner

kismadarat
kismaddrt
"small bird+acc

Jdzsi

2;9,10

Meixner

madarak
"bird+plural"

Jdzsi

2;9,15

Meixner

kanalam
kanalom
"spoon + IPS poss."
egeret
"mouse+acc."

egert

szent

madarok
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Adult Form

Cbild Form

Cbild

Age

Source

kanalat
"spoon+acc."

kandlt

Jdzsi

3;4,28

Meixner

pobarat
"glass+acc."

pobart

Emoke

2;11,19 Meixner

egeret
nmouse+acc."

egert

Emoke

3;4,10

Meixner

kosarat
"basket+aec. "

kosdrt

Emoke

3;4,6

Meixner

tebenek
"cow+plural"

tebdnek

Emoke

3;4,7

Meixner

madarak
"birds'’

madarok

Emoke

3;2,26

Meixner

kenyeret
"bread+acc."

kenyert

Emoke

3;7,18 Meixner
3;10,23

szenet
"coal+acc.”

szent

Emoke

3;11,19 Meixner

Emoke

4;0,0

Meixner

szamarak
szamdrok
"jackass+plural
kanalat
"spoon+acc."

kanalot

Emoke

3;2,18

Meixner

kiskanalat
"teaspoon"

kiskanalt

Emoke

4;1,0

Meixner

bogarat
"bug+acc."

bogart

Emoke

4;1,7

Meixner

Emoke

4;1,9

Meixner
Meixner

fakanalat
fakanalt
"wooden-spoon+acc."
tebenet
"cow+acc."

tebent

Emoke

4;1,14

legyet
"fly+acc."

legyet

Emoke

2;11,19 Meixner

pobarom
pobaram
"glass+lPS poss

Pali

3;3,18

Meixner

szamarok
szamarak
"jackass+plural

Pali

3;3,23

Meixner

vesszem
vesszem
"be-lost+imper.+1PS"

Kari

5;-

Simonyi
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Adult Form

Child Form

Child

Age

Source

kenyeret
"bread+acc."

kenyert

Zoli

i;io,5

MacWhinney

bogarat
”bug+acc."

bogdrt

Zoli

i;io,3

egeret
"mouse+acc.”

eg6rt

Zoli

2;0,2

MacWhinney

legyet
"fly+acc."

legyet

Zoli

2;0,0

MacWhinney

egerem
eg£rm
"mouse+lPS poss

Zoli

2;2,5

MacWhinney

tehenek
"cow+plural”

tehenek

Zoli

tehenet
"cow+acc.”

tehenet

Zoli

2;2,5

MacWhinney

negyven
"four+ty”

negyven

Tib or

3;2

Barcsai 31

hetet
"seven+acc."

h£tet

Eva

to 4;0

Kenyeres
1926:32

hetven
"seven+ty"

hdtven

Eva

to 4;0

”

keveset
"little+acc."

keveset

Margit

2;6

c)

2;2,0
MacWhinney

2;0,2

2; 2,0
MacWhinney
(four times)

Endrei 525

v-insertion and vowel-shortening A (i.e. basic 16 and
alternant JLaza- )

lovat
”horse+acc.”

Idt

laci

-

Balassa
1893:142

kSvek
"stone+plural"

kuk

laci

-

”

kovet
"stone+acc."

kut

laci

~3;2

Balassa 1893

lovat
"horse+acc."

ldt

Mikl<5s

5;8

Barcsai 31;

fuvet
"grass+acc."

fut

Eva

2; 11

Kenyeres 192

kSvek
kok
”stone +plural"

Eva

3;0

"
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Adult Form

Child Form

Child

Age

Source

havat
"snow+acc."

hdt

Eva

3;0

Kenyeres
1928:31

lovat
"horse+acc.11

I6t

Jdzsi

3;l,6

Meixner

kbvet
"stone+acc."

kot

Jdzsi

3;i,27

Meixner

fuvet
"grass+acc.M

fut

Pali

3;3,15

Meixner

havazik
hdzik
"snow+verbalizer"

laci

2;5

Balassa 1893:
72, 142

havas
"snow+y"

hos

Margit

3; 6

Endrei 526

lovak
"hors e+plural"

lok

Zoli

2;2,3

MacWhinney

lovunk
lounk
"horse+IPP poss."

Zoli

2;2,0

MacWhinney

lovat
"horse+acc."

Zoli

2;2,5

MacWhinney

d)

ldt

imperative assimilation B

sussdl
sutjdl
"fry+2PS-Imper.

(basic sut, altered suss-)
Imre

,2;6

Simonyi 321

This rule appears to be fully-bound to the imperative
morpheme.

It is surprising that more errors in its use

are not reported.
e)

The next set of errors are based upon use of the

3PS verb base, where some other form is required.

Unlike

the noun base, which is not subject to the operation of
any rule, -the verb "bases' of members of the — ik conjugation
(see:section 3.131 of Part II, Root Type XVII) may undergo
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an alteration through intftywa.i vowel—deletion.
bases never undergo this deletion.

Noun

Use of the deleted

verb root is an over-generalization before suffixes
beginning with consonants.
Adult Form_____ Child Form

Child

Age____ Source

dSgb’lve
"perish+ed"

Kari

5;-

dSglve

Simonyi 321

But the most common error with these verbs involves
failure to code the meaningless r-ik.suffix on verbs that
require it.
bujik
"hides+-ik"

buj

Zoli

i;8,6

MacWhinney

eszik
"eats+ik"

esz

Miklos

8; 5

Barcsai 31

iszik
"drinks”

isz

Miklds

8; 5

Barcsai 31

fekszik
"lies"

fek

Rdzsi

2;-

Kardos 324

ldrmdz
larm^zik
"he makes noise'n
eszik
"eats"

esz

szok
szokik
"be accustomed"
elkdsik
"be late"

elkds

megesz
megeszik
"perf ective+eat

Piroska -

Trencseny 264

Jdzsi

2;9,5

Meixner

Jdzsi

2;11,24 Meixner

Jdzsi

2;11,25 Meixner

Zoli

2;2,0

MacWhinney

It is convenient at this point to note further problems
with this meaningless suffix.

While the above errors

show failure to attach it to roots which require it, the
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following errors show its attachment to roots which do
not take it.
Adult Porm

Child Porm

Child

Age

Source

olvas
"reads"

olvasik

Pali

3;3,19

Meixner

olvas
"reads"

olvasik

Margit

2;6

Endrei 525

olvas
"reads"

olvasik

Jol£n

2;11

Endrei 464

szalad
"runs"

szaladik

laci

-

Balassa
1920:135

dBng
"reverberates"

dbngik

laci

-

"

cseng
"rings"

csengik

Joldn

2;3

Endrei 463

csdpp
"drips"

csSppik

Manus

2;6

Simonyi 320

csbrog
"jangles"

csSrgik

Emoke

4;0,12

Meixner

nSz
"sees"

ndzik

Emoke

4;1,0

Meixner

l£p
"steps"

l^pik

Jolan

2;3

Endrei 464

Although the -ik suffix is essentially not meaningful,
the above errors show that children sense that it identifies
durative actions of a medio-passive nature.

The -iV suffix

may even assume the status of a formative and begin to
replace actual formatives such as -ol or -og:
kotkod^csol
"cackle"

kotkoddcsik

Pali

3;5,6

Meixner

csipog
"peeps"

csipcsik

Pali

3;5,6

Meixner
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f)

In our discussion of the learning of the plural,

-we noted that learning of the free-rule of vowel-lengthening
should occur quite rapidly.

Perhaps it is because this

learning is so rapid that few errors have been reported
in its application.
Adult Form_____ Child Form

Child

Age

picikdket
picikeket
"little-one+
diminutive+plural+acc.”

Jdzsi

3;0,16

Meixner

babdt
"doll+acc."

Jdzsi

3;4,8

Meixner

szemdje
szemeje
”eye+3PS poss.+
3PS poss."

M&rti

1;10,7

Meggyes

53

kezdje
kezeje
"hand+3PS poss.
+3PS poss."

Mdrti

1;10,5

Maggyes

53

halacskdm
halacskam
"fish+dim.+lPS poss.”

Zoli

1; 10,0

MacWhinney

anyukam
anyukam
"mother+dim.+1PS poss."

Zoli

2; 2,5

MacWhinney

babat

Source
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4.13

Confusions between parallel roots
In section 3.131 of Part I we noted that several

root types can he best controlled through the establish^: ,
ment of parallel roots with the same basic meaning,
but with different contextual specifications for tense
and mood.

In this section we treat errors involving

use of one such parallel root where another is required.
Actually, these errors are lexical errors; but a
traditional grammar would surely classify them as
morphological and we will follow that over-all classific
ation here.

It is, in fact, possible that children and

adults control some of these alterations through rules.
Certainly, more research needs to be done to determine
how these patterns actually function.
'4.131
a)

Over-generalization of the."root of the present

In Root Type,ZIY, the root of the past is the basic

root with no /sz/ (see section 3.131 of Part I):
hittem
hisztem
"believe+past+lPS”

Tibor

5;6

Barcsai 31

hitted
hiszted
"believe+past+2PS"

Tibor

5;6

Barcsai 31

b)

The third parallel root for verbs of Root Type XIV is

a root ending in /gy/ and specified for the imperative.
lgy£l
"drihk+imp. ”

issz

Kari

2;-

Simonyi 321

tedd
tesz
”put+2PS Imper."

Kari

2;-

Simonyi

321
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c)

For this same group of roots, there is a fourth

parallel root for the Infinitive:
enni
"eat+inf in."
d)

eszni

Eari

1;9

Simonyi 321

1 few roots of a sub-type of Root Type XV show

internal vowel-deletion and /sz/ in the Present, but
no deletion and a final /z/ in other forms.
eml^keztem
eml^kszettem
"remember+past+lPS"
e)

Eari

3;-

Simonyi 321

The majority of roots of Root Type XV end in /sz/ in

the present and /ud/ in the past and elsewhere.
fekQdni
"rest+infin.”

fekszeni

Laci

3;-

Balassa 1920:
135, 242

fekddni
"rest+infin."

fekszeni

Nanus

4;-

Simonyi 321

ne haragudjon
ne haragszon
"don’t get-angry"

Eari

2;-

Simonyi 321

ne haragudj£L
ne haragszdl
"don’t get-angry"

Eari

2;-

Simonyi 321

Imre C . 2;3

Simonyi 321

haragudtam
haragszottam
"get-angry+past+1PS"

laci

3;6

Balassa 1893:
72, 142

haragudott
haragszott
"get-angry+past+lPS"

Eari

l;9

Simonyi 321

aludni
alszoni
"sleep+infinitive"

Mdrti

1;11,8

Meggyes 44

alssz

aludj
"sleepI"

f) In an error much like (a) above, the present root is
■ , 'used where ai special v-base in present in the 3PS Past:
evett
"he ate"
evett
evett .
evett-; .
evett

:

eszt_..

Tibor

6;2.

eszt
eszett
eszett
eszett

Eari

1,9
6; 2.

Tibor
Jdzsi
Smoke

3;1,17
3;6,19

.Barcsai 31
Simonyi 321
Barcsai 31
Meixner
Meixner
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4.132
a)

Over-generalization of non-present roots
One common error type is the reverse of 4.131e:

lefekszem
lefekhdSk
"down+lie +1PS"

Nanus

2;6

lefekszQnk
lefekudbk
"down+lie+IPP"

Laci

2;2

lefekszem
lefekftdbk
11down+lie+lPS "

Laci

2;2

Balassa
1893:70

lefekszenek
lefekiidnek
"down+lie+3PP"

Jdzsi

3>1,17

Meixner

fekszik
’’lies”

fektid

Emoke

3;10,23 Meixner

alszik
"sleeps"

alud

Pali

3;3,19

Meixner

lefekszenek
lefektidnek
"down+lie+3PP"

Pali

3;3,23

Me ixner

alszok(alszom)
"sleep+lPS"

aludok

Zoli

1; 10,0

MacWhinney

alszunk
"sleep+IPP"

aludunk

Zoli

1; 10,2

MacWhinney

feksztink
"rest+lPP"

fekudunk

Zoli

2; 2,0

MacWhinney

h)

Simonyi 321

1893:70

Another error type is the reverse of 4.131c:

esznek
"eat+3PP"

ennek

Laci

~3;8

Balassa 1893:72

vesznek
"take+3PP"

vennek

Laci

~3;8

Balassa 1893:72

c)

Por most verbs, the 3PS can be used as a base for

the rest of the past tense paradigm, but two verbs, "eat"
and "drink", have a 3PS in which the /v/ of the base
(see section 3.131 of Part I, Hoot Type XIV) appears
through v-i-nsertion A . Use in the rest of the paradigm is
an over-generalization:
ettem
evettem
"eat+past+1PS"

Eari

3;0

Simonyi
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4.2

Learning of suffix alterations
In the previous section we treated errors affecting

roots; here we treat errors affecting suffixes.

Suffixes

have no conventionally assigned citation or "basic form,
so the discussion will not he separated along these lines.
4.21
a)

Errors regarding fronting-harmony

Attachment: of a suffix with front vowels to a root
with back vowels:

Adult Form

Child Form

Child

Age

Source

6;3

Eenyeres 37

8;-

Simonyi 322

taldlkozndnk
tal£Lkozn£nk* Eva
"meet+eonditional
+ 1FP"
tudnam
tudn£m*
"know+conditional
+1PS"
babyval
habyvel
"baby+instrumental"

Eari

papdnak
"papa+dative"

Eva

1;5,26

papdhesz papdhoz
"papa+allative"

Eva

1;5,26

mamdnak
"mama+dative"

mam^nek

Eva

1;6

"

Eatika
"Eate+dim."

Eatike

Zoli

1;10,0

MacWhinney

bdicsinak
bdszinek
"uncle4dat ive "

Eva

1;6

Eenyeres
1926:29

nekik
"to them"

Eari

2-5

Simonyi 322

keresztmam£ru£l keresztmamdn^l Emoke
"Godmo ther+allat ive "

4;0,12

Meixner

dgyamba.
dgyambe
"bed+lPS poss.+
illative”

1;8,6

MacWhinney

papanyek

nekuk

Hajnalka

Zoli

1;9

Eeresztes 32
Eenyeres 1926
29, 1928:31
"

*
These errors may be influenced by the irregular harmony
in the IPS of the conditional.
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A d u lt Form

h)

C h ild Form

C h ild

Age

Source

Attachment of a suffix with "back vowels to a root
with front vowels:

csereltlnk
"change+IPP"

csereluhk

Zoli

1;10,2

MacWhinney

tlliJnk
"sit+lPP"

ulunk

Zoli

i;io ,2

MacWhinney

kezdtem
kezdtam
"begin+past+1PS'

Zoli

2;2,2

MacWhinney

g£pn£l
g£pn£l
"machine+adessive"

Eva

pipikn^l
"chicken+pl.+
adessive"

pipiknd

Eva

1;8,10

Eenyeres 192

pisiljel
,lpee+imp+2PS"

pisiljal

Pali

2;11,9

Meixner

pisilek
"pee+lPS"

pisilok

Pali

2;11,9

Meixner

Jdzsi

2;9,16

Miexner

Pali

3;3,23

Meixner

Eva

3;0,26

Eenyeres
1928:50

rOfike
rbfika
"pig+diminut ive'
helye
"place+3PS"

helya

ezekn€l
ezekreCl
"this+pl.+adessive"

~1;6

Eenyeres 1928:31

The above errors are generally reported as exceptions to
a basically correct pattern of fronting-harmonv.

Each of

the above errors involves a failure to apply the basic
fronting-harmony rule in standard vowel-harmony situations.
There are at least two areas in the conjugation of the verb
where the vowel-harmony pattern applies in a non-standard
fashion or not at all.
c)

The first of these exceptional areas is the IPS of

of the Indefinite Conditional.

In this form the /a/ of the
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of the suffix -na which marks the Conditional for backvowel roots becomes altered to its front-vowel equivalent
/e/#

Both /a/ and /e/ lengthen before additional

suffixes by the rule of vowe-l—lengthening.

Presumably,

the child must learn that the unit -ndk is the marker of
the IPS Indefinite Conditional for all roots, front or
back, and that it cannot be analysed into ne + k.

Errors

involve use of the regular vowel-harmony pattern.

Alter

natively these errors may be seen as analogies with the
regular IPS Definite Conditional.
Child

Age

Source

akam d k
"want+lPS cond?"

Kari _

4;-

Simonyi 322

ldtszan£k
ldtszandk
"seem+lPS cond."

Eva

5;8,20

Eenyeres
1928:37

adndk
adndk
"give+lPS cond."

Eva

6;3

Eenyeres
1928:37

aludn£k
aludndk
"sleep+lPS cond."

Emoke

4;0,12

Meixner

Adult Form

d)

Child Form

The second area of irregular application of vowel

harmony is in the 3PS and all the plural persons of the
Present Definite, where the fully-bound rule of .i-e assim
ilation works to exchange the front vowel /i/ with the
back vowel /ja/.

During the process of learning of this

rule, one common error is simply the substitution of /i/
for /ja/:
issza
"drinks+3PS"

iszi

Laci

2;4-3;6

megissza
megiszi
"perf.+drink+3PS"

Joldn

1;10

megissza

Pali

3;3,18

megiszi

Balassa
1893:71-2,142
Endrei 463
Meixner
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Child

Age

mutatja
"show+3PS"

mutati

Kari

l;6-2;0 Simonyi 322

littja
"sees+3PS"

l£ti

Kari

H

hallja
"hear+3PS"

halli

Kari

l;6-2;0 Simonyi 322

Margit

2; 6

Endrei 525

szoptatja
szoptati
,,give-suck+3PS"

Source

0

Child Form

CM
1

Adult Form

Simonyi 322

olvassa
"read+3PS"

olvasi

Margit

2;6

Endrei 525

kaparja
"scratch+3PS"

kapari

Margit

2; 6

Endrei 525

kiboritja
"cover+3PS"

kiboriti

Jdzsi

2;11,25 Meixner

tollja
"push+3PS"

tolli

Emoke

3;11,28 Meixner

It is interesting to note that we have no reports of
substitutions of -.ia for -i.

This is most likely due to

the fact that the child strongly senses the backness of
the /a/ of the -ia. whereas the sound /i/ lies outside
the basic vowel-harmony system.
e)

For the reason just mentioned, the child attempts to

subject the suffixes -.ia of the 3PS and -jdtk of the 3PP
to vowel harmony along the regular lines, producing -je
and -jjk.

However, these are precisely the suffixes of

the 3PS and 3PP of the Definite Imperative.

Thus, in the

following errors it is difficult to separate morphological
and semantic error:
kef£Li
"brush+3PS"

kef£Lje

Pali

3; 3,18 Meixner
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A d u lt Form______ C h ild Form

C h ild

Age______Source

mes£li
"tell+3PS"

mes£Lje

J<5zsi

3;0,23

Meixner

festi
"paint+-3PS"

festje

-

-

Ponori
1871:9

bnti
"pour+3PS"

bntje

-

-

Ponori
1871:9

elt£pi
"up+tear+3PS"

elt^pje

Eva

2;9

Eenyeres
1928:36

Eva

6;4

Eenyeres
1928:36

elkis£ri
elkis&rje
"away+accompany+3PS "
3PP confusions:
ellbkik
"push+3PP"

ellbkjdk

Pali

3;3,18

Meixner

engedik
"permit+3PP"

engedj£k

Eva

3;9

Eenyeres
1928:36

The above confusions can be judged as either- phonological
or semantic.

However, when the child assimilates the

-.i of either -,je or -jefk to the final consonant of the
root, in the manner required by the imperative and not in
the manner required by the indicative, there is better
evidence of a semantic confusion between the Imperative
and the Indicative Definite:
megn^zi
megn^zze
"perf.+look+3PS

Emoke

4;1,7

Meixner

bdlyegzi
"stamp+3PS"

bdlyegezze

Eva

6;7

Eenyeres
1928:36

eteti
"feed+3PS"

etesse

Pali

3;3,19

Meixner

£piti
"build+3PS"

dpltse

Pali

3;3,19

Meixner

zbrgeti
"rattle+3PS"

zbrgesse

Pali

3;3,23

Meixner
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However, there also occurs errors in which the assimilation
pattern of the Imperative is over-generalized to the
Indicative.

Considering these errors.separately, we

do not know whether the errors are phonological or
semantic:
Adult Form_____Child Form

Child

Age____ Source_____

Bsszektftjttk
megk&ssttk
"■toge ther+b ind+lPP1
"

J<5zsi

2; 11,25 Meixner

felborltja
felborltsa
"up+cover+3PS"

Jdzsi

3;0,9

Meixner

l£tja
"see+3PS"

Eva

3;1

Eenyeres
1928:36

ldssa

Considering all these error types together, it seems
that we can only conclude that some of the errors are
phonologically motivated, while others are semantically
motivated.

It doesn't seem possible to distinguish the

two motivations in an individual case, unless we know
more about the individual child.
4.22

Errors in height-harmonv
With the exception of the two errors from Zoli,

mistakes regarding height of the linking-vowel are
over-generalizations of the mid-vowel /o/.

The fact

that /a/ is not over-generalized to roots taking /o/
as a linking-vowel supports the view expressed in Part I
that /a/ is bound to the root and, /o/ to the suffix.

The relatively smaller number of over-generalizations .'
of /a/ might also be a result of the over-all effect of-ambiguity bias in the operation of initial vowel insertion.
More data of this kind are clearly needed.
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

C h ild

Age

Source

utat
"road+acc."

utot

laci

~3;3

Balassa
1893:72

ka.na.1 am

kandlom

laci

2;5

Balassa
1893:71

mdsikat
"other+acc."

mdsikot

Margit

2;6

Endrei 525

madarak
"bird+plural"

maddrok

Jdzsi

2;9,15

Meixner

lyukat
"hole+acc."

lyukot

J<5zsi

2;9,15

Meixner

madarak
"birds"

maddrok

Emoke

3;2,26

Meixner

kddak
"bath+plural"

kddok

3;6,18

Meixner

szamarak
"jackass+pl."

szamdrok

4 ;0,0

Meixner

kanalat
"spoon+acc."

kandlot

Smoke

3;2,18

Meixner

hdzokat
hdzakat
"house+pl.+acc.

Pali

3;l,8

Meixner

poharam
"glass+lPS"

pohdrom

Pali

3;3,18

Meixner

szamarak
"jackass+pl."

szamdrok

Pali

3;3,23

Meixner

Zoli

1;10,0 MacWhinney

Zoli

2;0,1

"spoon+lPS"

bujam
bdj om
"hide+lPS Def."
nadrdgot
"pants+acc."

nadrdgat

MacWhinney
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4.23
a)

Failure to insert a required linVin^-ypvel
Ho linking-vowel is required before the accusative

marker -t. if the final consonant or the root is a
liquid, sibilant, or apical nasal (see section 3.133 of
Part II, discussion of Conditions on partially-bound
rules).

However, failure to insert the linking vowel

after other consonants is a misuse of the Condition
limiting linking-vowel insertion:
templomot
"church+acc."

templomt

Eva

2;9-5;0 Eenyeres
1928:31

virdgot
"flower+acc."

vir^gt

Eva

2;9

templomot
"church+acc c"

templomt

Emoke

4;2,4

kilencet
"nine+acc."

kilenct

Pali

2;11,12 Meixner

perecet
"pretzel+acc."

perect

J<5zsi

2;9,4

Meixner

husdarabot
husdarabt
"piece-of-meat+acc."

J6zsi

3;4,28

Meixner

piszkot
"dirt+aec."

piszokt

Eva

2;11

Eenyeres 1928:31

majmot
"monkey+acc."

majomt

Emoke

3;4,7

Meixner

sokat
"much+ace.”

sokt

Pali

2;11,16 Meixner

b)

”
Meixner

Deletion of a linking-vowel before the accusative -t.

according to Condition A (Part I, section 3.133) should
also be blocked by the presence of a /Ohigh/ linking-vowel
on the end of the root.

Thus, even when the root

.as a
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sibilant or liquid as its last consonant, if a low
linking-vowel follows it must not be deleted.

If the

low vowel is the back vowel /a/, the child is able to
easily distinguish it from the /+high/ linking-vowel /o/;
thus, errors indicate a deficiency in the rule specifying
deletion before the accusative or in the coding of
individual'roots.
Adult Form

Child Form

Child

Age

Source

pirosat
"red+acc."

pirost

Eva

8;4,3

Eenyeres
1928:31

falat
"wall+acc."

fait

Eva

-

Eenyeres
1928:31

falat
"wall+acc."

fait

MikltSs

5;8

Barcsai 31

vdrat
"castle+acc."

vdrt

J<5zsi

2;11,25 Meixner

tdlat
"plate+acc."

t£Lt

J<5zsi

3;1,17

Meixner

varat
"castle+acc."

vart

Emoke

3;9,5

Meixner

hazat
"house+acc."

hdzt

Emoke

4;1,0

Meixner

sokat
"much+acc."

sokt

Pali

2;11,12 Meixner

In the case of the contrast between non-high /e/ and
high /S/, the absence of this contrast in many dialects
would suggest that errors resulting from failures to code
final /e/ as /Osegment/ would be rather common.

However,

it seems that the proportion of common roots of this type
is lower than for /a/.
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Adult Form

Child Form

Child

Age

Source

b’zet
"deer+acc."

b*zt

Eva

8;3»20

Eenyeres
1928:31

tejet
"milk+acc."

tejt

Emoke

3;10,11 Meixner

c)

Many roots ■with final /Osegment/ non-high vowels are

memhers of root types with undergo vnwel-shortening A and
which should therefore block the operation of Condition A.
darazsat
"wasp+acc."

darast
(=darazst)

Eva

-

Eenyeres
1928:31

kismadarat
kismadart
"little+bird+acc.”

Jozsi

2;9,15

Meixner

kanalat
"spoon+acc."

kanalt

Jozsi

3;^,28

Meixner

poharat
"glass+acc."

pohart

Emoke

2;11,19 Meixner
3;4,10

kosarat
"basket+acc."

kosart

Emoke

3;4,6

Meixner

kiskanalat
kiskanalt
"teaspoon+acc."

Emoke

4;1,0

Meixner

bogarat
"bug+acc."

Emoke

4;lf7

Meixner

fakanalat
fakanalt
"wooden-spoon+acc."

Emoke

4;1,9

Meixner

bogarat
"bug+acc."

Zoli

1;10,3
2;0,2

MacWhinney

egerem
egerm
"mouse+lPS poss

Zoli

2;2,5

MacWhinney

kenyeret
"bread+acc."

kenyert

Zoltan

7;-

A. Vdrtes
1953:41

egeret
"mouse+acc."

egert

Jozsi

2;9,4

Meixner

zslroskenyeret zslroskenyert Jozsi
"bread-with-lard+acc."

2;9»1C

Meixnex-

szenet
"coal+acc."

2;9,10

Meixner

bogart

bogart

szent

Jozsi
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Adult Form

Child Form

Child

Age

Source

egeret
"mouse+acc."

egert

Emoke

3;4,10

Meixner

kenyeret
"bread+acc."

kenyert

Emoke

3;7,18

Meixner

szenet
"coal+acc."

szdnt

Emoke

3;11,19 Meixner

tehenet
"cow+acc."

tehent

Emoke

4;1,14

Meixner

kenyeret
"bread+acc."

kenyert

Zoli

1;10,5
2 ;2,0

MacWhinney

d)

Roots undergoing internal vowel-deletion ;
should also

block Condition A:
piszkot
"dirt+acc."

piszokt

Eva

2; 11

Eenyeres
1928;31

majmot
"monkey+acc."

majomt

Emoke

3;4,7

Meixner

szobrot
"statue+acc."

szobort

Emoke

3;9,5

Meixner

cukrot
"sugar+acc."

cukort

Pali

2;11,16 Meixner

tornyot
"tower+acc."

toronyt

Pali

3;0,8

Meixner

Emoke

3;9,5

Meixner

vSdrQm
vodSrSm
"bucket+1FS poss3."
e)

Although many verb roots are of Root Type I which has

no linking-vowel, others are of Root; Type II iand must cod<
a final /Osegment/ vowel.

In these errors no vowel is--'

inserted:
jatszani
"play+inf."

jdtszni

J<5zsi

3;1,6

Meixner

hajtani
"drive+inf."'

hajtni

Jdzsi

3;l,l0

Meixner
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Adult Eorm

Child Form

Child

Age

Source

onteni
"pour+inf."

o'ntni

Jdzsi

3;1,10

Meixner

meriteni
"dip+inf."

meritni

J<5zsi

3;4,8

Meixner

elmondani
"tell+inf."

elmondni

Emoke

3;9,5

Meixner

futeni
"heat+inf."

fiitni

Emoke

3;ll,9

Meixner

f)

In section 3.131 of Part I we treated the plural <

adjectives as a morpheme separate from that which forms
the plural of nouns.

This separation is made because the

adjective plural is subject to initial, vowel insertion B .
while the noun plural is subject to initial vowel insertion B .
In the.following errors the former rule is used rather
than the latter:
fehertalpuak
fehertalpuk
"wjaite+sole+ish+plural"

Emoke

4;0,17

Meixner

tobbiek
to*bbik
Emoke
"more+ish+plural (=the others)”

4; 0,17

Meixner

4.24
a)

Inserting a linking-vowel where none is required
After liquids, sibilants, and apical nasals the

insertion of the linking vowel before a suffix beginning
with /t/, such as the accusative ^t, should be blocked by
Condition A.
vankost
"pillow+acc."

vdnkosot

Laci

~3;2

Balassa
1893:72

hust
"meat+acc."

husat

Laci

2;4

Balassa
1893:72
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Adult Form

Child Form

Child

Age

Source

hust
"meat+acc."

hdsot

laci

~2;9

Balassa 1893:
71

papirost
"paper+acc."

papirosat

Laci

~2;9

Balassa
1893:71

Eva

8;2,5

Eenyeres
1928:31

diszt
dxszet
"decoration+acc."
kal^szt
kalaszot
"ear-of-corn+acc."

Vero 263

sbrt
"beer+acc."

sbrSt

Margit

2 ;8

Endrei 525

hort

borot

Margit

2;8

Endrei 525

garazst
"garage+acc."

gar^zsot

Jdzsi

3;0,16

Meixner

ed£nyt
"dish+acc."

ed^nyet

Jdzsi

3 ;1,20

Meixner

kest
"knife+acc."

kgset

J<5zsi

3 ;1,20

Meixner

motort
"motor+acc."

motorot

Emoke

3;4,10

Meixner

csalant
"nettle+acc.M

csaldnot

Emoke

3;4,20

Meixner

pait^st
"chum+acc."

Emoke

3;11,19 Meixner

bort

Emoke

3;ll,l9 Meixner

Zoli

1;10,2

MacWhinney

Zoli

2 ;2,2

MacWhinney

Pali

3 ;2,2

Meixner

Emoke

3;11,19 Meixner

"wine+acc."

"wine+acc."
penzt
"money+acc."

penzet

traktort
"tractor+acc."
gardzst
"garage+acc."
bort
"wine+acc."

gardzsot
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Adult Form_____Child Form

Child

Age____ Source

dobozt
"box+acc."

dobozot

Pali

2;11,12 Meixner

lakast
"flat+acc."

lakdsot

Pali

3;0,8

Meixner

asztalt
"table+acc."

asztalat

Pali

3;2,2

Meixner

motort
"motor+acc."

motorot

Pali

3;3,18

Meixner

kanyart
"bend+acc."

kanyar<5t

Pali

3;3,19

Meixner

p£nzt
"money+ac c."

p^nzet

Pali

3;3,23

Meixner

buszt
"bus+acc."

buszot

Pali

3;3,28

Meixner

b)

In the reverse of 4.23e above, the child seems to

treat the infinitive as if it had a /+segment/ initial
vowel, rather than a deletable initial vowel.
latni
"see+infin."

l£tani

Emoke

3;2,25

Meixner

kbtni
"bind+inf.11

kbteni

Pali

3;0,12

Meixner

fozni
"cook+inf."

fozbni

Marti

1;10,24 Meggyes 17

Since the linking-vowel in the last of these errors is
/+high/, it might derive from the root, rather than the
suffix.
c)

Other evidence that the child may code a final vowel

on the root, as suggested in the model of Part I, is in
these possessives in which a linking-vowel appears that
could not possibly come from the suffix.
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A d u lt Form______ C h ild Form

C h ild

Age

gombja
gomboja
"button+3PS poss."

Mdrti

1;10,7

Meggyes 17

porja
poloja
"dust+3PS poss.”

Mdrti

1;10,7

Meggyes 16, 44

nadrdgja
nadrdgoja
"pants+3PS poss.”

Mdrti

2;1,3

Meggyes 44

4.25

Source

Errors -in shaping the oast tense suffix
The past tense suffix may take either the shape

-t with no linking vowel or -tt with a linking vowel or
the pattern o-g-g.

The shortening of the /t/. in the

first case is a phonetic fact which need not concern us
here.

Thus, the main question is the presence of the

high linking-vowel.

Conditions governing this insertion

are outlined in section 3.133 of Part I.
a)

over-generalization of -ott. -ett. -gtt:

—

adtam
adottam
"give+past+lPS”

Ponori
1871:9
Trencsdny
264

adtam

adottam

Piroska

Idttam
”see+past+lPS"

Idtottam

laci

2;4

neveiftek
nevetettek
”laugh+past+3PP"

laci

2;4

ldtta
latotta
"see+past+3PS "

laci

2;4

"

elestek
elesettek
"away+fall+past+3PP"

laci

2;4

"

megmelegedtem
megmeleged"warm+past+lPS" ettem

laci

2;5

Balassa
1893:72

gSzSlggtt
ggzglgggtt
"steam+3PS past"

laci

2;5

Balassa
1893:72, 142

git
dlett
"live+3PS past"

Tib or

6;2

Barcsai 31

-

Balassa
1893:71,142
1920:135
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Adult Form

Ase

Source

elkergettem
elkergetettem Kari
"chase+past+lPS1

3;-

Simonyi 322

folyt
"flow+past"

J<5zsi

2;9,4

Meixner

becsavarta
becsavarott
"in+screw+past+3PS"

J<5zsi

3;4,28

Meixner

szerettem
szeretettem
"love+past+lPS"

Emoke

3;10,23 Meixner

Pali

3;3,15

Meixner

Pali

3;3,23

Meixner

elpukkadt
'away+pop+past"

Child Form

folyott

elpukkadott

kifolyt
kifolyott
"out+flow+past"
b)

Child

over-generalizations of -t:

adott
"give+past"

adt

"many children" Ponori
1871:9

mozgott
"move+past"

mozogt

Kari

3;-

Simonyi 322

mozgott
"move+past"

mozogt

Eva

3*1

Kenyeres
1928:35

kapott
"get+past"

kapt

Eva

2;2

Kenyeres
1928:35

kb'tStte
kStte
"bind+past+3PS'

Eva

2; 10

Kenyeres
1928:35

adott
"give+past"

Eva

3;1

Kenyeres
1928:35

nyitottam
nyittam
"open+past+lPS"

Eva

3;1

Kenyeres
1928:35

durrantottam
durrantam
"bang+past+lPS"

Pali

3;3,15

Meixner

bedobott
beaobt
"in+throw+past"

Zoli

2;2,5

MacWhinney

adt

Without entering into a discussion of the details of the
rules and conditions governing the past tense suffix, we
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should note that most of the errors noted here involve
roots which, in one way or another, are exceptions to
more general patterns, or which are members of minor
sub-patterns.
4.26

Errors in v-assidilation
The instrumental takes the shape -val. -vel after

vowels, but after consonants the /v/ drops and the final
consonant of the root becomes doubled.

This change may

be thought of as complete progressive assimilation.
The rule is probably fully-bound and requires a large
amount of superimposition for its complete formulation.
Adult Form

Child Form

Child

Age

kessel
"knife+instr."

kesve

Laci

to 3;11 Balassa 1893:
69, 72, 142

bottal
"stick+instr."

botva

Laci

kissel
"knife+instr. ”

tdszvel

Hajnalka 1;9

keresztes 32

kalappal
"hat+instr."

kalapval

Eva

3;-

kenyeres
1928:31

kissel
"knife+instr."

kdsvel

Eva

3;-

"

kikkel
kikvel
"who+plural+instr."

Eva

3;-

"

bohdccal
"clown+instr,"

Eva

4;-

Eva

4;-

"

kisasszonnyal
"Miss+instr."

kisasszonyval Eva

4;-

"

kanallal
"spoon+instr."

kandlval

1;11

Endrei 463

bohdcval

kb'tdsemmel
kb’tdsemvel
"bandage+lPS
poss.+instrumental"

Jolan

Source

"

"

kenyeres
1928:32
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C h ild

Age______Source

midnkkel
"ours+instr.”

midnkvel

Eva

2;7,6

Eenyeres
1926:55

dob ozzal
"box+instr."

dobovzal
Jdzsi
(metathesis also)

2;9,10

Meixner

olyannal
"such+instr."

olyanval

J<5zsi

2;11,25 Meixner

egerrel
"mouse+instr."

egdrvel

Emoke

3;2,28

Meixner

ftirdsszel
"saw+instr."

furdszelvel

Pali

3;3,18

Meixner

ilyennel
"such-a-thing+
instr."

ilyenvel

Eva

2; 11

Eenyeres
1928:5 5

4.27

Errors in 2PS-selection
In section 3.133 of Part II we noted that the

selection between -asz. and -ol for the 2PS of the Present
Indicative is made by a special fully-bound rule.

It

is interesting to note that the reported errors here
all involve over-generalization of -ol. -el. -81 to
verbs ending in /l/.

Apparently, there is something like

assimilation at work here.
sz<5lsz
"say+2PS"

szdlol

Pali

3; 3,23

Meixner

csire&sz
"do+2PS"

csindlol

Jolan

2;5

Endrei 464

beiilsz
"in+sit+2PS"

befilBl

Zoli

2; 2,2

MacWhinney

4.28

Errors.in ..i-insertion
learning of the rule governing ,i-insertion in

the 3PS and 3PP possessives is essentially the isolation
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through, superimposition of the relevant distinctive features,
on the final consonant of the root.
Adult Form_____ Child Form

Child

Age______Source____

copfja
copfa
"curl+3PS poss."

Emoke

3;2,28- Meixner
3;7,11

vagonja
vagona
"wagon+3PS poss."

Pali

3;3,23

4.29

.............

Errors in z-insertion

Meixner

The rule of z-insertion involves only the definite
article a. az.

Before roots beginning with a consonant

the /z/ is not present, but it is inserted before roots
beginning with a vowel.

Children have trouble making

the insertion:
az ujjamat
a ujjamat
"the finger+
IPS poss+acc."

Eva

2;2

Kenyeres
1928:58

az eb£dlo
a eb£dlo
"the dining-room"

Eva

2;5

"

2;5

• 11

az ibolydt
a iboly^t
"the violet+acc."

Eva

(Kenyeres reports that such errors continue to 5;0)
az AttildLja
"the Attila+
3PS poss."

a Atilldga

Mdrti

2;0,17

Meggyes 33

az Evi

a Evi

M£rti

2;0,13

Meggyes 33

(Meggyes points out that these errors were exceptions to
a pattern of generally-correct usage. She suggests that
they may have been learned at the nursery.)
az anyuk&n
a anyukdm
"the mother-i-iPS poss"

J<5zsi

2;9,4

az aut6
"the car"

J<5zsi

2; 9,4
Meixner
2;11,25

a autd

Meixner
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

C h ild

Age

Source

az elef^nt
"the elephant"

a elef^nt

Jdzsi

2;9,4

Meixner

az eny£m
"mine ”

a eny&n

Emoke

3;6,19

Meixner

az aranyos
"the darling"

a aranyos

Emoke

3;7,11

Meixner

az Attila
"the Attila"

a Attila

Emoke

3;9,8

Meixner

az tinneploruMm a tinneploruh^m Emoke
"the holiday-best
+1PS poss."

3; 10,21 Meixner

az ovoddba
a ovoddba
"the nursery+illative"

Emoke

3;11,19 Meixner

az £n te£m
a £n tedm
"the my tea+lPS

Emoke

3 ;2,22

Meixner

az enyem
"the mine"

a eny^m

Pali

3;3,23

Meixner

az eb£d
"the meal"

a eb£d

Pali

3;3,15

Meixner

At Level II (l;6,29) Zoli uses twenty-five definite
articles without any errors in morphology.

However, the

only noun he uses at this time which begins with a vowel
is anyu "mother" and az anyu "the mother" is probably an
amalgam.
articles.

At Level III (1;8,6) Zoli uses 211 definite
Of these, 192 are correctly a before a consonant

and only one is correctly az before a vowel, while 18
are incorrectly a before a vowel.

At Level IV (1;10)

and Level V (2;0) the omission of the /z/ becomes ever
more common.

Only at Level VI (2; 2) do we begin to find
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regular use of az in forms with first person possession,
i.e.

4.3

az 4n

H

"my

H."

See also section 5.1 "below.

Evaluation and Discussion
The data of this chapter supplement the more

normative data gathered through the investigation of the
Hungarian plural in Part I.

Through experimental manipul

ation we were able to study a fragment of the phonology
to a certain depth; the Hungarian reports of child errors
give us a wider perspective regarding the relative
difficulties of different phonological alterations.

The

areas revealed through this error data can be studied
later in greater depth.

A general conclusion from the

section dealing with errors in the shape of the root is
that such errors are generally due to failure to code
alternation patterns of the root through superimposition,
rather than inadequacies in the system of rules which
disambiguate the codings created by superimposition.
When a new item is encountered* the child may not have
experienced it in enough forms to know that it is subject
to certain alterations.

This is a confirmation of Prediction

#19.
The over-generalizations of internal vowel-deletion
and vowel-shortening A confirm Prediction #16 which
holds that some bound-rules may first appear as free-rules.
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Moreover, the fact that most over-generalization are
of the "basic form confirms Prediction #20.
The over-generalizations of the suffix -ik and
the attempt to use it as a formative suffix indicate
the pervasiveness of the basic process which seeks to
isolate sound-meaning units through superimposition.
Thus, Prediction #10 is confirmed here.

The scarcity of

errors in free-rules can be seen as a corollary of
Predictions. #16 and #19.. Problems with conditions- on
vowel-insertion before /t/ confirm 'the general form of
Prediction #1 which claims that rules of exceptional
complexity should emerge late.

Similarly, except among

the youngest children, vowel-harmony errors seldom involve
the basic or central part of the vowel-harmony rules.
The scarcity- of' errors in basic fronting-harmony seems to
be attributable to the fact that it is formulable as a
free-rule.

This confirms Predictions #16 and #19.

One of the most striking phenomena is the wide-spread
attempt to bring the suffix pairs -,ia. -i. and -jdk. -ik
into line with vowel-harmony.

This is clear evidence

that fronting-harmony is so productive that even new
suffixes can be formed according to its principles, and
that the child senses the externality of /i/ to the
harmony system.
The fact that over-generalizations of /o/ as a
linking-vowel exceed over-generalizations of /a/ suggests
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either that /a/ is a result of final-vowel insertion
or that there is some free variation in initial vowel
insertion.

The fact that there are any over-generalizations

of /a/ at all supports the latter hypothesis for those
children in which such over-generalizations are found.
In-general, there is evidence in this data in
support of Predictions 1, 2, 13, 16, 17, 18, 19, and 20.
Clearly, these observations require support from
experimental investigations.
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5.0

Acquisition of the lexicon
In order to acquire a lexicon, the child must form

a number of associations between a set of sounds and a
set of meanings.

In the present chapter we explore five

major aspects of lexical learning.

In the first major

section, we discuss the process of segmentation and errors
reported in its application.

Segmentation involves the

locating of morpheme boundaries; it occurs during the
analysis of amalgams through superimposition and errors
of segmentation involve misjudging the boundary by one
or two segments.

In the second major section, we discuss

more fundamental errors in the process of analysis which
are due either to under-analysis or misanalysis.

In the

third major section, we examine a number of child neologisms;
these neologisms demonstrate productive use of a large
number of formative suffixes.

In the fourth section,

we discuss the need for insulation of certain lexical items
against the processes of morphological analysis, and at
the same time we present a number of child errors due to
absence of fully-insulated forms.

In the last section,

we discuss a variety of normative data on the emergence
of the lexicon.

Included in this fifth section are

observations of vocabulary development, reports of the
order of emergence of the common flectional suffixes, and
a list of baby-talk words which constitute a unique part
of the lexicon to which the child is exposed.

Since the

topics of this chapter are rather diverse, we will include
our evaluation and discussion at the end of each major
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section, rather than at the end of the chapter.
5.1

Errors of segmentation
A nalysis

of amalgams begins with the extraction

of a known item from an amalgam.

In order for this

extraction to proceed successfully, the residue must
be subjected to lexicalization and, perhaps, superimpos
ition.

If the child fails to extract all the segments

(sets of distinctive features) which belong to the known
item, or if he extracts too many segments, an error of
segmentation results.
a)

First let us review a very widespread error due to

failure to extract all the segments belonging to the
definite article a, az.

Processing an amalgam from left

to right, the child picks out only the /a/ and leaves the
/z/ on the residue, i.e. az ebed — }
Adult Form
ungerol
(=ingdrol)
"ungerol"

Child Form____ Child
zungdrol

Laci

a

zebed.
Age

Source

2; 5

Balassa
1893:71

zapuka

Laci

2;5

ebed
"dinner"

zebdd

Laci

2;5

"

dgy
"bed"

zagy

Rdzsi

2;-

Sardos 32A

ebedlo
"dining-room"

zebedlo

Rdzsi

2;-

Kardos 324

apd
"Dad"

zap 6

Rdzsi

2;-

Kardos

Ilona
"Ilona"

Zilona

Rdzsi

2;-

Kardos 324

•v
C\i

apuka
"daddy"
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Adult Form

Child Form

zudvarba
udvarba
"court+illative"

Child

Age

3:)va

2; 1 ,.10 Kenyeres
1926:56
1928:57

Source

oram

zoram

Eva

2;2,20

allatokban
"anaimal+pl.
+inessive"

zallatokban

Eva

2;1,15 Kenyeres
1926:56

oveje (=6ve)
"his+3PS poss."

zoveje

Eva

1;11

ujjamat
arcom
ablakot
asztalra
dgbe
orromra

zujjamat
zarcom
zablakot
zasztalra
zSgbe
zorromra

Eva

agy
"bed"

zagy

Margit

2; 6

ada (=agy)
"bed"

zdda

Marti

1;10,7 Meggyes 33

Agi n£ni
"Aunt Agnes"

Zagi neni

Mdrti

l;10,18Meggyes 33

apa
"father"

zapa

Mdrti

1;11,14Meggyes 33

apuka
"daddy"

zapuka

Marti

2;1,11 Meggyes 33

Uzsoki
"Uzsoki"

Zsuzsuki
Mdrti
(also assimilation)

"

Kenyeres
1926:20,56

2;5,3 Kenyeres
to2;5,22 1926:56

5;-

Endrei 525

Meggyes 33

Meggyes notes how the /z/ so attached to roots may undergo
the same alterations affecting any /z/ which is actually
a part of a lexical item.

For example, the child may

regularly modify initial /c/ to /z/, as in conaora for
zonaora "piano."
apa
"father"

capa

Marti

l;10,17Meggyes 33, 12

erkely
"balcony"

cerkej

Marti

1;9,22

"
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Adult Form_______ Child Form.

Child

Age

Source

apa
"father"

Marti

1;101;11

Meggyes 33,12

szapa

ingeje (=inge)
dzsingejje
"shirt+3PS poss+
3PS poss."

Mdrti

1;11,13

"

It appears that, up to a certain age, segmentation is due
to the fact that the only form of the definite article
which the child uses is the a.

Thus, Kenyeres (1928:58),

Meggyes (33), Endrei (525), Balassa (1893:68), and
Kardos (324) all report that the first form of the
definite article was a.

However, Endrei also tells us

that the az form entered at 2;6 (compare 5.332g).

In

section 4.25d above we noted a similar pattern for our
subject Zoli.

It may be that incorrect placement of the

/z/ on the noun ceases with the acquisition of az; however
it may also be that such errors continue past this
acquisition for a few weeks.

The basic principal of

segmentation is that the size of each root extracted
should be maximized.

Even if this rule is somehow avail

able at the beginning of lexical analysis, the child must
learn to make trade-offs between maximization of adjacent
lexical items.

English-speaking children show parallel

behavior in their use of the "a" form of the indefinite
article before the "an” form.
b)

We also have errors involving the over-extraction of

segments belonging to the definite article, i.e. a zSldseg
^ az Sldsdg.
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A d u lt Form________C h ild Form_____ C h ild

Age______Source

zbld
"green"

bit

Marti

1;10,25 Meggyes 33

zbld
"green"

bid

Zoli

1;8,6

MacWhinney

Zolika
"Z'olika"

Olika

Zoli

1;8,6

MacWhinney

z£szl6
"flag"

dszl 6

J<5zsi

2;11,24 Meixner

Since 'few words begin with /z/, errors of this type are
not as common as errors of under-extraction.
c)

For children prone to making errors of type (a) above,

there is a tendency to treat /z/ as if it were a very
general initial consonant, for words beginning with a CV.
So it happens that the /z/ comes to replace poorly
controlled sounds such as the liquids at the beginning
of the word.
Idbam
zdbam
"leg+lPS poss."

laci

2; 5

Balassa
1893:71

Jancsi
"Johnny"

Zancsi

M^rti

1;11,8

Meggyes 33

hattyu
"swan"

zattyu

M£rti

1;11,18

Meggyes 33

Alternatively, it is possible that the child has coded
these roots without an initial consonant, since liquids
are frequently deleted.

Then the child has produced forms

with an article and the correct root, such as az £bam .
and then incorrectly segmented these forms.
d)

When an amalgam contains no well-known root, segmenta

tion may attempt to preserve simple phonological structures
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suck as CV structure.
A d u lt Form_______ C h ild Form______ Chi 1 d

Age_____ Source

Szldvik Attila
Szldvi Eatij'ja Mdrti
(name)
(=Szlavi Eatilia)

1;8

e)

Meggyes 33

In our account of Hungarian plural formation, we

suggested that the child would first segment amalgams
by attaching linking-vowels to suffixes,

later, the

child would attach linking-vowels to roots.also, but
would soon l e a m that they should be /Osegment/.

In:.the

following examples, we have evidence that linking-vowels
are in fact attached to roots to the limited degree
predicted.
doboz
"box"

dobozo

Zoli

1;8,7

MacWhinney

szek
"chair"

szdke

Zoli

1;8,6

MacWhinney

lapdt
"shovel"

lap£to

Zoli

1;10,0
2;0,2

MacWhinney

tud
"know"

tudo

Zoli

1;10,2

MacWhinney

hal
"fish"

hala

Zoli

2;0,0

MacWhinney

narancs
"orange"

narancso

Laci

i;7

Balassa
1893:67

dob
"drum"

dobo
(in doboba)

Laci

1;10

Balassa
1893:68

kabat
"coat"

kab£to

Laci

1;9

Balassa
1893:67

tej
"milk"

teje

Laci

1;3

Balassa
1893:65
1920:58

viz
"water"

vize

Laci

153

"

eb£d
"meal"

eb£de

Laci

l;3

"
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Adult Form______ Child Form_____Child

Age____ Source

fordlt
"turns"

fordlto

laci

2;1

Balassa
1893:70

hab
"bean"

babo

Matild

1;9

Yiktor 54

The errors of section 4.222b-c provide further evidence
of this sort.
Evaluating the data on segmentation errors in
light of the model of superimposition, we find that they
provide evidence supporting those aspects of the model
which hold that analysis precedes by extraction of a
known item and lexicalization of the residue.

Furthermore,

they show that, when the "known" item has not been
completely and accurately

shaped by superimposition,

errors betray this fact.

5.2

Errors of Analysis
Whereas the errors of segmentation treated in the

previous section involved mistaken assignment of a
single segment to the lexical item preceding or following,
errors of analysis involve more basic failures in the
analytic process.

These may be errors of under-analysis,

over-analysis, or misanalysis.
5.21

Under-analvsis
The Hungarian child acquires much of his initial

vocabulary in the form of incompletely analysed amalgams.
In the input to the child, parts of the body are commonly
present only in genitive form; favorite foods are frequently
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heard in the accusative, and many verbs are usually
imperatives, etc.

The child may succeed in using these

amalgams correctly in some cases; but, until the child
analyses these amalgams, there will inevitably be
errors associated with their usage.
5.21

Use of superfluous inflection where a basic form
is required
Observers frequently report that children use

inflected forms where the basic is required.

Thus, the

child may have associated the amalgam kocsiba "into the
car" with all that is involved with the automobile.

In

this case, the child may sense on some level the presence
of the inessive -ba, but not yet have coded its presence
or analysed its presence with sufficient clarity to
confine use of kocsiba to situations where motion towards
the interior of the car is in question.

In a sense,

misuse of kocsiba can be considered as illustrative of
deficiencies in the semological coding of the lexical
item -ba. -be.

Although we cannot know whether the child

has some inaccurate idea of the semantics of the inessive,
it often seems more reasonable to attribute these errors
to under-analysis of amalgams than to deficiencies in the
understanding of the content of suffixes (section 7.247).
Hew research must attempt to disambiguate the issue by
detailed observation of the context of the utterance and
the state of the child's lexicon.
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A d u lt Form________C h ild Form_____ C h ild

Age______Source

hot
"stick"

botot
"stick+acc."

G.Dienes

1;3

Kenyeres
1926:27

«.l Tna.

almdt
"apple+acc •"

G.Dienes

1;3

"

"apple"
zdr
"lock”

zdrat

-

-

Csapodi 465

gdlyamadar
"stork"

gdlyamadarat
"stork+acc."

Lili

-

Ponori
1905:435

k dz
"hand"

keze
"hand+3PS"

Laci

1;3

Balassa
1893:65

szdj
"mouth"

szdja

Laci

1;6

Balassa
1893:66
1920:58

lab
"leg"

ldba
"leg+3PS"

Laci

i;7

Balassa
1893:67

furdsz
"saw"

furdsze
Pali
"saw+3PS poss.

3;3,l

Meixner

anyuka
"mommy"

anyukaja

1;8,6

MacWhinney

pad.
"bench"

padra
lili
"b ench+sublat ive "

-

Ponori
1905:435

kocsi
"car"

kocsiba
Hajnalka "car+illative"

Keresztes 31

labda
"ball"

labdabo,
G.Dienes
labddbo
"ball+elative"

A. Vdrtes
1953:40

csipeszem
"clothes-pin+
1PS poss."

csipeszemet
"clothes-pin
+1PS poss.
+acc."

Zoli

2;0,0

MacWhinney

halacskdm
"fish4dim+
1PS poss."

halacskdmat
Zoli
"fish+dim+
1PS poss.-face.

2;0,2

MacWhinney

szanddl
"sandal"

szanddlom
Zoli
"sandal+lPS poss."

2;2,0

MacWhinney

(in Ez kid ez a szanddlom?
•mdTrrmd

"mother"

Zoli

1;2

Whose is this mv slinner?")

mdmmdk
"mother+pl."

G.Dienes

-

A. Vdrtes
1953:40
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Adult Form

Child Form

Child

Age

Source

vas
"iron”

vasok
"iron+pl."

J<5zsi

3;1,10

Meixner

r£p£t
"beet+acc."

ripdkat*
Jdzsi
"beet+pl.+acc.

3;1,20

Meixner

almdt
"apple+acc."

almdkat*
J6zsi
"apple+pl+acc.

3;1,26

Meixner

s8rt
"beer+acc."

sbrSket*
Pali
"beer+pl.+acc.

3;7,2

Meixner

t^sztdt
"pastry+acc.”

t^sztdkat*
Pali
"pastry+pl.+acc."

3;0,12

Meixner

r£pdt
"beet+acc."

r£p£kat*
Pali
"beet+pl.+acc.

3;0,12

Meixner

cseresny£t
"cherry+acc."

cseresnydket* Pali
"cherry+pl.+acc."

3;0,12

Meixner

galamb
"dove”

galambok
"dove+pl."

1;10,21 Meggyes 48

almdt
"apple+acc."

almdkat*
Pali
"apple+pl.+acc

M£rti

3;2,24

Meixner

* It is not clear why the plurals: are present in these:
words. Perhaps some surface process is operative here,
as in the examples of section 6.12 below.
5.212

Use of superfluous words in phrases
Amalgams include not only inflected words, but also

phrases or groups of words.

In the following child errors,

a phrase including highly inter-associated words is
over-generalized to cover situations to which it does not
correctly refer.

In such cases -there Is some:item in. ..

'the' phrase which>limits.its applicability.

However,: the

child has not fully analysed- the amalgam and does not
clearly recognize this limitation.
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

nyissa ki
"open+imp
out"

nyissa ki
laci
az ajtdt
"open+imp. out
the door+acc."

1;11

Balassa
1893:69

csukja he
"close+imp.

csukja he
laci
az ajtdt
"close+imp.
in the door+acc."

1;11

"

meleg
’’hot”

jaj de meleg
laci
"oh, how hot!"

~2;9

5.213

C h ild

Age

1893:72

Reduplicated suffixes
One of the most common indications of the presence

of incompletely analysed amalgams is the occurrence of
reduplicated suffixes.

In English, forms such as

houseses or wanteded illustrate such reduplication.

The

most prohahle explanation of this phenomenon is that it
is a result of under-analysis of inflected amalgams.

Thus,

the child may sense the plurality of houses, hut not to
a sufficiently articulate degree to prevent activation of
the plural suffix.

Let us list the reported errors:

Adult Form

Child Form

zdrat
"lock+acc."

z^ratot
"lock+acc.+acc

Child

ruhdt
"clothes+acc."

ruhdtot
Rdzsi
"clothes+acc.+acc."

2;-

Kardos 323

gomhat
"mushroom+acc."

gombdtot
Rdzsi
"mushroon+acc.+acc."

2;-

Kardos 323

szappant
"soap+acc."

szappantot

Rdzsi

2;-

Kardos 323

azt

aztat

Eva

2;0-2;l Kenyeres
1928:52

Age

Source
Csapodi 465
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Adult Form

Child Form

ot
"he+acc."

otet
3§va
"he+acc.+acc."

1;11,16 Kenyeres
1926:53

lovak
"horse+pl."

Kari
l<5kak
"horse+pl+pl."

i;4

Simonyi 321

gyerekek
"child+pl."

gyerekekek
Mdrti
"child+pl.+pl.

1;10,1

Meggyes 48

gombok
"button+pl."

gombokak

1;10,21 Meggyes 48

Child

M&rti

hdzakakat
J<5zsi
hdzakat
"house+pl.+acc.," "house+pl.+pl.+acc."

Age

Source

3;1,7

Meixner

szebbebb
"beautiful+
comparative+
comparative"

Laci

3;6

Balassa
1893:72

ffirdsszel
furdszelvel
"saw+instrumental" "saw+instr.
+instr."

Pali

3;3,18

Meixner

szehh
"beautiful+
comparative"

Svd
"his"

zbvdj e (=ovdd) Eva
."his+sign of poss."

1;11,13 Kenyeres
1926:55

fekszel
"rest+2PS"

fekszelsz
Rdzsi
"rest+2PS+2PS"

2;-

Kardos 324

alszol
"sleep+2PS"

alszolsz
Rdzsi
"sleep+2PS+2PS'

2;-

Kardos 324

eszel
"eat+2PS"

eszelsz
"eat+2PS+2PS"

2;-

Kardos 324

Rdzsi

The next twenty-two errors involve reduplication of the
3PS possessive suffix— a. -e. — ja. -_ie..^-Hungarian codes
possession on the.possessed* not the possessor.

The first

nine of these errors occurred as parts of an expansion
sequence such as szeme# M&rtikanak a szeme.ie "her eye #
Mebrti's eye."

•

with reduplication on the second occurrence,

of the noun.
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Child Form

Age

Source

szeme
"eye+3PS poss."

szemeje
Mdrti
"eye+poss.+poss."

i;io,7

Meggyes 53

orra
orr^3'a
M&rti
"nose+3PS poss." "nose4poss.,+poss."

1;10,7

Meggyes 53

keze
keze3'e
"hand+3PS poss."

M&rti

1 ;10,5

Meggyes 53

digya
"bed+3PS poss."

dgydja

M£rti

H

OJ
o

Meggyes 53

iuajSL

hajdja

Mdrti

1;10,0

Meggyes 53

bldza
bldzd3'a
"blouse+3PS poss II

M&rti

1;11,13 Meggyes 53

gombja
gombdja
"button+3PS poss

Mrti

i;io,7

keze
kezeje
"hand+3PS poss."

Mdrti

1;10,13 Meggyes 53

szdjdja
szdja
"mouth+3PS poss.'

Mdrti

2;0,21

Meggyes 53

szdke
szdkeje
"chair+3PS poss.'

Mdrti

1 ;10,7

Meggyes 53

tiktakja
tiktakdja
"tlck-tock+3PS poss."

Mdrti

H

3

Meggyes 53

rdka ura
r<5ka uraja
"Mr. Fox-«-3PS poss."

M&rti

2;1,8

Meggyes 53

papucsa
papucsdja
"slipper+3PS poss."

Mrti

1;11,6

Meggyes 53

kabdtja
kabdtjdja
"coat+3PS poss."

Mrti

2;0,28

Meggyes 53

anyjdja
any ja
"mother+3PS poss

Margit

2;8

Endrei 525

J<5zsi

3;l,7

Meixner

Child

H

H

Adult Form

"hair+3PS poss."

o

hely^3*dt
"place+3PS
poss•+3PS
poss.+acc."

H

hely^t
"place+3PS
poss•+acc•"

Meggyes 53
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C h ild

A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

tetejet
"top+3PS poss.
+acc."

tetejej£t
Pali
"top+3PS poss.
+3PS poss.+acc."

Age

3;0,8

Meixner

JolcSn
foga
fogdja
”tooth+3PS poss.” "tooth+3PS
poss.+3PS poss.”

2;6

Endrei 464

szeme
szemije
”eye+3PS poss.” ”eye+3PSposs.
+3PS poss.”

2;6

Endrei 464

keze
kezeje
Hedvig
”hand+3PS poss.””hand+3PS
poss.+3PS poss.”

2;-

Csapodi 467

szaja
sz^jdja
Hedvig
”mouth+3PS poss.” ”mouth+3PS
poss.+3PS poss.”

2;-

Csapodi 467

1;10

MacWhinney

kupja
”pine-cone+3PS
poss.”

kupdja
”pine-cone+
3PS poss.
+3PS poss."

Jol£n

Zoli

The above forms with lexically-motivated stiffix
reduplication show the reduplicated suffixes following each
other in the surface order.

In a variant of redundant

suffixing, the redundancies are separated by other material;
a secondary consequence of this separation is that normal
order between suffixes is also violated.
magamet(sic)
”self+lPS poss.
+sign of poss+
acc.”

magam4mat
Jolan
"self+lPS
poss.+sign of
poss.+lPS poss.
+acc.”

r im

rdmomra
”sublative+
IPS poss.+
IPS poss.+
sublative”

”sublative+
IPS poss.”
(=onto me)

2;11

Endrei 464

Kardos 324
Csapodi 465
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

rdm
”sublative+
IPS poss”
(=onto me)

rdmra
”sublative+
1PS poss+
sublative"

mamuskdm
"mother+dim. +
IPS poss."

mamuskdmka
"mother+dim. +
IPS+dim."

C h ild

Age

Source

Kardos 324
Csapodi 465

Nanus

1;8

Simonyi 318

Meggyes (45) also reports .nine errors from,M&rti between;
the ages of 1;1T,12 and 2;2,23 in which the structure
diminutive + accusative appears to be replaced by the
structure accusative + diminutive + accusative. However,
Meggyes fails to tell us why these errors should not be
given a different interpretation.

It seems, more likely

that what appears to be the accusative ^t before the.
diminutive -ka in forms such as uratkat is really an
altered /cs/ from the other common diminutive -cska.
In other words, the only error here is one of segmental
substitution.
5.214

Use of superfluous elements in inflected words
without redundancy
Even where no redundancy occurs, it is possible to

detect under-analysis through the presence of superfluous
or contradictory elements.

In one group of reported

errors, the child uses a possessive amalgam as if it
were the root (as in 5.211) and then attaches further
possessive suffixes.
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C h ild Form

A d u lt Form

C h ild

Age

nyakam
nyakdm
laci
"neck+lPS poss.” (from nyaka+-m)
"neck+3PS poss.
+1PS poss.”

2;1

hajam
hajdm
Laci
“hair+lPS poss." "neck+3PS poss.
+1PS poss.”

2;1

szdmba
szddamba
Zoli
"mouth+lPS
”mouth+2PS
poss. +illative" poss.+lPS poss.
+illative"

2;2,0

1893:70

MacWhinney

Or the child may attach a plural to a possessive form;
hut to do so correctly the child must use the suffix
for plural possession:
tetejek
"roof+3PS
poss.+pl."

Zari

5;-

maguk
magak
laci
"self+3PP poss." "self+3PS poss.
(=themselves)
+plural"

2 ;-

tetok
"roof+pi."

Simonyi 321

1893:70,142

In another rare error-type the child takes the common 2PS
Indefinite Imperative, as..a basic .form- .or amalgam and then
attaches to it the suffix of the 2PS Definite Imperative
(there is also semantic error here):
viccelj
"joke+2PS Imp"

vicceljed
Pali
"joke+2PS Imp
+2PS Def-Imp"

2;11,10 Meixner

The -ik .marker of the 3PS Present Indicative is superfluous
everywhere except in that person.

However,' since many

verbs without -ik use that person as the root of the verbal
paradigm, the child must learn to delete it before all
suffixes.

Such learning is morphological, but incorrect

usage may be a result of under-analysis or lack of the
rule for deletion:
enni
"eat+infin.”

eszikni
Zari
"eat+ik+inf initive "

1;8 •

Simonyi 321
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Finally, we have reports of errors which the
presence of under-analysed amalgams can he inferred from
the semantic, hut not morphological redundancy produced
hy suffix addition:
kapa
"hoe”

kapdld
(from kaoa + ^1 + -6)
"hoe+verbalizer+adject ivizer"

doh

dohol<5
J<5zsi
2; 11,24 Meixner
(from doh -t- -1 -i- d)
"drum+verhalizer+adj e ctivizer ” .

csuzli
"slingshot"

csuzlizd
J<5zsi
2; 11,23 Meixner
"siingshot+verhalizer+adjectivizer"
(in csurizds. see section 7.11a)

5.215

Csapodi 463

Under-analysis revealed through i n c o r r e c t o r d e r i n g
of suffixes
Errors involving incorrect ordering of suffixes

could he attributed to lack of syntactic rules for the
ordering of suffixes, hut they are more likely due

to

the presence of inflected amalgams which are treated as
lexical units and thereby insulated against the force of
rules governing the ordering of suffixes.

Parallel errors

hy English-learning children would he "little my hat"
or "fuzzy my bathrobe."
Adult Form______ Child Form____ Child

Age_____Source

veranddnkon
veranddnunk
Nanus
"veranda+IPP
"veranda+
poss.+superess." superess.
(=on our veranda) +1PP poss."

2;6

Simonyi 322

kalapocskdm
"hat+dim.+lPS
poss."

1;8

Simonyi 318

kalapomka
Nanus
"hat+lPS poss.
4dim."
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A d u lt Form_______ C h ild Form______ C h ild

Age_____ Source

virdgocskdm
"flower4dim.
+1PS poss."

1;6

virdgomka
Nanus
"flower+
IPS poss.+dim"

Simonyi 318

(virdgom "my flower" is a common phrase for Hungarians-)
2 ;-

Eardos
1901:297

Laci

2;3

Balassa
1893:71

senkisenek
"no-one+
neither+
dative"

laci

2;3

senkid se
"no-one+2PS
poss. neither"

senkised
"no-one+
neither+
2PS poss."

oldest
boy

-

fblszdllok
"up+rise+lPS"
(=1 get up)

sz£LlfSlok
"rise+up+lPS"

Hajnalka

fblkelek
"up+awake+lPS"
(=1 arise)

kel'jfOlOk' "awake+imp*
4-Up+lPS "

Kari,

fSlkelni
"up + awake+
inf."

keljfelni
"awake+imp*
+up+lPS"

senkit se
"no-one+acc.
neither"

sehkisdt
"no-one+
neither+acc."

senkit se

senkiset

senkinek se
"no-one+dat ive
neither"

1920:70

Csapodi 466

2;0

Keresztes 33

2 ;-

Simonyi 322

2 ;-

Kardos 297

^Evidently, these amalgams were learned in the shape of
the imperative.
bdjj el
"hide+2PS-Imp.
away"

bdj eld
"hide away+
2PS-Imp"

Zoli

1;8,6

MacWhinney

elbdj sz
"away+hide+2PS"

btij elsz
Zoli
"hide away+2PS"

1 ;8,6

MacWhinney

nem adorn oda
"not give+IPS
over"

nem adodam
"not give+
over+lPS"

1;8,6
1 ;10,0

MacWhinney

Zoli

nyiss ki
kinyissni
Zoli
2;2,0
MacWhinney
"open+2PS out"
"out+open+2PS+inf."
(see section 6 . 1 3 for an explication of this form)
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5.216

Evaluation and discussion
Having now reviewed all those errors which

point towards under-analysis of amalgams, we are in a
position to make observations regarding their distribution.
Some of the errors indicate that the child may not have
fully coded the semantics of the amalgams in question.
However, such incorrect coding is probably concentrated
in the youngest ages.(section 5.211).

When the-child

uses an inflected form where a simple form is required
(5.211, 5.212), it is possible that the child has not yet
sensed that the amalgam is limited in some way by the
suffix it contains.

On the other hand, the child may be

using the amalgam simply because he does not yet have
another form at his disposal.

He knows that the amalgam

should not be used in precisely the way he uses it, but
he doesn’t know how it should be broken up.

The errors

of section 5.213 and 5.215 indicate less ambiguously that
the child senses the meaning of the amalgam, but is unable
to dissolve it into units.

The large number of reported

words with redundant suffixes indicates that the child
intends to express some meaning successfully picks out
that amalgam which most closely corresponds to his intentions.
However, he is not clear enough about the composition of
the amalgam he selected to defeat the operation of
redundant suffixing.
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The predominance of forms with erroneously
reduplicated suffixes over forms with other superfluous
suffixes can he interpreted in two ways.

Above, we

suggested that the child may often have some awareness
of the semantic composition of the amalgam, although
he is unable to analyse it morphologically.

An additional

possibility is that reduplications are frequent because
of the probabilities of cooccurrence of frequent forms.
If, for example, the possessive amalgam keze "hand+3PS
poss." is the most frequent form used for reference to a
hand, this may be because the most frequent context for this
item is a possessive context.

This would mean, in turn,

that the child would be more likely to select the
independent possessive suffix than any other suffix to
attach to the amalgam.

In other words, the motive that

leads to the formation of the amalgam also works to create
suffix reduplication.

There is no reason to believe

that this second explanation conflicts with the first.
Rather, they supplement each other.
The question of the nature of semantic domain of
the roots involved in amalgams deserves further attention.
Our examples indicate that the possessive amalgamates
with body parts and articles of clothing; the accusative
with foods; the locative with rooms, furniture, and
deli mi table spaces; the instrumental with tools; and the
imperative with verbs.

The explanation of this must

surely be based upon frequencies of cooccurrence.
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5.22

Over-analysis and misanalysis
The intensity of the activity of lexical analysis

is reflected hy the existence of over-analysed forms.
Analysis depends upon the isolation of at least one
well-known, meaningful element.

After this item is

extracted, the child is left with a residue to which he
attaches a certain meaning.

Sometimes this residue is

itself a conventional word; in this case the analysis
was clever, if erroneous.

In other cases, the residue

closely resembles some meaningful item.

In yet other

cases, the residue is essentially meaningless.

Except

in the second example from lili, the form used by the
child is the residue.
5.221

Meaningless residues

Ama~l gam

Known

Residue,

Child

nemzeti
"national"

nem
"not"

zeti

lili

oroszldny
"lion"

l£ny
"girl"

orosz
lili
(actually means "Russian" )

szanaszdt
"helterskelter"

szdt
"apart"

szana

villamok
cikdznak
"lightning
flashes"

villa
"fork"

mokcikaznak* -

10;-

A. Ydrtes
1953:30

ott
6bdgatnak

<5:

tdbdgatnak* laci

2:5

Balassa
1893:71

Age

Source
Ponori
1905:440

Piroska

Trencsdny
264

* Although meaningless, these residues have;3PP suffixes.
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Child

Age

Source

1;10,8 Kenyeres
-1
aluszka
]3va
1928:61
"verbal
formative"
(This may have been picked up as a variant of baby-talk
alukdl "sleeps.")

aluszkdl
"sleep"

5.222

Residues similar to meaningful items
Whereas the meaning which the child attached to

the residues in the previous section were largely idio
syncratic

or capricious and not based upon lexical rela

tions, the following residues are assigned a meaning close
to some lexical item which they resemble.

In most cases

this item is the over-analysed word itself or some
aspect of the word.

In all the below the form used: by

the child is the residue.
Amalgam_____ Known

Residue

Child

httvOs
"cool"

huv

laci

-6s
"-y"

Age

Source
Balassa
1893:137

(here, huv was used as if it meant "breeze.")
e szent
c£Lu
"this holy
purposed"

eszenc
£lu
"essence" (~£lo "living")

7;-

A. V£rtes
1953:30

vacsoraut^n
"after

-n
vacsorauta laci
"superess." (~vacsorant?Cn)

3;6

Balassa
1893:73,137

ddlutdn
"afternoon"

-n
d£luta
laci
"superess." (-ddlutdn)

3; 6

16d6z
"shoot"

—6z
lod
"verbal- (-I6d6z)
izer"

verekszel
"fight+2PS"

-el
"2PS"

son

vereksz
J<5zsi
(~verekszel)

Csapodi
465
3;0,23Heixner

(The child thought'the final ./sz/ of the root was :a 2PS suffix)
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Child
kapaszkodik
"grab on”

-kodik
kapasz
Eari
"reflex.” (-kapaszkodik)

kabdt
"coat”

-t
"acc."

terket
(=terkep)
"map"

-t
"acc."

kaba
kaba
(-kabat)

Marti

terke
(-terkdu)

Age

Source

4;-

Simonyi

318
1;10, Meggyes
13
44
x;xu,
21

vitrin
-n
vitri
Emoke
"glass case" "superess." (~vitrin)

3;5,

eh.es
"hungry"

6; -

Simonyi
319

3; 2,
24

Meixner

4; 0,
12

Meixner

-es
"-ish"

eh
(-hunger)

Eari

Meixner

20

(in ehetlen "hungerless")
palcika
"stick"

-ka
"dim."

palci
(-palcika)

Pali

volna-na
vol (-to be
"cond./past" "cond./pres."
(in volhi for lenni "to be")

Berko (1958: 366-367) found that English-speaking children
would treat a word like nizz (a nonsense word) as already
containing a plural morpheme, although the word was
specifically presented as a singular.

Compare this type

of error to those above from Meggyes (44).
5,223

Meaningful Residues
Here both residues are used by the child.

Jolan
j<5
"girl's name" "good"

lany
"girl"

Margit

millid
"million"

j6
"good"

lili

mily
"how"

2;6

Endrei 525
Ponori
1905:440
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5.224

Evaluation and Discussion
Errors of over-analysis and misanalysis provide us

with, one essential variety of information: they indicate
that the process of analysis is intense enough to lead
the child into the isolation and even lexicalization of
meaningless residues in an attempt to take words apart.
Typically, errors of over-analysis occur later than
errors based upon under-analysis.

Thus, while errors

based upon under-analysis demonstrate the presence of
fl-malgams in the child’s lexicon, errors based upon over
analysis demonstrate the productivity of various inflectional
devices as means of analysing amalgams.
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5.3

Child Neologisms
Neologisms are new words whose formation is in

keeping with the rules of word formation set down by the
language.

Neologized lexical items appear only infrequently

in child language and are usually dependent upon soundsymbolism or blending (section 3.6).

Neologisms based

upon any attachment of formative suffixes are faj* more
common.

In many cases the neologism is successfully

achieved, but there are also numerous examples of incorrect
application of the various formative suffixes.

Such incor

rect applications illustrate deficiencies in the semantic
coding of either roots or suffixes and they are treated in
chapter 7.

The examples of sections 5.31-5.34 are all

successful in the sense that they violate no formulablei;
rule.

On the other hand, the degree of lexical acceptability

they achieve varies greatly.

Some of these formation

produce words to express meanings that could only be ex
pressed in the standard language by circumlocution.

Other

formations are of little practical value, because there
exists a conventional item to express most of the area
they express.

Finally,' we should note that some child

neologisms are not picked up by the standard, simply
because the adult community is often uninterested in
lexicalizing semantic areas which an individual child
considers most intriguing.

We organize the following

summary of child neologisms by types of formative suffixes,
according to the design used by the grammar of the Hungarian
academy (Toapa, 1370).
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5 .3 1

Verbal suffixes
These suffixes serve to make new verbs from verb or

noun roots; thus they are either deverbative or denominative.
5.3H

Deverbative verbal suffixes

Nearest Adult Form
-an, -en:

Neologism_____ Child

Age

Source

A rarely productive suffix making verbs express
ing momentaneous action from onomatopoeic roots
which often have no independent existence. The
root of this neologism is the interjection
hop-pd "whoops":

kiesik
"out+fall"

kihcppan
Eva
"out+whoop+moment."

2;3,26 Zenyeres
1928:87

-ad, -ed: A common, but unproductive inchoative suffix.
Here the child takes as a root her own neo
logized root csicer "stick" (section 3.61).
o'sszetapad
"together+stick"

Ssszecsicered Eva
"together+csicer
+inchoative"

4; 9

Eenyeres
1928:87

-kod. -kod: A common iterative suffix which is no longer
productive. Perhaps this accounts for the
strangeness of the neologism.
gyakran elfuj
"frequently out+
blows"

Csapodi
465

elfujkod
"out+blow+
iterative"

-gat, -get: highly productive frequentative
enyh.it
"comforts"

gyakran taldl
dolgokat

bibizget
Nanus
2; 6
Simony i
"hurty+
318
verbalizer+
frequent."
(=treats the wound as if
it were just a little scrape)
talalgat
"finds+freq.

Jolan

3;3

Endrei

466
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N e a re s t A d u lt

N eologism

C h ild

Age

Source

-ddik, -odik: As an inchoative, this suffix is no longer
productive, hut as a reflexive it is quite
productive and frequent. It may code
reflexivity, mediopassivity, or, the case
of verhs of cognition, frequentativeness.
In assessing the child’s neologisms, we
credit him with the most appropriate of
these several uses. The following examples
generally express reflexivity and -passivity.
beleesik
"into+fall"

beledobddik
Jdzsi
"into+throw+
reflexive/passive"

kivesz, kiesik
"out+take,
out+fall"

kiveszodik
"out+take+
passive"

3?-l,7

Meixner

li

Ponori
1905:434

eldugodik
Li
elkeverik a .
"away+stick+
ttJbbi ko'zd
reflex/pas sive"
"away+mixes the
other among"
(=gets lost among
the others)

Ponori
1905:435

felnyilik
a pakkololas
"up+opens the
packing"
-it

felpakkolodik
"up+pack+reflex.

As a causative, this suffix is no longer veryproductive. However, the existence of the highly
productive homonymous denominative and iterative
suffixes seems to call attention to it.

elront
"away+break(vt)"

elromlit
"away+break(vi)
+causative"

Kari

elront
"away+break(vt)"

elromlit
Rdzsi
"away+break(vi)
+causative"

5;-

Simonyi
318

2 ;-

Kardos
324

kancsdval
kancsalit
niece
Yero 263
Snt
"pitcher+
"pitcher+instr.
verbalizer+
pours"
causative"
(=pour with a pitcher)
(There also exists the verb kancsalit "look squint-eyed"
which may have influenced this formation.)
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-tat, -tet:

n eo lo g ism ________ C h ild

Ase

Source

the general productive causative

tan.lt
"teach"

tanultat
”study+causat ive"

Ponori
1871:9

leemel

lesz^lltat
”uOwn-t-rise+
causative"

Piroska -

Trencs^ny
264

lehoppdztat
"down+whoops+
verbalizer+
causative"

Piroska -

Trencseny
264

leemel hoppdval
’’lift down with
a ’whoops!1”
-aszt. -eszt;

a frequent, hut unproductive causative

megb'l
”p erf ect.+kill”

megdogleszt
Laci
"perf.+die+caus."

3;6

Balassa
1893:72
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5.312

Denominative verbal suffixes

nearest Adult

neologism:_______ Child

Age..

-oz(ik). -ez(ik). -Sz(ik):
This highly productive suffix makes verhs from
nouns in a variety of ways. It is similar to
the English 0-format ive or French "faire
"
It is interesting to note how many of these
formations can he pinpointed semantically simply
by knowing the role played by the noun in the
semantic structure, i.e. agent, instrument,
location etc.
The noun as an Agent which acts in some typical fashion:
megkalapal
"’
ha.Tnmar”

mont&rozik*
"act like a
blacksmith"

Ponori
1905:434

Dili

rosszalkodik
"misbehave"

rontopalozik
"act like
Ronto Pal"

felall valamire
"stand up on
something"

torpebacsizik
Lil
"act like the
dwarf (tdrpebacsi)
(by standing up on
a tree-trunk)"

muzsikal
"play music"

ciganyozik
Lil
"act like a
gypsy {by playing
music)"

forog mint
a kerek
"turn like a
wheel"

kerekszik
"act like a
wheel"

elfordulnak
a konyv levelei
"the pages of a
book turn"

ellapozik
GySrgy
"act like the
page of a book"

4;-

v€rzik
"bleed"

sebzik
Kari
"act like a wound"

4;-

Simonyi

ugy viselkedik
mint a malac
"act like a pig"

malacozik
Jol£n
"act like a pig"

3;0

Endrei
455

Eva

2;11,5 Kenyeres

1928:62

Simonyi

318

318

*montxroz now exists with a meaning similar to this neologism.
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N eologism

C h ild

Age

Source

ugy viselkedik
bolondrozdzik
mint a bolond
"act like
Rdzsa
foolish Rdzsa"
"act like foolish
R<5zsa"

Ferike

2;9

Endrei
524

egeret jatszik
"play mouse"

Emoke

3;2,2; Meixner

b)

egdrezik
"act in play
like a mouse"

the noun as an Instrument which is utilized ;
some fashion typical to it:

baltaval utSget
"hit with a
hatchet"

balt^zik
"use a hatchet"

Lili

karddal vxv
"duel with a
sword"

kardozik
"use a sword"

Lili

cimborat jdtszik
"play a cymbalo"

cimborazik
"use a cymbalo"

homokkal jatszik
"play with sand"

homokozik *
"use sand"

homokkal jatszik

homokozik

szappanbub orekokkal jdtszik
"play with soapbubbles"

szappanbubor6kozik
"use soapbubbles"

Jolan

2:6

Endrei 464

szemmel jatszik
"play with eyes"

szemezik*
"use eyes"

Joldn

2;6

Endrei 464

szdnt
"plough"

ek6z
"use a plough"

Ear

5;-

Simonyi
319

2;0

Endrei
463

Ponori
1905:434

Trencseny
264

2;6,1< Eenyeres
1928:62
Ponori
1905:434

(in ek6z6s "ploughing")
rajzol
"sketch"

ceruzdzik
"use a pencil"

Joldn

♦These forms now exist is the language.
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Nearest Adult

Neologism

Child

Age

ceruzdzik
"use a pencil"

Marti

2;1,9

guruz*
"use a ball"

Eva

2;3,11 Kenyeres

Pali

3;5,20 Meixner

Pali

3;3,14 Meixner

Idval jatszik
lovaz
"play with a horse" "use a horse"

Emoke

4;1,14 Meixner

pdnzzel jatszik
penzezik
"play with money" "use money"

Emoke

3;10,9 Meixner

traktort vezet
traktorozik
"drive a tractor" "use a tractor"

Jdzsi

3;1,26 Meixner

luftballonnal
luftballonozik
jatszik
"use a balloon"
"play with a balloon"

Jdzsi

3;1,17 Meixner

gurit
"roll”
bezdr
"lock closed"
j^tszik
"play"

kulcsoz
"use a key"
jatdkozik
"use games"

Source
Meggyes 47

1928:61,86

szddavxzzel
lefroccsenti
"spritz with
soda water"

leszdddzik
Jolan
"use soda
water(perfective)"

2;11

Endrei
464

mezitlab jar
"go barefoot"

mezitldbozik
"use bare feet"

2; 5

Endrei
524

ujsdgot olvas
"read a paper"

ujsdgozik
"use a paper"

Eerike

2;5

Endrei
524

hintazik
"use a teetertotter"
(hinta-palinta =

palintazik
"use a totter"

Margit

2;6

Endrei
525

fest
"paint"

festdkez
"use paint"

Jdzsi

2;9,10 Meixner

teeter-totter)

* The root of this form is guru-, the child’s word for
conventional labda "ball."
Given that this root ends with
a vowel (gurum = guru + m), the -It suffix is not appropriate.
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c)

N eologism

beken tojdssal
"spread an egg
into"

betojdsozik
"egg into"

kirak nyulakkal
"fill out with
bunnies"

kinyuszizik
"bunny out"

d)

C h ild

Age

Source

the noun as a transferred oh.iect which is given or
provided to something or somebody:
Simonyi
318
6;4,18 Eenyeres

1928:62

the noun as a created entity which is the typical
product of an activity:

leSnt tintaval
"pour ink down
onto"

lefoltozik
Eva
"produce a spot"

2;7,5

kibogoz
"untie"

kibojtozik
"untassle"

3; 2

Endrei
465

vdlaztekot
csinal (hajban)
"make a part (in
hair)"

elvdlasztdkoz
Eerike
"produce a part"

2;10

Endrei
524

Jolan

esik poros esovel poroz
lili
"rain dusty rain" "produce dust"
(in porzds and porzodik)

Kenyeres

1928:62

Ponori
1905:434

A sub-class of this type is produced when the created entity
is a vocal production of some kind:
enekel
"sing"

lalizik
"produce lali"

muzsikdl
"make music"

zendzik
"produce music"

hoppdt mond
"say'hoppd'"

hoppazik
Piroska
"produce'hoppd’
when lifting the
child down"

mindjdrtot mond
mindjdroz
Eva
"say *right-away *" "produce'right-away *

Trencsdny
264

4;1,13 Eenyeres 63
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e)

Neologism s

C h ild

Age

Source

the noun as the oh.iect removed from something. This
might he seen as the opposite of category (c; above.

szdlkdt kiveszik kiszdlkdzik
"remove a sliver" "remove a
sliver"

6;6,2

Kenyeres

1928:62

meghamoz
"peel"

lehdj^zik
"remove the
skin, peel"

Tibor

5;4

Barcsai 32

meghamoz

leh£j£zik

Margit

2;-

Simonyi

318
f)

the noun as the typical location of the activity:

ugrik mint a
cirkuszld
"jump like a
circus horse"

cirkuszozik
"act like at
the circus"

iskolat jatszik
"play school"

iskol£z
lili
"act like at school"

paplrhaj <5kat
us ztat
"sail paper
boats"

patakozik
"act like at
yhe brook"

verescsatat
"play’bloodybattle'"

v£rescsat£z
"act like at a
*bloody-battle"

kSzgyuldsre megy
"go to a townmeeting"

kSzgyulesezik*
"act like at a
town-meeting"

g)

Laci

2; 6

Balassa
1893:72

Ponori
1905:434

Lili

lili

Including adjective roots under the category of
denominative neologisms, we note a pair of creations
in which there is an adjective realized:

teletSlt
"fill up"

Kari

3;-

Simonyi

felszokez
szoke hajat
"blonde up"
felfSstil
"comb blond hair"

Kargit

3;6

Endrei
526

318

♦'This form now exists in the language.
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-it:
a)

a productive suffix creating verbs from nouns and
adjectives.

When the source is an adjective, the verb expresses the
action involved in making the adjective realized, as
in (g) just above.

Nearest Adult

Neologism

Child

Age

Source

lehut
meghidegit
Eva
4; 4
Kenyeres
"cool down"
"perf. +make cold"
^
1928:62
(This may be formed by analogy with megmelegft "warm up."
Jolan

3;2

Endrei
465

2;2,3

Kenyeres

lehut
"cool down"

hidegft
"make cold"

raemel
"raise onto"

ramagasit
Eva
"ont o-fhigh-fmake "

Ssszeszaggat
"make into rags"

elrongyosit
Piroska "perf.+raggy+make"
(=rag out)

Trencseny
264

kirojtoz
"make into rags"

kirongyosit
Piroska "out+raggy+make"

Trencseny
264

kifuj
"out+blow"

kipuposit
Eva
"out+swollen+make"

kisebbit
"make smaller,
diminish”
b)

kicsit
"make small"
(in kicsitd)

5;0,2

Kenyeres

5;7,

Kenyeres
1928:87

1928:62

Alternatively, the noun may be a created entity which
is the typical product of an activity, as in (d) above:

eijegyez
"engage"

bemennyasszonyit Eva
"enbriden"

6;1,28 Kenyeres

letSrpit
Eva
"down+dwarf+make"

6;2,3

lebecsuli
"underestimate its
height"
c)

1928:62

1928:62
Kenyeres
1928:62-63

It is not entirely clear whether -it may be used to
express the action typically involved in using a
certain Instrumerrt^ if not, these forms are errors
and belong in Chapter 7.
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Nearest Adult___ Neologism______ Child
vodorrel merit
"dip with a
bucket"

vSdb'rit
"use a bucket"

Eari

maskar^kat
"wear masks"

elmaskarit
^va
"perf.+masks+use"

Age - Source
3;-

Simonyi
319

7;1

Kenyeres
87

-kodik. -kedik. -kodik: a very productive suffix making
nouns and adjectives into verbs
expressing the typical manner of
conduct of the Agent (after final
vowels, an /s/ or /!/ may be-present).
furcsan mozog
furcsakodik
"moves strangely” "strange+act"

Kari

4;-

Simonyi
318

szepnek nez ki
"llok pretty"

szdpekeaik
"pretty+act"

Eva

5; 2

Kenyeres
52

ugy viselkedik
mint egy vizsla
"act like a
vizsla (dog)"

vizslalkodik
"vizsla+act"

sister

10;-

Zsidd 92

3 <51

viselkedik
"behave well"

jdkalkodik
"well act"

K.P.

3;-

Szereto
1931

ridegen
viselkedik
'act sternly"

ridegenkedik
"stemly+act"

-

-

A. Vertes
1971:43

-odik. -edik. -Sdik:

elaludt a gyufa
"the match went
out"

a productive suffix coding the activity
characteristic of making an ad.iective
realized.

elvildgosodik
"out+light+
became"

Jolan

2;5

Endrei
464

-Til . -tH : a common suffix forming verbs expressing the
action typical in making an ad.iective realized.
lilld valik
"become purple"

lilul
Eva
"purple+become"

6;5,17 Kenyeres
1928:63

megdzik
"get soaked"

levizesul
iSva
"down+watery+become"

3;0,4 Kenyeres
1928:62
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N eologism

C h ild

Age

Source

—ol. -el. -81. -1 (ik): Many of the functions of this
suffix are identical to those of
the -ozik suffix discussed at the
beginning of this section.
a)

the noun as an Agent which acts in some typical fashion.

jlr mint egy
. vasutol
vonat.
’’railroad+act"
"move like a train"

Eva

2;4

lehull (papiros)
"flutter down
(paper)"

lepillangol
"down+butterfly
+act"

Eva

2;6.14 Kenyeres
87

Smlik
"pour"

kancsal
"act like a
pitcher"
(in kancsalit)

Vero 263

dardzsolik
ugy csip, mint
dardzsolik
Jolan
"act like a wasp"
egy darazs
"bite like a wasp"
dolgozik mint a
suszter
"work like a
shoemaker"
b)

suszterol*
"act like
a shoemaker"

Kenyeres
87

2;11

Margit 2;8

Endrei
465
Endrei
526

the noun as an instrument which is utilized in some
typical fashion:

karddal viv
"duel with a
sword"

kardol
"sword+use"

zOrb'g a kulcskulcsol**
okkal
"key+use"
"rattle the keys"
meglSk a falidra ingll
ingdjlt
"pendulum+use"
"knocks the pendulum of the wallclock"

Eva

3;1

Kenyeres

1928:62
Nanus

3;3

Simonyi

318
2;0,4

Kenyeres

*This form exists in a derogatory sense.
** This form exists with the meaning, "use a key on a door."
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N eologism

C h ild

Age

Source

kretdval rajzol
"sketch with
chalk"

krdt£l
"use chalk"

3§va

2;11,25 Kenyeres

bezdr kulccsal
"lock with key"

hekulcsol
"use a key"

^va

6;6,16 Kenyeres

c)

1928:62

the noun, as a transferred ob.iect which is given or
provided to something or somebody.

cddul^t r&ragaszt becddul£L
"stick a tag on" "in+tag+give"
d)

1928:62

]£va

2;9,9

Kenyeres
1928:32

the noun as a created entity which is the typical
product of an activity.

dirib-darabra
t8r
"break to pieces

diribol
"pieces+make"

Ferike

4; 6

Endrei
525

As a variant of this pattern, the noun is a vocalization
created by the action of the verb.
Kenyeres
1928:63

"make the sound
of cooing doves"
(sec. 3.61c)

purgol
"*purg* +say "

Eva

2:6

kdrt mond
"say'pity’"

kdrol
"’pity’+say"

Eva

6;8,28 Kenyeres
1928:63

"make a sound
to scare away
cats"
(sec. 3.61c)

elkusipol
Eva
"away+'kusip1+say"
(=shoo away)

e)

Kenyeres
1928:87

the noun as the ob.iect removed from something.

morzs^t kirdz
"shake out
crumbs"
f)

4; 9

kimorzsdl
£va
"out+crumb+take"

2;1,31 Kenyeres
1928:32

the noun as the typical location of the activity,

utc£n sdt£L
"stroll on the
street"

utc£L
"act like on
the street"

Katdka

1;6

Simonyi

318
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Age

megkSt a nyakon
"bind up on the
neck"

2;8,23 Kenyeres
62

g)

nyakol
"act like at
the neck"

Eva

Source

Or the verb may indicate the process of making an
ad.iective realized.

undckoskodik
"behave
disgustingly"

-£sz(ik). £sz(ik)

babokat szed
"picks beans"

5.32

undokol'
fiva
"act disgusting"

6;2,3

Kenyeres
62

A suffix which forms verbs expressing
the action of catching, picking, or
hunting some patient. Not very producive.
babdszik
"beans+gets"

-

-

Csapodi
466

Nominal suffixes
Nominal suffixes serve to make new nouns from verb

or noun roots; thus they are either deverbative or
denominative.

5.321
-6. -o

a)

Deverbative nominal suffixes
A highly productive deverbative suffix. As was
the case for several of the verb formatives, the
types of relations this suffix expresses parallel
certain deep structure categories. Although these
neologisms could all be rendered by attaching the
English suffix -er to the verb in the English
translation, it is clear that further information
on the deep structure category of the formed noun
is of assistance in an accurate interpretation of
the meaning of the neologism.'

The noun which is a product of the formation is an agent
which typically engages in the activity characteristic
of the verb.

szempilla
"eyelash"

gillogd
"blinker"

Eva

3;3,7

Kenyeres
1928:87
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N eologism

C h ild

Age

szemdldok
"eyebrow"

haragudd
"thing that
gets angry"

-

-

fllri csindl
"he who does"

csindld
"doer"

Emoke

4;0,12 Meixner

aki segft
"he who helps"

segito
"helper"

Emoke

kdmdny
"chimney"

ftistBlo
"smoker"

Pali

b)

Source

Szdkely 63

"

Meixner

3;3,18 Meixner

Or the noun which is a product of the formation is
an instrument typically involved in c ompleting the
action of the verb.

ceruza
"pencil"

lr6
Eva
"that with which
one writes"

1 ;8 , 8

zsinor
"cord"

ketd
Eva
"that with which
one binds"

3;3,7

Kenyeres
1928:87

rongy
"rag"

puc<5
laci
"that with which
one cleans"

1;9

Balassa

sztereoszkdp
"stereoscope"

kukucsold
Tibor
"that with which
one goes peek-a-boo"

6 ;2

orrkenocs
"nose salve"

bekeno
M£rti
"that with which
one spreads in"

2;1,18 Meggyes 47

kalapdcs
"hammer"

dolgozd
Kari
"that with which
one works"

2; 0

Simonyi
319

oll<5
"scissors"

v£g<5
Kari
"that with which
one cuts"

2; 0

Simonyi
319

ceruza
"pencil"

ird
Kari
"that with which
one writes"

2;0

Simonyi
319

Kenyeres

1928:86

1893:68
Barcsai 3 1
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Neologism s

C h ild

Age

Source

kap£L<5
"that with which
one hoes"

Csapodi
465

ceruza
"pencil”

rajzold
lili
"that with which
one sketches"

Ponori
1905:434

pacika
"stick"
(for glueing)

enyvelo
lili
"that with which
one glues"

Ponori
1905:438

festdk
"paint"

nyomd
Jdzsi
"that with which
one presses"

c)

2; 9 , 8

Meixner

Or the noun may express the typical location of the
activity of the verb.

szdk
"chair"

tilo

palld
"board-walk"

kb'rGljdrd
lili
"that on which
one walks around"

-oda. -ede. -o’de:
mosogatd eddny
"washing dish"

-at. -et:
hapg
"sound"

Jdzsi

2;9,15 Meixner

"that on which
one sits"
Ponori
1905:438

this suffix indicates the typical
location of an action.
pucoda
"place where
one cleans"

Lili

-

Ponori
1905:435

this suffix indicates the product of a function.
hallat
Nanus
"that which we
derive from hearing"

6 ;-

Simonyi
318

-s£g. -sdg: This suffix is fairly rare and unproductive
as a deverbative, but highly productive as a
denominative. As a deverbative it expresses
here an abstract material involved with the
action of the verb in any of the ways discussed
for the general verbalizers above.
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N eologism

borogatds
"covering”

boritsdg
"material which

4-8

nadrdgtartd
"suspenders”

szoritsdg
"that which
tightens"

6 ;-

jdt£koss£g
"playfulness”

j^tszasdg
"quality which
plays"

-es. -£s:

C h ild

Age

Simonyi

318
Simonyi

318
Trencs£ny
264

The noun formed by this suffix expresses a product
of the activity of the verb.

SltSzet
"dress"

OltUztetds
"material put
on in dressing"

Csapodi
465

hal&leset
meghalds
Margit 5 ;6
"fatal case"
"dying"
(meghalds exists with the meaning "demise.")

Endrei
526

5.322 Denominative nominal, suffixes
indicates the individual whose
profession typically involves the
action of the verb.
katonatiszt
"soldier"

parancsolatos
"he who works
with orders"

zen£sz
"musician"

cimbords
P
"he who works
with a ’cimbora*"
(see section 3.62)

fogorvos
"dentist"*

-sdg. -s£g:

fogas
"he who works
with teeth"

Simonyi
319
Trencs£ny
264

Piroska -

expresses an abstract quality involving the
activity of the verb.

rendetlens^g
"disorderliness"
drdgasdg
"luxury"

5;-

Trencs£ny
264

•v d s d r s ^ g

"marketness"
aranys£g
"goldness"

F.D.'i

son

4;-

Szdkely
63
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N e a re s t A d u lt
Form____________n eo lo g ism _________ C h ild

Age

Source

The -sdg. -s6 g suffix may also he used after occupations
and titles to indicate respect. Such usage is approximated
in English "your ladyship" or "your holiness."
mennyasszonys£g
"hrideness"
5.33

-

-

Ponori
1871:9

Adjectival suffixes

-as. -es. -s: forms an adjective which indicates being
in possession of the quality or quantity of
the noun.
6 hes

6 tv£gyas
appetite-y"

"hungry"

Kari

6

;-

Simonyi
3 19

-s6 .-so: forms adjectives of position from adverbs.
sz6lso
"side"

- 6 s. -os:

oldalsd
Kari
5;—
Simonyi
"side-y"
319
(also in legoldalsdbb "most to the side")
This is a common deverbative suffix with a rather
broad semantic range. When attached to a verbal
root, it expresses the quality of typically being
the agent or experiencer of the action of the
verb. Its closest English counterpart is "-y"
attached to verbs to produce child forms such
as "breaky." In Hungarian, some of the adjectives
formed this way are also used as nominal (Tompa,
1970:385).

finom eso
"fine rain"

porz6s
"dustsey"

lili

-

tilos
"forbidden"

tiltatos
"forbidsey"

lili

-

"

sokat ruggant
"kicks a lot"

ruggantos
"kicksey"

lili

-

"

tSrekdny
"fragile"

tbros
"breaky"

Joldn

1;11

Endrei
463

szomjas
"thirsty"

iszos
"drinky"

^va

4;4

Kenyeres
1928:62

viszketos
"itchy"

vakaros
"scratchy"

Eva

5;0

Ponori
1905:434

"
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B e a re s t A d u lt
Form______

N eologism

C h ild

Age

nydlas
didlis
"full of spittle" "droolsey"

Eva

2;2,13 Kenyeres

aki sokat
taldlgat*
"who’s always
finding things"

Jol£n

3;3

taldlgatos
"findsey”

Source

1928:62
Endrei 466

*see section 5 . 3 1 1 for taldlgat as a neologism.
csuzli
"slingshot"

csurizds
Jdzsi
2;ll,25Meixner
(=csdzlizds)
"slingshot+verbalizer+adj ectivizer"

lSvdldbzo
"shooting"

18v81dos
(=18v81d6zos)
"shootsey"

Jdzsi

3;1*26 Meixner

pucolt
"cleaned"

pucos
"cleany"

Pali

3;5,20 Meixner

fodrdsz
"harher"

borotvdlds
"shavey"

-

4;-

bilidrd
"billiards"

lb'kos
"pushy"

Kari

4;-

Kemper
Simonyi
319

In the above neologisms, the verbal base refers to an action
of which the qualified noun is an agent. less frequently,
the verbal base may be taken in a causative sense.
olyan amit le
lehet nyalni
"such that one
can swallow it"

nyalds
"swallowy"

Eva

olyan amit
szeretni lehet
"such that one
may love it"

szeretos
"lovey"

Margit

5.34

2;11,24 Kenyeres

1928:62

4;-

Endrei
526

Adverbial suffixes
In traditional grammar the adverbial suffix -nkdnt

is treated as a flectional suffix.

However, its productivity

is decidedly circumspect and it might be better considered
to be a formative.

Its meaning is "every

."

Thus

hdt "week" + -nkdnt = hetenkdnt "weekly, every week."
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N e a re s t A d u lt
Form__________ N eolo gism -________ C h ild

sokat egyszerre
" a lot at a
time"

Age

sokehk€nt
Piroska "every much','
much,at a time"

Source

Trencs£ny
264

In this error, the parent tells the child to eat the
little pieces of meat on her plate egyenk^nt "one at a
time.

.

The child replies that one can also eat them

sokenk^nt "many at a time."

5 .3 5

Compound Neologisms
Just as children evidence their productive

knowledge of morphological devices through neologistic
formations, they display their knowledge of the rules of
compound formation through creating neologistic compounds.
In order to enter into a compound, the component lexical
items must relate to each other is some manner specified
by the rules of compound formation.

These relations are

characterizable interms of deep structure

or semantic

relations.
a)

The first element of the compound may be a patient
which is acted upon by the second element. The second
agential element is often a deverbative noun which
relates to the patient in terms of the action of its
root verb, but it may also be a simple noun root
which relates to the patient through some other verb
not present in the surface compound. In either case,
the structure is Patient + Agent.

gydgyszer
"medicine"

fdjgydgyit<5
Lili
"pain+cure+er"
(curer cures pain)

-

Ponori
1905:436
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N e a re s t A d u lt
Form________

Neologism

C h ild

ridikOl
"purse"

pdnztartd
Lili
"money+hold+er"
(holder holds money)

kalauz
"conductor"

jegybdcsi
Fva
"ticket+man"
(man gives tickets)

Age

Source

Ponori
1905:436
1;10,27Kenyeres

sikpor
cipoliszt
Kari
"talc" (=federweiss) "shoe+flour"
(flour polishes shoes)

Simonyi
319

huz<5s j£tdk
"pulling toy"

liba-huzd
Jdzsi
"goose+pull4er"
(puller pulls goose)

2;10,0 Meixner

manikurds
kisasszony
"manicure girl"

kb'rmQs ndni
"nail+ish lady"
(lady cuts nails)

-

Szdkely
63

IdEtszerdsz
"optician"

szemszerdsz
G-.B.
"eye+ware+maker"
(waremaker fixes
up eyes)

5;6

Kardos
1936

lampa
"lamp"

villany-dgeto
Jdzsi
3;0,23 Meixner
"electricity+
bum+er"
(burner burns electricity)

falvedo
"wall guard"

falterito
"wall cover"
(cover covers wall)

b)

4;-

Kemper 2

Frequently, the first element is related to the second
as an adjective is related to its noun, through
modification.

paradicsomos
dtel
"tomato dish"
vasuti atjdrd
"railroad overcrossing"

pirosebdd
"red meal"
(meal is red)

]5va

fentdgy
"up bed"
(the bed is up)

az agy amely
lent van

lentdgy
"down bed"

Kenyeres

1928:86

szdrazhid
sou
"dry bridge"
(xhe bridge is dry)

az dgy amely
fent van
"the bed which
is upstairs"

2;2,7

Lili

Kardos
1896
Ponori
1905:436
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n e a re s t A d u lt
Form______

c)

n eo log ism

C h ild

Age

Source

Similarly, the two houhs- may be related by'the copula
and judged as equivalent.

csontv^z
"skeleton"

csontember
Ldszl6
"bone man"
(the man is bone)

3 ;5

Barcsai
31

csontvdz

csontember

5;11

Barcsai
31

bdrdnyfelho
"lamb cloud"

borj’
ifelho
Etelka
"sheep cloud"
(the sheep is a cloud)

3;-

A. Vdrtes
1953:42

Tibor

virdg-szeru
vir£gcsaldn
Emoke
3;4,20 Meixner
"flower-nettie"
csalcLn
"flower-like nettle" (the nettle is a flower)
d)

The first element may be a verb in the form of a
participle which expresses the action of the second
element, the agent noun.

l£gg6 mb
"balloon"

e)

rbpulSlabda
"fly+ing+ball"
(the ball flies)

-

Szdkely
63

The first element may be the location where the
second element is typically located.

dtjdrdhdz
"house with a

;r

(=Durchhaus
karkSto
"bracelet"

utcahdz
;
"street house"
(the house is on
the street)

5;-

kargyuru
L£szl<5 3;5
"arm-ring"
(the ring is on the arm)

Kardos

1896

Barcsai 31

motoros b£csi
motorbdcsi
Pali
3;3*.18 Meixner
"motorcycle man" "motorcycle+man"
(motorcycle+ish man) (the man is on the motorcycle)
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N e a r e s t A d u lt
Form______

f)

n eo lo g ism

C h ild

Age

Source

The first element may he the possessor and the second
item the possessed.

utaz<5h£z
Kari
palyah^z
"railway station” "traveler’s house"
(the house belongs
to travelers)
igazolvdnyi
arek£p
"identification
photograph"

4;-

vonatk£p
Lili
"train photo"
(the photo belongs
to the train, or is
used by the people
on the train.)

Simonyi
319

Ponori
1905:438

tolvajkulcs
"thief key"
(=skeleton key)

rabkulcs
L£szl<5 5;A. V£rtes
"prisoner key"
1953:42
(the key belongs
to the prisoner)
(There seems to be a confusion between prisoner and thief.)

szemuveg

szemtukt5r
Margit
"eye mirror
(the mirror belongs
to or is used by
the eye)

3

verkli
"hurdy-gurdy"

Eva
zeneskairulya
"music box"
(music belongs to
the box)

3;7,3

g)

;

Endrei
526

Kenyeres
1928:87

One pattern of compound formation is rather peculiar
to Hungarian. In this pattern, the first element is
a patient and the second is a location at which an
agent typically affects the patient through the action
of the verb.

erk£Ly
"balcony"

utcan£zo
Tibor
"street+see+er"
(place where one
sees the street)

4;10

Barcsai
31
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5.4

Failures to insulate lexical items
Insulated lexical items are those whose semantics

suggests that they should he susceptible to analysis, hut
which, in fact, cannot' he properly and efficiently produced
through analysis, and must he insulated against analysis.
These items are maintained as amalgams and insulated
against analysis hy strengthening their recall availability
as amalgams.

Our discussion of failures to insulate

lexical items falls into four parts:

failures to insulate

items where formative suffixes compete, failures to
insulate items where flectional suffixes compete, failures
to insulate items where idiosyncratic root variations
compete, and failures to insulate portmaneau and morpho
logically opaque items.

For a more complete discussion

of the theory involved see Part I section 2.31.*
5.41

Failures to insulate items where formative suffixes
compete
Just as the English suffixes -ment, -tion, -al. and

0 compete as deverbative nominalizers, so Hungarian
illustrates numerous areas where roughly synonymous
suffixes overlap.

In some cases, there exist criteria

for the separation of these suffixes hy minor features of
the roots to which they attach.

Elsewhere, the attachment

of one suffix rather than another seems purely idiosyncratic.
In such cases each combination must he insulated against
formation hy one of the competing suffixes.
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5 .4 1 1

a)

Deverbative verbal suffixes

Among the numerous frequentative suffixes, there

are -dogal, -degel; -gat, -get; -gal, -gdl; and kal.
In the following forms, the child fails to insulate
forms produced with one of these frequentatives against
the attachment of one of the others.

Note that we do

not call these forms neologisms.
Adult Form

Child Form

Child

Age

SoTirce

mondogat
"keep saying"

mondog^l
"keep saying"

Kari

4;-

Simonyi
318

soproget
"keep sweeping"

soprb*g£l
"keep sweeping"

Kari

4;-

Simonyi

szdlldogal
"fly about"

szallkfl
"keep flying"

Nanus

3;6

Simonyi

repked
"keep flying"

rdpddg^l
"keep flying"

Kari

4;-

Simonyi

b)

318

318

318

Both -at. -et and -tat, -tet code Causativity.

lefolyat
lefolytat*
laci
"down-Klrain+caus." "down+drain+caus."
(=let drain)

3; 6

Balassa
1 8 9 3 :7 2

* This form also happens to mean "institute proceedings."
c)

Also -ft and -dft are competing causative suffixes.

The latter, although not uncommon, is rather unproductive.
This may be attributable to the fact that it attaches to
many verb roots which are now "passive" (section 3 . 1 3 1 of
Part I, just before the list of non-concurrent affixes).
mozdft
"move+caus;"

mozgft
"move+caus."

l£va

2

;5

Kenyeres
1 9 2 8 :8 7

(moz+-dft)
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A d u lt Form________ C h jld Form________ C h ild

Age

Source

perdit
"spin+caus."
(per + -dit)

2;-

Kardos
324

5.412
a)

peregft
"spin+caus."
(pereg + -it)

Rdzsi

Denominative verbal suffixes

Both —ol« -el. —SI. -1 and —oz. -ez. -gz. -z are

denominative verbalizers which cover a wide range of
possible semantic structures.

Here lexical errors occur

along the dimensions of use of an instrument,
kbvez
'’cobble"

kovekel
"use stones"

-

-

Ponori
1871:7

action upon a patient,
ebedel
"dine"

ebddez
Emoke
"act upon a meal"

2;11,9 Meixner

(actually, ebddez is now acceptable as a variant of the
more common ebddel)
and action which results in a created entity.
besorol
"put in a row"

besoroz
"make into
a row"

Kari

3;-

Simonyi
318

(In the meaning of "call to military service" besoroz is
coventional.)
b)

Both -ft and -ol. -el. -81. -1 may form verbs whose

action serves to make an adjective realized.
megsimft
"smoother"
c)

megsimfl
"make smooth"

Piroska -

Trencsdny
264

Both -ddik. -odik and -kodik. -kedik. -kodik, as

pseudo-reflexive verbalizers, can attach to roots and
express the action which makes an adjective realized.
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Adult Form

Child Form

Child

rdm nehezedik
rdmnehezekedik
Smoke
"on-me be-heavy"' "on-me be-heavy'
d)

Age

Source

3;10,23 Meixner

Each of the suffixes -ol etc. and -oz etc. can serve

to form verbs whose root is a transferred ob.iect.
bekormoz
"begrime"

bekormit
"begrime"

laci

2;5

elkormoz
"engrime"

elkormlt
"engrime"

laci

2;5

megkarcol
"scratch up"

megkarcft
"scratch up"

Rdzsi

2

aranyoz
"engolden"

aranyit
"engolden"

Piroska -

;-

Balassa
1893:72, 142
"
Kardos 324
Trencseny
264

Or they may be attached to a noun to form an action
in which that noun is an agent.
lovagol
"act like a
knight,
ride"
5 .4 1 3

lovagoz
"act like a
knight"

Joldn

3;2

Endrei
465

Deverbative nominal suffixes

Each of the suffixes -dk; -ds. -4s; and -at, -et form verbs
which realize the noun as a product of the action of the
verb.
Ponori
1905:435

maraddk
"remnant, that
which remains"

lili
"that which remains"

ugrds
"jump"

ugrat
"jump"

Kari

4;-

Simonyi
518

rakas
"store"

rakat
"store"

Kari

4;-

Simonyi

318
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

C h ild

Age

Source

buk£s
"fall’*

bukat
"fall”

Eva

2;2,7

Kenyeres

5.414

1928:86

Denominative nominal suffixes

Both -iros and ^s etc. denote a member of a profession
dealing with the root.
kocsmaros
"inn-keeper"

5.42

kocsmas
"inn-keeper"

Kari

5;-

Simonyi
319

Failures to insulate items where flectional
suffixes compete.
Competition of flectional suffixes in minimal.

Correspondingly, there are few reported errors of this
variety.
a)

Generally, the superessive is represented by -on. -en.

- 6‘n. -n. but a handful of roots takes the older -ott.-ett.
-Stt suffix.

All such forms should have their superessive

insulated.
helyett
"place+super."
(=in place of)
b)

hely£n
”place+3PS poss.
+superessive"

Pali

3;3,23

Meixner

Generally, -the adverbializing suffix is -an. -en. but

-ul. -til occurs with a few forms.

Here, inn- and onn-

have no free existence (i.e. they resemble the "passive"
verbal roots).
innen
"from here"

innul
"here+ly"

Imre B. 3;-

Simonyi
322
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A d u lt Form
nnnan

"from there"
c)

C h ild Form

onnul
"there+ly"

C h ild

Age

Imre B. 3;-

Source

Simonyi

322

Although it might he possible to govern the use of

the various diminutives through complex phonological rules,
the productivity of such rules is doubtful and exceptions

apuka
"father4dim."

apaka
"father+dim."

MdLrti

H
H
O

to these rules abound.

kockicska
"block+dim."

kockaka

Marti

1;10,27

kesztyucske
"glove+dim"

kesztuke

M^rti

1;11,21

vizecske
"water4dim"

vizeke

Marti

1;10,13
2:o ,28

takardcska
"blanket+dim"

takardka

Mdrti

1;10,21

kakadcska
"cocoa+dim."

kakadka

Marti

2;0,13

vbdrocske
"bucket+dim."

vodorke

Marti

2;1,7

ajtdcska
"door+dim."

aj tdka

Marti

2;1,9

ceruzacska
"pencil+dim."

ceruzaka

Mdrti

2;1,11

5.43

Failure to Insulate items where roots compete
In section 4.1 we discussed learning of root

alternation pattersn which could be controlled by
phonological rule.

In these patterns, the root typically

undergoes an alteration before a variety of suffixes, so
that it would be uneconomical to attempt to learn each of
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the root-suffix pairings as a separate lexical amalgam.
Furthermore, most of the changes involved in 4.1 were
phonologically non-complex.

In this regard, the changes

of section 4.13 are more complex and it is likely that
they are controlled through the coding of parallel roots
in the lexicon.

Although errors in the choice of such

parallel roots are actually lexical errors of the type
to he discussed in this section, they were included in
the chapter on morphology because they are traditionally
considered to be based upon morphological alterations.
The errors discussed below can be seen as further
examples of the type of section 4 .1 3 .
a)

The 3PS indefinite past of the verbs iszik "drinks"

and eszik "eats" illustrate the idiosyncratic roots
iv- and ev- rather than the regular* roots i^ and ewhich appear elsewhere in the past tense.

Thus, the

forms ivott and evett. or the roots iv- and ev- for the
3PS indefinite past must be insulated.

* As noted in section 3.131 of Part I, verbs of Root
Type XIV have a root for tenses and moods other than
the imperative, present, and conditional of the shape
i(v)-, e(v)-, or te(v)-. However, the rule for the insertion
of this final /v/ is dependent upon the occurrence of
a non-deletable vowel at the beginning of the first suffix.
Since the past begins with a deletable vowel, the insertion
of this /v/ is blocked. Thus the /v/ of evett and ivott
cannot come from this source. Rather it seems to require
insulation. We should note that the past tense assumes
its full -ett. -ott forms only in the 3PS of these verbs,
although some verbs take the fuHform throughout.
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Adult Form______ Child

Child

Age

Source

evett
"he ate"
evett

ett
"he ate"
ett

Mikl<5s

6;4

Barcsai 31

Eva

3;0

evett

ett

Laci

2;4

Kenyeres
1928:35
Balassa
1893

h)

F o r m _____

One of the roots undergoing v-insertion stands out

by reason of the fact that its accusative fails to undergo
the required insertion.

This accusative must, therefore,

be insulated.
sz6 t
"word+acc."
c)

szavat
"word+acc."

Eva

8

;2,3

Kenyeres
1 9 2 8 :31

A handful of nouns form possessives by dropping their

final vowels (see section 3.131 of Part I, Root Type VII).
These forms may either by produced by creating a rather
uneconomical phonological rule or by insulating the
possessives in question.
anyja
anyaja
Kari
"mother+3PS poss." "mother+3PS poss."
d)

4;-

Simonyi
321

The root falu "village" takes the form falus- before

the adjectival locative suffix -i.

The resulting form is

best produced through insulation.
falusi
"village+ish"
e)

falui
"village+ish"

Piroska -

Trencsdny
264

The compartive of the word sok "much" utilizes the

idiosyncratic root to- to form tobb "more," which can
only be maintained by insulation.
tobb
"more"

sokabb
"much+er"

Nanus

5;-

Simonyi
3 19
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A d u lt Form _______ C h ild Form_______ C h ild

Age

Source

tifbbet
"more+acc."

4;-

Endrei
524

f)

sokabbat
"much+er+acc."

Ferike

The word masodik ’’second” is formed from the root

mas ’’other," rather than from the numeral ketto "two,"
as the normal pattern requires.
masodik
"other+th"
(=second)
g)

kettedik
"two+th"
(=second)

Miklds

6;0

Barcsai
31

For some reason, the root of the verb szdirit "to dry"

shows deletion of the second syllable of the adjective
szdraz "dry" which would normally serve as the base.
szdrit
"dry+make"
h)
eh-

sz^razit
"dry+make"

Kari

3;8

Simonyi
318

The adjective ehes "hungry" is formed from the root
and the adjectival suffix -es.

This is to say that

it is not really analysable(compare 5.222).

It must be

insulated against formation from etvdgy "hunger."
ehes
"hunger+ish"

i)

^tvdLgyas
"hunger+ish”

Kari

6

;-

Simonyi
319

One of the most wide-spread errors in Hungarian

child speech involves the failure to insulate personal
pronouns against analysis.

Specifically, the possessive,

accusative, and nominative of all the personal pronouns
can be most economically produced by total insulation.
There are areas in the paradigm where some regularity of
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formation exists, but it is not easily expressed in
productive rules.

Most of the errors that follow are

multiple errors in that they not only show failure to
insulate the item the child seeks to produce, but they
also use in their formation roots derived from over
analysis ,(sec. 5 . 2 2 ) of non-analysable insulated items,
i.e. other personal pronouns.

The first, very common,

error type involves use of the pseudo-base of the second
person possessive (ti- from tied, "yours") for.the .formation
of the first person possessive.
Adult Form_______ Child Form______ Child
eny£m
"mine"

Age

Source
Csapodi
465

tiem
"your+lPS poss. ft
2 ;8

eny&n

tiem

Margit

enyem

tiem

Hajnalka -

eny£m

tiem

"aprosdg" -

enj4m

tiem

Eva

2 ;1 ,3

enj4m

ti£m

£va

2 ;4 ,1 4

enydm

tiem

R<5zsi

2; 6

eny£m

tiem

Ilonka

-

Endrei
525
Keresztes
33
A. Y4rtes
1953:34
1926:55,1928:56
Kardos (cited
by Kenyeres)
Ponori
1871:9
1905:399

This same root may also be over-generalized to the 1PP
possessive:
mi&ik
"ours"

tienk
"you+lPS poss."

Csapodi
465
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Adult Form_______ Child Form______ Child

Age

Source

Or the child may use this root as some general root
for personal pronouns and hase an accusative upon it.
minket
"us”

tinket
"you+IPP poss+
acc."

"apr6 sdg"

-

A. Vdrtes
1953:34

Working the other way round, the child may over-analyze
the IPS env&n "mine" and extract the pseudo-root enyor enyg- . by removal of the known IPS poss. suffix.
This pseudo-root then serves as the basis for formation
of 2PS pronouns.
tied
"yours"

enyid
"I+2PS poss."

lili

-

Ponori
1905:399

tied

enydd

Rdzsi

2;6

Kardos
297

tied

eny£d

"aprc5s£g"

tied

enyid

-

-

-

A. Vertes
1953:34
Csapodi
465

Or the child may use this pseudo-root to form the 2PP
possessive;
tietek
"yours (2PP)"

eny£tek
"I+2PP poss."

-

2;-

Kardos
297

Within the accusative paradigm, we find over-analysis
o f . t£ged "you-acc." in which the known 2PS poss -ed is
removed, leaving the base te^
engemet
"me-acc."

tdgemet
"you+lPS+acc."

Eva

2;0,26 Kenyeres
1926:53

engemet

t£gemet

R<5zsi

2;6

engemet

t£gemet

Margit

titeket
"you-pl.-acc."

t^geteket
"you+2PP+acc."

-

Kardos
297
2; 8
Endrei
to 3 ; 0
526
-

Kardos
324
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A d u lt Form________ C h ild Form.________ C h ild

Age

Source

titeket
"you-pl.-acc."

t^geteket
"you+2PP+acc."

-

-

Csapodi
46 5

titeket
"you-pl.-acc."

tdgetek
"you+2PPw

Eva

3; 3Kenyeres
5;10, 6
1926:54
1928:55
titeket
tdgetek
Csapodi
"you-pl.-acc."
"you+2PP”
465
(in t^getekkel "you+2PP+instrumental")

Or the child may generalize the root eng-

derived from

false analysis of engem "me-acc.”
t£ged
"you-acc."

enged
"me+2PS"

engemet
"me+acc."

engedet
"me+2PS+acc."

Zoli

2; 0,2

Csapodi
465
MacWhinney

Another source of a root is the 1PP accusative benntinket.
which may provide the pseudo-root benn-

after removal of

the accusative -et and the 1PP possessive -tink.
engemet
"me+acc"

bennemet
"we+lPS+acc."

-

-

Ponori
1905:399

Or the child may take the 3PS familiar pronoun maga
as some sort of basic root and seek to form nominatives
of other persons from it.
te
"you"

magad
Joldn
2; 7
"you+2PS"
(in magaddal "vou+2PS+instr.")

Endrei
464

It is an interesting fact that, in the active
search for some root which car serve as a stable base for
the formation of personal pronouns, the child seldom attempts
to generalize a form isolated in one case to a formation
in another case.

When the child does generalize in this

way between cases, it is by taking the nominative pronoun
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

C h ild

Age

as the base.
enydm

6n6
Margit
"I+sign of poss.”

2 ;6

"mine"

Endrei
525

engemet
"me+acc."

dmt (=4nt)
"I+acc."

1;11

Eenyeres
1928:55

5.44

Eva

Failures to insulate portmaneau items
In the previous sub-sections 5.41-5.43 we have

discussed lexical errors due to failure to insulate items
against formation through substitution of a competing root
or suffix.

Here, the items to be insulated cannot properly

be analysed into root and suffix, but are morphological
units.

However, the semantics of these units are easily

analysable into two parts, each of which could be repre
sented by a separate conventional item.

In order to

prevent this analysis of the unanalysable, these forms
must be insulated by increasing recall availability.
There are two varieties of forms involved here: portmaneau
forms and other morphologically opaque forms,
a)

Portmaneau forms:

nines
"is-not"

sines
"is-neither"

nem van
"not is"

Eva

2;8

Emoke

3;4,20 Meixner
3;5,2
3 ;7 , n

Pali

3;3,28 Meixner
3;5,20

se nines
Jdzsi
"neither is-not"
se nines

Pali

Eenyeres
1928:45

3;1,26 Meixner
3;2,2
3;5,2

Meixner
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

C h ild

Age

Source

sm c s
"is-neither"

se van
"nor is"

Jolin

2;7

Endrei
464

sem
"nor"

is nem
"also not"

Eva

2;0,22 Eenyeres
1926:64

ugysem
"not-even"

nem
"not-even not"

Emoke

3;5,20 Meixner

sincsen
"neither-is"

is nincsen
"also is-not"

Pali

3; 1,8

sincsen
"neither-s"

sem nincsen
"nor is-not"

Gyurka

sincsenek
"neither-are"

sem vannak
"nor are"

Eva

b)

Meixner
Jozefovics
1937

5;10,24 Kenyeres
1928:45

Some forms appear to be morphologically analysable,

but are actually opaque.

The form nekik "to them" has

has a dative root nek-, but the -ik residue is not a
suffix for 3PP.

The regular 3PP poss. is -uk.

nekik

nekfflc, n£kuk

Eari

2-5

nekik

nekSk

Emoke

4;2,4

c)

The suffix ^

Simonyi
322
Meixner

codes for "2PS-Definite-Imperative,"

but there also exist the separate suffixes
and -od. -ed. -8d "2PS Definite."

"Imperative"

In the following errors,

Zoli uses the two analytical suffixes together in place of
the single suffix -d.
add

adjad

Zoli

2; 2,0 MacWhinney

mutasd

mutassad

Zoli

2;2,5 MacWhinney
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5.5

Evaluation and Discussion
Having now reported all examples of child neologisms

and neologistic-like errors, we should turn our attention
to an evaluation of the information we may derive from
this data.

First, we have seen that Hungarian children

•illustrate productive use of a vast range of formative
suffixes.

In fact, a list of the suffixes utilized in

these neologisms starts to approximate a list of the
more productive suffixes of the language.

The majority

of the neologisms were produced through application of the
more common and productive suffixes, hut many of the
child neologisms show usage of formative which the adult
language more or less ignores in the creation of new words.
From the viewpoint of Hungarian child language
studies, it is important to observe the relative productivity
of the various suffixes in child language; hut, for the
comparative study of language acquisition, the data on
neologisms provide

a more important kind of information.

In the course of our analysis of these forms, we found
that, given a noun or verh root, we could interpret the
hasic semantic area of the neologism simply hy knowing
something ahout the deep structure relation governed hy
the formative suffix.

Thus, given the neologism vasutol

"train+nominalizer" and the information that vasut
functions as an agent, we know that this new form must
refer to acting in a manner typical of a train.

On the
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other hand , if we are told that vasut functions as al
location, we know that the neologism refers to an action
which typically takes place on a train.
such facts may seem obvious.

In English,

But when we turn to a

language like Hungarian we find that formatives tap a
far wider array of deep structure notions.

Moreover,

these relations appear in formed words with greater
frequency.

let us list the categories which we found

necessary for the interpretation of the neologisms:
Verbal Categories:
Iterative
Frequentat ive
Momentaneous
Inchoative
Reflexive
Passive
Causative
Phrasal Categories:
Agent
Patient
Instrument
Transferred Object
Object Removed
Created Entity, Product
Location
Adjective Realized
The compound neologisms required utilization of these
further categories:
Identity
Modification
Possession
The categories of Profession and Abstract Quality were of
some importance for the denominative nominals, but these
categories would be of doubtful universal importance.
Workers in child language who are attempting to
investigate the underlying semantic structure of child
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speech, (see Slohin et al. 1972) have found that categories
much like those above are necessary for the description
of some of the earliest utterances.

Thus, the use of

such categories in these neologisms probably occurs
much after their original appearance in separate lexical
items.

However, the important point is that these forms

demonstrate a higher, more conscious use of old basic
categories in new forms.
We should also note that the material of section
5.4 provides some fairly good evidence of the power of
lexical analysis.

It almost seems that some child

at some time must attempt every conceivable analysis in
the language.

Moreover, there are certain obvious

analyses, such as those of section 5.43i, which must be
attempted by nearly every Hungarian child.
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5.6

Studies of the normative aspects of lexical development
Hungarians have devoted a large portion of their

research in language acquistion to questions of vocabulary
development.

This is of varying interest to us today;

perhaps only the data on the acquisition of flectional
suffixes strikes directly at some of the issues in modern
developmental psycholinguistics.

Section 5.61 reviews

this data and section 5.611 evaluates the findings on
the acquisition of flectional suffixes.

Section 5.62

deals with the acquisition of roots in the child’s early
vocabulary and some attempt to estimate the size of the
vocabulary of adolescents.

Section 5.63 ideals '-with "-data

on the acquisition of the parts-of-speech and detailed
reports of the emergence of certain grammatically important
words.

Section 5.64 deals not with the child’s vocabulary,

but with the baby-talk forms of the language to which he
may be exposed.

These last three sections are included

solely for the benefit of other researchers who might
be looking for data on, say, universals in baby-talk
forms or learning of numerals, etc.

Accordingly, we

not evaluate this data, but include it for reference
purposes.
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5.61

The acquisition of flectional suffixes
Although several observers have recorded the

appearance of the first case forms, no report gives a
complete and integral picture of the learning of the
entire system of flectional suffixes.

Moreover, we

have almost no normative data about the time of the
first appearance of formative suffixes.
One of the more complete accounts of the acquisition
of grammatical morphemes is provided by Balassa (1893:
67, 143 and 1920:132-134) and is summarized below:
Age

Appearance

1;0

first word

1;2

first sentence

1;7

laci’s'first words‘include three cases in appar
ently productive use:
1)

Accusative ^t in narancsot "orange+acc." and
findzsdt "coffee pot-facc."

2)

Illative -ba in cdkbe "chair+illative" and
bob^ba "room+ill." But Balassa (1893:141)
suggest that this use is not productive.

3)

Allative -hoz in annv^d "mother+allative."

laci uses past tense forms, but this use is not
yet productive.

Balassa found that, up to this

age, laci only used inflected forms when they were
provided by a previous adult model.
1;8

The inflections of the previous month gain wider
currency.

The allative is confused with the

adessive and sublative (section 7.321).
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1;9

The dative -nak. -nek enters; but it is confused
with the allative (section 7.321),

The verb is

inflected for the IPS (section 7.315).

The use

of the past tense has not become productive and
distinctive;~Balassa:says that it refers to
recently completed actions.
1;10

The sublative: -ra. -re, the'superessive -n. the
sign of possession

the 3PS possessive suffixes

-a. -e. and the 3PP Indefinite suffix -nak, -nek
all enter now as productive forms.
of the definite article begins.

Uncertain use

The sublative

is also correct in the idiom vigydzzon Lacikdra.
"Watch out for laci."
2;0

The IPS Definite suffix nn is differentiated from

2;2

The first compound sentence.

the IPS Indefinite suffix -k.
Verbs in the 1PP.

Simonyi’s account (1906:321-323) is somewhat
more sketchy.

He reports the following landmarks in Eari’s

early development:
0;9

Eari spoke her first sentence ka pi (=katona pipdl
"soldier smokes").

Interpolating from this fact,

we might set the time of the first word at ~0;7-8.
1;3

The diminutive -ka. -ke enters as the first suffix.

1;5

The

instrumental -val, -vel. the sublative -ra. -re.

and the frequentative -gat, -get all appear.
the IPS of the verb the Definite
from the Indefinite -k.

In

is distinct

The ordering of c attache-

mehfci of Plural + Accusative is correctly handled,
and the negative morpheme nem enters.
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From his other girl, Hams, Simonyi reports that at 1;3
the allative became productive and at 1;4 the IPS possessive,
the dative, the inessive, and the sign of possession all
appeared.
Vdrga (1921:150) only cites the first three inflections
acquired by B£lus at 1;7: the accusative, the inessive, and
the sign of possession.

Szinkovich.(1921:94) reports on

the following appearances during his subject's development:
1;5

First sentences

1;6

The past tense appears in the form elment "left,'1
but note that this form, as it was used, may have
been a statement of absence rather than a relation
between two time states.

The child also used

infinitives at this time as in email "give me
something to eat!"
1;7

The sublative and the causative-final {beneficial?)
-£rt "for the sake of, in order to obtain" are
productive at this age.

1;8

The sublative is occasionally confused with the
superessive; the accusative is not yet acquired.
Mikes *s obsearvations of two girsl bilingual in

Hungarian and Serbo-Croatian were particularly sensitive to
the question of when use of a form could be teamed productive.
For this reason, here results can be considered valuable
for our purposes, even though they deal with bilingual
subject.

Eszter's acquisition can be summarized in this

way:
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1;4

The first productive suffix is the plural -k.
Mikes also reports an imperative-indicative
contrast in the verb, but the example is ambiguous.

1;5

The accusative ^t and the locative (in what form?)
hoth enter.

1;6

The dative and the comitative appear.

1;9

The illative, elative, sublative, and

the super

essive appear.
1;10

The delative emerges.

1;11

The adessive joins the other locatives.

For the second subject, Eta, Mikes cites this data:
1;5
1;6
1;7

The locative appears (in what form?).
Plural

appears.

The illative, elative, accusative, dative, and
comitative all enter in this month.

The imperative

is differentiated from the indicative.
1;8

The sublative and the superessive appear.
Lov£sz, in his free-speech sampling of three three-

year-olds and three five-year-olds, found an increased
use of the indefinite conjugation and the past tense in the
older group.

However, neither group used many future

verbs or plurals.

Moreover, 2PP verbs, conditionals, and

participles are quite absent from his samples.

Lov£sz

believes that some of these delays in acquisition can he
attributed to formal difficulties and others to cognitive
difficulties.

Although Lov£sz’s distinction seems valid

in principle, his application of the distinction seems
unmotivated.

Lov£sz also notes that both groups control
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the Indefinite-Definite contrast and the use of the
Imperative.
The most complete picture of the order of appearances
of the various flectional suffixes in a single Hungarian
child is that provided hy Kenyeres.

Kenyeres’s observations

are scattered throughout his two major works on child
language; this list has been compiled by unifying his many
references to first appearances:
0;9,22

Hirst clear use of a word (1926:5).

1;0,2

First clear use of a two-word sentence (1926:25).

1;3,17

Eva begins to use the accusative, but only by

1;5,3

The allative enters and becomes frequent by the

1;5,4

The 3PS possessive appears, but its use is not

1;5,5

Plural forms are frequent after this time, but

1;5,19 is the use "conscious" (1926:27).

month’s end (1926:28).

clearly productive (1926:28).

Kenyeres (1926:29) holds that the plural is not
used consciously until 1;7.
1;5,17

The first past-tense form ement "left" appears,
but no productive use of the past tense suffix
is yet evidenced (1926:35).

1;5,21

The inessive appears (1926:29).

1;5,2<

Both the dative (as indirect object) and the
allative are used on this day, but the use of the
allative seems due to imitation.

Generally,
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the dative is used where the allative is .required.
(1926:29).
In addition to its established use as indirect
object, the dative is used in the possessive
construction to mark the possessor during this
month.

Kenyeres does not cite the exact day of

emergence (1926:29).

1;6,6

The infinitive -ni occurs as the first verbal
inflection (1926:33).

1;6,7

The sign of possession -6 is first reported (1926:54).

1;6,17

From this date Kenyeres cites many examples of the

1;6,25

At this time Kenyeres reports the first 1PP

3PP indefinite -nak. -nek (1926:30, 31, 34).

Indefinite -flnk; its use is not clearly productive
in the example which Kenyeres gives (1926:34).
1;7,3

The first forms in 1PP Definite -ffk are reported

i;7,9

The IPS verbal suffix

1;7,15

The adessive enters; it is at first confused with

(1926:34).
is first used consciously

(1926:33).

the superessive and the allative (section 7.321)
(1926:29).
1;7,16

The sublative is correctly used (1926:29).

1;7,23

The comitative is correct; the ablative is used

1;8,0

Although Eva has used 2PS verbs from 1;5,28

in an idiom, but not as a true ablative (1926:29).

(1926:32), the conscious use of this person only
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began after 1;8 (1928:33).

Kenyeres does not

separate Definite and Indefinite forms in bis
discussion.
1;8,20

The IPS Indefinite ^k is acquired (1926:33).

1;10

Around this time (1926:37) 3§va begins to distinguish

2;1,18

The 2PP Indefinite -tek is the last personal verbal

the imperative mood and its marker -,i.

suffix to enter, but even at 2;4 its use is rare
(1928:34).
2;2

Eva has used the compound future fog -f Infinitive
since 1;8, but only now does its use become
"conscious" (1928:35, 1926:35).

Although the

conditional -na. -ne has been used since 1;10,9,
this is the time of its first productive use
(1926:36).
2;6

Productive use of the comparative (1926:42, 1928:44).
Prom 1;11,12 comparatives had been used without
correct meaning.

3;0

Productive use of superlative (1926:42 and 1928:44).
From 2;5,8 ]£va used superlatives without under
standing their meaning.

4;5

Productive use of the hyperlative (1926:42 and 1928:44).
Although Meggyes devoted little space to observations

regarding the first appearances of the various flectional
suffixes, it is possible to pick up some information on
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this topic hy going through her data with an eye toward
the first reported uses of a given suffix.

Thus, some

of the following items are marked with an asterisk, if it
is possible that they were used before the date given.
For some other suffixes, Meggyes reports the actual time
of first appearance.
1;0

First word

1;6

First two-word sentence (Meggyes 61)
The allative -hoz etc. appears at this time, but
productive use begins at 1;8,17.

1;8
1;8,15

The diminutive enters at least by this time

(47).*

The nominative -0 is differentiated from the
Accusative -t.*

1;8,17

The

illative (Meggyes 49) and the accusative were

acquired at least by this time.

The accusative

is combined correctly with the plural at this date;
this points towards a much earlier time of acquisition.
The plural is also evidenced by this time.*
1;9,24

The

3PS possessive appears by this time in a variety

of constructions (Meggyes 49).*
1;9,25

The

dative -nak. -nek enters first as the marker

of the possessor in the possessive construction
(Meggyes 50).
1;10,13

The

IPS possessive

1;10,15

The

other diminutive -cska. -cske appears (Meggyes

46).

hji

enters (Meggyes 53).

The instrumental -val. -vel is first reported

(Meggyes 50).*

The past tense suffix is used at

this time for recently completed actions (.Meggyes 57).
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1;10,21

The dative is now used as an indirect object

1;10,25

Marti uses lesz "will he" to express futurity,

(Meggyes 50).

The sign of possession appears.

hut this is not a suffix, and productive use of
the compound future is not yet evidenced.
1;11

The infinitive -ni is used (Meggyes 47)t

2;0,13

The causal-final -drt appears (Meggyes 50).

2;0,23

The adessive occurs, hut is not yet productive

2; 1,5

The composed future fog+Infinitive appears, hut

2;1,11

The superessive appears (Meggyes 50).

2;2,23

The translative-factitive participial ending

(Meggyes 50).

not productively.

-va, -ve enters (Meggyes 29).
Several authors have heen interested in grouping the
various verbal suffixes and making statements about the
nature of the first verbs.

Thus, Balassa (1920:58, 105)

found that Laci’s first verbs were either 3PS Indicative,
2PS Imperative, or 3PS Imperative.

Balassa found that

Viktor's observations agreed with his own.
added the 2PS Indicative to this list.

Meggyes (57)

These accounts have

lumped together differences in definiteness and, perhaps,
tense of the verb.

This is a problem which plagues all

of these reports of early verbal suffixes.

However, these

reports do point to the fact that early vocabulary has few
plural or first person forms.

Kenyeres (1926:33) reports
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infinitives used in the imperative sense (somewhat as
in German) from 1;6,6.

Although Kenyeres found occasional

usage of the IPS verbal suffix throughout the month of
1;6, it was only used consciously by 1;7,9.
5.6-11

Evaluation and discussion
Despite the varying quality of these reports and

the large individual differences recorded, it is possible
to state some general principles governing the acquisition
of flectional suffixes.

Students of Indo-European child

language have observed that the appearance of the first
two-word sentence commonly proceeds the first productive
morphology by a full year.

Stern (1965:248) notes:

Der flexionslose Zustand dauert ungefahr ein Jahr lang
durchschnittlich bis 2; 0; die in der literatur verzeichneten
Elexionsanfange bewegen sich zwischen 1;10 bis 11 (Togel,
Oltuscewski, Scupin) und 2;2 bis 4 (Preyer und Gunther
S t e m ) . Each neueren vergleichenden Feststellungen von
Hetzer und Reindorf beginnt die Flexion bei Kindera
gehobener Schichten durchschnittlich im letzten Viertel
des 2. Jahres, bei Proletarierkindera kaum vor 2;2.
The Hungarian data clearly demonstrate that productive
morphology begins well before 2;0.
in Part III.

This will become clearer

In fact, the data from Balassa, Kenyeres,

Simonyi, and Meggyes show that the first productive morphology
follows the first word with a rather constant delay of six
or seven months.

The constancy of this delay contrasts with

the inconstancy of the delay between the first word and the
first two-word sentence.

In the Hungarian literature, this

delay ranges from about one month to fully six months.
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S t e m (1965:199) cites no precise figure for the delay
between first word and first sentence, perhaps because there
is such, variation in this gap*

The constancy of the gap

between the first word and the first productive morphology
is predicted by the model of Part I as a result of the
dependence of superimposition upon factors of processing
capacities which would be similar for most children, given
the basic exposure to input.

The inconstancy of the gap

between the first word and the first sentence suggests that
children are able to put together sentences with varying
degrees of reliance upon superimposition of syntactic
patterns from adult models.

Resolution of this issue

requires development of the kind of detailed analysis of
the rules of early syntax which is only now beginning.
The Hungarian data shows that the emergence times
of productive morphology and child syntax may be signifi
cantly closer in an agglutinative language than in
inflecting Indo-European languages.

Burling (1959)

found a similar pattern in the development of his GaroEnglish-1 earning son.

However, I am not aware of any

evidence which demonstrates that productive morphology
may begin before the appearance of the first two-word
sentence.

In his French review of his Hungarian work,

Kenyeres points to an early appearance of an accusative
inflection, but productive use of the accusative only
occurs by 1;5.
child's

It often happens that a number of the

first words are learned as amalgams with suffixes
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attached, but such forms do not demonstrate productive
morphology.

We should observe that the fact that certain

syntactic patterns should be acquired quite early is predicted
by those aspects of the model of superimposition which
hold that free-rules affecting large semgnets of the input
will be the first rules acquired.

Thus, a syntactic

rule which places the agent before the action is of great
generality and should appear at an early stage.
Turning to the order of appearance of the various
noun suffixes, we find that the accusative, the plural, and
some locative generally, figure as the first three suffixes
in productive use.

Among the locatives, the allative is

generally the earliest, with the inessive only slightly
later.

After this first group of suffixes, there follows

a group which seldom appear as the first two or three
suffixes, but which are nonetheless only slightly later in
acquisition.

These include the dative, the illative, and

the instrumental-eomitative.

A third series of suffixes

include the sublative, the superessive, first person possess
ion, third person possession, and the sign of possession.
In some reports these suffixes occur amongst the first
four or five, while in others they appear only after a
larger number of suffixes have already emerged.

The elative,

the adessive, the causal-final, and the translativefactitive are the last suffixes acquired during the period
for which we have reports.

The acquisition of the less common

noun suffixes has not yet been studied.

We should also

note that both Simonyi and Meggyes report use of the
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diminutive among the first two suffixes, hut other re
searchers have made no mention of its first appearance.
It may well he that the earliest suffixes include the
diminutive along with the plural, accusative, inessive,
and allative.
Among the verbal suffixes, the past, the IPS
indefinite, the infinitive, and the imperative (in what
form?) are the earliest.

They generally enter together

with the second series of noun suffixes.

The 3PP Indefinite,

the IPS Definite, and the 1PP of hoth Definite and Indefinite
enter along with the later noun suffixes.

In general,

Indefinite forms are productive before Definite forms.
Both the nominative of the noun and the 3PS Indefinite
of the verb are uninflected roots; for this reason we
cannot talk of the time of acquisition of these forms.
Purther study of the acquisition.-of :the'various'verbal, suffixes
will have to pay more attention to separating out the
Definite and Indefinite forms.
Granted the obvious limitations•of the presently
available data, there is nonetheless sufficient evidence
in the Hungarian literature and the observations of Part
III to permit us to consider the question of the determinants
of the order of-emergence•of the'various suffixes.

The

early emergence of-the plural, accusative, inessive-illative,
and allative indicate to us that the chief determinant •of
early emergence is not -over-all 1morphological complexity,
since the accusative certainly, requires the operation of a
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great many rules throughout its paradigm, nor the semantic
"complexity” of the various morphemes, since the several
locative suffixes are of roughly equal complexity and
nonetheless emerge at quite different times.

Bather,

it appears that the chief determinant of the order of
emergence is the frequency of the morpheme in the amalgams
used by the child.

Note that this determinant is not

directly identifiable with the frequency of the morpheme in
adult speech, but relates more closely to the functional
weight of words inflected with the given morpheme for
children in their second year.

If this preliminary

conclusion, stands up upon examination with more carefully
gathered data, it would provide evidence in support of
the model of acquisition of section 2.3 of Part I.
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5.62

Acquisition of roots
Balassa (1893:64-67) reports on Laci’s vocabulary

development from the time of the first word at 1;1 until
the age of 1;8.

Words acquired at one period were considered

to be included in the vocabulary of the succeeding months.
Age 1:0.25
Word______Meaning_____________Source____ Meaning_________
d d

stand

dll

stand

tdtd

bye-bye

papa

bye-bye (baby-talk)

e e

leave, fall

el

away

i,?A
te

please, take

tess£k

pleaseI

ki

leave room

ki

out

baba

child, doll

baba

child, doll

anya

mother

anya

mother

pappa

father

papa

father (baby-talk)

bica

Tica

Vica

nursemaid’s name

cica

cat

cica

cat

pdpd

someone leaves

pdpd

good-bye (baby-talk)

AfP, ly?

gyi, gyu

said when on a
wagon

gyi, gyu

getty-up

Age mid-l:2
pdpd

he leaves

pdpd.

good-bye (baby-talk)

appd

lifting, dropping

hoppd

lifting, dropping
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Word

Meaning

Source

Meaning

Age late-l;2
dddd

anger

dddd

you will get a
beating (baby-talk)

nan a

■watch, out

nana

watch-out (baby-talk)

gyere

come!

gyere

come!

amma

soon

hamar

soon

bize

■water

viz

water

teje

milk

tej

milk

keze

hand

kdz

hand

Age .1^2
batta

cotton

vatta

cotton

bu

bovines

bu

b ovine s(baby-talk)

Dedzo

Dezso

Dezso

man1s name

tgszta

pastry

tgszta

pastry

tato

soldier

katona

soldier

bdcl

uncle, man

bdcsi

uncle, man

kreuzer

krajcar

kreuzer

tajcd

Jablohkay's (1905:149-151) report covers a similar
period of vocabulary acquisition:
Age 0:11
baba

child, doll

baba

child, doll

mama

parent

mama

mother (baby-talk)

Age ljl
t£csi

donkey

csacsi

donkey

kdge

dog

kutya

dog

kr-kr

ball

onomatopoeia
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Word

Meaning

Source

Meaning

uncle, man

Age lj2
d-M

uncle, man

bdcsi

nenne

aunt, woman

n6ni

aunt, woman

maj

monkey

majom

monkey

a-h6

snow

h6

snow

e-ho

rain

eso

rain

kd-kd

clock

onomatopoeia

tej

food

tej

d-d-d

reading

onomatopoeia

dmpa

lamp

Idmpa

lamp

abha

ball

labda

ball

md

button

gomb

button

arna

apple

alma

apple

ttisz

needle

tu

needle

papa

father

papa

father (baby-talk)

apa

father

apa

father

milk

Afie 1 j5

Past the point of 1;3 Jablohkay's report becomes fragmentary,
Endrei's report (462) is complete for the first
four month's of Joldn's development:
Age Ij2
Id

lamp

Idmpa

lamp

16

horse

16

horse

3<5

good

h6

snow

good
h6

snow
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Meaning_____

Meaning_____
child, doll

child, doll

mother

mother

-Age 1:5
Idpa

lamp

<5

clock

<5ra

clock

tej

milk

tej

milk

ba

band, gang

banda

band, gang

t£

bye

t£

bye

tesz

please

tessdk

please

felvenni

put on (shoes)

felvenni

put on

levenni

take off (shoes)

levenni

take off

ukor

sugar

cukor

sugar

ama

apple

al ma

apple

-talk)

-Age 1:5
b8cs

crib

bSlcsO

crib

vi

flower

vir£g

flower

pd

pillow

parna

pillow

pojc

peel (apple)

pucol

clean, peel

memle

bread roll

zsemle

bread roll

g£

roll!

guritsd

roll!

alsz

sleep

alszik

sleep

itt

here

itt

here

ott

there

ott

there

ide

hither

ide

hither

oda

thither

oda

thither
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Kereszter reports only the very first words from
Hajnalka in the period from 0;7-0;10 (1940:24).
papa

father

papa

father (baby-talk)

papi

food

papi

food(baby-talk)

dad£

get hit

dddd

you will get a
beating(baby-talk)

baba

doll

baba

child, doll

tats

pretty

csecse

pretty(baby-talk)

nene

aunt, woman

neni

aunt, woman

pipi

chicken

pipi

poultry (baby-talk)

mama.

mother

mam a

mother (baby-talk)

For reasons of space limitation we pass over the
reports of Donner, Viktor, Csizmadia, Kemper, and Szakacs,
although we refer to their results elsewhere.

Szakdcs

examined the active and passive vocabulary of an 12-year-old
dull-normal child.

The bulk of the work was involved in the

determination of the child's passive vocabulary through use
of a dictionary of the more basic words in Hungarian.
Of the first 4732 words in the dictionary, the child understood
3572.

Extrapolating this figure to the rest of the diction

ary, the child’s passive vocabulary was estimated at 14,572
words.
We now turn to a more detailed review of Kenyeres's
detailed and informative observations of early vocabulary
development.
0;7,2

Eva lay down on a small blanket on the floor and,
turning to her parents, said e.i.iaa. Kenyeres notes
how this resembles the wards ha.ia. ha.ia often used
when putting her to sleep. He notes that she
may be communicating the fact that she is lying down.
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0 ; 7 ,1 7

Dele, avele ’‘come, cornel" occurs in her babbling
and engye occurs as a produce of e.inye "GoodnessI"

0;8,5

Similarly, tente baba "sleep baby" occurs in
babbling.

0;8,20

Atite, mama, baba all occur as babbling forms of
conventional items. Kenyeres notes that early
lexical items may lack morphological shape and
may be present only in comprehension, or they
may possess'only morphological shape, while
being semantically empty.

0;9,3

The often-heard phrase dll a baba. dll "The baby
stands, stands" is repeatedly imitated as dlababba.

0;9,10

Shaking her head and saying baba. baba "baby, baby"
she rejected her soup. The reference of the
utterance is unclear.

0;9,12

Looking in the mirror at her image, Eva exclaims
babba...ee.i. ee.i "baby....eej, eej." Perhaps
this is the first clear-cut case of the use of
a lexical item.

0;9,20

Hearing the lowing of cattle in the distance,
^va replied with several open /e/'s, as if imitating
the cattle's sounds.

0;9»30

Reaching for her father’s hat, she said adede...
adide...ade.ie...edede.i.. .ede. adel in an attempt
to say add ide "GimmeJ"

0;10

Her mother was prepared to leave, but she wanted
to stay. Her mother said pdpd “bye-bye" to her,
and Eva replied with tdtd (=pdpd), as an expression
of her desire to stay. Kenyeres takes this as the
first intelligent utterance, but notes that the
baby-sitter had reported a similar occurrence as
early as 0;8.

0;10,25

She regularly uses tdtd to express a desire to leave.

0 ;11,6

She uses td to express her desire to get pushed
in her wagon.

0;11,3

She uses the word titi "chicken" to draw attention
to chickens, dogs, cows, or other animals. She
also says titi to pictures'and windows, perhaps
because she hopes to see p-ni-mai a in them, or
already saw animals in them. A few days later
Kenyeres notes that titi refers to any moving object.
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With the forms nene. nenye. nane. nini. nyenye.
mimi. and m i e m e Eva reproduces baby-talk rpni
"lookie!" Although she used the word as an
ostensive, she also used it to express her wish
to pick up things or to be picked up. Thus, when
she wanted her father to pick her up, she would
say nini!. When she wanted him to carry her
somewhere, she would say tdtd to express motion.
0;11,14

looking at her father, she said papapa (papa"father")
twice.

0;11,16

looking out to the yard where she oftedsees chickens,
]£va says tititi, even though no chickens are in
sight. When they come out she says nvinyi tititi
tititi (look, chickens, chickens), her first
sentence.

1 ;0,2

The forms te. tete. teti. tesz. tetszi. tee, heti.
tetisz. and tetszg all based on adult tessgk
"please!" are used throughout the second year.
At first the word is used to request and to offer,
whereas the adult form is only used to offer.

1;0,13

Baba "baby" is used for pictures, particularly
for those in which there are people. Mama is used
for her mother and pictures of women’s faces.
Kenyeres notes that at this time words are often
uttered for practice or the sake of voicing the
child’s thoughts.

1;0,15

Food is given its baby-talk name papi. but this
is also extended to the napkin at the table.

1 ;1,2

She uses her version of cipo "shoe" wich is pipi
to refer to her leg and stockings also. Tehe. hete.
heeheehe was used as an imitation of the hotness
of a stove she touched.

1;1,6

Her father asked: "Where is the doll?" and she
replied o (=ott "there") pointing to the doll's
picture.

1;1,16

Mem and ne (=nem "no" and nem kell "don't need")
are frequent. She uses the case suffixes ba and
be without roots to ask for her blanket.
Kenyeres explains that she extracted this from
questions like abba takar.ialak? "Should I wrap
you in that?" However, this explanation is not
entirely satisfactory.

1;1,18

landing on the floor, she says puf as a sound imi
tation of the thudding noise.

1;1,30

Ee with accompanying facial expressions is her
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word for anything bad. This sound is the
conventional baby-talk form for defecation.
As Eva’s vocabulary expands in the subsequent months,
Kenyeres’s report becomes more selective.

However, other

sections treat various aspects of this later development.
In sharp contrast to Kenyeres's in-depth diary
investigation of early vocabulary, we have Cser's (1955,
1939) investigation of the vocabularies of a thousand
boys and girls between the ages of ten and fourteen.

Cser

asked his subjects to write as many words as possible in
fifteen minutes, excluding proper nouns and inflected
forms.

This "free-association" method has been developed

by B.R. Buckingham and applied by E.V. Dolch at Illinois
and D.A. Prescott in Geneva.

Since this method had been

used with large numbers of English, Erench, and Hungarian
children, Cser and Kov£ts(l937) felt that they could
compare the results cross-culturally.

In this regard,

the Americans wrote more words in fifteen minutes than the
Erench and the Erench wrote faster than the Hungarians.
Cser explains his results by pointing to the possibility
that the reformed hand-writing system used in America
worked to the advantage of the students from Illinois.
However, Erench and Hungarian schools taught similar
writing systems, and calligraphy alone cannot explain
the performance differences.

Cser then attempts to demonstrate

that the Hungarian production, although smaller in quantity,
was richer in variety that the Erench.

Although Cser may

be correct in this last hypothesis, he invalidates his
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conclusions by comparing two hundred Hungarians with
104 French, in effect biasing the richness of the data
in the Hungarians' favor.
Among the many inadequacies of Cser's study and the
free-association approach to vocabulary investigation,
the most glaring is the researcher's failure to allow
for the structural differences peculiar to the Hungarian
language.

Kelemen (1954) outlines the difficulties

involved in determining what is a Hungarian word.

In our

discussion, we are interested in phrasing this question
as "What are the lexical items of Hungarian?"

Cser’s

results suggest to us that lexical items are most available
to recall in an analytic language (English) and less
available to recall in an agglutinative language (Hungarian).
Inasmuch as French retains some of the inflectional patterns
of Latin, words may not be as fully available as in English.
Involved in the recall problem may be the need to select
among more alternatives in the case of Hungarian.

Thus

the Hungarian student wishes to write as a word sz£us£g
"beauty," but realizes that the root sz£p "pretty" can be
obtained through removal of the -s£g-s£g suffix.

The

student pauses to make his decision as to what is a Hungarian
word, while the American has written down "pretty" and
■"beauty,” certain in his conviction that they are two
different words.

In conclusion, we note that cross-cultural

comparisons of elicited/ vocabulary:,mist account for the
relation of the

eliciting procedure to the structure of

the language.
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Apart from these cross-cultural results, Cser found
vocabulary growth with age and consistent sex differences
in type and nature of the vocabulary ellicited.
these results are surprising.

None of

The major result of his

study is the frequency dictionary of those words which
reputedly form the core of the vocabulary of adolescent
Hungarians.

A. Vdrtes (1953:38) notes that the frequencies

with which words were written in the thousand protocols
examined give a false picture of the actual occurrences
of these words in child speech.

Thus, these relatively

infrequent words occur with great frequency in the protocols:
ceruza "pencil" 66#, radir "eraser" 33#, toll "pen" 60.8#,
szivacs "sponge" 30.1#, oroszl^n "lion" 11#, and tigris
"tiger" 7.3#.

"

On the other hand, these common words

occurred infrequently in the protocols:

Jn "I" 1;2#,

eny&n "mine" .3#, reggeli "breakfast" .7#, £nd £desanva
"mother" .4#.

An even more telling comparison can be

made by noting how many of the 2143 words

elicited by

Kemper from a normal four-year-old of normal linguistic
ability also occur in Cser’s dictionary.

Certainly the

vocabulary of a four-year-old differs from that of the
thirteen-year-old, but the four-year-old’s knowledge must
form a sub-set of the knowledge of the older child.

However,

it was possible to identify only 1063 words cited by both
Kemper and Cser.

This means that 1080 words of the four-

year-old, over half of her vocabulary, do not appear in
Cser’s dictionary of adolescent language.

Of these excluded
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forms, verbs form a disproportionate segment, leading us
to believe that the method of free-association used by
Cser systematically excluded certain varieties of words.
Somfai's 1968 study of the vocabulary of thirtyfour eleven-year-olds from Szeged, on the basis of seventeen
written compositions from each child, yielded 6293 types
from 26769 tokens.

Cser found 2600 types from 15,437

tokens in the protocols of 200 eleven-year-olds.

This

might suggest that Somfai’s approach may more efficiently
determine the range of eleven-year-old vocabulary. Howeverj
neither Somfai,~nor Cser, nor any Hungarian to date has
made a successful assessment of the vocabulary of any
given age-group of children.
5.63

Data on the acquisition of the uarts-of-speech
One of the frequent concerns of vocabulary studies

has been the determination of the proportion of the various
parts of speech at different developmental levels.

Related

to this is the interest in establishing the average size
of the vocabulary of children of a given age.

Both forms

of a n a l y sis are fraught with difficulties arising from the
fluidity of grammatical categories in early speech, on the
one hand, and from our inability to accurately assess the
limits of the active and passive vocabularies, on the
other hand.

Moreover, researchers have not all examined

the same set of part-of-speech categories, and most reports
fail to state criteria for assigning a given item to a
given part-of-speech.

With.- this caveats,

we may report the
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following findings.
5.631

Quantitative findings
Jablohkay (1905:149) reports the active vocabulary

of his son at 2;0:
225
125
29
14
31
3
32

nouns
verbs
adjectives
pronouns
adverbs
numerals
other

459 total
V^rga (1921:150) reports Bala's active vocabulary at 1;7.
141
23
9
7
1
5
18S

nouns (object)
nouns (human)
verbs
adjectives
numeral
interjections and negatives
total

Vdrga also reports that Bela's total vocabulary at 1;6
was 70 words.

Eperjessy (1906:130) reports from a boy of

seven years an active vocabulary of:
2788
1536
443
102
2 22

200
461
46

188
433
120
68
37
12

verbs
nouns (object)
nouns (human)
nouns (proper)
n/ni mal names
plant names
collective nouns
geographical names
abstract nouns
adjectives
adverbs
numerals
pronouns
postpositions

6698 total
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Eperjessy's total of 6698 suggests that 142 words were
not placed in categories, since the reported numbers only
sum to 6556.

Donner reports vocabulary growth during

three months from 2;4 to 2;6.

Although he notes that up

to one-fourth of the words used at one time were not used
in the next period, Donner does hot drop these words
from his vocabulary totals, but carries them along.

49
12
4
7
7
0
15

nouns
verbs
adjectives
pronouns
adverbs
numerals
interjections

94 total

Age 2?5

Age 2:6

96
36
9
11
13
0
45

132
70
21
15
18
5
50

nouns
verbs
adjectives
pronouns
adverbs
numerals
interjections

211 total

nouns
verbs
adjectives
pronouns
adverbs
numerals
interjections

313 total

Donner also reports on the varieties of nouns at these ages:
12 proper
8 food

18 proper
20 food

8 flniTnal

10 an imfl.1

2 clothes
2 body part
17 objects

4 clothes
8 body part
36 objects

22
21
13
12
12
52

proper
food
an imal
clothes
body part
objects

Viktor reports part-of-speech data from Matildka at
five different stages:
Age 1;9,3_

Age 1;9.10

16
5
2
13

21
7
3
17

nouns
verbs
demon, pronouns
interjections

36 total

Age 1?.9.,22

nouns
32 nouns
verbs
8 verbs
demon, pronoun 3 dem. pronoun
interjections 21 interjections
1 adjective
48 total
--65 total
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Age 1 : 1 0 . 6

Age 1 : 1 0 . 2 0

37
12
3
2
1
24

41
14
3
2
4
25

nouns
verbs
dem. pron.
adjectives
adverb
interjections

79 total

nouns
verbs
dem. pron.
adjectives
adverbs
interjections

89 total

looking at the occurrences, of three parts-of-speech
in compositions of thirty-four eleven-year-olds, Somfai
(89) found 10244 verbs, 14121 nouns, and 2404 adjectives.
These tokens represented 1887 verb types, 2539 noun types,
and 1877 adjective types.

Examining the-verbs, Somfai

found: 15.1$ reflexive, 3.0$ frequentative, 2.0$ momentaneous, 1.5$ causative, and .03$ potential.

Each of these

categories is reflected through overt suffix marking.
In addition, he noted that 22,5$ of the verbs were denomin
ative and 52.5$ had a verbal prefix associated.
In his sample of 24$ of a twelve-year-old’s passive
vocabulary, Szakacs found the following proportion of the
parts-of-speech:
Verbs
Common nouns
Proper nouns
Adjectives
numerals
Pronouns
Articles
Postpositions
Adverbs
Qualifiers
Conjunction
Other

1481

1521
66
552

12
52
3
11
169
29
8

21

It must be remembered that Szakacs's 24$ sample was taken
from the letters A-E of a small bilingual dictionary.

It

would appear that these letters do not represent an entirely
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representative sampling of the entire lexicon.
In his free-speech sampling of three, five-year-olds
and three three-year-olds, lovasz noted that the older group
used more abstract words and had a higher type/token ratio.
Only the older group used many numerals; neither group used
many postpositions; and in both groups the type/token ratio
was higher for nouns than verbs.

Sugam€ reports having

taped four fifteen-second samples from each of thirty
nursery-school children, but the actual figures she presents
must have been based upon a far-larger sample.

The samples

are divided into 1) free speech among children, 2) adultchild explorative interaction, 3) speech elicited by animal
pictures of Beliak's "Children Apperception Test-Supplement,"
and 4) story-completion based on L. Diiss's projective storytest.

Three age groups were separated: ten three-year-olds,

ten four-year-olds, and then five-year-olds.

Sugam£

examines differences in the three age groups across the
four tasks in regards to total output and proportion of
the various parts-of-speech.

Unfortunately, she reports no

significance levels for any of her findings; in fact it
appears that many of her results do not obtain high levels
of significance.

However, her general observations of an

increase in output with age and changes in the proportion
of the various parts-of-speech across tasks are undoubtedly
correct.

Of the four situations, free-speech tended to

maximize the percentage of verbs, whereas adult-child explor
ation tended to distribute occurrences most evenly across
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•the parts-of-speech, and the picture-test jeJLicited the
highest number of nouns.

Sugarad1s results could have

heen made more valuable by the inclusion of data on the
relation of type/token ratios to frequency of occurrence;
without this information we may mistake frequent repetition
of a small group of words for general diversity.
5.632

Qualitative findings
Several investigators have looked more closely at

exactly which items are those which the child first ac
quires in each of the part-of-speech categories.
a)

Nouns:

Meggyes (26) found that Marti’s nouns at 2;0-

2;2 named bodyparts, clothes, toys, common useful items,
food, or apartment furnishings.

In the last section we

noted that Donner divided early nouns into these categories:
proper, food, animal, clothes, body part, and objects.
Viktor found similar categories.
b)

Verbs:

There are few observations on the lexical nature

of child verbs (but see Somfai1s observations for school
age children above).

Dezso (1970:82) and Meggyes (27) agree

that many early combinations of verbs and verbal prefixes,
or copular and adverb, such as addide "give here" ot ottvan
"there is" actually function as units.
c)

Ad.iectives:

Among her first six words, Joldn (Endrei

462, see previous section) used the adjective jd "good."
Following S t e m (1965:224), Kenyeres finds that most early
adjectives are evaluative and non-objective.

Eva’s first
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adjectives include the onomatopoeic tehe "hot" at 1;1,2 (see
section 3.61), "baby-talk csecse "pretty" at 1;4,14, csunya
"ugly" said to a black spot on a pillow at 1;6,16, baby-talk
bibis "hurt" said to a spot on a doll's head at 1;4,5, szep
"pretty" from 1;4,22, pici "wee" said unproductively at
1;5,16 and 1;6,24, kis "little" also used unproductively
from 1;8, forrd "hot" from 1;6,6, meleg "warm, hot” from
1;6,6, and rossz "bad" with increasing productivity from
1;7,8.

Other adjectives appearing later in the second year

include nehez "heavy,"

"good," hideg "cold," piros "red"

(but Eva used it as "colored"), nagy "big," kemeny "tough,
hard," piszkos "dirty,"

cukros "sugary," lyukas "full of

holes," vdres "bloody," £Lmos "sleepy, tired," szomjas
"thirsty,"

eros "strong" (but used as "heavy," as with

a heavy woman), aranyos "darling,"

helves "pretty" (said

of a doll's appearance), magas "high," vizes "wet," -ures
"empty," kek "blue" (accidentally correct), fehdr "white"
(also said to green objects), rongyos "ragged," fekete
"black" (said for yellow-brown), poros "dusty," zsiros
"greasy," lisztes "floury," and sarga "yellow" (accidentally
correct).

Of these words, the only ones which Eva controlled

fully at 2;0 were jd "good,” rossz "bad," szdp "pretty,"
csunya "ugly," kicsi "little," nagy "big," meleg "hot,"
hideg "cold," nehdz "heavy," and piszkos "dirty" (1926:40,
1928:39).

Throughout her third year, Eva showed curiousity

in naming colors, but only by 3;6 was Eva able to name most
colors and shades successfully (Kenyeres 1928:42).
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Dormer reported gdes "sweet," sz£p "pretty,"
nagy "big,” kicsi "little," pe (=csunva) "ugly,” jd
"good," and forr<5 "hot" (first five from Donner: 124, last
two from Donner:127) as the adjectives present in the
vocabulary of a boy at 2;4.

In the month of 2;5 (Donner:

130), piros "red," hosszu "long," and nehdz "heavy" join
the other adjectives.

In the month of 2;6 (Donner:140)

new adjectives are: kis "little," kicsike "little+dim.,"
kedves "dear," aranvos "darling," csunya "ugly," bitang
"rascal," fekete "black," sbtdt "dark," lyukas "full of
holes," bibis "hurt," beteg "sick," Tillanvos "electrical,"
and btidSs "smelly."

Jablonkay (151) found that his son

could distinguish at 2;0 between kerek "round" and nem
kerdk "not a wheel" and between kicsi "little1
.1 and nagy
"big."

Jablonkay also claims the child could distinguish

the colors sdrga "yellow" and piros "red" even before 2;0.
Among his first six words at 1;6, Perike (Endrei 524) used
bo (=bolond) "foolish."

Viktor (66) reports Matildka’s

first adjectives as occurring at 1;9,22, joined at 1;10,6
by piszkos "dirty" (Viktor 70).
Searching through Kenyeres's examples of early uses
of adjectives, Meggyes concluded that iva’s early adjectives
were used as complements, rather than as attributives
(28).

Commenting on her own data, Meggyes found that M^rti's

adjectives up to 2;2 were not used in any truly productive
fashion; rather they seemed to function as parts of well-
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learned combinations or units.
were also used as nominals:
"Where is the red one?"

The most common adjectives

hd ban a pios 1;10,21 (28)

Deictic adjectives: Kenyeres

(1926:50,1928:52, 75) reports ilyen ’.
’like this" at 1;10,
olyan "like that" at 2;0, and ugyanolvan "just like this"
at 3;6.

The deictic question milyen? "of what nature?"

was used correctly from 1;11 entering after the questions
mi? "what?,’’ hoi? "where?," hova? "whither?," and mdrt?
"why?."
d)

Adverbs
Locatives:

Balassa (1893:66) reports ide "hither"

at 1;4, arra "there+sublative" and erre "here+sublative"
at 1;5, oda "thither" and ott a "there the" at 1;6, and
bele "into it" at 1;7.

Donner (127) noted arra "here+

sublative," ottan "there," ide "hither," be "into," ki
"out of," le "down," and f81 "up" at 2;4.
"thence" joined the others (130).

At 2;7 onnan

Jablonkay (150) reports

arra "there+sublative" and erre "here+sublative" from 1;5;
these are joined by ott "there" and ide "hither" at 1;6.
Endrei (462) reports itt "here," ott "there," ide "hither,"
and oda "thither" from Jol£n at 1;5.
Kenyeres (1926:43, 1928:46) reports at 1;1,6 Eva
replying with o (=ott) "there" and pointing to a baby’s
picture, when asked "Where is the baby?"

By 1;7, Eva

correctly distinguished itt "here" and ott "there."

Other

locatives entered in this order: fgnt."above" at 1;7,9,
erre "here+sublative" at 1;8,8, lent "below" at 1;8,9,
kint "outside" at 1;9,12, messze "far away" at 1;9,24,
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oda "thitherM at 1;10,2, elore "forwards*1 at 1;10,3,
kifel£

"outwards" at 1;10,23, arra "there+sublative" at

1;11,12, and innen "hence" at 1;11,16.

At 1;6,27 hoi

"where" appeared as the second question word (1928:74),
only three weeks after mi? "what?"

However, at 1;9,27

hova "whither" and at 2;3,3 honnan "whence" enter.
Balassa reported hoi? "where?" at 1;8; Donner found it
at 2;4; and Meggyes (27) reports it entering well "before
1;9.
During the period before observations began at 1;9,
M&rti acquired hoi? "where?," itt "here," ott "there,"
benne "in it," fel "up," and ki "out" (Meggyes 27).
Between 1;9 and 2;0, ide "hither," oda "thither," and
orman "thence" (non-productive) entered.

In the period

between 2:0 and 2:2 new entries were: fent "above" and
h£tul "behind."
Manner:
than locatives.

Adverbs of manner generally enter later
Eva (1926:44, 1928:46) used szdnen "nicely"

at 1;10, csendesen "quietly" at the same time, egdszen
"entirely" at 1;10,29, erosen "strongly" at 1;11,5, .i<51
"well" at 1;11,9, hamar "soon" at 2;0,1, nagyon "very" at
2;1,10, and nehezen "with difficulty" at 2;2,30.

Prom 1;9,

]5va used hogy "how," iigy "in that way," and igy " in this
way."

The question hogy? 1,how?" was. used from 1;9 (1928:75,

76), but was only correct from 2;6.

Egyedtil "alone" appears

at 2;1,3 and egyStt "together" at 2;3,25.

Meggyes (27)
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also reports hogy. ugy. and inkdbb "rather" entering
non-produetively around 1;10; nagyon "very" enters
productiyely at this time.

In the periods between 2;0 and

2;2, eg^szen "entirely” and gyhlog "on foot" enter usage.
Temporal:

The temporal adverbs recorded by Meggyes

(27) enter with the manner adverbs after the basic locatives.
Between 1;9 and 2;0 M£rti acquires maskor "at another time,"
most "now," este "at night," and mdr "already," although
the latter was bound to formulaic use.

In the time from

2;0 to 2;2 M r t i began to use akkor "at that time,"
ma.id "at that future time," megint "again," miridig "always,"
and mind.i^rt "right away."

Kenyeres (1926:46, 1928:46)

observed Eva’s use of akkor "then," miud.i^rt "right away,"
ma.id "at a future time," most "now,"

m£r "already," and

sokdig "for a long time" in the time from 1;9 to 2;0;
but these words were either immediate imitations, mistakenly
used, or non-productive.

Between 2;1 and 2;4 l£va began to

use adma "today," mdLskor "at another time," egyszer "once,"
r£gen "at long time ago," azutdn "after that," holnap
"tomorrow," and este "in the evening."

l£va uses d&Lben "at

noon" at 2;4,16, d&Lelott "forenoon" at 2;5,8, £.i.iel "at
night" at 2;5,16, and kardcsonykor "Christmas time" at
2; 11,8.

All of these words were subjected to occasional

erroneous usage.

Beginning'with the age of 3;6, Kenyeres

reports learning of temporal adverbs without the errors
that plagued earlier acquisition.

]£va distinguished

nappal "in the day" and d.i.iel "at night" at 3;6, d&Lelott
"forenoon" and d&Lut^n "afternoon" at 4; 1,20, tegnap
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"yesterday,” ma "today,” and holnap. ?tomorrow’’ at 4;1,22,
and holnaputdn "day after tomorrow" and tegnapelott
"day before yesterday" from all the other days at 4;6.
Unfortunately, Kenyeres failed to tell us when Eva learned
to correctly use the temporals she misused so frequently
(see section 7) between 1;7 and 3;6.

Although it may

have entered earlier, Balassa (73) reports mikor? "when?"
at 3;6.

Meggyes (27) reports unproductive use of mikor?

between 2;0 and 2;2.

Kenyeres found mikor

at 1;10, but

its use as question, rather than a conjunction, only began
around 3;9 (1928:82).

The question meddig? "until when?"

was first produced correctly at 5;1.
Truth-value: Hungarian grammar separates out as
modosit<5 sz<5k "qualifiers" those adverbs which qualify
the truth-value of the proposition.

Kenyeres reports use

of the volitional nem "no, I forbid" from 1;1,16 (1926:44,
1928:45), propositional nem "not" from 1;7, igen "yes"
from 1;8, and taldn "perhaps" from 1;10,6 (the latter was
not productive until around 2;3).
use of nem from 1;19.
tal£n at 2;6.

Balassa found volitional

Donner found igen and nem at 2;4 and

Viktor reports nem from 1;9; and Endrei

reports one example including nem from 1;8.

Meggyes (35)

found nem already firmly established before observations
began, but igen emerged at 1;10 at the beginning of observ
ations.

Bizonv "certainly" appeared at 2;0 and csak was

used formulaically at this time,
e)

Postpositions
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Balassa (1893:70) found that Laci erroneously used
melld "to beside" and utdna "after it" (a possessed special
root) around 2;3 (see section 7.314).

At 2;6 laci correctly

used the postposition alul "below" in the mozphologically
incorrect form lelltll (see section 7.312b).

Endrei (526)

found morphologically incorrect,'but semantically correct,
use of feld "towards" (see section 7.21g) in Margit at
4;10.

Meggyes (34) found only one postposition in Mdrti’s

speech up to 2;2.

At 2;0,7 Mdrti asks to have her foot

tucked back under the blanket; takard aid I "under the blanketI"
From the paucity of reports of early postpositions,
it should be clear that this part of speech is the slowest
to emerge.

Here, Kenyeres’s observations in his 1928 work

(49-51), and to a lesser extent his 1926 work (49-50),
offer most of the available information on the development
of Hungarian postpositions.

At 1;8,30 Eva used the

pronominalised postposition melldm "to besides me."

She

used alul "below" for aid "to under" at 1;9,30, alatt
"under" correctly at 1;10,2, and utdna "after it" in
coordination with utdn "after" at 1;10,7 and 1;11,5.
Between 2;0 and 2;3 ^va made use of aid "to under,"
alatt "at under," utdn "after," and mellett "at besides";
she was also able to use the unit hdtam mSgbtt "behind my
back."

The use of kgzgtt "between" and fSlStt "above"

was often incorrect from 2;3 to 5;0 (see section 7.314);
moreover, the directional suffixes on the postpositions
caused problems even up to 3;3 (see section 7.321).
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Prom 3 ;3 Eva began to use elott "before” as a
temporal; tbis is the first temporal usage of a postposition.
In the year between 3;0 and 4;0 £va (Eenyeres 1928:49)
began to use kbrGl "around," n^lkul "without," and kgzben
"during."

The latter was incorrectly used as an adverb

meaning "meanwhile" at 3;10,18, although at 5;4,27 and
6;1,3 she correctly used the adverb akSzben "in the meanwhile."
Prom 4;0 Eva began to use helyett "instead of" and fele
"toward."

Prom 5;0 Eva used <$ta "since" and rggdta "for

a long time," but often incorrectly.

Although iSva used

mulva "having past (temporal)" from 3;0, she often used
the time expression by itself, omitting mulva. i.e. at
4;5,7 she said nem tudom h£ny nan 6s husv£t "I don’t know
how many days and Easter."

She meant, "I don’t know

in how many days it will be Easter."
mulva correctly.

From 5;7 she used

The entrances of tul "beyond" and kivul

"besides" before 6;0 were similarly plagued with errors,
as were ellen "against," miatt "because," ir^nt "toward,
in regard to," t^.i^n "in the vicinity of," and hosszatt
"long (time)" which entered in the seventh year.
7; 10 did ]5va use the postposition k£oest

Eot until

(with -hoz on

the noun) "in relation to."
f)

Pronouns
Deictics:

Although the deictic pronouns are usually

the first to emerge, only Eenyeres (1926:50, 1928:52)
supplies accurate information regarding the time of their
acquisition: from 1;0 Eva uses ez "this" to ask for things;
during this period the phonological shape sharpens from e
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to ez.

By 1;6 she uses az "that" distinctively.

Among

the adjectival deictics, ilyen "like this" enters at 1;10,
olyan "like that" at 2;0, ugyanolyan "just like that" at
3; 6.

Meggyes (29) also found ez in phrases such as ez mi?

"what is this?" before observations began.
somewhat later at 1;11.

declaratives of the form "this is a
Personals:

Az entered

The deictics were used in
."

At 2;0 Laci (Balassa 1893:69) used

maga "you, semi-formal" as his first personal pronoun,
followed in. the same month with Jn "I" used at first
as a possessive adjective before the noun.
time Laci used nekem "to-me."

At this same

Throughout the third year

the morphology of the pronouns caused many errors (see
7.22c, 7.11k, 4.lid, and 4.11 and elsewhere for pronoun
errors).

Donner reports eny&n "mine" and en "I" at 2; 4 =

and te "you-familiar," tied "yours," neki "to-him," and
m£sik "other" at 2;6.
"I" at 1;6 and

Endrei (462) found Joldn using Jn

is "me too" at 1;9; his use of neki

"to-him" at 1;10 is incorrect.
4n is

Perike (Endrei 524) misused

"me too" at 1;8.
Eva (Kenyeres 1926:53, 1928:54) used neki "to-him"

as her first pronoun at 1;6,6 and nekem "to-me" at 1;7,16.
At 1;8 ]§va used £n is "me too," and by 1;10 she was, like
Laci, marking possession by placing £n "I" before the noun
possessed.

Also at 1;8 Eva used velem "with-me" and

engemet "me+acc."

Prom 1;10 to 2;6 iSva used te "you-familiar"

exclusively as a possessive, substituting the form magad
"you-semiformal+2PS poss." for the 2PS pronoun.

The 3PS
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pronoun 5 entered at 1;10,1, but was incorrect for several
months.

Plural pronouns in the third person, such as oket

"they+ace.," n£Luk "by-them," nekik "to-them," and velflk
"with-them!1 entered between 2;3 and 2;5.

A 1PP form velffnk

"with-us" is reported from 2;4,8, but the first 2PP forms
appear at 3;3 and are incorrect.
Meggyes found Jn "I" before the observational period
began at 1;9, but its usage was not always correct.
(30) notes its productive use beginning at 2;1,4.
"you-familiar" began to enter after 1;10.

Meggyes
Te

Other pronouns

included neki 11 to—'him11 from 1;10, hozzctm "towards me"
from 2;0,28, velem "with-me" from 2; 1,19, and drte "for-him"
incorrectly used at 2;2,23.
Possessives:

Ponori (1905:436), Balassa (1893:68),

Kenyeres (1926:54, 1928:56), and Meggyes (51-52) all
report that the development of possessive constructions,
sometimes without correct marking of possessor and possessed,
precedes the emergence of possessive pronouns.
report is the most detailed.

Kenyeres's

There we find possessive

constructions like mama szeme "Mommy eye" at 1;6,7,
possessivized forms as pap£.i£ "Daddy's" also at 1;6,7,
nouns possessed by first person such as ftilem "my ear" at
1;6,15, and the first possessive pronouns eny4m "mine"
appearing productively only at 1;11,8.

At 1;11,13 Eva

used zSv^.je (=dv£) "his" and at 2; 1,3 tied "yours-familiar."
Each of these forms was involved in numerous morphological,
semantic, and syntactic errors, as was mi£nk "ours" which
entered at 2;7,26.

Meggyes (31) reports the first possessive
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pronoun as Sv4 "his" at 2; 1,3 and the second as tiem (=tied)
"yours-familiar" at 2;1,21.
Indefinites^

./

Eenyeres (1926:55) reports use of

Bcisik "the other" from 1;7 and egyik "the one" from 1;10,
but even at 2;9 their use was overly concrete.

She

..

correctly used mind "each" from 1.:8.14. "valam'i "something"
from 1;9,27, valaki "someone" from 1;11,4, and semmi
"nothing" from 1;11,6.

At 4;1 ^va also learned ak£rmi.

"anthing," akdrmennyi "however much," and akdrmily "what
ever kind."
2;5.

The pronoun egym^s "one another" appeared at

Meggyes (30) reports the appearance of mdsik "other"

with nouns at 1;10, mindehki "everyone" at 1;11, and valaki
"someone" after 2;0.

Mind and minden "each" were used by

2;0, but were not always correct.

Meggyes reports the .

reflexive magaddal "by yourself" in non-productive form
at 2;0,17.

Meggyes found ki? "who?" as one of the first

pronouns, entering along with the deictics before 1;8.

The

pronoun mi? "what?" was also present before 1;8 in the
question form mi ez?. Eenyeres (1928:73) found the mi ez?
question as early as 1;6.

Both authors found mit csin^lsz?

"What are you doing?" appearing along with the mi ez?
question,
g)

Articles:
In section 4.12a we discuss morphological difficulties

associated with the use of the definite article.
(1893:68, 71) reports the first use at 1;10.

Balassa

Bonner reports
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the definite article at 2; 6.

Endrei (525) reports that

at 2;6 Margit used only the form a, but Endrei fails to
give a date for the earliest uses of the article.

Only

Meggyes (32) reports difficulties with the semantic and
syntactic use of the definite article.

Although M&rti

used the article correctly from 1;9» she would often
fail to use the article after this time when it was required.
On the other hand, she would use it before vocatives at
1;10,24.

At 1;9,22 it modified an infinitive;in nem szabad

a: kimenni "not allowed.(the) to leave."

Similarly, at

2;2,2 it was superfluous in meg a takaritni "still (the)
to clean."

It also appeared, as at 1;10,11, after.indefinite

verbs as in k€rGnk a tdskdt "want+IPP the satchel+acc."
where its use contradicts the conjugation of the verb.
Eenyeres (1926:57) reports the indefinite article correctly
used from 1;9; Endrei (463) also reports a correct use of
the indefinite article from Joldn at 1;10; and Meggyes
reports sporadic use from 1;9.

Jablonkay reports that at

1;4 both articles, along with sok "many" and m e m y i

"how

many" entered his child’s vocabulary,
h)

Numerals:
As we have noted, Jablonkay (149) found both articles,

along with sok "many" and mennyi "how many!" at 1;4, but
ketto "two" only appears at 2;0.

Simonyi (321) reports

morphologically incorrect use of ketto "two" from Nanus
at 1;6.

Balassa reports use of ketto at 1;8, Meggyes (32)

found k^t "two" at 2;1,18, sok "many" at 1;10, and tbbb "more"
in the unit -nines tSbh? "Isn’t there any more?" from 2;0,16.
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Kenyeres reports ketto from 1;7 and tSbb. sok and mennyi
entering at 1;8.

Around 1;11 Eva began to use eleg "enough."

Eel "half" and eg^sz "whole" were correct at 2;4, and
kdtszer "twice" was correct at 2;5.

^va learned harom

"three" at 3;8, and could occasionally use negy -"four" at
this time, but further progress with the numbers was very
slow.

From 1;9 Eva used questions with h£ny"how many?,"

but even by 3;1,4 she had not learned to use it properly.
G. Dienes (Kenyeres 1928:60) reports correct use of both
egy "one" (the indefinite artilce) and ketto "two" at 1;3.
i)

Int er.iections
Meggyes (35) reports that between 1;10 and 2;0

M£rti used .ja.i de "oh howl," e.jnyel "Goodness!," hul "myl,"
nahat "well!," and .iu.iisztenem "oh, my God I "

Other writers

report occasional uses of conventional interjections and
child forms, but seldom note the time of emergence,
j)

Conjunctions

k)

Idioms

See section 6.4.

Kenyeres (1928:96) lists Eva’s use -of: thirty idioms
and saying from 2; 6,14 to 8; 3.

In part because these

expressions lose so much in translation, we will not present
further details here.

Following Piaget’s examination of

the 8-11 year-old* s ability to interpret folk-sayings
figuratively, Kenyeres found that from 6;3,11 to 8;4,7
Eva would interpret both

idioms and sayings concretely.
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5.64 Baby-talk items
Ferguson (1964) tabulated thirty baby-talk forms
across six different languages.

The total number of

baby-talk items in the lexicon of the Hungarian adult
community far exceeds this.

Ferguson observes that baby-

talk words are particularly susceptible to diffusion
through borrowing; the reader may note that many of the
Hungarian forms listed below closely resemble baby-talk
items in other languages of Europe and Western Asia.
Although no exhaustive catalogue of Hungarian baby-talk
has yet been compiled, it was possible to make a first
approximation toward such a compilation by examining a
number of short articles from the Magyar Nvelvor and
Magyar ffyelv. and by checking the older reports against
the reports of native speakers.

The earlier articles

often report on baby-talk forms current in specific
areas of Hungary.

The various sources of the following

summary are abbreviated as follows:
Pon:

Ponori's article of 1871 which lists baby-talk forms
without any mention of the area of Hungary in which
they were common,

Bdn:

Bandczi's 1874 collection of baby-talk from Addnd
in Somogy county,

Bor:

Borcsa's 1874 collection from Bacsfalu in Brass<5
county,

Fer:

Ferenczi*s 1876 collection from Kiskufdlegyhdza,

Hdm:

Hdmeth's 1881 collection from Domokos in SzolnokDoboka county,
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Kim:

Kimnach' s 1897 collection from Karcag,

Som:

Somssich’s 1898 collection from Ozd. Since this
collection mixes baby-talk and child words together,
only the clearest examples are used,

Voz:

Vozdry’s 1917 collection from Ugocsa, Szatm£r, and
part of Hajdu county,

Pit:

Oltydn1s 1917 collection from Szalonta, except where
Irtas is noted, and

Eel:

Kelemen's 1970 examples from his book on Hungarian
interj ections.
Most baby-talk forms group together rather naturally

in relation to the conventional adult item which they most
closely resemble.

In addition, baby-talk words are clustered

in a fairly limited set of semantic domains.

Below we use

twelve areas to include all the reported baby-talk forms.
Adult Form____________ Baby-talk__________Source__________
1) Animals:
bardny
"lamb"

bari

Per

borjd
"sheep"

meme

Bor

csirke, tyuk
"chicken, rooster"

pipi
pizse
pityi

Per,
B£n
Kim

tyuk
"rooster"

lulu
potu
tutu
tyu-tyu

Elm
Kim
Kim

liba
"goose"

biba
bibi
biri

Kim

kis liba
"little goose"

papatyi

Kim

kacsa
•’duck”

kdcskacs

Per

Yoz
Per,
Per
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B a b y - ta lk

S o u rc e '

galamb
"dove”

putus

Kim

madir
"bird"

badeLr

Kim

macska

cica
cici
piszi

Per, Kim
Bin
Bor

kutya
"dog"

kuszi
kutyi
kutyd
motyus

Bin
Per
Kim

cdcd
maci

Bor, Sziv,Per, Kim
Per, Bin

paci

Bin

kacu
mancsi

Kim
VOZ, K im
Voz, K i m

sertis
"pig"

csika
coca

Bor
informant

nyul
"rabbit"

nyuszi
nyusz

Kim
informant

tehin
"cow"

boca
boci
bu

Sziv
Voz, Kim
Per, Bin, Kim

tehin, SkSr

bubus

Olt

bibd
bibi
labintd

Bor, Sziv, Fer,
Voz, Kim
Bin
Olt

cicsi
ndzi

Kim
Kim

16
"horse"
csikd
"pony"
malac
"piglet"

manka

Ki m

"COWjOZ"

2)

Body parts:

lib
"leg"

orr
"nose"
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A d u lt Form

Source

kdz
"hand"

kacsi
kacso
kacsd
kucs<5

Bor, informant
Sziv, Fer, Bdn, Rim
informant
Voz

fed

kokko
kuko
kuk<5
kobak

Fer
Kim
informant
informant

fog
"tooth”

guzi

Fer

fen£k
"bottom"

popo

informant

pofa
"cheek"

pofi

informant

seh
"wound"

bibi

Bor, Voz, Kel

sebes
"wounded"

bib is

Voz, Bdn, Kim, Kel

emlo

cici
cucli
dici
didi
dudi
dudli
sziszi

Fer, Voz, Sziv, Kim
informant
Voz

"head"

3)

Kim

Fer, Kim
informant
Fer

Relations;

nyanya

Fer, Voz, Kim
informant
Bdn, Voz, Kim

apa
"father"

apus
pdpd
papa
tdttd

Bdn
Voz, Kim
Voz, Kim
Fer

bdcsi
"uncle, man"

dcsi

Kim

anya
"mother"

ndni
"aunt, woman"

Fer, Pon
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Kim
Kim

"grandmother”
nagyapa
"grandfather"

nada

Kim

dajka
"nurse"

dada

Fer, Bdn, Kim

ruha
"clothes"

lulu

Kim

bugyog<5
"underpants"

gugyigd

Olt (Irtds)

4)

Clothes:

cipo
"shoes"
harisnya
"stockings"
5)

Kim

ptipu
potyi

Kim
Sziv

istilyimpi
pimpi
simpi

Kim
Kim
Kim

Qualities:
Bdn

aranyos
"darling"
szdp
"pretty"

baba
csecse
csicsds
csicsds
csicse

Bor
Fer, Pon, Bdn, Kim
Yoz, Kim
Voz, Kim
Olt

forr<5i
"hot*"

picc

Voz

kSvdr
"fat"

dundus

6)

Foods and Bating:
boj<5

Fer, Kim

k<5
kukor
a

Ki m
Ki m
Kim

"apple"
cukor
"sugar"
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B a b y - ta lk

bojd

"fruit"
hds
"meat”

K im
pecsi
Ifrom pecsenve "roast")

kaldcs, kenydr
"sweetbread, bread"

kdcsi
papa
popa
pupa

Bor, Sziv,> Per,
Voz, Bdn, K i m
Sziy,, Per,, Voz, Kim
Bor, Voz, Olt, Kim
K im

krumpli

pityi
Bor
(from pitydka "spud")
pimpi
Bdn
pupi
Bdn
pumpu
Kim

kukorica
"com"

budsi

leyes
"soup"

Kim
Bdn

palacsinta
"pancake"

lingd

Olt

puliszka
"hominy"

pikka

Bor

szalonna
"bacon"

Kim

tej
"milk"

tejci

tojds
"egg"

kokd
kuku
kukd

Bor
Pon

dtel, eszik
"food, eat(verb)"

csocsa
csdcsa
csocsdl (yerb)
csdcsd
hamham
hdmhdm
hami—hami

Voz, Kim
informant
Csury(1929), Kim, JJdm
Per
informant
Per, Pon, Kel
Kel
Bdn
Bor, Bdn
informant
Bor
Olt

pdpd
pdpdl (verb)
papi
popdl (verb)

K im
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Adult Form

Baby-talk

Source

ital, iszik, igydl
"drink, drink (verb),
drink!"

brrr
ttttH
ttltSl (verb)

Fer
Bor
Fer
Bdn

•fThm

viz, vizet!
"water, water!"

7)

burr
Kim
locsi
Kim
(from locsol "sprinkles")
tutu
Pon, Olt
tflta
Bor, Sziv,> Fer,
Voz, Olt, Kim, Kel

Other Ob.iects:

valami ijesztS, 8rd8g
"frightening thing,
devil"

bubus
bakk
bumbus
vankuly

Fer
Kel (Ny. Fttz. 56:20)
Som

ejjeli eddny
"chamb er-pot"

birbi

Sziv

kis. rdkli
"little hand-organ"

bajk<5

Bdn

kSnyv
"book"

bdcd
Voz. Kim
(from dbdcd 11alphabet")

gyertya
"candle"

buci

Bdn

sipka
"whistle"

sdsii

Pon

tttz
"fire"

tflzsi
zsizsi

Fer
Fer, Sziv,► Pon,
Voz, Bdn, Kim

hold
"moon"

kdcsi

Kim

templom
"church"

ganga

Bor

kds
"knife"

k<5k<5

Voz, Kim

pisi

Fer

8)

Kim

Bodilv Functions:

vizel
"urinate, urine"
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B a b y -ta lk

szikel
"defecate, feces"

kaka
informant
kaki
informant
iini (infinitive) Kim
eini
"
informant
e - e
Kel

k8h5g

kuci-kuci
kuc-kuc

Bin
Kel

fingik
"fart"

pi

Kel

b6f8g
"belch"

b8fi-bSfi

Kel

9)

Source___________

Sleeping:

aludjil, aludj,
aludni, alszik
"sleepI, to sleep,
sleeps"

belbel
Bor, Kim
beli-beli
belbelik
Nim
buji
Per
csicsi
Kel
csicsike
Meggyes (36)
csicsis
Fer, Kim, Kel
csicsijja (bubijja)Kel
csucsulj
Voz, Ki m
hijcsi
informant
hijcsiba
Bin, Kenyeres
haja
Kim, Kenyeres
hajakaba
informant
ha j6ba
Fer, Bin
hajs<5
Kel
nunul
Nem
tutul
Kim

bSlcso
"cradle"

csicsija-bumbuja

Olt

fekSdj le, lefekszik
"lie down! lies down"

csucsuba
csucstfbaba
IScencSl.
letentel
penci le
tente

Bin
informant
Olt
informant
Bin
Sziv, Fer, Voz, Olt,
Kim, Kel, Kenyeres
informant
Pon

tenti le
tente-tente
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10)

Other Activities:

allj, folallni
"standi, to stand up"

dli
deal

Bdn
Sziv, Kim

bucsuz<5, Szervusz
pa
"salutation, Gcod-bye1
" papa
tdj
tdj-tdj

Kim, Kenyeres, Kel
Kim, Kenyeres, Kel
Kim
informant

sdtdlni
"go for a walk"

bu
csecsebe

Voz
Kim

tancol
"dance"

cini-cini
cini-ci
tdnci-tdnci

Kel
Kel
Bdn, Kel

sfrds
"crying"

diidti
b0-b8
bu-bu
brij-bu
brtihtihii
http-hup

Pon
Kel
Kel
Kel
Kel
Kel

11)

Forms said while engaging in a specific activity:

bujdsdi, bujocskdzik
"hide-and-seek"
"peek-a-hoo"

kukucs
tutucs
kukucsi
kukucsdl (verb)
kukucskdl

Pon, Bdn, Kim
Kel
Kel
Pon, Kel
informant

tilj, Ul
"siti, sit"

csScsQ
csttcslil (verb)
csficcs, csucs

Bor, Bdn
Fer, ^on, Voz, Kim
Kel, ErtelmezS Szot

csiklandoz
"tickle"

csik—mak—mak
bizserdl
kuc-kuc

Kel
Hamvai
Kim

simogat
"caress"

cir<5ka-mar<5ka

Kel

"said while lifting,
jumping etc."

hoppa
oppa
happd
appd
hoppla
hopla
hapuca

Kel
Kel
Fer, Kel
Fer, Kel
Kel
Kel
Sziv
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hintdzik
"teeter-totter”

hinnahinna
hinta-palinta

Kel
Kel

"said while staring"
(see kokucs above)
puszi
oba

Ban, Fer, Voz, Kim
Kim

csur-csur
pancsi
pancsi-pancsi

Fer

dadd
keckec

Bdn, Kim, Kel
Kenyeres, Meggyes
Kel (Bakonyalja)

"watch out"

nana

Kim

hand slap

pacsi

Ki m

csokol
"kiss"

12)

Kim

Meggyes

Warnings;

"you'll get it"

In 1929 Bdlint Csury made the first observations of
rules governing the formation of baby-talk words.

He noted

a pattern of deletion of final consonants in inflected
forms, particularly in the imperative;
Adult Form____________ Baby-talk_________ Rema-rkg__________
csdcsdlj meg

cs<5csa meg

ne piszkdlj

ne piszka

hallgass oda mar

halga mar

tentdlj

tente

sdntits

sdnti-sdnti

mutasd csak

muti csak

koldulj

k<5du-k6du

csucsuli be

csucs-fi be

guggcli le

gugg le

see above for "eating"

see tente above
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However, Csury also notes that some of these forms, and
certain other forms might also he produced by taking the
first syllable of the verb as the root and suffixing j^i
or ^

as verbal diminutives according to vowel harmony:

j£tszik

j£tszi

dugd bele

dugu bele

ne ugass

ne ugu

tincolj

tdnci-tdnci

sdntikdlj

sdnti-santi

mutasd csak

muti csak

Whereas some of the other forms present the first syllable
uninflected:
guggolj le

gugg le

csucsSlj le

csucs le

A similar process was reported by Jozefovics:
repttlogep
"airplane"
tdnc
"dance"

repcsi

Jozefovics 1955

tdncsi

Jozefovics 1935

Moreover, there is a great deal of evidence of productivity
of a rule by which the initial syllable of a root is
extracted and used as a base for either the diminutive -csi
or the diminutive -i.

This process appears active not only

in slang formations, but also in baby-talk creations.
Jdzsef Eelemen's etymological study of baby-talk
tutiiwater, drink" cites an impressive array of sources to
document his proposed origin for the word.

Eelemen notes

that the Czuczor and Fogarasi dictionary found tutti to be
derived from ital "drink" through repetition of the initial
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syllable "it-it" and subsequent metathesis, followed by
labialization.

Eelemen concedes the important role of

reduplication in baby-talk and notes that many such words
are formed through the child’s tendency to reduplicate the
first syllable of multi-syllabic words.

However, Eelemen

notes, not all reduplications can be so explained.

Thus,

although baby-talk k£k& "coffee" originated from the child's
production of kav£ "coffee," baby-talk pipi bears no such
relation to csirke "chicken."

He holds that the series

cici-csicsi-sziszi (-csScs) "mammary" displays the role of
sound symbolism in reduplication, and he maintains that
the series tutii~tgtu ~pflpff-tutu is similar.

Pointing to

the existence in the dialects of the variations tr-. nrand ptr- as substitutes for t^ and

in onomatopoeic

words, Eelemen would expect the forms ptrgptrg. ptup tit.
trutrfl. and prupru as variants of tQtu.

In fact, after

having delivered his paper, Eelemen was informed that
ptrgptru does exist in baby-talk as a variant of tfftg.
Eelemen was also able to locate references to the forms
ptrgtg. priitu. and trutg.

It thus appears that the labial

motion involved in these sounds is intended to inform the
child of the relation of water to the act of drinking.
If it is true that the ptr— tr— pr— t- alternations series
is only operative in onomatopoeic words, than Eelemen is
right in viewing tgtg as onomatopoeic, synchronically.
However, the possibility of an origin from ital through
reduplication sometime in the past is not fully precluded.
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6.0

Learning of syntactic rules
In the context of our present developing interest

in the child*s acquisition of syntax, the scarcity of
data on the Hungarian child*s acquisition of syntactic
patterns is certainly disappointing.

In this chapter we

review the limited data which has been gathered on the
subject, together with certain theoretical formulations.
In section 6.1 we consider errors in the use of the rules
governing the attachment of affixes to roots.

In section

6.2 we discuss violations of the basic principles of
compound formation.

In this regard, we might note that the

child neologisms of section 5.34 above should be referred
to as illustrations of the productivity of the compound-form
ing rules.

Those forms were included in the previous

chapter precisely because they were syntactically correct,
although lexically deviant.
in the ordering of words.

In section 6.3 we treat errors
In section 6.4 we turn our

attention to inappropriate conflations and analyses; these
errors violate both lexical and syntactic rules.

In section

6.5 we examine errors based upon coding of phrasal units;
in the same section we discuss the very little known about
learning of discourse agreement in Hungarian.

In the final

sections, we turn our attention to normative data.

In

section 6.6 we cite reports of early sentences; in section
6.7 we discuss theoretical problems raised by topic-comment
relations; in section 6.8 we review Meggyes*s observations
of the sequence of acquisition of syntactic patterns in
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M&rti; and in section 6.9 we discuss learning of sentence
conjunction and coordination.

Finally, we. conclude the

chapter with evaluation and discussion of the data in
section 6.10.
6.1

Errors in the ordering and attachment of suffixes
We have already encountered several types of errors

in suffix placement in section 5.2.

However, the errors in

that section appeared to he most satisfactorily accounted
for as errors in analysis, rather than as errors in the
learning of the rules governing suffix ordering.

Specifically,

in section 5.215 we observed a number of cases of incorrect
ordering between suffixes and prefixes and between suffixes
and the negative particle.

Each of these errors can be

viewed as the attachment of an inflection to an unanalysed,
but inflected, base.

In section 5.213 we found suffix

reduplication also indicating underanalysis; again syntactic
rules governing suffix ordering are broken in that no
suffix should be ordered after itself, but the basic error
is that of underanalysis.

The situation with the superfluous

elements of 5.214 is similar.
In section 3.4 we discussed order-based relations
between sound segments*

It-appears that flectional morphology

is also subject to the processes of metathesis and assimil
ation.

Of course, flectional morphemes are ordered through

transformations, rather than Markov-process rules.

Moreover,

syntactic transformations base their operation upon the
occurrence of given semantic relations in semological
structure.

Thus errors in suffix attachment may be attribut

able to several factors.
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6.11

Attachment errors motivated by non-lexicalization
In the following child errors a morpheme is generated

which is usually associated with the main verb of the utter
ance.

However, the child fails to lexicalize the noun to

which the suffix should attach.

Such errors are lexical

mistakes in:that the case suffix.:should.not be lexicalized
unless its root is also lexicalized (i.e. its lexicalization
should be blocked by ellipsis).

However, a syntactic error

is also involved in that the child ends up attaching the
case suffix to a root with which it has no direct semantic
relation:
Adult Form

Child Form

Child

fEzetbe
fflzetet
M&rti
"note-book+illat." "note-book+acc."

Age Source
1;11,8 Meggyes 51

(in: fgzetet ir. "She writes a note-book" for fttzetbe ir
"she writes into a note-book.")
SSmpik£nek
SGmpikdt
M&rti
1;10,15
"
"SGmpike+dat."
"S5mpike+acc."
(in: £pitem a SGmpik^t "I am building Sompike" for ^pitem
a SSmpik^riftk "T am h-ptiding for SGmpike.")
n£nike
"aunt-t-dim."

n£nik£t
"aunt+dim+acc."

Mrti

1;9,22

"

(in: elviszi n^nik^t "She takes away aunt" for elviszi a
n&iike "The aunt takes away.")
bdcsi
bdcsinak
^va
1;6,8 Kenyeres
"uncle"
"uncle+dat."
1926:26
(in: add ide b^csinak # nem "give here to uncle # no" for
nem adla ida a bgcsi "The uncle doesn't give it here.")

In each of these errors the reports give use reason
to believe that some noun in semological structure failed
to achieve lexicalization.

Specifically, ffizetet ir "note-

book+acc. writes" could have W e n szavakat Ir a ffizetbe "She
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writes words into the note-book.”

Epitem a Sdmpik^t

could have been, perhaps, a tomyot £pitem a S8mpik£nek
"I am building the tower for SSmpike."

Elviszi n£nik4t

”She takes away aunty? could have .been elviszi a n^nike
a .idt^kot "The aunty is taking away the toy."

And add ide

b^csinak# nem. with some corrections, could have been
a b^csi nem ad.ia ide nekem "the uncle is not giving to
me."

Looking forward to the errors treated in 7.241,

we find that, in most of these cases, reconstruction of
fuller, less elliptical, underlying sentences fails to
account for the confusions between flectional suffixes
listed in that section.

However, in section 7.241b,

a few of the confusions could conceivably be the results
of generation of suffixes to attach to non-lexicalized
roots.

The errors from Jdzsi at 2;9,10, ]£va at 2;2,13,

G-yurka, and Pali at 3; 1,8 are the possible candidates
here, but it seems more likely that they are actually
examples of confusions regarding semantic content.
6.12

Suffix assim-nation and metathesis
In suffix assimilation and metathesis errors can not

be attributed to failures to lexicalize, i.e. to ellipsis.
Bather, these errors appear to be due to inadequacies in
the syntactic rules attaching suffixes to nouns.

It may

be that the strategy for attachment of suffixes is at first
based upon surface order relations.

Thus, the child

attempts to attach the accusative or dative to the noun
following the verb*

This may be a result of the fact that
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many suffixes are generated chiefly by looking at the
verb.

Thus, attachment to a given noun is a secondary

consideration and requires further coordination.

Note

that it would be difficult to interpret these assimilations
as exclusively phonological or surface phenomena, since
they are both progressive and retrogressive and occur
over far greater separations than the usual phonological
assimilations.

Moreover, they do not always function to add

information where it is doubtful, since often the additional
information is superfluous.
Adult Form______
M&rtinak
"M&rti+dat."

Child Form_______ Child
M£rtit
"Mdrti+acc."

M5rti

Age

Source

1;10,13 Meggyes
1;10,15
51

(in: csinglja vacsorgt a Mgrtit "makes dinner+acc. M^rti+acc."
for csin£i ia vacsorgt a Mdrtinak "makes dinner+acc. M&rti+for.")
S5mpi
""SBmpi"

SBmpinek "S8mpi+dat•"

M£rti

1;10,25

"

(in: Hozta neki ceruzdt a SSmninek "She brought her a pencil
to SSmni" for hozta neki ceruz£t~"SSmpi "SSmpi: brought her a
pencil.")
macik
"bear+pl."

macinak
"bear+acc."

M&rti

2;2,11 Meggyes
51

(in: Ide nem t&naszkodnak a macinak "They don’t hold on here
for the bearl"' for Ide nem tdmaszkodnak a macik! "The bears
don’t hold on here!" The plural suffix -nak seems to be
replacing the noun plural -k. Probably, the dative -nak is
not involved.)
Nagymamdk
"Grandma+dat."

Nagymamdt
"Grandma+acc."

M£rti

1;11,11 Meggyes
50

(in: visszgk a nagymamdt kockdt "let’s take Grandma+acc.
block+acc." foirvisszgk a nagymamdnak kockdt "Let’s take
Grandma+dat block+acc.";
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A d u lt Form

C h ild ffarm_______ C h ild

Age

Source

egy
"one"

egyet
"one+acc."

3; 1,6

Meixner

J<5zsi

(in: Mdg egyet ilyent "Still one+acc. such-as-this+acc." for
mdg egy ilyent "still one such-as-this+acc.")
nagy kockdt
nagyot kockdt
J<5zsi
"hig hlock+acc."
"big+acc. block+acc."
(as in above example)

3;6,9

tdle
"elative+3PS"

3»5,20 Meixner

tdlem
"elative+lPS"

Pali

Meixner

(in: megi.jedtem tSlem "I was frightened of myself" for
megiiedtem t51e "I was frightened of him."
indul
"start"

indulni
"start+infin."

Jdzsi

3;0,23 Meixner

(in: ez is kgvetkezni indulni "This also to starts to follow"
for ez is kgvetkezni indul "This also starts to follow.")
odaadni
odaadnit
Soli
2; 2,0 MacWhinney
"over+give+infin." "over+give +infin.
+acc."
(in: azt is odaadnit "that+acc. also over+give+acc." for
azt is add oda "that+acc. also give over")
We have only one reported example of suffix metathesis,
and this involves two suffixes, the dative and the possessive,
which are closely related in a single construction, the
possessive construction.
az autdnak a
karikdja
"the auto+dat. the wheel+poss."
(=the car*s wheel)

a karikdnak
Jdzsi
az autdja
"the wheel+dat.
the car+poss."
(=the wheel*s car)

2; 11,24 Meixner

Actually, the suffixes maintain the order -nak... -ia

of

the possessive construction, while the roots metathesize.
The final effect is double incorrect attachment.
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6.13

Simple attachment errors
As we observed in section 6.11, attachment errors

may bespeak both lexical and syntactic difficulties.
However, simple attachment errors may occur even when the
root to which the suffix should attach is lexicalized and
when no assimilation or metathesis is involved.

The

literature reports errors: involving the verbal pref ix and
the question particle ^e which should be attached to the
predicate, i.e. the main verb or predicate complement. For the
latterj'the problem is that, the -e. particle,

as a modality '

element (Fillmore, 1968), relates to the whole proposition,
rather than just one noun phrase or verbal element.

The

child has learned that suffixes are attached to the elements
in which they stand in semantic relation.

But, in the

case of -e. the child doesn’t know what element that should
be.

The errors are:

Adult Form________ Child Form______ Child
megn€zem hogy
megndzem-e j<5
j6-e
"perf,+see+lPS
"perf.+see+lPS
-whether good
that good-whether"
(=1*11 see whether it’s good)

2;3

Eva

3»10

otthon van-e
"at-home
is-whether"
(=Is it at home?)

otthon-e van
"at-homewhether is"

ezt elviheti-e

ezt-e elviheti
Eva
a-e
"this+acc.-whether
away+take+potent.
+3PS Grandma+whether"

"this+aec. away+
take+potent.+3PSwhether Grandma"
(Can Grandma take
this away?)

Age

Eva

Source
Kenyeres
1928:38

5;0
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A d u lt Form_________ C h ild Form________C h ild

Age

feljb*het-e
fel-e jShet
"up+come+potent.- "up-whether
whether"
come+potent."
(=Can he come up?)

]5va

6;8,30 Kenyeres
1928:38

maga szereti-e
a csontot

laci

2;5

merveri-e
nem veri meg-e
laci
"perf.+beat"not beat
whether"
perf.-whether"
(=Will he beat it?)

2;5

"

ebbe van-e tea
ebbe nines tea-e Laci
"in-this is"in-this is-not
whether tea"
tea-whether"
(=Is there tea in this?)

2;5

"

maga szereti a
csontot-e

Source

Balassa
1893:71

"you like-whether "you like the
the bone+acc."
hone-whether"
(Do you like the hone?)

The use of the question particle is restricted to yes-no
questions and requires that the question be phrased affirm
atively, a restriction which Laci violates in the last two
errors cited.

Balassa comments that Laciregularly

the questions particle on the lastelement

places

of thesentence,

whether or not that element is a main verb or predicate
complement.

This strategy reminds us of the extraposition

of the negative element found by Bellugi.

Eva, on the

other hand, seems to attach the particle to the first
element in the sentence.
The other major group of simple attachment errors
involves incorrect placement of verbal prefixes.

The

verbal prefix'is normally attached before the verb root, but
is placed after the root when some other element is focused.
This postposing of the- verbal prefix is caused by the fact
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that focus is placed on an element by placing it before
the verb root,

Alternatively, the verb itself may be

focused, as in a question or command.
the verbal prefix to be postposed.

This also causes

The problem is compli

cated by the fact that a set of modal or auxiliary verbs
can be placed between the verbal prefix and the verb root,
when no element is focused.

In this case, the verb is

suffixed with the infinitive marker -ni.

In Hungarian

orthography meg akarok n^zni "perf. want see+infin." ( = 1
want to see) is represented as three words.

However,

the auxiliary or modal akarok fails to receive word stress,
and megakarok n^zni would be a better representation of
the division in terms of intonational words.

This means

that, when no element is focused, the verbal prefix is
attached not to the embedded infinitive, but to the
auxiliary through prefix-raising.

However, when there

is a focused element, the prefix attaches to the embedded
infinitive.

Given all these ordering possibilities, it

is not surprising to find some child errors:
Adult Form________ Child Form______ Child
1)

Age

Source

When the verb stem is focused, as in the imperative,
the prefix should follow the verb. Here the child
places it before the verb, although the verb is imperative.

n^zztlk meg
"see+imp.+IPP
perf.”
(=let's seel)

megndzztik
"perf.+see+
imp.+1PP"

Eva

2;6

Kenyeres
1928:38

n^zzHk meg

megn^zzQk

Zoli

1;8,6 MacWhinney
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

Age

Source

menjSnk he
"go+imp.+IPP in”

bemenj-Qnk
Zoli
"in+go+imp.+1PP"

1;8,6

MacWhinney

nyissuk ki
kinyissuk
Zoli
"open+imp.+IPP out 11 "out+open+imp.+IPP"

1; 8,6

MacWhinney

csukjuk be
becsukjuk
Zoli
"close+imp+IPP in” "in+close+imp.+1PP"

2 ;0 ,02;0,5
1;10,2 MacVhinney

2;2,0

tegytlk le
letegyOk
Zoli
"put+imp .+1PP down’' "down+put+imp.+1PP"

1;10,3 MacWhinney

keressUk meg
megkeresstik
Zoli
"seek+imp+IPP perf,," "perf.+seek+imp.+1PP"

1;10,3 MacWhinney

fogd meg
"grab+2PS-imp.
perf."

megfogd
"perf .+grab+
2PS-imp.”

Zoli

1;10,5 MacWhinney

menjflnk oda be
"go+imp.+lPP-ind.
thither in"

bemenjlfnk oda
"in+go+imp•+1PP
thither"

Zoli

2; 2,0

nyiss ki
kinyissni*
Zoli
"open+2PS-imp. out" "out+open+2PS-imp."

MacWhinney

2; 2,0 MacWhinney
(four times)

♦This infinitive form is used as an imperative, as a part
of a general usage style Zoli developed at this time. The
important point is that Zoli took kinviss. an imperative
with an incorrectly fronted prefix, as the base. (Compare
section 5 .2 1 5 ).
2)

The neutral position of the verbal prefix is before the
verb root, but it only appears in this position when
it is focused. The verbal prefix will receive focus
only when no other element is focused. In the following
errors the child incorrectly assigns focus to either the
verb or the subject in yes-no questions, perhaps
influenced by the obligatory focusing of question words
in wh-questions. The focused element should have
been the verbal prefix.

Eva megfQrdik?
Eva ftirdik meg? l£va
"]2va perf.+bathes?" "Eva bathes perf.?"
(=Is Eva bathing?)

2;6

elkeverjem?
keverjem el?
Eva
"up+mix+imp.+lPS" "mix+imp+lPS up"
(=Should I mix it up?)

2;6

Kenyeres

1928:38
Kenyeres
1928:38
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

visszadom, jd?
"back+give+lPS,
O.E.?"

adom vissza, jd? Zoli
"give+lPS "back
O.K.?"

-jfegg-

2; 2,0

MacWhinney

3)

When some element other than the verbal prefix receives
focus, it obligatorily precedes the verb. In the error
types below the child assigns intonational focus
correctly, but fails to postpose the verbal prefix.

a)

A common error is to prepose the verbal prefix after
the megative, even though the negative is focused
whenever it appears.

Bagymama nem
vette ki...
"Grandma not
took out"
(=Grandma didn’t
take it out...)

Bagymama nem
kivette...
"Grandma not
out+took"

]Sva

2 ;6

Kenveres
1928:38

nem eszem meg
nem megeszem
Laci
"not eat+lPS perf." "not perf,+eat+lPS"
( = 1 don’t eat it up)

2;2

dn nem tiprok ra
"I not trample
+1PS on-it"
( = 1 won’t trample

2;11,24 Meixner

dn nem rdtiprok
"I not on-it+
trample+lPS"
it)

Jdzsi

1893:70

nem eszi meg
nem megeszi
Zoli
"not eat+3PS perf." "not perf,+eat+3PS"
(=He doesn’t eat it)

1;10,0 MacWhinney

nem megyek be
"not go-tlPS in"

1;10,0 MacWhinney

nem bemegyek
"not in+go+lPS"

Zoli

nem adja oda
nem oda adja*
Zoli
"not give+3PS over" "not over give+3PS"

1;10,0 MacWhinney
2 ;2 , 0 (three times)

* Although oda is not formally a prefix, it patterns like
a prefix syntactically.
nem szedtem le
nem leszedtem
Zoli
"not gather+past+ "not down+gather+
IPS down"
past+lPS"

2; 2 , 2

MacWhinney

nem rontottam el
"not break+past+
IPS away"

2; 2,0

MacWhinney

nem elrontottam Zoli
"not away+break+
past+lPS"
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

C h ild

Age

Source

nem rontom Sssze
"not hreak+lPS
apart"

nem Ssszerontom
"not apart+
break+lPS"

Zoli

2; 2,0

MacWhinney

nem karmolok meg
"not scratch+lPS
perf."

nem megkarmolok
"not perf.+
scratch+lPS"

Zoli

2; 2,0

MacWhinney

nem tltStt meg
"not hit+past
perf."

nem megBtBtt
"not perf.+
hit+past"

Zoli

2; 2,5

MacWhinney

nem dilltom meg
"not stand+lPS
perfective"

nem megdllxtom
"not perf.+
stand+lPS"

Zoli

2; 2,0

MacWhinney

nem cslp meg
"not hite perf."

nem megcsxp
Zoli
"not perf.+hite"

2;2,5' MacWhinney
(twice)

nem vi.szem ki
"not take+lPS
out"

nem kiviszem
"not out+take
+1PS"

Zoli

2;2,0

M a c W h inney

nem kapcsolj^k

nem Ssszekapesolj^k
"not together+
hook+3PP"

Zoli

2; 2,0

MacWhinney

"not hook+3PP
together"
h)

Another common error is to prepose the verbal prefix
after a noun which is obligatorily focused because it
appears with the operator is "also." In these utterances
6n "I" is the focused element and receives intonational
focus.

6n is csticcstaSk
le
"I also sit+lPS
down"

6n is lecsSccstllSk
"I also down+
sit+lPS"

Zoli

2; 0,0

MacWhinney

6n is megyek oda
"I also go+lPS
thither"

6n is oda megyek Zoli
"I also thither
go+lPS"

2; 0,0

MacWhinney

majd
is
mosom meg
"then I also
wash+lPS perf.”

majd 6n is

Zoli

2; 2,0

MacWhinney

"then I also
perf.+wash+lPS"
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A d u lt Form

C h ild ~Porm________flh ild

Age

dn is mdszok "be
nI also climb+
IPS in”

dn is bemdszok
"I also in+
ciimb+lPS"

2;2,2 MacWhinney
(three times)

dn is mdszok
ide he
"I also climb+lPS
here in”

dn is ide
bemdszok
” 1 also here
in+climb+lPS”

mindjdrt dn is
megyek f51
"right-away I
also go+lPS up”

mindjdrt dn is
fSlmegyek
"right-away I
also up+go+lPS"

Zoli

Source

2;2,2

MacWhinney

Zoli

2:2,2

MacWhinney

dn is megyek be
dn is bemegyek
Zoli
"I also go+lPS in” ”1 also in+go+lPS”

2 j2,0

MacWhinney

c)

In addition to these fairly common errors, other focused
elements also appear before erroneously preposed
prefixes. The focused elements received intonational stress.

most nekem
mutatod meg
a kockdt
"now to-me show
+2PS perf. the
block+acc."

most nekem
megmutatom
kocka
"now to-me
perf,+show+
IPS block"

a mdsikat
dobott be
"the other+acc.
throw+past in"

mdsikat bedobt
"other+acc.
in+throw+past"

4)

Zoli

2; 2,0

MacWhinney

2; 2,0

MacWhinney

Por a few verbs such as kell "be-necessary," akar "want,"
and fog "will" the verbal prefix is lifted from the
subordinate clause and placed before the auxiliary-like
verb in the main clause. Some successes of this sort
from Zoli at 2;2 are reported in Part III, as a part of
the learning of prefix-raising. In the first of the
two errors below the verbal prefix is postposed rather
than lifted to the higher proposition. In the other
errors, lifting is generalized to the case when the
verb of the main proposition is not an auxiliary:

ugy kell
dgy kell
Zoli
megcsindlni
csindlni meg
"thus is-necessary "thus is-necessary
perf,+do+infin."
do+infin. perf."

2;2,0

MacWhinney
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

C h ild

Age

Source

megyek megndzni
"go+lPS perf.+
see+infin. "

meg megyek n£zni Kari
"perf. go+lPS
see+infin."

5;6

Simonyi 323

elmegyek leszedni
a r<5zs£t
"away+go+lPS down+
pluck+infin. the
rose+acc."

a rdzsdt el
megyek szedni
"the rose+acc.
away go+lPS
pluck+infin."

2;0,2

MacWhinney

Zoli

Tiov^sz reported no errors in the placement of verbal
prefixes in his sample of the speech of three 3 -year-olds
and three 5-year-blds.

This finding is somewhat surprising

in light of the numerous errors from Zoli and 2;2 and seems
to reflect the smallness of his samples.
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6.2

Errors in compound formation.
Erroneous compounds are forms which do not adhere

to the "basic syntactic rules which govern the types of
relations which may "be expressed through compounds.

Each

of the following compound types lies outside the set of
permitted compound relations.
a)

The child sets up the first element as the agent and
the second as the action, expressed by a main verh.
(Here the child should have formed a compound along
the principle of 5 .3 4 d or 5.34f.)

Adult Form________ Child Form______ Child

Age

Source

szdlroham
"a gust of wind"

3 ;3

Ponori

b)

szdl-fuj
‘"wind-blow"

1 9 0 5 :4 3 6

In the reverse of this error the first element is a
main verb expressing an action and the second the
agent of the action:

szdlroham
"gust of wind"

fuj-a-sz^l
"blows-the-wind"

kdmdnyes hiz
ftistblMz
"chimneyed-house" "smokes-house"
c)

Lili

Mrti

1;10,20 Meggyes

Jdzsi

3; 1,10 Meixner

36

Or the first element is an action and the second its
patient:

kdzbefogni val<5
kdzbefog-taska
Emoke
taska
"handgrab-satchel"
"a satchel to be
grabbed in the hand"
d)

The order action + agent is permissible, if the action
is suffixed by a participial formative; but in this
error the child attempts to use this structure for
the relation of action + patient:

fogkefe
"toothbrush"
e)

3; 2,25 Meixner

mos<5fog
"washer-teeth"

Jdzsi

3; 1,10 Meixner

There are no compound patterns which have adverbs as
their first element; here the child is simply attempting
to nominalize a phrase:
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

csigavonal
"spiral”

mindig-be
"always-in"

szendvics
"sandwich"

Bsszekenydr
laci
"together+bread"

amikor a szdl
nem fuj
"when the wind
doesn't "blow"

semmi-szdl
"none-wind"

that part of the
violin which -did
hot have-a "frog"
grip

nem-bdka

f)

Age

Tibor

4;2

Barcsai
31

3;6
1893:73

Ponori
1905:436

In section 5.34g we found that a compound formed of
a patient and its action could serve as the name of
a location where the patient typically engages in the
action, but here the child attempts to substitute an
instrfiTnpnt for the location in the format of
(Patient + Action)

kancs<5
"pitcher"

tejiszd
Jdzsi
"milk+drink+er"

3;0,23 Meixner

tSgy
"udder"

tejivd
"milk+drink+er"

4;-

g)

Kemper 2

Although there exists a pattern (Participle +Location)
where the participle expresses the action which
typically occurs at a location, in these errors the
child attempts to form a compound based on a verb
root, rather than a participle, and another based on a
patient rather than a location,

jdtszdtdr
ahol ugranak
"playground where
they jump"

ugratdr
"jump+ground"

tdr ahol kottdkat kottatdr
jdtszanak
"score+ground"
"ground where they
play musical scores"

Lili

-

Lili

-

Ponori
1905:434

Ponori
1 9 0 5:434
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6.3

Errors in word-order
Because Hungarian word-order is relatively free,

and because it is difficult to study learning of optional
syntactic patterns, observations of errors in word-order
are generally limited to certain obligatory patterns.
Adult Form________Child Form
a)

Child

ez is egy sz£p
vir£g
"This also a
pretty flower"

ez is vir^g,
JoldLn
sz£p
"this also
flower, pretty"

m£g egy eg£r
eg£r m6g egy
Zoli
"still one mouse" "mouse still one"
b)

Age

. Source

Unless it is a predicate adjectivey the adjective must
always follow the noun.
1;10

Endrei
462

1;10,0 MacWhinney

The negative is placed before the element it negates.
If the entire sentence is negated, it is placed before
the main verb.

]£va nem evett
zsirt a b 8 gr£bol
"Eva not ate
lard+acc. the
mug+delative"

3j!v a se zsirot
^va
b 8 gr£bol evett*
"Eva neither
lard+acc. mug+
delative ate"

2;4

Kenyeres
1 9 2 8 :7 2

*This utterance is full of other mistakes.
elment nem landok elment landok
Lili
fel£, hanem....
nem* fel£, hanem...
"away-went not
"away-went Landok
Landok towards,
not towards, but ..."
but..."
c)

-

Ponori
1905:436

The particle is "also," like its English counterpart,
must directly follow the noun to which it is attached.
Here it follows the verb. However, we should note
that Zoli corrected himself after a pause lasting about
six seconds.

£n is kapom
"I also get+lPS"

£n kapom is
"I get+lPS also"

Zoli

1;10,0 MacWhinney
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A d u lt Form

d)

C h ild Form

C h ild

_Age_

Source

The uast conditional is formed by placing the conditional
element volna after the past tense of the verb. Perhaps
these errors are influenced hy the inappropriate con
flations we discuss in the next section:

elment^l volna
volna elment 61
"away+went+2PS
"conditional
conditional"
away+went+2PS"
(=you would have left)

Jol£n

2;4

Endrei
464

becsuktam volna
volna becsuktam JoldLn
"in+close+past+
"conditional
IPS conditional"
in+close+past+lPS”
(= 1 would have closed)

2;4

Endrei
464

n5tt a szdja
a sz£ja nott
volna
volna
"grow+past the
"the mouth+3PS
mouth+3PS poss.
poss. grow+past
conditional
conditional"
(=His mouth would have grown)

5;-

Simonyi

Nanus

a feje leszakadt
leszakadt a
Nanus
volna
feje volna
"the head+3PS poss. "down+break+
down+break+pas t
past the head+
conditional"
3PS poss. cond."
(=His head would have
fallen off)

322

3;-

Simonyi

322

It may be that difficulties the child experiences -in
learning to attach the conditional particle are •similar
to those involved with the question particle, in that both
reflect modalities and both refer to the entire proposition
and not just the verb.
e)

The possessive construction requires that the possessor
precede the possessed.

pap£nak a szeme
"daddy+dat. the
eye+3PS poss."
(=Daddy*s eye)

szeme a papdnak Eva
"eye+3PS poss.
the daddy+dat."

szeme Evi
babdnak
"3§va baby+dat.
"eye+3PS poss.
Evi baby+dat."
the eye+3PS poss."
(=Baby Eva's eye)

$vi babdnak a

1;6,7

Kenyeres
1926:54

1;6,7
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

Phi I d

Age

Mrtikdnak a
gy<5gyszere
M&rti
gydgyszere
Mdrtikdnak
"Martika4 dat.
"medic ine+3PS
the medicine+3PS
poss, Martika+dat."
poss."
(=Martika’s medicine)

6.4

Source

1;9,24 Meggyes
52

Inappropriate conflations and analyses
Lexical items may he viewed as packages of

semantic information that conflate (Talmy, 1 9 7 2 ) underlying
propositions and features in various ways.

Linguistic

analysis often seeks to reverse lexical conflation in
order to isolate out fundamental semantic elements.

In

child language we find errors which deviate from the
lexical standards of the adult language in hoth directions,
a)

Erroneous conflations seem to involve over-generalizations

of conflationary patterns present in the standard language.
Thus, the standard language conflates two propositions by
attaching a verbal prefix to a verb root.

For example,

felrepfll a maddr "up+flies the bird" can be viewed as a
conflation of fel(megy) a mad£r "up(goes) the bird" and
repfll a maddr "flies the bird."

But no verb is allowed

to express successive conflations by attachment of more
than one verbal prefix.

In these errors two verbal prefixes

attach to one verb.
Component
Propositions
a)

Conflation

Child

belerakjuk
belerakjuk Bssze Pali
"illative+stack "illative+
+1PP"
stack+IPP
together

Age

Source

3;3,27 Meixner
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Component
Propositions

C o n fla t io n

b)

Ssszerakjuk
"together+staek+IPP"

a)

elSveszem
take it out)

(= 1

h) felteszem az
asztalra

eloveszem fSl
az asztalra

C h ild

Age

Pali

3;3,28 Meixner

Source

"out+take+lPS
up the table+subl."

( = 1 put it up on
the table)

(= 1

take it out up onto the table)

a) visszategyQk
vissza
Zoli
1;8,6
"back+put+imp+IPP" eltegyQk
(=Let’s put it back) (=let's put it away back)

MacWhinney

b) eltegyUk
"away+put+imp.+1PP"
(=Let's put it away)
a)

Moncsi
megfltStte
"Moncsi perf+
hit+past+3PS"

Moncsi
Zoli
2;2,0 MacWhinney
elutbtte meg
"Moncsi away+
hit+past+3PS perf."
(=Moncsi knocked it off completely)

b) Moncsi
elfftStte
"Moncsi away+hit+
past+3PS"
(=Moncsi knocked it off)
The conditional is not a conflation of two propositions,
but a union of a proposition with a modality element.
However, parental interpretations of some child conditionals
suggest that they are conflations of dual conditions:
a) ha a kutya
volna megharapna Jolin
nem a k£pen volna "conditional
(=if the dog
peff.+bite+eond."
were not in
(=it would it would
the picture)
bite)

2;0

Endrei
463
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Component
Propositions

C o n f la t io n

C h ild

Age

Source

b) megharapna
(=it would bite)
2 ;1 1
a) mi lett volna? volna leesettem ^va
a kandlvizbe*
(=What would
"cond. down+fall
have happened?)
+past+lPS the
canal+water+illative "
(=What if I had
fallen into the canal?)

Kenyeres
37

into the canal)
*kan£Lis "canal” is incorrectly produced as kan£l
a) 3 6 lett volna
(=it would have
been nice)
b) ha nem
pisiltem volna
(=if I hadn't
pissed)

Joldn
volna nem
pisiltem,
volna nem a fSldre

2;6

Endrei
464

a*) 3 6 lett volna
(=it would have
been nice)
b *) ha a f61dre
pisiltem volna
(=if I had pissed
onto the ground)*
* Joldn ended up pissing in his pants, rather than onto
the ground.
In each of these rather tortuous conflations additional errors
are made which somewhat obscure the over-all effect.
However, it does seem that children are attempting to
interpret the conditional volna as expressive of some
general proposition such as "in another state of affairs,
in a better world."

The sentences then read as "in another

state of affairs, the dog would bite," "in another state
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of affairs, I would fall into the canal,” and "in another
state of affairs, I wouldn't have pissed; In another
state of affairs, I would have at least pissed onto the
ground."
h)

locative adverbs and postpositions seem particularly

subject to inappropriate analysis.

Here the adverb utffria

is a conflation of "after" as in "run after" and "it"
as the object of the running.

Alatta is "under it."

In the analysis the noun incorrectly appears on the surface.
Adult Form________ Analysis_________Child

Age

ut&ia
"after+it"

utdna virdg
]§va
"after+it flower"

1;10,7 Kenyeres
1926:49

Source

alatta
"under+it"

kerdk alatta
Jdzsi
"wheel under+it"

3

;0,23 Meixner

Or both the object and the postposition may be analysed out:
utdna
"after+it"

utdna virdg utdn ]5va
"after+it
flower after"

1;10,7 Kenyeres
1926:49

Or the child may pull out the features of approximation
or motion from the postposition.
a labda az
a labda alatta
laci
asztal alatt van
van az asztalndl
(=the ball is
(=the ball is under
under the table)
by the table)
asztal aldl
(=out from
under the table)

-

onndt az
Jdzsi3;2,6
asztaltdl
(=from there
from the table)

Kallos
410

Meixner
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6.5

Errors involving phrasal units and discourse
agreement roles;
Occasionally, a child treats an entire memorized

phrase as if it were a lexical item.

Adults do the same

thing when they cite song titles, etc.
Adult Form________ Child Form_______ Child

Age

Source

ez meg mi?
ez mdg mi az
Jdzsi
"this still what?" "this still
'what's that'?"

2;9,5

Meixner

(Here the unit was mi az? "what’s that?")
kerem a meset
"want+lPS the
story+acc."

kerem meseld
nekem
"want+lPS 'tell
me the story'"

Zoli

1;10,0 MacWhinney

(Here the unit;- was mesdid nekem "tell me the story.")
most dn csinalok
"now I do+lPS"

most dn mennek
"now I ’they
go’"

Zoli

2;2,3 MacWhinney

(Here the units was mennek "they go." Zoli meant to say
that it was now his turn to roll the toy penguins and say,
"Look how they are rolling.")
Another rare consequence of the coding of words into phrases
is the blending of two phrases, in this case two idioms:
Source A__________ Source B________ Blend________________
visit, mint
a sakal
"it screams,
like a jackal"

izzad, mint
a 16
"it sweats,
like a horse"
—

izzadok, mint a sakdl
"I sweat, like a jackal"
Jdzsi at 3;4,8 from Meixner

Further examples of this may be found in section 3.62.
Hungarians have devoted little attention to the
learning of discourse agreement rules (Ervin-Tripp, 19TO&X,
although the effects of discourse pressure upon the personal
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suffixes has been frequently noted.; Here ewe cite a
violation of the rule which holds that affirmative replies
to yes-no questions must be given by repeating the verbal
prefix:
Question:

Hem szed.iuk ossze?(=Shouldn11 we gather them up?)

Adult Answer______ Child Answer

Child

de igen, b’ssze
de igen, szedjfik Pali
"but yes, together" "but yes, we
gather"

Age

Source

3;3,18 Meixner

We should add that the verb root is correctly given as an
answer to a yes-no question, when no prefix is present.
6.6

Reports of the first sentences
Turning now to non-error data, we will first review

reports from Jablonkay, Szinkovich, Varga, Donner, Balassa,
Simonyi, Viktor and Kenyeres of the first sentences
uttered by their subjects.

We do not include early

utterances reported by Endrei, since they are few in
number and are apparently examples of early errors, rather
than typical early forms.

The data cited here should

provide ^information regarding the presence:of semantic
universals underlying early syntax; such evidence will
be evaluated in section 6 .7 .
a)

Jablonkay (149) reports only the very first utterances:

Child utterance
Age 1:2:

Adult morphemes

Adult sentence_______

mama varr
"mama sews"

mama varr
"mama sews*

papa a-a-d

papa olvas
"papa reads"

papa olvas
'papa reads"

mama

rmn
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C h ild u tte r a n c e

A d u lt morphemes

A d u lt sen ten ce

nenne ha

neni fdj
woman hurts

a n6ninek f&j
the woman+dat. hurts
(=it hurts the woman)

haha majd e
(perhaps an
imitation)

haha majdnem elesett
haha majdnem
hahy almost fell
elesett
hahy almost fell

Age 1;3

h)

Szinkovich (1921) reports only the first few sentences:

Age 1:5
cucu picci

cukor pici
sugar little

kerek egy pici cukrot
want+lPS a little sugar+acc.

paci viz

paci viz
horsie water

a paci vizet visz
the horsie water+acc. takes

picci tel-tel

pici tej
little milk

pici tejet k&rek
little milk+acc. want+lPS

c) Varga also reports only the first few sentences (147):
Age 1:4
itt a 6a

itt az 6ra
here the clock

itt az 6ra
here the clock

Age is5
Many sentences of the form ott a X "there (is) the X."

d)

Simonyi (322) reports a larger number of early sentences

from Kari:
Age 0:9
ka pi

katona pipdl
soldier smokes
or katona pipa
soldier pipe

katona pipal
soldier smokes
katona pipdt haszndl
soldier uses a pipe
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From 0;9 to 1;4 Simonyi says that sentences typically
have uninflected nouns and inflected verbs, such as in the
following two examples:
Child utterance

adult morphemes

Adult sentence

tuta tejessze

kutya keresse
dog search+imp.

a kutydt keresse meg
the dog+acc. search+imp. perf.

hozza td

hozza kdvd
brings coffee

hozza a kavdt
brings the coffee+acc.

1 4 4.

tuz kdlaba

tuz kdlyhaban
tuz van a kdlyhdban
fire oven+inessive fire is the oven+iness.

Age ls5
puszit ldnak

puszit ldnak
puszit ad a ldnak
kiss+acc. horse kiss+acc. gives the
+ dat.
horse+dat.

mos szappannal

mos szappannal
mos szappannal
wash soap+instr. wash soap+instr.

nem dll

nem dll
not stand

nem dll
not stand

From Nanus, Simonyi relates only a few early forms:

M e lrQ-l??
tato gyi

katona gyi
a katona nyargdl
soldier getty-up the soldier gallops
(gyi=baby-talk)
kdz katona
see soldier

ndzzQk a katondt
see+IPP the soldier+acc.

menni
go+infi
mother+allative

mamdhoz akarok menni
mother+all want+lPS
go+infin.

-Age.
mSni mamdd

e)

Balassa (1893:65) cites a large nuinber of early sentences

from laci.

In general, these sentences are off erred as

examples of the highest syntactic level at a given age:
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C h ild u t te r a n c e

A d u lt morphemes

A d u lt s en ten ce_______

cita tele

Yica tej
Yica milk

Yica, tejet kdrek
Yica, milk+acc. want+lPS

d£d£ cita

ddd£ Yica
angry Yica
(didi=baby-talk)

Yica, merges vagyok veled
Yica, angry am+lPS with-you

nyissa ajt<5
open+imp door

nyissa ki az ajtdt
open+imp. out the door+acc.

paci eles

paci elesik
horsie fall

a paci elesett
the horsie fell

ebitte annya

elvitte anyja
away+took mother
+3PS poss.

elvitte az anyja
away+took the mother
+3PS poss.

tati nines
ement nona

Kati nines elment
konyha
Kathy is-not
away+went kitchen

Kati nines itt, elment
a konyhaba
Kathy is-not here, away+
went the kitchen+illative

jge.JLULIQ

-&ge 1;5
nyissa ajt<5

Age 1:6

A£.e.l^7
etbjte acita

eltb'rte Lacika
' eltSrte lacika
away+broke Lacika away+broke Lacika

il lacita

ul Lacika
sits Lacika

Lacika ul
Lacika sits

il c£kbe

ttl a sz^kben
sits the chair
+inessive

a sz^ken til
the chair+superessive
sits

tiz 4g

tuz 4g
fire b u m s

6g a tuz
b u m s the fire

b£totta pindzdt

bdntotta findsdt
hurt+past
coffee-pot+acc.

bintotta a findzsdt
hurt+past the
coffee-pot+acc.

Age 1;8
tati ozza babat

Kati hozza bab£t Kati hozza a babdt
Kathy brings
Kathy brings the
doll+acc.
doll+acc.
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C h ild u tte r a n c e

A d u lt morphemes

A d u lt sen ten ce

tati ebitte
ammdt

Eati elvitte
almdt
Eathy away+took
apple+acc.

Eati elvitte
az almdt
Eathy away+took
the apple+acc.

acita ide
teszi babdt

lacika ideteszi
babdt
Lacika here+puts
doll+acc.

lacika ideteszi a
babdt
lacik here+puts the
doll+acc.

annes hozon
puhd bize
aptydna

Agnes hozzon pohdr Agues hozzon egy pohdr
viz apukdnak
vizet apukdnak
Agnes bring+imp. Agnes bring+imp a
glass water father glass water+acc.
+dat.
father+dat.

aptya issa
puha bize

apuka iszik pohdr
viz
Daddy drinks
glass water

tejet Sszit aei

tejet eszik laci
milk+acc. eats
laci

laci tejet iszik
laci milk+acc. drinks

szejeti annydt

szereti anyjdt
likes mother+3PS
poss.+acc.

szereti az anyjdt
likes the mother+3PS poss
+acc.

teles a lacita
bdcit

keres a Lacika
bdcsit
seeks the lacika
uncle+acc.

lacika kereei a bdcsit

apuka egy pohdr
vizet iszik
Daddy a glass
water+acc. drinks

lacika seeks the uncle
+acc.

cekre uni
ddes aptya

szdkre iilni
ddesapa a szdkre til
dear-father the chair+
ddesapa
"chair+subl. sit
subl. sits
+infin. dear-father

bigydzzon
acitdra

vigydzzon Lacikdra vigydzzon lacikdra
watch-out+imp.
watbh-out+imp.
lacika+sublative
lacika+sublative

Sbabdt bggye ki

hdbabdt vegye ki
snow+baby+acc.
take+imp. out

vegye ki a hdbabdt
take+imp. out the
snow+baby+acc
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fi>n id u t te r a n c e

A d u lt morphemes

A d u lt sen ten ce

nyissa ki ajt<5t

nyissa ki ajt<5t
open+imp. out
door+acc•

nyissa ki az ajt<5t
open+imp out the
door+acc.

aptya iszit
tSl£t

apa iszik tedt
father drinks
tea+acc.

apa te£t iszik
father tea+acc.
drinks

tisasszony
fftek divdnyon

kisasszony tlltek
div^nyon
miss sits+3PS
divan+superess.

kisasszony Cl a
divdnyon
miss sits the
divan+superess.

aptydnok p£j
ujja

apdnak fdj ujja
father+dat.
hurts finger+
3PS poss.

apdnak fdj az ujja
father+dat. Kurts
the finger+3PS poss.

f)

Donner (132, 142) cites a large number of sentences from

the speech of a child just beginning to speak.

Donner's

report is valuable, because he cites all of the sentences
he recorded during his observations..
Age 2;3 to 2;4
apa dele

apa gyere
father come+imp.

apa, gyere
father, come+imp.

bdci szSjS

bdcsi, szollo
uncle, grape

bdcsi, szSUSt kdrek
uncle, grape+acc.. want+lPS

csicsi baba

csttcsft baba
sitty baby
(both items are
baby-talk)

cstlcsSlj baba
sit+imp. baby

atj£ tutojt

adjdl cukort
give+imp. sugar
+ace.

adjdl cukrot
give+imp sugar+acc.

tut£t ijj

kuty£t ir
dog+acc. writes

kutyit rajzol
dog+acc. sketches
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Child utterance

M u l t morphemes

Adult sentence

ozza be

hozza be
bring+imp in

hozza be!
bring+imp in

tusz van

t5z van
fire is

tuz van
fire is

tuta pee

kutya pe
dog nasty
(pe=baby-talk)

a kutya csunya
the dog nasty

tojnd pe

Korn£l pe
Korndl nasty

K o m £ l csunya
Korn£l nasty

tetj£t paabdsz

tessdk plajbdLsz
please pencil

tess£k, a plajbdsz
please, the pencil

baba aludj

baba aludj
doll sleep+imp.

baba aludj
doll, sleep+imp.

pele tutjot

tegy^l bele cukrot
bele cukrot
into-it sugar+acc. put+imp. into-it sugar
+acc.

ne tej

nem kell
not is-necessary

nem kell
not is-necessary

m€t edet

m£g egyet
still one+acc.

m£g egyet
still one+acc.

Sn isz

dn iszik
.1 drink (3PS)

dn is iszom
I also drink+lPS

ot pap^jni

ott papdlni
there eatty
(papdlni=babytalk)

ott akarok enni
there (want+lPS) eat
+infin.

toci ajja

kocsi arra
carriage to-*there

a kocsi arra megy
the carriage to-there goes

dn 6ja

hdny <5ra
how-many hours

hdny 6ra
how-many hours (=what
time is it?)

bdci met td

b^csi megy td
uncle goes bye
(ta=baby-talk)

a bdcsi s^t^lni megy
the uncle walk+infin.
goes
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C h ild u t te r a n c e

A d u lt morphemes

A d u lt s en ten ce

tuta paabdsz

kutya plajbdsz
dog pencil

plajbdsszal rajzoljon
a kutydt
pencil+instr. draw+imp
the dog+acc.

namflmfl. td

nagymama td
Grandma td

a nagymama elment
Grandma left

tejenen ebddet

kSsz6n6m ebddet
thank+lPS meal
+acc.

kOszdnbm az ebddet
thank+lPS the meal
+acc.

nat tuta

nagy kutya
big dog

ez nagy kutya
this big dog

In addition to these twenty-four reported two-word
utterances, Donner observed several uses of inflected words
appearing as monorhemic utterances at this time.

These

included nouns inflected for the accusative, possessive,
or the sign of possession.

At age 2; 5 Donner collected

81 utterances; of these 23 were one-word, 43 two-word,
11 three-word, and 2 four-word utterances.

If.this is

an accurate account of all the utterances observed, the
M.L.U. is 1.90.

Due to space limitations, we cannot cite

all the utterances of the month of 2;5.
g)

The most valuable material on early syntax of a Hungarian

child comes from Kenyeres (1926: 25-26), who lists the
"principal" sentences used by Eva from 0;11 to 1;6.

Presumably,

by talking about the "principal" sentences in her speech,
Kenyeres means the principal syntactic patterns.
Age 0;11
nyinyi tititi

nini pipi
ndzd, csirkdk
lookie chickee
look+imp chickens
(both items are baby-talk)
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C h ild u t te r a n c e

A d u lt morphemes

nini # tdtd

nini tdtd
n4zd, megy
lookie "bye
look, it-goes
(both items are baby-talk)

A d u lt sen ten ce

l ?p,2
t<£

Mama td
Mama bye

Tnama. elment
Mama left

papa dddd

Papa dddd
Papa angry
(dddd=baby-talk)

Papa megvert
Papa bit me

tet£ bo

tess£k gomb
please button

tessdk, itt a gomb
please, here's the button

mammo tetisz

Mama, tess£k
please

Mama, tess^k
Mama, please(fill this
glass)

Papa ib

Papa £r
Papa writes

Papa xr
Papa writes

mft.mfL

Age 1;1,50

Age 1:2.22-24

Mama hajti

Mama alszik
Mama hajcsizik
Mama sleeps
Mama sleeps
(ha.icsizik=baby-talk)

Afle. 1 ?^t-Q-4.
a baba tdneol
the doll dances

baba tdnci

baba tdnci
doll dancey
(tdnci=baby-talk)

mama, ™ m a teti

Mama, Mama, tessdk Mama, Mama, tessdk
please Mama, Mama, please

(In the above example, £va was not offering her mother
something, but telling her father how she wanted to take
his picture into the other room to show to her mother.)
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C h ild u t te r a n c e

A d u lt morphemes

M u l t sen ten ce

papi nem

papi nem
eaty not
(T3aoi=baby-talk)

nem kell enni-vald
not is-necessary food

pdpd haba

pdpd baba
bye-bye doll
(baba=baby-talk)

szervusz, gyerekek
good-bye, children

adide te papa

addide kSnyvet
Papa
gimme book+acc.

Age 1;4.22-24

add ide a kSnyvet, Papa
give+imp. here the book
+acc., Papa

AgeJj^
Mama heja

Mama haja
Mama hair+poss.

Mama, dOrzsdld meg a
fejemet
Mama, scrub+imp. perf.
the head+lPS poss.+acc.

papa n4sz

Papa ndzd
Papa look+imp.

Papa, n£zdi
Papa, look!

jBssz, Mama
come+imp, Mama

Vdgy karra
Take me into your arms

1:5 tl
dCsz mamfl

(The use of jSssz is a reaction to discourse pressure from
the question directed to her, "Are you coming?")

Age 1;5.10
baba ide oh

baba ide El
doll here sits

]sva ide El
^va here sits

elment vau-vau
left wow-vow

elment a kutya
left the dog

tee 1 :5:11
ement hau
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C h ild u t te r a n c e

A d u lt morphemes

A d u lt se n te n c e _________

Age 1:6.1 to 1:6.8
ement
tdtdbo

mama

Mama elment
tdtdba
Mama left
bye-bye+illative
(tdtd=baby-talk)

Mama elment sdtdlni
Mama left walk+infin.

Evike pipiket
ndsz

Evike pipiket ndz Evike csirkdket akar ndzni
Evike pipi+pl+ace. Evike chickens wants see+inf.
sees
(x>ini=babv-talk)

d5n Yajisz

j8n Yalika
comes Yalika

j&n Yalika?
comes Yalika?

adide bdszinek
nem

addide bdcsinak
nem
gimme uncle+dat.
no

a bdcsi nem adja ide
nekem
the uncle not give here
to-me
(compare 6.1)

Kenyeres continues to cite utterances beyond the age of
1;6.

One characteristic of his data throughout is the

fact that Eva is fairly consistent in placing the Agent
before its verb.

In fact, most of her longer sentences

show an SVO ordering.
h)

Finally, we may cite a few early sentences recorded

by Yiktor :

liPfQ to I??r?
ata # kS

ddd # mdmd

add ko
give+imp stone

add ide a kavicsot
give+imp here the
gravel+acc.

Oda m ama

vigyetek oda mamdhoz
take me there to mama

thither mama
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fThild u t t e r a n c e

A d u lt morphemes

A d u lt s e n te n c e _________

Age 1;9,3 to 1;9,10
ada # baba

oda baba
ott van a tSkbr
thither doll
there is the mirror
(Matildka calls the mirror a "doll” because
her own reflexion is often seen in it.)

agya # baba

add baba
give+imp. doll

add ide a tEkrbt
give+imp here the mirror
+acc.

bH # csecse

btt csecse
j<5 a viz
water nice
good the water
(both words are baby-talk)

nSne #

tnana

n£ni Mama
aunt Mama

n^nivel megyek .Mamdhoz
aunt+commit. go+lPS
mother+allative

ny&iyd

# kb

n£zd kb
see stone

n£zd a kbvet
see the stone+acc.

apla #

abla

hoppd labda
whoops ball

leesett a labda
fell the ball

6.7

Topic-comment and ellipsis
Examining a small corpus from J<5zsi Lengyel between

2;0 and 2;2, Ldszl6 DezsS (1970) found strong evidence for
early learning of certain topic—comment rules of word—
order.

At the two-word utterance stage, verbs received

stress whether in first position or not.

Nouns in first

position were always stressed, but nouns in second position
were sometimes unstressed.

Dezso explains this by noting

that the modality (imperative, question, etc.) associated
with verbs may lead to emphasis and fronting through
focusing rules.

DezsS, along with Leontyev (1965), believes
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that, when this does not occur, the child is most inclined
to use SOY word-order, since this order serves to place
focus upon the object, and Dezso finds that such a focus
is "natural,n since the object is generally of greatest
communicative salience.

If this is true, DezsS reasons,

we gain evidence for the claim that the SOY order and the
"

accent pattern associated with it are the

original patterns of language.
DezsS observes that emphasis patterns in J<5zsi's
speech reflect changing psycholinguistic states.

Thus,

when Jdzsi first said CSUffYA # PAffCSI "UGLY # POOL," he
emphasized both elements, perhaps as a result of the fact
that neither were available as topics and both were
produced through a search of the lexicon.

J<5zsi then

repeated himself CSUhYA uanvi and C S U M A a nanvi.

In

each repetition emphasis was removed from nanyi "pool,"
which had now become a topic.

Elsewhere, Dezso also notes

the early union of the vocative with the agent or experiencer.
He demonstrates how the vocative may be distinguished
through situtational information, even when intonational
cues are insufficient.

Use of such information is also

proposed in Bloom (1970), and Dezso detects the same kind
of deletion of sentence elements as Bloom described.
In her examination of elliptical sentences (63-66,
77-78), Meggyes notes that ellipsis generally preserves
those parts of the communication which may be considered
"new information."

She notes that elliptical one-word
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sentences generally name objects, demand objects, Imitate
previous utterances, or make commands.

When Mdrti requested

objects, she usually attached the accusative -t.

The two-

and three- word elliptical utterances Meggyes cites (66)
are mostly expanded noun phrases.

Among the various

elliptical types Meggyes reports, there is only one example
of an Object-Subject sentence of the type frequently
reported by Bloom (1970).

This utterance is cicit a

Szgmpike "cat+acc. (draws) the SBmpike" from 1;11,8.
We might add that Object + Subject or 'Subject + Object
constructions are entirely
reported in Part III.

non-existent in the data

Meggyes also noted the presence of

utterance-internal pauses (75-76) and found that pauses
tended to precede that element of the sentence which was
newest to the system and least well-practiced.

Often

this element was the object; but in some sentences each .
element was preceded by a pause, w h i l e other sentences
had no pause at all.
Much of our own discussion of syntactic learning
in Part III concentrates upon acquisition of the semological
and syntactic rules governing both topic-comment and
focusing.

Particularly in sections 5.52, 5.42, 5.52, and

5.62 we discuss errors produced by over-generalization of
the early pattern of verb-fronting.

Bather than repeat

those observations here, we will refer the reader to the
sections we have mentioned.
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6.8

Observations of the acquisition of syntactic -patterns
In her first set of observations, Meggyes summarized.

Mdrti’s syntactic development from 1;9,15 to 2;0, noting
these structures:
1)

elliptical utterances (see 6.7),

2)

equative sentences with an adjective or noun comment

as the first element and a noun topic as the second element:
nagyon 6des a Mdrti "very sweet the Mdrti,"
3)

negatives with nem "no" generally following the word

negated (35, 66) with a emotional-volitive meaning,
4)

an order relation in which the verb preceded the subject

(68) or vocative subject,
5)

an order relation in which the subject generally preceded

the object, although a few except ions are noted, and
6)

an order relation in which the verb usually preceded

the object (68), although some exceptions are noted.
Summarizing the relations 4-6 in the first period, we find
that the structures VS, VO, and VSO occurred as basic orders,'
while SV, OV, SVO, VOS, and OVS occurred as exceptions.
Other relations also found at this time included:
7) positioning of the dative after the verb, subject, and
object, while the dative pronoun neki "to-him" was placed
directly after the verb and before the subject and object
whenever it appeared (70),
8)

like verbs, adverbial units such as ott van "there is"

or hoccsjlre£L? "what sound does

make?"

preceded the

subject,
9) subjects modified by masik "other," mind "each," or
az a "that" would precede their verbs.

This appears to
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point to the presence of a rule assigning topic status
to such HP's, and
10)

modifiers of all kinds preceded nouns in M^rti's speech,
Meggyes*s observations continued during the months

from 2;0 to 2;2.

Chief among the new syntactic patterns

entering at this time were the following:
1) The-^negative structure X + Heg changed to the adult
structure Heg + X.

In the first period negatives apparently

seldom appaeared in sentences with more than two elements.
In the second period negatives appear along with two or
three other sentence elements; in these later sentences
it becomes evident that the negatives are ordered in relation
to the elements they modify and not the sentence as a whole.
2)

There was a slight increase in the SV structure, so

that both VS and SV were equally common.

6.9

Sentence compounding
The most extensive observations of compounding {or

coordination) and subordination in early Hungarian child
speech were made by Szdszkd (1952) on seventy nurseryschool children between the ages of 2;9 and 5; 11.
collected from one to four examples

Sz£szk<5

from each of the children

and labeled them according to various categories of trad
itional grammar.

Sza^zkd was not a linguist, and errors

in linguistic judgment were made in the process of this
labeling.

Moreover the categories are not sufficiently fine

grained to reveal the exact semantic content of the various
constructions.

Therefore we have relabeled the utterances
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Szdszkd gathered.

The position of the conjoined or

subordinated material in the following utterance types
is indicated by dots

The frequent introducer

az6rt mert "'cause" was ezcluded by SzdszkS.
Structure

__________ Translation__________ Frequency

...6s...

and

... 6s ... 6s ...

and ... and

6

... meg ....

in addition

1

... akkor

then (time)

4

... mikor ...

when

1

mikor .... akkor ...

when ...

... most mikor ...

now when

...

58

then •.•

3
1

... majd ...

subsequently

1

... 6s az6rt ...

and therefore

1

... az6rt ...

therefore

1

... az6rt mert •.•

because

1

az6rt ... mert ...

therefore.•.because..<. 3

... mert ..•

because

... de ..•

but

6
10
1

... csak ..•

only

nem ... hanem ...

not ... but ...

2

az6rt ... hogy ...

therefore ... so that

1

... hogy ...

so that

2

dgy ... hogy

in such a manner. ••
that...

1

ha. ... akkor. ..

if ... then ...

6
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S t r u c t u r e ________

T r a n s la t io n _________

Frequ ency

Subordinations:
azt mondja ...

he says (direct)

azt mondja hogy

he says (indirect)

Y

hogy ••••

IT aki ....

_Y
N

that ...

5 (different
verbs)

who ...

1

ott ahol ...

there where ...

3

olyan

such which ...

1

••

In addition to the 131 sentences summarized above, ten
sentences contained a mixture of compoundings:
(2;11,8)

Ide jbttem, de visszamegyek, ha rossz leszeli
I came here, but I ’ll go back, if you’re bad.

(2;9,2)

Anyu mondja-hogy ha rossz leszel, tudod, hogy mi
lesz a v£ge.
Mommy says that, if you are bad, you know what the
result will be.
Eeresztmama vette, mert anyu. elment dolgozni hogy
szdp ruhdt vegyen.
Godmother bought it, because mommy went to work
so that she could buy pretty clothes.

(2;11,19) Az&rt jOttem ide, mert anyukdm azt mondta, hogy
itt sok j£t£k £s jdtszok.
Therefore I came here, because my mommy said that
here (are) many toys and I play
(3;0,3)

(3;0,19)

Az ut<5an is l£ttam olyan nagy macskabdcsit akinek
van hosszu bot £s ment a mdsik oldalra £s verte a
malacokat•
On the street too I saw such a big cat-uncle who
had a long stick, and he went to the other side
and beat the pigs.
Nem, mert azzal nem szabad ide ijBnni, mert ellopjdk.
No, because one can’t come here with that, because
they steal it.
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The other four sentences simply illustrate 6s "and"
conjoining two clauses, the second of which contains
azt mond.ia,. hogy "he says that..."
The diary reports give us examples of even earlier
compounding.

Endrei (462) reports ha nem bog£r. akkor

mad£r "if not a bug, then a bird" from Jolcin at 1;8.
It 1;10 Jol6n began to use asztdn "then" as a conjoiner;
and, at 2;0, Endrei reports verd meg, mert bttdds vagyok
"beat him, cause I’m smelly" (Jol6n meant to say, "Beat
my brother Feii, because he says I’m smelly.) Balassa
(1893:70-71) reports logical conjunction at 2;4, still
without formal markers: ott ment a vonat. fflstdl "there
went the train, it puffs’/; anvika monta.szabad "mommy said,
permitted"; eszt megettem. aszt kanom "this I ate, this
I get."

AT 2;7 Laci began to use mert "because," de

"but," and az6rt mert "therefore because."

Donner (141)

reports is "also" at 2;5 and 6s "and" at 2;6, but cites
no examples.
Meggyes (77) reports juxtaposition of sentences
at 1;11 still without productive use of conjunctions.
After having juxtaposed sentences in antithesis for two
months, M6rti first used hanem "but" at 2;1,7.

At 1;11,20

mert "because" was used to join clauses; at 2;0,19 ha "if"
entered; and hogy "that" was first used to- introduce
indirect discourse at 2:0,27.

Of the coordinating conjunc

tions, es "and" occurred from 1;10,7, but only to join
nouns or to begin an utterance.

From 1;10,0, M£rti
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correctly used is "also"; from 1;11,17 she used meg "and,
in addition," but "with. the definite article attached in
the form meka or mega.
Eenyeres provides the most complete longitudinal
data on the acquisition of Hungarian conjunctions.

At

1;6,28 (Eenyeres 1926:60, 1928,63) Eva pointed at one
button and said gomb "button": then she pointed to another
button and said az is gomb "that's also a button."

Ishra's

first coordinating conjunction was aztdn "then, afterwards"
at 1;10,12.

From 1;11,18 Eva used akkor "then" like

azutan to enumerate events in temporal sequence.

Prom

1;11,23 Eva used m£g "and, in addition" to coordinate
nouns.

Beginning at 1;11,17 ]$va frequently use vagy

"or," but generally made errors in its usage.

She would

use it when no selection was required, or when illetve
"or rather" was required.

Moreover, from 2;5 to 2;11 she

would add an incorrect and superfluous vagy before the
first alternative, i.e. vagy ... vagy ...
...."

"either .... or

At 1;11,5 de But" appeared in the sense of German

doch which contradicts the previous speaker's proposition;
by 2;3 it was also used in the sense "but" to coordinate
clauses.
Prom 2;0,11 Eva uses se "nor," but with attendant
syntactic and morphological difficulties (see 5.23)*
When 6s "and" first appears at 2;2,3, for the first month
^va confuses it with is "also" and fails to state the
second conjoined proposition.

Ha "if" enters at 2;2,28,
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•ha-npin ""but rather" at 2;3,12, and megis "nonetheless"
at 2;3,7*

Although Eva used nedig "hut however" from 2;3»4,

errors occurred (Eenyeres is not specific) even at 2; 10.
By 2;3 £va joined clauses with hogy "so that," although
from 2;0 she just juxtaposed the causing proposition
with the resultant proposition.

In the month of 2;5 hogy

was also used in its sense of "that (simple subordination)"
and "in such a manner, how."
•The temporal structure mikor ... akkor ...

"when

.... then..." was correct from 2;9 (Eenyeres 1928:65)
and we have noted the early appearance of the tenporal
alnm-r and aztcLn (=azutdn). but Eva had difficulties with
other temporal conjunctions.

MielStt "before" was used at

2;4,7, but at 3;0,19 it was incorrectly attached to the
second clause.

Midta "since" was used at 4;5,14, but

only as an imitation of an earlier sentence; its next
appearance (Eenyeres 1928:68) is at 8; 1,29.

Even by 8;6

iva had not yet used miut£n "before" (Eenyeres 1928:69);
mikgzben "while" first occurred at 8;3»27.

Mihelvt "just

as soon as" appeared at 4;9, but was only used correctly
after 5;10.

When mire

"by the time that" entered at

5;1,3, it was used in the sense of mihelvt. but by 5;1,21
it was used correctly.

Similarly, amint "as soon as,"

which occurred at 5;2,6 was continually confused with mihelvt.
The word mialatt "while" was used from 5;8,3, but until
8;6 it was regularly used where the semantically more
exact mlg "as long as" would have been appropriate.

Although
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Eva used the structure addig ... mis ... "as long as" at
2;4,9, her usage was incorrect even at 4; 11,2 (Eenyeres,
1928:64).. When the word addig "until" was used by itself,
beginning with 2;4,18, it was also often incorrect.
The comparative mint "like” was used in elliptical
constructions from 2;1,10 (Eenyerees 1928:64): uszok.
jgv reint a kigy<S "I am swimming just like a snake,"
At 2;4,15 the structure igy ... ahogy ... "thus ... like ..."
was correct.

Mintha "as if" was correctly used with the

conditional from 3;5.

Prom 2;2,30 mint was also used to

introduce complete clauses (Eenyeres 1926:65).
Other conjunctions include csak "just, only" from
2;4 and csakhogy "just with the exception that" from 3;1.
Eva was able to use h£t correctly from 2;2,20 in the
exclamatory sense "well what then?"

However, it use as

a causal conjtinetion "well, then, to be sure" was still
incorrect at 6;8,14 and perhaps later.

Azonban "however"

appeared at 6;0,4 as a result of imitations, but by 6;5,15
its use was correct and productive.

S5t "and indeed" was

correct from 6;5,10; the structure mind ... mind ...
"both ... and ..." was correct at 6;6,15.

Ellenben

"on the contrary" was used once incorrectly at 6;3»17.
The structure akar ... ak£r ... "either ... or ..." was
used once incorrectly at 6;3,27.

Mivel "inasmuch as" was

correct from 6;8,29; and ugyan "anyway" was used correctly
at 6;4,27.
Prom 1;10,22 to 2;0 Eenyeres (1926:62, 1928:72)
reports juxtaposed clauses which required mert "because"
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(see above regarding Joldn Endrei) .which, was nonetheless
absent.

Only at 2;2,8 was mert used to join clauses.

However, from 2;1,21 to 2;3,9 mert and azert mert "therefore,
because" were used unintelligibly to reply to questions
containing mi&rt? "why?"

After 2;3,9 Eva's answers to the

question became meaningful; her use of mert to join clauses
had already been correct earlier.

When we look at iva's

use of m£rt "why?" in questions (Eenyeres 1928:77-82)
we find that, entering around 1;10, it is the fourth question
form, following mi "what?," hoi "where?," and hova "whither?"
Although Eenyeres holds that the child's use of m&rt? is
qualitatively different from the adult's, his four pages
of child'questions serve only to illustrate that the child's
knowledge of causes and effects is far more limited than
that of the adult.
Baranyai, in her 1958 report, found that the number
of subordinate clauses used by children increases in the
age between six and fourteen.

Lovdsz, studying three

three-year-olds and three five-year-olds, found an increase
in coordinate structures, but no increase in subordination.
Lovdsz questioned whether the increase found by Baranyai
in older children was not due to failure to control variables
among the groups studied.
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6 ,1 0

E v a lu a tio n and D is c u s s io n

Certainly, the information now available on the
development of Hungarian syntax has scarcely^scratched
the surface of a potentially fascinating topic.

The

errors of section 5.54 provide evidence of the productivity
of compound-formation rules, hut section 6.2 shows that
children make errors in formulating the exact shape of
some of these rules.

Eor example, an agent may he followed

hy its verh, only if that verh is nominalized in the com
pound;

hut in 6.2a the child fails to do this.

Or a

compound may he formed of a patient as the first element
and its action in the form of a participle as the
second element; hut in section 6.2d the child inverts
this order.
The data on mistaken word-order indicate that most
such errors involve words and particles which are not
clearly hound to any one element of the sentence in a
semantic relation.

Thus, the child makes errors in

attaching the question particle, the negative, and the
conditional particle volna precisely because he does hot
sense clearly that these elements modify or relate to any
particular element of the sentence; rather, they derive from
the modality component and are attached to the verb 'because
it is the element which most characterizes the sentence as
a whole.

This interpretation of the order errors stems

from the vuew of syntactic learning developed in Part I;
learning of syntactic rules was seen as the acquisition of
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of order relations ‘between two lexical items which stand
in some direct semantic relation.

Difficulties with, the

learning of the order of the verbal prefix are influenced
by the fact that there are so many possible positions
for the prefix, each of which is determined by functional,
rather than inherent, features.
The data on inappropriate conflations provide
additional evidence of the operation of conflation not
just in the lexicon, but also its effects upon isyntax.
In the reports of early sentences from eight different
authors, we find many representative examples of early
Hungarian child speech.

It immediately appears from these

examples that the first sentences of the Hungarian child
are much like the first sentences of the Samoan child
(Eeman, 1967), the Luo child (Blount, 1967), the Finnish
child (Bowerman, 1971), or the child learning any of the
Indo-European languages.

This is to say that the first

words are mostly uninflected (section 5.411), even when some
inflection would be required by the adult language.

The ..

elements of thes early sentences are related inmys which
have beeaobserved by Slobin (1970), Schlesinger (1970),
and Fillmore (1968);

agent + action, experiencer + experience,

agent + patient, modifier + modified, location + located,
action + patient, action + instrument, negation + negated,
action + locative direction, patient + function, and deixis +
thing-pointed-at.

Additionally, we find that the vocative

combines with elements in a less direct way, as in the
examples from Laci Balassa at 1;3,10.

We may interpret
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these sentences best hy taking the non-vocative element
as a sentence in itself, i.e. "milk"= "I want milk” and
"angry"= "I am angry."
entire proposition.

The vocative then relates to this

We are not suggesting that the child

is actually expressing the expanded proposition, but
that he would like the listener to understand to something
like it.

At 1;5 Eari Simonyi used the structure patient +

beneficiary, a rather rare form.

Also rare is the patient

+ existential structure in the sentence tusz van
"fire is" from Donner’s subject.

Finally, the sentence

n&ii mama "aunt Mama" from Viktor's subject can be viewed
as comitative + locative goal or as agent + locative goal,
where the goal is the patient's goal.

In either case, it

is a rare structure for an early utterance.
In general: we-find extremely few reports of errors
in the ordering of relations which may be based upon
features inherent to lexical items.
may be either semantic or functional.

Mon-inherent orderings
Semantic orderings

include the ordering of the subject and its verb or
the object and the verb.

As-we-will.see in Part III, such

relations are of secondary importance in Hungarian, with
functional relations governed by topic-comment and focusing
determining the order of the major constituents.

However,

a number of investigators have observed certain consistencies
in ordering of the major constituents irregardless of
functional relations.

Thus, Eenyeres reports the Agent

consistently appearing before the verb, while Meggyes
and Balassa report significantly more fronting of the verb.
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It is our opinion that the whole question requires more
attention to the role of functional features.

In this

sense, much of the available data can only be used to
generate questions.
The extrapositioning of the dative, locative,
and negative found by Meggyes, as well as the extrapositioning
of the particle

found by Balassa, are further examples

of the tendency for new elements to be first acquired at
the periphery of the utterance.
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7.0

Acquisition of semantic structure
Our discussion of semantic learning focuses

mainly upon the detection of semantic error, since this is
the .nature of the data available in the literature.

Ac

cording to the model put forth in Part I, the semological
representations of lexical items include both inherent
semantics and, in the case of affixes, a context-specification.

Errors in the coding of the latter are discussed

in 7.1, while errors in the coding of the former are
discussed in 7.2.

3?he further division of the topics

in this chapter in discussed under each of those headings.
In section 7.3 we turn to a brief consideration of non-error
data, and in section 7.4 we evaluate our knowledge of
semantic learning in Hungarian.
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7.1

Errors due to deficient context-snecifications
In Part I section 2.13 we observed that roots

are* generally specified in the lexicon only in terms of
their inherent semantics, whereas affixes require not
only the presence of the categories they inherently
express, hut also the presence of the correct features
on the roots to which they attach, or the other affixes
with which they conjoin.

In the first part of this sec

tion we deal with errors due to mistaken specifications
of the context to which the suffixes immediately relate.
In the second part of this section we deal with errors
due to mistakes in the specification ofcontexts at a remove.
Ti 11"•-Specification:'of items.to immediate contexts
a)

In section 5.53 we observed a number of neologisms

based upon use of the adjectivalizing suffix -6s. -os. -s.
This suffix may only be attached to a verb.

Attachment

to an adverb, as in this error, is a violation of contextspecification.
Adult Form

Child Form

Child

belso
"inner"

bents, benns
"inny"

Pali

b)

Age

Souree

3;2,24 Meixner

The denominative adjectivalizer -tlan. -tlen etc.

expresses absence of an object and never occurs with verbs.
The error below might be compared with English "wornless"
for "unworn."
nem kopott
"not worn"'
c)

koptalan
"wornless"

Piroska -

Trencseny 264

The child must learn that the comparative -abb, -ebb.
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-bb applies only in the context of an adjective with the
feature /+comparable/.
Adult Form

Child Form

Child

Age

Source

tSbb
"more"

elegebb
"enough+er'

Eari

4;-

Simonyi 521

nagyon csSpp
"very wee"

csoppebb
"wee+er"

Kari

4;6

Simonyi 321

messzebb
"farther"

tulabb
"beyond+er"i

Miklos

8;4

Barcsai 31

nagyon csopp
"very wee"

csoppebb
"wee+er"

Jolan

3;2

Endrei 465

The findings of Donaldson and Wales (in Hayes, 1970) suggest
that the child’s understanding of certain relational
concepts may differ from the adult’s.

Thus, it may he

that these errors are errors in the inherent semantics
of the roots.

For example, the child may think that

eleg "enough" codes implicit comparison to some standard
of acceptable quantity, but that such acceptability may
vary in degree.
d)

Additionally, the child must learn that the comparatives

cannot attach to a negated root.

Just as in English we

say the "least hot" rather than the "most not hot,"
Hungarians must use legkevesb£ "least" rather than
leg nem- N -bb for the negative superlative.

This

learning probably involves both insulation of legkevesb^
(section 5.44) and refinement of the context of the
superlative.
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A d u lt Form

C h ild

Age

Source

a legkev£sb£ forr<5 legnemforrobb Jolan
"the least hot”
"the most not
hot"

C h ild Form

3; 2

Endrei 465

az az ostor • ; : leg-nem-tSr^ lili
amelyik nem torott ottobb ostor
"the whip which
"most not broken
isn't broken"
whip"

-

Ponori
1905:436

(Additionally, the superlative is an error here, since
only two items are being compared.)
e)

limitation of the context-specification in regards

to the feature /-rdelimitable/ seems to confront the child
with a problem similar to that mentioned just above.
Suffixes such as -nkent "so many by so many" and -ig
"until, up to ___" can only apply to nouns marked as
/+delimitable/.
sokan
sokenkent
Piroska "in large numbers" "many by many"
f)

Trencseny
264

The suffix,-i. when used with locations, expresses

"belonging to ___."

In this usage, the noun must be at

a stationary place, but here the child applies the suffix
to a root expressing the feature /-approximation/.
itteni
"from here"
g)

inneni
Kari
"from from here"

4;-

Simonyi 321

The diminutive suffix -ka. -ke is specified as meaning

"little

IT ."

However, children may find its meaning

so general as to apply to other parts of speech besides
nouns.

It is quite difficult to translate a diminutive

verb into the adult language.

It is almost as if what

is involved here is essentially verbal play.
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Adult Form

Child Form

hem
"no"

nemke
"no+dim."

hozom
"bring+lPS"

Child
Marti

Age

hosszomka

Marti

1;8,17 "

itt van
"here is"

itvanka

Marti

i;10,20 "

nem kell
"not necessary"

nemkellke

Marti

2;1,9

ejnye
"goodness!"

ejneke

Marti

1;10,17 "

semmi
"nothing"

semmike

Marti

1;9,25

tiszta
"clean"

tisztaka

Marti

1;10,23 "

bebuj(ik)
"in+hides"

bebujka
Jdzsi
(in bebunkazctt)

agyonlovoeskezem
agyonlSvom
"apart+shoot+lPS'

’’

Source

1;8,17 Meggyes 46

"

"

3;1,27 Meixner
3;4,8

Meixner

This last example is not an error, but is included to
demonstrate how the child makes use of a particular
productive pattern of word formation.

In this pattern,

a verb referring to a play activity, such as ’’shooting,"
is created by attaching first the diminutive and then the
denominative verbalizer -z(ik).

For example, fog ’’catch"

becomes fogocska "catch+diminutive" and then fogocskazik
’’to play tag."

This is a legitimate formative device '

only when the activity is some children's game,
h)

For no obvious semantic reason, the past conditional

of "to be" uses as its basis not the copular, but the
verb "to become."

It is not clear whether this contextual

restriction is marked on the verb "to become," the
conditional sign volna. or both.
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Adult Form

Child Form

lett volna
volt volna
"became+cond." "was+cond."
(=would have heen)
i)

Child

Age

Eva

6;5,12

Source
Kenyeres
1928:37

The child must learn that, for each of the Hungarian

cases and postpositions, there exists a special root to
which the personal suffixes attach:to produce the forms
of the declension of personal pronouns.*

*

Accusative and possessive personal pronouns tend

rather to be constructed upon the basic nominal+case
pattern, but their formation is highly irregular.

As

we noted in section 5.42i, it is likely that pronouns
in these paradigms must be learned as items and insulated
against analysis.

For an alternative approach to the

Hungarian pronoun system, the reader may wish to consult
Rice (1967:91 et passim).

We believe that Rice's account

of pronoun formation, while ingenious, fails to account
for the fact that the special roots appear sometimes in
their front-vowel shape and sometimes in their backvowel shape (i.e. n£l- and hozz-. but tol- and benn-).
An additional problem for Rice's attempt to relate the
special roots to the case morphemes is the presence of
additional alterations found in the special roots (i.e.
-ra ~ ra.it-

and -b<Sl - belol-).

On the other hand,

Rice's explanation seems tenable in the case of the
postpositional system which illustrates no such alternations
of the base in forming pronouns.

Furthermore, no observation

of incorrect ordering of postposition + personal suffix
has yet been reported, although this may be a function
of frequency.^:
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The order of these elements is Special Root + Personal
Suffix.

Such forms constitute apparent exceptions to

the "basic flectional rule of the language which holds
that case follows the nominal upon which it operates.
Although we need more data on the question of learning
of these forms, it may.be that the apparent exception
to the order nominal + case is avoided "by marking these
special roots with the feature /+rominalized/.

This

feature could be assigned through a semological rule.
In order to bar formation of inflected personal pronouns
through the attachment of the standard case suffix to some
pseudo-root of the pronoun (section 5.43i) or the nomin
ative of the pronoun, the availability of the special
roots must be increased.

This is a complex learning

question, and we are still not sure what is involved, but
we offer these errors are examples:
Adult Porm

Child Form

Child

Age

Source

Wnmi•native pronouns as bases:
velunk
minkkel
"with+lPPposs." "us+with"
nekunk
"to+IPP poss."
(=to us)

minknek
"us+to"

Kailos 409
Kari

2;-

Simonyi 321

velem
£mmel (=ennel) Eva
"with+lPS poss." "I+with"
(with me)

2; 0

Kenyeres

mi fel&ik
"we towards+
1PP poss."
(=towards us)

4;10

mink fele
"we towards"

Margit

1928:52
Endrei 526
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

nekunk
mirLknek
’’to +1PP poss." "us+dat.n

C h ild

Age

Source

-

-

Szekely 63

neki
5nek
Eva
2; 10
Kenyeres
"to +3PS poss* "he +to"
1926:54
(the 3PS poss. form is idiosyncratic to this root)
Accusative pseudo-roots as bases:
ram
engemre
"to+ 3_PS poss." "me+to"

Ferike

2;5

Endrei 524

bel£m
engembe
"into+lPS poss.""me+into"

-

-

Simonyi 321

hozz^m
"towards+lPS"

Ferike

2;5

Endrei 524

1;-

Simonyi 321

engemhez
"me+towards"

Possessive pseudo^roots as bases:
nekem
enyimnek
"to+lPS poss." "mine+to"
(=to me)

Eari

DeictieS'-aSv.the base:

neki
annak
Eva
2;9
Kenyeres
"to+3PSposs."
"that-one+to”
1928:52
(=to him)
(In: annak ia "to that one also" which was given as an
answer to the question anukadnak is? "To your daddy also?")
Inflected pseudo-forms (section 5.43i) as bases:
veled
engeddel
"with+2PS poss." "me+2PS+with"
(=with you)

-

Csapodi 465

veletek
t^getekkel
"with+2PP poss." "you+2PP poss.+with"

-

Csapodi 465

If the special roots are in fact coded as nominals,
attachment to them:of a diminutive suffix is understandable:
nekem
"to me"
j)

nekecsk&a
"to+dim+me"

WihfCly

3;-

Simcnyi
319

There also exists a set ..of restrictions upon the

possible co-occurrences of suffixes upon a single root.
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Here'we note just a: fewoviolatiohsl.' In general, .pluralitymust be deleted with formative suffixes.

This restriction

could be marked on the context of the plural suffix.
In English, one may "stone" a witch even though several
stones are thrown.

This error is similar to saying in

English, "I stones the witch."
Adult Form

Child Form Child

kBvez
"stone+verbal
formative"

kSvekel
"stone+pl.+
verbal
formative"

Age

Source

"heard by
DiJbrentei
in 1828"

-

Ponori
1871:9

In the context of possession, the plural ^k is replaced
by the plural -i:
kiei
"who+sign of
poss.+pl."

kiek
"who+sign of
poss. + pi."

Laci

3;6

Balassa
1893:72, 142

tbbbeim
"other+pl+lPS
poss."

tSbbiekem
"other+pl.+
IPS poss."

Zoli

2; 0,2

MacWhinney

k)

The suffix -ik nominalizes ordinal numbers.

Here the

child attempts to attach it to a descriptive adjective:
hanyadika
(="which
numbered")
"how-many+
nominalizers+
3PS poss."

milyenike
—
(="which kind")

—

Csapodi 466

"what-like+-.
nominalizer+
3PS poss."

1) The postpositions kBzBtt "between, among" and kBz£
"from between, among" can only attach to a plural noun
root.
a picik k5z5tt pici kSzStt
"between the
"between the
little ones"
little one"

Jdzsi

5;1,10

Meixner
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Adult^rForm -

C h ild Form

C h ild

Age

Source

se j<5k, se
rosszak k5zd
"among neither
the good, nor
the bad"

a seirnni k8z€
"among the
nothing"

Eva

3;0,19

Zenyeres
1928:49

a tSbbi k6z5tt a J. b^csi
van a J. b£csie k8z8tt
"among the r
"among the
other is
Uncle J.'s"
Uncle J.’s"

Eva

3;0,19

Zenyeres
1928:49

m)

The root al- "bottom" forms a more- suitable base for

certain forms than the common verbal prefix le— "4ewn."
Specifically, the suffixes -ul which adverbializes
positions and -s<5 which adjectives positions require
that the position be located with respect to a physical
body.

The root al- fulfills this condition, while the

prefix le- is related to the position of the speaker
and not a third person or body.

Moreover, al- relates

to a position, while le- relates to direction or motion.
alul
"under"

lellu
Laci
(=leiil) "under"

~

alul
"under"

levu
(=letll)

Piroska

-

Trencsdny
264

alulrdl
leurfi
"out from under" (=letllr<5l)

Zari

5;6

Simonyi 322

alsd
"the lower"

Zari

5;-

Simonyi

n)

lesU
"the lower"

2;8

Balassa
1893:72

The indefinite article is intonationally integrated

into the following noun, so that it acts almost like a
prefix.

Its context is specified to include only count

nouns:
egy homokszemet egy homokot
J<5zsi
"a sand-grain+acc." "a sand+acc."

3?4,8

Meixner
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Adult Form
o)

Child Form

Child

Age

Source

The Locative suffix -ig "up to the point of _JT_"

requires a noun in its context-specification.

Here its

attachment to the verbal prefix le- "down" may be stimulated
by the form lefeld "downwards" which shows attachment of
a locative suffix to the prefix:
lefele
"downwards"
p)

leig
"down+up-to"

Eari

4;-

Simonyi
321

The possessive suffixes must also attach to either

nouns or nominalized adjectives:
belseje
beluje
Kari
"inside(adj.)+ "inside(adv.)
poss."
+poss."
(=its insides)
q)

4;-

Simonyi 321

In paragraph (i) just above, we saw how the possessives

could attach to nominal ized special case roots to f Dim
personal pronouns.

However, the context of this formation

requires a nomi nail ized form.

Here the child uses an

adjective base:
eldje
elsSje
J<5zsi
"in-front-of+' ‘"first+3PS poss."
3PS poss."
r)

3; 1,20

Meixner

In (d) above, we saw errors of attachment of the

comparative to non-comparable adjectives.

Here the

comparative is attached to a noun:
ttfbb
"more"
s)

csomdbb
"bunch+er"

Pali

3; 5,20

Meixner

Both of the verbal suffixes -ft and -odik may attach

to an adjective, but the child uses an adverb base:
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

gyorsit
"quickens”

hamarit
"soonens"

Age

Csapodi 466

hajnalodik*
kordnodik
Tibor
"dawns”
"earlies"
♦attachment of the suffix to a
rare but acceptable,
t)

Source

6;9
noun,

Barcsai 51
as

Similarly, the suffix -an. -en. -n requires the

context of an adjective, not an adverb:
hamarosan
"quickly"
u)

bflina-rfln

Eari

4;-

Simonyi 523

"soonly"

The negative imperative ne "lest," which always

precedes the negated imperative verb, actually conveys
the same inherent semantics as the basic negative "nem."
The only difference here is in the context-specification
of the former which requires an imperative verb.

Some

over-generalizations of the basic negative are:
ne mutagasd!
nem mutogasd
Emoke
"don't show it!" "not show it!"
v)

3;7,15

Meixner

The conditional particle volna is specified only for

the context of the past tense, and its use with the present
conditional violates this specification:
tiln^l
uln&L volna
Eari
"sit+cond.+2PS" "sit+cond.+2PS
conditional particle"

5;-

Simonyi 322

beeresztne
"in+cross+
cond."

beeresztne
volna
(as above)

.Eari

4;-

Simonyi 322

kSllene
"be-necessary
+cond."

kSllene volna

Eari

35-

Simonyi 322

kapna volna

Manus

3;-

Simonyi 322

8;1,29

Eenyeres
1928:37

"get+cond.
szeretn£k

szeretn£k volna Eva
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Adult Form

Child Form

Child

Age

megrugnam
'perf.+kick
+cond.+lPS"

megrugndm

Eva

5; 9,27

kellene*
kellene volna
"be-necessary+cond. "

Margit

Source

5;-

Zenyeres
1928:37
Endrei 526

♦Actually, the use of the present tense was an error here.
However, given the decision to use the present, the
presence of volna is a mistake.
w)

In the introduction to this section we noted that

context-specifications are of primary importance for
affixes.

It is interesting to note that certain lexical

items which might be formally considered as roots (as in
points h, t, u, and v above) are nonetheless specified
to occurrence in quite specific contexts.

These same

lexical items (conditional, megative imperative marker,
inchoative etc.) may appear in other languages as affixes.
Here we note a use of the inchoative kezd "begins” with
a stative verb which has no delimitable beginning or end:
en elo dd voitam
ezen a helyen
”1 was in this
place first"
x)

eiobb kezdtem itt lenni
"I began to be
here first”

-

Csapodi 466

The adjective kicsi "small” takes on the form kis.

when used in modifier position before the noun.
ketto "two" becomes k£t in this context.

Similarly,

Up to the age

of 2;2,0 Zoli continuously used kicsi in all contexts.
At the time of 2;2,0 Zoli made this error in only about
50# of the relevant contexts.

Certainly other observors

have noted failure to use kis. although reports on this
subject are generally absent. Probably, the phenomenon
is so common as to escape mention.
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7;12

Specifications-of items-to non-immediate contexts
(Agreement)
The model proposed in Part I provides us two

alternative means of treating the process of agreement
or concordance.

In the terms of that model, agreement

may be produced either by shaping the context-specifications
of certain grammatical lexical items in such a way that
the occurrence of features on roots related semantically
to the roots to which the grammatical items relate
may determine the shape of the grammatical items, or
by specifying the action of a semological rule which :
serves to copy features present in some area of semological
structure onto a related area of semological structure.
In a sense thes two forms of explanation may seem
terminological variants.

However, it may be that semo

logical rules have an effect upon semetic structure and
can modify cognition indirectly.

If any such effect is

noted for an agreement relation, it would seem that the
description through semological rule more accurately re
flects the nature of the agreement.

Here, we will treat

agreements as if they only involved learning of the
specifications of non-immeidate contexts,
a)

If a noun is modified by an adjective which inherently

implies plurality, plural morphemes may not be attached
to the noun: sok fa is literally translated as "many tree."
Errors here involve failure to omit the plural when the
adjective codes for plurality:
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

C h ild

Age

Source

sok kecske
"many goat"
(=many goats)

sok keeskdk

]<jva

2;10,5

Kenyeres
1928:35

sok gid£t
sok gidflkat
]$va
"many fawn+acc." "many fawn+pl.+acc."

3;4,21

n

minden kSnyved minden kbnyveid ^va
"every book+2PS "every book+
poss."
pl.+2PS poss."

4;2,25

ennyi lyuk
ennyi lyukak
"so-many hole" "so-many
hole+pl."

6;0,6

iSva

sok alagut
"many tunnel"

sok alagutak
^va
"many tunnel+p."

6; 9

malac mind
"pig all"

malaeok mind
Eva
"pig+pl. all"

1;8,21

Kenyeres

sok fa
"many tree"

sok fdk
Joldn
"many tree+pl."

2;5

Endrei 464

sok mindenfdle sok mindenfdldk Margit
"many all-type" "many all+type+pl."
hany bugyogd
hdny bugyogdk
"how-many panty"
a tObbi*
gyereket
"the other
child+acc."

Margit

a tdbbi
Pali
gyerekeket
"the other
child+pl•+acc."

1926:30

2;6

Endrei 525

2;6

Endrei 525

3;0,12

Meixner

*tSbbi means "the several others, the others."
sok bacsi
"many uncle"

sok bdcsik
Pali
"many uncle+pl."

3;0,12

Meixner

sok lovacska
"many horsie"

sok lovacskdk Pali
"many horsie+pl."

3;3*15

Meixner

sok krumplit
sok krumplikat Pali
3;5,20
"many potato+acc." "many potato+pl.+acc."

Meixner

sok p£lca
(=p£Lcika)'
"many rodlet"

Meixner

sok pdlc^k
Jdzsi
"many rodlet+pl."

2;9,4
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b)

In addition to the first-remove agreement between

the suffix on the noun and the quantifying adjective,
there is the second-remove agreement in number between
the adjective and the verb which stands in semantic relation
with the modified noun, if that noun is the subject of
the verb.

Thus, when there is an inherently plural

quantifier modifying the subject, the verb should be sing
ular.
Adult Form

Child Form

Age

Source

sok kecske van
ott
’•many goat are
there"

sok kecsk^k
]£va
van ott
"many goat+pl.
are there ”

2:10,3

Zenyeres
1928:35

m£rt van ennyi
lyuk
"why is somany hole?"

m£rt vannak
ennyi lyuk
"why are somany hole?"

6;0,6

Zenyeres
1928:35

ott sok alagut
volt
"there many
tunnel was"

ott sok alag- Eva
utak voltak
"there many
tunnels were"

6; 9

Zenyeres

Child

3§va

1928:35

The same agreement with the quantifier at second-remove
occurs when the noun modified is deleted in the surface
structure and the quantifier nominalized.
mind elesett

mind elesettek Laci

2;0

mind alszik
"each-one
sleeps"

mind

alszanak
"each-one
sleep"

1511,17 Meggyes 48

McLrti

Salassa
1893:70

Furthermore, there is evidence that this agreement between
verb and quantifier is not just an agreement of verb
with noun which is dependent upon prior formation of
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of the agreement between noun and quantifier.

If the

relation were such a two-stage arrangement, rather
than a direct structure (although including the noun
quantifier relation, as a part of the structure of the
context), we should not have errors in the number of the
noun accompanied by correct agreement between quantifier
and verb.

But we do find such agreements:

sok fa van
"many tree is"

sok f&k van
Joldn
"many trees is"

2;5

Endrei 464

sok hal van
"many fish is"

sok halak van Joldn
"many fishes is"

2;6

Endrei 464

c)

The child must learn to bring all adjectives in the

noun-phrase into agreement with the quantifier.

This

means that the plural suffix must be inactivated throughout
the noun-phrase.
ez a sok palca
"this the many
stick"

ezek a sok .' Jdzsi
pdlc£k ,
"this+pl. the
many stick+pl."

2;9,4

Meixner

Additionally, the deictic adjective must eventually be
brought into agreement with each and every inflection
on the noun.

Here there is agreement for the accusative,

but not for the plural even though no qunatifier is
present:
azokat a
golydkat
"that+pl. the
ball+pl•+acc."
d)

azt a
Zoli
golydkat
"that+acc. the
ball+pl•4acc."

2;2,3

MacWhinney

The child must learn to specify the verbal suffixes

to agree with plurality on the subject.

In these errors

a plural subject is given a singular verb:
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

Age

Source

a ldnyok hoztdk l£nyok hozott Eva
"the girl+pl.
"girl+pl.
bring+3PP past" bring+3PS past"

2;5

Zenyeres
1928:34

hoi vannak a
halacsk^k?
"where are the
fish+dim.+pl."

hoi van a
]$va
halacskdk?
"where is the
fish+dim.+pl."

2;6

Zenyeres
1928:35

mennek a
tehenek
"are—going
the cattle"

megy a
tehenek
"goes the
cattle"

Margit

2;6

Endrei 464

hoi vannak a
kSnyvek
"where are the
hooks?"

hoi van a
khnyvek
"where is the
books?"

Marti

1;9,22

Meggyes57

*Meggyes attributes this error to the unitary nature of
hoi van "Where is?"
szedQnk me
szedek mi
iSva
"gather+IPP we" "gather+lPS we"

2;6

Zenyeres
1928:34

ti hova mentek? tiktek hova
Jol^n
"you+pl.
m£sz
' ’
whither.
. "you+pl. whither
go+2PP"
go+2PS"

2;6

Endrei 464

Alternatively, the subject may be singular and the verb
plural:
€n kinyitom
"I out+open+
IPS"

en kinyissuk
"I out+open+

6n elbujok
"I away+hide+
IPS"

6n elbujunk
"I away+hide+
1PP"

Zoli

2; 2,3

MacWhinney

2; 2,5

MacWhinney

en is megyek
4n is megyQhk Jolan
"I also go+lPS" "I also go+IPP"

1;9

Endrei 462

a maci alszik
"the bear
sleeps"

1;11,7

Meggyes 57

ip p «

a maci
alszanak*
"the bear
sleep+3PP"

M£rti

* Meggyes attributes this error to the use of the same verb
correctly in plural form in the immediately preceding
child sentence.
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

C h ild

Age

szaladnak a
gyerekek
"run+3PP the
children"

szaladnak a
gyerek*
"run+3PP the
child"

M&rti

1;10,17 Meggyes 57

Source

* Meggyes attributes this error to M&rti's sense that
gyerek "child" may already be a plural, since it ends
in -ek. (Compare section 5.22.)
A number of other agreement errors from Zoli involve the
use of his name as subject together with a verb in the
1PP.

A child* s use of his name for self-reference is

discussed in section 7.23b.

The additional error here

is a failure to mark agreement for number and person on
the verb.

It is possible that the errors of 7.241d are

also errors of agreement.

However,-since the subjects-

of-the-sentences are not expressed on the surface it is
difficult to be sure that the error is not in subject
selection.
Zoli mosakodik Zoli mosakodunk "Zoli
"Zoli wash+
nZoli wash+reflex.
reflex."
+1 PP"
(or 4n mosakodom
"I wash myself")

1;8,6

M a c W h inney

Zolika £pit
"Zoli builds"

1;8

MacWhinney

e)

£pitunk Zolika
Zoli
"build+IPP Zolika"

Both predicate adjectives and predicate nominals must

agree in number with the subject, whether or not that
subject is expressed in the surface.
z81d (a l^mpa) zSldek*
Zoli 1;8,6
MacWhinney
"green (is the "green+pl."
lamp)
* The use of the plural was influenced by Zoli* souse of
zgldek as a response to a previous plural elicitation
question.
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

Age

Source

f£radtak vagyunk faradt vagyunk 3§va
"tired+pl. are+ "tired are+IPP"
IFF"

C h ild

2:6

Zenyeres
1928:54

ezek a B a m a
gombjai
"this+pl; the
B a m a button+
3FS poss.+pl."

1;8,6

MacWhinney

ez a Barna
Zoli
gombjai
"this the Barna
button+3PS poss
+pl."

ezek csunya
ez csunya
galambok
galambok
"this+pl. ugly "this ugly
dove+pl•"
dove+pl."

Zoli

2;2,0

MacWhinney

azok galok
"that+pl.
gal+pl."

Zoli

2; 2,5

MacWhinney

az galok
"that gal*+pl."

* gal= nonsense word
f)

There is extensive agreement in Hungarian for negation.

According to one of these agreement patterns, a negated
indefinite subject pronoun requires the verb to show
agreement by taking the negative se, rather than nem.
As we saw in section 5.44, se combines with nines and
nem to form the terms sines and sem.

Here the child

fails to show agreement with a negative subject.
senki sines
"no-one isneither"

sehki nines
"no-one is-not"

senki sem
senki nem
"no-one neither" "no-one not"
g)

Jdzsi

2;11,24 Meixner

Jdzsi

3;0,23

Meixner

One of the most interesting characteristics of

Hungarian is the fact that verbs agree with the feature
/± definite/ on the object.
differentiated on this basis.

There are two conjugations
Balassa (1893:134) claimed

that verbs are often first acquired in the forms of that
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conjugation in which they are typically used.

If verbs

are used in a stereotyped fashion, this may reduce errors
in conjugation fora.

This may explain the fact that

foreigners find it so difficult to mark definiteness
on the verb, whereas child errrors are not overly numerous.
However, the fact that Meixner found so many errors
through her more representative sampling procedure suggests
that previous authors have simply failed to report
errors in conjugation use, perhaps finding them so
frequent as to he uninteresting.

These errors are of

two types: substitution of the indefinite for the
definite and substitution of the definite for the
indefinite.

Here we list the former type of error:

Adult Fora

Child Fora

Child

Age

Source

szeretndm ezt
a kdpet n£zni

szeretn^k ^ezt
a k£pet nezni

^va

2;6

Kenyeres
1928:33

2;9,5

Meixner

"like+cond. +1PS (as in the Adult
def. this+acc.
Fora, hut with
the picture+aec. an indefinite verh.)
see+inf in."
ndzd, hogy mit
csindil
Mlook+2PS-def.
that what+acc.
does"

n6zz

Jdzsi

dtldpjdk
"across+step+
lPP-def in."

itldpimk

J<5zsi 2; 9,15

firkdtlta Sssze
"scribble+past
+3PS-defin.
together"

firkalt Sssze

J<5zsi 2; 11,24 Meixner

Meixner
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A d u lt Form

C h ild

Age

J<5zsi

2;11,24 Meixner

nyomd meg ezt
nyomj meg ezt
"press+2PS-defimper. perf.
this4ace."

Jdzsi

3;lt10

Meixner

becsavarta
az orankat
"in+screw+
3PS-def.-past
the watch+IPP
poss.-face."

J<5zsi

3; 4,28

Meixner

j<5zsi 3;4,28

Meixner

a lovat lSvi le
"the horse+acc.
shoots+3PS-def.
down"

C h ild Form

a lovat Tlo le

becsavarott
az or^nkat

add meg azt
adjil .
a kanalat
"give-r2PS-defimp. perf. that4acc.
the spoon+acc."

Source

akarja
akar
"wants+3PS-def."

Emoke

3;7,2

elteszem
elteszek
"away+put+lPSdef.n

Pali

2;11,10 Meixner

megc sin£ltuk
megcsin£Ltunk
"perf.+do+past
+1PP -definite"

Pali

3;0,8

Meixner

fdl2*ugj£k a
fSlrugnak a
falat
"up+kick+3PPdef. the wall+acc

Jdzsi

2;9,4

Meixner

rajzoljuk a
rajzolunk
cicdt
"draw+lPP-defin.
the cat4acc."

Marti

1;10,27 Meggyes 58

k^rjUk a tdskdt kSrQnk
"ask+lPP-def.
the satchel+acc."

M&rti

1;10,11 Meggyes 59

dobdlod
dobilsz*
"throw+2PS-def."

M^rti

1;10,11 Meggyes 59

Meixner

* Meggyes attributes this error to the presence of the
same verb in this indefinite form in the preceding
utterance.
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

Child

Age

Source

begombolom
begombblok
(a gombot)
"in+but ton+lPSdef. (the button+acc•"

Zoli

2;0,2

MacWhinney

nem tudom a • ' •nem tudok
halacsk^mat
halacskdmat
megfogni
"not can+lPS-def.
the fish4dim.+lPS
poss. perf.4grab+
infin."
( = 1 can’t grab my fishie)

Zoli

2;0,3

MacWhinney

negnyomja a
megnyom a
labamat
l^bamat
"perf ^press-tl^PS-def. the
foot+UPS poss.+acc."

Zoli

2;2,0

MacWhinney

megszurta a f£t me^szrirt a fdt
"perf.+pierce+
past+3PS-def. the
tree+acc."

Zoli

2;2,5

MacWhinney

a kaldcsot
a kalacsot k£rek Zoli
kerem
"■the bread+acc.
want+lPS-def."

2;2,5

MacWhinney

hadd n£zzem ezt hadd n^zzek ezt
"let+2PS-defimp. see+lPSdef-imp this+acc."
(=Let me see this.)

2;2,3

MacWhinney

Zoli

kinyitom
kihyitok
(az ajtdt)
"out+open+lPS
-def (the door
+acc.)"

Zoli

1;8,6

MacWhinney

nem k£rem
nem'k&rek
(az £gyikdt)
"not want+lPSdef. (the bed+
dim.+acc."

Zoli

1.8,6

MacWhinney

nem k£rem
nem kdrek
(a halacsk£t)
"not want+lPSdef. (the fish+
dim.4 acc.^"

Zoli

1;8,6

MacWhinney
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A d u lt Form

Child

Age

Source

k£rem
k£rek
(a k£m£nyt)
"want+lPS-def •
(the chimney+acc.)"

Zoli

1;8,6

MacWhinney

a kicsit dobja kicsi dob
"the little-one
+acc. throw+3PSdef."

Zoli

1;8,6

MacWhinney

k^rsz*
k£rem .
(a halaeskdt)
"want+2?3-ind."
"want+lPS-def.
(the fish+dim+
acc.)"

Zoli

1;8,6

MacWhinney

hozok*
Zoli
"bring+lPSind.-indicative"

1; 8 , 6

MacWhinney

hozd
"bring+2PSdef.^imp."

Child Form

* Both of these errors involve confusions of person, as
well as conjugation. The second error occurred three
times and also involves confusion of mood.'
adorn a puskdt
adok
"give+lPS-def.
the rifle+acc."

Pali

Zoli
£pitjuk a h£zat gpitunk a
"build+IPPMzat
def. the house+ "build+lPP-ind.
acc."
the house+acc.'

2;11,10 Meixner

1;8,6

MacWhi rmey

A roughly equivalent number of errors involve the
reverse over-generalization, namely the substitution
of the definite for the indefinite.
ilyeneket adjak ilyeneket adjam
apuk^nak
apuk^nak
"such+pl+acc•
give+lPS-ind.imp. daddy4dat."

Fva

2 ;1

Kenyeres
1928:33

szeretsz-e
szereted-e
engemet*
engemet
"like+2PS-ind.
-question me"

-

-

Ponori
1871:9

♦The pronouns of the first and second persons constitute
indefinite objects.
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

Child

Age

Source

3zeretlek
"like+lPS2PS*"

szeretem t£ged
"like +lPS-def.
you"

Joldn

2 ;0

Endrei 463

* The indefinite second person object is integrated into
this suffix, so that both subject and object are
expressed in one suffix.
nyaklancot
bevarr (=fuz)
"neeklace+acc •
in+sews-ind."

nyaklancot
bevarrja

J6 zsi

2;9,10

Meixner

koccintsunk
koccintsuk
"clink+lPP-ind."

J<5zsi

3;1,10

Meixner

csindlok
hdzik<5t
"make+lPS-ind.
house+acc."

Pali

2;11,9

Meixner

mindent elad
mindent eladja
"everything+acc."
away+sells-ind."

Pali

3;3,19

Meixner

hozott neki
hozta neki
ceruz^t
ceruzdt*
"bring+past-ind.
to-her pencil+acc."

M&rti

1;10,25 Meggyes 59

esinalom
hdzikdt

* Meggyes attributes this error to the fact that hozta
neki "he brought it to him" functions as an amalgam.
adj (stttit)
"give+2PS-ind.
-imp. biscuit+
acc."

adod
"give+2PS-def.
indicative"

adj mix stltit
add mix sutit
"give+2PS-ind.imp. already
biscuit+acc."
ott h£zat
ott £pitjuk
epit jtink
hdzat
"there house+
acc. build+imp.
+lPP-ind."

Zoli

1;8,6

MacWhinney

Zoli

1;8,6

MacWhinney

1;8,6
MacWhinney
(three times)
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

C h ild

Age

Source

szedtHnk
szedtQk
kavicsot
kavicsot
"gather+past+
IPP-ind. gravel+acc."

Zoli

2;0,C

MacWhinney

keress engemet
"seek+2PS-ind.
-imp. me”

keresd engemet

Zoli

2; 0,2

MacWhinney

husikdt k 6 rek
"meat+dim+acc.
want+lPS-ind."

kerem husikat

Zoli

2;0,2

MacWhinney

husikdt k£rek
(as above)

kerem egv
(husikat)
"want+lPS-def.
a (meaty)"

(twice)
Zoli

2; 0,2

MacWhinney

Zoli

2; 2,0

MacWhinney

Zoli

2; 2,2

MacWhinney

Zoli

2; 2,0

MacWhinney

nem tudom vizet Zoli
nem tudok
vizet hozni
"not can+lPS-def.
water+acc."
"not can+lPSind. water+acc,
bring+inf in . 11

2;2,4

MacWhinney

megmutatok

,,megmutatom

e g y . ..

"perf.+show+
IPS-ind. a..."
m^sikat k^rek
"other+acc.
want+lPS-ind."

m^sikat k^rem
"other+acc.
want+lPS-def."

halacskdt
halacsk^t
kdrem
k^rek
"fish+dim.+aec•
want+lPS-ind."

In addition to theseover—generalization- of the conjugations
for transitive verbs, we also have a set of over-generalizations
of definite suffixes to verbs which are inherently intrans
itive and therefore incapable of ever assuming definite
suffixes.
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A d u lt Form

leszek
"will-be+lPS"

C h ild Form

leszem

megbrult
megbrGlte
"perf.+rej oice+
past-ind."
hijgj Mono si
nhide+imp,
Moncsi"
(see also bu.i.i

Age

Source

3;3,15

Meixner

Emoke 4;1,20

Meixner

C h ild

Pali

bujd Moncsi
Zoli 1;8,6
"hide+2PS-def.
imp, Moncsi"
eld Moncsi in section 5,215)

MacWhinney

bef&rOnk
bef&rjfik
"in+fit+lPP-ind."

Zoli

2;2,5

MacWhinney

hint£zzunk
hintdzzuk
"rock+imp.+1PPind,"

Zoli

2; 2,5

MacWhinney
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7.2

Errors In the coding of semantic content:
Detection of errors in child semantics relies both

on cues provided by the structure of the child’s utterances
and upon our knowledge of the communicative intent of
the child.

In discussing semantic errors, we always

want to know how or why a researcher posits a given semantic
structure to the lexical items used by the child.

For

this reason, we organize our present discussion of these
errors according to the means by which they were detected.
The most unequivocable proofs of semantic deviancies are
provided by redundancy and contradiction between lexical
items.

These proofs are discussed in section 7.21 as

proofs based upon inter-word relations.

Also within the

scope of the sentence, but on a somewhat higher level,
\:e may locate syntactic proofs of semantic deviance;
these proofs are reviewed in section 7.22.

Often enough,

the only proof available to us upon which we may base
our judgments regarding child errors is that provided
by the communicative situation and our assessment of
the child’s communicative intent.

Errors detected through

use of such evidence are discussed in section 7.23.
Finally, there are certain errors which we detect through
use of our knowledge of the syntax of the sentence and
its agreement relations, together with the facts of the
communicative intent we attribute to the child.

Observations

based upon such proof are treated in section 7.24.
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7.21
7.211

Errors detected through intra-word relations:
Errors detected through redundancies:
In section 5.213 we discussed a large number of

errors illustrating suffix reduplication.

Evaluating

the results of the discussion of all forms of under
analysis, we concluded that, except in the youngest
children, amalgams were coded in a semantically correct
fashion.

However, full consciousness of the composition

of many of these amalgams awaited morphological analysis.
In the present section we deal with -somewhat similar
errors, which are nonetheless fundamentally different
in nature.

The roots of this section may be morphologically

opaque (as in section 5 .4 4 b), but are semantically
analysable.

Because of their morphological opacity,

children may fail to code the relevant dimensions of
the semantics in the precision which would otherwise
be obtained with analysable items.

When certain features

are vague or altogether absent, the child attempts to
code them through attachment of some suffix.

But, in

the eyes of the adult language, this suffix redundantly
expresses just that information on the root which the
child has failed to code correctly.
Eor organizational purposes, we may further divide
these errors into redundancies between roots and suffixes,
redundancies between roots, and redundancies between
suffixes.
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7>2111

Redundancies between root and suffix:

Adult Form

Child Form

Child

vagy
"you-are"

vagyol
"you-are+2 PS"

Hedvig 2;0

Csapodi 467

vagy

vagyol

Hanus

35-

Simonyi 322

m£gy
"you-go"

megyff (=megyel)
"you-go+2PS"

Hanus

35-

Simonyi 322

ti
"you-pl."

titek
"you-pl.+2PP"

Eva

3;3

Kenyeres
1928:55

ti
"you-pl"

tiktek
"you-pl.+2PP"

Jolin

2;5

Endrei 464

meghint
"sprinkle up"

meghintez *
"sprinkle up
repeatedly"

Eari

45-

Simonyi 318

*

Age

Source

The .suffix -ez redundantly codes duration and repetition
of short actions which is already inherent in the
verb root.

elront
"away+break"

2 ;6

elrdnt
"away+snatch"

elrontit*
Laci
"away+break+
transitivizer"
elrontit*
laci
"away+snatch+trans."

2 ;6

t»

bemdrt
"malign"

bem£rtit*
"malign+trans."

Laci

2 ;6

"

takar
"cover"

takarit*
"cover+trans."
(in takaritdj

Piroska -

Balassa
1893:72,142

Trencseny 26

* These four forms show redundant addition of the transitivizing suffix -It to roots which are already trans
itive. In the case of takarit« there exists a form
takarit which means "to clean."
holnap
"tomorrow"

hoinapon*
"tomorrow+on"

Hedvig 1;-

Csappdi 466

tegnap
"yesterday"

tegnapon
"yesterday+on”

Hedvig 1;-

Csapodi 466

* These two form' show redundant use of the temporallocative superessive. In Hungarian, as in English,
one says "on Thursday," but not "on tomorrow." The
temporality of "tomorrow" is coded as inherent.
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

C h ild Age

Source

£gy
Igyen*
Nanus 2;Simonyi 322
'’thus”
"thusly"
♦ In Hungarian, the adverbiality of "thus” is inherent,
elso
elsodik*
Nanus ~2;6
Simonyi 319
"first"
"first+th"
♦As in English, the item "first" already codes ordinality.
beledug
"stick in"

beledugaszt*
Nanus 2;"stick-in+trans."

Simonyi 318

♦ As with -it just above, -aszt redundantly codes transitivity,
kinyil(ik)
"opens out"

kinyilddik*
J<5zsi 3;4,8
"opens out+refl.-pass."

Meixner

elenyeszik
megeny€szodik*
EmSke 3;10,11 Meixner
"dissolve away" "dissolve up+refl.-pass."
sz^tromlik
"fall apart"

sz^tromlodik*
Emoke 3;11,19 Meixner
"fall apart+refl.-pass."

kell
kelledik*
Emoke 4;1,14
"is-necessary" "is necessary+ref1 -pass."
(in kSHSd.ibn)
♦

Meixner

Each of these four forms shows redundant addition of
the pseudo-reflexive-passive suffix -odik. -edik. - 8 dik
which makes intransitive processes out of transitive
actions•

7 ,2 1 1 2

Redundancies between roots:
Just as the suffix may code information already

inherent in the root, so a root may code information
already conveyed by another root.

Both in root—suffix

redundancies and root-root redundancies we cannot determine
which item has caused the error, unless we have for more
information on other errors in which these items appear
and the general distribution of thes items in the child’s
speech.
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Adult Form
a)

Child Form

Child

Age

Source

A group of errors involve redundant negatives.

It

may be that these redundancies are encouraged by the
redundancies required by negative agreement (section 7 .1 2 f).
nines
"is-not"

nem nines
"not is-not"

sem
"not-neither"

sem nem
Pali
"not-either not"

se megy
"nor goes”

se nem megy
"nor not goes"

Eva

nines
"is-not"

nem nines
"not is-not"

Margit 5;-

Endrei 526

se
"nor"

nem se
"not nor"

Miklds 5;-

Barcsai 3 1

sincsen
"nor-is"

sem nem nincsen Gyurka "noe not is-not"

b)

Jdzsi

3;1,10

Meixner

3 ;2 , 2

Meixner

2;0,15

Kenyeres
1 9 2 6 :6 1

Jozefovics

Another group of errors involves the feature /-approx/

coded on verbs of motion:
utazunk
"we travel"

megyunk utazni
Margit 2;6
"we go to travel"

elindultam
elindultam menni "away+start+past""away+start+past
IPS go+infin."
indulok
indulni megyek
"I start to go" "I go to start
to go"
c)

Margit 2;6

Csapodi 466

Endrei 525

The root bir "be able to" already codes ability:

elbxrom
el tudom bxrni
"perf.+be-able "perf. can+lPS
+1PS"
be-able"
d)

-

Endrei 525

-

4;-

Kemper

The adjective kezu "handed" is redundant joined here

by the neologistic form kiskezes "small-handed" which
expresses much of the same content:
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M u l t Form

C h ild Form

C h ild . Age

Source

kiskezu
kiskezes kezu
Jol£n 3; 2
"small—handed" "small-handed handed"
7.2113

Endrei 465

Redundancies between suffixes:
The reduplications of section 5.213 were "based

upon under-analysis.

However, superfluous suffix use

may occur even when the root may have been analysed.
In the following example, it appears that Laci senses
the difference between the adjectival gerundive suffix
-ott and the adverbial gerundive suffix -va.

In this

error, use of the two suffixes shows specifically an
incorrect coding of the adverbial gerundive suffix.
kinyitott ajt6
"out+open+ed
door”
7.212

kinyitottva ajtd Laci
"out+open+ed+ed
door"

2;-

Balassa
1 8 9 3 :70

Errors detected through contradictions .
Contradictions, like redundancies, may be between

root and affix or root and root.

Some of the contradic

tions between roots involve major constituents of the sen
tences and begin to involve us with semantic and syntactic
levels above the word.

Evidence from contradictory usage,

like evidence from redundant usage, isambiguous in
terms of telling us which member of the pair was repre
sented incompletely, causing the error.
7.2121

Contradictions between root and affix

Adult Form
a)

Child Form

Child

Age

Source

One common group of errors illustrates contradiction

between the directionality of the root and the direction
ality of the verbal prefix.
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

Child

Age

Source

feloltozik*
"up+put-on"
(=get dressed)

fb'lvetkozik
"up+take-off"

laci

-

Baiassa
1893:139

feloltoztet*
fb'lvetkoztet
Piroska
"up+put-on+causn "up+take-off+caus"
(=make get dressed)

-

levetkoztet*
leb’ltbztet
"down+take-off "down+put-on
+caus."
+caus."

Piroska

-

levetkoz
leSltSz
"down+take-off" "down+put-on"

Jolan

2;0

Trencseny
264

Endrei 463

*In these words, fel "up" and la "down" mean, respectively,
"on" and "off." Thus, it is a contradiction to say
"on+take-off."
Baiassa
beold*
hecsomagol
Laci
"in+undo"
"in+package"
1893:139
* The verb old- "undo" implies "taking out, or packing
out"; thus, the contradiction is "in+take-out."
kinyit(szemet) kihuny
Rdzsi
"out+open(eyes) "out+close-eyes"
felgyujt
"up+light"

felolt
"up+put-out-light"

2 ;-

Eardos 324
Yero 263

Kenyeres
leepit*
]§va
szetszed
2;3,3
1928:86
"down+build"
"apart+take"
* Building is not a reversible act; one cannot build down,
only destroy.
elfaradt*
Eva
6 ;8 ,29 Kenyeres 87
kipihenni
"out+rest
"out+tired"
self+ace."
.In the process of tiring, one moves into tiredness.
This movement is reversible; but, when reversed, it
is no longer tiring, but waking.
felnyilik
"up+open"

Lili
felpakkolodzik
"up+pack+reflex.

Ponori 435

As in the example beold above, packing is a uni-direc
tional activity, which must move inward. Fel "up,"
in this case, would mean "out" or "apart," and the
contradiction would be "apart+packs-itself-together."
felebred
"up+wake"

kimerul (alombdl) "out+fall-asleep"*

Yero 263
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A d u lt Form

*

C h ild Form

C h ild

Age

Source

The verb merul "plunge, dive" is used in the idiom
alomba merul "plunge into dreams, i.e. to fall asleep."

The above examples, like all incorrectly prefixed
Hungarian verbs, are further examples of inappropriate
conflations (section 6.22).

Here, no syntactic rule is

violated; rather, semantic-coding errors are evidenced.
In each of the above errors the directionality of the
action or process is lexically determined.

This is to

say that some other root exists to express the reverse
of the process or action in question and that the child's
error is simply a failure to select the correct lexical
items on the basis of its semantic specification.

In the

following errors, the process or action is inherently
irreversible and the child's attempt to treat it as
reversible shows not only semantic, but even cognitive
error.

Since such cognitive errors are few in number,

and since the attribution: of the source of error to
cognition is often disputable, we have not established a
separate chapter for the treatment of cognitive errors.
feigyujt
visszafuj*
Laci
Baiassa
(gyertyat)
"back+blows"
1893:139
"lights (candle)"
♦i.e. this is used as the reverse of "blow out."
kij6 n(a vizbol) kifullad*
"out+c ome s
" out+drowns "
(from the water)"
♦

youngest
child

~

Csapodi 466

This is acceptable not as the reverse of belefullad
"into+drowns," but as "become winded" with ki functioning
as a perfective, not a locative.
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A d u lt Form

b)

C h ild Form

C h ild

Age

Source

If the root expresses a permanent inherent condition,

it is contradictory to add a suffix which indicates causing
this condition.
be caused.

Thus, the verb kuldnbozik "differ" cannot

Actually, the child is not attempting to

express causation of differences, but forcing of a
comparison.

Thus, the error shows that kulSnbSzik is

probably mis-coded as "stand in comparison."
osszehasonlit
osszekulSnboztet Eva
6;11,19 Kenyeres 87
"together+compare" "together+differ+caus."
c)

The plural may not be attached to roots already coding

plurality, but not this error:
mind
"all"
d)

mindek
"all+pl."

Marti

1;11,17 Meggyes 48

A root which is /-count/ should not take the plural,

unless, of course, reference is made to a number of mass
collections.
piszok
"filth"
7.2122

piszokok
"filths"

Emoke

2;11,22 Meixner

Contradictions between affix and affix
It is also possible for the work of one affix to

undo that of another.

Here a:.prefix for perfectivity is

combined with a suffix for non-perfective intransitive
functioning.
meg is van :
csinalva
"perf. also is
done"

meg is csinalodik Jdzsi 2;11,25 Meixner
"perf. also is
doing!itself"
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7.22

Errors detected through inter-word relations
These errors.are of two major types: those which

involve contradictions between major sentence elements in
their syntactic roles and those which involve violation
of part-of-speech requirements.
7.221
a)

Contradictions between major sentence elements

There are three types of evidence which point towards

incorrect coding of the feature /-transitive/ on-verb
roots.

In the first of these, a verb root which is inher

ently Intransitive appears with a complement in the
accusative.

Below, the Hungarian verbs for "fight” and

"go over, cross" cannot take the accusative, whereas
their English equivalents can.
Child

Age

Source

verekszik velem verekszik engem
"fights with-me" "fights me"

Jolan

2;3

Endrei 464

atment rajtarn
"over+went
on+me"

Jolan

3;3

Endrei 4 6 6

Ferike 2;5

Endrei 524

Adult Form

veszekszik
velem
"squabbles
with-me"

Child Form

dtment engem
"over+went me"
veszekszik
engem
"squabbles me"

In the above examples, the correct form is produced by
placing the complement in a case other than the accusative.
In the following forms, the intransitive verb must be
replaced by another transitive lexical item:
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

C h ild

elbujtatom. a
elbdjok a
Zoli
halacsk£t
halacskdt
"away+hide+
"away+hide+lPS-ind.
caus•+lPS-def•
the fish+dim.+acc."
the fish4dim.+acc."

Age

Source

1;10,5

MacWhinney

elguritottam
elgurultam
Zoli
"away+roll+
"away+roll+
trans.+past+lPS intrans.+past+lPS"
( = 1 rolled it
( = 1 rolled away.)
away)

1;10,0

MacWhiimey

£11 (j£t£kokat)
allft
(jat£kokat)
"erect (toys)" "stand(toys)"

Marti

1;11,1

Meggyes 39

altatja
Jancsik^t
"put Johnny
to sleep"

alszik
Jancsik£t
"sleep Johnny"

Marti

1;11,8

Meggyes 39

lenylrta
-a hajadat
"down-cut the:,
hair+2PS poss."

lenotte a
hajadat
"down+grew the
hair+2PS poss."

iva

2 ;1 0 , 9

Kenyeres

1926:66

Secondly, the inappropriate transitive structure may
reveal a pair of conflated propositions (sections 6 .2 2 ,
7 .2 1 2 1 a,

and 7 .22 b) of which one is transitive.

nyulj ut£na
nyud ki
es vedd ki
"reach it out"
"reach after it
and take it out"

Nanus

2;6

Simonyi 321

surgSnydz 6s
stErgdnydz
hoz valakit
valakit (ide)
"telegraph and "telegraph
bring someone"
someone here"

Ponori
1905:437-

A third type of proof is offered by combination of
intransitive verbs with the passive construction "van
Y

ve" which parallels the English "is

Y

en."
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

Child

Age

Source

Joldn

2;0

Endrei 463

nem 3 <51 van
nem 3'<51 van
dltetve
tilve
"not well is
"not well is
sit+caus.+pass." sit+pass."
(=It hasn't been
seated properly.)

Joldn 2;0

Endrei 463

felkeltem
fel vagyok kelve
"up arose+lPS" "up I-am arise+
( = 1 arose)
pass."

Jolan 2;4

Endrei 464

nem 3 <51 van
nem j<5l van
fektetve
fekfldve
"not well is
"not well is
lie+caus+pass•" lie+pass•"
(=It hasn’t been
laid down to rest
correctly,)

b)

Another group of.contradictions revealed through

syntactic relations involves directionality of the verb
root conflicting with directionality of a locative suffix
on a locative complement of the verb.

Here, as elsewhere,

evidence from contradiction fails to tell us whether it
is the verb root or the locative suffix whose coding is
incomplete.
mesdlj az dn
csirkemrol
"tell of my
chicken"

mesdlj az 6n
csirkemre
"tell onto my
chicken"

]5va

mdrt ebbol a
kSnyvbSl .
olvasol
"why do you
read from this
book?"

mert ebbe a
]£va
a kOnyvbe
olvasol
"why do you read
into this book?"

nem iszom
belole
"I don’t drink
from'it"

nem iszom benne

2 ;4,1

Kenyeres
1926:32

1928:32

Eva

3; 3

6

;5,8

Kenyeres
1928:32

Kenyeres
1928:32

"I don’t drink
into it"
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M u l t Form

C h ild Form

C h ild - Age

mit gondol err51 mit gondolerre Eari
a sz5prol
a szgpre
"what do you
"what do you
think of this
think onto this
beauty?"
beauty?"
hoi vesztettem a hova vesztettem Eari
krajclromat
a krajc^romat
"where did I
"to-where did I
lose my kreuzer"
lose my kreuzer"

2;-

azt ismerem,
azt a kis hazat

6

att<5l* ismerem ^va
attdl a kis
h£zt6 l
"that I remember, "from that I
that little house" remember, from
:that little house"
*

c)

Source

4;-

;7,5

Simonyi 323

Simonyi 323

Eenyeres
1 9 2 8 :3 2

These two errors seem also to involve inappropriate
conflation (compare section 6 .2 2 , 7 .2 1 2 1 a, and 7 .2 2 a)
of a proposition containing directionality. In the
first example, the extra proposition might be:
hova ment? "to-where did it go?"; it the second the
extra proposition might be: messze vagyok attdl a
kis hdztdl "I am far away from that small house."
(Eva was gazing down at the house from a hill.)
Adjectives may contradict features on the nouns they

modify.

Here the contradiction is between the adjective

and the diminutive suffix on the noun:
nagy haz
"big house"

7.222

nagy hdzikd
Jdzsi
"big house+dimin."

3;1,7

Meixner

Violations of uart-of-sueech requirements
Braine (1 9 7 1 ) has shown how a child, when pre

sented with a new lexical item in the syntactic form
of a verb or noun, will often mistake the part-of-speech
of the new item, appparently failing te derive this
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information from the syntax of the input.

In English

the process of zero-derivation is more active than in
Hungarian; nonetheless, examples of errors in the partof-speech categories abound in the Hungarian data.

In

some cases (i.e. Kenyeres 1928:61) authors indicate
how the original sentence-frame in which the child heard
the word gave ambiguous part-of-speech information.
Thus, at 1;9,9, 3§va was about to eat an unripe grape
cluster and was told ne egye meg, mert nem id. savanyri
"Don’t eat it, becuase it’s no good, sour."

Here,

savanyu "sour” could be understood as an object, action,
or quality.

]5va chose the former alternative and named

all grapes savanvu.

Although most authors provide

neither the sentences from which the word was acquired:
nor the sentences in which it was misused, those reports
which are complete confirm the general statement: errors
in part-of-speech features are either attributable to
ambiguities in the acquisitions! context or the child's
need to create a word to express himself.
a)

Erroneous nouns:

from adjectives:
Adult Form

Child Form

Child

Age

szolo
"grape"

savanyu
"sour"

3§va

1;9,9

iva

•berry"

csunya
"ugly"

Source
Kenyeres

1928:61
1;11,9 Kenyeres

1928:61
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Adult Form

Child Form

Child

Age

Source

Vft-riIra
’’disc”

zbld
"green"

Zoli

1 ;8 , 6

MacWhinney

magnd
"tape-recorder"

aranyos
"darling"

Zoli

1 ;8 , 6

MacWhinney

ver
""blood"

v£res
"bloody"

Jdzsi

2;9,4

Meixner

k£szitm£ny
"preparation"

k£sz
Jdzsi
"ready, prepared"

2;9,5

Meixner

from verbs:
1;8,6 MacWhinney
(three times)

magnd
"tape-recorder"

t£nci
Zoli
"danceI(baby-talk)

aut<5
"car"

aut<5z( =aut<5zik) Zoli
"travel by car"

i;8 , 6

MacWhinney

gomb
"button"

f^nylik
"glitters"

Eva

2 ;1 , 2

Kenyeres

labda
"ball"

gurul
"roll"
(in gurumat)

Eva

2;3,11 Kenyeres
1 9 2 8 :6 1 , 8 6

k£s
"knife"

megfarag, farag Eva
"carve up, carve"

szaloncukor
"taffy"

bontsd ki
"unwrap"

Marti

2 ;-

kenocs
"salve"

beken
"spread on"

Eva

1;10,10 Kenyeres

bely
"place"

f4r
"fit"

Margit 3;-

Simonyi 32C

Eari

5;-

Simonyi 32C

Zoli

1 ;8 , 6

MacWhj nney

1 9 2 8 :6 1

2;3,11 Kenyeres
1 9 2 8 :6 1

Meggyes 39

1 9 2 8 :6 1

from inter.iections:
jdrmu
"vehicle"
b)

gyi
"getty-up"

Erroneous verbs:

from nouns:
151
"sits"

szdk
"chair"
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Child

Age

Source

karamboloz
karambol*
"have an accident" "accident"

Emoke

4;2,4

Meixner

agyaz
"make the bed"

£gy
"bed"

-

-

Csapodi 466

eb^del
"dine"

eb£d
"dinner"

Hedvig 2;-

Csapodi 466

±&2
"hurt"

l£b
"leg"

first
girl

1 :6

Csapodi 466

elkerft
"fence it"

kert£sz
"gardener"

]§va

2;11,27 Kenyeres
1928:52

gyrfjt (l£mp£t)
"light(lamp)"

Eva
villany
"electricity"
(in felvillanv)

Adult Form

Child Form

2 ;1 1

Kenyeres
1928:87

* The child may sense that the final -ol is a denominative
verbalizing formative suffix. However,, in this particulai
item, the -ol is a part of the root.
from adiectives:
megenged
"permit"

szabad
"allowed"

Eari

4;-

Simonyi 320

hervad
"wilt"

lomha
"sluggish"
(in meglomha)

“

~

Csapodi 466

pihen
"rest"

dlmos
"sleepy"
(in kialmos)

Laci

2 ;1 0

Baiassa
1893:72

elk^szul
"prepare"

k£sz
"ready"

Laci

-

Baiassa
1893:143

k€rek
"I want"

csecse
"nice"

youngest 1 ;-- Csapodi 465
daughter

from interjections:
bujik
"hides"

kukucs
"peek-a-boo"
(in elkukucs)

Eva

1;11,22 Kenyeres
1928:63

esik
"falls"

puff
"puffI"
(in lenuff)

Eva

1;10,9

"
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A d u lt Form

c)

C h ild Form

C h ild

Age

Source

Erroneous ad.iectives:

from adverbs:
messze
sokd*
Hanus 5 »"far away"
"for a long time"
* In dialects this use may he permissible.

Simonyi 320

from nouns:
hidegfhrdoi
hidegfQrdo
"of the cold hath" "cold hath"

Lili

Ponori
1905:436

lion P. 5;-

Simonyi 320

Iduska 4;-

Simonyi 320

Iduska 4;-

Simonyi 320

from verbs:
viszketos
"itchy"

viszket
"itches"

f£j 6 s
"painful"

"hurts"

pxros
"red"

heehee (=tuz)
^va
1 ;2 , 1 2 Kenyeres
1926:8
"fire"
(=onomatopoeic neologism)

d)

Erroneous adverbs:

from ad.iectives:
j<5l
"well"
e)

Jdzsi

j<5

3;1»20 Meixner

"good"

A special case of erroneous ad.iectives from nouns:
Commonly, the child attempts to form his own

version of the possessive structure hy using possessivizednominals as possessive adjectives.

In English we can

do this in sentences such as This is John’s hook and
This hook is John’s.

But Hungarian restricts possessivized

nominals such as John’s to use as independent noun-phrases.
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Presumably, children are encouraged to develope a pattern
like that in English through comparing sentences such
as ez a kbnyv sz£p "this book is pretty" with ez a kSnyv
Janose "this book is John's."

In other words, the

possessivized nominal as a predicate complement is taken
to be a predicate adjective.

In these errors, the children

imitate the English pattern:
Adult Form

Child

az £n ruhdm
"the I clothes
+1PS"
(=my clothes)

eny€m
ruha
]§va
"mine clothes"
(=mine clothes)

Form

Child

Eva

Age

az o nyakkendgje
"the he tie+3PS"
(=his tie)

z5v£je nyakkendo
"his tie"
(=his tie)

a te levesed
(=your soup)

tied leves
(=yours soup)

2;4,3

ez kinek a helye
(=this is whose
place?)

ez a ki€ hely
Eva
(=this is whose
place?)

2;4,7

a Marti kftmak
Mrtik£4 ban£n M r t i
bandnja
(=Martika's banana) (=Martika's banana)

Source

1;11,8 Kenyeres
1926:54

1;11,13 Kenyeres
1926:55

1;10,29 Meggyes 52

a Mdrtika ruhdja Martikd£ ruha
M&rti 1;11,17 Meggyes 52
(=Martika's clothes) (=Martika's clothes)
az
p^nzem
(-my money)

az enygm penz
Pali
(=the mine money)

3;3,23 Meixner

a te kab£tod
(=your coat)

a tied a kabdtt J<5zsi
(=the yours the coat)

2;11,25 Meixner

az 6n virdgom
(=my flower)

eny£m virag
(=mine flower)

1;8,6

az £n kab£tom
(=my coat)

az enydm a kabdt Jdzsi 2;11,25 Meixner
(=the mine the coat)

Zoli

MacWhinney
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Adult Porm

Child Porm

Age

Source

az atya kanala
atyd.4 kan£l
laci
(=father's spoon) (=father's spoon)

Child

1 ;1 0

Baiassa

az apa kalapja
(=father's hat)

aptydS kala
laci
(=father*s hat)

1 ;1 0

Baiassa

az apa kalapja
(=father's hat)

aptykala
laci
(=father's hat)

1 ;1 0

Baiassa
1893:68

a laci kalapja
(=laci's hat)

laci£ kala
(=laci's hat)

laci

1 ;1 0

Baiassa

a Zolika kBtdnye

a Zolikd£ a
k 8 t£ny

Zoli

1 ;8 , 6

MacWhinney

1 8 9 3 :6 8

1 8 9 3 :6 8

1 8 9 3 :6 8

(=Zolika's apron)
Moving away from this structure, the child may keep the
possessive nominal as an adjective, but mark the possession
with the possessive suffix:
a Martika mukdja

Mdrtikdje
M&rti
muk^ja
"Martika1s
muka+3PS poss,"

1;10,15 Meggyes 52

"the Martika
muka+3PS poss,"
az apa inge
"the father
shirt+3PS poss,"

ap£6 dzsingejje Marti
"father's shirt
+3PS poss."

1;11,13 "

az apa alm^ja
"the father
apple+3PS poss."

ap&6 almaja
M&rti
"father's apple
+3PS poss."

a M&rtika almfCja
"the Martika
apple+3PS poss."

MdrtikdS alm^ja M£rti
"Martika's
apple+3PS poss."

1;11,21 "

1;11,21 "

Under the influence of this rather habitual use of
the possessive nominal in the place of the dative in
the possessive construction, the child may be led to
confuse the dative itself with the possessivized. nominal:
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

Child

Age

hoi -van a
McLrtika£
"where is the
Martika* s"

hoi van
Mdrtikdnak
"where is
Martika-fdat."

M&rti

1;9,25 Meggyes 52

Source

Some of the above errors show failure to attach the
possessive suffix to the possession and are therefore
relevant to section 7.246*

Others involve a confusion

between the dative and the sign of possession and are
therefore relevant to section 7.241b.
This section has dealt with errors in part-ofspeech which may be detected through syntactic frames.
In section 7.11 we dealt with a number of part-ofspeech errors that could be detected through violations
of the context specifications of suffixes.

The data of

this section should be compared to the data found there.
Also the reader should note that use by the child of
his own name for self-reference (section 7 .2 3 b) is a
substitution of a noun for a pronoun.
7.23

Errors detected only through knowl e d g e of the
child1s communicative intent (Semantic extensions
of one root for another of the same part-of-speech)
The errors in semantic content to be discussed in

this section have often been called semantic extensions.
They include the use of a root of a given part-of-speech
by a child in a situation where an adult would judge
that the communicative intent of the child could be
more properly coded through use of another root of the
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same part-of-speech.

Here, the use of the "wrong root"

is not detected by syntactic anomalies (as in section
7.222), by lexical anomalies (section 5.4), or by
morphological anomalies (section 4.1).

Rather, it is

apparent from the situation that the child really means
to refer to some object, action, or quality other than
that to which he actually refers.
i nfo r m a t i o n

It is true that such

may be misleading or ambiguous.

If we are

writing with a pencil and a child Says to us, "want pen,"
we imagine that he wants the pencil and has incorrectly
called it a pen.

Alternatively, the child may be telling

us "I would prefer to have-a pen, rather than that pencil
you're drawing with."

As the child gets older, as as

his sentences become less elliptical, the chances of
misinterpreting his intentions diminish.

In this section

we are forced to rely upon the accuracy of the judgments
made by the various authors we cite.

For an interesting

review of reports of semantic generalizations in the
international literature, see E. Clark (in Moore, 1973).
a)

ffoun extensions:

Adult Form

(nouns to nouns)

Child Form

Child

Age

Source

16, tehdn, macska kutya
"horse, cow, cat" "dog"
(four-legged animals in general)

-

2;4

Donner 128

horgold tu
"darning needle"

olid
"scissors"

-

2;4

Donner 128

rajzolas
"drawing"

irds
"writing"

-

-

Csapodi 466
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Adult Form

Child Form

Child

Age

Source

rajzol^s
"drawing"

irds
"writing"

M&rti

-

Meggyes

rajzolds
"drawing"

plajb^sz
"pencil"

-

2;4

Donner 128

lekvar
"jam"

m4z
"honey"
(in m£zes)

Piroska -

Trencs^ny 264

n<5ta
"song"

hang
"sound"

lili

-

Ponori
1905

talp
"sole"

teny£r
"palm"

Eari

4;-

Simonyi 319

titok
"secret"

v£tek
"sin"

Eari

5;-

Simonyi 319

j^tlk-verkli
muzsika
"toy hurdy-gurdy" "music"

Eva

2;3,17 Eenyeres
1928:87

bolt, tlzlet, piac kirakat
"store, business, "shop window"
market"
vatta
pehely
"cotton"
"down"

R<5zsi

2;-

Eardos 324

laci

i;4

Baiassa
1893:159

kan^lis
"canal"

laci

-

Baiassa
1893:138

virdg
"flower"

laci

-

"
"

foly<5, patak
"river, brook"
falev^l
"tree leaf"
tej
"milk"

reggeli
"breakfast"

laci

-

hord<5
"barrel"

kiont^s
"spilling"

Jdzsi

3;0,16 Meixner

gombostu
"straight pin"

varrdtu
"sewing needle

Jdzsi

3;0,16 Meixner

zsir£f
zebra
J6zsi
"giraffe"
"zebra"
(there may be klang-association here)

3;0,16 Meixner

lakat
"padlock"

3;1»10 Meixner

lakatkulcs
"padlock key"

J<5zsi
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Adult Form

Child Form

Child

Age

zongora
"piano”

muzsika
"music"

Jdzsi

3;1,17 Meixner

sEto
"cooking oven"

J<5zsi

3;1,27 Meixner

"machine"

vacsora
"supper"

eb£d
"dinner"

Jdzsi

3;1,27 Meixner

eg£r
"mouse"

cinege
"tom-tit"

Jdzsi

3;6,9

csillag
"star"

l£mpa
"lamp"

Emoke

3;7,18 Meixner

mdrleg
"scale"

k5z£rt
Pali
"grocery-store"

3;3,1

puha pokrdc
"soft blanket"

toma
"gymnastics"

Pali

3;3,19 Meixner

csor
"beak"

szdj
"mouth"

Jdzsi

2;9,10 Meixner

gereblye
"rake"

kasza
"scythe"

J<5zsi

2;9,10 Meixner

betu
"letter" (a toy)

bdcsi
"man, uncle"

J<5zsi

2;9,15 Meixner

sakkfigura
"chess figure"

sakk
"chess"

J<5zsi

2;11,0 Meixner

6rasz£j
"watch band"

<5ra
"watch"

J<5zsi

2;11,24 Meixner

Jdzsi

2;11,24 Meixner

fedo
"lid"

teto
"roof"

Source

Meixner

Meixner

ker^k
"wheel"

karika
"ring"

J<5zsi

2;11,24 Meixner

rCllatkert
"zoo"

£Llat
"animal"

Jdzsi

2;11,24 Meixner

kecske
"goat"

szarvas
"deer"

Eva

2;6

Kenyeres
1928:38

kagyldh^j
"shell"

csigabiga
"snail"

Eva

2;6

Kenyeres
1928:38
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Adult Form

Child Form

katona
"soldier"

apia*
Matild 1:9
"father+3PS poss."

Yiktor 54

nbvend£k-le£ny
"girl student"

Terka*
"Terka"

Matild 1;9

Viktor 54

kocsis
"driver"

MihfCl.y*
"Michael"

Laci

-

Baiassa
1893:138 -

szamdr
"donkey"

TQnd4r*
"Fairy"

Eari

5;-

Simonyi
320

*

Child

Age

Source

In each of these cases, the name of an individual is
generalized to other members of its class, i.e. all
donkeys are called by the name of one donkey.

tUkSr
"mirror"

baba*
"baby, doll"

Matild 1;9

Yiktor 59

baba*
Eva
0;9,10 kenyeres
1926:5
The child called itself baba "baby" and often saw
its own reflection in the mirror.
kicsi ember*
"small man"

baba
Eva
"baby, doll"
* Or, in general, people in pictures.

kbnyv
"book"
mdrleg
"scale"

biblia
"Bible"
<5ra
"clock"

1;2,11 kenyeres

1926:8

Matild 1;9

Yiktor 64

B£Lus

1;7

Yarga 147

0;11

Jablonkay
149

"Papa"
tej
"milk"

£tel
"food"

153

dllat*
"animal”

titi (=pipi)
Eva
"chicken" (baby-talk)

0;11,3 kenyeres

1926:6

*Or,in general, anything that moves.
szalv£ta
"napkin"

papi
Eva
"food"(baby-talk)

1;0,15 kenyeres
1926:7

Idb, harisnya
"leg, stocking"

pipi (=cipo)
"shoe"

1;1,2

Eva
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Source

Adult Form

Child Form

Child

Age

1(5
"horse"

didi (=nyuszi)
"bunny"

Eva

1;2,11 Kenyeres
1926:8

Eva

1;2,11

tuz
tuzpiszkdl<5 vas
"fire-prodding
"fire"
iron, fire-iron'

'
it

egdr
"mouse"

pipi
Eva
1;3,16
"chicken" (baby-talk)

elhaszndlt
gyufaszdl
"bumed-out
match-stick"

tuz
"fire"

Eva

154,9

kecske
"goat"

didi (=nyuszi)
"bunny"

Eva

1;4,17 Kenyeres
1926:9

£g
"branch"

hapi (=virdg)
"flower"

Eva

1;4,17

£g
"branch"

bot
"stick"

Eva

155

t<5 (Balaton)
"lake (Balaton)"

pancsi
Jdzsi
"splishy, wader"

hajsz^l
"strand of hair"

haj
"hair"

Mdrti

1;11,0 Meggyes 39

hold
"moon"

Mdrti
villany
"electric light

2;0,24 Meggyes 39

fdsu
"comb"

frizura
"haircut"

Mdrti

2;-

Meggyes 39

Mdrti named
each of her
books by the
things on their
covers

e.g. kukuri,
mu, t£lap<5,
piros, Hermann
bdcsi, etc.
"Santa Claus,
red, etc."

Mdrti

1;8

Meggyes 40

kbnyv
"book"

Pinter
Imre
"Pinter* s
literary history"

3;-

A. Ydrtes

folt
"stain"

rongy
"rag"

-

Szdkely 63

-

"
it.... ......

2;1,10 Dezso
1970:97
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C h ild

Age

i d u l t Form

C h ild Form

ttiske
"thorn*'

szurok
"tar"

Sz^kely 63

j6 kutya
"good dog"

j<5 kisl^ny
"good girl"

Sz&e l y 63

rossz fiu
"had boy"

rossz kisldmy
"bad girl"

Monika 2; 6

A. V^rtes
1953:25
1971:42

orrlyuk
"nostril"

orr
"nose"

Laci

Eallos 410

keny^r
"gread"

zsemle
T£d6 Y. 1;4
"semolina roll"

£Llat
"animal"

vau-vau
"bow-wow"

Julianna 1;3

foly<5
"river"

Duna
"Danube”

general

k£p
"picture, image"

tCkSr
"mirror"

Margit 2;8

Endrei 525

titok
"secret"

stages

Jol^n

3;2

Endrei 424

n^ni

anyuka

Zoli

1;8,6

MacWhinney

Zoli
1;8,6
Zolika
Moncsi
"Moncsi"
"Zolika"
Zolik££ "Zolikd’s" for Moncsi^ "Moncsi1s"

MacWhinney

-

Source

A, Ydrtes
1953:25

-

"whisp ering"

"aunt, woman"

Zoli
1;8,6 MacWhinney
Moncsi
Andi
"Andi"
"Moncsi"
Andi4 "Audi's" for Moncsi^ "Moncsirs" (three times)
Moncsi
"Moncsi"

Andika
"Andika"

Zoli

1;8,6

MacWhinney

kBtdny
"apron"

gomb
"button"

Zoli

1:8,6

MacWhinney

Zoli

1;8,6

MacWhinney

n£ni
Moncsi
"aunt, woman"
"Moncsi"
(whc- happened
to be a little
girl play-mate)
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

C h ild

Age

Source

kar
kSz
Eva
2;3,13 Kenyeres
-arm”
,,hand,,
1928:86-87
in: kitar.ia kezdt "she opens £er hands "for kitar.ia kar.idt
"she opens wide her arms."
kalapdes
"hammer"

balta
"hatchet"

Zoli

1;8,6

MacWhinney

rdka
."fox"

farkas
""wolf"

Zoli

1;8,6

MacWhinney

gyerek
"child"

fid
"hoy"

Zoli

1;10,0 MacWhinney

h)

Pronoun extensions:

te
"you-familiar"
te

(pronouns for pronouns)

4n
"I"

Ferike 1;8

4n

Marti

Endrei 524

1;10,13 Meggyes 30

maga
"you-formal"

o*
"he"

Ferenc 4;0

maga

o*

Eva

Eardos 1935

1;10,1 Kenyeres
1926:53

* The other formal is 8n. There may be
some klang-association between Sn and S.
engem
"menace."

t^gedet
"you-acc."

engemet
"me-acc.+acc."

t€gedet
"you-acc•"

Eva
Eva

1;8

"

1;8,14 Kenyeres
1926:53

In section 7.2321b we treat confusions of pronoun case.
The multiplicity of address forms in Hungarian
makes acquisition of person on the pronoun, noun, and
verb an arduous task.

The must learn that, when speaking,

he is always Jn "I," but that, when addressed, he may be
te "you-informal," maga "you-formal," "my dear..little
boy" or a number of other forms.

Learning of the feature

/± speaker/ requires an apparently difficult decentration.
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Extension of this learning to pronouns, noun suffixes,
and verb suffixes does not occur all at once.

The child

may code the person of the verb correctly, while mistaking
the person of the subject pronoun.

Thus, for example,

Balassa (1893:67 and 1920:133) reports that up to 1;9
Laci used 3PS verb + Eame to talk about his own actions.
However, at 1;9, Laci began to use IPSverb + flame for
this purpose.

Similarly, Jablohkay reports 3PSverb + ffame

up to 2;7 and IPSverb + Name after 2;7.

Jablohkay also

found that, for a short time at 2;7, his child used the
combined form 3PSverb + IPS pronoun + Name.

It seems,

then, that each of the various lexical expressions of
deep-structure person must develop somewhat independently.
In "some further-reports of the 'learning-of person*
we find that Kenyeres (1926:33-34)' observed Eva using a
3PSverb at 1;4,2L with'no surface.subject for reference
to her own activities.

Prom 1;5,1 to 1;7,29 Eva used

2PSverb without a surface subject to express the first
person's activities.

From 1;6,22 ]§va used IPS verb

without a surface subject as the general means of expressing
first person actions.

The developmental sequence observed

by Kenyeres differs from that observed by Balassa and
Jablonkay principally in the fact that Eva avoided use
of pronoun subjects.

Around 1;8,20 the 3PS verb + Name

form also appeared in Eva's speech.

Mikes (1967:293)

found Ester and Eta using 3PS verb + Name at 1;7.

Mikes

correctly observes that use of Same for self-reference
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is a semantie extension like those reviewed throughout
this section.

Meggyes (54) reports that the first verbs

referring to M^rti’s activity as a speaker were 2PS verbs,
learned as a result of discourse pressure (i.e. being
addressed in the 2PS).

These verbs were common from

1;6 to 2;0, disappearing toward the end of this period.
Somewhat after the 2PS forms, IPS and 3PS forms were used
for self-reference; both forms continued on into the
third year.

Meggyes reports only one example of 2PSverb

+ Name (1;10,25), hut many examples of 5PS verh + Same
from the period between 1;9 and 2;2.

Meixner found that

Jdzsi used 5PS 4- Marne as late as 2;9,10 and 3PSverb +
IPS pronoun at 3;2,25, hut hoth of these errors were only
isolated occurrences.
At the time of our first observations at 1;5,2
and 1;6,29, our own subject Zoli used only his name
for self-reference.

At the time of the third observational

period at 1;8,6, Zoli was still referring to himself
almost exclusively by his name, although we do find an
isolated us of the IPS pronoun in the sentence £n elbu.iok
"I hide +1PS*": which contrasts with elbd.iok Zolika is
"hide+lPS Zolika also" and Zolika is elbu.i "Zolika too
hides."

On the other hand, IPS verbs were frequent when

no surface subject was expressed.

At 2;0,0 there is one

erroneous use of the second person for self-reference,
even when no discourse pressure is present: te voltdl
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"you were" for 6n voltam "I was,"

From 2;0,0 self

reference is accomplished nearly exclusively "by the use
of I K verbs with and without the IPS personal pronoun.
Further errors involving person involve personal
possessive suffixes on the noun, personal, suffixes on
the verb, or the possessive suffixes on the special
adverb roots.

These further errors are treated in

sections 7.241 c-d which should be compared with the
results of this section.
c)

Adjective extensions: (one adjective for another)

szines
"colorful"

piros
"red"

Eva

1;8,22 Kenyeres
1926:39

magas
"high"

nagy
"big"

Eva

1;10,19Kenyeres
1926:39

nehdz
"heavy"

eros
"strong"

Eva

1;11,9

zbld
"green"

fehdr
"white"

]§va

1; 11, H K e n y eres
1926:40

s^rgdsbama
"yellow-brown "

fekete
"black"

Eva

1;11,23

magas
"high"

hosszu
"tall"

J6zsi

2;11,15 Meixner

Ssszes
"all"

egdsz
"each"

Jdzsi

3;0,23 Meixner

•m^gnTr
"other"

egyik
"one"

Jdzsi

3;1,17 Meixner

2<5
"good"

szdp
"beautiful"

_

2;4

Donner 128

nagy
"big"

hosszd
"long"

_

2; 5

Donner 139

rossz
"bad"

csdnya
"ugly"

_

2;4

Donner 128

"

"
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Age

Source

kenyelmes (f<5tel) kSvdr
"comfortable(chair)" "fat"

Lili

-

Ponori
1905:437

rdncos
"wrinkled"

5reg
"old"

Eari

4;-

Simonyi 320

bdtor
"brave"

bdszke
"proud"

Eari

4;-

Simonyi 320

sok
"many"

mennyi
"how many?"

-

-

Csapodi 466

sok

mennyi

Hajnalka -

sok
"many"

amennyi
"as many as"

Zoli

2;0,2

MacWhinney

Sgyes
"clever"

okos
"intelligent"

Laci

-

Eallos 410

idos
"aged"

nagy
"big"

Laci

-

Eallos 410

hdfehdr
"snowwhite"

havas
"snowy"

Margit 3;2

nehez
"heavy"

eros
"strong"

-

4;-

Eemper 2

kicsi
"little"

alacsony
"low"

-

4;-

Eemper 2

ellehkezo
"opposite"

m£sik
"other"

Marti

2;1,3

Meggyes 39

magas
"high"

hosszu
"long; "tall"

Pali

3; 3*15 Meixner

szomjas
"thirsty"

ehes
"hungry"

Eari

3;-

Adult Form

hdny
"how many?"

d)

Child Form

Keresztes 34

Endrei 526

Simonyi 323

Eari - 6;Simonyi 318
mennyi
"how much?"
(in the incorrect form mennyes "the whichmuched?" instead of hdnyas "the whichnumbered?")

Verb extensions.:

sz6l
"sounds off"

Child

(verb for verb)

hangzik
Lili
"makes a sound"

-

Ponori 1905:
437
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Adult Form

Child Form

Child

Age

Source

megvan
"still exists"

61
"lives"

lili

-

Ponori
1905:437

remeg (miut^n
villrfmlik
keserut eszik)
"flashes
"trembles (after
lightning"
havirg eaten
something bitter)

Piroska -

Trencsdny 264

ir
"write"

rajzol
"sketch"

-

-

Csapodi 466

ir
"write"

rajzol
"sketch"

-

2;6

Donner 130

-

2;6

Donner 138

"hurts"

"bums"

kopaszt
"pluck"

hdmoz
"peel"

-

-

Csapodi 466

volt
"was "

lett
"became"

laci

2;5

Balassa
1893:71,142
1920:142

szeret
"like"

Zari

3;-

Simonyi 322

"want"

felvesz
"pick up"

felkel
"get up"

Eari

3;-

Simonyi 322

lebeg
"flutter"

nyujtozkodik
Nanus
"stretch oneself"

1;6

Simonyi 320

leold
"turn off"

leko't
"untie"

Nanus

3;-

Simonyi 320

kioldoz
"undo"

kikotoz*
"fasten on"

Nanus

3;-

Simonyi 320

*

The second meaning of kikStoz is nearly identical to
kioldoz.

lebeg
"flutters"

csingilingiz
laci
"goes 'ting-a-ling*"

larmazik
"makes noise"

trombital
"trumpets"

elmegy
"leaves"

elmulik
"passes away"

-

Balassa
1893:139

laci

2;5

Balassa
1893:70,139

lili

-

Ponori
1905:437
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Child

Age

Source

levesz(karperecet) nyit
"takes off
"opens"
(bracelet)"

laci

1;6

Balassa
1893:69

feltSr (di<5t)
"break up (nut)"

levag
"cuts down"

laci

2;0

Balassa
1893:69

kerem
"I want"
(=please, may
I have some)

tessek
Monika 2;6
"let it please you"
(=please, take some)

kerem

tessek

Adult Form

Child Form

A. Vertes
1971:42

Zoli

1; 8,6 MacWhinney
(frequent)

mindig egy
lakik
helyen van
"dwells"
"stays in one
(+animate)
place (-animate)"

laci

Eallos 410

fSlszall (fust)
"rises (smoke)"

repul
"flies"

Jolan

tiktakol
"goes tik-tak"

zongorazik
Margit 3;"plays the piano"

Endrei 465

mosolyog
"smiles"

o*rul
"rejoices"

Margit 4;-

Endrei 526

tessek
adjal
"please have some ""give me some"

Matild l;9

Viktor 53

tessek
kdszSnom
"please have some'""I’thank you"

Matild l;9,io Viktor 59

1;11

Endrei 465

kerem
"I want"

tessek
Eva
"please have some"

1;0,2

vedd ki
"pick up+imp."

nini
Eva
"lookie" (baby-talk)

0;11,9 Kenyeres
1926:5

dsszeuti
"strikes
together"

koccint
"clinks"

4;-

Kemper 2

olvas
"reads'*

Mdrti
nezeget,
lapozgat
"looks at, turns
the pages"

2;-

Meggyes 58

~

Kenyeres
1926:6
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Adult Form

Child Form

Child

Ar?

dg (villany)
"bums (light)"

sut
"shines"

Marti

2;0,16 Meggyes 39

keres
"seeks"

talal
"finds"

iva

2;3,4

Kenyeres

osszeszdmol
"counts up
together"

gsszecsinal
"mess up one’s
pants"

Jdzsi

2;9,4

Meixner

evez
"rows"

lapdtoz
"shovels"

Jdzsi

2; 9,8

Meixner

felsorol
"lists, arranges
in a row"

dsszeszamol
"counts up"

Jdzsi

2;9,10 Meixner

Jdzsi

2;9,10 Meixner

fuz (nyaklancot) bevarr
"strings (necklace)" "sews"

Source

1928:86

leesik (labda)
"falls (ball)"

lemegy

Jdzsi

2;9,10 Meixner

gereblyez
"rakes"

riszal
Jdzsi
"sways to and fro"

2;9,10 Meixner

Jdzsi

2;ll,24Meixner

kimerit
feldSnt (aut<5t)
"knocks over (car )" "uses up"
szdtjStt
"came apart"

elkStSttek
"they undid"

Jdzsi

2;ll,25Meixner

elkdpzel
"imagines"

ragondol
"thinks of "

Jdzsi

3;0,16 Meixner

kibont
"undoes"

kiveszik
"takes out"

Jdzsi

3;1,6

volt
"was"

eltelt
"past (time)"

Eva

6;11,20Kenyeres
1928:50

kinyilik
"opens out"
(intransitive)

kicsinalodik
Jdzsi
"it is getting
done out, or
working itself out"

3;1,7

Meixner

kinyit
"opens out"
(transitive)

kicsin£l
"does out"

Jdzsi

3;1,7

Meixner

Meixner
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Adult Form

Child Form

Age

Source

ebddel
"dines"

vacsordz
Jdzsi
"sups, has supper"

3;1,7

Meixner

rajzol
"sket’
ches"

fr
"writes"

Jdzsi

3;1,17 Meixner

slel
"skis"

korcsolyazik
"skates"

Jdzsi

3;l,26 Meixner

reggelizik
"breakfasts"

ebddel
"dines"

Jdzsi

3;i,27 Meixner

szankdzik
"sleds"

korcsolyazik
"skates"

Jdzsi

3;i,27 Meixner

Child

kapkod
elkap
Jdzsi
"snaps up, buys up" "snatches, grabs"

3;6,9

Meixner

teniszezik
"plays tennis"

pingpongozik
Emoke
"plays ping-pong"

3;11,19Meixner

elfelejt
"forgets"

elfelejtkezik
"overlooks"

Emoke

4;0,19 Meixner

megfej
"milks"

kiszed (tejet) Pali
"removes (milk)

3;3,23 Meixner

kuld
"sehas"

hiv
"calls"

Laci

2;5

Balassa
1893:71

kivancsi van
"is curious"

bdmul
"wonders"

Eari

4;-

Simonyi 320

Olga
A. Yertes
kiborul*
elborul
1953:42
"darkens, clouds "gets upset"
over"
* The difference between -the.roots boral in these two
different forms involves basic differences in the
lexical features of each of the roots. Thus, there
seem to be two homonymous forms here.
zavar (notat)
elvisit
"disturbs(song)" "away+screams"

Jol£n

2;0

Endrei 463

megy
"go"

Zoli

2;2,3

MacWhinney

in:

j5n
"come"

-jttmiek a vdcdre "they're coming to the W.C." for
Tnennek a vdeere "they're going to the W.C."
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

Child

Age

Source

kinyit
"opens"

ad
"gives"

Zoli

1;8,6

MacWhinney

in:

adtad mar a.itdt "give+past+2PS definite already door+
acc." for nvisd ki az a.itdt "open+2PS-def,-imper. out
the door+acc." Thus, there is not only semantic
extension hut also an erroneous use of the past tense.

ad
Zoli
1;8,6 MacWhinney
kap
"gives"
"receives"
in: cukor kantok Zolikanak "sugar receive+2PP-indef.
Z-olika+dat •" for cnkrot a^naV- Zoli ka-naV "sugar+acc.
give+3PP Zolika+dat." Zoli’s sentence includes not
only semantic extension of kap. hut also omission
of the accusative and use of the 2PP where the 3PP
is required. These latter errors can he traced to
the fact that a preceding sentence hy a teacher was
kantok cukrot d&Lhen "receive+2PP sugar+acc. at-noon."
forog
"turns"
in:

tanci
"danceI"

Zoli
(hahy-talk)

1;8,6

hacsi. tano.i a magn<5 "Uncle, the tape-recorder is
dancing" for hdcsi. forog a magn<5 "Uncle, the taperecorder is turning7" Since thebahy-talk tanci
is actually an imperative, there is also an error
in the choice of mood. Of course, there is also
a semantic extension of magnd'"tape-recorder" for
tekercs "reel."

elmegy
elmulik
lili —
(valami mellett) (valami)
"pass (hy something)" "(something) passes" .
in:

MacWhinney

Ponori
1905:437

nem mult m^g el a templom "not pass still away the
church (=The church still hasn*t passed hy.) for
nem menirfink el a templom mellett "not pass+IPP away
the church heside." (=We haven't passed the church.)
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Adult Form
e)

Child Form

Adverb extensions:

Child

Age

(adverb for adverb)

tegnap
"yesterday"

Nanus

holnap

tegnap

"frequent" -

holnap
"tomorrow"

mama

holnap
"tomorrow"

Source

Simonyi 520
Vero 263

Eva

2;8,26 Kenyeres
1926:46

Eva

2;8,26 Kenyeres
1926:46

"today"

tegnap este
mdma
"yesterday evening" "today"

5;-

azonnal
"right away"

holnap
"tomorrow"

Eva

2;5,14 Kenyeres
1926:46

valamikor
"sometime"

egyszer
"once"

iva

2;0,24 Kenyeres
1926:46

magam
"by myself"

egyedGl
"alone"

Eva

2;0,2

sokaig
rdgen
Eva
"for a long time" "a long time ago"

Kenyeres
1926:44

l;il,4 Kenyeres
1926:46

oda
ide
Jdzsi 2; 0,26 Dezso
"hither"
"thither"
1970:98
in: addoda "give there" for addide "give here.'
is
"also, too"

se
"neither, nor"

Zoli

2;2,3

MacWhinney

ide
itt
Zoli
1;8,6 MacWhinney
"hither"
"here"
in: itt teszem "here put+lPS" for ide teszem "hither
put+lPS."
ott
"there"
in:

oda
"thither"

Zoli

1;8,6

MacWhinney

oda nem volt magnd "thither not was tape-recorder"
for ott nem volt magnd "there not was tape-recorder"

in:az oda "that thither"for az ott "that'there."
ide
"hither"
in:

oda
"thither"

Zoli

1;8,6
2; 2,2

MacWhinney

gyere. b£csi. oda "come, uncle, thither" for gyere.
bacsi. ide "come here, uncle."
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

C h ild

Age

Source

oda
"thither"

ott
"there"

Zoli

1;8,6

MacWhinney

in:

ott a masik "there the other" for oda ment a masik
"thither went the other."

in:

nem ott is "not there also" for nem akarok oda
menni "not want+lPS thither go+infin."

in:

nem ott "not there" for nem akarok oda menni
"not want+lPS thither go+infin."

in:

ott a masik # autdba "there the other # car+inessive"
(=There is the other car) for oda akarok menni a
masik autdba "thither vant+lPS go+infin. the other
car+inessive •"

hova
"whither"

merre;
' Emoke .4;2,4
"in what' direction"

Meixner

adverbs hased on special locative roots:
benne
"in-it"

bele
"into-it"

Laci

1;7
1926:44

feldm
hozzdm
^va
2; 11
Kenyeres
"t owards-me"
"to-me"
1928:55
in: ndzz hozz&n "look to me" for ndzz feldm "look
toward me."
adverbs based on postpositions:
mSgStted
"behind you"

elotted

Eva
you"

2;0,25

azalatt
"during that

azdta
" "since

Eva
time"

6;0,3

Kenyeres
1928:50

azalatt

Eva
; time"

6;8,6

Kenyeres
1928:50

az<5ta

ezdrt
emiatt
"because of this" "due to this"
eldbe
ut£na*
"in front of her" "after her"

eldbe
(as above)
*

ut£na*

Eva

1926:49

4;8,29 Kenyeres
1928:51

]§va
2;2,30 Kenyeres
1926:49
C run after her?" for
[ run to meet her*
Laci

2;1

Balassa 1893:70

The phrase szalad ut£na "runs after it" may function
as an amalgam.
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Adult Form
f)

Child Form

Child

Age

Source

Conjunction extensions;(eon.iuncti on for conjunction)

mert
"because”

hogy
"so that"

Jdzsi

2;11,24 Meixner

hogy
"so that"

mert
"because"

Pali

3;3»18 Meixner

mxg
"until"

ha
"if"

Eva

2;5,25 Kenyeres
1926:64

mikor
"when"

ha
"if"

]«Jva

2;7,14 Kenyeres
2;11,23 1926:48

akkor
"then"

mdgis
"nevertheless"

Eva

7.24

2;10,24 Kenyeres
1926:64

Errors detected through use of both syntactic and
semantic evidence (Semantic extensions of one
affix for another or between an affix and a root)
Because affixes are deeply involved in the syntax

of the sentence, errors which involve the substitution
of one affix for another may often be detected through
both syntactic and semantic irregularities.

For example,

if the child says, "I sneezed off of the book,” we
detect the semantic anomaly through the inaccuracy of
the description, i.e. we saw that, in fact, he sneezed
onto the book.

Additionally, we find the combination

of sneeze with off of in violation of the inherent
directionality of the verb.
In section 7.222 we dealt with extensions between
parts-of-speech of roots; in section 7.23 we dealt with
extensions of roots which preserved the part-of-speech
category.

Here, we treat extensions involving all types
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of .affixes, as well: as-^extensions between'affixeScand?
roots.

For the most part, these-extensions are detected

by both semantic syntactic cues, hut a few cases are
revealed by only semantic deviance.

However, in order

to dis cuss morphologically and syntactically similar
phenomena in place, we treat all extensions involving
affixes in this section.
7.241
a)

Extensions of one flections! suffix for another:

Extensions involving: the locative cases:
The Hungarian locative system is built around

three surface characteristics (enclosure, plane, and
point) and three motion characteristics (approximation,
distancing, and stasis).

The system of verbal prefixes

and locative postpositions involve other dimensionalities.
Confusions of the locative case suffixes involve one
or more of the features mentioned.
Adult Form

Child Form

Child Age

-be "illative"

-bol "elative"

R<5zsi before Eardos 324

Source

2;0
in:

hadd 01 gk Sledbol

-hez "allative”

"let me sit out-form-in your lap.”

-nil* "adessive" Eva

in: pipikndl "by the chickens”
—rifCl "adessive51 —hoz* "allative" laci
in: Lacikahoz "toward lacika"
*

1;8,10 Kenyeres
1926 *29
1;11

Balassa
^-893.68

These forms are permissible in dialects from northeastern
Hungary.

-re "sublative"

-rol "delative"
libra 2;2
Kenyeres
1928:32
in: tgsszentem a kSnyvrol "I sneezed off-of-on the book."
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

C h ild

-on "superess."

-nal "adess."

Eva

in:

Source

1;8,10 Kenyeres
1926:29
itt marad.ion tiszta uanirosndl "It should stay
here by clean paper."

-ra "sublative"
in:

Age

-hoz "allative" laci

1;10

Balassa
1893:67

asztalhoz "toward the table"

-ra "sublative"
in:

-ba "illative" laci general Balassa
~2;0 1893:69
utcdba "into the street"
(Hungarian marks the street as a plane.)

-on "superessive" -ba "illative" J<5zsi
in:

-ra "sublative”
in:

-ba "illative" Jdzsi

3;1,6

Meixner

-re "sublative" Jdzsi

3;1,6

Meixner

erre ki szokott Hlni? "Who used to sit onto this?"

-en "superessive" -be "illative" Jdzsi
in:

Meixner

bekSti a nvakamba "He in-ties into my neck."

-be "illative"
in:

2;9,4

ebbe "into this" and abba "into that"

3;2,6

Meixner

fe.ibe all "he stands into his head"

-ra "sublative"
—ba "illative" Joldn 2;7
Endrei 464
in: losoncba "in losonc" (Hungarian marks some cities
as enclosures.)
-ra "sublative"

-ba "illative" M&rti

2;1,26 Meggyes 49

in: Idbamba "into my foot"
(The treatment of body parts as enclosures occurs
frequently in M r t i ’s speech and also in some dialects.)
-hoz"allative"
-on "superess." M&rti
in: ablakon "on the window"

2;0,24 Meggyes 50

-ndl "adessive"
-hez*"allative" M&rti 2;1,18 Meggyes 50
in: doktomdnihez "to the lady doctor’s office"
-be "illative"
-bol "elative" 4;Kemper 2
in: egybol "from one"
* permissible in dialects of northeastern Hungary
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

C h ild

Age

Source

-re nsublative”

-be "illative"

Zoli

1;8,6

MacWhinney

in:

fe.iembe "head+lPS poss.+illative" for fe.iedre tetted
(=You put it on your head.)

-n£L "adessive" -hoz "ablative" Zoli
1;8,6 MacWhinney
in: flTiyimihoz "mommy+allative" for anvucinai -o-nltaTn
"mommy+adessive was+lPS" (=1 was near mommy.)
-hoz "ablative"
in:

-ra "sublative" Zoli

1;10,2 MacWhinney

men.jflTiV f£ra "Let’s go up the tree" for men.ittok fdthoz
"let’s go toward the tree."

-ndl "adessive" -ra "sublative" Zoli
2;0,2 MacWhinney
in: ott a fara "there the tree+sublative" for ott a
f£n£L "there the tree+adessive"
-ra "sublative" -t<5l "ablative" Zoli
2;2,0 MacWhinney
in: fsiwwCazni attdl "let's climb from that" for
-ffiim^szni arra~"let’s climb onto that."
-ba "illative"

-b6l "elative"

Zoli

2;2,5

MacWhinney

in: -ebbol-teszem "this+elative put+lPS" for ebbe teszem
"this-fillative put+lPS"
locative postpositions are composed of a a base
referring to position in Euclidean space, followed by
a suffix marking motion to or from or position at.

In

the following errors we find confusion of one of these
directional suffixes for another.
-4 "toward"
Laci
2;1
Balassa
1893:70
melld "towards next to" for mellett "at next to"

-ett "at"
in:

-4 "toward"
in:

-6tt "at"
Eva
2;3,21 Kenyeres
1926:49
mflgStt "at behind" for m6g£ "toward behind", in
hatam mCggtt "behind my back" a common phrase.

-61 "from"
in:

-att "at"
Eva
3;0,20 Kenyeres
1926:49
alatt "at under" for aldl "from under" in the
phrase terdem alatt "under my knee."
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

C h ild

Age

Source

—6 "toward"
in:

-ol "from"
Eva
3,3,14 Kenyeres
1926:49
elol "from in front of" for el6 "toward in front of"

-5tt "at"
in:

-a "toward"
in:

-01

"from"

Eva

5;11,10 Kenyeres
1928:49

kSzul "from between" for kSzStt "between"
-ul

"from"

Eva

1;9,30 Kenyeres
1926:49
Adult Question: "To where did it roll?"
•Zoli's Answer: alul "out from under"

Locative suffixes are also used figuratively in temporal
expressions and in the comparative.

The comparative uses

the adessive to mark the standard of comparison.
-nal "adessive"
in:

-tSl "ablative" Jolan

3;2

Endrei 465

6n toletek hosszu vagyok "I am tall from:by you."
rather than "I am tall by you." Also in az env&n
kicsi az apuk££t6l "mine is small by father's."

The use of the superessive in the comparative form meaning
"in addition to this" seems idiomatic.

Probably the

phrase is learned as a unit.
-en "superessive" -n£L "adessive" Fva
in:

6;2
Kenyeres
1928:51
enn&L kivgl "by this outside" (=in addition to this)
for ezen kivgl "on this outside" (=in addition to this)

The ablative -t<5l pairs with the terminative -ig in the
expression "from.... up to .... ”

The child may reverse

this dimension:
-t6l
-ig
Kari
4;Simonyi 323
in: eddig fogva "up to here starting" for ettSl fogva
"from herestarting"
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The historical derivation of thedative from the allative
is reflected in child confusions of these two cases.
Such confusions seem to be based upon a perception of
the locative component of the dative:
Adult
-hoz
in:

Form
allative"

ChildForm

Child

Age

Source

-nak "dative”

Nanus

1;4

Simonyi 323

Nanuskanak "to Nanuska"
Eva

1;5»26 Kenyeres
1926:29

Eva

1;6

Kenyeres
1926:29

-hoz
-nak
in: bacsinak "to uncle"

Zoli

2;G ,2

MacWhinney

-hoz
-nak
in: Lacikanak "to Lacika"

laci

1;9

Balassa
k893:68

-hoz
in:

-nek
napanek"to papa"

-hoz
in:

-nak

-nek
Tnamanek

"to mama."

-tdl

Rdzsi

before Kardos 324

2;0
in:

megnondalak nattatatul "I will tell on you from
Grandpa" (Directionality is also reversed.)

The following confusion between the sublative and the
translative-factitive may be influenced by their phono
logical resemblance (i.e. through klang-association),
although the common directionality may also play a role
here:
-p£
-re
Kari
4;0
Simonyi
(assimilation
323
of ve;
"becoming"
in: en szepre teszlek "I will make you to pretty." for
en sz4ppd teszlik "I will make you become pretty."
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b)

Extensions involving the other major cases:
Here we treat semantic extensions involving

confusions of the dative, accusative, and instrumental
cases.

Additionally, we include here material on confusions

of pronoun forms in these cases which otherwise would
have "been included in section 7.23b.
engem
"accusative+lPS"
in;

nekem
"dative+lPS"

before Kardos
2;0
324

ne bantsd nekem "Don51 hurt to me."

engem
neked
"accusative+lPS" "dative+2PS"*
in;

Rdzsi

Eva

1;8

Kenyeres
1928;55

ana. fSlveszi neked "father, picks up to-me.”
(Also the verb is erroneous.)

*This is an error of person like those

of section 7.25.

nekem
"dative+lPS"

2; 11

in:

engem
"acc. +1PS"

Eva

Kenyeres
1928:55

engem nem szoktak ilvenvel csinalni (ilyen szerszammal)
" they didn’t use to make me with such things (such
tools"

ot
"3PS+acc."
in:

Jolan

1;10

Endrei 463

J6zsi

2;9,10 Meixner

huzzad neki "put for him"

-re "sublative"
in:

neki
"dative+3PS"

-t "acc."

tuzet teszi "he puts fire" for tuzre teszi "he puts
to fire."

-ra "sublative"
in:

-t "acc."
Eva
2;2,13 Kenyeres
1926:53
magat huz(za a keztvuidt) "he pulls himself (the gloves)"
for magara huzza a kesztvu.idt."he pulls his gloves
onto himself"
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

C h ild

Age

Source

-val "instr."

-t "acc."

Jdzsi

3;1,6

Meixner

question: mivel jatszol? "What are you playing with?"
answer: karacsonvfat "Christmas tree+ace.r r
-val
in:

-t

Pali

5,1,8 Meixner

mdsik dohozt is .iatszunk "We’ll play another box too."
(The verb .iatszik "play" may take an accusative, if
it is the name of the game being played.)

-ra "sublative"

-val "instr."

Eari

3;-

Simonyi 323

in:

ehes vagyok kavdval*"! am hungry with coffee," for
szom.ias vagyok kavera "I am thirsty for coffee."

in:

szom.ias vagyok borral*"! am thirsty with wine"
(as above/

*

These forms may be induced by phrase such as tele vagyok
kaveval "I am full with bread."

velem
nekem
"instrumental+lPS" "dative+lPS"
in:

2;0,9

Kenyeres
1928:53

-val "instr."

Zoli

1;8,6

MacWhinney

-val "instr."

Zoli

1;8,6

MacWhinney

oda elfitStt a Moncsival (a Zoli) "There away+strike+
past the Moncsi+instrumental (Zoli)" (=Zoli struck
with Moncsi there.) for oda elStStt a Moncsit a Zoli
(=Zoli hit Moncsi over there.)

-nak "dative"
in:

Eva

Adult:
elveszem toled "I will take it away from you."
Zoli: es a Moncsival"and Moncsi+instrumental" for
6s a Moncsitdl "and Moncsi+ablative."

-t "accusative"
in:

Kenyeres
1928:55

mit csindlsz engem? "What are you doing me?" for
mit csinalsz velem "What are you doing with me?"

-tdl "ablative"
in:

2; 11

te is trefal.i nekem "you also joke-imp. for me"
for te is trefal.i velem "you also joke-imp. with me."

velem
engem
"instrumental+lPS" "acc.+lPS"
in:

Eva

-t "accus."

Zoli

1;8,6

MacWhinney

Zolikdt is "Zoli too" for Zolikanak jg adjrfl "Give
to Zolika too."
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

C h ild

Age

Source

-d "sign of poss." -t "accus."
Zoli
1;8,6 MacWhinney
in: ez is Zolikdt "this also Zolika+acc." for ez is a
Zolikdid "This also is Zolika’s."
-ban "inessive"
in:

-nak "dative"

Zoli

1;8,6

MacWhinney

nem fdrek autdnak "not fix+lPS car+dat." for nem
ferek az autdban "not fit+lPS the car+illative."

-nak "dative"
-t "accus."
Zoli
1;8,6 MacWhinney
in: Zolikat is "Zolika+acc. also" for Zollkanak is (add
cukrot)."Zolika+dative also (give sugar+acc. )'"
-be "illative"
in:

-t "accusative" Gyurka Jozefovics
1937
hagy.ion engem bekdmet "leave+3PS-imp. IPS-acc. peace+
IPS poss.+acc." (=Leave me my peace.) for hagy.ion
engem bekdbe (leave me in peace.)

-ba "illative"
-t "accusative" Zoli 1;10,0
MacWhinney
in: men.iffnk homokot "let’s go sand" for men.iunk a
homokba "let’s go into the sand (box)"
engem
nekem
Zoli
2; 0,0 MacWhinney
"accusative+lPS" "dative+lPS"
in: engem is (=me too) for nekem is (ad.idl) (=Give me some
too.)
-val "instrum." -t "accus."
Zoli
2;2,5 MacWhinney
in: jdtszunk az a halacskdt "play+IPP that the fish+dim.+
acc." (=We play that fishie.) for jatsznnk a w a l a
halacskdval (=We play with that fishie.)
-val "instrum"
-t "accus."
Zoli
2;2,5 MacWhinney
in: mossuk szannant "wash+lPP-imp. soap+acc." (=Let’s
wash soap.) for mossuk szanpannal "wash+lPP-imp.
soap+instr." (=Let’s wash with soap.)
-val "instr."
-nak "dative"
Zoli
2;2,0 MacWhinney
in: nekem beszdlt "dative+lPS speak+past-3PS" for velem
beszdltJ"instrumental+lPS speak+past-3PS"
-ba "illative"
in:

St
"3PS +acc."
in:

-t "accus."

Zoli

2;2,2

MacWhinney

masikat (tegydl) "other+acc. put+imp.+2PS-ind." for
tedd a masikba ~"put+2PS-imp. the other+illative"
drte
Mdrti
"causal-final+3PS"

2;2,23 Meggyes 31

hozta drte "he brought it for him" for hozta ot "he
brought him."
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A d u lt Form

-m"IPS poss.”

C h ild Form

-d"2PS poss."

C h ild

Emoke

Age

Source

3;2,23 Meixner

in:

terdeden "on your knees" for terdemen "on my knees"

-m
in:

-d
laci
Balassa
1893:142
ceruzad "your pencil" for ceruz&a "my pencil"

-e

"3PS"

-m

"IPS"

Zoli

1;10,0 MacWhinney

in: kezemmel "with my hand" for kez^vel "with his hand."
-m

-d

in: engedet for engemet

Zoli

2; 0,2 MacWhinney

(section 5.43i)

d)
Extensions involving verbal suffixes
1) Mood and tense:
-d "2PS imper." :-ni "infin."
M^rti 2;1,3
in:

Meggyes 57

tSrSlni "to wipe" for tSrSld "wipe+2PS-imp."
(From the age of 1;10 Marti frequently used infinitive
forms of several verbs as imperatives. Zoli also
used such forms from 1;10, as noted in section 3.4
of Part III.)

-t

"past"
-j "imper."
^va
1;9
Kenyeres
1928:35
in: ver.ie meg "beat him up+imp." for megverte "he beat
him up."

-ne "conditional" -t "past"

Jolan

3;2

Endrei 465

in: voltam "I was" for voln^k "I would be."
2)

The person of the verbal suffix (compare 7->23b):

Most of these errors, like the errors of person in
section (c) above and many of the errors of 7.23b are due
to discourse pressure, or the force of being addressed
in the second person.
-om "IPS-def."
-od "2PS-def." Eari
1;5
Simonyi 321
in: tudod "you know" for tudom "I know" as an answer to
tudod? "do you know?"
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

C h ild

Age

Source

-ok"IPS-indef•" -sz "2PS-indef." Eari 1;5
Simonyi 321
in:
akarsz "youwant" for akarok "I want" inreply to the
question akarsz "do you "want?"
-am "IPS"
-al "2PS"
laci
1;10
in: aludt^l "you slept" for aludtam "I slept"
-ed "2PS"

Laci

Balassa

iopo•102

-em

"IPS"

in:

drted "you understand" for drtem "I understand."

1;10

-em "IPS"
-d "2PS-imp." Laci
1;10
"
in: vedd ki "take out" for veszem ki "I take out."
(There is also a mood error here.)
-om
in:

"IPS-def." -od "2PS-def." Hajnalka Eeresztes 33
tudod "you know" for tudom "I know," after which
Hajnalka corrects her own error.

-8k
in:

"IPS-ind."
-sz "2PS-ind." Joldn 1;8
,i8ssz "you come" for .1SvSk "I come"

Endrei 462

-ok
in:

"iPS-ind."
-sz "2PS-ind." Joldn 1;8
akarsz "you want" for akarom "I want."

Endrei 462

-dl "2PS-indef." -ek "IPS-indef." Zoli 2;2,5 MacWhinney
in: segftsek "help+imp.+lPS-indef." for segftsdl "help+
imp.+2PS-Ind•"
-od "2PS-defin." -om "IPS-def." Zoli
2;2,5
MacWhinney
in: nekem megmutatom "dative+lPS perf.+show+lPS-def." for
nekem megmutatod "dative+lPS perf .+show+2PSr-def."

7.242

Extensions of one verbal prefix for another:
Kenyeres
1928:46

le "down"

f81 "up"

Eva

2;3

f81 "up"

le

iSva

8ssze "together*

szdt "apart"

Kenyeres
1926:43
1928:46
3;lj26 Meixner

"down"

J6zsi

2;3

in: sz£tra.kjuk "let's stack them apart" for Ssszerakjuk
"let's stack them together."
le "down"

el "out, over"

Jdzsi

2;9,10 Meixner

in: eldglSm "I tip over" for ledSntSm "I knock down."
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

C h ild

Age

Source

r&

meg "perf."

Joldn.

2;5

Endrei 464

in:

"onto"

megesett a kocsi "the car completed falling" for
r£esett a h<5 a kocsira "the snow fell on the car."
(This error is open to various types of analysis.
For example, it may be that the subject is kocsi
"car" rather than hd "snow," or it may be that the
child intended to say megesett a kocsira "it fell
onto the car completely." In any case there seems
to be some extension of mdg for t£ . )

7.243

Extensions of one postposition for another:

elott
"in front of"

k8z6tt
"between"

Eva

2;3,2

Eenyeres
1926:49

mBgStt
"behind"

kSzStt
"between"

Eva

2; 3,2

Eenyeres
1926:49

Eva
k 8zd
3;0,15 Eenyeres
mbgd
1928:50
"towards behind" "towards between"
in: lampa k5zd bili.i "hide towards between the lamp I"
kSzStt
"between"
in:

alatt
"under"

Eva

3;1,22 Eenyeres
1928:50

A piros meg a s^rga alatt "under the red and the
vellowV for a piros meg a sarga kozStt "between the
red and the yellow."

h^tzon tul
hdzon at
Eva
"beyond the house" "across the house"

5»H

uton tul
uton kivul
Eva
"beyond the street" "except the street"

6; 5,14

Eenyeres
1928:51
"

Additionally, we have observed in section 7.23f confusions
between the postposition- and case-based adverbs azalatt.
azdta, ezdrt, emiatt. mSgStted. eldtted, and feldm.
Furthermore, in section 7.247 below we observe a number
of confusions between postpositions and suffixes.
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7 .2 4 4

E x te n s io n s o f f o r m a tiv e s u f f i x e s : .

Like detection of errors.with, flectional affixes and
postpositions, detection of semantic extensions of form
ative suffixes often involves both, semantic and syntactic
evidence, although sometimes only semantic evidence can
suggest that another suffix would have been better than
the suffix the child chose.

In some cases, it is not

possible to specify another formative whose semantic
field includes the meaning the child attempted to express.
Such extensions are discussed separately below:
Adult Form

Child Form

-skodik
"acts Ad.i. "

-zik
"becomes

in:

Child

Age

Piroska Ad.i"

Source
Trencsdny
264

gorombazik "becomes naughty" for goromb^skodik "acts
naughty"

-get
.
.
-odik
Nanus
"frequentative "
"reflexive-passive"

3;0

Simonyi 318

in:_legvezodik "fans itself" for legvezget "keeps on
fanning"
-tat
"causative"

-oz*
Eva
"frequentative"

2;6,16 Eenyeres
1928:87

in:

bebd.ioz "keeps on hiding" for bebu.itat "make hide" and

in:

bebu.iozhat "is able to keep on hiding" for
bebu.itathat "is able to make hide"

*

This suffix is homonymous with the multi-purpose
denominative verbalizer; if the child intended to use
that suffix, the error is in both inherent semantics
and context-specification.

-o
"that which
in:

V

-ni
Eari
s” "the act of
_._V_ ing"

3;-

Simonyi
323

nem l^tok esni "I don't see raining" for nem l^tok
esot "I don'tsee rain."
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Attempting to eliminate errors such as those
ohserved in 4.12e, the child may assign some meaning
to the meaningless marker of the 3PS Indefinite which
only occurs on some verbs: -ik.

In the first of these

errors, the child uses -ik as if it were a general
verbalizer such as -ozik: in the second, the child simply
substitutes it for the unproductive suffix -en; in the
third the substitution is for the caustive -et.
Adult Form

Child Form

Child

pdnzzel j^tszik
pdnzik
"he plays with money"

Age

Source

2;-

Eardos
1901:297

csSppen
"it drips"

csSppik

Nanus

2;4

Simonyi 320

csenget
"he rings”

csengik

Jol£n

2;3

Endrei 463

Extensions of formative suffixes to domains not included
by other formative suffixes:
fedul
"combs

f£s-Sk5dtet
Eari
"causes to comb
itself"

4;-

betakar
"cover with
blankets"

Laci
betakarodztat
"cause to
cover itself
with blankets"

3 56

Ssszehasonllt
"resemble"

5sszekul6nb5ztet
"cause to compare"

Simonyi

318
Balassa
1893:72

In each of the above three examples, the child has
attempted to reverse the reflexivity of the roots
fesulkSdik ="combs .itself," betakarddzik "covers itself,"
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Adult Form

Child Form

Child

Age

az a cipo

s&itikald cipo

Lili

-

Source
Ponori

shoe”

1905:438

"the shoe in
■which one limps"
Here, the adjectivalizing suffix ^6 "

V

ing" is used

as if it were causative,
"juj"-t mond
"says *juj*"

jujjaszkodik
"go 'jujtn

Eva

2;7,25 Eenyeres
1926:66

Here, the suffix -aszkodik is incorrectly analysed from
kapaszkodik "grahs."

Even so, it is not clear how the

child has given it the meaning of "make a sound l i k e
7.245

."

Omissions of affixes and postpositions:
The discussion of chapter 3 of Part III focuses

upon the distribution of omissions of grammatical
morphemes from obligatory contexts.

The large number ■

of such errors reported there suggests that the Hungarian
observors have not paid particular attention to the
question of morpheme omission.

Detailed reporting of

these omissions in this section would consume a great
deal of space and would provide not concrete benefit
beyond that of the discussion of Part III.
7.246

Semantic

factors in superfluous affix usage:

In section 5.211 we discussed a number of reported
errors with superfluous inflection.

It seemed that, in

the case of those particular examples, the superfluity
was a result of incomplete analysis of amalgams.

This

is to say that the child is fully unaware of the presence
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of the inflection, thinking that he is using some
"basic form.

In the error type we discuss in this section,

the child senses that the inflected form contains some
additional meaningful component, hut is not yet fully in
command of this meaning.

This variety of superfluous

affix use is really "best thought of as incorrect assess
ment of the meaning of an element which is at least par
tially analysed.

Given the postulate of section 2.3172

of Part I which holds that the effects of superimposition
may he gradual, we can see that some of the superfluous
affixes in this condition may he parts of amalgams,
while others may he productively agglutinated.

When

we only consider isolated examples, it is not possible
to distinguish the phenomena of section 5*211 from that
of this section.

However, when we have more extensive

data from one child, as in the case of Zoli's use of
the accusative at 1;8,6, we can recognize a general pattern
of inability to control the semantics of a suffix.
Child

Age

oda (akarok menni ) odat
"thither+acc."
nthither(I want
to go)"

Zoli

1;8,6

lyuk van
"hole is"

lyukat van
"hole+acc. is”

Zoli

1;8,6

ez is van
"this also is"

Zoli
ezt is van
"this+acc. also is"

1;8,6

Zolik&6 a
kormahy
"Zolika’s the
wheel"

Zolik££ a ■. ' Zoli
korm^nyt
"Zolika's the
wheel+acc."

1;8,6

Adult Form

Child Form

Moncsit elviszi Zoli
1;8,6
elviszi Moncsi
"away+takes Moncsi" Moncsi+acc. away+takes"
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

C h ild

elbujfk a
m£sik halacska
"away+hides the
other fishie"

csak m£sik
Zoli 1;8,6
halacskat elbuj
"just other
fishie+acc. away+hides"

MacWhinney

ott van a masik
"there is the
other"

ott van a
m^sikat
"there is the
other+acc."

MacWhinney

itt a mdsik
"here the other"

itt a mdsikat
Zoli
"here the other+acc."

Zoli

Age

1;8,6

Source

1;8,6 MacWhinney
2;2,3

Although we cannot be sure that none of these errors
are precipitated by the presence of amalgams, we can
be sure that the first is not so motivated, since od£t,
the accusative of a deictic adverb, could not have been
found in the input.

It does seem that Zoli illustrates

a general inability to control use of the accusative, but
it may be that this general pattern interacts with the
presence of possible amalgams such as ezt is "this+acc.
too" and masikat "other+acc." which often occur in
correct contexts.

7.247

See also Zoli’s error in section 6.12.

Extensions of postpositions for suffixes;

One ;of the most frequent confusions which occurs between
postpositions and suffixes is the use of volna (the past
conditional particle, which patterns like a verbal post
position) for the present conditional suffix -ne.
volna
laci
"give+3PP+volna"

3;6

Balassa
1893:72

beszdlek volna Kari
besz£Ln£k
"speak+cond•+1PS" "speak+lPS volna"

3;-

Simonyi

adn^nak
"give+cond.+3PP"

szeretne
11like+c ond-3PS "

flnnalr

szeret volna
"like volna"

Kari

322

3;-

Simonyi
322
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

C h ild

Age

kinyitndm
"out+open+cond.
+1PS"

kinyitom volna
"out+open+lPS
volna"

J<5zsi

3»1,10 Meixner

Source

Compare these errors with the redundant use of volna
in the present tense discussed in section 7.1.
Other confusions of postpositions for suffixes
involve the locative postpositions and the locative case
suffixes:
szekrdnyen
"on the chest"

szekrdny alatt iva
"under the chest"

2;1,3

szekrenyen
"on the chest"

szekrdny f815tt ^va
"above the chest"

4;0,20 Eenyeres
1926:50

sirha
"in the grave"

sir m6gd
]§va
3;0,4
"behind the grave"
(where they bury the soldiers)
onndt az
J<5zsi
asztaltdl
"from there from
by the table"

asztal aldl
"from under
the table"

Eenyeres
1926:49

kaftan aid
kaftdnra
"onto the kaftan" "towards under
the kaftan"

]§va

3; 2,6

Meixner

2;0,18 Eenyeres
1928:49

One child was reported to have used locative adverbs
as if they were postpositions substituting for suffixes.
ajt6ban"door-in"

ajt<5 belen*
"door in-it+
on"

child 3;from
Szatmdr

Vozdry
1918

This illative pronominal adverb bele "into-it" has been
additionally marked with the superessive =p.
szobdbdl
"room+elative"

szoba belol
"room inside"

konyhdba
konyha beld
"
"kitchen+illative" "kitchen into-it"

35-

Vozdry

3;-

Yozdry

1918
1918

Both belol and beld derived in the 13th Century from bdl
"inside."

later the illative and elative were derived
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from these adverbs.

Therefore, the child*s productions

retrace this development.
7.248

Extensions of roots for suffixes:
The potential suffix -hat, -het refers mostly

to situationally-determined possibilities, while the
auxiliary tud "is able to" refers more to capabilities
of the Agent:
Adult Form

Child Form

Child Age

le&rhessen
le tudjon £ m i
Jdzsi 3; 1,6
"down+arrive+
"down be-able+
potent. +imp.
imp.+3PS arrive+
+3PS"
infinitive"
(=that he should
be able to arrive)

Source
Meixner

When the surface subject of the verb kell "be
necessary" is a noun, there may be a beneficiary in
the dative case, i.e. keny^r kell nekem "bread is necessary
to me" (=1 need bread.)

The child extends the meaning

of beneficiary in such a structure to the meaning of
agent of an embedded clause in structures which take
an infinitive with kell. i.e. csinalni kell neked "to do
is necessary for you."

This is colloquial and the formal

language provides that the subject of the infinitive
should be marked with a personal suffix.
meg kell •
meg kell
J<5zsi 3,1,6
csin&Lnod
csinalni. neked
"perf. is-necessary "perf. is-necessary
your-doing"
to-do foryou"
*=Tou need to do it.)

Meixner

haza kell menned

Meixner

haza kell
neked menni

J<5zsi 3; 1,6

(=You need to
go home)
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A d u lt Form

C h ild Form

C h ild Age

Source

kellett keresnem
(I needed to
search)

kellett nekem
keresni

J<5zsi 3;1,17 Meixner

kellett hoznod
(=You needed
to bring)

kellett
hozni neked

J<5zsi 3;1,27 Meixner

7.249

Extensions of suffixesfor roots:

nekem
"dat.+lPS"
in:

-m
"IPS”

Marti l;8-2;2 Meggyes 53
J<5zsi
DezsS

add idem "give+imp.+to-here+lPS" (=my give here) for
add ide nekem "give+imp. to—here dat.+1PS (=G-ive me.)

rajta
"on it"
(adverb)

rd
"onto"
(verbal prefix)

Jdzsi 2;11,18 Meixner

megint
vissza
lEva
8; 3 ,9 Kenyeres
"again"
"back"
1928:86
in: vissza&reztem a f^idalmat "I felt back the pain." for
megint ^reztem a fa.idalmat "I felt the pain again."
csaknem
"nearly"

volna
laci
"conditional particle"

Kall<5s

410

Just of the extended meanings of some formatives (7.244)
could only beregistered by a complete phrase, this use
of meg- "perfective" is equivalent to "finish the
activity."
befejezt^k az
ev£st
"they finished
the meal"

megettek
"they ate up"

laci

3;6

Balassa
1893:73

befejeztem a
megj^tszottam
jdtszdst
"I played up"
"I finished the play"

laci

3; 6

"
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7.25

Observations of non-deviant development of semantic
features:
By looking at the emergence of lexical items with

an eye towards the time of appearance of certain semantic
features coded by these items, we can learn something
about the ideas which are of first communicative importance
to the child and we can set an upper limit to the emergence
of these features in cognitive functioning.

For example,

Meggyes (60) notes that the personal suffixes on the
verb enter between 1;8 and 1;10, whereas the entry of the
personal pronouns is delayed until around 2;1 (30-31).
The actual consolidation of the first person verbal
suffix against its competitors in the second and third
person (section 7.23b) only occurs when en "1". and
eny&n "mine" emerge after 2;1.

We may also note that

the possessive suffix of the third person -1a. -.ie. the
sign of possession

and the dative in the possessive

construction all enter between 1;9 and 1;10.

The late

emergence of the pronouns seems accountable to the fact
that they have no functional load, having their content
obligatorily expressed by the verbal suffix.

Mdrti

appears to "understand" the notions of person and possession
by the age of 1;9.

However, functional factors, morpho

logical difficulties, and discourse pressure delay the
final consolidation of the formal expressions of person
and possession.

In section 7.23b we observed that 3«lva
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Eenyeres also evidenced later acquisition of pronouns than
personal suffixes on the verb.

Again, the fact that

verbal suffixes are always required, while the pronouns
are optional, seems to account for the sequencing.
Additionally, we might argue that earlier acquisition
of the personal suffixes is encouraged by the tendency
to acquire amalgams.

Along these lines, Meggyes notes

that the fact that M&rti began to use both the dative
suffix -nak. -nek and the 3PS dative daverb neki "to
him” at around 1;10 seemed to be "an individual character
istic, stemming from environmental influences."

Evidently,

Meggyes feels that the normal sequence of acquisition
would show the case preceding the adverb, since the
case appears in many amalgams, while the adverb appears
alone or in a few limited phrases.
Meggyes reports correct use of the definite and
indefinite conjugations beginning around 1;9 and complete
by 1;11.

Acquisition of this distinction affects around

a dozen suffixes, and there is thus evidence for the
appearance of the distinction along a broad front.
Although use of the definite article begins around 1;9,
definiteness on the verb is more stable than use of
the definite article.

Perhaps difficulty with the-latter

is due.to segmentation problems (section 5.1).

Meggyes

observes that the first locative suffixes were those of
proximate motion: the illative, the sublative,and the
an a tive, all entering around 1;8.

The locative adverbs

and pronouns at this age are hoi "where," itt "here,"
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ott "there," benne "in-it," fel "up," and ki "out."
Meggyes holds that M r t i was using suffixes of proximate
motion, while most of her locative adverbs and pronouns
expressed position or stasis.

In fact, the adverbs

and pronouns seem to fill in for those semantic areas
vacant in the suffix system.

This matter should be pursued

in examinations of data from other children.
Eenyeres (1926:29-55) found that, in the time
from 1;7 to 1;9, several parallel developments bespoke
the emergence of the semantic relations governing plurality.
Although Eva had used the plural from 1;5,5, her "conscious"
use of the marker only began around 1;7; at this time
she began to establish agreement between noun and verb
in number (7.25b).

Also at this time, the word is "also"

entered and was frequently used in structures such as
szeme. Ez isz szeme

"eye.

This is also an eye." (1;7,8).

The appearances of the words m£g "still, more," mdsik
"other," ketto "two," mind "each," t8bb "more," sok
"many," mennvi "how many!" and egy "one" all in the
period between 1;7 and 1;9 further testify to Eva's
developing interest in the concept of plurality.

In

another comparison, Eenyeres found that the entry of
the conditional mood at 2;2 was preceded by the first
use of taldn "perhaps" at 2;0,25 and paralleled by the
first uses of ha "if."
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7.26

Formal education and child language
The work of Baranyai, Lendrt, and Blaskovich

sought to determine the ways in which the linguistic ability
of the school-aged child (8-14) may limit and shape the
type of language instruction from which he can profit.
In the course of these studies, the teaching of reading,
formal grammar, and composition was examined in light of
the child's ability to benefit from the instruction.
Much of this material has exclusively pedagogical import,
but other aspects tell us something about the status of
language in the adolescent.

For this reason we turn to a

brief survey of the finiLngs of this research.

The work

reported in Baranyai (1958) was conducted in 1939-1941,
but was not published at the time due to a paper shortage.
Baranyai quizzed 556 children from 8 to 10 years of age to
determine their comprehension of a series of one hundred
words and phrases from their school readers.

It was found

that children of professional families from the city
(Szeged) performed better in supplying explanations than
did children from working class families in the suburbs
of the city.

The latter, in turn, performed better than

children from the farming area around Szeged.

Experimenter

and investigation variables were not controlled.

A further

finding was that explanations or definitions of terms most
often reduced the actual meaning of the terms defined by
making them overly concrete.
Baranyai (1945) reports on a test of use of grammatical
categories given 1078 children in Budapest between the ages
of nine and ten.

Baranyai (1947) reviews the theoretical
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interpretation of the study,

general findings were!

that two-thirds of the curriculum of the third grade
was not learned, that girls performed "better than hoys,
and that performance imporved with age.

Additionally,

Baranyai was able to establish an order of difficulty
in use of grammatical categories which was based upon
the principle that the child begins grammatical analysis
with the largest units.

Thus, the sentence-types were

easily learned by most children and the categories
sub.iect and predicate were nearly as easy, since they
derive directly from the general relations holding
sentences together.

Here we might note that pauses

occurring under certain conditions between the subject
and the predicate in Hungarian sentences may have aided
learning of these categories.

Of the sentence constituents,

Baranyai only discusses the accusative, locative, and
temporal; she notes that the accusative is the most
correctly perceived of these three, while the temporal
is the least correctly perceived.

These differences could

be easily explained as results of clarity of morphological
marking.

According to Baranyai", syntactic categories are

generally easier for the child to perceive than morpho
logical categories.

This she again attributes to the fact

that the diild begins all analysis with the meaning units
of the sentence.

Among the parts-of-speech, verbs are

most clearly identified. "Baranyai finds that children
have attempted to learn the meaning of grammatical terms
by associating concrete words with each category.

Thus,
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a child attempts to learn what a verb is by memorizing a
set of verbs.
The 1951 article by l£ndrt and Baranyai procedes
upon the basis of the theoretical formulations of the
1945 article.

The authors report how modification of

the curriculum in mathematics and grammar with the goal
of encouraging abstract thinking raised performance in
the experimental group by 27 and 25 percent,

looking

at errors of grammatical analysis, Baranyai found that
such errors are attributable to either 1) difficulties
encountered by the child in understanding the "character"
of grammatical terms, or 2) skewing of the application of
grammatical terms by peculiarities of the actual lexical
items, or 3) differences between the units of grammatical
analysis and the intonational units of actual speech.
In the first error-type a student calls the modified
the modifier.

In the second error-type the student

picks "workers" as the subject of the sentence, "The
plan-book is always in the workers’ hands," because the
student thinks of the workers as the most active, human
entity in the sentence.

In the third error-type, the

student considers "good work" to be the subject of
"Good work puts a stop to waste," since "good work"
rather than just "work" is the intonational subject.
If one goes over Baranyai’s results from the viewpoint
of generative transformational grammar, it appears that
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many of the students' answers show that they are-using: .
categories of semantic structure, rather than surface
structure.
Kerdkgyart<5's scathing 1952 critique of Baranyai's
work points to inadequacies in reporting, experimental
design, linguistic analysis, control of experimental
artifacts, and appreciation of prior research.

Much

of what Ker£kgy£rt6 says makes good sense, although one
can detect an ideological motivation behind his criticism.
Certainly we need to know more about the status of
language in older children, but

it seems

that a direct

investigation of children's ability to control the terms
of traditional grammar will provide us with very little
of the information that we need.
Baranyai's 1958 report is based on data gathered
between 1939 and 1943 from 102 Budapest children from
six to fourteen years of age.

She found that, in story

re-telling, number, variety, and complexity of subordinate
clauses increases with age, andthat the types of clauses
in the repetition often did not
in the model.

correspond withthe types

The 1959 study traces the learning of

figurative words between the ages of nine and eighteen
in one thousand subjects.

The students were asked to

write definitions of forty-two words from three groups:
1)

words like "dull" with the meaning "not sharp" and the

meaning "blase"; 2) words like "unhewn" which have
largely lost their original meaning; and 3) abstract
words like "success."

Words of the first type were not
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given their figurative definitions (i.e. blas£) as one
of the definitions provided by more than 66# of the
group for any age group under fourteen years.

This

agrees with Eenyeres*s (1928:97) observation that words
are not used figuratively before eleven years of age.
The more concrete the basic-meaning of the word, the
earlier the child may acquire the figurative meaning of
the word.

However, the complexity o.f the figurative

meaning and the distance between the basic and figurative
meanings also determines ease of acquisition.

In the

case of "abstract words" it was found that many of the
words learned before thirteen years were acquired with
over-concretized meanings.
Blaskvich*s article in the same journal in the
same year is based upon the data of Baranyai (1958) and
developes a slightly different theoretical perspective.
Blaskovich holds that up to the age of ten words are
understood in concrete terms.

If called upon to define

a word, the child will talk about what that thing does,
where it is located, what it is used for, and what other
objects are associated with it.

Between the ages of ten

and twelve, the understanding of the basic meanings of
words becomes conceptual.

The process of conceptualization

has five stages, according to Blaskovich.
1)

The concept is first isolated from that which it is not;

2)

The concept is identified with other similar concepts;

3)

Hierarchical taxonomies are formed;
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4)

Distinctive features are isolated; and

5)

A formal definition is abstracted.

In the period between twelve and sixteen, the adolescent
first becomes capable of using words in their figurative
meanings, but at first these figurative meanings are
concretely defined.

Only after the age of sixteen do

figurative words undergo conceptualization.
L^ndrts's study published in 1962 and 1963 is based
upon a short test given 360 students between the ages of
ten and fourteen.

The examination was a modified multiple-

choice test requiring altogether eighteen responses.

L^nirt

was interested in noting age changes in the types of
semantic errors made by students (1962) and the incidental
grammatical errors in their responses (1963).

Although

she did establish a pattern of growth with age, her con
clusion regarding general processes of mental development
are purely;speculative.

■•

Finally, mention should be made of Baranyai and
Len£rt’s 1959 book researching the development of the skill
of written composition in the age from ten to fourteen.
Of the five studies reported in the chapters of the book,
the last two are the only ones which are not completely
tangential to our present interests.

These two studies

are suceintly summarized in Baranyai (1959) and lendrt
(1959), both in English.
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Part III
Zoli from 1;5 to 2;2
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1.0

Gathering of the data
Between November 1970 and September 1971 it was

my privilege to be a guest in the nursery which housed
the National Institute of Nursery-School Methodology
(BOMI).

The nursery school had an average daily attendance

of less than forty children.

At the beginning of the

school year in September the children ranged in age from
one to three years.

By the end of the year, those children

who had passed their third birthday would be transferred
from this b51csode "nursery” to an dvoda "pre-school."
The well-equipped one-story building was divided into
two wings so that the youngest children could be cared
for separately from the older children.
were assigned to each of the two groups.

Four teachers
Apart from the

personnel of the Institute, additional staff members
included the Director and Assistant Director, two maids,
a cook, a washing woman, and a gardener.

It seems that

this nursery was somewhat unusual with its high personnelpupil ratio.

On the other hand, I was able to observe a

number of other nurseries and public schools in the country
of similarly high quality.
The course of a day’s activities in a Hungarian
nursery is more structured than in our own American nursery
schools.

Arriving even before 8:00 AM, the children are

asked tc change from their own cLothes into nursery-school
garb.

Since all linen is washed at the nursery, this
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saves the parents a certain amount of work.

Children

are given a small breakfast shortly after arrival and
then allowed to play throughout the morning.

In incle

ment weather the children may remain inside the entire
day, but the supervisors attempt to maximize the time
the child spends out-of-doors.

In Winter, the children

are warmly bundled and taken out for a short play period
when there is snow on the ground, or they are placed in
cribs for a nap in the cold air.

Morning play is inter

rupted daily for a glass of weak tea flavored with sugar
and lemon.
noon.

Lunch, usually a hearty meal, is served at

Afterwards, the children sleep for nearly two

hours, and then wake for a play period of up to one hour
before being taken home around 3:30.
It was in this context that I tape-recorded samples
of spontaneous speech from six of the children.

In order

to allow the children full freedom of motion, a small
Sony wireless microphone was sewn into a commerciallyavailable smock for children.

The transmitted signal was

picked up by a Sony "Supersens itive" radio and then recorded
onto BASF tape by a Cher 4200 recorder.

In order to

maximize spontaneity, two aprons were given out in each
group on a given recording day.

This way, no child could

realize that he was a subject of study.

Initially, some

children balked at the task of putting on the smock, but
in time they grew to ask for permission to wear the smock.
Another initial problem was the child's desire to pull
out the microphone to look at it.

The microphone could
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not be totally enclosed, since this would interfere with
recording quality.

Fortunately, the children rapidly lost

interest in pulling the microphone out, and this problem
disappeared.
The recordings tap a variety of situations within
the nursery: indoor and outdoor play, small and large
groups, groups with and without the participation of
the researcher and nursery-school personnel.

It was

found that children produced the most when accompanied
by one or two of their peers in a play-room indoors.

For

this reason, this is the most typical situation; but the
children could not be kept indoors during the first days
of Spring.

The recordings were generally made during the

morning play period which lasted about two hours. Each
child was studied intensively for a week.

Therefore,

the total amount of recording time at a given level
generally totals between six and eight hours.

Children

were reexamined at intervals ranging from one month to
two months, depending upon the rate of change in their
language.

Of the six children initially studied, two

were dropped from the total at an early point because
they left the nursery.

The four remaining children who

were followed throughout the ten-month period included
two girls and one boy in the youngest group and one girl
in the oldest group.

The observations of the youngest boy

will form the material for the discussion of this Part.
Hopefully, there will be an opportunity when the results
from the other children can also be examined.
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Zoli was bora July 5, 1969.

Zoli’s mother was

a clerk and his father was a technician in a photographic
and optical store.

Although his family was well-off

financially, both he and his parents lived together in
one small flat with his paternal grandparents.

From;

the point-of-view of Zoli's linguistic development, this
meant that he was exposed to a relatively larger amount
of adult speech than children who have other siblings
or who live with no adults other than their parents.
Moreover, Zoli frequently paid visits to his maternal
grandparents in the country; one such visit delayed the
recording of the final period in September.

It is possible

that the relatively high proportion of adult input to
Zoli’s language learning resulted in a relatively straight
forward series of advances without the presence of
numerous non-adult lexical items or syntactic patterns.
Physically, Zoli showed no abnormalities, but he
had a tendency towards what was diagnosed as "puerile
breathing."

Although his articulation could be rather

accurate, this wheezing, together with other occasional
performance factors, could make his utterances somewhat
indistinct.

At the time of the beginning of observations

in December, Zoli was prone to cry for periods of time
because of the absence of his mother, saying, "Mommy’s
coming right away.”

Towards the end of the period, Zoli

showed some dependence upon the researcher, always tagging
after him.

In general, Zoli was a cooperative subject

and showed little hostility or agression towards his
playmates.
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The periods during which Zoli was observed, together
with the number of utterances produced, the hours of
observation time, and the mean length of utterance (M.L.U.)
are as follows:
Table VIII—

Periods of Observation

Period Title

Age_____ Hours observed

Zoli I

l;5,2-5

4

Ho.utterances M.L.U,
51

Zoli II

1; 6,29-30

6

228

1.58

Zoli III

l;8,6-8

8

2675

1.60

Zoli 17

l;10,0-6

7

1911

1.87

Zoli ¥

2;0,0-5

6

835

2.58

Zoli ¥1

2;2,0-3

7

1826

2.50

1.10
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2.0

Method of analysis
The recordings were accompanied hy notes explaining

the child’s motions through the room and the intent of his
communications, much in the manner of Bloom's (1970)
analysis of her data from three English-speaking children.
Occasionally, it was possible to interpret unclear utter
ances by repeating them immediately afterwards.

Each

recording was replayed at home on the same day and any
missing facts added at that time.

In some cases it was

possible to t r a n s cribe the data immediately; in other
cases, work would pile up and delay transcription.
transcription was coarsely phonetic,

The

only preserving

fineness of detail where morphological factors were at
play.

In citing examples from the transcripts, much of

this detail is omitted, since it only serves to confuse
the presentation of examples.
2.1

A means of determining acquisition
Some of the data from our analysis has already

been included in Part II.

This is the data regarding

errors and deviations from the norms of adult language
behavior.

In the present Part we are concerned with

other than error-data on .the acquisition of grammatical
morphemes, the acquisition of phonological rules, and the
acquisition of syntactic rule s.

In conducting this

analysis, we have taken the notion of percentage of
occurrence in obligatory contexts developed by TJazden
(1968:435) and formalized by Brown (1973:14) and supplemented
it with an analysis of the productivity of grammatical
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morphemes•

Cazden seta the time of acquisition of a grammatical
morpheme as that of "the first speech sample of three
such that in all three the inflection is supplied in at
least 90# of the contexts in which it is clearly required."
Brown tells us that we may recognize an obligatory context
through any one of four ways, or through a combination of
these ways:
a) linguistic context? the child’s own utterance. Thus,
That book pronounced with an intonation that makes that
a demonstrative pronoun calls for third-person copula and
an article,
b) Nonlinguistic context. If the child points as he
speaks, then the copula should be in the present tense
rather than the past or future, and if he points at a single
book, the copula should be singular rather than plural.
In the sentence in question it could be either uncontracted
(That is) or contracted (That’s).
c) Linguistic prior context: from child or others.

If

this is the first mention anyone has made of the book, then
the article ought to be the indefinite a. Had the noun
been one that began with a vowel, such as eraser, then
the obligatory indefinite would be an.
d) Linguistic subsequent context. The mother may confirm
and expand the child's utterance as: Yes, that’s a book.
Occasionally, the child himself expands his own utterance
in this way. Coding for obligatory morphemes is a good
deal easier than it is likely to seem when constraints
are considered in the abstract. For the most part, the
several constraints converge on a single form, and the
adult native speaker can tell at a glance what that form is.
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We feel that these criteria provide an essentially
sound basis for judgments of morpheme acquisition (as
opposed to morpheme productivity).

Brown ;is correct

in asserting that, "for the most part, the several
constraints converge on a single form, and the adult
native speaker can tell at a glance what that form is."
As M.L.U. increases, the task of evaluating obligatory
contexts becomes easier and easier.

However, at the

lowest levels of M.L.U., a large percentage of the
contexts are not clearly obligatory.

For example, if the

child says aut<5 "car," we do hot know, whether to assume
that the context is ott van egy autd "There’s a car"
or kerem az autdt "I want the car."

This means that we

do not know whether either the accusative or the definite
article are obligatory in the utterance.

Apart from

problems peculiar to monomorphemic utterances,, a number
of grammatical morphemes are not fully predicted by
context.

For example, the occurrence of the diminutive

suffix on a noun is governed by stylistic, rather than
grammatical, considerations.

In the examination of the

acquisition of grammatical morphemes in Chapter 3 we will
consider such problems in greater detail.
2.2

Measures of ;productivity
Having ascertained that a given morpheme is used

correctly inTa certain percentage of. obligatory contexts*
we are!able to.say something about the degree to which
the child controls the semantics, of the .morpheme.

However,
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we are unable to state bow this control is exercised.
It may be that the accusative occurs correctly because the
child possesses a large number of amalgams with nouns in
the accusative and is in control of the semantics of the •
accusative.

Alternatively, the child may have succeeded in

isolating the accusative through superimpositdon and may
use it productively.

In this sense, use in amalgams is

distinctly opposed to productive use.

When we consider

morphotactic rules andgmtactic transformations, we are
only interested in productivity, since the occurrence of
some phonological alteration in an amalgam really tells
us little about learning of the phonological rule involved.
On the other hand, studies of morpheme acquisition may show
us that a child controls either the semology or phonology
of a lexical item, even before that item is productive.
The possibility of control of certain basic semological
features was mentioned in Prediction #9 of Part I.
Productivity is best demonstrated by the extension
of a morpheme or rule to a new instance.

Through the use

of nonsense items, we can test for the productivity of
morphemes and rules.

In spontaneous speech data, such as

that reviewed in this Part, we have no such experimental
evidence and must limit our judgment of productivity to those
errors and over-generalizations which betoken productivity.
Additionally, we note that the use of a morpheme or rule
in a wide variety of contexts suggests that this morpheme
or rule cannot be generated simply through amalgams.
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The reason why it is so important to make estimates
of morpheme productivity is that these estimates are crucial
to the accurate assessment of M.L.U.

If a suffix shows

no productivity, it need never he counted as an independent
morpheme in the M.L.U. ratio of morphemes/utterance.
However, if the suffix is always productively attached to
the root, then it must always he counted in total number
of morphemes in the utterance.
The present means of estimating productivity must
he viewed as purely exploratory.

Basically the estimate

is based upon simultaneous use of five major criteria:
1)

The number and range of roots with which the suffix
cooccurs. If a suffix only occurs on one root, there
can he little reason to impute productivity.

It is

also necessary to note whether the roots with which
the suffix cooccurs also occur in several forms
(i.e. with different suffixes).

2)

If a given root were

restricted to cooccurrence with only one suffix, one
would he cautious about imputing productivity.
The presence of error data can provide very strong
evidence for morpheme productivity. Since erroneous
forms are not found in the input, they must he the
results of productive generation by the child.

3)

Experimental data gathered from Berko-type tests or
other work with nonsense items may illustrate clear
productivity. Mote that the issue of analogy vs. rules
is not involved in productivity estimates, since either
type of formation may he viewed as productive.

4)

Consideration must also be given to the complexity
level of the phonological rules involved in a given
set of formations. Eor example, if a large number of
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the child’s plurals are formed through bound rules and
it appears that the child is still at level II (see
section 3.52 of Part I) in his learning of the
phonological rules involved in Hungarian plural

5)

formation, then it would be most unlikely that such
forms should be the result of productive attachment.
Finally, productivity estimates of earlier periods
form a base-line against which productivity at later
times may be estimated. The disappearance of errors
should not be taken to involve a decline in productivity.
It is not clear to what extent these working

criteria can be further elaborated into a measure of
morpheme productivity with statistically demonstrable
reliability.

For this reason, we must remind the reader

that these estimates should be treated as nothing more
than estimates.

However, without attempting such

estimation, we would clearly underestimate the M.L.TJ.
for Hungarian children.

Alternatively, one cannot

simply assume that all morphemes, formative and flectional,
are productive in all utterances.

In the age-level

studied here, questions of non-concurrent productivity
are not of importance, since thre is no evidence for
productivity of any formative suffix,

nonetheless,

the problem of concurrent vs. non-concurrent productivity
is of real importance beginning with the middle of the
third year.
We should also note here that morphologically
opaque forms must be counted as single lexical items in
both child and adult speech.

For example, engem "me’’
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is the accusative of the IPS Personal Pronoun, hut it fails
to show any evidence of the attachment of the accusative
suffix.

Although

we list such forms in our tally of

accusatives used by the child, they cannot figure into
our estimates of percentage productivity.
Associated with the question of affix productivity
is the question of root productivity.

A general criteria

of morpheme counting seems to be that all roots are judged
to be lexical items, unless their appearance is limited
to a small group of phrases.

In theory, we could test

the productivity of non-grammatical morphemes by setting up
situations in which their use would be obligatory.

We

could ask children to name pictures in a book, or colors
of beads.

Much of this would amount to vocabulary

testing and would only serve to convince us that most
roots are productive.

The few roots whose productivity

we might question are those whose grammatical function
requires that they be associated with some contextspecification.

Let us give an example of this problem.

A Level III, Zoli used the phrase t b m e bacsi "Uncle
dwarf" to refer to a small plastic doll with a shape like
that of one of Snow White’s dwarfs in the Disney production.
It was clear that bdcsi "Uncle" was used quite productively
at this time.

In fact, it is likely that Zoli had had

experience analysing phrases such as Janos bacsi "Uncle
John" by .'.subtracting the known bacsi and leaving a
residue Janos which could then be assigned to the
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individual person or object in question.

If Zoli had

only named the doll with the full fora torpe bacsi. we
would have been uncertain whether to count one or two lexical
items.

However, our analysis of the semantics of the

phrase, together with our knowledge of the productivity
of bacsi in Zoli's speech, would suggest that Zoli
should have been able to associate tSrpe with the particular
toy in question.

It turns out that torpe was, in fact,

an independent lexical item, since Zoli used it without
bdcsi and even inflected it for the accusative.

On the

other hand, at Level III, Zoli used the copula van only
in phrases such as ott van

"there is."

Although Zoli

was able to use ott somewhat productively, there is reason
to believe that van was bound to phrasal appearance.

The

semantics of the copula must include a context specification,
since the copula is deleted in certain constructions.
Moreover, the exact meaning of the copula may be viewed
as somewhat abstract.

Here, semantic complexity, together

with the distributional facts, points towards non-productivity
of the copula.

In the terms of the model of Part I, the

nature of storage makes it possible for a lexical item to
be productive and yet still participate in phrases and
idioms.

In our discussion of syntax, we will pay some

further attention to these possibilities.
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2.3

Calculation of M.L.U.
In addition to isolation of morphemes, calculation

of M.L.TJ. requires isolation of utterances.

The essential

criterion we have adopted in isolating utterances is that
an utterance should he a sequence of one or more meaningful
items which may, through, a process of reconstruction,
he mapped onto a grammatical sentence.

Below, we consider

in some detail the steps required hy this reconstruction.
A second major criterion for utterance isolation, is that
utterances should he identifiable with distinct intonational
groupings.

For example, several repetitions of the same

word can he judged as separate utterances, only when the
intonational envelope for each repetition is complete
in itself.

In English, this usually means that, even

on single words, intonation should rise in the middle
and fall at the end, when a declaration is made.

If the

falling final contour is absent, we may he dealing with
word repetition as a hesitation phenomenon and each
repetition need not he assigned to a separate utterance.
It is not possible to judge utterance boundaries
simply hy the presence or absence of puases, since both
children and adults frequently split up and merge--utterances.
The most general key to utterance isolation seems to he
mapping onto grammatical sentences.

Reconstruction moves

from left to right ithroiigh.-the child's utterance; the goal
is to integrate as many items as. .possible into one
reconstructed sentence.

In, making the reconstruction, it
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may be necessary to
1)

correct lexical, phonological, syntactic, and semantic
errors.

AH

such corrections are done in the context

of the known varieties of child errors in the language,
i.e. in the context of the information of Part II;
2)

insert

missing lexical items.

Such insertion can he

backed-up. by knowledge gained from studies of morpheme

3)

productivity, although circularity of prediction must
be avoided;
detect hesitation phenomena and correct for their

4)

effects; and
make allowances for child ellipsis.

Child ellipsis differs from adult ellipsis in the sense
that children are often ignorant of the rules permitting
such formations.

There is no clear evidence that,

from the very beginning of speech, monorhemes are actually
attempts to express both subject and predicate or both
topic and comment.

It may be that tcpic-comment structuring

is a universal of semetic structure, but that in their
first utterances children may utter comments without
topics, or topics without comments.

Mapping monorhemes

and isolated noun-phrases onto sentences, we must interpolate
missing comments or predicates.
As in the case of judgments of obligatory contexts,
what appears to be a set of highly abstract criteria
becomes rather concrete in practice.

Perhaps the most

difficult part of utterance isolation is the utilization
of intonational data to separate repeated utterances
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from hesitation repetitions; the “border-line is often
unclear.

Hopefully, other researchers -will continue

to supplement these rather preliminary criteria with more
explicit criteria of their own.

It would seem that, when

more fully defined, the M.L.U. figure could serve as an
important base-line for cross-cultural studies.

In the

current work of Slob in and associates on Turkish, English,
Italian, and Serbo-Croatian acquisition, M.L.U. figures
are made less language-dependent by standardizing
individual M.L.U.’s against a sample of at least 40
subjects in each language.

Through such a device, it

might “be possible to subtract the inflations of M.L.U.
which seem to occur in agglutinating languages such as
Hungarian and Turkish.

It may be that a more accurate

index of linguistic maturity would be some composite
score including the M.L.U. along with the type/token
ratio.

Later, we will discuss the possibility of

situational factors affecting the M.L.U. figure.
Calculation of the M.L.U. has required us to
establish criteria for isolating both the lexical item
and the utterance.

The decisions made here then feed

into the three major topics we raise in this present
work.

In our study of productivity of phonological

rules, it is important to know whether or not a suffix
is productively attached to a root.

In accounting for

syntactic learning, isolation of productive lexical items
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allows us to decide which ordering require explanation
through syntactic rule.

Moreover, delineation of the

utterance allows us to see clearly the totality of
semantic relations involving a given item.

In our study

of the acquisition of grammatical morphemes, estimations
of lexical productivity provide us with a base-line
against which we can judge varying levels of progressively
fuller acquisition.

Thus, we see that the M.L.U. is

based upon certain fundamental decisions which affect
a number of other measures.
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3.0

Acquisition of gra«matical morphemes

3.1

Zoli I
As -we can see by glancing at Table YIII, at the

time of the first observations Zoli is just beginning to
produce significant quantities of speech.

In view of our

discussion in Part II section 5.411, we would not expect
to find any productive morphology in a child with an
M.L.U. of 1.10.

However, it may be that Zoli has

acquired at this time some sense of the diminutive -ka.
-ke as a productive lexical item.

Acquisition of the

diminutive cannot be studied through observation of
obligatory contexts, because the diminutive is a stylistic
embellishment.

In order to prove that the diminutive is

productive, we need to find that the child uses a number
of words both in their basic form and with the diminutive
attached.

In the few words we have gathered from this time

(during four hours of observation!), Zoli uses only two
diminutives: egerke "mouse+dim." and bacsika "uncle+dim."
The latter is used twice to refer to the investigator.
The important point is that bacsika contrasts with bacsi
(without the diminutive), the latter being used eleven
times.

If we had more evidence of this sort, we could

conclude that the diminutive is productive at Zoli I,
but we have no more evidence.
morphemes at Zoli I.

There are other grammatical

The accusative appears on an imitation;

we find the past on the irregular elment "away+go+past";
and the definite article occurs in the phrases ott a
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"there's the" and az anvuci. "the mommy."

Of these,

only the definite article shows any indications of
potential productivity, in that it combines with at
least two elements which also appear without the definite
article.

However, in view of the difficulty of the

semantics governing the article, it is unlikely that
there is any productivity at this time.

In summary,

the only morpheme which might show some productivity is
the diminutive, and the diminutive is not really a
grammatical morpheme, but rather a formative suffix,
3.2

Zoli II
Despite the large increase in M.l.U. at the

level of Zoli II, Zoli's set of grammatical morphemes
is modest.

The flectional

affixes which show any evidence

of productivity are: the accusative, the sign of possession,
the past, the IPS definite*, the 3PS definite, certain
prefixes, and the definite article.

We will discuss

these morphemes in that order, ending with a short
discussion of Zoli's locative system and his use of
diminutive formative.'
In a total of sixteen obligatory contexts, Zoli
provides only seven correct accusatives.

It appears

that, at this age, Zoli has just begun analysis of the
accusative as a productive morpheme.

Zoli's omissions

of the accusative can be attributed to the general non-

* Unless possession is indicated by "poss.," all suffixes
indicating person and number, such as IPS, are verbal
suffixes.
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productivity of the suffix.

In six of the nine omissions,

Zoli fails to attach the accusative to telefon ""telephone,"
hut in three others the common words kutya "dog," baba
"doll," and kicsi "little one" lack the inflection.
In another sentence, Zoli correctly supplies the accusative,
when asking for masik babat "another doll+acc."

In general,

it appears that Zoli has coded a number of his favorite
roots in both nominative and accusative.

When a root :

such as telefon. which is only coded in the nominative,
is used, it results in accusative omission.

For other

nouns, however, Zoli selects the accusative amalgams with
more than chance accuracy.

These selections are correct

morphophonemically, since they are generated as amalgams.
Thus, babat "doll+acc." and tSrpet "dwarf+acc." show
correct final vowel lengthening and torayot J’tower+acc."
shows correct vowel-deletion.

So far, we have presented

evidence suggesting that the accusative is not productive,
but accurately controlled through amalgams.

Hote that

this, in itself, is evidence that the child is beginning
to control the semantics of the accusative.

Specifically,

in all seven correct utterances, the accusative marks
either an object which the child desires, or an object
the child wants to build.

Moreover, the child never uses

an accusative amalgam when a nominative is required.

It

may be that the suffix has just begun to develop some
independent productivity, since Zoli, in one utterance,
says toronyt "tower+acc." without the required internal
vowel-deletion.

This contrasts with his correct uggof

:
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torayot and points toward beginning productivity.
Table U

In

we chart figures for the acquisition and produc

tivity of the various grammatical morphemes to be discussed
in this chapter.

In effect, that table is a summary of

the results of the' present discussion.

Since Zoli uses

the accusative in seven of the required sixteen contexts,
acquisition is at the 44# level.

In light of the discussion

immediately above, we estimate productivity of the suffix
at only 10#.

Both figures can be found in Table IX.

Zoli uses the sign of possession ^
and makes no errors of omission.

nine times

However, his use of the

suffix is restricted to two lexical forms: Zolikae
"Zolika's" and Andid "Andi's."

It is clear that Zoli has

some awareness of the semantics of possession and the meaning
of the sing of possession.

In fact the sign of possession

emerges, before the possessive construction or the suffixes
of personal possession.

However, we cannot be sure at this

time that the sign of possession is highly productive,
since its occurrence pattern is too restricted.
estimate productivity at 20#.

We might

However, it is clear that

Zoli has control of the semantics of the sign of possession.
The past tense mornheme;-ott. -ett. -ott. -t appears
in seven utterances with no errors of omission.

Two

of these uses involve what appear to be non-referential
phrases .iott az anyuci "came the mommy" and anyuci elment
"mommy left.','

In both cases, Zoli was simply vocalizing

his desires or fears, since there was no evidence that
his mother had either arrived or left recently.

On the
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other hand, Zoli may have been responding to some unknown
cue regarding his mother's comings and goings, or he may
have been verbalizing memories.

The other five uses of the

past conform to the general rule that early child pasts refer
to immediately completed actions:

elvette "away+take+past,"

elvitte a Moncsi "away+take+past the Moncsi," elvitte
Andika "away+take+past Andika," megettem "perf.+eat+past,"
and elromlott "away+break+past."

Given limitations in

the child's ability to order events sequentially (Piaget,
1946), it is not surprising that the first past tense
uses should be for immediately completed events.

Zoli

seems to be in command of the essential semantics of the
past tense.

However, there is little evidence that the

morpheme is productive.

Pive of the six past tense verbs

Zoli used are formed through irregular patterns; only
elromlott "away+break+past" follows the general paradigm.
It is unlikely that Zoli could have learned the difficult
alternations involved here.
In a total of twelve obligatory contexts, Zoli
supplied the IPS Definite five times.

Of the five correct

uses, four involved kerem "want+lPS" and one involved
megettem "perf.+eat+past+lPS."

In the past tense, the

IPS definite is homonymous with the IPS indefinite;
therefore, we have no clear evidence, in the case of
IPS past forms, of awareness of the distinction between
Definite and Indefinite conjugations.

Nor is it likely

that Zoli was clear about the definiteness of kerem. since
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the verb ker usually takes a definite object in the
utterances that might be produced by children.

As we

observed in section 7.23b of Part II, many children call
themselves by their own name, rather than be the first
person pronoun.

It may be that the seven omissions of

IPS suffixes are really errors in pronoun use, rather
that suffix use.
suffix

The one use of the IPS indefinite

in torayot euitek "tower+acc build+lPS" seems

■^ather exceptional.

The correct OY word-order, the success

ful internal vowel-deletion

in toronv. the use of the

accusative, and the IPS indefinite itself all suggest that
this utterance is a memorized phrase.

In general, we find

no evidence for awareness of the indefinite-definite
distinction, although there seems to be some beginning
awareness of the semantics of a first person verb.

There

are no over-generalizations of the IPS to contexts requiring
a 3PS verb; this indicates some control fo the semantics
of the first person singular.

There is no evidence that

either of the IPS suffixes are productive.
The 3PS indefinite is never omitted from required
contexts, but occurs when the IPS is required.

Since

the 3PS Indefinite is a zera-derivation from the verb root,
it is difficult to speak of either its acquisition or its
productivity, just as it is difficult to speak of the
acquisition of the nominative or the basic degree of
the adjective.

These forms only achieve definition through

the progressive differentiation of the marked forms.

On
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-the other hand, the 3PS definite has markers in all the
tenses.

Unfortunately, the past tense of the 3PS definite

is -a. -e which is earily confused with the definite
article -a on a following noun-phras e.

In fact, the

•

Definite conjugation seems to have arisen from such a
source.

Zoli uses 3PS definite past verbs eight times,

but in each case this ambiguity arises. It may be that the
child is coding both the verbal suffix and the article,
but eliding them in pronunciation.

In the present the

3PS definite has a clearer form -i. -,ia.

Zoli uses a

3PS definite present once: elveszi "away+take+3PS-def."
If the omissions of the IPS suffix were actually motivated
by the presence of the child's name in semological
structure, then six of these are also omissions of the
3PS definite, since the unmarked 3PS indefinite verb
root is used, although the object is definite.
Zoli supplied verbal prefixes on seven verb forms.
Five of these involve the prefix el- "away.”

Like the.

other locative verbal prefixes, el- codes not only
direction or motion to a position, but may also code
perfeciivity or completion of an action.

Thus, elment

"away+went" codes an obvious movement away from the
speaker, but el-romlott "perf.+break+past" codes perfectivity
of the "breaking," as well as some vague directionality
of the broken particles.
el -rmnl ott

For Zoli's forms elment "away+went,"

"away+broke," elvitte "away+took," elvette

"away+grabbed," and elveszi "away+takes" we have no
occurrences of the verb roots independently of the verbal
prefixes.

For this reason, and becaase of the probable
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difficulty the child would face in separating out the
semantics of el-, we would conclude that it is not yet
productive.

In the form megettem."perf.+eat+past+lPS"

we find the perfective prefix meg-, hut it occurs nowhere
else and there are no “independent occurrences of the
verb "eat."

Only in the case of the prefix vissza-

"back" do we find evidence of productivity: the child
uses the verb root .iSn "come" both independently and in
combination with vissza- in vissza.ion "baek+comes."
Although vissza-. like all verbal prefixes, codes a
certain level of perfectivity, its chief function and
main meaning is simply the coding of the Locative concept
of returning to an earlier position.
As we mentioned just above, the 3PS Definite
-a. -e may be confused with the definite article a.
This means that, whenever a 3PS definite verb should be .
followed by a definite article, it is not possible to
distinguish the effects of elision from the omission of ■either the article or the verbal suffix.

For this reason

such ambiguous cases cannot be included in the count
of omissions vs. insertions in obligatory contexts.

Where-

ever we discuss the definite article or the 3PS definite,
henceforth such corrections have been made.
With this correction, we find that Zoli supplied
the definite article nineteen times in a total of
thirty-seven required contexts.

It is clear that article

usage is not determined solely by the existence of lexical
amalgams linking, articles- to>only certain nouns, since a
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number of the nouns involved occur both with and without
articles#

The one exception to this general pattern of

usage variation is the apparent amalgam az anyu "the mother.”
Zoli uses this amalgam as-the chief way of referring to
his mother and az occurs nowhere else. Although Zoli
supplies the article at the 51# level, we should remember
that such production is not strictly reflective of
chance behavior.

If Zoli didn’t realize that the article

has some function vis a vis the noun, his performance
would be much worse.

In fact, we never find the article

used in any position other than prenominal.

Zoli’s

performance at this age suggests that he is not yet
aware that the article codes definiteness, but that he has
deduced that it codes the feature /+quality/.

This

deduction may proceed from his knowledge of the syntactic
distribution of the article.

Prom similar information,

the child may deduce that this item is specified for
occurrence in the context of a root marked as /+object/.
In order to learn how the article expressed definiteness,
the child must subject a number of amalgams to lexical
superimposition.

It may be that such superimposition

cannot occur until the child understands how some object
may be indefinite.

In the meantime, the child’s usage of

the article seems random within the area delimited by its
deduced semantic feature of /+quality/.

This randomness
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may "be a result of some ambiguity bias (secticn 2.317) in
the coding of the context specification.

This bias

may reflect the fact that, in the input, nouns often
occur without articles.

In general, we would conclude

that the article is partially productive at this time,
but that it does not yet code definiteness.

Productivity

is estimated at 30$.
It is worth noting that, at level II, Zoli shows
no evidence of having acquired any of the locative
suffixes.

Instead, Zoli expresses locative notions

through the use of the adverbials itt "here,” ott "there,"
ide "hither," oda "thither," hoi? " w h e r e ? a n d benne
"inside it" along with the verbal prefixes vissza- "back"
and el- "away."

As we saw, the last of these is

probably unproductive.

Additionally, Zoli uses the

phrase ott kint "there outside" in response to the query
"Where’s your mother?"

It may be that this is simply

a unit, but the fact that ott is common by itself and
that analysis of ott kint should be transparent semantically
and morphologically, might lead us to wonder whether
Zoli might not understand its formation.

If such units

can be productively composed by very young children, this
might be a reflection of the tendency for languages to
concretize spatial areas (as in Thai, for example).
We saw that there was some evidence for the productivity
of the diminutive at Level I.

At Level II this evidence is

somewhat mere conclusive: each of the four roots to which
Zoli attaches the diminutive is also present in an uninflected
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form.

Tims, it seems unlikely that each of these four

diminutives could be nothing more than amalgams.

It is

difficult to assess the course of acquisition of the
semantics of the diminutive, since use of the diminutive is
up to the discretion of the speaker.
In addition to the grammatical morphemes we have
discussed in some detail, Zoli also uses the infinitive,
the imperative, the 2PP verbal suffix, and the plural
without any evidence of productivity, but simply as
fractions of amalgams.
In summary, Zoli seems to have developed some
understanding of the meaning of a number of grammatical
forms without developing much productivity of these forms.
This apparent contradiction is explicable in terms of
the model developed in Part I: the child developed
facility with the semantics of the grammatical devices
involved through first learning their use in amalgams,
later, when a number of amalgams are acquired, analysis
and superimposition yield independent productive morphemes.
Ease of analysis and superimposition can be affected
by either semantic or morphological complexity.

At this

level, Zoli shows beginning productivity with the accusative,
the definite article, and the prefix vissza-

"back."

Additionally, he makes use of a number of locative adverbs
and the diminutive.
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3.3

Zoli III
Our sample of Zoli’s speech, at Level III is far

larger than the equivalent sample at Level II.

Although

Zoli talked far more at Level III, the M.L.U. shows only
a slight increase.

We bielieve that this is due to a

tendency in the second sample for Zoli to produce utterances
at the level of his competence.

However, it appears that

the growth in productivity of g-'ammatical morphemes continues
its increase at this time.

In fact, as we shall see,

there even seems to he a spurt in productivity of grammatical
morphemes at this time*

We. shall treat the various mor

phemes in this order: the plural, the dative, the
instrumental, the accusative, the sign of possession, the
possessive suffixes, the IPS verbal suffix, the 1PP suffix,
the 2PS suffix, the 3PS suffix, the 3PP suffix, the past,
the imperative, the infinitive, the -ik marker, the
various locatives, the definite article, the indefinite
article, and the diminutive.
The first morpheme we will consider is the plural
suffix: -ok. -6k. -3k. -ak. -k. -ek.

At Level II we

found only one occurrence of the plural and that in an
apparent amalgam csecsemok "infants,” used in reference to
the room where the infants slept.

At Level II we found no

plural verbs or adjectives of plural quantity, but at
Level III, as we shal.l see shortly,- Zoli begins to use
plural verbs with some frequency and the adjective sok
"many" appears in the utterance ott sok aut<5 van "there
many car is."

Given these changes in the verbs, we sensed
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that the absence of the plural might be due to sampling
error.

In order to elicit plurals, we posed Berko-type

questions essentially like those of the study in Part I.
In response to nine such questions, Zoli supplied seven
plurals and two forms which show final-vowel insertion,
but no k-attachment.

Only three of the nine questions

involved nonsense words, but each of these three elicited
correct plurals.

In section 4.3 below we discuss phonological

aspects of these plurals. .In view of Zoli’s excellent
performance on the elicitation questions, together with
the occurrence of incorrect linking-vowels in two of the
plurals, we are impelled to conclude that the plural
has some productivity at this time.
productivity at 60#.

We estimate this

On the other hand, agreement errors

from Zoli which we noted in sections 7.12d-e of Part II
show that Zoli is not yet in full command of the semantics
of the plural.

However, it is my impression that the

absence of unelicited plurals is not due so much to lack
of semantic control, as to sampling errors.
In eleven obligatory contexts, Zoli used the dative
a total of eight times.

Pive of the correct datives

used the form Zoli taCnak MZ o l i k a + d a t . t h e other three
correct datives were bdcsinak "Uncle4dat.," Monna-i n«v
"Moncsi-fdat.," and the pronoun nekem "dat.+lPS."

Since we

have no further evidence from errors or use with nonsense
words, we cannot conclude that the dative is highly
productive at this time and we estimate productivity at
30#.

However, the relatively high level of correct usage
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in obligatory contexts shows that Zoli has control of
the basic semantics of the case.

Five of the correct

uses involve the verb ad "gives” or the verb kan "get"
incorrectly extended to mean "give."

The other three

correct uses involve varieties of possessive constructions:
most nekem van tBrSlkSzSm "now to-me is towel+lPS-poss.,"
ez ba.iusz a bicsinak "this moustache the uncle+dat.,"
and ninesen sz&k a Moncsinak "is-not chair the Monesi+dat."
In these sentences Zoli illustrates his ability to use
the dative both when the possessor is attached to the
possessed in a noun-phrase and when the possessor is
made into the subject of the copula van or the negative
copula ninesen.

We also mentioned that there were three >

cases of omitted datives.

In one of these the noun

requiring the dative is the indirect object of ad "give."
In the next possible omission it is not entirely clear
that the dative is required.

Thus, Zoli says Moncsi is

"Moncsi too" to indicate that the experimenter should
also give Moncsi a kiss.

This elliptical phrase can be

mapped onto either "G-ive Moncsi a kiss tool" or "Moncsi
should also get a kiss from you."

If we accept the latter,

more complex, interpretation, no dative is required on
Moncsi.

The last omission involves a noun as a beneficiary.

Zoli says szabad a Zolika "permitted the Zolika," when he
means something like hadd legyen szabad a ZolikaCnak "let
it be permitted for Zolika."

In general, we have seen that

there is evidence that Zoli understands the use of the
dative to mark the possessor or the receiver (which may
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similar in semological structure), but that we cannot yet
establish the productivity of the dative as a lexical item.
The instrumental-comitative -val. -vel etc.. which
was absent at level II, appears to be partially productive
at level III.

We estimate its productivity at 30#.

Zoli

uses the instrumental eighteen times, and it was not possible
to identify a single context in which a required instrumental
was omitted.

Let us examine these eighteen uses of the

instrumental by type.

Five of these uses represent

expressions of the comitative.

These five are: elbu.i

Moncsival "hides with Moncsi,"

anucival mentem "with

Daddy went+lPS," anvucival mentem "mommy+com. went+l?S,"
ottan lak kicsival "there lives little-one+com.," and
Moncsival "Moncsi+com."

The last of these five was

simply an imitation of a previous adult sentence.

In

five other uses the instrument is a means of transportation,
the automobile.

Of course, it is possible that the child

uses the instrumental in autdval "by car" in the sense of
a locative or even a comitative; but there is no reason
in Zoli's case to believe that it is not functioning as
a true instrumental.

Six other uses of the instrumental

are associated with the verb .idtszik "plays"; in three of
these the investigator asks Zoli mivel idtszol? "What are
you playing with?" and Zoli replies correctly tgrueb^csival
"dwarf-uncle+instr.," rdka-kdm£val "fox+instr.," and
J^nos bdcsi nindval "Uncle John pipe+instr."

The most

clearly instrumental use of -val -vel is in the sentence •
ott mos-rm> gy-a-p-parmai "there wash+IPP soap+instr."

The
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attachment:.of:,the.;unBtrumental-coiHi.tative :to a variety
of bases at Level III forms a number of words which, are
unlikely candidates for amalgams.

For example, the word

tbrpeb^csival "dwarf-uncle+instr.” was correctly supplied
as an answer to a question, but would have little other
value in Zoli's speech.

In 7.241b we cite two confusions

of the instrumental with other cases.
Zoli's use of the accusative presents us with a
rather puzzling pattern.

In a :total of 193 obligatory

contexts, Zoli supplies the accusative suffix -ot. -St.
-St. -et.-t in 130 instances.

This accuracy at the 71#

level shows progress over the 44# accuracy of Level II.
At the earlier level, there was evidence of beginning
productivity, while it was clear that most of Zoli's
accusatives were amalgams.

In the present sample we

have additional evidence of productivity in the form of
erroneous formations, i.e. odat (section 7.241b of Part II)
and £nt (section 5.43i of Part II).

Moreover, the increase

in Zoli’s vocabulary means that we find a far greater
variety of roots with accusatives at Level III.

However,

it is probably that, even at this time, many of the
accusative forms are actually amalgams.

The relative

scarcity of erroneous formations should not be taken as
proof that Zoli has acquired all the rules governing
accusative formation at. this time.

Bather, he seems to be

proceeding carefully with the process of analysis.

For

those items whose accusatives can be successfully generated
through rules already under his command, the amal ga-ma begin
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to lose importance.

Other forms are generated through

amalgams and by-pass the productive rules.

We estimate

productivity at 45% for the accusative.
The puzzling aspect of Zoli's use of the accusative
is not its role as ajproductive morpheme, but the fact that
its omission occurs in a rather unpredictable manner.
We have attempted to compare the 193 contexts in terms
both of the verbs and object noun roots involved and have
been unable to find, for example, that accusatives are
frequently omitted with certain verbs or verb types, or
that accusatives always are attached to certain nouns.
Moreover omissions of the accusative do not seem to occur
more in either simpler or more complex utterances.

At

level II, it was possible to view the omissions of the
accusative as results of the weak productivity of this
morpheme.

This was possible because we could view

successful uses of the accusative as the result of use
of amalgams.

At Level III, however, this explanation is

no longer available; since, as we have said, most nouns
which appear with correct accusatives also appear with
accusatives omitted.

For this reason, we are forced to

consider a more abstract account of accusative omissions,
an account which mya have some relevance to the earlier *
stage.
In section 7.247 of Part II we cited seven utterances
in which Zoli used an accusative where the unmarked
nominative was required.

Additionally, we found an
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extension of the accusative to a deictic adverb and
its confusion with the dative and the sign of possession
(section 7.241b).

Together, these errors demonstrate

that Zoli is not yet in full command of the essential
semantics of the accusative.

In transciptions from

another subject, Andi, we find a similar pattern, of
over-generalization of the accusative to. other cases..
When this, over-generalization is compared with the 63
omissions of the accusative, it leads one to suspect
that

the child is unable to form a clear concept of

the accusative.

In one version- of semantic theory,

the accusative is attached to that noun which is a
patient in a deep structure clause which is subordinated
to a causative verb.

It is difficult to know how the

child approaches such a formulation and what should be
the component aspects of this learning.

However it may

be that it is not just isolation of the semological
context of the accusative which presents a difficulty to
Zoli, but also determination of the structural relations
in any given utterance.

In other words, until Zoli

developes greater facility at recognizing the patients
of verbs of clauses subordinated to clauses, there will
be some error caused simply by the complexity of the
determination of the accusative context.
Zoli uses the sign of possession

forty-seven

times in a total of fifty-four obligatory contexts.
Identification of obligatory contexts for this suffix is
not at all difficult, since both the syntax and the situation
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often converge in providing unambiguous information.
At Level II it was not clear whether the sign of possession
was used productively.

At Level III there is somewhat more

evidence for its productivity, since the number of roots
with the sign of possession has gronw from two to six.
We estimate productivity of the sign of possession at 55#.
Since the sign of possession has only one form, and since
its attachment alters roots only through the one rule of
final vowel lengthening, there should be little difficulty
in completing its analysis.

It seems likely that the suffix

is productive by this time.

The correct usage rate of

87# approaches that of the criterion level of 90#.

It

this level, it seems that failures to use the sign of
possession are due to performance factors rather than
failure to understand the meaning of the suffix.

Unlike

the accusative, which was frequently confused with other
cases including the nominative, there is no pattern-of
incorrect use of the sign of possession (but see section
7.222 of Part II for one error).

For this reason, it is

difficult to maintain that the child is experiencing
difficulties in computing the semantics governing the
suffix.

In general, then, we find that the sign of possession

has become productive and has nearly reached the criterion
established for acquisition.

Here we may also note that

we have recorded only one occurrence of a possessive
pronoun at Level III in the utterance nem a tied *'not the
y c u t 's .11
Of the six suffixes of personal possession, singular
and plural of the three persons, Zoli only makes use of
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the IPS poss. -om. -gm. -gm. -em, -am, -m and the 3PS
poss. —a, -e. -.ja, -.ie.

Of these two the latter occurs

somewhat more frequently with a total of nine appearances
against four appearances of the former.

Assessment of

obligatory contexts for the possessive in Hungarian runs
up against a number of problems and these problems are
particularly acute in the case of the 3PS.

When the

possessor is expressed in the surface with a separate
noun, it is easy to recognize omissions and correct usages.
For example, if the child says ez a Moni autd.ia "this the
Moni car+3PS poss.," we assume that Moni is the possessor
of the car and that the possession is correctly marked by
-ja.

If the child says ez a Moni autd "this the Moni car,"

we still assume that Moni is the possessor, but now we
conclude that possession has not been coded and that the
3PS poss. has been omitted.
omissions.

At Zoli III we have nine such

Five of these omissions are of the structure

just discussed.

Two occur when the possessed noun

obligatorily bears an additional suffix: ez a B a m a
gombdk "This the B a m a button+plural" (=These are Barna’s
buttons) and Janos bacsi ninaval "John Uncle pipe+instrumental"
(=with Uncle John’s pipe)e

In these two cases, addition

of the possessive would incur problems with suffix ordering
and/or context-specifications.

In another omission,

the possessor, which happens to be marked with the optional
dative, follows the possessed; but it is clear from the
situation that a possessive relation is intended: ez
ba.iusz a bacsinak "this is moustache the uncle+dat."
Finally, one omission occurs when the possessed object
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is the subject of the copula: ninesen sz£k a Moncsinak
"is-not chair the Moncsi+dat." (=Moni has no chair).

Here

the fact that sz£k "chair" should receive possessive
inflection is clear from both the syntax and the situation.
However, when we turn our attention to assessing
obligatory contexts in which the possessor is not lexicalized,
we often cannot determine the child's referential intent.
For example, Zoli says ez a kicsi k&nenve "this the little
chimney+3PS poss.” (=This is its little chimney).

At the

time Zoli is looking out through a glass door towards a
distnat chimney atop a large hospital building.

Perhaps,

Zoli uses the possessive intentionally to express the
fact that the chimney belonged to the large building as a
part to the whole.

On the other hand, it is also possible

that the possessive is quite superfluous, or even that
some other possessor is intended.

Since the possessive

suffix in Hungarian codes no gender, we cannot use the
distinction in English between the genders of possessive
adjectives to narrow down the possibilities for correct
reference.

In the case of seven of the nine uses of the

3PS possessive, there is no way we can be sure that the
suffix is not superfluous (compare section 5.211 of Part
II), since no possessor is lexicalized.

In only one of

these seven cases is there any information in the situation
which mitigates for a conclusion that the suffix is used
correctly.

Here, Zoli is pointing to a car owned by

Moni's father when.he says an.ia az aut<5 "father + 3?S
poss. the car" (= her father's car).
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This is a double possessive and the possessive suffix is
omitted from the second possession, the car.

The two

correct uses of the possessive with a possessor lexicalized
include one phrase from a popular song which is surely
an aTna.lgrfl.Tn and one phrase in which'the possessive suffix
may actually be nothing more than a linking-vowel not
yet coded as /± segment/.
We have treated the 3PS possessive in such detail
because it would be misleading to simply observe that it
is supplied "correctly" in nine out of eighteen "obligatory"
contexts.

It is clear that Zoli has begun to use a number

of possessive forms, but they are probably all amalgams.
Moreover, in all of the cases except that of an.ia in
an.ia az aut<5 their attachment may be actually incorrect.
Given this pattern, we might even imagine that the possessive
on ap.ia is superfluous.

This interpretation is supported

by the fact that Zoli says elment anyuk£.ia "away+went
mommy +3PS poss." (=his mother left), when it is clear
that he is simply talking about his own mother and
should have said anynkfl elment "mommy left."
5.211 of Part II.)

(See section

Mot only is the suffix unproductive,

but there is no reason to believe that Zoli fully under
stands its meaning.
The IPS possessive occurs correctly four times in
six obligatory contexts.

lacking a 2PS possessive, Zoli

uses the IPS possessive for the 2PS possessive in six
cases with two lexical items (see section 7.241c of Part II).
Together with these extensions of the suffix, the IPS
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possessive appears on five different roots.

Only one

of these five forms is suggestive of suffix productivity:
this is the form s£rgdm "yellow-one+lPS poss.” in the
utterance van s£ra£m "I have a yellow-one."

This

utterance is a reply to the question, "Do you have pretty
shoes?"

In fact, Zoli was wearing white shoes and it is

not immediately clear how this utterance should be interpreted.
Although we cannot establish productivity of the IPS
possessive above the 10% level, it does seem that Zoli
understands the meaning of the amalgams in which it is
involved.

The omissions of the IPS possessive are the

sentence ott 6n a apuci anyuci is "there I the daddy
mommy also" and the phrase envem virdg "mine flower."
In the former possession is expressed by the IPS nomin
ative pronoun, while it is expressed by the IPS possessive
pronoun in the latter.

In the case of the IPS possessive

it is somewhat easier to assess obligatory contexts than
it was for the 3PS possessive, since the only candidate
for the possessor is the speaker.

Although we are never

quite sure what the young child considers to be his own
property, situational information suggests that Zoli only
considers a few objects as clearly his own: kezem "my hand,"
s&rgctm "my yellow," fe.iem "my head," and papucsom "my
slipper."

In general, although the IPS possessive is

controlled through amalgams, Zoli illustrates a relatively
deeper control of its semantics than of the semantics of
the 3PS possessive.

This is understandable, since the

3PS possessive cooccurs with a wide array of possessors,
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whereas the IPS possessive always refers to the speaker.
At Level II we found that, although there was no
evidence for productivity of eitherrof the IPS verbal
suffixes, there were signs of a beginning understanding
of the semantics of the first person verb.

By Level III

it is clear that Zoli has mastered the semantics of the
IPS, since it is supplied in a total of fifty-eight
contexts and omitted only once.

However, the figure of

fifty-eight includes all uses of a IPS suffix with the
definite and the indefinite conjugations, the present
and the past, the transitive and the intransitive, and
verbs with and without the marker -ik in the 3PS indefinite.
To separate out these dimensions, we need to consider
three major groups of verbs.

One set of verbs is marked

with -ik in the 3PS indefinite present, i.e. alszik
"he sleeps."

These verbs are mostly intransitive, but

include a few transitive forms.

In the IPS present of

both the definite and the indefinite, these verbs take the
ending -om. -em. -8m in formal Hungarian.

In colloquial

Hungarian, however, the indefinite -ok. -ek. -Sk is often
used in place of the definite IPS.

The distribution

of the competing forms across sociolinguistic variables
is a very complex question which we cannot handle here.
Moreover, it appears that there are differences between verbs
within this -ik group.

For the intransitive verbs in this

group, use of the colloquial pattern involves

no special

learning, while use of the formal pattern involves either
the formation of insulated amalgams or a rule attaching the
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definite suffix to verbs -with a lexical encoding including
-ik (i.e. a suffix-bound rule).

At this time, Zoli uses

the formal pattern in five contexts and the colloquial
pattern in fifteen contexts.

Ho transitive verbs are

involved.
In order to follow learning of the contrast between
the definite and the indefinite conjugations, we must turn
our attention to verbs not marked by -ik.

If these verbs

are intransitive, the child should only hear them in
the indefinite conjugation, since the definite conjugation
requires a definite object.

At Level III, Zoli attached the

indefinite suffix -ok. -ek. -8k
to five different roots.

correctly seven times

However, this still provides

us no information about the learning of the definiteness
contrast, since the child may be associating indefiniteness
with intransitivity.

It is the group of transitive verbs

which are not marked by -ik which give us information
about learning of this contrast.

Zoli attaches the

definite suffix -om. -em. -gm correctly twenty-one times to
nine different roots.

In the child’s world, transitive

activities usually have definite objects and use of the
definite here could simply be associated with transitivity.
On the other hand, use of Indefinite suffix on a 'Transitive
verb could procide good evidence for acquisition of the
definiteness contrast.

We find four such uses in Zoli’s

speech at this time; all four are errors (see section
7.12 g of Part II for the examples.)

It is in this
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crucial category that we must find correct usage, before
we can attribute to the child learning of marking of the
verb for definiteness of the object.
Three errors provide evidence for some productivity
of both IPS suffixes.

For the indefinite, the form

fgtncok for tdncolok "dance+lPS" seems to be based upon
Zoli's use of the noun tanc
"dances."

dance" for the verb tancol

For the Definite the use of toldom for tolom

and addodam for oda adorn (5.214 of Part II) show the
presence of the superfluous 2PS definite imperative marker
-d.

The attachment of the definite suffix to this erroneous

root amalgam indicates productivity.
ductivity for both suffixes at 30%,

We estimate pro
The increase in IPS

is accompanied by a decrease in the use of the name Zoli
for self-reference (see 7.23b of Part II).
In 7.241d we see that the IPS indefinite occurs
once where the 2PS indefinite is required, whereas the
reverse substitution occurs seven times. On the other hand,
in the same section, we find five cases of complex confusions,
involving errors in mood as well as person, which are over
generalization in the opposite direction.

Apart from person

errors, there are four uses of the 2PS indefinite indicative
in obligatory contexts.

There are two occurrences of the

2PS definite imperative ^d in obligatory contexts.

Using

Cazden's criteria, we would judge acquisition of the 2PS
Indefinite Indicative at 80% and acquisition of the 2PS
definite imperative at 2.00%,

The two errors noted in

section 5.215 of Part II, bujj elsz and bu.ii eld, indicate
some beginning productivity for both of these suffixes,
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which we estimate at 30$.
As we often noted, the 3PS indefinite present
indicative is the basic form of the verb.

We have: seen

above that many of Zoli's verbal inflections are only
slightly productive.

For this reason, it is not surprising

that we find only one utterance in which the 3PS indefinite
indicative is required and some other form is used.

This

one case is the sentence ott mennek aut<5 where a 3PP is
over-generalized (see section 7.12d of Part II).

On

the other hand, Zoli uses 3PS verbs with great frequency;
in this sample we have sixty-five.

Of these sixty-five,

only eight are used where another form is required.

In

each of these eight over-generalizations, the 3PS definite
is replaced by the 3PS indefinite.

These results from Zoli

agree with those of Part II section 7.12d in that the
3PS indefinite indicative appears to be involved in errors
of agreement for number of the subject and definiteness
of the object.

Additionally, as evidenced by the lack

of confusions involving the third person in section 7.241d,
the 3PS does not figure in any other error type.

Evidence

for the "productivity" of the 3PS zero-morpheme is difficult
to obtain.

The best evidence is Zoli's failure to supply

the -ik ending required by certain roots (see section 4.12
e of Part II).

Zole does this regularly with bdj ik.

In

general, we might ask whether it is accurate to consider a
zero-morpheme as a productive linguistic device.
the acquisition of the 3PS

Perhaps

indefinite can be described

more accurately as the result of the process of differentiation
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of the other persons, tenses, conjugations, and moods.
In this sense, the 3PS Indefinite already shows some
stability at Zoli II.
We observed only one 3PS definite present verb at
Zoli II and there is little change in this regard at
Level III.

Zoli uses elveszi "away+take+3PS" once

and omits the definite ending -.ia. -i from four obligatory
contexts.

It is clear that this suffix is not yet present

or productive.

Other verbal suffixes in the present which

show no productivity are the 2PP which appears only in an
error motivated by discouse pressure (see section 7.214d,
-tok for -nak) and the 3PP which gapears only in an agreement
error (section 7.12 of Part II).

Interestingly.enough,

there were no contexts which required the presence of these
plural suffixes.

In general, the notion of plurality

rarely appears in Zoli's speech.

Although the plural

appeared productive, its spontaneous use was minimal.
The one plural form of general currency in Zoli's
speech is the 1PP present indicative, both definite and
indefinite.

The 1PP is widely used in addressing a young

child, even when the child w ill only participate in the
action of the verb in the role of observor (compare Meggyes’s
observations).

The impact of this baby-talk style is .

reflected in the fact that Zoli's 1PP verbs involve actions
in which two may somehow participate together: building,
going, dancing, searching, washing, giving, sitting, etc.
Furthermore, this baby-talk 1PP tends to have a weak
imperative force.

Of the twenty occurrences of 1PP suffixes,
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two involve verbs that are formally in the imperative mood,
while another four are ambiguous for mood because of
morphological over-lap.
past tense.

There is only one 1PP in the

Since Zoli's use of the 1PP is so heavily

intertwined with the baby-talk participatory-imperative,
it usually occurs when either the IPS or the 2P3 would
be equally acceptable.

There seemed to be no context where

the 1PP was clearly obligatory.

Of course, this is due

to our inability to measure the child's intentions with any
precision.

On the other hand, there were at least three

cases (sec. 7.12d of Part II) where the use of the 1PP
was an error, because the surface subject was singular or
because the subject could not possibly be plural.

These

errors suggest to us that the semantics of the 1PP are
not yet fully acquired.

Indeed, use of verb of this shape

seems limited by the pattern of the baby-talk 1PP.

The

suffixes of the 1PP, both definite -.iflk-.iuk

and indefinite

-unk. -gnk occur on a small number of roots.

There are

no errors suggesting productivity and there is no reason
to believe that the suffixes of the 1PP are productive at
this time.
Zoli uses the past tense fifty-seven times
without any apparent errors of omission.

However, in

section 7.241d of Part II, we found that seven of these
fifty-seven uses are errors in which the past is confused
with either the present or the imperative.

Apart from these
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erroneous forms, Zoli used sixteen different forms in
his fifty correct uses of the past tense.

Of these

sixteen forms, seven are intransitive verhs which are
correctly placed in the indefinite and six are transitive
verbs which are all correctly placed in the definite.
Three other forms are in the IPS past which is identical
in both the definite and the indefinite.

As in the

present tense, there is no reason to believe that the
child is aware of the definite-indefinite contrast
rather than the transitive-intransitive contrast.

Since

all the past tense verbs are correctly formed morphologically,
there is little evidence of productivity of the past tense
suffix.

Given the complexity of the rules governing

formation of the past tense, we would expect some morpho
logical errors, if the suffix were productive.

On the

other hand, the high percentage of correct usage indicates
that Zoli has essential command of the semantics of the
past tense.

Apart from the seven errors, only one of the

sixteen correct past tense forms refers to an action
completed outside of the immediate past; this is the
verb elment "away+go+past" in the formulaic expression
elment dolgozni "away+went work+inf in." (=She went away
to work.)

Zoli gives .this utterance as a response to a

question about where his mother is.
The three imperatives occurring at Level II were
add ide "give here," nezzuk meg "let’s look," and mp-n-jfr-nV
"let’s go."

It is difficult, on the basis of just three

forms, to speak of either productivity or the acquisition
of the semantics of the imperative.

Although we have more
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data at Level III, it is still doubtful that the imperative
has become either productive or acquired by this time.
The imperative appears in only twenty of a total of fortyfour obligatory contexts.

Intransitive verbs are always

correctly indefinite and transitive verbs are always
correctly definite.

The errors bu.i eld. Moncsi and toldom

(5.215 and 5.214 of Part II) attest to productivity of
the rather special 2PS definite imperative morpheme -d.
This segment expresses mood, person, number and conjugation
all at once; its productivity is estimated as 10%.

There

is no evidence for productivity of the sign of the
imperative -,i.

Since this segment is involved in a

number of rather complex phonological alternations, its
acquisition should be delayed.

The erroneous omissions

of the imperative which can be found in section 7.214d
involve over-generalization of the past indicative and
the present indicative.

Omissions of any verbal suffix

will yield the 3PS present indicative, since that the
basic form of the verb root.

In general, Zoli seems to

have made some beginning towards acquisition and productive
formation of the imperative, but is experiencing difficulty
with aspects of both the morphology and semantics of the
mood.

Contributing to Zoli's problems with grasping the

meaning of the imperative seems to be discourse pressure
and speaker-hearer confusion together with difficulty in
freeing commands from specific situations.

Where uncertainty

arises, Zoli uses the more completely controlled present and
past tense forms.
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Zoli uses infinitives sixteen times at level III.
Seven verbs are involved in these instances.

There is

only one clear omission in the utterance meg autdzik
"still drives-(in car>Tor meg autdzni akarok "still
drive+infin. want+lIS."

Half of the infinitives are

used not as verbs of embedded clauses, but as imperatives,
although this use is sub-standard.

Embedded infinitives

are subordinated to either "go" or "want."

In general,

usage of the infinitive appears to be highly restricted
to a certain set of syntactic-semantic frames.

There is

no evidence of productivity of the morpheme.
Zoli’s locative system evidences fundamental
changes at level III.

There is an increase in both the

number and variety of locative suffixes and verbal prefixes.
At the same time, the locative adverbs such as ott. itt.
oda. ide "there, here, thither, hither" lose their
function as the chief means of locative expression and
begin to be supplemented by the case suffixes and verbal
prefixes.

The result of this is a large proportion of

locative utterances in which there are two locative elements.
Of a total of sixty-nine locative utterances, twenty-five
contain two different locative elements.
cases, the second element is an adverb.

In most of these
In seven

utterances

the adverb appears with a case suffix; in eight utterances
it appears with a verbal prefix; and in two utterances
it appears with another adverb.

In most of these
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utterances the adverb is ide. oda. or ott.

Other adverbs

appear in these utterances: ott van benne "there is in-it,"
itt messze van "here far-away is," erre Moncsihoz "this+
sublative Moncsi+allative," bu.i.i el abba "hide+imp. away
that+illative."

Additionally, locative adverbs appear by

themselves in nine utterances.

The adverbs figuring in

these nine utterances are hoi "where?," alul "under
(used incorrectly," oda "thither," ide "hither," and ott
"there."

In addition to the numerous sentences in which

the locative adverb is one of the two elements, we also
find a sentence with two verbal prefixes vissza eltegydk
"back away+put+lPP-definite" (use of two prefixes
constitutes an error, see section 6.4a of Part II) and
fftlmfCszott a Moncsi f£ra "up+climb+past the Moncsi tree+
sublative."
At level II we found only the verbal prefixes el"away" and vissza- "back" to be expressing locative notions.
At Level III, these prefixes are joined by be- "into,"
f81— "up," and ki- "out."

Generally, Zoli uses these

prefixes correctly, although we cite two confusions in
section 7.242 of Part II.

Also, both be- "into" and

vissza- "back" occur in sentence fragments without verbs.
This usage, together with the emergence of forms in which
the verbal prefix is separated illustrate that the prefixes
have some existence apart from their combinations with
specific verbs.

Since verbal prefixes are not affected
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by any of the morphophonemic rules, it is difficult to
find positive evidence of productivity.

However, it

does appear that Zoli is in command of the semantics of
these five locative prefixes and that productivity between
40# and 6 0 may be inferred.

On the other hand, if

the prefixes were not merely parts of amalgams, we might
expect to find occasional errors of omission, but none
occur.
One of the most significant developments at Zoli
III is the emergence of locative case suffixes.

These

include the illative (homonymous with the inessive in the
colloquial) ba-.be-. the allative -hoz. -hez. -h8z. and
the sublative -ra. -re.

The latter is probably unproductive,

occurring only in fara "onto the tree."

However, the

inessive-illative occurs eleven times with six different
roots: szobaba "into the room," agyba "into bed," Slembe
"into my lap," kezembe "into my hand," anyuciba "into
mommy," and Zoltanba "into Zoltdn."

The latter two forms

make little sense and seem to represent some attempt to
use the illative as a general locative suffix.

The

allative occurs seven times with three forms: Moncsihoz
"towards Moncsi," kicsimamahoz "towards little mama,"
and bacsihoz "towards uncle."

The allative is used correctly

to express motion towards a person, but there is one case
where it is omitted from an obligatory context in oda
anynci "thither mother" for oda anyucihoz "thither towards
mother."

There are five utterances in which the inessive-

illative is omitted from obligatory contexts.

Additionally,
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there is an omission of the superessive and the delative.
However, Zoli has not yet begun to use these suffixes.
In section 7.241 of Part II we cite two errors in which
Zoli over-generalizes his two locative suffixes to areas
of other locative suffixes.

In general, the inessive-

illative shows correct appearance in seven; of" the? eleven
obligatory contexts and is an over-generalization in
four other cases.

The allative appears correctly in six

of seven obligatory context and is an error once.

Both

suffixes seem to be developing beginning productivity,
but the semantics of the allative seem somewhat more clearly
established.

The acquisitional percentages are 86# for

the allative and 64# for the inessive-illative; productivity
is estimated at 50# for the allative and 30# for the
ine ssive-illat ive•
In a total of 361 obligatory contexts Zoli uses
the definite article correctly 211 times.

This is an

increase in correct insertion from the 51# level at Zoli
II to the 58# level at Zoli III.

Most of this increase

can be attributed to reliable use of the article before
/+human/ nouns; this strategy allows Zoli to properly
insert the article in emergent possessive constructions
such as a Bela agy "the Bela bed" an possessive nominals
such as ez a Moncsi^ "this is the Moni's."

However,

blanket application of this strategy results in errors as
in tied, a Moncsi "yours, the Moncsi" where a vocative
Moncsi is incorrectly given a definite article (in non
vocative uses the article would be acceptable).

Most of

what we had to say about the semantics of the definite
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article at Zoli II also applies at this time.

However,

there is evidence of some increase in productivity at
this time, since; all of ithe nouns- involved appear both
with and without the article.

Productivity for the

definite article is estimated at 45#.

In addition to

the superfluous article with the vocative in.the example
cited above, there is one other occurrence of a superfluous
definite article where an indefinite article or no
article would have been correct.
Zoli uses the indefinite article only in the
amalgam meg egy "still one, another.”

The Hungarian

indefinite article occurs less frequently than its
English counterpart; where English uses the indefinite
article Hungarian often has no article at all.

However,

Zoli does omit the indefinite article from three obligatory
contexts.

The preponderance of definite noun-phrases

in Zoli's speech is indicative of the situation-bound
nature of his discourse.
At level III we find seven nouns which are used in
both diminutive and non-diminutive forms.

In fact, there

is no diminutive which does not appear in non-diminutive
form.

We take this as good evidence that the diminutive

is productive and acquired by this time.

On the other

hand, its productivity may be limited in the way formative
suffixes often are, i.e. by lexical associations.

We

estimate productivity at 75#, considering possibly analysed
associations as productive.

There were thirty-two cases

of diminutive usage in all.
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5.4

Zoli 17
Whereas the period between level II and Level III

was marked by a rapid increase in the variety and pro
ductivity of grammatical morphemes, the period between
level III and Level IV shows a consolidation of the earlier
gains, rather than introduction of new forms.
number of the

morphemes

For a

, percentage of utilization in

obligatory contexts shows a clear increase.

It the same

time, the tendency for certain morphemes to be attached
to a much larger variety of roots provides evidence for
increased productivity.

Despite these gains, the main

improvements at this time are scored in the area of
control over articulation.

It is as if Zoli has achieved

a number of successes in learning the basic elements of
Hungarian, but cannot confidently proceed without patching
up the numerous defects in his renditions of sounds.
We will deal with the various grammatical morphemes
in the same order in which they were presented in the
section immediately above.
consider is the plural.

The first suffix we must

At Level IV we record, for the

first time, three unelicited plurals kock£k "blocks,"
gyerekek "children," and fiuk "boys."

Each of the

forms occurred twice; the latter two were accompanied
by verbs correctly conjugated for the third person plural
of the present indefinite indicative.

In addition to

these spontaneous plurals, we were able to elicit the
plurals pupak '"nonsense plural of pupa” and p a m a k
■'pillows."

Both of these forms illustrate the operation

of the rule of fi nal-vowel-lengthening.

It is interesting
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to note that the first spontaneous plurals occur predomin
antly within the context of relatively complete utterances.
Other suffixes, such as the accusative or the sign of
possession, were used in monorhemes from the "beginning
of the observations.

The difference here seems to lie

in pragmatic aspects of language use.

The child seldom

needs the plural to convey his intent.

If two objects

are requested and the child only receives one, he
simply says meg egy "another."
of meg egy at this level.)

(There are forty-five uses

The real value of the plural

is in relating the action of several ^agents to the same
verb.

In terms of the functional aspects of language,

Zoli’s utterances with spontaneous plurals were all
exclamations of interesting events, rather than simple
requests or commands.

There were no instances of omissions

of obligatory plurals.

In view of the ease with which

Zoli formed plural responses to Berko-type questions
even in the preceding period, there seems to be nearly
complete productivity for the plural.
Whereas we only observed three roots with datives
at level III, there are eleven different roots with the
dative at Level IV.

Of the thirty-one contexts in which

the dative is obligatory, it occurs as required in twentysix.

In the five cases of omitted datives, Zoli Uoes the

nominative pronoun en "I" rather than the dative pronoun
nekem "to-me," even though he also uses nekem correctly
seven times.

These correct uses of nekem all involve

the dative-beneficiary, whereas the incorrect omissions
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involve the dative—recipient.

The explanation for this

patterning in the omissions is not immediately obvious.
In addition to nekem. Zoli uses the dative-beneficiary
five other times.

Two occurrences of the dative are with

the possessor in possessive constructions: a fanak a
kuna.ia "the tree's cone" and MoncsinaV a hahacsk^t
"Mpncsi's fish4acc."

Three other occurrences involve

the verb kell "is-necessary" with the dative attached to
the experiencer.

The remaining datives involve recipients

.of the actions of giving and taking.

At Level III only

this latter usage of the dative was represented in the
data, whereas there are four distinct iices of the dative
at Level IV.

Percentage of usage in obligatory contexts

is 84# and productivity is estimated at 50$.
In the twenty-eight obligatory contexts for the
instrumental, Zoli correctly supplied the suffix twentyfive times.

This is acquisition at the 90# level and

represents a slight decline from the 100# use in obligatory
contexts of the preceding period.

Such, a decline surely

represents sampling error, rather than some loss of
facility with the suffix.

Contrasted with Level III,

the instrumental comitative is attached to a larger number
of bases, thirteen as opposed to nine earlier, and occurs
with a larger variety of verbs.

Productivity is estimated

at 50#.
The accusative is used correctly in a total of
228 of the 247 obligatory contexts.

This is a proportion

of 92# correct usage in obligatory contexts and is an
increase of 21# over the 71# correct usage of Level III.
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Productivity is attested "by morphological errors such
as p&izet "money+acc." for penzt.

However, the decline

in morphological errors at this time cannot be taken as
evidence for declining productivity.

On the contrary,

the accusative, like all the other suffixes at this time,
combines with more roots than at Level III and it is
increasingly likely that these combinations are product
ively formed.

On the other hand, the five occurrences

of the accusative where the unmarked nominative is
required (section 5.211 of Part II) appear to be the results
of use of amalgams.

Taking these various facts into

consideration, we estimate accusative productivity at
65# at this time.

We might also note here that the

first accusative personal pronoun enters at this time:
engem "me."

This pronoun is an insulated form (see

section 5.43 of Part II) and cannot be produced through
productive morphology.
The sign of possession is only used eight times
at Level IV, always correctly, and in all the obligatory
contexts.

The high frequency of this morpheme in the

data at Level III appears to be a result of Zoli’s interest
in the morpheme as a new and interesting device.
IV this interest has waned.

At Level

At Level III we recorded the

personal pronoun tied "your's" once; at Level IV we find
five occurrences of eny&n "mine."

There is also the

strange form envemet "mine+sign-of-poss.+acc.v which
occurs once.

This form further attests to productivity

for the morpheme, which we estimate at 90#.
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Zoli's possessive forms are still mostly IPS and
3PS forms, although, a few 1PP and 2PS forms enter at this
time,

let us first consider the first person singular.

In a total of thirty-one obligatory contexts, there is
only one omission of a first person singular possessive.
This represents 91% usage in obligatory contexts.

We

have already discussed the problems involved in assessing
obligatory contexts for possessives and we will not repeat
those observations here.

All of Zoli’s possessives are

subject to these uncertainties.

The fact that the IPS

possessive occurs on twelve different roots leads us to
estimate productivity at 35%.
As we have already observed, it is even more
difficult to assess obligatory contexts for the 3PS
possessive.

At Level 17 there are seven occurrences of

the 3PS possessive, all in permissible contexts.

There

were only two utterances in which a 3PS possessive was
missing from an obligatory context; both of these involved
the possessive construction with the possessor marked
in the surface.

The figure for acquisition is 1Q%.

The error kund.ia for kup.ia "pine-cone+3PS poss." is our
first proof of productivity for this suffix.

It is

interesting to note that three of the possessives are :c
followed by additional agglutinated suffixes: ba.iuszdval
"moustache+poss.+instr.,” tete.i^t Mroof+poss+acc.,n and
sarkaba "comer+poss.-Kil lative. ” We are not suggesting
that these complex forms are productively formed in their
entirety, but they show that Zoli is beginning to confront
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the agglutinating aspects of his language.

Other

examples of this sort are discussed in section 4.4
below.

We estimate productivity at 30% for this level.

In addition to the two common possessives, we also find
the 1PP and the 2PS possessives.

The former is represented

in the forms dgynntrra "bed+IPP poss.+sublative" and
utc^nTcba "street+lPP+allative"; the latter is represented
in laoatod "shovel+2PS poss." which occurs twice.

These

suffixes are used without any clearly correct meaning
and there is no evidence of their productivity.
Turning now to verbal inflections, we find a
marked increase in the variety of roots to which a given
suffix is attached.

This variety is particularly marked

in the first person of the indicative and the 2PS and
1PP of the imperative.

Zoli appears to conrol both

the definite and indefinite suffixes in each of these
forms, and there is some evidence that the semantic basis
for the contrast is no longer the presence or absence of
an object (transitivity), but definiteness of the object.
We many examine the IPS verbal suffixes in the
same manner as in the previous section.

Pirst, we note

Zoli’s treatment of verbs of the sub-pattern marked with
-ik.

A great number of Zoli's IPS verbs at this time are

of this form.

Of the total of sixty-five uses of the

IPS (both definite and indefinite) in seventy obligatory
contexts, thirty-one uses involve verbs marked with -ik.
Moreover, of the thirty different roots to which the
suffix is attached, sixteeen are roots marked with -ik.
Zoli attaches the definite suffix to eight different
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verb roots of this type for a total of twenty-nine
attachments.

In some of these attachments, the object is

not expressed, but for all but two of them a definite
object could be inferred with reasonable certainty.
Zoli attaches the indefinite to five different transitive
verbs for a total of eleven attachments.
Level III

Whereas at

such attachments appeared to be erroneous,

there are only two errors at this time (section 7.12g
of Part II).

Particularly interesting is the fact that

three transitive verb roots appear with both definite
and indefinite inflections in different utterances.

Some

of the clearest definite-indefinite contrasts involve the
verbs k£r "want, ask for" and ad "give."
present

The former is

in its definite shape k^rem whenever Zoli is asking

for a specific visible object.

The indefinite kerek was

used once when Zoli requested an unrealized object, a.
"cake" made of sand which was a part of a game in the
sand-box, but not yet even actually patted out into its
full shape in a toy sand-mold.

The latter verb appeared

as the definite adorn in utterances of the form nem adorn X
"I won't give

X " in which Zoli wishes to retain some

definite touchable object.

The indefinite adok appeared

in adok homokot neked "give+lPS sand+acc to-you."

As

a mass object, homok "sand" is non-unique and indefinite.
One should not over-estimate the certainty:with
which these determinations of object-definiteness are
made.

When the object is expressed on the surface, there

is no question about this feature.

However, the majority
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of Zoli’s utterances are still "telegraphic" at' this

.

time an objects are quite often not expressed.
When the child is reaching for a flower and says
megfogom "perf.+grab+lPS" (=1 grab it), there is no
doubt that the object is definite.

However, some

determinations are more difficult.

Whentihe‘•dbjectodf

the verb, in some hypothesized deep structure, is not
a specific noun, but an embedded clause, Hungarian
requires the embedded clause be considered a definite
object, unless it is only expressed by an infinitive.
Zoli often walked around with his sand-pail murmuring
alig blrom "I scarcely can."

Here we must assume that

he intends to say something like, "I can hardly bear
carrying about this heavy sand-pail."

On the other

hand, we could imagine that he is really "saying",some
thing like 51 can scarcely walk."

In the first case,

the verb would be correctly marked as definite; in the
second case it should rather be marked as indefinite.
In such ambiguous cases we found that the interpretation
demanded by the situation generally conformed best to
what Zoli actually said.
There is evidence, therefore, for learning of the
definite-indefinite contrast at this time.

Acquisition,

measured through percentage of appearance in obligatory
contexts, is 95# for the definite IPS and 87# for the
indefinite.

The error aludok (section 4.152 of Part II)

attests to productivity for the indefinite.

We would

estimate the productivity of both suffixes at 70#.
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The 2PS appeared twice as a result of discourse
pressure and twice independently.

Although the two

independent occurrences are not the result of discourse
pressure, they have the shape of discourse pressure.
errors in that they are substitutions of the 2PS for the
IPS.

The 3BS is simply the verb root, except for roots

marked with -ik.

Four 3PS indefinite forms show the

-ik and there are no omissions of this marker.

There

is only one 3PS definite verb in the sample: f81veszi
"he picks up."

This verb was produced as a correction of

fglvegy. its indefinite counterpart, when the unexpressed
object was clearly definite (a panucsat "the slipper+3PS
poss.).

Although one such example cannot prove acquisition

of the suffix, it does provide evidence for a possible
awareness of the definite—indefinite contrast in the third
person.
Turning now to the plural forms of the indicative,
we find the most common form the 1PP indicative.

From

the viewpoint of adult grammar, the definite 1PP is
-uk. -ftk

and the indefinite 1PP is -uhk. -flnk.

forms are applicable to all tenses and moods.

These

In the

indefinite present indicative there is no flectional
suffix appearing between the root and the personal suffix.
However, in the definite, the element /j/ appears between
the root and -uk. -gk.

It also happens that both conju

gations of the imperative require another, similar but
not identical, /j/ element between the root and the personal
suffixes.

The two /j/ elements are subject to somewhat

differing rules of assimilation to the final consonant
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of the verb root,

(See section 3,131 and 3.133 for a

fuller description of the various rules involved.)
However, in many cases, the present indicative and the
imperative of the definite conjugation are identical.
We will discuss the implications of this fact when we
review Zoli’s use of imperative: forms.
The model of superimposition would predict that
Zoli should begin learning of the 1PP present indicative
by extracting the suffixes -uhk. -tink (together or
separately, see section 2.318 of Part I) and -iuk. -itik
(again, together or separately).

The latter suffix

pair differs from the adult 1PP definite in that it
includes the /j/ element which marks the plural of the
present indicative definite.

The model would predict

that analysis of the /j/ would occur only when the other
persons of the present indicative have been isolated.
A further prediction of the model is that the indefinite
1PP should be acquired before the definite 1PP, because
the former is not involved in assimilatory patterns with
the final consonant of the root.

At Level III we lacked

error data to attest to the productivity of either suffix,
but at Level IV we have two morphological errors involving
the 1PP: aludu-nk for alszunk (section 4.132 of Part II)
and focizniztmk for focizunk (see the end of the present
section).

It is important to note that both of these

errors involve the 1PP indefinite, which seems to be
more productive than the 1PP definite, as predicted.
This evidence is particularly convincing in view of the
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fact that the 1PP definite is involved in many assimilatory
patterns and should produce more errors than the 1PP
indefinite, if it were in fact productive.

We assess

productivity of the 1PP indefinite at 40#, while the
productivity of the 1PP definite is assessed at only
20#.

In terms of appearances in obligatory contexts,

the 1PP indefinite appears in twenty-nine of the thirty
obligatory contexts, while the 1PP definite appears in
four of the five obligatory contexts.

For both suffixes,

the single omission involves substitution of the other
1PP form.

Percentage of acquisition is 97# and 80#,

respectively.
The 3PP indefinite maK.es its first' appearance at
this time, occurring, twelve times with three different
verbs without any omissions from obligatory contexts.
Moreover, most of these uses showed the verb agreeing
with a plural subject.

It is difficult to estimate

productivity for the suffix, since there are no errors.
We set the figure at 30#.
In the imperative it is not the IPS and the 1PP
which are the chief forms, but the 1PP and the 2PS.

In

the imperative, the 2PS does not make use of the personal
suffixes used by the other moods.
imperative 2PS is marked by ^

Instead, the definite

without an separate marker

for imperativeness, while the indefinite imperative 2PS
is marked by -.1. the sign of the imperative.

The optional

markers -dl. -&L may indicate 2PS, if they do not appear
the -j alone indicates 2PS.

The numerous assimilations
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involving the imperative
of Part II,

are discussed in section 3.133

There is no evidence that Zoli controls

any of these assimilations at Level IV,

Zoli uses

seventy-five imperatives, involving 21 verb roots.

All

of the intransitive verbs are in the indefinite, and
all of the transitive verbs are in the definite.

The

one exception to this is var.i "waitI" which, although
Transitive, is generally indefinite when used-alone.
The one 2PP form is v£r.i£tok "wait+imp.+2PP" which is
used in a semantically correct context.

There are no

cases of omissions of either definite or indefinite 2PS
imperatives from obligatory contexts.
is there evidence of any productivity.

However, neither
On the other

hand, there was an error at Level III indicating produc
tivity for the 2PS definite imperative.
v.-

Trfe would

..-Irw.e

estimate its productivity at 30
Zoli. uses the 1PP definite imperative fourteen

times with nine different: roots.

There is nnly one

case of an omission of a 1PP definite imperative; kinvitunk
is used for nyissuk ki.
age of 94%,

This is an acquisitional percent

However, note that this error is not only

a replacement of the definite suffix with an indefinite
suffix, but also an omission of marking for imperativeSess.
Remembering that the 1PP definite indicative of many verbs
is similar or identical to the 1PP definite Imperative, we
see that many of the forms that appear as correct imper
atives may actually have been indicatives.

This inter
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pretation is lent support by the fact that omissions of
the imperative marker are quite common in the indefinite;
in a total of fifty-seven obligatory contexts, Zoli
supplies the imperative marker only thirty-five times for
the 1PP indefinite.

This is an acquisitional percentage

of 61#, far less that the 94# rate with the definite.
In four of these contexts, the imperative is supplied
but the indefinite is replaced by the definite.

For the

indefinite suffix, considered by itself, the acquisitional
percentage is 93#, something like that for the definite.
We believe that these differences can be best understood
by assuming that Zoli has begun to differentiate the -.i
marker of the imperative from the indefinite suffix
which follows i’ti.

This analysis is promoted by the

analysis of the 1PP indefinite which is occurring in the
present indicative.

On the other hand, the IPP definite

may not be clearly differentiated from the imperative
marker in the IPP definite imperative.

The absence of

verbs with -uk. -Uk attached erroneously to the root
suggests that neither the IPP definite imperative nor
the IPP definite indicative have undergone significant
analysis.

From level IV, the acquisition of the imperative

marker will be plotted separately and the uses of the IPP
definite in both imperative and indicative will be
considered together.

Note that the acquisitional percent

ages for the IPP/tidefinite in the imperative and in the
indicative are very close: 97#- aad 93#.

We-estimate

productivity of these merging suffixes at 40#.

The
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imperative marker is probably not more than 1055 productive
at this time.
looking at the learning of the definite-indefinite
contrast in the IPP imperative, we are not troubled by
the group of verbs marked with ik, since these verbs
show no particular irregularity in the imperative.

There

are thirteen intransitive verbs occurring in the IPP
imperative a total of twenty-four times.
are, unsurprisingly, all indefinite.

These verbs

Additionally, there

are nine transitive verbs occurring in the IPP imperative
definite a total of fourteen times.

It is the three

transitive verbs occurring in the indefinite a total of
seven times that provide evidence for a learning of
definite-indefinite contrast in the imperative.

Two of

these verbs also appeared in the definite in other
utterances.

looking at the details of the communicative

situations of the various utterances there is some
ambiguity possible in several of the interpretations.
Moreover, one of the verbs, szedik "pick1' was placed in
the wrong conjugation three times and in the right one
only four times.

There seems to be a beginning awareness

of the contrast at this time, but it is still highly
underdeveloped in this mood.
In addition to the replacements of the imperative
by the present indicative, we find four replacements of
the imperative by infinitives: kivenni "to take out" for
vedd Vi "take it out," fbltermi "to put up" for tedd fbl
"put it up,"

ZlefekGdni "to lie down" for fektld.iflnk le
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let’s lie down," and biciklizni "to go bicycling" for
biciklizzunk "let’s go bicycling."

This usage is

highly sub-standard, but it does form a part of the babytalk repertoire of many speakers.

The child's use of

the infinitive as an imperative surely reflects such
input.

Apart from these four forms, there are three

contexts requiring imperatives, and imperatives are
correctly inserted in each of the three cases.

These

contexts involve embeddings and will be discussed in
section 5.4 below.

There is no evidence for productivity

of the infinitive at this time.
All of Zoli's past tense forms are correctly formed
and correctly used.

There are no clear omissions of a

past tense in any person from an obligatory context.
On the other hand, assessment of obligatory contexts
for the past tense is very difficult and the 100% figures
for acquisition might well be corrected downwards.

Zoli’s

past tenses include fifteen occurrences of the IPS
(which is the same for both definite and indefinite),
involving twelve different roots; thirty-one occurrences
of the 3PS indefinite, involving thirteen different verbs;
three occcurrences of the 3PS definite, involving two
different verbs; and one occurrence of a 3PP indefinite
verb.

Although the shape of the past tense marker is

determined by a number of contingencies, Zoli never makes
an error in its formation.

The suggests that there is

very littie productivity in the formation of the past
tense.

There is only one transitive verb in the 3PS

indefinite, and this is part of the phrase mit cairnTn-v
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’’What did he do?”

There is no evidence for awareness

of the definite-indefinite contrast in the past tense at
'this time.
The system of verbal prefixes of level III included
five locative prefixes and the perfective meg-. At
level IV, three new locative prefixes are added to the
set, but this is not the main change.

At level III each

prefix occurred with only from two to five verbs; at
level IV the average number of verb roots occurring
with a given prefix is nearly doubled.
Prefix

Meaning

meg-

perfective
away

15
57

12

elki-

out

28

8

be-

in
up

fOlle-

9
7
2
2
2

down

visszabeleszit-

back
into

ide
oda

here
there

Number of
Occurrences

apart

3
12
11

Number of different •
co-occurring verbs

17
5
3
2
2
2
2
3
3

The last two of this series are not verbal prefixes,
but adverbs.

Nonetheless, they resemble verbal prefixes

in a number of ways.

As we noted earlier, it is virtually

impossible to assess the productivity of verbal prefixes.
We have only one case on an omission of a prefix:
szallunk ”we alight” for lesz?Cl 1unk "we get off."

It

is not profitable to chart acquisitional percentage
percentages or productivity for verbal prefixes (as in
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Table IX below), but it is necessary to derive some
estimate of productivity in order to properly assess
M.l.TJ.

This productivity estimate cam be made by

an inspection of the degree to which the verbal prefixes
combine with a variety of roots.which, in turn, combine
with a variety of other suffixes and prefixes.

For

Zoli IV, we set this productivity level'at 65$ for
all the verbal prefixes.

‘ f

Zoli’s system of locative case suffixes shows
some development over level III.

At the time of the third

sample the inessive and the illative appeared merged;
this may be attributed to the fact that the illative
replaces the inessive in very casual speech.

However,

at level IV, the two cases appear more distinct.

The

illative appears with eleven different roots in a total
of twenty occurrences.
the illative.
96$.

There is only one omission of

Thus, the acquisitional percentage is

However, as was true at Level III, the illative

is occasionally used without any clear reference.

Such

unclear illatives were -pillangdba "into the butterfly"
and tisztdba "into clean."

In this sense, the illative

continues to appear to be some all-purpose locative.
One of the illative forms was the deictic pronoun abba
"into that" which appears in the phrase bu.i.i abba
"hide in that."

The inessive appears only twice in

udvarban "in the court-yard" and hazikdban "in the housey."
Since it is quite probable that Zoli has mastered the
basic vowel-harmony rule by this point, we cannot expect
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to find morphological errors which attest to the
productivity of the inessive or the illative.

We estimate

this productivity at 50$.
The allative occurs with four different roots
for a total of twelve occurrences.

There is one

omission of an allative from an obligatory context when
fara "tree+sublative" replaces fdhoz "tree+allative."
The acquisitional percentage for the allative is 92$
and productivity is estimated at still 50$.

The sublative

occurs three times in dgyunkra "bed+lPP poss.+sublative,"
arra "that+sublative," and fara "tree + sublative."
Although there are no omissions of the sublative, the
erroneous use of the common fdra indicates that it is
probably not analysed,

like the sublative, there are

several other locative suffixes which first^appear at
this time, but without apparent productivity.

The adessive

occurs correctly one in Tttnditol f&Lek "I*m afraid of
Tdndi."

The elative occurs four times correctly, always

in the sense of making something out of something:
enitunk kockdbdl "we build from block," ebbol lesz var
"from this will be a castle," abbdl lesz vdr "from that
will be a castle," and csinalok ebbol pog&csat "I make
biscuit from that."

All these suffixes must be judged

as having an acquisitional percentage of 100$, although
they show no productivity.
The definite article continues to show moderate
gains in acquisitional percentage.

It occurs in ninety

of the 130 obligatory contexts, or in 69$ of the contexts.
Its productivity is estimated at 60$.

The indefinite
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article occurs chiefly in the unit m£g egy "still one,
another"; outside of this unit it occurs only once in
seventeen obligatory contexts, i.e. in 6? of the
obligatory contexts.

It shows no clear productivity.

The diminutive occurs twenty-eight times on twelve
different roots.

It is not possible to assess obligatory

contexts for this suffix, but we should note that each
of the twelve roots is also used without the diminutive;
this suggests an estimate of 75?° productivity.

The

diminutive is -ka. -ke on ten of the forms and -cska.
-cske on the other two.

The comparative -bb appears in

the amalgam nagyobbat "big+comp.+acc.," but there
is no sridence of semantic control or morphological
productivity.
The d i m i n u tive is formally classed as a formative
suffix; however, from a semantic point of view, it resembles
a flectional suffix in a number of ways.

Use of formative

suffixes to change the part-of-speech of a root is a
skill one might not expect to find in a child of Zoli’s
age.

However, there is some evidence that Zoli has

acquired some beginning awareness of the meaning of the
general denominative verbal formative -z.

Bather than

saying focizzuhk "let's play football," Zoli once said
fociznizz u n k T

In this error the root is focizni which

is an infinitive for "to play football" an already
includes a -z attached to the root foci "football."
If Zoli simply attached..the.moderately productive IPP
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indefinite to foeizni. he would have something like
focizninnk or fociznunk.
additional -z.

Instead he inserts an

But this

is just the verbal formative

suffix and we must explain his choice of inserted material
as based upon some awareness, however dim, of the meaning
of this formative.
3.5

Zoli Y
Ve will deal with various grammatical morphemes

in the order in which they were presented in the previous
section.

Thus, the first suffix we must consider is

the plural.

Mo attempt was made at level V to elicit

plurals through Berko-type questions,
plurals were produced.

nonetheless, ten

Of these, one (tBbbiekem. see

section 7.1j of Part II) is based upon an error in the
specification of the context of the plural morpheme,
nonetheless, this error demonstrates the morphological
productivity of the plural.

At this time the plural

is attached to eight different roots, and there are
no errors of omission.

Moreover, Zoli correctly omits

the plural in the utterance itt van sok j£tek "here
are many toy,” where agreement with a plural adjective
requires such omission.

Ve would estimate the productivity

of the plural at 90$ for these forms.

Although the

productivity for the plural is high, it is likely that
Zoli still retains the codings of many forms as amalgams.
Such forms may be produced through amalgams or productively.
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Of the twenty-two contexts In which use of the
dative is obligatory, it occurs as required in twenty-one.
There is a decrease, since Zoli IV, in the diversity
of roots combined with the dative.

The roots Andi

"Andi," bacsi "Uncle," bicikli "bicycle," and csecsemo
"infant" occur with datives in apparently productive
formations.

The moiphologically-opaque nekem "to me"

occurs thirteen times.
at 50$.

Productivity may be estimated

All of the uses of the dative at this time

are in the sense of the dative-recipient, except for
one dative-beneficiary: megveszik a bdcsinak "he buys
for the uncle."

The dative also occurs twice in the

possessive construction: a biciklinek a gar^zsa "the
bicycle’s garage" and a csecsemonek a cumi.ie "the infant's
pacifier."
Zoli uses instrumentals in seven of the eight
required contexts.

The omission occurred in the utterance

megyek a autd is "I go the car too."

Of the six different

instrumentals used, four were instrumental pronouns:
ezzel "with this," azzal "with that," e w e l "with this,"
and vele "with him."

The morphological formation of these

pronouns is not simple.

For that reason, productivity

in this sample cannot be estimated at over 40$.

The

statistical preponderance of pronoun amalgams tends
to obscure the probable growth in productivity of this
suffix.
The accusative is used correctly in a total of
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101 of the 109 obligatory contexts.

This is a proportion

of over 9356 correct usage and a slight increase over
the previous sample.

We would continue to estimate

accusative productivity at 65% for level 7.

In a number

of form, the accusative appears together with other
suffixes.

In the word husikat "meat+dim. +acc." the

accusative is correctly ordered after the diminutive.
The form husikdt appears ten times, once together with
an accusative deictic adjective: azt a husikat "that+aec.
the meat+dim. +acc."

(=that meaty).

Another occurrence

with the diminutive is in halacsks£mat ”fish+dim.+lPS-poss.+
acc."

HalacsMmat occurs five times, but it is likely

that it is simply produced as an amalgam.

In yet another

form the accusative is ordered after the IPS possessive:
csfpeszemet "clothes-pin+lPS-poss.+aec." which appears
twice with the accusative correct and once with the
accusative superfluous.

The superfluous appearance of

the accusative on both halacsk&nat and csfpeszemet
(see section 5.211 of Part II) attests to the fact that
both of these are actually amalgams.

Zoli uses the

morphologically-opaque IPS accusative pronoun engem.
together with its free-variant engemet.
appears twice and the latter three times.
also

The former
There is

one case of omission of the accusative in a frame

where omission is a permissable option.

When a possessive

suffix appears, the accusative is not required.

Thus,

the form kezem "hand+lPS" is correctly used as an
accusative.
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The decreased use of the sign of possession
which we had noted between Level III and Level IV
continues to Level V,

Only three nouns with

are

recorded from this period, although there are no
apparent omissions.
at 90#.

We continue to estimate productivity

The decrease seems to be a result of the increase

in the availability of new means of expressing the
notion of possession.
The IPS possessive occurs correctly in twenty-one
required contexts with no omissions.

Two of the forms

were the amalgams halacskdmat and csfpeszemet which were
discussed in the preceding paragraph.

Of the other

appearances, eleven involved enyem "mine** which is
a morphological ly-opaque pronoun.

Other IPS possessives

include one appearance each of kicsim nlittle-one+lPS poss.,"
auukdm "father+dim.+lPS poss.," and kezem "hand+lPS poss."
The latter also occurred with the illative kezembe:
"hand+lPS poss.+ illative."

Note that the orderings of

suffixes with the IPS poss., as well as with the accusative
and the other possessives, is correctly determined by
rules A through C of section 4.4 below.

We estimate

productivity of the IPS possessive at 25# for this sample.
The 2PS possessive first begins appearing frequently
at this time.

It occurs six times with no omissions.

In fl.ll cases it is used appropriately.

The forms are

taskad "satchel+2PS," csfpeszed "clothes-pin+2PS," t£sk£dba
"satchel+2PS+illative," and tied "yours."

Only the

last form is morphologically opaque and productivity
is estimated at 20#,
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The 5PS possessive occurs in all five of the
obligatory contexts.

Two of these forms appeared in

the possessive constructions mentioned in the discussion
of the dative.

The other forms are autd.ia ftcar+5PS poss."

and kezdbe "hand+5PS poss.+i llative."

Again, the

ordering of morphemes is accounted for by the rules of
section 4.4.

Productivity is estimated at 40#.

Moving on to consideration of the verbal inflections,
we begin with the IPS present.

As in the previous

sections, we begin by noting Zoli's treatment of verbs
of the sub-pattern marked with -ik.

Of a total of

eighty-five verbs marked for either the IPS definite or
the IPS indefinite, 'fourteen are of the -ik conjugation.
Five of these forms are with the definite, while nine
are with the indefinite.

Note that one of these roots

occur-s with both definite and indefinite suffixes.

The

ratio of indefinite to definite for this conjugation
of verbs was 5:1 at Level III and 7:5 at Level 17.

In

the present sample it declines further to 9:5.
For roots not marked with -ik. there are twentysix intransitive forms correctly marked with the indefinite.
In this regard there are no erroneous uses of the definite,
and six different intransitive verb roots receive the in
definite in this way.

Zoli attaches the definite to

fifteen different transitive roots for a total of thirtytwo attachments.

Of these thirty-two attachments, only

two should have been indefinite (see section 7.12g of
Part II).

The indefinite is attached eighteen times to

twelve different transitive roots.

Of these eighteen
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attachments, only two are uses of indefinite when the
definite is required (see section 7.12g of Part II).
Apart from the four confusions of the definite and the
indefinite with each other, there are only three omissions
of the IPS verbal suffix.

Since the indefinite occurs

correctly in fifty-one of the required fifty-six
contexts, it has an acquisitional level of 91#.

Similarly,

the IPS definite occurs in thirty-four of the thirty-six
obligatory contexts (the indefinite occurs in both of
the omissions) and is acquired at the 94# level.

Por

both of the suffixes, productivity is estimated at 75#.
The large number of transitive forms that appear correctly
with the indefinite attest to the fact that the definiteindefinite contrast must be operative by this time.
Moreover, it is interesting

to note that there was a

time in Zoli1s development when indefinite intransitive
verbs were either totally absent or erroneous.

Hopefully,

cross-linguistic data of the type now being gathered by
Slobin and associates will allow us to determine how
much of this change in the type of verb utilized by the'
child is a result of the peculiarities of Hungarian
morphology.
There are still no 2PS definite forms at this time,
but five 2PS indefinites occur with only one omission.
As many as three of the four forms involved may be
morphologically opaque: vagy. m£sz. and f el.iSssz.

Only

szaladsz shows regular formation with -sz; this form
occurs twice.

Ve estimate productivity at 30#.

There is
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no discourse pressure effect producing 2PS forms.
Because of the smallness of the sample, a number
of rarer verb forms simply do not occur at all.

Among

these are the 3PS definite, the IPP definite, the 3PP
definite, and both definite and indefinite of the 2PP.
We do have twelve uses of the IPP indefinite with no
omissions.

Only two of these involved transitive verbs.

We would estimate productivity of this suffix at 50#.
The 3PP indefinite appears in seven of the eight obligatory
contexts, used with six different roots.
roots was transitive.

Only one of the

The omission of the 3PP was in

ott van a tdbbiek "there is the others."

We would

estimate productivity of this suffix at 50#.
As at Level 17, the imperative is confined to the
2PS and the IPP.

However, both definite and indefinite

forms exist in each of these persons.

Zoli uses ten

definite 2PS imperatives with five different verbs, and
with no omissions. • The 2PS definite imperative is not
formed by agglutination of the imperative with the personal
suffixes, but is simply -d.

Although we have no clear

evidence of productivity from error-data, we estimate
productivity at 40#.

Every use of the definite 2PS

imperative is with a transitive verb.

On the other hand,

each of the twenty-four uses of indefinite 2PS imperative
is with an intransitive verb.

Ten different roots are

involved in these usage and there are three omissions of
the indefinite 2PS imperative, one being an over-general
ization of the definite 2PS imperative to a transitive
verb which happened to have a indefinite object:

keresd
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engemet

^look for me" (see section 7.12g of Part II).

Together this evidence suggests that the use of the two
conjugations in the 2PS imperative is governed not by
the definite-indefinite contrast, but by the transitiveintransitive feature inherent to each verb*

It is not

clear why the 2PS imperative should be behind the IPS
present in acquisition of the definiteness contrast.
However, it is quite possible that the object of a
transitive imperative is usually definite in the input
to the child.

Most of the indefinite 2PS imperatives

show the short form with simply the sign of the imperative
-,j.

However, most of these have the

assimilated to

the last consonant of the base and are probably amalgams.
Two forms, men.i^l and slr.idl* have both the sign of the
imperative and the long 2PS indefinite ending -al. -dl.
It is difficult to imagine that these suffixes of the
long form are used productively here.
Zoli uses the definite 1PP imperative fourteen
times with no omissions.

The indefinite 1PP imperative

is used eighteen times in twenty-one obligatory contexts,
i.e. at an acquis it ional level of 86#.

Of the eight

roots used with the indefinite, all but one are intransitive.
We noted in the previous section that Zoli had begun to
analyse the indefinite 1PP imperative into the marker
of the imperative

and the marker of the 1PP.

It is

difficult to chart the course of this analysis, since
we are not sure to what degree Zoli has also begun to
learn the assimilations required on the verb root.
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However, the absence of errors suggests that many of the
indefinite 1PP imperatives are still amalgams.

We

estimate that the imperative is 30# productive here
and that 30# or five of the uses of the 1PP suffix are
productive.
The sub-standard use of the infinitive for the
imperative gains even wider ground during this period.
Fifteen such forms were recorded, nearly all of them with
a preposed verbal prefix.

Fourteen different verbs were

involved here; this suggests some productivity for the
infinitive which we estimate at 40#.

The error kinyissni

(see section 5*215 and section 6.13 of Part II) is further
evidence of this productivity.

In addition to this use

as an imperative, there are fourteen uses of the infinitive
in embeddings and only one omission in such a context.
Finally, there are two infinitives appearing alone as
elliptical embeddings, i.e. pisilni "pee+infin." (= I need
to pee.)
As in the previous period, alifrof Zoli's past tense
forms are correctly formed and correctly used.

There

are no clear omissions of a past tense from any context.
Zoli’s past tenses include ten occurrences of the IPS
(which is the same for the definite and the indefinite)
involving eight different roots; twenty-seven occurrences
of the 3PS indefinite with eighteen different verb roots;
three occurrences of the 3PS definite with three different
roots; and two occurrences of the 1PP indefinite with
two different roots.

This large number of past tense
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forms might indicate productivity of the past tense
itself were it not for the fact that not a single error
in the rather complex morphological formation is produced.
It is clear that the semantics of the past tense are
well under control, as is the definite-indefinite contrast
in the 3PS.

However, there is still no clear evidence

of any morphological productivity here.
Zoli uses his first future tense at.this time:
Zolika. fog fllni "Zolika will sit-finfin."

This was

uttered in a not entirely appropriate situation, where
a more appropriate utterance might have "been 4n is
akarok lefllni (=1 want to sti down too.)
Ho new verbal prefixes appear at level 7; in fact,
the prefixes sz|t- "apart” and bele- "into it" do not
occur at this time, although they appeared at level 17.
In view of the smaller number of utterances in this
sample, the frequencies of the other verbal prefixes
are stable across the two samples.

Their occurrences

are summarized here:
Prefix
Meaning
Humber of
Humber of roots
__________________________Occurrences_____ occuring with it
meg-

perfective

elkibe-

away

fSllevissza-

out
in
up
down
back

19
24
18
8

17
17

4

3
5
7

7
7

9
6
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Since there is no clear development in the nse of
verbal prefixes, ve continue to estimate productivity
at 65# for all the prefixes.
Only five locative suffixes occur in this sample.
The inessive, adessive, and elative which had occurred
at level IV are not present here, hut the first superessive appears. . There are twenty-six uses of the illative,
many of which may he forms of the inessive with the
final ^n deleted, as in casual speech.

Among the

illative pronouns are ehhe "in this" and benne "in it."
The twenty-six uses of the illative occur with fifteen
different roots.
with two roots.

The three uses of the allative occur
There are three cases of allative

omission, one of which is an erroneous substitution
of the dative for the allative.

The sublative occurs

in nine of the eleven obligatory contexts with five
different roots.

The ablative occurs twice in the form

tole and the superessive wi occurs in ott a fan "there
on the tree."

Productivity for the illative-inessive,

the allative, and the sublative is estimated at 50#.
Ho productivity is postulated for the other locatives.
The definite article occurs 132 times in a total
of 138 obligatory contexts.

This is acquisition at the

97# level and productivity is estimated at the 70# level.
The indefinite article occurs in four of the five obligatory
contexts.

The diminutive occurs seventeen times with six

different roots.

Its productivity is -estimated at T06%-

A number of other formatives also begin to enter, but it
is during the next period that their number begins to
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grow most rapidly.

In general, grammatical morphemes

undergo little development in the sample just reviewed.
However, much of this apparent lack -of progress can he
attributed to the fact that the sample was collected in
early July, when Zoli was more interested in play in
the garden than in sustained verbalization.
3.6

Zoli VI
We will deal with the various grammatical morphemes

in the order in which they have been presented in previous
sections.

The first suffix we must consider is the plural.

At Level VI a major attempt was made to elicit plurals
from Zoli and Moni, who played together during most of
the days on which material was recorded.

For that reason,

the appearance of sixty-six plurals at this time should
not be considered to represent a sudden increase in
plurals in spontaneous speech.

In section 3*3274 of

Part I we discussed the morphology of Zoli's plurals at
level VI.

In section 4.6 we discuss further aspects of

this morphology.

Here we note that thirty-nine different

roots were involved in the sixty-six plural forms.

There

are no omissions of the plural from an obligatory context.
Productivity, as attested by the continual failure to
modify the base in' morphologically-required ways, is
estimated at 90$.

The status of rules ordering suffixes

coocurring with the plural is noted in section 4.6.
The dative appears i-feorty-six times and is never
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omitted from an obligatory context.

Of these forty-six

uses, six involve the possessive construction, while
forty involve a beneficiary or recipient related to the
main verb.

Although the distinction between recipient

and beneficiary is not always clear, the forty datives
are about evenly divided between these two uses.

In

general there appears to be an increase in the proportion
of beneficiaries out of the total set of datives.

Three

of the possessive constructions show the dative before
a noun to which a possessive suffix is also attached.
However, two have the dative separated from its possession
by the copula: annak van sza.ia "that+dat. is mouth+3PS poss."
(=that one has a mouth) and nekem van "to-me is."

In the

sixth possessive construction, the order of possessorpossessed is reversed and the possessive suffix incorrectly
omitted from the possessed: csesze a Moncsinak "cup the
Moncsi+dat."

As at Level Y there is a low diversity in

the number of roots occurring with the dative; only six
different roots occur.

At Level Y we considered nekem

"dative+lPS" as unanalysed, since the concept of a special
case root such as nek-

must surely be new to Zoli.

At

Level YI a number of other such special roots are present
and they may have some productivity.

In the dative,

neked "dative+2PS” and neki "dative+3PS" begin to occur
with frequency and indicate further the possibility that
special roots are productive.

We estimate over-all

dative productivity at 60#.
Zoli uses instrumentals in twenty-eight of the
thirty-six obligatory contexts.

This acquisition level
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of 78$ is a continuation of a rather puzzling drop in
acquisition of the instrumental since Level III.

Of

the eight omissions of the instrumental, six are uses
of some other suffix, while only two are actual omissions.
The over-generalizations can he found in section 7.241
of Part II.

We should note here that all of Zoli's

instrumentals show correct vowel-lengthening A and that
no error in this regard has yet been detected.

The ah-.:

sence of errors suggests that the instrumental is not
yet fully productive in such forms.
ity at 50$.

We estimate productiv

Of the thirty-six correct instrumentals, only

five are comitatives.

Sixteen different roots occur with

the instrumental.
The accusative occurs 233 times in a total of 261
obligatory contexts, or in 90$ of the obligatory contexts.
There are thirteen cases of accusatives following possess
ive suffixes, the diminutive, or the plural.

Whenever

the root of such words is a back-vowel root, the linkjngvowel before the accusative is correctly lowered.

The

fact that no errors occur regarding 'the height”of' such
vowels suggests that productivity is not complete in such
cases.

Over-all productivity for the accusative is

estimated at 70$.

Of the accusative personal pronouns,

only engemet "me" appears.
The sign of possession occurs eleven times, but
nine of these uses involved the question word ki^ "whose?"
We estimate productivity at 100$.
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The IPS possessive occurs correctly thirtynine times with no errors of omission.
different roots are involved.

Seventeen

Productivity is attested

by the errror egerm "mouse+acc." for egerem.

The suffix

eight times before the accusative, eight times before
the diminutive, three times before the inessive, and
once before the instrumental.

These orderings are

correctly produced by rules A through C of section 4.4
below.

Productivity for this suffix is estimated at 50$.

The IPS possessive pronoun enyem "mine" occurs thirteen
times.
The 2PS possessive occurs in six obligatory
contexts with no errors of omission.

In one form it

occurs before the inessive, in another before the accusative.
Pour roots are involved; one of these is of the personal
pronoun tied "yours" which is morphologically opaque.
Productivity is estimated at 35$.
The 3PS possessive occurs five times with four
different noun roots.

In one form it is ordered before

an instrumental kezevel "hand+3PS poss.+instrumental."
Productivity is estimated at 40$.
The first possessive of a plural possessor enters
at this time in the form of the 1PP possessive.

It occurs

only twice in the form autdnkat "car+lPP+acc." which
is undoubtedly an amalgam.
Moving on to a consideration of the verbal inflections,
we begin with the IPS present indicative.

The IPS definite

occurs 12s* times in 133 obligatory contexts.

Of the five
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omissions, one was a substitution of the indefinite for
the definite.

This is acquisition at the 96# level and

productivity is estimated at 80#.

The IPS indefinite

occurs 155 times with nine omissions of which five are
overgeneralization of the definite and one ah over
generalization of the 1PP indefinite.

This is acquisition

at the 94# level and productivity is estimated at 80#.
Zoli’s treatment of verbs marked with -ik seems to have
become quite consistent.

All intransitive verbs of the

-ik type are placed in the definite.

We are not entirely

sure that some adult speakers have not reached a similar
solution to the problem of the conjugation of these verbs
in the IPS.
For roots not marked with -ik. there are fifty-two
appearances of ten different intransitive verb roots
correctly marked for the indefinite.

There are no

erroneous uses of the definite with intransitive verbs,
looking at transitive verb roots, we find 119 attachments
of the definite to twenty-one different verb roots.
However, five of these attachments are actually terrors
(see section 7.12g of Part II).

The indefinite is

attached eighty-eight times to eleven different transitive
roots with only one error.

Given the small percentage

of errors, it appears that Zoli has learned the fundamentals
of agreement of the verb with the definiteness of the
object.
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The first 2PS definite forms appear at this time,
occurring fifteen times with eight different transitive
roots.
at 60%.

Ho errors occur and productivity is estimated
The 2PS indefinite occurs sixteen times with

ten different roots, five of them intransitive.

There

is one over-generalization of a IPS definite for the 2PS
indefinite in the use of megmutatom "perf.+show+ IPS-def."
for megmutatsz "perf,+show+2PS-ind."

Thus, acquisition

is 94% and productivity is estimated at 60%.
The 3PS definite also makes its first appearance
in this sample.

It occurs correctly in twelve of the

thirteen obligatory contexts, and its morphological shape
is correct in all instances.

There is no clear evidence

of productivity and, given the complexity of the alterations
in which this suffix is involved, we'would expect errors
if there were any productivity.

Acquisition is at the

92% level.
The 1PP definite occurs eleven times with five
different roots.
estimated at 35%.

Ho errors occur and productivity is
The 1PP indefinite occurs thirty-

four times with only one omission in which the definite
was over-generalized.

Sixteen different roots were

involved and productivity is estimated at 70%.
is at the 97% level.

Acquisition

Seven of the correct uses of the

indefinite were with transitive roots.

There are still

no appearances of 2PP verbs at this time.
The first 3PP definite verbs also enter at this
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time as a part of the general expansion of the definite
verbal forms.

The 3PP definite appears nine times on

seven different roots with no Omissions or over
generalizations.

Productivity is estimated at 30$.

In two of the utterances with the 3PP definite a plural
subject is present on the surface.

In two other utterances

a definite object is present on the surface.
The 3PP indefinite occurs twelve times with five
different roots.

It is omitted once when the underlying

subject was plural.

Acquisition is thus at the 92$

level and productivity is estimated at 60$.

In five of

the utterances the plural subject was present on the
surface.

We should also note that the verb was correctly

retained in the singular when a quantifier was in the
subject^ioun-phrase in the utterance sok van "many is."
As at Level IV and Level V, the imperative is
basically confined to the 2PS and the 1PP.

However,

one 2PP plural form does occur in the phrase fekud.ietek
gyerekek "rest+imp.+2PP child+pl." which is surely a
phrasal amalgam learned from the nurses.

Looking first

at the 2PS, we find forty-one appearances of the 2PS
definite imperative suffix ^d with ten different roots,
Ho errors :occur and productivity is estimated at 50$.
The 2PS indefinite occurs seventeen times in its short
form which is identical to the imperative without person
and six times in its long form :with -al.-£l. The
productivity of the suffix of the long form is estimated
at 20$.

Additionally, there are seven occurrences of the
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morphologically opaque form gyere "come!"
The 1PP definite imperative occurs twenty-four
times with ten.different roots.

Since this form is

often identical with the 1PP definite present, the
possibility of undetected confusions always exists.
The suffix integrates the imperative, as does the 2PS
definite imperative; its productivity is estimated at
20$.

The 1PP indefinite imperative, on the other hand,

is most probably analysed by this time into personal
suffix and mood suffix.

There are twenty-nine occurrences

of this form and we estimate that the imperative is
productive in 50$.
We have already noted one case of the 2PP indefinite
imperative.

There are also three case of the IPS

imperative; but, similarly, all are phrasal amalgams.
The two phrases involved are: hadd nezzem lrlet me see it"
and hadd nezzek "let me see."
Forty-three infinitives occur in the imperative-like
usage discussed in the previous section.

Fifty-three

other occurrences of the infinitive are in subordinate
constructions.

There are no omissions of infinitives

from required contexts and forty-two roots are involved
in all.

The error kinyissni (section 5.215 of Part II)

attests to productivity which we estimate at 50$.
As at previous levels, there are no omissions .
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of past tense forms.

The first error attesting productiv

ity of past tense formation occurs at this time and it
seems increasingly likely that at least some of the
persons of the past tense are assuming productivity.
The IPS past is the same for both definite and indefinite
and might well acquire productivity first, since it
appeared first in amalgams.

It occurs twenty-eight

times with fifteen different verbs.
tivity at 20#.

We estimate produc

The nature of the error bedobt for

bedobott suggests that Zoli first begins to form past
tenses not by analysis of both the past tense morpheme
and the personal suffix, but simply by analysis of a
basic past tense suffix from the personal suffixes.
Thus, in the case of bedobt. the root has been analysed
from bedobtam ”in+throw+past+lPS" be- dob-t-am and
similar forms in the other persons.

If this is true,

there may be no productivity for the past tense morpheme,
even though some past tense words are formed through
partial productivity.

Thus, we are able to estimate

productivity of the special IPS past suffix -am. -em
at 20#.

S imilarly,

there are fourteen occurrences of

the 3PS definite past.

In the past the morphology of the

3PS definite is not. complex and should be easily analysed.
In fact, it is possible the the 3PS definite is first
analysed in the past tense.

We estimate its productivity

there at 30#.
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As at Level V, only one future tense appears in
the sample.

However, the relation of this future to the

situation is more easily understood.

Zoli says, fogok

eb^delni "will+lPS dine+infin." when, in fact, they are
about to serve lunch.
The prefixes Sssze- and rd- first occur at Level
VI; moreover, there is a general expansion in the variety
of roots to which the prefixes are attached.

This expan

sion is a result of the productivity of the suffixes,
which is estimated at 80^,•: as well as being a result of
the over-all growth of the lexicon.

The occurrences of

the various prefixes is summarized below:
Prefix
Meaning
Number of words in
______________ which it appears .

Number'of
occurrences

meg-

perfective

30

71

elkibe-

away
out
in

15
12

31
29
27

f81levissza-

up
down
back

5sszera-

together

7
2

onto

1

10
8
8

total

24
12
14
2
1
217

We reported one omission of a verbal prefix in a previous
sample; the only other omission of a verbal prefix
occurs in this sample.

Eather than saying hogy kell

kivenni "How do you take it out?," Zoli said hogy kell
venni? "How do you take it?"
Among the locatives, the inessive-illative remains
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the most common suffix with thirty-nine occurrences with
eighteen roots.

In four words it is correctly ordered

af ier the accusative.

There is on omission of an illative

and there is one over-generalization of the accusative
for the illative.

This is acquisition at the 95$ level

and productivity is estimated at 70$.

The only pronoun

of the inessive-illative is henne "in-it."

There is only

one occurrence of an allative, but there are no omissions
and productivity is estimated at 70$.

There are eight

occurrences of the sublative with six roots and one
over-generalization of an ablative for the sublative.
Productivity is also estimated at 70$; acquisition is
at 89$.

The adessive occurs three times with one root

and is omitted once for acquisition at the 75$ level.
Productivity is estimated at 25$.

There are four ablatives

with four different roots, two are with pronouns, ezektol
"this+pl.+ablative" and tole "ablative+it."
is estimated at 25$.

Productivity

The superessive occurs four times

with four noun roots and productivity is estimated at 25$.
Additional, locatives include the postposition mellett
"beside1' in szek mellett "beside the chair1
-' and the adverbs
lefele "downward," fSnt "above," lent "below," and hova?
"whither?"

The postposition fSlStt occurs once by itself

and the postposition alatt is omitted once from the context
agy alatt "bed below,"
The definite article occurs 163 times in a total
of 189 obligatory contexts.

This is acquisition at the

86$ level and productivity is estimated at 90$.

The
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indefinite article occurs in eighteen of the twenty-one
obligatory contexts.

This is acquisition at the 86# level.

It is assumed that the indefinite article is not a part
of amalgams and is fully productive whenever it occurs.
Among the formatives, the diminutive occurs twentyfour times with twelve different roots which all occur in
non-diminutive forms also.

When co-occurring with other

suffixes, it is always ordered first.

Productivity is

estimated at 75# and there are no omissions.

The expansion

of Zoli's lexicon at this time has dramatically increased
the number of verbs including:.formative suffixes.

Por

example, eight roots contain -z. -oz. -ez. -8z and seven
contain -1. -ol. -81.

In addition to these two general

denominative formatives, the frequentative, the potentative,
and a transitivizer are present in a significant number
of roots.

It is unlikely that much analysis of these

formatives has yet occurred.

However, the raw material

for this analysis is rapidly growing in size.
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4.0

Acquisition of phonological rules

4.1

Zoli I
In section 3.1 above we concluded that the only

suffix which shows any productivity at Zoli I is the
diminutive -ka. -ke. which, contrasts on the item bacsi
'’uncle” vs. bdcsika ”uncle-fdim.”

Additionally, the

diminutive occurs in its front-vowel form -ke on egerke
"mouse+dim."

It is conceivable that Zoli has superimposed

the two diminutives -ka and -ke and extracted the basic
fronting-harmony rule, but there is no real evidence that
this extraction has occurred at this early date.
4.2

Zoli II
Zoli uses nine different amalgams in which the

basic fronting-harmony rule would be required, if the
am?*1gams were to be subjected to analysis.

Six of these

nine possible amalgams are verb roots with verbal suffixes.
In section 3.1 we concluded that none of the verbal suffixes
show clear productivity, although some beginning productivity
and semantic understanding may be inferred in some cases.
Another amal gam involves use of the adverb ializer -en
which is certainly not productive at this time.
a m algam

Yet another

involves fronting - h a r m ony. intemal-vowel-deletion.

and initial vowel-insertion in its formation: toronv + -t
”acc." — » torayot.
is productive.

It is also unlikely that this form

Only in the case of the four diminutives,

which are present also as non-inflected roots, do we find
evidence for possible productivity of the fronting-harmony
rule.
The other phonological rule which begins to assume
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some importance at this time is that of vowel-lengthening
in these constructions: haba + t —
Zolika£; tbrpe + t —

tSrp^t.

babat; Zolika + e —

It is difficult to assess

the productivity of this rule without some error or
Berko-test data.

In attempt was made to elicit a response

to a Berko-type question, but it was difficult to get
Zoli to concentrate at this early age.
An interesting aspect of Zoli's speech at this
time is the high occurrence of non-deleted linking—vowels.
Referring to the discussion of section 3.325 in Part I,
we can. view forms such as hala and tudo for hal and tud
as the results of the removal of the simple plural -k
from the plural hal ak.

This would be a result of the

use of Strategy A for plural formation.

Alternatively,

the child might be using Strategy F which seeks to isolate
the root together with its linking-vowel.

In the latter

case, the child fails to activate the rule for deletion
of the linking-vowel when no deletable vowel follows it.
Balassa found such a phenomena in Laci between 1;3 and
2;1 (see section 5.1e of Part II).

Zoli also produces

four such errors in the small sample from Level II.

A

particularly revealing analysis occurred when the inves
tigator said to Zoli csinalok egy papot "make+lPS a priest+
acc."

Zoli replied, with a request intonation, nano I

Thus he analysed papot into papo -f t . rather than the
correct pan + ot.

Zoli’s form assumes that the accusative

is nothing more than -t and that the root is the residue.
Thus, it appears that he is on the first level of-morpho
logical formation, as outlined in section 3.325 of Part II.
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4.3

Zoli III
The increase in suffix productivity "between Zoli

II and Zoli III is accompanied by the acquisition of the
first phonological rules.

In the previous section we

suggested that the basic fronting-harmonv rule and the :
vowel-lengthening rule might have achieved some productivity
at Zoli II, but only at Zoli III is there any evidence
to support this claim.

Zoli uses forty-five different

inflected words requiring the operation of the basic
vowel-harmony rule at this time.

Most of these involve

suffixes which show some clear productivity at this time:
the IPS verbal suffixes, the accusative, the diminutive,
etc.

Moreover, three of these forty-five words could not

possibly be amalgams, since they are errors; another two
could not be amalgams since they are formations based
upon nonsense words; and another eight are rare enough
in occurrence to usggest that they were not acquired as
amalgams.

Two of the errors are the elicited plurals

kormanyak (=kormanyok) "wheels1' and agyok (=agyak) "beds”
where there is no error in assignment of the feature
/Ofront/, and we take this as evidence of the productivity
of fronting-harmony.

Two other elicited nonsense plurals

were nordek and tdnek. both of which illustrate accurate
assignment of the feature /+front/ to the inserted vowels.
The third error was cs£vel (=sz£kkel) "chair+instr. ” which
cannot be an amalgam, since it lacks the required assim
ilation of the initial /v/ of the instrumental -val. -vel
to the final /k/ of sz^k "chair."

A number of other forms
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are unlikely candidates for amalgams, since their usage
must be limited;

szalagot "tape+acc..," zgldek ngreen+

pi.," or tgrpebacsival "dwarf+uncle+instr."

Together,

this evidence from errors, nonsense words, and unlikely
amalgams suggests that Zoli has acquired the basic
fronting-harmony rule by this time and is using it
productively.
There is also some evidence that Zoli has some
knowledge of both the rule for final-vowel-inaertion
and the rule of initial-vowel-insertion. As we noted
in previous section, Zoli began his analysis of forms
like the accusative by simply dropping the ^t from roots,
leaving a residue which may -often have a linking-vowel
attached.

Forms with lihking-vowels attached also appear

at Zoli III; dolgozo. m£sika. autdzo. hozo, paputo (=papucs),
eldobo, tdnco (from t^ncol). abato (=ablak), tdte (=szdk)
etc.. The two errors konralhyak and dgyok which "show
lihking-vowels with the wrong heights can best be explained
as the results of initial-vowel-insertion. since vowels
coded on the root would be correct for height.
Zoli applies fi nal-vowel-lengthening correctly to
seventeen forms, three of them nonsense items taught for
the purpose of studying this rule.

There are no errors

in which this rule is omitted, but there are five forms
in which the rule is applied unnecessarily.

All of the

items, including those showing over-generalization of
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the rule, have final /a/ changed to /£./•

The over-

generalizations seem to be motivated by a number of
forces: in Zolikd is "Zolika too" Zoli misinterprets
is as a suffix and lengthens final /a/ to /a/; in titamltd (=cica-mica) "kitty-cat" and in akd-toma (=rokakoma) "foxy-loxy" there is some ludic factor in the
lengthening of the /a/'s; halacska "fish+dim." and
Zolika "Zoli+dim." seem to have acquired vowel-lengthening
as a feature of their lexical description.

Such an error

would be an attempt to build a bound-rule in an area
where a free-rule is already operative.

We would expect

such errors to be short-lived.
At this time we find two items illustrating
internal-vowel-dele tion. but it is unlikely that this
rule is productive.

There is one error in vowel-harmony

noted in section 4.21a of Part II.

Another advanced

form is kock^kat "block+pl.+acc." which is the first
word with more than one agglutinated suffix.

There is no

reason to believe that this item is more than an amalgam.
Assignment of stress within a word is really quite
simple in Hungarian, since the first syllable of the word
always receives primary stress.

3ven at level I, Zoli

almost always successfully placed stress on the first
syllable of the word.

At level III we were able to

observe four errors in stress placement: in the words
cicdt. rokdt. adodam. and teszem stress was erroneously
placed on the second syllable.

In view of the large
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sample size of this period, these few errors mast be
seen as exceptions to a general pattern of correct stress
assignment.

Note, however, that Meggyes (section 3.5 of

Part II) reports generally erroneous stress-placement
in Mrti.
In terms of the discussion of section 3.5 of Part
II, it is interesting to note Zoli's imitations of threeand four- syllable words: kockakat — » totakatj elefdnt -*
lapan; kalapacs

lapses; and karikdkat — * kakakakat.

It would be a mistake to base any conclusion upon only
four observations, but there is a tendency here towards
preservation of final syllables.
Ervin (1964:172) found that children’s spontaneous
imitations fail .to show any grammatical complexity in
excess of that evidenced in other spontaneous utterances.
Zoli’s imitations at level III are rather limited, but
they do support one aspect of Ervin's findings: imitated
strings show no syntactic complexities beyond those al
ready evidenced in the child's non-imitative speech.

On

the other hand, Zoli’s imitations include a large number
of morphological complexities no contained in his nonimitative utterances.

For example, Zoli imitates the

experimenter's question tegyem el? "put+imperative+lPS+
away?" (=Should I put it away?) quite exactly.

This

imitation involves a number of processes not not normally
at Zoli's command: the concept of imperativeness in the
first person, alternation of_the root tesz(ik)fdr the
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Imperative and postposing of the separable prefix.
Without belaboring this point, we would suggest that
Ervin's observations apply most accurately to the learning
of syntactic patterns,

lexical and morphological learning,

on the other hand, may possibly be facilitated by the
imitation of phrases with patterns in excess of the
child's rules.

However, only after these patterns have

been stored as amalgams can their shape, acting through
the processes of analysis and superimposition, affect
learning.

In this sense, imitation may affect the process

of acquisition, but only indirectly.
4.4

Zoli 17
We have observed that, by the time of level III,

there are four productive morphophonemic rules: frontingharmony . vowel-lengthening. initial-vowel-insertion. and
final-vowel-deletion. At level IV the productivity of
these rules is not indicated so much by the occurrence
of additional errors as by the fact that increasing numbers
of different root-suffix combinations require the action
of these rules, if they are productively formed.

In this

sense, evidence for morpheme productivity is often evidence
for the productivity of morphophonemic rules.
let us consider the status of each of these four
rules.

The basic fronting-harmony rule is productive at

this time, but errors in its application do occur.

There

were twelve morphologically erroneous formations which
required the operation of vowel-harmony.

In only two
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of these twelve was the basic harmony incorrect:
Eatike for Eatika and cserelunk for cserelflnk (see section
4.21a of Part II).

Moreover, vowel-lengthening is involved

in twenty-eight different root-suffix combinations at
this time.

It is difficult to estimate the productivity

of the rules of f inal-vowel-deletion and init ial-voweldeletion.

The only errors in the height of the lihking-

vowel are in torayat for tomvot and bu.iam for bu.iom.
Neither of the rules would generate either of these errors.
Perhaps they indicate that Zoli is applying init ial-vowelinsertion unilaterally and making a few errors induced
by ambiguity bias.
A number of other phonological rules are involved
in Zoli's amalgams without yet assuming productivity.
The alternations between the two forms of the definite
article a and az is not yet controlled.
form is the form with thb- /z/.

The standard

The various assimilations

occurring in the imperative and the present indicative
show no productivity.

The rule of v-assimi 1ation. which

is bound to the instrumental, occurs in three amalgams
without apparent productivity.

Intemal-vowel-deletion

and vowel-shortening A also occur unproductively in
amalgams.
There are a number of amalgams with two or even
three suffixes agglutinated to the root: kezemmel "hand+
IPS-poss.+instr.," sarkaba "corner+3PS-poss.+illative,"
tete.i^t "roof+3PS-poss.+acc.," ba.iuszdval "moustache+
3PS-poss.+instr.," utc£nkba "street+lPP-poss.+illative,"
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dgyuhkra "bed+lPP-poss.4sublative," lan^tomat "shovel+
IPS-poss.+acc.," ha3acskamat "fish+dim+lPS+acc.,"
nagyobbat "big+comp.+acc.,” anvucik&n ,,mother+dim.+
IPS poss."

Probably, most of these have not been analysed.

However, if any analysis does occur, Zoli will begin to
extract rules for the ordering of suffixes.

Prom amalgams

such as these and other of similar form, Zoli might note
that the accusative follows other suffixes, the diminutive
precedes other suffixes, and the possessives precede all
suffixes except for the diminutive.

In terms of

syntactic rules:

+object -- ^diminutive

1

i

X

T

1
Z

This rule would be a mondification of a basic rule for
the diminutive of the shape of Rule G- of section 5.21
below.

Por the possessives and the accusative, similar

modifications would result in:
Rule B:

+object----+possession

1

I

X

Y

Rule C:

& /-diminutive/

1

Z
~T

object
I
X

a

pt
Y

+accusative
I
Z

It may be incorrect to assume that the features of
the accusative, possession, and the diminutive are somehow
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a part of semological structure.

In such a case,

rules A through C would become morpheme-bound syntactic
rules.

The model of superimposition suggests that

acquisition of such rules should not be particularly
difficult.

Moreover, more complex rules may first

enter in the shape of such morpheme-specific rules.
The general absence of reports of incorrect suffix orderings
was noted in section 5.215 and section 6.1 of Part II.
There is a decline'ht this time in the number of
non-deleted vowels at the end of roots. .The two
errors tudo for tud and lapdto for landt are listed in
in section 5«le of Part II.

Such a decline in errors

of deletion of final vowels indicates increased productivity
of the rule of final-vowel-deletion, as well as an
increased tendency to derive vowels from initial-vowelinsertion whereever their coding on the root is not
required in order to derive the correct vowel height.

4.5

Zoli V
Productivity of the most basic morphophonemic rules

can no longer be inferred from errors in free-speech
data at this time, since the increased accuracy in the
application of many rules has led to a decrease in errors.
There are no errors in f ronting-harmonv. f inal-vowel-deletion.
and vowel-lengthening.

There is one error in the height

of the vowel derived from initial-vowel-iuaertion (see
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section 4.223 of Part II).

Moreover, Zoli correctly

fails to insert the linking—vowel "before the ^t "accusative"
in forms such as kStdnvt "apron+acc."
However, there appear to he no new rules at Level V.
Zoli still fails to insert the /z/ on az when the definite
article precedes a word beginning with a vowel.

In

section 4.1 of Part II we report a number of errors in
the application of rules altering roots.

In general,

Zoli has not advanced beyond Level III, as described in
section 3.325 of Part I.

Zoli produces a large number

of forms with several suffixes attached to a single root.
Most of these forms are probably not productive, but those
that are may be generated through rules A through C of
the preceding section.

In general, the sample at Level

Y indicates little change over that at Level IV.

In

large measure thsi may be explained through the fact that
the sample was gathered in early July, when Zoli's
attention was more

focused upon active play in the garden,

than upon verbalization.
4.6

Zoli VI
Numerous morphological errors from Level VI can

be found in chapter 4 of Part II.

The majority of these

errors involve over-generalizations of the basic forms
of the root to cases where an altered form is required.
However, it is interesting to note that, alongside errors
like kenyert "bread+acc." and egert "mouse+acc." which
are apparently productive formations, we also find
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kenverek "bread+pl." and egeret "mouse+acc." which are
correctly formed, hut probably amalgams.

In another

such pair, tmktorot "tractor+acc." and traktort "tractor
+acc." the latter formation is correct and the former
shows incorrect insertion of a linking vowel before the
accusative.

In other areas also, such as the use of az

before nouns beginning with a vowel, and kis before nouns,
there is an alternation of correct and incorrect forms.
The frequency of this alternation of forms indicates
both the emerging productivity of many patterns and
the persistence of amalgam encodings.
The suffix ordering rules of section 4.4 above
continue to be in force at this level, but there is
reason to modify rule B to include plurality and plural
possession in their position in second place after the
diminutive.

The forms requiring this modification of

rule B are ezektol "this+pl.+ablative," paoucsokat
"slipper+pl.+acc.," ezeket "tnis+pl-+acc.," golydkat
"ball+pl.+acc.," and ezekkel "this+pl.+instr." In its
new form rule B becomes rule B ’.
Rule B 1:

f
+object — i-possession
j
+plural
X

T

'
-diminutive
j
Z

The rules of fronting-harmonv. vowel-lengthening,
i-nit,ial-vowel-insertion. and final-vowel-deletion have
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demonstrated their presence in earlier periods and are
surely operative in this period.

The latter, however,

should eventually disappear, being replaced by a series
of /-segment/ encodings.

Many other rules appear in

Zoli's words at this time, but their productivity is
not clearly attested.

For example, sixteen instrumentals

are affected by the rule of v-assimilation, but the
productivity of this rule is not clearly evidenced.
Additionally, the rule of vowel-lowe ring in suffixes at
a distance from the root is attested in a number of
forms, but productivity is difficult $§ establish.
Finally, there are a large number of verbal modifications
that occur in Zoli's words.

Of these, only the past

tense shows productivity evidenced through errors and
only one error is involved bedobt "in+throw+past" for
bedobott.

Tet, even here, it is unlikely that a rule

has yet been completely formed.
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5.0

Acquisition of syntactic rules

5.1

Zoli I
Zoli's first sentences are mostly of the type

locative + located: otta labda "there-the ball," otta
bacsi "there-the uncle," ide bacsi "hither uncle,"
oda bacsika "thither uncle+dim.," and ott kint az anyuci
"there-outside the-mother."

The one non-locative sentence

is .ion az anyuci "comes the mother" which could conceivably
be nothing more than a phrasal amalgam.

In making this

analysis, we are treating otta "there-the" (=there),
ott kint "there-outside," and az an y u c i "the mother"
as amalgams.

All six utterances show a verbal element

or locative proceeding a noun.

In the locative sentences

the copula is erroneously emitted and the center of the
comment is therefore absent.

It may be that, at this

early stage, the child thinks that the locative, as a
stative verb, has a certain comment function.
These six utterances can be explained from a variety
of theoretical perspectives.

For example, all may be

accounted for by the rule:
Rule A:

Ground-----I
X

Figure
I

+

Y

or by a rule operating with syntactic categories such a s :
Rule B:

S ---->

VP + UP

or by some rule of pivot structure (Braine, 1965) such as:
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Rule C:

S --->

P

+

0

Working with, a description closer to the rules of
adult Hungarian, we would say that these sentences
reveal ordering based upon the rule:
Rule D:

+focus
I
X
+

$
!
Y

Finally, rephrasing Rule B within the context of the
present model, we could attribute the ordering to the
rule:
Rule E:

f+ process!
1+ state J

i

X

/?
^
+

1

X

Both Rule D and Rule E seem to be adequate expressions
of the child’s limited performance at this stage.

Rules

A, B, and C describe no facts not treated in one of
these two rules.

Therefore, we shall not discuss their

further implications.
In chapter 2 of Part I we noted that syntactic
rules may be of four types: rules bound to specific
lexical items, rules governed by inherent features of
lexical items, rules governed by structural or syntactic
features such as those appearing on the surface in case
inflections, and rules governed by functional features.
In attempting to choose between Rule D and Rule E as
effective characterizations, we need to consider the
basis for determination of the distribution of functional
features in an utterance.

Judgments regarding the

distribution of inherent and syntactic features can be
made with a relative degree of objectivity,
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"but the presence of functional categories cannot be
detected in any simple, straightforward fashion. None
theless, the importance of functional features for
Hungarian syntax cannot be denied (Dezso, 1972), and
there is every reason to believe that children learn
how the control syntax on the basis of functional
features, as well as inherent features.
In attempting to determine the distribution of
functional features in a child utterance, we can rely
upon three different forms of evidence : word-order,
intonation, and the communicative context.

In the

present context, we are interested in observing how the
presence of functional features controls the order of
words.

Since it would be circular to use a predicted

dimension to form predictions, we must make assessments
of feature distribution on the basis either of the
intonation of the child’s utterance or the information
derivable from the communicative.context.
Let us first consider the nature of the information
derivable from intonation.

In Hungarian a non-topic

focused element is marked with intonational stress.
Such stress is a combjnation of raised pitch and increased
volume.

There seem to be at least two levels of this

stress: highest stress is assigned when a stressed element
is also the first element in an utterance; secondary
stress occurs in other positions.

'Of the four possible
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combinations- of the features topic and focns. only
the combination /+foeus,—topic/ receives stress.

The

presence of the feature /+topic/ with the feature /+focus/
results in pretopicalization, but not in stressing.
Pre-topicalized elements-are followed by a pause in
the adult language and the. .presence, of such.pauses.may
provide information regarding the presence, of topicalized
elements.

Post-topicalized elements, i.e. elements

receiving /+topic, -focus/ are characterized by lowered
stress, but this is a result of its position at the end
of the Hungarian sentence.
If our judgments of feature distribution were
based solely upon intonational cues, there would be a
great deal of unreliability in the results.

However,

intonational information may be supplemented by information
present in the communicative context.

By carefully

considering the nature of both the verbal and non-verbal
context of an utterance, we may be able to make inferences
regarding the childfs assignment of functional features.
Por example, the child may look up at a shelf full of
toys and say kdrem "I want."

Hearing this, the adult

present takes some blocks off the shelf and give them
to the child.

But it so happens that it was not the

blocks that the child wanted, but a rag doll also lying
on the shelf.

To get this doll, the child says something

like babit kdrem "doll+acc. want+lPS" (=1 want the doll).
We may infer that the child wishes to convey the contrast
that exists in its mind between the blocks it received
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and the doll it hoped to receive.

This contrast is

the semantic basis for the generation of the feature
/+focus/ and it is reasonable to assume, on the basis
of this independent contextual information, that the
child is focusing baba "doll."

In this particular

sentence babat k£rem. it may also have happened that
stress was placed upon the first element.

Here convergence

of intonational and situational criteria strengthen our
judgment regarding feature distribution.

5.2

Zoli II

5.21

Acquisition of rules based upon inherent features
It Is possible to provide a reasonably complete

picture of Zoli’s syntax at this time through a set of
rules based upon inherent features of lexical items.
In the next section we will consider ways in. which these
rules fail to fully characterize Zoli’s performance.
These orderings are of several varieties.
Modifier-fronting. symbolized in Rule F below,
stipulates that any lexical item containing the semantic
feature /-modification/ should precede any other lexical
item to which it is directly related.

In this case, the

semantic relation is that of modifier and modified.
Rule F:

modifier
1
X

$
+

!
T

Treatment of this ordering as dependent upon inherent
features rests upon the reasonable assumption that the
child understands that adjectives and articles code
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properties or characteristics of objects.

At this time

there "were thirteen occurrences of adjectives before nouns;
these included five different adjectives in combination
with various noun roots.

The one adjective which showed

the most variety in its combinations was kicsi "small."
Although the adult language requires that kicsi take the
form kis before a noun, Zoli aways used the kicsi form.
This error indicates productivity of Rule F, although it
is possible that each modifier is placed by a separate
morpheme-specific rule (see section 2.319 of Part I).
To the extent that we believe that some of the uses of the
article are productive (estimated at 30$ of a total of
37 occurrences, or 10 occurrences in all), we believe
that there is some learning of Rule P for the ordering
of the definite article, as well as for ordering of
adjectives.
Suffixing is probably' handled through a set of
morpheme-specific rules of the form of Rule G.

Rule G

is not intended to work upon some abstract non-semantic
category, but upon each individual suffix as a lexical
item.
Rule G:

oC ----------

l
X

R

i
+

suffix (i.e. -e)

There are nine occurrences of nouns with ^e (the sign of
possession); perhaps three of these are; productively
formed.

There are four nouns with the diminutive; perhaps

two or three of these words are productively formed.

At

this time, therefore, there are only two rules of the
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type of Rule G.
Although the item is "also" is not a suffix, Zoli
treats it as one.

For example, in the expression

Zolika is "Zolika too," the final /a/ of Zolika is
incorrectly lengthened.

Sucfe lengthening is only re

quired before suffixes.

(For another, more complex,

example of treatment of is as a suffix, see section 3.7
of Part II.)

In any case, ordering of the item must he

handled by a morpheme-specific rule such as Rule H:
Rule H:

( X -------- $
i

X

I

+

is

Rote that, syntactically, Rule. H is like one of the
rules of the type of Rule G.

However, the child must

eventually differentiate is from suffixes by placing a
root boundary symbol before it.
Verb-fronting is the ordering described in Rule
E above.

In order to assess the importance of this rule

in determining orderings in utterances containing verbs
and locatives, we may first consider the following tab
ulation of frequencies:
Table X:

Use-of verb-fronting at Zoli II

Utterances with verb-f-ranting
Pattern__________Occurrences
Loc. •Adv.+Roun
Intrans. Verb+AgentTrans. Verb + Agent

22
18*
7

Trans. Verb + Patient 7

Utterances without verb-fronting
. Pattern__________ Occurrences
Roun + Loc. Adv*
Agent+Intrans. Verb
Agent+ Trans. Verb

1
4
1

Patient + Trans Verb

4

Locative/Temporal + Verb: 2 occurrences
* Ten of these are actually Imperative+VOcative-Agent
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This table summarizes all of Zoli's two-item utterances
containing a verb or locative adverb.
further groups of two-item utterances.

There are two
The first group

has been treated by Rule F, G, and H of this section.
The second group, that involving topic-comment relations
where no verb is present, will be treated directly below.
Below,we also-consider the five-three-item utterances;
here we may mention that they all involve correctlyapplied verb-fronting.
We now turn to a more detailed discussion of the
utterances summarized in the table above.

Utterances

with verb-fronting or locative-fronting account for 79$
of Zoli’s two-item utterances with verbs or locatives
present.

However, sentences with locatives fronted

account for 97$ of all two-item utterances with locatives.
The one exception to this general pattern appears to be
a case of topic-comment ordering and that case will be
discussed below.
On the second and third lines of the above table,
we find that four utterances contain a sub ject-agent
preceding an intransitive verb, while only one utterance
contains a subject preceding a transitive verb.

The one

utterance of the latter type may well be formulaic in
nature.

It was observed that Zoli would ask hoi az anvuci?

"Where's mommy?" and receive the answer anyuci elment
"Mommy left."

The adult answer is based upon the structure

of topic + comment, but there is no reason to believe
that anyuci was a topic in Zoli's utterance.

Bather, it

seems that the adult form is directly copied by the child.
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Two of the utterances of the order subject 4- intransitive
verb seem to derive from a similar imitation of an adult
pattern.

These two utterances are two repetitions of

Zolika nez "Zolika sees" which we can understand as
implying something like "Zolika would like to look out
the window.?

However, it is likely that this sentence is

based upon a command often directed to the child, which
is Zolika. nSzzl

"Zolika, look!"

On the fourth line of the above table we find
that there are four utterances in which an object precedes
its verb.

One of these utterances tornvot euitek "tower +

acc. build + IPS (= I am building a tower) is probably
a formulaic expression or amalgam.

This interpretation

is supported by the fact that tornyot is formed through
use of the rule of interaal-vowel-deletion which is not
productive for Zoli at this time.

Moreover, the correct

morphological formation of the verb and the formalized
intonation suggest that this is an amalgam.

Two other

utterances with preposed objects appear to involve topicalization and will be discussed below.

The final case of

object-preposing is the single best example of the
presence of a focusing rule at this time.

After having

said ker telefon "want telephone" with the usual verbfronting order, and after not having succeeded in
obtaining the telephone, Zoli decides to focus the object
and says telefon ker "telephone want" with stress on the
first item.

The convergence of intonational, syntactic,

and contextual facts indicates productive use of Rule
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D in this context, but we will return to this question
directly.
Summarizing our analysis, we find that Rule E
can account for 79# of the utterances involving a verb
or locative and a noun.

The ten utterances which do not

show verb-fronting include four formulaic utterances,
five cases of topicalization to be discussed below, and
one utterance clearly illustrating focusing of a non
verbal element.
5.22

Acquisition of rules based upon functional features
Although it is possible to account for much of

Zoli's production through rules based upon inherent
features of lexical items, there is evidence that rules
based upon functional features are also of importance.
We observed above that determination of the distribution
of functional features rests upon the use of intonational
as well as contextual information.

Unfortunately, Zoli's

control of systematic intonation is very poor at this
time.

In many utterances all words are given stress;

in others no stress in assigned.

Pauses after topics

are not reliable since his speech is full of both hesita
tion pauses and concatenated monorhemes.

Moreover, it

is clear that many of the utterances with the clearest
intonation are formulaic.

On the other hand, a minority

of Zoli's utterances do illustrate clear, meaningful,
productive, intonational patterns.
The analysis of the previous section can be
contrasted with a competing analysis which views the
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various orderings in Rules E through H as cases of
preposing of the focused item.

We are interested in

developing this line of analysis only in regard to the
verb-fronting required by Rule E.

If this pattern were

clearly operative, we would expect to find that all
fronted verbs should receive primary stress, since
topicalization of verbs is quite rare.

Moreover, we

would expect to find clear contextual reasons for focusing
of non-verbal elements which occur first with primary
stress.

To some degree, both of these predictions are

b o m out, but the instability of Zoli’s intonation
makes conclusions difficult to substantiate.

Initial

verbs are always stressed, however nouns following
initial verbs may also receive stress.

Focusing of

non-verbal elements is markedly less common.

The example

telefon ker with clear stress on telefon and a clear
contextual motivation for focusing seems to be the single
case here.

There are five cases of clearly contrastive

focusing of the locatives itt "here" and ott "there" in
which the exact spatial location of an object is strongly
emphasized.

The two cases of pronoun-fronting seem to

be cases of contrastive focusing.
In general, we are reluctant to conclude that
Rule D is of greater importance than Rule E.

It appears

that the child has learned something about the intonational
marking of focusing through a lexical item which assigns
primary stress to focused items.

On the other hand,

control of word-order at this time seems to be more
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nearly determined through inherent features than through
functional features.

Whether we "base our syntactic

account on Rule D or Rule E, we must account for the
disproportionately large number of initial verbs in
Zoli’s speech.

Adult Hungarian is an S-O-V language

with a secondary S-V-0 pattern for objects with definite
articles.

On the other hand, many of the sentences

directed toward the child, such as questions and imper
atives, show verb-fronting for the purposes of focusing.
We should note that Meggyes also found verb-fronting in
her subject (Part II, section 6.8).

If the child uses

a focusing rule, and if many of the child’s sentence
have fronted verbs, than he must either be using a
rule of verb-fronting such as Rule E or assigning focus
through a semological rule with a strong preference for the focusing of verbs.
Although evidence for Rule D is rather ambiguous
at this time, there is stronger evidence for a rule
of topicalization, such as Rule I:
Rule I:

+ t o p i c ____________ a
+focus
~ P

I
« + ( # ) +

T

Such topic-comment structure is most prevalent in
utterances containing no verb: baba # Andie "doll # Andi’s,"
en nem "I not,”

az # a toronv ”that # the tower,”

csunva "that ugly,"

az

and az ott a telefon "that there the
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telephone."

In each of these utterances, the second

element is stressed; moreover, the first, topicalized,
element is generally followed hy a pause.

Two of the

utterances with objects preceding their verbs show a
structure governed by Rule I.

In one case, that of

a halacska # elvette "the fish # away+took," the topic
was mentioned in the previous utterance.

In the other

case, that of telefon # elvette "telephone away+ took,"
the topic was clear in the context.

Topic-comment ordering

also accounts for the two utterances itt vissza.iSn "here
returns" and most oda "now thither" which were noted
at the bottom of Table X.

The convergence of contextual,

intonational, and syntactic relations in the case of
the utterances based upon topic-comment relations is
rather clear and the rule seems to be productive.
Sentences with three and four moip hemes generally
show no complexities beyond those observable in twoitem utterances.

The one exception to this principle is

the fact that sentences with more than two major constit
uents illustrate the operation of Rule J:
Rule J:

0 4 ------ f+topic"!
i
!-focusJ
i
X

"
+

!
T

This rule postposes non-focused topics, while Rule I
preposes focused topics.

Rule J is of importance in

utterances such as .ibn az anyu most "comes the mother now,"
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elvette Moncsi # telefon "away+took Mono si # telephone,"
and csinal neat szabad # Moncsi "does not allowed # Moncsi"
(=Moncsi is doing bad things).

In each of these the

initial verb is placed by either Rule D or Rule E and
the final noun or adverb through Rule J.

Rule J may

also apply to two-item utterances, but it would not
serve to change the structure determined by Rule E in such
utterances.
The vocative may be viewed as an external topic
which is sometimes preposed and sometimes postposed,
depending upon whether or not it is focused.

There

were ten utterances with vocative-agents following
verbs.

There was only one utterance in which the vocative

was not the agent.

In that utterance, bacsi # elvette

Andi "Uncle # away-took Andi," the vocative is correctly
followed by the same pause which should also follow
topics.
5.23

Additional aspects of Zoli’s syntax
Formulaic utterances are common in early child

speech.

Some of Zoli’s utterances which appeared to

function as amalgams were: az mi? "that’s what?,"

ez mi?

" this what?," elveszi tole "away+takes from-her," k^tszer
nem "twice not,"

csunya vagy te "ugly are you," nem kell

"not needed," tudo aludni "can sleep+infin.," nines itt
"is-not here,” and ide be "hither in."

Most of these

utterances can be analysed through the rules already
presented, but such analysis would be pointless.
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Both, the syntactic analysis and the calculation
of M.l.U. rely upon the judgments of morpheme productivity
made in Chapter 3.

Although we find only four utterances

with three major constituents, if we make some interpola
tion for suffix productivity and for modifiers and parti
cles, we would add to this total by another 25 utterances.
In addition to this, still interpolating for the percent
age productivities of certain morphemes, we have seventyfive utterances with two simple major-constituents.
The total morpheme count in this sample is 361, including
only 228 monomorphemic utterances.
is 1.58.

Thus, the M.L.U.

Formulaic utterances or amalgams are not

included in this calculation.
Hesitation phenomena.nre present from the beginning
of syntactic'learning.

The four phenomena present at

this time are unfilled pausing, word repetition, repetition
of phonological material (stuttering), and retracing of
false starts.

There are only one or two instances of

each of the latter three phenomena.

Pausing, on the other

hand, is quite common.
In section 6.3 of Part II we noted that word-order
errors are quite infrequent in the reports on Hungarian
child language.

Looking at the data from this and subse

quent period of our own material, we can offer an explana
tion for this fact.

First, it appears that rules such

as Rule F, G, and H presented here are so easily learned
as to cause the child almost no difficulty.

These are
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the rules based upon inherent features of lexical items.
Or the other hand, rules such as Rules D, E, and I which
are either based upon functional features or compete with
rules based upon functional features present major
difficulties for assessment of correct usage.

Given the

instabilities of early intonational patterns and uncer
tainty regarding the intended distribution of topic and
focus, an observor is generally unwilling to strictly
categorize given child utterances as errors.

In our

own data from this period, we find no errors in the use
of rules based upon inherent features.

In regard to

the use of rules based upon functional features, the
lack of a stable intonational base makes it impossible
to definitely confirm specific errors.

5.3

Zoli III

5.31

Acquisition of rules based upon inherent features
All of the rules of level II (i.e. Rules E through

J) continue to be of importance at level III.

At Level

II there was some reason to doubt whether Rule E, the
rule of modifier-fronting, was fully productive.

At.'

that time there were only thirteen occurrences of adjectives
before nouns in the sample, and these included only five
different adjectives, together with the definite article.
At Level III we observe 165 orderings with modifierfronting, involving twelve different adjectives, the
definite and indefinite articles, and six proper names
used a modifiers of titles.

At Level II we noted that
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the erroneous use of kicsi in modifier position attested
to some productivity for the rule of modifier-fronting.
At level III this type of error continues.

Since only

five adjectives were involved in Eule F at Level II,
it might have been possible to think of Eule P as
actually composed of five morpheme-specific rules which
had not yet undergone superimposition and unification of
context (see section 2.318 of Part I).

However, the

expansion in the number of modifiers at Level III makes
it highly unlikely that the child's performance can be
explained solely through the operation of moiphemespecific rules.

Moreover, we believe that productivity

of this rule is nearly complete by Level III, since each
adjective combines with quite a range of nouns.
It is interesting to note the absence of errors
in modifier-fronting, even from the earliest period.
Endrei (Part II, section 6.3a) had noted some errors
in modifier placement, but it is not clear that these
were more than’hesitation phenomena.

It is true that the

order Mod + N predominates in the language, but the
reverse ordering N + Mod does occur when the modifier
is used as a predicate adjective.

In such utterances,

the noun would be placed in first position as a result
of the operation of the focusing rule, Eule D.

At the

same time, the focused noun would receive primary stress.
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At Level III Zoli only once voiced an utterance with
such a structure, apparently with focusing intended.
A large number of Zoli's utterances with modifiers
followed by nouns are actually isolated noun-phrases.
It would be possible to interpret such two-item utterances
as csunya Moncsi "nasty Moncsi" as full sentences with
the predicate adjective focused in first position.

It

is true that Zoli generally stresses adjectives, but this
stress is usually required by the language whether the
adjective is in a noun-phrase or the first focused ele
ment of the utterance.

One could maintain that these

two-item utterances offer no evidence for the productivity
of Rule P.

But we would note that, within utterances,

where modifiers are clearly used in noun-phrases, there
are no erroneous orderings such as R + Mod.

Moreover,

two-item utterances with the order Mod + R almost always
omit the article on the noun, again suggesting that the
construction is a noun-phrase.
In addition to the 165 occurrences of modifierfronting, there are six utterances in which the possessor
proceeds the possessed.

In effect, this ordering seems

to be predicted by Rule P.

Three of these utterances

show no inflection at all on the possessor; three others
show the sign of possession incrrectly attached to the
possessor (see section 7.222c of Part II).

Zoli's adjectives

at this time include: nagy "big," kicsi "little," kis "little,"
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tiszta "clean," oiszkos "dirty," szeu "pretty," csunya
"ugly," k8v£r "fat," masik "other," k£t "two," jd "good,"
and meleg "hot."
A further consequence of Buie F is that adverbs
of quantity are correctly placed Before the adjectives
which they modify.

In a system of simultaneous rules

it is possible to order at the same time both the adjective
modifying the noun and the adverb modifying the adjective
in phrases such as nagyon piszkos halacska "very dirty
fishie."

All in all, there are four occurrences of

patterns of this sort, with either nagyon "very" or
kicsi "little."
The emergence of several additional suffixes as
productive devices at Zoli III is accompanied by the
addition of several new rules for suffixing of the form
of Eule G above.

As in the earlier periods, there are

no errors in suffix placement.

In our discussion of

the calculation of the M.L.U. in section 5.34 we cite
figures for the actual numbers of productive orderings
of suffixes.

Prefix-ordering begins to assume some

importance at this time and rules of the form of Eule K
are now required:
Rule K:

o C --------prefix
+
(i.e. vissza-)

+process
Y

Such morpheme-bound rules are not a part of adult
competence, since placement of verbal prefixes may
eventually be controlled through functional features.
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However, these rules seem to reflect the fact that the
child initially treats these prefixes as syntactically
stable,

Zoli uses a few imperative forms such as gyere

ki "come out I,” bti.i.i el "hide away I," and

£Ll.i f81

"stand upI" as amalgams with the prefixes in second
position.

We should note that productivity of rules

of the type of Buie K for prefixes is only inferred at
this time; there is no hard evidence supporting it.
Eule H must be fully productive at this time.
Zoli uses is 155 different times with a large variety
of roots.

It is always attached after the noun.

At level II all applications of Rule F involved
lexical items that inherently coded some quality of
the modified item.

However, the rule may also be used

to place operators such as csak "only, just" and the
negative

nem.

For each of these items, it is possible

that there positioning is first governed by a morphemespecific rule.

However, as we have seen, such morpheme-

specific rules should be of only transitory importance
when a general rule such as Buie F
the ordering.

exists to accomplish

All of Zoli’s forty-eight uses of the

negative nem are cases of denial.

Zoli expresses non

existence through the use of the negative copula nines.
These forty-eight utterances include thirty negatives
with verbs, seven with locative adverbs, four with nouns,
and seven with adjectives.
A problem arises in regards to the possible
extension of Rule F to ordering of is by Eule H.

If
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other operators such as csak and nem can be ordered
through Rule F, then it might be that the child would
also order is "also" in this way.

However, is does

not proceed the item modified, but follows it.

The

solution to such a problem must surely reside in the
fact that Rule H is morpheme-specific and is, thereby,
insulated against the functioning of more general rules.
It may be taken as a general principle that morphemespecific rules operate wherever possible and can
block other rules where conflict exists.
5.32

The conflict between verb-fronting and rules
based upon functional features
At Level II we recorded only ten utterances which

went against the pattern of verb-fronting.

These ten

utterances included four formulaic utterances, five
cases of topicalization, and one case of focusing of
a non-verbal element.

However, the absence of stability

in intonational patterns meant that there was no clear
evidence for the presence of Rule D, the focusing rule.
At Level III both of these considerations are substantially
modified.

The increase in intonational stability (section

5.34) means that determination of the distribution of
functional features is reliable.

Additionally, the variety

and number of elements preceding the verb increases at
Level III.
First let us consider some over-all figures.

At
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Level II, excluding utterances with vocative-agents
and locative adverbs, there were thirty-one utterances
with verbs.

Of this total twenty-two,.or 71$v showed

verb-fronting.

The decline in the percentage of utter

ances with verb-fronting is more significant when we
consider that the percentage of formulaic utterances
declines through this same period, meaning that exceptions
to verb-fronting cannot be written off as easily as
they were at Level II.
Of the 131 utterances in which some other element
was ordered before the verb, seventy-four has initial
topics and fifty-seven had initial focused elements.
The detailed composition of these groups will be discussed
in the next section.
It would be a mistake to imagine that the rule
of verb-fronting is of no importance at Level III, or
that all cases of verb-fronting can be accounted for
by Buie D, the focusing rule.

It is interesting to

observe that twenty-one, or 12$, of the utterances with
fronted verbs are violations of rules based upon functional
features.

In thirteen of these utterances the verb

appears initially without stress and is followed by a
stressed noun-phrase.

This intonational pattern would

indicate that the verb is being used as a topic.

However,

topicalization of verbs is extremely rare, requiring,
among other conditions, their mention in a previous utter
ance.

In none of these thirteen utterances are there
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good reasons to interpret the verb as a topic.

Moreover,

the element following the verb is usually stressed for
reasons apparent in the communicative context.

Therefore,

it appears that the verbs in these utterances have
erroneously been placed before the focused element,
which actually should precede it.

Examples of this

first error type are folyik a viz "runs the water,"
ad.iuk # magnd "let's give # tape-recorder," and .i8n a
b?Ccsi "comes the uncle" with the primary stress upon the
last word in all cases.

In five other errors the initial

verb receives primary stress, as required for the focused
item, but there is no reason for focusing the verb.

For

example, Zoli says k&rem baba "want doll" with a focus
upon the wanting, when the objective facts of the situation
would place focus upon the doll he is requesting.

In

three additional errors> a topic precedes the verb in an
essentially correct manner.

However, the verb still

appears fronted before another element of the sentence,
as if it were being focused.
apparent reason for focusing.

Here, again, there is no
An example of such an error

Is cukor kaptok Zollkanak "sugar get+2PP Zolika4dat."
(=Zolika will get some sugar).
The impact of the rules of verb-fronting appears
even greater when we consider that many of the utterances
with initial focused verbs could conceivably have had
other non-verbal elements focused.

Moreover, there were
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no utterances In which, fronting of some non-verbal element
could be judged as an error.

In fact the only other

error in the assignment of functional features was in
the utterance piszkos a halacska "dirty the fishie" in
which the last element was focused and stressed, while
the first element was unstressed and topicalized.

In

the context of that utterance, there was no reason to
take piszkos "dirty" as a topic, since it had not been
mentioned and was not present in the context.
It would also be a mistake to imagine that the
effects of Eule D could be explained away at Level III.
The clear operation of contrastive focusing is evident
in sequences such as az az Andie "that the Andi’s," in
which the last element receives the primary stress due
a comment which follows a topic, this utterance then
being followed by ez a Moncsid "this the Moncsi’s," in
which the first element is given primary stress as a
contrasted focus.

Examples of manipulation of these

rules and the patterns of contrast abound at Level III,
whereas they were quite absent at Level II.

Facts derived

from the communicative context force us to grant the
productivity of Eule D at Level III.

Certainly, this

rule was of some importance at Level II also, although
it is not possible to assess the degree of its importance.

5.33

Acquisition of rules based upon functional features
Hungarian syntax cannot be studied without recourse
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to information regarding the context of the utterance.
As we progress with our study of the development of
syntax in Zoli and ]£va, we become interested more in
assignment of functional features than in the existence
of syntactic rules ordering these features.

We have

already considered the most basic syntactic rules ordering
major constituents in Hungarian.

From level III onwards

there can be no doubt that the child operates with such
rules.

His utterances cannot be generated solely through

the use of rules based upon inherent or grammatical
features.*

Therefore, it is not the existence of the'

* In a thorough study of the earliest stages of acquisition
of Finnish by children growing up in the United States,
Melissa Bowerman (1973) focuses upon the extent to which
the order of grammatical constituents "mirrors” the
order of these constituents in the mother’s speech.
Bowerman suggests that Finnish has free word-order in
regards to ordering of major constituents, but she fails
to consider the possibility that such "free" ordering
may be determined, in fact, by functional features. Our
own data on Zoli, including such observations as the
decrease in verb-fronting from Level I onwards, could not
be brought into harmony with a model which suggests that
children's speech mirrors that of the input, unless it
were possible that the input showed a similar decline
in verb-fronting over this time. It is true that speech
directed to children shows a degree of verb-fronting
higher than in Hungarian spoken between adults. However,
there is no evidence that the adult is able to adapt his
speech to match the child’s level of verb-fronting, while
still decreasing this percentage from week to week.
We can imagine the existence of such a sensitive mirroring
of the mother by the child and such adaptation of the
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basic rules which we need to study, so much as their
realization in given utterances:

This is to say that we

are interested in observing what kind of elements receive
the features /+topic/ and /+focus/ and in what combinations
with other elements they receive these features.

Assign

ment of features is a question of semological learning:
after having reviewed the occurrences of the various
patterns involved, we will treat it as such.
The first question we wish to raise is: What are
the conditions for placing an element at the beginning
of an utterance as a topic?

We will speak of this element

as a pre-topicalized element in contrast with the posttopicalized element which is pieced at the end of an
utterance.

Pre-topicalized elements differ from post-

(continued) mother to changing states of the child
in the case of immigrant families, such.as those studied
by Bowerman. However, when the input to the child derives
not only from the mother, but from siblings of varying
ages, nursery-school teachers, playmates, adults in the
general community, and the media, it is difficult to
imagine how such a relation of probability-matching
might obtain.

In a variegated linguistic environment,

the child will not always hear input designed to conform
to the particular state of his own linguistic development.
In any case, whether we study an environment with
many diverse input sources or an environment with one
sensitive and adpative input source, we believe that an
explanation of s ynta c t i c acquisition in a free word-order
language like Hungarian, and possibly like Finnish,
requires us to study not only the changing percentages of
surface syntactic patterns in the child's speech, but also
the productivity of syntactic and semological rules
generating these surface patterns.
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topicalized elements in that the former is also
positively marked for focus.

The criteria for judging

an item as pre-topicalized are that it should not appear
as the first item in the utterance, and that it should
be given either in the situation or in prior communication.
For the adult, there may be several initial topics, and
a pause should separate the topics from the rest of the
utterance.

For Zoli at Level III, we find only one

utterance with two initial topics: ott a toroe # elbu.it
"There the dwarf # away+hid" with primary stress on the
last item.

The presence of the pause separating the

topics from the rest of the utterance is not reliable
at this time; only about half of the topics are separated
in this way.
The overwhelming majority of the topics in Zoli's
utterances are deictic elements.

From a total of 226

pre-topicalized elements, there are sixty-five occurrences
of the deictic pronouns ez "this" and az "that" and 112
occurrences of the deictic locative adverbs ott "there"
and itt "here."

Of the non-deictic elements, there were

fourteen adverbs of time, nine pronouns, and twenty-six
nouns.

The pronouns included five occurrences of en

"I" used as the subject of the verb; twenty-one nouns
were used in this way.

Of the other nouns, three were

objects of the verb and two were the subjects of sentences
with predicate adjectives.

The twenty-one occurrences

of subjects before their verbs is of particular interest
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in that it represents Zoli's first major move away from
the verh-fronting style of his earliest utterances and
a move toward the SOY style of adult Hungarian.

Simpli

fying a complex matter, the position of the S in the SOY
pattern represents the fact that the subject of the
utterance is usually chosen for topicalization, and that
topicalized elements come first in neutral sentence order.
The operation of Eule I above requires the presence
of both /+topic/ and /-i-focus/ on some item.

These

features must be assigned by semological rules operating
upon semetic categories.

In section 2.2 of Part I we

noted that topicalization is a basic utilizational process.
If this assumption is correct, the feature /+topic/
should be available to the child before the beginning
of syntactic development.

However, incorporation-of

this feature in a rule such as Eule I requires some time
because of reasons mentioned in Prediction #20 of section
3.3

of Part I.

But note that the topic which is of

salience in pre-linguistic cognition is not entirely
identical with the linguistic topic.

As an instrument of

socialization, language forces the child to assign the
feature /+topic/ with regard to the presence of the given
item in the speech of others, as well as in the child's
own thought and speech.

At both Level II and III, only

a small fraction of Zoli's topics were mentioned by a
previous speaker.

G-enerally, a topic is an item given
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in the situation.

For this reason, the feature /+deixis/

is of some importance to the child in assigning the feature
/+topic/.
The second question we wish to ask regarding func
tional features is: What are the conditions for focusing
an element?

Our criteria for judging an item to be

focused are that it should have primary stress and that
it should be of some importance in the utterance for
reasons of contrast or emphasis.
of 429 items in this sample.

Zoli focused a total

Of these, 193 items were

verbs and fifty-seven items were adverbs, locatives, nouns,
or adjectives focused before verbs.

The remaining 179

focused elements were members of verb-less utterances,
some of which would have required a copula in adult
Hungarian.

Of this total of 179 focused elements, 137

items were comments following pre-topicalized elements;
the other 42 items were focused at the beginning of the
utterance and were followed by post-topicalized items.
Since some of the focused verbs were preceded by topics,
the total of focused items occurring first in the utterance
and followed by post-topicalized items was 203, while
226 focused items were preceded by pre-topicalized items.
Of particular interest are the 57 utterances in
which an item is focused before the verb.

Such focusings

show learning of the other basic ingredient of Hungarian
SOY order, which is that the focused element (which is
the lbject in the neutral case, i.e. when it has no
article) precedes the verb.

By learning to make exceptions
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to vert-fronting for topicalization and focusing, the
child moves closer to the word-order of adult Hungarian.
Future development entails not so much the acquisition
of new rules, hut limitation of verh-fronting by shifting
the categories for focusing.

At level III, adverbs,

especially locative adverbs, account for 46 of the 57
focusings of non-verbal elements.

In five utterances

the subject is focused before the verb.

One of these

utterances also shows pre-topicalization: ott a Bdlus
alszik "there the Belus sleeps” with stress on Belus.
Four utterances how focused objects, and two show focused
datives.

In both of the last two categories, pre-topicalized

items also appear.
Semantic grounds for focusing are rather wellestablished at this time.

The clarity with which Zoli's

focused items express contrast, selection, disagreement,
and emphasis indicates that control of Rule D has not
awaited acquisition of the component semantics of the
feature /+focus/ as much as unification of these components
into a superordinate category and superimposition of stored
amalgams in which the feature may not be as vivid as
inherent features.

Of the twenty focused diectic pronouns,

eight are focused for contrast, eight are focused to
emphasize inclusion (i.e. ez is "this too"), and three
are responses to a selection question.

Of the 193

focused verbs, 112 are focused verbal prefixes, thirty
focus their imperativeness, twenty-two focus progressivety
(in intransitives only), two express a contrast with a
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prior utterance, three focus the future tense, twelve
focus emotional involvement with the action of the verb,
and twelve follow pre-topicalized nouns.

The greatest

stereotypy of feature assignment is for the verbs focusing
their verbal prefixes.

It may be that many of these

verbs are still present as amalgams and that stress on
the verbal prefix is a part of their lexical encoding.
Placement of the verbal prefix is correct at a level only
somewhat better than chance.
With the increase in sentence complexity, Eule D,
the focusing rule, must undergo a certain modification:
Rule D

Y

x

This is to say that the focused element must follow the
pre-topicalized element.

The appearance of a focused

topic serves as an inhibition to an otherwise general
fronting of the focused element.
The system of semantic features rather poorly
represents the process of focus assignment.

A more

appropriate system of notation would assign 100 percentage
points of focus to each utterance and allow these points
to be distributed throughout the utterance.

If a topical-

ized element receives less than a certain miniimim number
cf points, it will be post-topicalized, rather than pretopicalized.

If a focused element is of great importance,

all the points will be assigned to it and no element will
proceed it, since there will be no focus on the topics.
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Points would also "be assigned to the vocative element as
an extra-sentential topic.

Use of semantic features is

a definite simplification of a process which has its roots
in language utilization.

Where this simplification ob

scures the actual nature of the child’s rules, we will
speak in terms of the relative distribution of focus.
The vocative can be placed through functional rules
like L s, I, and J.

Like the topic, the vocative is

sensitive to relative distribution of focus.

Unlike

the topic, it is positioned not in relation to items,
but in relation to the entire utterance.

For this reason

the rule placing the vocative would differ slightly from
Rule L', I, and J.

This positioning in relation to the

utterance amounts to extraposition and all of Zoli’s
utterances at Level III show the vocative extraposed.
Of the forty utterances with vocative-agents, the vocative
is the last element in thirty-six.

But this may be

attributed to either Rule D 1 acting upon the focusing of
the feature /+imperative/ or Rule E acting to front the
verb.

In another pattern, the vocative follows the words

tessgk "please," szia "hiI," and szervusz "helloIV in
fifteen utterances.

It never precedes these forms.

It

would be possible to account for this through a set of
morpheme-specific rules, but it seems more accurate to
note that Zoli has learned to assign primary focus to
items with the feature /+salutation/ or, perhaps, /+phatic/.
In the other thirty-four uses of the vocative with fuller
propositions, the vocative is preposed nineteen times
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and postposed fifteen times.

The fact that vocative

placement is free in cases where salutations or vocativeagents are not involved suggests that orderings may he
determined through focusing relations.
5.34

Acquisition of rules assigning grammatical intonations
Zoli controlled stress within the word before he

controlled stress within the sentence.

In Hungarian,

stress is a combination of increased loudness and
heightened pitch.

This intonation was clearly marked

on the first syllables of words at Level II; the few
exceptions to this generally correct assignment of stress
within the word are noted in section 4.3.

Use of stress

as a grammatical device required the formation of a lexical
item such as:

+foeus

(semology)

pitch

(Biology)

As we have noted above, focusing may vary within more
than one value.

Similarly, the degree of loudness and

high pitch may vary.

At this time, there is no indication

that Zoli has learned how to stress focused topics by
increasing volume and length without raising pitch.

Also,

we have noted that the placement of a pause after the
topic is unstable.

Also there is no evidence: of produc

tivity of-question intonation.
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5.55

Additional aspects of Zoli1s syntax
Zoli's speech continues to include a heavy component

of formulaic utterances.

However, many of the new formulas

entering at this time are parts of songs and verses
rather than expressions.

Included in his speech at this

time are a number of conventional exclamations, greetings,
and baby-talk words: .ia.i "oh," houpa "whoops," szia "hiI,"
szervusz "hello," bumm "boom," tente "sleepy-bye," cslices
"sitty-down," vau-vau "bow-wow," and csicsi.ia-dadaka.
A number of Zoli’s sentences show structure
approaching that of coordination or two phrases, but it
is not clear that we can actually talk about coordination
at this time.

Through the use of ndzz "look!" and .id?

"O.K.?," Zoli produces structures resembling coordinations.
In two other utterances, there seems to be some real
coordination: az agyikd (ban). nem az autd (ban van a
balacska "in the bed, not in the car (is the fishie)"
and ez a csunya bacsi ds mdg az a bdcsi "this is the nasty
uncle and also that’s the uncle."
An attempt was made to elicit sentence imitations
from Zoli.

Although a number of imitations were elicited,

Zoli was not particularly eager to imitate and we have
some reservations about the degree to which his imitations
reflect the structure of his linguistic knowledge.

The

stimuli were sentences with a subject, an o b j e c t a n d a
verb; the subject and object were modified by definite
articles and the verb was in the definite conjugation.
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All six permutations of the three elements were tested.
The two presentations of the order OYS and the two present
ations of the order OSY were permuted to YSO in imitation.
Moreover, one presentation of the order SYO and one
presentation of the order OYS were permuted to YSO.

The

effect of verh-fronting is detectable here, but we would
hesitate to make conclusions about a few isolated imitations.
The phenomena of discourse pressure influenced a
total of seventeen errors in person in this sample.
In these errors, Zoli answers a yes-no question with a
2PS verb with another 2PS verb, rather than a IPS verb.
However, in three cases, Zoli does reply with a IPS form.
On the other hand, Zoli's answer to questions with mi?
"what?” mit? "what+acc.?," mik ezek? "what these?,"
mivel? "what+instr.?," and hoi? "where?" were correctly
matched in terms of discourse agreement.

Hesitation

phenomena include the four varieties present at level II.
In fact, it is not clear that these phenomena undergo
a process of development at all, rather they seem to
reflect basic capacities in language utilization.

Occas

ionally, it is difficult to distinguish hesitations from
groups of short utterances.

For example, the utterance

meleg # most meleg "hot # now hot" and dozens like it
can be viewed either as retraced false-starts or as
expansions.

On the other hand, some sentence groups

cannot be explained as cases of hesitations: elvitte a
neni ### elvitte # kalaodcs "away+took the aunt ### away+
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took # hammer1* seems to be an analysis of elvitte a neni
a kalauacsot "away+took the aunt the hammer+acc."

The

number of such processing groups is small in all of our
samples from Zoli and their importance should not be
overestimated.
Another phenomena related to hesitation is that of
apposition.

Zoli*s use of apposition either involves

expansion of a deictic locative adverb through a more
specific locative noun-phrase or the apposition of one
full noun—phrase to another.

The latter type of apposi

tion cannot be clearly distinguished from the retraced
false-start, although it involves not so much a correction
as an expansion.

On the other hand, locative apposition

is a common device in both English and Hungarian.

In

utterances such as "Here’s that gadget under the table,"
we find the more specific locative being post-topicalized.
Zoli shows learning of this structure in utterances like
itt van benne "Here it-is inside."

Appositives present an

interesting exception to the general rule that a set of
semantic features may only be realized in one lexical item
in a given utterance.

In apposition, a few features are

realized in the first, unspecific item; as lexicalization
continues, additional information surfaces and the child
seeks to add new information to the prior lexicalization.
The second item is produced later and is usually posttopicalized as an appositive.

Languages and codes vary

in their tolerance•for this hesitation-related phenomena.
Where tolerated, as in the case of apposition to a locative
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deictic in Hungarian, the child must learn to posttopicalize the permitted item and to avoid non-permitted
items.

Zoli has not yet learned how to avoid non

sanctioned appositives, such as mutasd a kicsit. a eg^rke
"show the little-one+acc., the mouse."

5.56

Calculation of M.L.U.
Calculation of the M.L.U. at Level III introduces

no new principles, hut it might he of interest to examine
some of the steps in this calculation.
is to take a hasic utterance count.

The first step

Isolation of utter

ances proceeds according to criteria mentioned in 2.5
ahove.

Excluding formulaic utterances, which do not

figure in the M.L.U. calculation, Zoli made 2465 utterances
in this sample.

In the second step, we go through each

utterance counting productive roots and add a number to
the hasic utterance count for each root exceeding one
per utterance.

The third step requires us to make an

interpolation for the productivity of suffixes and other
grammatical morphemes.

This interpolation is made hy

multiplying the occurrences of the morpheme hy its
percentage productivity.

The results, which appear in

the following table, are then summed.

The figure of 268.7

additional productive morphemes was then added to the
morpheme count available after the second step.

The

final step requires us to divide the total number of
morphemes hy the hasic utterance count.

Here 5955*7

morphemes distributed in 2465 utterances indicate an
M.L.U. of 1.60.
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Table XI
Calculation of Productive Affix Attachments-at -Level III
Morpheme_________ Productivity

Occurrences- -Addition to M.L.U.

Plural

60#

7

4.2

Dative

50#

8

2.4

Instrumental

50#

18

5.4

Accusative

45#

139

62.5

Sign of Possession

55#

47

25.8

IPS Possessive

10#

10

1.0

IPS Indefinite

20#

26

5.2

IPS Definite

20#

32

6.4

2PS Indef.-Indicative 50#

11

3.3

2PS Defin.-Imperative 50#

7

2.1

215

95.8

Definite Article

45#

vissza-

60#

6

3.6

ki-, be-, f81-, el-

40#

39

15.6

Inessive-Illative

50#

11

Allative

50#

7

Diminutive

75#

32

Total

3.3
,

3.5
24.0

265.1
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5.4
5.41

Zoli 17
Acquisition of rules based upon inherent features
At this point we might briefly review the various

syntactic rules Zoli has acquired during the period pre
ceding Level IV.

In the second period we observed the

following rules:
Rule
Rule
Rule
Rule
Rule
Rule
Rule

D:
E:
F:
G:
H:
I:
J:

focusing
verb-fronting
modifier-fronting
suffixing
is-attachment
pre-topicalization
post-topiealization

Rules E through H were based upon inherent features, while
Rule D, I, and J were based upon functional features.
Rule G was actually the form of a group of rules; and
Rule F may also have been a set of rules at Level II,
although it is probably a single rule by Level III.

At

Level III productive syntactic rules include each of the
above rules and the following additional rule:
Rule K:

prefixing

Additionally, at Level III Rule D is modified into Rule D*.
At the time of Level IV, each of the Rules E
throu g h

E are required to generate Zoli’s utterances.

We will discuss rules D ’, I, and J in section 5.43 and
Rule E in section 5.42.
remaining rules.

In this section we consider the

There were 122 uses of the rule of

modifier-fronting, Rule F.

However, fifty-six of these

uses involved forms such as Baraa bdcsi "Baraa Uncle"
or Ali neni "Ali Aunt" which could conceivably be phrasal
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amalgams.

However, excluding these forms, there were

still sixty-six occurrences of modifier-fronting.

Zoli’s

use of suffixes continues to expand at Level IV; the
increased productivity of many suffixes (see section 5.24
above) indicates increased use of the various morphemebound rules of suffixing, all of the form of Rule G.
The numbers of such productive attachments are calculated
in section 5.46 below.

There are 105 attachments of is

"also" after the lexical item to which it relates.

There

are no errors in the placement of is through Rule H.

We

should also note that the operation of vowel-lengthening
before is which occurred at Level III no longer occurs
in this sample.
In section 5.31 we suggested that Rule K for
prefixing may have begun to assume some productivity at
Level III, although hard evidence for such productivity
was missing.

At level IV there is clearer evidence for

the productivity of rules of the form of Rule K in that
all the errors of prefix-placement are over-generalizations
of fronting, as required by Rule X.

There are no

erroneous placements of a prefix after the verb-root, as
is required in forms such as the imperative.

In fact,

most of the erroneous frontings occur when a prefix is
placed before a root with an imperative suffix. These
errors are reviewed in section 6.13 of Part II.

It appears,

at this time, that Zoli has no awareness of the fact that
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verbal prefixes must be placed through, rules based on
functional features.

For another type of error-d§.ta

attesting productivity, see section 6.4a of Part II.
The negative nem occurs twelve times before a
verb and sixteen times before a non-verbal element.
These placements may be governed by Eule F, or by
assignment of focus to the negative and use of Eule D 1.
There are forty-nine instances of adverbial modifiers
appearing before the adjectives which they modify; of
these forty-five involve the structure m6m egy "still one.”
The one additional rule based upon inherent
features which, is of importance at this time is Eule
1, which positions one of the three lexical items of
the phonological form csak.

This item is attached after

an imperative verb and adds politeness to the request.
Eule L:

command
X

politeness
+

csak

If a separate morpheme-bound rule did not exist for
this item, it might be positioned as a modifier by Eule
F, although it is questionable whether the child would
actually perceive this item as a modifier.

5.42

The conflict between verb-fronting and rules based
upon functional features
In section 5.32 we observed that 71$ of the utter

ances with verbs at level II had the verb fronted.
level III this figure had declined to 56$.
there are 280 utterances with verbs.

At

At level IV

Of these, 113, or
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40#, show verb-fronting whereas 167 utterances have some
other item placed before the verb.

As in the previous

period, the decline in verb-fronting is more significant
when viewed against the backdrop of the general decline
in formulaic utterance^ and unanalysed phrases.

Of the

167 utterances in which some other element was ordered
before the verb, 135 involve fronting of a focused element
and 32 involve pre-topicalization.

She detailed compos

ition of these groups will be discussed in the next
section.
Despite the continued decline in the proportion
of utterances with fronted verbs, there continues to be
a segment of the utterances with fronted verbs which
attests to the continued productivity of Eule E and the
continuing conflict between Rule E, on one hand, and Rules
D ’ and I, on the other.

At Level III 12# of Zoli's verb-

initial utterances had verbs fronted where the fronting
of some other element would have been more appropriate.
The proportion of such errors at Level IY is 13# or fifteen
utterances out of a total of 113 with fronted verbs.
at Level III, these errors are of three types.

As

The first

error-type is intonational in that the fronting of the
verb is situationally interpretable, but some other element
is given primary stress.
"want bug+acc.t*

Such errors include ker bogart

ng-jnalok neked "make+lPS for-you,"

epitunk itt tortat "build+IPP here cake+acc.," etc.

In

each of these errors the last element receives primary
stress.

Of the fifteen over-generalizations of verb-
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Since the error here is

failure to front an element that apparently is important
enough to be focused,.we see that the major rule-conflict
is between Eule E and Rule D', with Rule I of minor
importance.

In the second error type, stress is correctly

placed on the fronted verb, but there is no apparent
reason for fronting of the verb.

Such utterances include

adok homokot avval "give+lPS sand+acc. with-that" and
ontb'm bele tortaba csokolat (=csokokadet) "pour+lPS into-it
cake+illative chocolate+acc."
this type.

There are four errors of

In the third error type, a topic correctly

precedes the verb, but it appears from the intonation
and situation that another focused element should also
precede the verb, but does not.

The only error of this

type was: ott volt a masik motor "there was the other
motor" in which primary stress falls on masik.

The import

ance of these violations continues to be magnified by the
fact that there is only one other violation of Rules D ’
and I.

This violation is the utterance ma.jdnem jott

"almost came" in which primary stress falls on riott.
although the sense of the utterance requires contrastive
stress on ma.jdnem.

In a sense this violation and the

violations of the first type discussed above are not so
much violations of Rule D* as violations of the semological
rules assigning focus to contrastive items.
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5.45

The acquisition of rules based upon functional
features
We explained in section 5.33 that, after the first

stages of development, we are interested in answering
the question: What are the conditions for assigning the
feature /+topic/ and /+focus/?

This is to say that the

study of syntactic learning requires us to investigate
semological learning.
First, we wish to observe the conditions at level TV
for considering an item as a focused topic subject to
pre-topicalization.

As at level H I , the overwhelming

majority of pre-topicalized elements at level
deictic in character.

are

There is a decline in the proportion

of utterances with pre-topicalized items from 226 utterances
in a total of 2675 utterances, or 8?o, to 93 utterances
in a total of 1911 utterances, or 5^.

This decline

occurred chiefly in the area of utterances without a verb.
The 93 occurrences of pre-topicalization included fortynine pre-topicalized locatives, two pre-topicalized pro
nouns, fifteen pre-topicalized deictic pronouns, fifteen
pre-topicalized temporal adverbs, and twelve pre-topicalized
nouns.

One of the deictic pronouns was in the accusative

in the utterance ezt szetszedem "this+acc. apart+take+lPS."
One of the topicalized temporals was a day of the week
in szerda # napoztam "Wednesday # sun-bathe+past+lP3."
Of the twelve utterances with pre-topicalized nouns,
five simply involved a subject and its verb.

The other
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seven utterances were:
where is?"

halacska # hoi van? "fishie #

papucsa # hoi van?

"slipper where is?"

masik. bent van "other, inside is," Bama. halacska #
hoi van? "Bama, fishie # where is?," most # halacskat
visszunk "now # fishie+acc. take + 1PP,"

nagyot add

oda "hig-one+acc. give here," and itt a bici me^allt
"here the bicycle stopped."

The first five of these

involve a pre-topicalized element followed by a correctly
focused element and then the verb.

This illustrates the

SOV word-order of the neutral sentence in adult Hungarian.
The sixth utterance simply has a focused noun (zeroderivation from an adjective) as the object.

The seventh

utterance has two topics, a locative adverb and the sub
ject with its definite article.

Ve had also found an

utterance with two topics at level III.

However, since

we have only two such utterances in a combined sample
from level III and level IV of over 4000 utterances, we
cannot posit the existence of a rule ordering locative
and temporal topics before other topics.

In general,

the conditions for assigning the features /+topic/ and
/+focus/ to an item remain as they were at level III.
Topics are generally either 1) deictic, 2) temporal,
5) locative, or 4) objects clearly "given" in the situation.
The use of pre-topicalization to refer to items mentioned
in either the child’s previous utterances or utterances
of some other speaker has not yet begun.

The role of

definiteness in determining post-topicalization will be
discussed below.
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In section 5.33 we observed that focus is
assigned in varying proportions to different elements
of the utterance.

Topicalized elements never receive

major focus, since they constitute given, unsurprising
non-contrastive information.

However, a topic will

naturally receive some quanta of focus, unless that
focus is consummed by another element of over-riding
importance.

This is to say that a topic will be pre-

topicalized, unless all the focus falls on the focused
element.

In the latter case, the topic is /-focus/ and

post-topicalized.

Therefore, it is not the conditions

for post-topicalization which we are interested in
studying, but the conditions for the assignment of all
focus to one element.
Of the total of 1911 utterances at Level IV,
339 or 18% show some element as focused.

In all but 42

of these, the focused element is the first element of the
sentence; in these forty utterances the first element, is
a topic.

Other types of focused elements included:

thirty locative adverbs (twenty-two before verbs), fiftyeight negatives (forty-two before verbs), forty-five
question words (twenty-five before-verbs), seven nouns
with is attached, ninety-eight verbs, and seventeen nouns
and adjectives preceding non-verbal post-topics.

In

addition to these major categories, there are seven further
categories which it is interesting to study in more detail.
First, we find two cases of focused instrumentals: kockavai
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epitunk "block+instr. build+IPP" (=We build with blocks)
and autoval megyunk "car+instr. go+IPP" (=We go by car).
Second, we have one utterance with a focused dative: bogdrnak adok kicsi homokot "bug+dat. give+lPS little sand+acc."
Third, there are two utterances with nouns used as locatives
(although the suffixes are missing or incorrect): homokot
ulfink "sand+acc. sit+IPP (We sit in the sand) and auto
szfll1unk "car alight+1PP" (=We get into the car). Fourth,
there are nine utterances with focused objects of the
verb.

Fifth, there are ten utterances with adverbs of

manner including alig "scarcely," igy "thusly," and
nagyon "very” which are focused.

Sixth, there are five

utterances in which en "I" is focused as the subject.
Lastly, there are fourteen utterances with the copula in
which the predicate adjective or predicate noun is focused.
Focusing of verbs seems to involve a number of
factors associated with definiteness of the object.

We

noted just above that nine utterances contain direct ob
jects placed before the verb to achieve focusing.

None

of these direct objects bears a definite article; wherever
an object has a definite article it follows the verb.
What is true of the object of the verb is also true of
the subject: only two subjects with definite articles
precede verbs, whereas many follow verbs.

The verbs

that precede these objects and subjects with definite
article are both transitive and intransitive.

This pattern

should be understood in light of the general distribution
of focus in the utterance.

First we must remember that
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definiteness is closely associated with topicalization,
as well a deixis.

Things that are definite for the child

are usually present in his actual physical environment,
not merely in memory.

When faced with the choice of

assigning primary focus to these objects or to the usually
unrealized action in which they participate, the child
decides the action is of greater interest.

In this way,

the primitive tendency towards verb-fronting begins to
be modified into a tendency to post-topicalize nouns with
definite articles at Level IV.

Whereas all verbs were

considered interesting at Level I and Level II; verbs
are considered interesting at level IV when other items
are definite, i.e. uninteresting.

However, Zoli's usage

continues to differ from adult usage in one important
way.

When the subject and/or object is definite it

usually receives no focus at all and is post-topicalized.
In adult usage, such elements are more often given some
focus and pre-topicalized.
In general, we have seen that there are differences
in the grammatical constitution of elements that receive
focus vs. those which receive topicalization.

Focus is

assigned more or less through a hierarachy of priority.
First priority is given to sentence negation and questioning.
Second priority is given to any other sort of contrast.
Third priority is given to information that is new or
interesting or both.

Topics,.on the other hand, are often

deictic elements, pronouns, locatives, or objects "given”
in the situation.
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Vocative-agents are placedcafter-.±he..--assoeiated
proposition at the ratio of 4:1 with seventy-six cases
in all.

Similarly, vocatives follow the various greetings

and phatic expressions noted in 5.33 at the ratio of 8:1.
However, in other utterances, there are twenty-four voca
tives following the proposition and fifty-four preceding
it.

This tendency to fron the vocative seems to he part

of a general growing tendency to front topicalized
material.
A second new rule which seems to he of some import
ance at Level IV is a rule which positions secondary
clauses.
Rule M:

P

-secondary
I
X

+

coord.---- P

,
+secondary

!

I

(T)

+

Z

Here the term "secondary" refers to any clause which
shows some logical or structural dependency upon another
clause.

Such secondary clauses are of two types: embedded

or subordinate clauses and coordinated clauses.

In

coordination with conjunctions such as "because" one
clause is usually dependent upon the other.

At Level III

we observed a number of utterances which appeared to be
coordinations.
frequent.

At Level IV these structures become more

Even from Level II we frequently have utterances

with nezd "look!" followed by a clause which may be
interpreted as an embedding.

Eor example, nezd elvitte

a neni "look away+took the lady" may be also translated
as, "Behold the fact that the lady has taken it." Such
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utterances occur seven times at Level 17.

Similar to

these, hut more clearly an embedding, is latod mi az?
"see+2PS what that?"

Other embeddings involve complements

with infinitives t nem kell aludni "not necessary sleep-f
infin." (=It isn’t necessary for me to sleep.), nem kell
Moncsinak aludni "not necessary Moncsi+dat. sleep+infin.,"
and elment dolgozni "away+went work+inf in."

Coordinate

structures involving postposed dependent clauses at this
time al ~i are based upon "because" as a conjunction.

In

the utterance sir mert aut<5 "cries because car" (Dorcsi
is crying becasue they took her car away from her.) the
"because" is expressed on the surface; in nem. piszkos
"no, dirty" (=no I don’t want to build with it, because
it is dirty) the "because" is not expressed.

The utterances

cited in the preceding sentences constitute all the
utterances subject to Rule M.
5.44

" “

'

Acquisition of rules assigning grammatical intonations
Zoli continues to score advances in his control of

grammatical intonations.

Focusing through raised pitch

and volume was already being acquired at Level III; at
Level 17 his control of volume and pitch seems increasingly
stable, although still removed from the adult standard.
Many utterances show no primary stress; in a few, too
many are given heavy stress.

However, the main area of

advance is not marking of focus, but marking of the topic.
For the first time, at Level 17, Zoli begins to separate
the topic from the rest of the utterance by a clear and
noticeable pause.

However, there is still no control
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of the device of .raising of pitch on the pre-topicalized
element while not raising volume.
At level III we found no evidence for clear- and
productive use of question intonation.

At level IV

question intonation seems to be under some limited control,
but it is difficult to distinguish from focusing inton
ation.

Since Zoli's questions are generally quite short,

there is little room for a clear demonstration of this
pattern.

The part of question intonation which is most

characteristic involves the rising and falling tones near
the end of the question, and such patterns are not evidenced
in the sample from level 17.
5.45

Additional aspects of Zoli's syntax
The baby-talk component of Zoli’s speech begins to

disappear at level IV.

Together with this disappearance,

we find a general decline in formulaic utterances.

This

is to say that mahy of the phrases which were uttered with
stereotyped intonation and in a limited variety of syn
tactic frames have now acquired new flexibility and range.
As the old formulas disappear and become analysed, new
formulas enter.
are:

Some of the new formulas from this time

mert nem .iossz?

"Why don't you come?," men.i innen

"get out of here," tessek .ionni "please come," csokolom
"I kiss you," ne vidd el "Don’t take it away,” and
olyan mint a ...

"just like a ..."

There were no attempts made at this time to
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systematically elicit imitations from Zoli.

It was observed

that Zoli responded intelligibly to questions containing:
mivel? "with-what?," mit? "what+acc.?," hoi? "where?,"
hova? "whither?," miert? "why?," and mit csiruCl.sz? "What
are you doing?"

However, Zoli responded to the question

mitol i.iedtel meg? "What+ablative get-frightened+past+2PS
perfective?" with a reasonable answer with an incorrect
suffix: ba.iuszaval "moustaehe+3PS-poss.+instr." for
ba.iuszatdl "moustaehe+3PS-poss.+ablative."

Whereas

discourse pressure led to over-generalized 2PS verbs in
seventeen of twenty instances at level III, there are
only three errors in seven instances at level IV.

All

of the hesitation phenomena of level III continue to be
of importance at level TV, although the proportion of
apposition declines somewhat, with only ten utterances
with apposition.

Apposition involves locatives exclusively

and appears to be somewhat more formalized at this time.

5.46

Calculation of M.l.U.
Zoli made 1911 utterances at level IV.

The total

number of free morphemes used at level IV is 3141, but
this number must be corrected for productivity of bound
morphemes, which is calculated below.
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T a b le X I I

Calculation of Productive Affix Attachments ;at Zoli TV- Morpheme______ Productivity- Occurrences - n Addition to M.h.U.
Plural

907

8

Dative

507

11

5.5

Instrumental

507

25

12.5

Accusative

657°

233

151.5

Sign of Possession

907°

8

7.2

IPS Possessive

357°

3°

10.5

3PS Possessive

307°

7

2.1

IPS Indefinite

107

35

25.5

IPS Definite

107°

39

33.3

2PS Indefin.-Indie. 307°

4

7.2

1.2

1PP Indefinite

407°

29+35=64

3PP Indefinite

307°

12

3.6

2PS Definite-Imp.

307°

42

12.6

25.6

1PP Definite

207

Imperative

107

35

3.5

Verbal Prefixes

657

128

83.2

Illative

507

11

Inessive

507

2

4+14=18

3.6

5.5
1

Allative

507

12

6

Definite Article

607

90

7.2

Diminutive

157

28

Total ,

21
428.5
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The total number of morphemes is thus 3569.5 and M.L.U.
is 1.87.

5.5

Zoli V

5.-51 Acquisition of rules based upon inherent features
In the sample from Level V, there are twenty-nine
uses of Rule E for modifier-fronting, excluding titles
such as B a m a bacsi "Bama Uncle."

One such excluded

title was hentes bacsi "butcher Uncle."

Among the

modifiers was the first deictic adjective in the structure
azt a husikat "that+acc. the meat+acc."

Although the

deictic may not yet be productive, it does seem to
achieve productivity at Level VI.

It is interesting to

note that the first form of the deictic adjective shows
agreement with the noun for the accusative case.

Even

tually all inflections on the noun must also appear on
the deictic, but the error data of section 7.12c of
Part II suggest that this learning procedes suffix by
suffix.
Rule 3- for suffix-attachment continues to be of
basic importance; the numbers of such attachments are
calculated in section 5.56 below.

There are sixty attach

ments of is "also" after the lexical item to which they
relate, according to Rule H.

As in the previous period,

there are no errors in the attachment of is.

As can be
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seen in section 6.13 of Part II, Zoli continues to place
the verbal prefix before the verbal root, even when such
a placement is an error.

Such placement is governed by-

rules of the shape of Rule Z, which are not rules of
an adult grammar.

There were eighty-seven uses of

verbal prefixes (see section 3.5) and productivity of
these placements was estimated at 65$.

Placement of

the verbal prefix after the verb root is generally confined
to imperative forms.
In this sample there are only three occurrences
of csah I placed before the noun modified by Rule F.
There is only one appearance of csak II placed after the
imperative to which it relates; this ordering is effected
by Rule L.
In its use as an adverb, meg "still, another"
occurs before a noun ten times and seems to be positionable
through Rule F.

However, as a conjunction, meg first

assumes importance in this sample.
between two coordinated nouns.

It occurs seven times

If it is'true that

coordination' Is' identified in abstract semological structure,
.then placement can be determined by Rule N.
Rule H.

^
+focus

coordination--1

@
-focus
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Here, coordination is assumed to relate both ^ and $
to some further material

The features /+focus/ and

/-focus/ are meant only to indicate relatively greater
focus upon thed element.

Note the parallel with Rule

M of section 5.43.
5.52

The conflict between verb-fronting and rules based
uuon functional features
Of the 280 utterances with verbs in this sample,

only 98 show a fronted verb.

This means that only 35$

of the utterances with verbs had the verb fronted.

This

figure may be compared with 71$ at level II, 56$ at Level
III, and 40$ at level IV.

As with most of the other

major indicators of progress in language learning, there
is little change between level IV and Level V.

Of the

174 utterances in which some other element was placed
before the verb, 161 involve fronting of a focused element
and thirteen involve pre-topicalization.
At level III Zoli's fronting of the verb was a
demonstrable error in 12$ of the utterances with initial
verbs.

At LevelIV this figure is 13$, and at Level V it

declines to only 8$.

This means that only eight of the

ninety-eight utterances with initial verbs were demonstrably
deviant.

Of these nine, six had an unstressed initial

verb: szedek viragot. .io? "pluck+lPS-Ind fiower+acc., O.K.?,”
ker kotenyt "want apron+acc.," and kerem husikat "want+lPS
meat+dim.+acc."
four times.

The last of these three utterances occurred

In two other instances, the verb was given

primary stress, but there was no imaginable reason why Zoli
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should have chosen to focus the verb: lattam ott kis aut<5t
"see+past+lPS there little car+acc." and .iott haza "came
home."

As at Level IT, the importance of these errors

is magnified by the fact that there are only two other
violations of the rules for assigning focus.

These

violations are oda til "there sits" (occurring twice) and
most megyunk oda "now go+IPP thither."

In both of these

the second or verbal element is focused, although there is
no obvious cause for such focusing.
quite strictly semological.

The errors here seem

Apparently, Zoli has not yet

learned that emphatic stress on the entire proposition
is not achieved by focusing the verb, but by focusing the
verbal prefix (or the deictic oda).
5.53

The acquisition of rules based upon functional
features
At Level Y Zoli produces 112 utterances with

preposed topics.

These 112 utterances can be broken down

into the following groups: thirty pre-topicalized locatives
of which twelve precede the verb, twelve pre-topicalized
pronouns, forty-three pre-topicalized deictic pronouns
of which three precede the verb, seventeen temporal
adverbs, five adverbs of manner, and five pre-topicalized
nouns.
Although only one utterance has a double preposed
topic, three have postposed topics, all with focus
correctly placed upon the verbal prefix:

kicsavart
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a B a m a vizet "out+screw+past tlie B a m a water+acc."
(=Bama unscrewed the spigot), megnez a fulet a bacsi
"perf. +see the ear+acc. the uncle" (=The mau saw the ear),
and B a m a bacsi. ott betette a szekrenybe a kicsi autd.ia
(emphasis upon first he) " B a m a uncle, there in+put+
3PS-past the cabinet+illative the little car+3PS-poss."
(=Uncle Bama, he put his car away into the cabinet over
there).

tChe last utterance is the longest Zoli has

produced to date, containing thirteen morphemes of which
about eleven are productive.

It is also interesting to

note the utterance nem adorn en "not give+lPS I?" since
this is an exception to the general pattern of pre-topicalization of pronouns.
Of a total of 377 utterances in which some item is
focused, 161 utterances show the focused item appearing
before the verb.

Included among these focused items

are ninety-eight focused verbs, one focused temporal,
sixty-one locatives of which forty-eight precede verbs,
forty-eight comments following pre-topics (four of these
are the negative nem), sixty-three negatives of which
forty-nine precede verbs, four negative imperative particles,
twenty-five questions of which twenty precede the verb,
seventeen nouns with is before verbs, nine pronouns before
verbs of which two were accusatives and one instrumental,
four nouns in the accusative before verbs, six nouns or
adjectives preceding the copula, six nouns in the
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nominative preceding verbs, and two adverbs of manner
(fgy "thus") before verbs.

In terms of tbe semological

rules involved, neither focusing nor topicalization seem
to have acquired any additional precision over level IV.
In section 5.43 we already introduced Rule M
which will serve to order coordinated or subordinated
propositions and their conjunctions.

There are five

instances of coordinated propositions at this time; three
are coordinated by es "and” and two by mert "because."
The most significant syntactic development at Level Y
is the emergence of subordinated propositions in great
abundance.
sample.

Seventeen such utterances appear in this

Since all of them involve identity between the

subject of the main clause and the subordinated clause,
all of the verbs of the subordinated clauses are infini
tives.

The verbs of the main clauses, together with an

English approximation of the structures involved include:
tessek "let is please you to .... ," fog "he will ...,"
meg.v "he is going to...," and gyere "come ...."

Together

with this sudden increase in embeddings, we find a rapid
increase in the number and variety of infinitives.
In section 5.33 we noted that the Yocative may be
ordered through rules like Rules D ’, I, and J, but that
the exact rules must have a somewhat different shape since
the vocative is ordered in relation to the entire propos
ition.

At earlier levels we noted that vocative-agents

tend to be placed after the proposition more than other
elements.

In this sample Zoli preposed fourteen -vocative-
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agents and postposed twenty-three. looking at the
positioning of the other vocatives, we find only sixteen
postposed and forty-two preposed.

There is one utterance

with an internal vocative: tessek. Varadi. husikdt "please,
Yaradi, meat+dim.+acc.," but this utterance may actually
be composed of two utterances.
Another class of elements relating to the ^entire
proposition begins to show a rapid increase in this
sample.

We will call these forms introducers, although

one of them is actually positioned at the end of the
utterance.

The preposed forms are jaj "oh!," de "but,"

bizony "surely," and csak (in its third meaning) "but
also."

The postposed form is .id? "O.K.?"

Although these

may be formally adverbs, interjections, and conjunctions,
they function in a uniform way in Zoli's grammar:

they

all relate semantically to the entire proposition as a
part of a larger communication.

Although there is some

semantic commonality here, it is likely that each of
of these: introducers is first positioned by a rule like
Rule 0:
Rule 0:

^

Proposition

introducer
(e.g. de)

Y

In other words, their positioning is governed by a
morpheme-bound rule.

In the present sample, de occurs

eight times, .ja.i four times, csak thirty-four times,
jo? eleven times, and bizonv once.

Since they are ordered

in relation to the entire proposition, they may be followed
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in surface structure by a pre-topicalized element which,
is ordered in relation to the verb, as in the following:
csak ott elmeunek (stress on el-) "just there away+go+3PS"
and bizony bacsinak odamegyek (stress on oda) "surely
uncle+dat. there+go+lPS."
5.54

Acquisition of rules assigning grammatical
intonations
Although there is no major change in the nature

of the intonational marking of topicalization and focusing
at Level V, there is a clear development of question
intonation.

In earlier samples most of Zoli's questions

were quite short.
questions.

Moreover, the bulk of them were wh-

In the wh-question the first element is the

focused question word which receives the raised pitch
and loudness given to any focused element.

Additionally,

there is less of a decline in pitch and loudness towards
the end of the utterance than in a corresponding declar
ative utterance.

The intonational pattern of the yes-no

question is quite different.

It resembles its declarative

counterpart through the first part of its intonational
course.

However, there is a very sudden rise in pitch

on the next to the last syllable (or the last syllable in
short utterances) and a precipitous return back down on
the last syllable.
musical fourth.

This rise and return cover about a

Zoli demonstrates his control of this
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intonational pattern in the following utterances:
B a m a bacsi. oda men.iunk (rise on men.i) 'Uncle Bama,
thither go+imp.+IPP?," arra megyunk? (rise on megy)
"to-there go+IPP?," keressnnk hogarat? (rise on gar)
"seek+imp.+IPP bug+acc.?," megettem? (rise on et)
"perf.+ate+lPS?," te vagy a hentes bacsi? (rise on ba)
"you are the butcher uncle?,"

itt a rdka (rise on rdka.

both syllables)"here the fox?," and elreptilt (rise on
rep) "away+fly+past?"

Apart from his control of the

rise in pitch on the next-to-the-last syllable, Zoli
produces base sentences that would be correct as declar
atives.

That is to say that the elements are ordered

in terms of topicalization and focusing in a way that
would be correct, even if the utterance were not a
question.
5.55

Calculation of M.L.U.
Zoli produced 635 utterances at level V.

The

total number of free morphemes used at Level V is 1795,
but this number must be correct for productivity of
bound morphemes.

This added productivity is calculated

below:
Table XIII
Calculation of Productive Affix Attachments at Level V
Morpheme

Productivity

Occurrences

Addition to M.L.U.

Plural

90$

10

9.0

Dative

40$

21

8.4

Instrumental

40$

7

2.8
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Morpheme

Productivity

Occurrences

Addition

Accusative

655^

101

65.6

Sign of Possession

90%

3

2.7

IPS Possessive

2596

21

5.2

2PS Possessive

20%>

6

1.2

3PS Possessive

40%

5

2.0

IPS Indefinite

15%

51

38.2

IPS Definite

15%

54

25.5

2PS Indefinite

50%

5

1.5

1PP Indefinite

50%

12

6.0

3PP Indefinite

50%

7

3.5

2PS Definite Imp

40%

10

4.0

Imperative

50%

18

5.4

Infinitive

40%

31

12.4

Verbal Prefixes

65%

87

56.5

Illative-Inessive

50%

26

13.0

Allative

50%

3

1.5

Sublative

50%

9

4.5

Definite Article

10%

132

92.4

Diminutive

15%

17

4.2

Total

365.5

Adding 365^*5 to tiie number of free morphemes which is
1795, we obtain a total morpheme count of 2160.5 morphemes.
Dividing this number hy the 835 utterances, we have an
M.L.U. 2.58.
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5 .6

Z o li V I

Tiiis final period in our observation of Zoli's
development is marked not so much, by the acquisition of
new patterns, but by the application of old patterns to
more situations and the construction of utterances of
greater length. This general pattern of consolidation
and deepening control is evident not only on the syntax,
but also in the phonology and the grammatical morphemes
of the lexicon.

In general the rules of Level V continue

in force at Level VI with the addition of a rule for
pref ix-raising•
5.61

Acquisition of rules based upon inherent features
Excluding titles and proper names, there are

fifty-nine uses of Rule E for modifier-fronting in this
sample.

Fourteen of these involve the deictic adjective

which is nominative in seven cases, accusative in five,
instrumental in one, and illative in one other.

As we

suggested in section 5.51, learning of agreement with
the case on the noun probably proceeds suffix by suffix.
At this time, only the accusative seems to have attained
such marking, since the nominative requires no agreement
and the other cases are only represented by one example
each.
Rule G for suffix-attachment continues to be of
importance; the numbers of such attachments are calculated
in section 5.66 below.

Additionally, the rules of 4.5

are of importance in assigning order between suffixes.
There are eighty-one attachments of is "also” after the
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lexical item to which they relate, according to Rule H.
As can he seen in section 6.13 of Part II, Zoli continues
to place the verbal prefix before the verbal root, even
when such placement is an error.

This placement is

governed by Rule Z, which is not a part of adult
competence.

.. .

There: are:.sixty-seven uses of Rule M which orders
propositions by subordination, with or without a
conjunction.
is present.

In fourteen of these orderings a conjunction
The conjunctions included eight occurrences

of mert "because," three of <|s "and," one of azutan
"after," and two of meg "moreover."

The fifty-three

cases of subordination without conjunctions all involved
complementation.

Common verbs in the main clause include

kell "is-necessary” which accounts for thirty of these
complement structures, together with tud "can," megyek
"go+lPS," and tessek "please," which account for smaller
amounts.

In no utterance is the infinitive missing from

the verb of the subordinate clause.

There are no uses

of Rule Z in this sample, but this is probably just
a sampling effect.
The growth of complement constructions is now
accompanied by the appearance of utterances in which
the verbal prefix has been lifted from the subordinate
clause and placed before the "auxiliary-like" verb of
the main clause.

There are only three such structures

at this time: f81 kell venni "up is-necessary take+infin.,"
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be kell dugni "in is-necessary stuff+infin.," and
Sssze kell csatolni "together is-necessary couple+inf in."
•All involve the verb kell "is necessary."

It seems likely

that the first rule of this shape is morpheme—bound,
as is Rule R:
Rule R:

+process

prefix(X)

5.62

+

kell (Y)

+

Z

The conflict between verb-fronting and rules based
upon functional features
Of the 610 utterances with verbs in this sample,

only 185 have a fronted verb.

This means that only 30#

of the utterances with verbs have the verbs fronted.
This figure may be compared with 71# at Level II, 56#
at Level III, 40# at Level 17, and 35# at Level V.

The

continual decline of the pattern of verb-fronting which
found such favor in the first stages of Zoli’s development
is good evidence for the probable disappearance of Rule
E as an active rule.

Of the 415 utterances in which some

other element is fronted before the verb, ninety-eight
utterances show a pretopic before the verb and 215
show a focused element before the verb, whereas 102 show
both.

The detailed composition of these groups will be

discussed in the next section.
Of the 185 focused verbs, fifteen are erroneously
fronted.

This is 8# of the fronted verbs and is identical

with the percentage from Level 7.

This residual tendency
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to erroneously front verbs basically involves only the
verb ker which accounted for ten of the fifteen frontings.
It appears that the high emotional value of the request
is enough to induce Zoli to focus it.

• 5.63

The acquisition of rules based upon functional features
At Level VI Zoli produces 250 utterances with

preposed topics.

The distribution of these topics

resembles earlier levels with the bulk being locatives,
temporals, pronouns, and deictics.

There is also an

increasingly large group of what we have called introducers,
which are ordered through Rule 0.

Doubling of initial

topics continues to develope and twelve utterances with
doubled initial topic are present in this sample.
Of a total of 397 utterances in which some item
is focused, 317 utterances show the focused item before
a verb.

Particularly evident is the growth of complex

focused noun-phrases.

Eon-agent vocatives occur twenty-

seven times before the proposition and twenty-times after
it.

Six agent-vocatives appear before their proposition

and two after.
5.64

The acquisition of rules assigning grammatical
intonations
Despite the general accuracy of Zoli’s grammatical

intonation at Level VI, we may note some continuing errors
in stress-placement.

In two utterances the definite

Article is stressed, although the definite article
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never receives stress under normal conditions.

In four

other utterances stress is not assigned to the element
preceding the verh, but to the verb itself.

Of course,

if the verb is to receive stress it should be placed in
initial position.
Zoli seems to be in nearly complete control of
the mechanics of question intonation which were entering
in the previous period.

However, the raising of pitch

on the last syllable in yes-no questions should be
confined to only the shortest utterances, while Zoli
applies it to both short and medium-length utterances.
Moreover, there is one case of overgeneralization of the
yes-no question intonation to a wh-question.

The

sentence involved was: Mikor ad oda B a m a bdcsinak?
"When give over B a m a Uncle4dat.?"

Rather than raising

the pitch on the first syllable and then trailing off,
Zoli raised the pitch on the next-to-last syllable, as in
yes-no questions.

5.65

Calculation of M.L.U.
Zoli produced 1826 utterances at level VI.

The

total number of free morphemes used at Level VI is 3510,
but this number must be corrected for productivity of
bound morphemes, which is calculated in Table XII which
follows.
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T a b le X IV

Calculation of Productive Affix Attachments at Level VI
Morpheme

Productivity

Occurrences

Addition to M.L.U.

Plural

90%

66

59.5

Dative

60%

46

27.6

Instrumental

50%

28

14.0

Accusative

70%

233

163.1

Sign of Poss.

100%

11

11.0

IPS Poss.

50%

39

19.5

2PS Poss.

35%

6

2.1

3PS Poss.

40%

5

2.0

IPS Definite

80%

128

102.4

IPS Indefinite

80%

153

124.0

2PS Definite

60%

15

9.0

2PS Indefinite

60%

16

9.6

1PP Definite

35%

11

3.8

1PP Indefinite

10%

34

23.8

3PP Definite

30%

9

2.7

3PP Indefinite

60%

12

7.2

2PS Def.-Imp.

50%

41

20.5

1PP Def.-Imp.

20%

24

4.8

2PS Ind.-Imp.

20%

6

1.2

Imperative

30%

29

8.7

Infinitive

50%

96

48.0

Verbal Prefixes

80%

217

173.6
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Morpheme_____ Productivity

Occurrences

Addition to M .L.U.

IPS Past

20#

28

5.6

3PS Definite
(in the past)

3o#

14

4.2
33.3

Inessive-Illat•

70#

39

Illative

70#

1

.7

Sublative

70#

8

5.6

Adessive

25#

3

.7

Ablative

25#

4

1.0

Elative

25#

6

1.5

Superessive

25#

4

1.0

Definite Art.

90#

163

146.7

Diminutive

75#

24

18.0
1056.6

Total

Adding 1056.6 to the number of free morphemes which is
3510, we obtain a total morpheme count of 4566.6
morphemes.

Dividing this number by the 1826 utterances,

we have an M.L.U. of 2.50.
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5.7

A Summary of the development of the syntactic rules
In the following tahle the various rules which

have "been proposed are each listed in terms of the levels
at which they show possible productivity.

Rules A

through C are not listed, since they are simply theoretical
variants of Rules 3) and E.

At each level an "X" indicates

productivity, whereas a dash indicates that -a- previously
productive rule is no longer present.
Table XV
The Development of Syntactic Rules
Rule

D: +f o c u s
&
I
I
X
+ Y

I

II

Level
III

?

?

-

X

X

17

-

T

-

71

-

D*:
4 1 r+topicVj

+focus

P

L+focusjj

E: +process
+state
1
X
+
E:

4-modifier
I

X

G:

#
)
!
Y
^

X

X

X

?

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

!

+

Y

w
I
I
X +
suffix
(morpheme-bound at first)

X
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level

Rule
H:

oc
i
X

I:

J:

IV

X

X

X

X

£
i
is

+

r+topic]_ _ _ _

a

L+focus]

^

2

III

+ (#) + Y

o C
1

f +topic~]
\_-focusj

X

X

prefix + Y
(morpheme-bound at first)
o(
+command

L:

i
X

+polite
I
csak II

+

^-secondary

coord.
(Y)

c\ [+focus|

X

coord.— ^[-focus]

I
X

-P+secondary
\
+ Z

..1
+

Y

k!
+

Z

:

of
Proposition
[
f
introducer + Y
(morpheme-b ound)

prefix
X

kell
+ -Y
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